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NOTICE.
The present extract constitutes the Zoological portion of the work entitled

—

" Iconographic Encyclopedia of Science, Literature, and Art. Systematically

arranged by J. G-. Heck, translated from the German with additions, and edited by

Spencer F. Baird, A. M., M. D., Professor of Natural Sciences in Dickinson

College, Carlisle, Pa. Illustrated by five hundred steel plates, containing upwards

of twelve thousand engravings. In four vols. 8vo. of text, and two vols, oblong

quarto of plates. New York, 1851. Published by Rudolph Garrigue, 2 Barclay

St., Astor House."

Much of the Encyclopedia, instead of being translated, has been entirely re-

written, with special reference to adaptation to this country. The part on Zoology,

among others, has been compiled entirely anew by its authors, and will be found to

contain much original matter never before published.

The references to the plates are retained in this extract, though the plates

themselves are not supplied.

SPENCER F. BAIRD.
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PLATE 74.

Classification.

Fig. 1. Monas, animalcule,
"

2. Monocerca, do. .

"
3. Spongia, sponge, .

"
4. Hydra, naked polypi,

"
5. Diphies, Medusa, .

"
6. Velella, nautilus, .

"
1. Sipunculus, tube worm

"
8. Holothuria, sea jelly,

"
9. Ligula, strapwornt,

"
10. Nemertes, cordworm,

"
11. Botryllus, sea grape,

"
12. Ostrea, oyster, . .

"
13. Chiton, sea cockroach,

"
14. Fissurella, fissure shell,

"
15. Vermetus, worm shell,

"
16. Strombus, screw shell,

"
17. Carina, keel shell,

"
18. Bulla, wood digger,

"
19. Phyllidium, leaf shell,

"
20. Tritonium, triton,

"
21. Limnajus, mud shell,

"
22. Clio, whale louse,

"
23. Octopus, polypus,

"
24. Hirudo, leech,

"
25. Aphrodite, sea mouse,

"
26. Amphitrite,

"
27. Anatifa, duck muscle,

*•
28. Cancer, crab,

"
29. Squilla, shrimp, .

"
30. Talitrus, sea flea,

"
31. Cyamus, whale louse,

"
32. Oniscus, cheslip, .

"
33. Cyclops, water flea,

"
34. Caligus, fi.sh louse,

" 35. Aranea, spider, .

"
36. Clielifer,

"
37. Scolopendra,

"
38. Lepisma, book worm,

"
39. Pediculus, louse, .

"
40. Pulex, flea, .

" 41. Carabus, ground beetle
"

42. Forficula, earwig,
"

43. Cimex, bedbug, .

"
44. Libellula, dragon fly,

"
45. Tenthredo, tailed wasp,

"
46. Vanessa, butterfly,

"
47. Stomoxys, autumn fly,

"
48. Petromyzon, lampereel,

"
49. Squalus, shark.
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Fig. 50. Raja, ray,
"

51. Acipenser, sturgeon,
"

52. Orthagorisfus, moon fish,
"

53. Hijjpocainpus, sea horse,
"

54. Anguilla, eel,
"

55. Pleuronectes, sole,
"

56. Merlangus, Avhiting,
"

57. Cyprinus, chub, .

"
58. Xipliias, swordfish,

"
59. JSalamandra, salaniande

" 60. Rana, frog, .

" 61. Vipera, viper,
"

62. Boa, boa constrictor,
"

63. Anguis, adder,
"

64. Ophisaurus, .

"
65. Chirotes,

"
66, 67. Clialcidcs,

" 68. Bipes, .

"
69. Anohs,

"
70. Scincus,

"
71. Tilicuii,

" 72. Chamreleo, chameleon,
''

73. Ptyodactylus,
"

74. Basiliscus, basilisk,
"

75. Iguana, guana,
"

76. Draco, dragon,
"

77. Agatna,
"

78. Stellio, stellion, .

"
79. Lacerta, lizard,

"
80. Tejus, . . *.

" 81. Crocodilus, crocodile,
"

82. Plesiosaurus,
"

83. Ichthyosaurus,
"

84. Chelonia. sea tortoise,
" 85. Testudo, land tortoise,
" 86. Anas, duck,
"

87. Sula, dodo, .

"
88. Pelecanus, pelican,

"
89. Procellaria, petrel,

"
90. Podiceps, diver, .

" 91. Phoenicopterus, flamingo,
"

92. Rallus, water rail,

"
93. Scolopa.v, snipe, .

" 94. Ardea, heron,
"

95. Grus, crane,
"

96. Otis, bustard,
" 97. Struthio, ostrich, .

" 98. Gallus, cock,
" 99. Crax, curassow, .

" 100. Columba, pigeon,
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Fig. 101. Psittacus, parrot,
" 102. Picus, woodpecker,
" 103. Buceros, rhinoceros bird,
" 104. Merop.-J, bee-eater,
"

105. Sitta, init-pccker,
" 106. Alauda, lark,
"

107. Cvpselus, sea swallow,
" 108. Pica, magpie,

109. Otus, owl, .

" 110. Vultur, vulture,
" 111. Milvu.'i, kite,
"

112. Bala3na, whale, .

" 113. Cervus, dear,
" 114. Bos, ox,
" 115. Camelus, camel,
" 116. Equus, horse,
" 117. Sus, hog, .

" 118. Elephas, elephant,
" 119. Ornithorhynclms, duckbilled pla

typus,
" 120. Manis. pangolin,
" 121. Bradypiis, sloth,
" 122. Lepus, rabbit,
" 123. Sciurus, squirrel,
"

124. Castor, beaver, .

" 125. Mus, mouse,
" 126. Didelphys, kangaroo,
"

127. Phoca, seal,
" 128. Mustek, marten,
" 129. Viverra, civet, .

" 130. I'\'lis, cat, .

" 131. Hyfena, hyena, .

" 132. Canis, dog, .

" 183. Ursus, bear,
"

134. Erinaceus, liedgehog,
'•

135. Vespertilio, bat,
"

136. Pteropus, rousset,
"

137. Lemur, raaki,
" 138. Hapale, ouistiti, .

" 139. Simla, monkey, .

" 140. Homo, man,

PLATE 75.

Fig. 1. Monas lens, .

" 2. Proteus diffluens,

" 3. Bursaria vesiculosa,
" 4. Cryptomouas ovata,
" 5. Trachclocerca olor,

" 6. Trachelocerca viridis,

" 7. Vibrio anguillula,
" 8. Cyclidium glaucoma,
' 9. Paramecium compressum,
"

10. Chilodon cucullatus,
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11. Gonium pectorale,
"

12. Bursaria truncatella,
"

13. Urocentrum turbo,
"

14. Trichodina cometa,
"

15. Volvox globator, .

"
16. Rotifer vulgaris, .

''

17. Opercularia articulata,
"

18. Stentor mylleri, .

"
19. Melicerta ringcns,

" 20. Carchesium polypinum,
" 21. Hydra grisea,
"

22. Hydra fusca,
" 23. Hydra viridis,

«» 24. Virgularia juncea,
" 25. Pennatula granulosa,
"

26. Pennatula phosphorea,
"

27. Pennatula grisea,

219
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Fig. 23. Nephelis octoculata (Hirudi

nid.T?),

" 24. Clepsina complanata,
"

25. HiBuiopis vorax, .
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"
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'
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"
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"
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"
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"
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"
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"

82, 83. Lepisma saccharina,
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"
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Fig. 44. Latrodectus malmignatus,
" 45. Nyssa timida,
•' 46. Tegenaria domestica,
" 47. Lachesis perversa,
" 48. Uloborus walcnaerius,

* 49. Argyroneta aquatica,
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Fig. 1.

"
2.

" 3-
"

10.
"

11.
"
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"

13.
"

14.
"

15.
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16.
"

17.
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81.

Mutilla europjea, ,

Apterogyna occidentalis,

-9. rormicid.ae,

Bombus lapidarius,

Bombus muscorum,
Megachile sementaria,

Bombus terrestris,

Xylocopa violacea,

Noraada variegata,

Eucera longicornis,

Megacliile centuacularis

Apis mellifica,

Vespa maculata, .

Polistes paritum,

.

Vespa vulgaris, .

Vespa crabro,

Leucospis dorsigera,

Chiysis cyanea, .

Clirysis aurata,

Chrysis ignita,

Pompilus cceruleus,

Pompilus viaticus,

Crabro cribrarius,

Pelop^eus spirifex,

Ammophila sabulosa,

33, 36—39. Ichueumonidje,

35. Chalcididae, .

-39. See 32.

Rhyssa persuasoria (Ichneumo-
nidse),

Urocerus spectrum,

Urocerus gigas,

Lophyrus juniperi,

Nematus caprese,

Cimbex americana,

Tenthredinidse,

Cimbex variabilis,

-53. Ciuipidae,

jVIantispa pagana,
Raphidia ophiopsis,

Termes fetalis,

Bittacus tipularia,

Paiiorpa communis,
Ascalaplms barbarus,

Myrmeleon libelluloides,

Myrmeleon formicarius,

-64. Hermerobiidae,

Hydropsyche plumosa,
Phryganea striata,

Perla bicaudata, .

Limnophilus rhombica,
Phryganea grandis,

-72. Ephemeridse,
Agrion puella,

Calepteryx virgo,

Libellula depressa,

^Esclina graudis,

Pterophorus pentadactyla.
Coccyx resinosa, .

Carpocapsa pomonella,
Hercyna paliotalis.

Tinea granella,
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Upper Division.

Fig. 1—3. Forficulidae, . . .367
" 4—6. Brachelytra, . . .359
" 7. Meloe proscarabasus, . . . 363
" 8. Lytta vesicatoria, . . . 363
" 9. Blaps mortisaga, ... 364
" 10. Teuebrio molitor, . . . 364
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" 34. Malachius aeueus, . . . 362
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" 41, 42. Lampyridai, . . . 362
" 43. Necydalis ca^rulea.

" 44—61. Longicornia, . . 365
« 62—64. Clerida, ... 362
« 65—76. Rhincophora, . . . 364
" 77—79. Bruchus.
" 80—101. Trimera, . . . .366
" 102, 103. NitidulidJE, . . .359
" 104. Silpha thoracica, . . .359
" 105, 106. Necrophorus, . . . 359
" 107, 108. Authrenus, . . ,359
" 109. Byrrhus pilula (Byrrliidas), . 360
" 110. Gyrinus natator, . . .111
" 111. Ptinus fur.

" 112. Anobium pertinax, . . . 362
" 113. Apate capucinus.
" 114. Hylesinus piniperda.
" 115, 116. Bostrichus, . . . .345
" 117, 118. Dermestes, . . .359
" 119—123. Hister, . . . .360
" 124. Lucanus, 360
" 125—127. CetoniadfB, . . . 360
" 128—131. Melolonthidje, . . .360
132—136—144. Scarabaeida;, . . 360

133—135. Aphodiidse, . . .360
-" 136—144. See 132.
" 145—148. Dynastida;, . . .360

Lower Division.

Fig. 1. Alosa vulgaris, shad, . 413
" 2. Clupea harengus, herring, . 413
" 3. Engraulis eucrasicholus, anchovy, 412
'' 4. Harengula sprattus, sprat, . 413
" 5. Tliymallus vulgaris, greylJng, . 416
-" 6. Cobitis fossilis, mudfish, . . 420
-" 7. Exoglossum barbatula, ground-

ling 420
" 8. Rhombus vulgaris, brill, . . 424
" 9. Platessa flesus, fluke, . .423
" 10. Zeus faber, dory, . . . 431
" 11. Lota vulgaris, burbot, . . 423
" 12. Trachinus draco, sea cat, . . 426
" 13. Xiphias gladius, swordfish, . 430
" 14. Amodytcs tobianus, sand-eeL
" 15. Syngnathus ophidion, sea-serpent, 436
" 16. Syngnathus acus, sea-needle, . 436
• 17. Pegasus draco, sea-dragon, . 437
-* 18. Lumpus anglorum, lump sucker, 433

Fiff. 19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.
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31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.
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42,
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Diodon punctatus, sticklebag, . 436

Tetraodon lagocephalus, star

belly, . . . .436
Centriscus scolopax, trumpet fish, 433

Aluteres monoceros, unicorn fish, 435

Lophius piscatorius, widegap, , 434
Acipenser ruthenus, caviar stur-

geon, .... 442

Acipenser sturio, sturgeon, . 442

Sphyrna malleus, hammer-head-
ed shark, . . . 445

Spinax acanthias, thorn-hound, . 446
Petromyzon fluviatilis, lamprey, 411

Seps chalcides, bronze colored

lizard 477

Scincus cyanurus, scink, . .477
Plestiodon aldrovandii, . . 477
Triton cristatum, eft, . . 460
Draco dandini, flying dragon, . 483
Rana temporaria, yellow frog, . 462

Hyla viridis, tree or green frog, 463
Eufo calamita, toad, . . . 464
Bombinator igneus, glistering

toad, . . . .463
Pelob.itus fuscus, water toad, . 483

Testudo geometrica, tortoise, . 491

Testudo grajca, mosaic tortoise, . 491

Cistudo europffia, European tor-

toise, . . . .492
Erays picta, terrapin, . . 492

Sphargis coriacea, leather turtle, 493

PLATE 82.

cataphractus,Fig. 1. Aspidophorus
pogge

" 2. Pristis antiquorum, saw fish,

" 3. Esox lucius, pike,

" 4. Perca fluviatiUs, perch,
" 5. Anguilla vulgaris, eel,

" 6. Gasterostcus acjaleatus, stickle-

back, , . . .

" 7. Sahno fario, salmon trout, .

" 8. Holocanthus tricolor, tricolor,

" 9. Synanceia horrida, dragon's head,
" 10. Labrax lupus, bass, .

" 11. Solea vulgaris, sole, .

" 12. Platessa limanda, dab,

427
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PLATE 83.

Fig. 1. Holocentrum longipinne, red

perch, ....
" 2. Acanthurus gemmatus, gem fish,

" 3. Amphacanthus corallinus, coral

perch, ....
" 4. Sphyrsena spet, barracuda pike,

" 5. Scorpsena scropha, dragon's head,
" 6. Naucrates ductor, pilot fish,

" 7. Trigla lyra, piper,
'• 8. Thynnus vulgaris, tunny, .

" 9. Scomber vulgaris, mackerel,
" 10. Acerina cornua, rufte,

" 11. Cepola rubescens, band fish,

" 12. Dactylopterus volitans, flying

fish,

PLATE 84.

Fig. 1. Carcharius verus, shark, . . 445
"

2. Coryphsena hippuris, dolphin, . 431
"

3. Echineis remora, sucking fish, . 424
•" 4. Chondrostoma nasus, broad snout 418
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5. Cottus gobio, bullhead,

6. Gobio fluviatilis, gresling,

7. Alburnus lucidus, bleak,

8. Acanthurus chirurgus,

tail, .

9. Chaetodon auriga, angel,

10. Barbus vulgaris, barbel,

11. Ciprinus carpio, carp,

12. Tinea vulgaris, tench,

13. Anabas scandens, climbins

lancet-

perch,

PLATE 85.

Fig.

12

.Fig.

Morrhua vulgaris, codfish, .

Merlangus vulgaris, whiting,

Raia batis, skate,

Trachiuus vividus, weever,
Blennius viviparus, gutter,

Opliiocephalus striatus, ophidion,

MuUus barbatus, mullet, .

Dipterodon capensis,Cape-dipter-

odon, ....
Amphiprion bifasciatus, amphi-

prion, ....
Scolopsides vosmari.

Trachypterus spinolae, trachyp-

terus, ....
. Cyprinus auratus, gold-fish,

PLATE 86.

Deirodon nasutus, green snake, .

Tropidonotus natri.x, ringed snake,

Trigonocephalus lanceolatus, cop-

perhead, ....
Naia tripudians, cobra di capello.

Boa constrictor, ....
Phrynosoma cornuta, horned frog,

PLATE 87.

Anguis fragilis, slow worm,
Vipera berus, viper

Cerastes cornutus, horned viper, .

Xiphosoma caninum, dog boa,

Crotalus horridus, rattlesnake,

Seps chalcides, scink, .

PLATE 88.

Fig. 1. Siren lacertina, siren, .

" 2. Necturus lateralis, water-puppy,

Chamseleo vulgaris, chamajleon, .

Platydactylus guttatus, gecko,

Uroplatus fimbriatus, flat headed
salamander,

Lophyrus furcata, lophyrus,

Crocodilus lucius, alligator,

Crocodilus vulgaris, crocodile.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Salaniandra maculata, salaman
der, ....

" 2. Triton tceniatum, brook salaman

der, ....
" 3. Draco dandini, flying dragon,
" 4. Scincus officinalis, scink,

" 5. Basiliscus mitratus, basilisk,

" 6. Iguana tuberculata, guana, .

" V. Lacerta viridis, lizard, .

PLATE 90.

Fig. 1. Bufo viridis, green toad,
" 2. Engystoma ovale, S. Araer. toad,
" 3. Dactelythra capensis. Cape toad.
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Fig. 4. Pipa americana, Guiana toad,
" 5. Rana esculenta, frog, .

" 6. Hyla viridis, tree or green frog,

" 7. Achrochordus javanica, Java
snake, ....

" 8. Platurus laticaudis, India water
snake, ....

" 9. Elaps corallinus, coral snake,
' 10. Typhline cuvierii, blind scink, .

" 11. Chelonia mydas, green turtle, .

" 12. Cistudo europjea, land tortoise, .

" 13. Testudo geometrica, India tor-

toise, ....
PLATE 91.

Fig. 1. Podicepscristatus, crested grebe,
" 2. Podiceps minor, little grebe,
" 3. Colymbus glacialis, loon,

" 4. Sterna nigra, sooty tern, .

" 5. Larus eburneus, ivory gull,

" 6. Pelecanus crispus, hairy pelican,

" 7. Cygnus olor, mute swan, .

" 8. Cygnus ferus, hooper swan,
" 9. Oidemia americana, scoter,

"
_ 10. Anas crecca, teal,

" 11. Procellaria capensis. Cape pigeon,
" 12. Diomedia exulans, white alba-

tross, ....
" 13. Aptenodytes patagonica, Patago-

niaii penguin,
" 14. Fratercula arctica, puffin, .

'' 15. Alca torda, razor-billed auk,

PLATE 92.

Fig. 1. Carbo cormoranus, cormorant, .

" 2. Eudytes cristatus, crested pen-

guin, .....
" 3. Tachypetes aquilus, frigate peli-

can, .....
" 4. Pha?ton tethereus, tropic bu'd, .

" 5. Plotus anhinga, snake bird,

" 6. Sula bassana, booby, .

" 7. Anser segetum, bean goose,

" S. Anas boschas, mallard,
" 9. Anas galericulata, mandarin

duck, ....
" 10. Merges cucullatus, hooded mer-

ganser, ....
" 11. Larus argentatus, herring gull, .

" 12. Sterna hirundo, sea swallow,

PLATE 93.

Fig. 1. Charadius auratus, plover,

" 2. Vanellus cristatus, lapwing,
" 3. Grus cinerea, crane, .

" 4. Platalea leucorrhodia, roseate

spoon-bill, ....
" 5. Ardea purpurea, purple heron, .

" 6. Egretta caudidissima, snowy
heron, ....

" 7. Ciconia alba, white stork, .

" 8. Gallinago major, snipe,

" 9. Limosa rufa, rufous godwit,
" 10. Recurvirostra avocetta, avocet,

" 11. Phaenicopterus ruber, scarlet

flamingo, . . . •

" 12. Ardea ralloides, pigmy heron, .

PLATE 94.

Fig. 1. Struthio camelus, ostrich, .
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Fig. 2. Otis tarda, great bustard, . . 581

3. Otis tetrax, smaller bustard, . 581

4. Balearica pavonina, crowned
- crane, ..... 583

5. Botaurus stellaris, bittern, . . 584
6. Ibis alba, white ibis, . . . 585

7. Numenius arcuatus, curlew, . . 585

8. Totanus calidris, sandpiper, . .586
9. Parra indica, Indian jacana, . . 587

10. Fulica americana, coot, . . 587

11. Porphyrio hyacinthinus, hyacinth

gallinule, .... 587

12. Heliornis surinamensis, sun bird, 591

13. Totanus ochropus, green sand-

piper, ..... 586

PLATE 95.

Fig. 1. Casuarius galeatus, cassowary, . 581
" 2. Palamedea cornuta, horned

screamer, .... 586
" 3. Ibis cristatus, crested ibis, . . 585
" 4. Tringa rufescens, rufous sand-

piper, 586
" 5. Glareola torquata, pratincole, . 582
" 6. Himantopus albicollis, stilt, . 585
" 7. Cinclus interpras, turnstone, •. 583
" 8. Rallus aquaticus, dusky rail, . 587
" 9. Rallus crex, corn crake, . . 587
" 10— 11. Gallus domesticus, common

fowl, 577
" 12. Meleagris gallopavo, turkey, . 577
" 13. Numida meleagris, guinea fowl, . 578
" 14. Pterocles alchata, desert grouse, . 580
" 15. Turnix dactylisonans, quail, . . 579

PLATE 96.

Fig. 1. Tetrao urogallus, cock of the

woods,. . . . .579
" 2. Tetrao tetrix, moor cock, . . 580
" 3. Perdix cinerea, grey partridge, . 578
" 4. Perdix rubra, red partridge, . 578
" 5. Pavo cristatus, peacock, . . 575
" 6. Phasianus colchicus, pheasant, . 576
" 7. Phasianus pictus, golden pheasant, 576
" 8. Argus giganteus, argus pheasant, 576
" 9. Tragopan hastingsii, golden

breasted horned pheasant, . 576
" 10. Crax rubra, red curassow, . . 574
" 11. Lophortyx californicus, California

partridge 579
" 12. Columba livia, rock pigeon, . . 572
" 13. Columba cenas, blue-backed dove, 572
" 14. Goura cruenta, ground pigeon, . 573
" 15. Columba turtur, turtle dove, . 572

PLATE 97.

Fig. 1. Cacatua sulphurea, yellow-crested
cockatoo, .... 567

" 2. Psittacus erythacus, grey African
parrot, .... 566

" 3. Palaeornis malaccensis, Malacca
parrot, . . . .566

" 4. Palffiornis alexandri, redheaded
parrot, .... 566

" 5. Psittacus melanocephalus, black-
headed parrot, . . . 567

" 6. Trogon curucui, curucui, . . 527
" 7. Trogon viridis, green curucui, . 527
" 8. Bucco macrorhynehus, puff bird, . 527
" 9. Monasa tranquilla, S. American

puff-bird, . . . .527
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Fig. 10. Capito viridiauranthius, green and
orange barbet, . . . 567

" 11. Pogonias sulcirostris, grooved-

bill barbet, . . . .567
" 12. Pteroglossus aracari, long-tailed

aracari, .... 565
" 13. Ramphastus tucanus, largebilled

toucan, .... 565

PLATE 98.

Fig. 1. Platycercus viridis, green parrot, 566
" 2. Ara ararauna, blue and yellow

maccaw, .... 566
" 3. Ara militaris, military maccaw, . 566
" 4. Lorius domicellus, lory, . .566
" 5. Picus villosus, hairy woodpecker, 567
" 6. Picus cayennensis, Cayenne wood-

pecker, .... 567
" 7. Gecinus viridis, green wood-

pecker, .... 568
" 8. Picus major, large woodpecker, . 567
" 9. Yunx torquilla, Avry neck, . . 567
" 10. Pica caudata, magpie, . . . 556
" 11. Corvus monedula, jackdaw, . . 555
" 12. Corvus corax, raven, . . . 555
" 13. Corvus cornix, hooded crow, . 555

PLATE 99.

Fig. 1,3. Garrulus glandarius, jay, . . 644
" 2. Nucifraga caryocatactus, nut-

cracker, .... 556
" 3. See Fig. 1.

" 4. Paradisea minor, bird of paradise, 531
•' 5. Paradisea regia, king paradise

bird 531
" 6. Paradisea superba, superb para-

dise bird, . . . .531
" 7. Paradisea sexsetacea, six shafted

paradise bird, . . . 531
" 8. Trochilus moschitus, ruby topaz

liumming bird, . . . 533
" 2a. Trocliilus ornatus, magnificent

humming bird, . . . 533
" 96. Trochilus colubris, hummingbird, 533
" 10. Trochilus delalandii, De La-

lande's humming bird, . 533
" 11. Trochilus miniums, smallest

humming bird, . . . 533
" 12. Trochilus cristatus, crested hum-

ming bird, .... 533
" 13. Trochilus macrourus, swallow

tailed humming bird, . . 533
" 14. Buphaga africana, beefeater, . 558
" 15. Sturnella ludoviciana, American

lark 558
" 16. Icterus baltimore, Baltimore

oriole, ..... 559

PLATE 100.

Fig. 1. Sturnus vulgaris, starling, . . 558
" 2. Loxia pityopsittacus, parrot cross-

bill, 563
" 3. Coccothraustes vulgaris, haw-

finch, 560
" iab. Fringilla canaria, canary bird, . 561
" 5. Fringilla cannabina, red pull, . 561
" 6. Fringilla domestica, house-spar-

row, ..... 561
" 7. Sylvia hippolais, willow wren, . 541
" 8. Oriolus galbula, oriole, . . 547
" 9. Merula vulgaris, blackbird, . . 546
" 10. Merula saxatilis, rock thrush, . 54C
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Fig. 11. Pastor roseus, rose colored star-

ling, . . . . .558
" 12. Morula viscivorus, missel thrush, 546
" 13. Merula iliaca, redwing, . .546
" 14. Merula musica, song thrush, . 546

PLATE 101.

Fig. 1. Trochilus granatinus, garnet

humming bird, . . .533
" 2. Pyrrhula europea, bullfinch, . 563
" 3. Spermophila crassirostris, thick-

billed finch, . . . 563
" 4. Coccothraustes chloris, green

finch, 560
" 5. Fringilla senegala, Senegal finch, 561
" 6. Fringilla amaduva, amaduvat, . 561
" 7. Vidua regia, king widow bird, . 560
" 8. Vidua erythrorhynchus, red-billed

widow bird, . . . 560
" 9. Carduelis spinus, siskin, . .561
" 10. Carduelis elegans, goldfinch, . 561
" 11. Calliste tatao, seveu-colored tana-

ger, . . . . .561
" 12. Fringilla ccelebs, chafiinch, . .561
" 13. Emberiza hortulana, ortolan, . 562
" 14. Emberiza schceniculus, reed bun-

ting, 562
" 15. Emberiza citrinella, yellow-

hammer, . . . .562
" 16. Rupicola aurantia, cock of the

rock, . . . . . 551
" 17. Muscicapa grisola, grey fly-

catcher, . . . .550
" 18. Muscicapa albicollis, white-

necked flycatcher, . . 550
" 19. Muscicapa regia, king of the fly-

catchers, . . . .550
" 20. Ampelis carnifex, scarlet-crested

chatterer, . . . .552
" 21. Ampelis cortinga, banded chat-

terer, 552

PLATE 102.

Fig. 1. Trochilus albicollis, white-necked
humming bird, . . . 534

" 2. Certbia familiaris, brown creeper, 536
" 3. Parus cristatus, crested tit, . . 544
" 4. Parus major, titmouse, . . 544
" 5. Alauda calandria, field lark, . 562
" 6. Alauda cristata, crested lark, . 562
" 7. Alauda arvensis, skylark, . . 562
" 8. Acanthiza campestris, hedge war-

bler 543
" 9. Caereba cyanea, blue creeper, . 532
" 10, 11. PhcEuicura, redstarts, . . 541
" 12. Phoenicura suecica, blue throated

Swedish redstart, . . 541
" 13. Erythaca rubeoula, robin, . . 541
" 14. Menura superba, lyre bird, . . 538
" 15. Dicrurus forficatus, fork-tailed

drongo, .... 552
" 16. Cracticus varius, black and

white shrike, . . . 553
" 17. Vauga curvirostris, hooked-bill

shrike, .... 552
" 18. Laniarius barbarus, Barbary

shrike, .... 553
" 19. Laniarius coUurio, red-backed

shrike, .... 553
" 20. Laniarius exubitor butcher bird,

.

553
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Fig. 1. Buceros erythrorhynchus, red-

billed llornbill, . . .564
" 2. Buceros rhinoceros, rhinoceros

hornbill, . . . .564
" 3. Halcyon atricapilla, black capped

kingfisher, .... 528
" 4. Ceryle javanicus, Java kingfisher, 529
" 5. Alcido ispida, commom king-

fisher, 528
" 6. Capriraulgus europjeus, goat-

sucker, .... 524
" 7. Hirundo rustica, swallow, . . 522
" 8. Cypselus melba, black martin, . 523
" 9. Tyrannus severus, Cayenne fly-

catcher, .... 549
" 10. Milvulus forficatus, South Amer.

flycatcher, .... 549
" 11. Parus ater, pine tit, . . . 543
" 12. Regulus auricapillus, golden

crested wren, . . . 541
'' 13. Philomela luscinia, nightingale, . 539
" 14. Curruca hortensis, garden war-

bler 541

" 15. Curruca atricapilla, blackcap

warbler, . . . .541
" 16. Phcenicura ruticilla, common

redstart, .... 541
" 17. Motacilla boarula, grey wagtail, . 545
" 18. Saxicola cenanthe, wheatear, . 541

PLATE 104.

Fig. 1. Strix flammea, European barn

owl, 515
" 2. Otus brachyotus, short-eared owl, 515
" 3. Otus wilsonianus, long-eared

owl, . . . . .515
" 4. Bubo maximus, grand duke, . 517
" 5. Falco peregriuus, wandering

falcon, 505
" 6. Falco oBsalon, merlin, . . . 506
" 7. Milvus regalis, kite, . . . 510
" 8. Buteo vulgaris, common buzzard, 507
" 9. Gyps fulvus, griffin vulture, . 501
" 10. Sarcoramphus papa, king vulture, 503
" 11. Sarcoramphus gryphus, condor, . 502

PLATE 105.

Fig. 1. Aquila chrysaetos, golden eagle, . 507
"

2. Archibuteo niger, black buzzard, . 507
"

3. Pandion ossifragus, osprey, . . 509
"

4. Haliaetus albicilla, sea eagle, . 508
"

5. Astur palumbarius, goshawk, . 511
"

6. Accipiter nisus, sparrow hawk, . 511
"

7. Falco subutes, hobby, . . . 506
"

8. Falco alaudarius, kestril, . . 506

PLATE 105, 6.

Chart of the migrations of fishes and birds

(
Weltkarte in Mercator's Projection zur

Uebersicht der jahrlichen Wanderungen
der hauptsachlichsten Gattungen der

Fische und Vogel), . . . .497

GLOSSARY.

Aleuten In., Aleutian Islands.

Amazonenstrom, Amazon River.

Arabien, Arabia.

Arabischex 31., Arabian Sea.

Axien, Asia.

Atlantischer Ocean, Atlantic Ocean.
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Behringsstrasse, Behring's Straits.

Boffins Meer, Baffin's Bay.
Caiifornien, California.

Canar'ische In., Canary Islands.

Cap der guten Hoff'nung, Cape of Good Hope.
Capstadt, Capetown.
Cap Verds In., Cape Verde Islands.

CaspiKche.i Meer, Caspian Sea.

Donau, Danube.
Felsen Geb., Rocky Mountains.

Fensterschwalben, Domestic swallows.

Feiierland, Terra del Fuego.

Freund'ichafts In., Friendly Islands.

GesellschaftR In., Society Islands.

Or. Baren See, Great Bear Lake.

GrOnland, Greenland.

Grossbritannien, Great Britain.

Grosser Ocean, Pacilic.

Haringe, Herrings.

Hudwtis Micr, Hudson's Bay.

/. Melville, Melville Island.

Indisches Meer, Indian Ocean.

Ijissabon, Lisbon.

Mahrelen, Mackerel.

Meerb. v. Bengalen, Bay of Bengal.

Jleerb. v. Mexico, Bay of Mexico
Mongolei, Mongolia.

JVeu.weland, New Zealand.

Neu Sibirien, New Siberia.

JVord Amerika, North America.

Nordliches Eismeer, Arctic Sea.

Patagonien. Patagonia.

Baben u. Kriihen, Ravens and crows.

Raiichschwalben, Barn swallows.

Russhch Amerika, Russian America.

Schiff'er In., Navigators' Islands.

Schleiereiden, Barn owls.

Schwarze.i Meer, Black Sea.

Sibirien, Siberia.

Sklaucns-e, Slave Lake.

Staare u. Amseln, Starlings and blackbirds.

Sud Amerika, South America.

Uferschwalben, Bank swallows.

Vercinigte Staaten, United States.

Versammlungs- u. Abzugspunkt, Place of meet-
ing and departure.

Wachfcln, Quails.

Warschau, Warsaw.
West Indieti, West Indies.

Ween, Vienna.

Wuste Sahara, Desert of Sahara.

Zeichencrkldrung, Explanation of the marks.
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Fig. L Balsena mysticetus, Greenland
whale, . . . .625

" 2, 3. Physeter macrocephalus, sperm
whale, .... 627

" 4. Delphinus delphis, dolphin, . . 629

PLATE 107.

Fig. 1, 2. Cervus elaphus, stag, . . 654
"

3. Cervus dama, fallow deer . . 655
"

4. Cervus capreolus, roebuck, . 653
"

5. Lepus timidus, hare, . . . 661
"

6. Lepus cuniculus, rabbit, . . 661
"

7, 8. Bos taurus, common ox, . .658
"

9. Ovis aries, sheep, . . . 657
" 10. Capra liircus, goat, . . . 656
" 11. Sciurus vulgaris, squirrel, . . 676

PLATE 108.

Fig. 1. Camulus bactrianus, two-humped
camel, ....

" 2. Camelus dromedarius, dromedary,
" 8. Camelopardalis girafa, giraffe,

" 4. Moschus moscliiferus, nmsk, .

" 5. Antilope dorcas, gazelle,
" 6. Antilope redunca, antilope of

Senegal, ....
PLATE 109.

Fig. 1. Bison americanus, buffalo, .

" 2. Bos bubalus, Indian buffalo,

" 3. Rupicapra tragus, chamois,
" 4. Antilope scripta, Capeelk,
" 5. Auchenia alpaca, paco,
" 6. Auchenia lama, lama,
" 7. Auchenia vicunna, vicunna,
" 8, 9. Tarandus furcifer, reindeer,
"

10. Cervus alces, eland, .

"
11. Siberian horse, .

PLATE 110.

Fig. 1. Equus zebra, zebra,
"

2. Equus asinus, ass,
"

3. Equus mulus, mule,
"

4. Equus caballus, horse, .

"
5. Norman team horse,

"
6. Arabian mare and colt,

"
7. Arabian stallion, ....

PLATE 111.

Fig. 1. Tapir indicus, tapir,

" 2. Hyrax syriacus, daman,
" 3. Dicotyle labiatus, peccary, .

" 4. Porcus babyrussa, Asiatic hog,
" 5. Sus domesticus, domestic hog,
" 6. Sus scropha, wild hog,
" 7. Phacochcerus aethio2)icu.s, wart

hog,
" 8. Hippopotamus amphibius, hippo-

potanms, ....
" 9. Elephas indicus, Indian elephant.
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Fig. 1. Ornithorhynchus anatinus, duck-

billed platypus, .

" 2. Echidna aculeata, porcupine ant-

eater, .....
" 3. Manis pentadactyla, pangolin,
" 4. Myrmecophaga didactyla, two

toed ant-eater,

" 5. Myrmecophaga jubata, great ant-

eater, .....
" 6. Chlamydophorus truncatus, Chili

armadillo, ....
" 7. Dasypus sexcinctus, six-girdled

armadillo, ....
" 8. Dasypus novemcinctus, nine-

girdled armadillo,
" 9. Bradypus didactylus, sloth,

" 10. Bradypus tridactylus, ai, .

" lla6. Halmaturus laniger, rufous

kangaroo, ....
" 12a6. Halmaturus dorsalis, ashy kan-

garoo,.....
" 13. Didelphys murina, Brazihan opos-

sum,
" 14. Didelphys virginiana, Virginia

opossum, ....
" 15. Nasua rufa, brown coati, .
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PLATE 113.

Fig. 1. Cliinchilla lanigera, chinchilla,

" 2a. Cavia cobaya, Guinea pig,

" lb. Lagomys alpinus, pika,

" 3a. Cercolabe3 villosus, Brazil por-

cupine, ....
" 36. See 16 (mistake of the engra

ver's).

" 4. Hystrix cristatus, European per

cupine,
" 5. Halamys cafFer, Cape jerboa,

" 6. Mas sylvaticus, field mouse,
" 7. Mus rattus, black rat,

" 8. Mus musculus, common mouse,
" 9. Cricetus vulgaris, hamster,
" 10. Myoxus glis, dormouse,
" 11. Arctomys alpinus, marmot,
" 12, 13. Pteromys volucella, flying

squirrel, . . . .

" 14. Sciurus carolinensis, grey squirrel,

" 15. Sciurus maximus, Malabar squir-

rel

" 16. Lutra vulgaris, European otter,

" 17. Talpa europsea, European mole,
" 18. Erinaceus europaeus, European

hedgehog, . . . .
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PLATE 114.

Fig. 1 Castor fiber americanus, beaver,

Phoca vitulina, seal, .

" 3. Trichechus rosmarus, walrus,
" 4. Felis domesticus, cat,

.

" 5. Felis domesticus angorensis. An-
gora cat, ....

" 6. Hyaena striata, striped hyena, .

" 7. Canis aureus, jackal, .

" 8. Canis lupus, wolf,
" 9. Canis familiaris pastoreus, shep-

herd's dog, ....
" 10. Lutra canadensis, Canada otter,

" 11. Ursus maritimus, white polar

bear,

PLATE 115.

Fig. 1. Felis leo, lion,
"

2. Felis tigris, tiger,
"

3. Felis leopardus, leopard,
"

4. Felis onca, jaguar,
"

5. Felis pardus, panther,
"

6. Lynx europ£eus, lynx, .

F^g.

%

PLATE 116.

1. Vulpes fulvus, red fox,

2. Meles vulgaris, badger,

3. Mustela martes, marten,
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PLATE 116

—

{Continued).

Fig. 4. Mustela foina, beech marten,
" 5. Mustela putorius, polecat, .

" 6. Putorius furo, ferret, .

" 7. Putorius vulgaris, weasel, .

" 8. Putorius erminea, ermine, .

" 9. Ursus arctos, brown bear, .

" 10. Ursus americanus, black bear, .

" 11. Canis familiaris sibericus, Siberi-

an dog, ....
" 12. Canis famUiaris, domestic dog, .

" 13. Canis familiaris molossus, bull

dog, . . . •

" 14. Canis famiharis leporarius, grey-

hound, ....
" 15. Canis familiaris normanus, chase

dog, .....
" 16. Canis familiaris vertagus, badger

dog,

PLATE 117.

Fig. 1. Galeopithecus rufus, flying lemur,
" 2. Plecotus timoriensis, long-eared

bat
" 3. Vespertilio noctula, common bat,
" 4. Vespertilio serotinus,serotine bat,

" 5. Vespertilio murinus, European
bat,

" 6. Rhinolophus ferrum equinum,
horse-shoe bat,

" 7. Megaderma lyra, broadwinged
bat,

" 8. Vampyrus spectrum, vampire, .

" 9. Pteropus vulgaris, roussette,
" 10. Otohcnus senegalensis, galago, .

" 11. Lemur pusillus, fox-nosed maki,
" 12. Lemur macao, maki, .

" 13. Cynocephalus maimon, mandrill,
" 14. Cercopithecus diana, holoway, .

* 15. Hylobates agilis, agile gibbon, .
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Rhinocerus indicus, Indian rhino-

ceros, ..... 641

2, 3. Cebus capucinus, capucin, . 699
4. Macacus cynomolgus, hare-lipped

monkey, .... 700

5. Cercopithecus ruber, patras, . 701

6. Cercopithecus griseus,grey patras, 701

7. Macacus silenus, maned maca-
que, 700

8. Cynocephalus sphinx, baboon, . 700

9. Inuus ecaudatus, Barbary ape, . 700

10. Troglodytes niger, chimpanse, . 701
11. Pithecus satyrus, orang outang,

.
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ZOOLOGY.
Plates 74-118.

• f.

General Introduction.

Zoology is a systematic exposition of animals according to their external

and internal structure, and the functions of their organs. The internal

structure can be frequently inferred from the external characters ; we may,

for example, determine the aliment of an animal, and the structure of the

digestive organs, by examining the teeth. This is, however, not sufficient

in all cases, so that it becomes necessary also to examine the internal parts,

because the relation between animals depends upon the entire organization
;

and this being well ascertained, tlie functions of the various organs can

generally be determined without much difficulty.

From the earliest period it was found necessary to group those animals

together which were observed to have certain natural charaders in common.

We find, upon inquiry, that the endeavors to arrange animals systematically

have taken two principal directions, which have been named natural and

artificial classification. 'Jhe former has in view the classification of animals

upon the greater or less perfection of the various organs, among which

those connected with the circulation and oxygenation of the blood,

locomotion, and digestion, hold a prominent place ; the latter depends upon

a character or habit arbitrarily chosen, and independent of others. A
character, however, which may be regarded as unessential by one observer,

will be considered as of the greatest importance by another. In the earlier

stages of science, when the number of known species was comparatively

small, artificial methods were popular, because they were considered easy

of acquisition : now, however, it is found that they are calculated to give

superficial ideas ; and that to present the condition of zoological science in

its true light, a more philosophical system must be made use of.

Aristotle, whose great mind was master of many sciences, both moi'al and

physical, and whose works had an authority in Europe for many centuries,

second only to that of the sacred Scriptures, takes precedence, in point of

time, as the first systematic zoological observer. Born at Stagira, in the

year 383 before Christ, he became the instructor of Alexander the Great,

who formed a large collection of animals tp enable him to pursue his investi-

gations. As a history of zoological systems fc^-ms no part of the i)lan of

this work, only a short outline of the most important periods will be

given.

Aristotle divides animals into such as have blood, and such as are
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without it. Tlie former comiDreliends the (A) Yertebeata, and the latter

the (B) EvEETEBEATA of later authors. These are subdivided as follows

:

A.

Viviparous, - - - .
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medicine, suffering nnicli from destitution during tlie period of his studies.

In 1732 the University of Upsal sent him upon his celebrated Lapland

tour. After this he taught mineralogy, and in 1T35 took his medical

degree.

Llnn^us, whose great mind embraced the three kingdoms of nature,

established the artificial method ; since he indicated and arranged animals,

plants, and minerals, by means of a few characteristics, enabling every

naturalist to find a special name for each animal—a method which should

as much as possible serve as a complete catalogue, convenient for ascer

taining the names of known species, or of intercalating such as might be

unknown. His classification is briefly as follows :

1. Animals whose heart has two ventricles and two auricles ; blood warm
and red.

Viviparous. Mammalia. Oviparous. Aves (Birds).

2. Animals whose heart has one ventricle and one auricle ; blood cold

and red.

With lungs. Ampuibia (Eeptiles). With gills. Pisces (Fishes).

2. Animals with one ventricle and no auricle ; blood cold and yellowish.

With antennae. Ixsecta (Insects). With tentacles. Yeemes

(Worms).

The Linnnean Vermes included Intestina, Mollusca (not those of later

authors), Testacea, Zoophyta, and Infusoria.

The impulse which Linnaeus gave to the study of nature resulted in large

collections formed in exotic regions chiefly by his disciples, among whom
were Thunberg, Forskol, Spaarman, Hasselquist, and Osbeck ;

and as these

collections contained many species which could not be properly arranged

according to his system, the want of a more natural one was soon felt, and

this was finally supplied by the immortal Cuvier, who laid the foundation of

a natural classification in a deep study of the entire structure of the animal

frame ; showing, for example, how the characters of an unknown fossil

animal might be determined from a few bones.

Cuviek was born in 1769, at Montbeillard, on the Alaine, in France, then

belonging to the house of Wiirtemberg ; and died in 1832, aged sixty-three.

The national museum at Paris, the first in Europe, was the chief scene of

his triumphs. He divides animals into Yeetebrata and Invektebkata,

separating the first into 3£a7ninalia or beasts ; Aves or birds ; R&ptilia or

reptiles ; and Pisces or fishes. The Invertebrata he separates into Mollusca

or shellfish ; Articulata or insects, &c. ; and Radiata^ including starfish

and some heterogeneous materials.

The most recent mode of determining the relative station of animals, is

that employed by Agassiz, founded upon the development of the young from

the ovum
; a mode which, in the hands of this distinguished professor, has

hi some cases furnished more certain results than the consideration even of

the nervous system.

Zoology is distinguished as general and special. The former compares

the internal and external structure of animals, not only to understand the

phenomena of animal growth and life, but. also to unravel the laws
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according to wliicli tlie organs are developed from the lowest to the highest

classes which associates it with comparative anatomy and phj^siology
;
the

latter compares individual animals with each other to determine the

peculiarities of individual species, treating of their character and habits.

The attempt has been frequently made to arrange animals in a regular

scale from the lowest to the highest, under the impression that each animal

must have an equal, a higher, or a lower organization when compared with

others. This might be the case if there were only one set of organs ; but

as there are many, an animal may have a simple organization in one, and a

complicated one in another. Thus by their organs of locomotion and general

economy, insects would be placed above mollusca, whilst the latter are

allied to the higher orders by their circulation. One proposes to arrange

animals in a series of parallel lines, whilst another thinks that their affinities

will be best shown by arranging them in a circle. The entire organism

being moved through the nervous system, this has more recently received a

great share of attention ; and although it has proved satisfactory to a

certain extent, it is at times difficult to make safe deductions from variations

in the details. Under these circumstances, there are to be found those who,

like Dumcril and Swainson, think that external characters are sufficient for

the classification of animals, as it is through these that they are placed in

communication with external nature. Blainville makes the external organs

the basis of his twenty-five divisions
;
considering their position, the skin

and its appendages, and the structure and uses of the limbs.

Tliere are many important affinities between plants and animals, as we
have already mentioned in the introduction to Botany. One of the most

important of these has been discovered in modern times, by means of the

improved microscope. Thus it has been shown that the structure and

growth, as well in animals as in plants, is due to cells. There are, besides,

other points of similarity, which will be stated further on.

It is still doubtful whether certain organisms belong to 23lants or animals,

there being grounds upon each side of the question. Some animal pro-

ductions, as corals, were at an early day regarded as plants ; whilst certain

vegetable productions have, nntil a recent period, been considered animals,

and indeed some are still considered such. These doubtful organisms are

to be found chiefly among the low and minute forms which require a

microscope for their investigation. In the case of sponges, strong argu-

ments have been brought forward upon both sides, by acute observers who
have examined them in a living state, for the sponge of commerce is a

mere skeleton.

At first view, animals and plants would seem to be sufficiently separated

by the respiration ; as tlie former breathe and assimilate oxygen and expel

carbonic acid gas, whilst in the latter this operation is reversed. This

view of a contrary action is, however, not strictly correct, because in

animals respiration must continue without intermission, whilst plants breathe

inwards by day and outwards by night. Leaves and spiral vessels are the

breathing organs of plants
;

gills, tracheae, and lungs, those of animals.

With regard to nutrition, animals and plants are nourished by extraneous
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materials suitable to their organization, which are taken up and distributed

by vessels, which do not corres^^ond, however, except that those o'f plants

may be considered similar to the alimentary canal of animals. In certain

plants, as in (^helidonium and Vallisueria, a kind of circulation has been

observed.

A still greater relation appears in the propagation of animals and plants,

which frequently takes place in both kingdoms by means of spontaneous

division, and the growth of the separating shoots or buds, as in the case of

the creeping roots, and the shoots of many plants ; and also in some animals,

where numerous stems united by a common base, give rise to others

which become separated and commence an independent existence, as in the

polypi. The spontaneous division of the infusoria belongs to this mode of

reproduction. Plant and animal eggs can also be brought into comparison

with each other, if the lower orders of both be taken for this purpose. Tiie

phenomena of vegetable life which are also present in the animal kingdom,

may be stated as follows :

1. The ability of individual portions when detached to grow and live

independently, and even to oi-iginate others. Many plants can be increased

by cuttings, and it is well known that pieces cut from fresh water polypi

will grow and form perfect individuals.

2. As plants always j)roduce new shoots, so in the corals are similar parts

produced ; and as a tree placed with its top in the ground may produce

leaves and blossoms from the upturned roots, so the base of a sertularia

may become the head by producing young polyps.

3. The formation of buds happens in both kingdoms, of which the polypi

again aftbrd examples.

4. In plants we also find traces of irritability, like the movements of the

mustard plant when touched. Animals and plants are both subject to

sleeping and waking.

5. Plants and animals undergo metamorphosis, and sustain malformation
and disease, which sooner or later result in death, after which both are subject

to fermentation and putrefaction.

6. Plants and animals, and their organs, are developed gradually according
to a certain plan. As the root and stem are formed out of the seed, and the

leaves from the cotyledons, until at length the flower and its component
parts are produced, so we find the several organs of the animal body to be
formed from the membrane of the yolk.

Y. As there are plants which live but a few days, or even hours, like

many fungi, so there are animals, as the ephemera. Most plants, like most
insects, live but a single summer. On the other hand, plants as well as

animals may attain a very great age, and examples are not rare of trees a
thousand years old. Animals also become very old, although it is difticult

to arrive at any certain conclusion upon this point. There is reason to

believe that the crevish or river crab (Astacus) lives about twenty years
;

the honey bee ten years
; the pike several centuries

; carps and eels a century

;

crocodiles and tortoises, whose growth continues during a long period,

probably attain a very great age ; a toad was watched in a house for thirty-
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six years
; chickens live from twenty to thirty years

;
parrots, ravens, and

swans, from eighty to one hvmdred ; a goose lived to near one hundred

;

an ass thirty-six; and a horse sixty. The colossal mammalia may live

several centuries.

8. Plants and animals are subject to hybernation, a phenomenon which

we find especially in the polar and temperate zones, partly on account of

the absence of the necessary heat, the deficiency of the means of subsistence,

but also on account of a peculiar organization. In this condition plants

lose their leaves and animals fall into a continued death-like sleep, concealed

in holes and caves. All the functions are limited to their minimum. In

hot regions w^e find a corresponding summer repose in animals and plants,

connected with the great heat and aridity of the season. Then many
tropical plants shed their leaves ;

crocodiles lie in the mud apparently dead,

land shells close their aperture by a diaphragm ; and certain freshwater

species bury themselves at the bottom of ponds which become desiccated,

until the return of the rainy season calls them to renewed life.

9. Plants, like animals, exhibit, under certain circnmstances, great

tenacity of life. Seeds of plants can preserve their germinating power for

a long time, that of beans lasting one hundred years or more. An onion

found' in the hand of an Egyptian mummy germinated after an interval of

not less than two thousand years, and the same thing happened with some
cereal grains. The eggs of infusoria seem to afford a parallel in the animal

kingdom. The examples cited of living toads found embedded in solid

stone have not been sufficiently well authenticated to be admitted as facts,

nor have the species thus said to be found ever been described or named.

10. Plants and animals become degenerate, as in the case of cultivated

vegetaldes, which are sometimes quite unlike their original species.

11. There are living plants and animals which are capable of giving

light in the dark, as some of the former which grow in subterranean

passages, certain roots, and the blossoms of certain orange-flowered plants.

Many animals, as the Medusas and fire-flies, emit a phosphorescent light

;

and it is well known that decaying animal and vegetable matter is luminous

under certain circumstances.

But notwithstanding the various relations between plants and animals,

there are still essential differences which it is sufficient merely to allude to

here. The most essential distinction lies in the free will of the animal, and
the power to make use of it in voluntary motion ; and the presence of

nervous matter to convey sensation, A mouth, muscles, bones, and organs

of sense, are not present in any plant. Animal heat, electricity, and art,

have no parallel among vegetables.

Instinct is peculiar to animals, like that of migration, defence, the

constructions of bees and wasps, the expeditions of war and to make slaves

which ants undertake, etc. Instinctive actions are not taught, although a

permanent habit may become an instinct. The young duck swims at once,

the young snapping turtle bites when taken from the egg, and a harmless

serpent without fang or rattle will vibrate its tail like a rattlesnake,

producing a similar sound among dry leaves. The brain of the young is
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modelled upon tliat of the adult, and wliera the scale of ideas is limited,

they must be as essentially hereditary as the external form.'" x\n English

writer endeavors to found a distinction between instinct and reason, by

citing the case of a young animal, as a monkey, being terrified by one of

it^ natural enemies, as a large serpent, when seen for the first time, which

would not be. the case with a young human being. Nevertheless, if man

were for ages subject to be devoured by a large reptile, watching and

caution would at length become habitual, and be transmitted as an instinct.

The brain of the young is not necessarily that of the adult, but that of the

adult at an earlier stage. So a quality or habit is not always transmissible

from a parent to its innnediate offspring, but it may appear in a more

distant descendant, by a kind of " alternation of generations." Cdonel

Hamilton Smith considers tlie spotted horse as an original Asiatic race

with which the ordinary breeds were sometimes crossed, and he thus

accounts for the occasional appearance of examples of it. The original

race is mild and intelligent, which is one reason for its frequent use in

equestrian exhibitions.

One of the most important inquiries in the history of animals and plants,

is that which relates to their distribution. That of the latter has been

treated of under Botany ; and as regards animals, our contracted space

limits us to the following general view.

There are both aquatic and terrestrial animals, the number of which may
perhaps be equal ; but there are also species which can live both in water

and on land, as many of the amphibia, and some other vertebrata. Some
aquatic animals live partly in fresh, and some in salt water ; but there are

others which leave the sea to spawn in the fresh water, as the salmon.

In the sea itself there are several regions depending upon the depth. Some
marine animals live near or at the surface, others upon the bottom, in some

cases within certain limits as to depth. Many land and sea animals live

only as parasites upon or within others. Some species have a peculiar

parasite, while others support several kinds.

Zoogeography, or the geographical distribution of animals, teaches the

circumstances and positions under which animals occur, both as regards

individual species, genera, or larger groups. The chief circumstances

which seem to control animal distribution, are temperature, elevation, and

natural barriers ; whence it results that not only the continents, but much
smaller regions, have their peculiar founa. In proceeding from the tropics,

species will be found to diminish rapidly. Some animals are circumscribed

within very narrow limits, being confined to a single locality, as the curious

reptile genus Amblyrhynchus to the Galapagos islands, or the Aurochs

(Bison priscus) to a single forest in Russia. The genus Bradypus (sloth)

and Dasypus (armadillo), Auchenia (llama), are confined to South America

;

the Marsupialia (possum, &c.) to America and Australia, and the Zebras to

Africa. Others are more widely spread, as the dogs, bats, mice, &c.

* These views are favorable to the doctrine of innate ideas, which is generally opposed by

speculative reasoners.
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Libellula {jyl. T-l, Jig. 44) ferruginca occurs from Spain to Java. Peltis

pusilla, a coleopterous insect, inhabits China, Madagascar, and Brazil.

Tlie brightest colored and the larger forms of animal life are generall}'-

found in the warmer zones, as the large crocodiles and gigantic serpents

among reptiles, and the lions and tigers among cats. There are, however,

some exceptions, as some of the largest whales inhabit cold climates, whilst

the American mastodon was larger than any recent elephant.

Man exercises considerable influence upon the distribution of animals.

Cultivation, and the removal of forests, together with hunting and fishing

upon a large scale, drive them to other localities, and reduce their numbers

;

whilst steam navigation causes certain specie's of fish to leave rivers in

othej respects well adapted to them. For his own use, man transports

various domestic animals, some of which, like the horse and ox in South

America, have formed large wild herds. Goats and dogs occur similarly in

certain islands. Some animals have been so long domesticated, that the

original stock is unknown, if it still exists, as in the case of the cat and

camel.

The animal kingdom is usually separated into two large sections by the

presence or absence of an internal skeleton ; a separation, however, which

is not natural, as the two sections are not of equal value, as will appear

when we speak of the divisions. The essential part of such a skeleton is

the spine, composed of a series of vertebras, whence the animals provided

Avith it are named Yertebrata ; and. those without it Evertebrata or

Invertebrate animals. The latter section is much the richest in genera and

species ; it is separated into three great divisions (the Yertebrata forming

another) and many minor groups ; and, from the difficulty which they

present, there still remains a good deal of uncertainty in the classification

of certain portions. The following sketch, together withj^Z. 74, represents

the oi'ders according to the classification of Cuvier somewhat modified, and

generally in inverse order.

Instead of an internal skeleton, many of the evertebrate animals are

provided with a kind of external skeleton for the protection of the inner

soft parts. The chief distinction between them and the Yertebrata lies in

the nervous system, which is not developed as a brain and spinal marrow,

but as a nervous ring round the oesophagus, or as a double chord, with bead-

like swellings at various intervals, as if the brain were divided into different

centres of vitality, giving rise to various nerves. Hence, in dividing an

insect into several parts, each seems to have nearly the same amount of

vitality. Cuvier divides this section into three divisions, which are named
Radiata, Mollusca, and Articulata.

The Kadiata are named from the arrangement of the parts around an

axis somewhat as in plants, whence they are also called Zoophyta. The

Mollusca or soft animals, which include the shellfish, are characterized by

the soft pulp3^ and slimy nature of the body, which is inclosed in a kind of

mantle ; they are generally without regular limbs, and some are without a

head. Their power of locomotion is generally limited, and some are

altogether sedentary.. The Articulata are distinguished by a ringed or
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jointed body and limbs, tlie external part being the hardest, and partaking

of the nature of an external skeleton. They are generally provided with

well developed limbs, and are able to fly, run, and swim, with great facility.

A few are without limbs. This division includes insects ; Crustacea, or

crabs ; Arachnida, or spiders ; and Annelida, or ringed worms.

Division I. Radiata.

Class 1. Infusoria.

This class includes animals so minute that many of them cannot be seen

with the naked eye. They are named from being found in infusions of

organic matter. They are generally provided with vih'illce, or vibratile

organs, also named cilia, which resemble a minute fringe of hairs, which

are constantly in motion, causing either locomotion of the animalcula, or

currents of water, which bring their food within their reach.

Order 1. Polygasteica {Homogenea, Cuvier), to which has been attri-

buted a compound stomach, resembling a bunch of grapes, whence the

name applied by Ehrenberg, who made the supposed discovery. The

genus Monas {pi. Y4, Jig. 1) is an organized globule which moves by

rotation. Some authors think they are not animals, but the seeds of Algse.

The smaller kinds are only from one to two thousandths of a line in length,

so that a drop of water may contain half as many individuals as there are

human beings upon the earth, or five hundred millions of them.

Order 2. Rotifera, in which the action of the vibrillse is supposed to

resemble a wheel in motion. They are now removed to the lowest position

among the Crustacea. Pi. ^(\,fig. 2, Ifonocerca.

Class 2. Zoojphyta.

This includes the abundant order of the coral animals, the naked Polypi

{fig. 4), of which the freshwater species are the best known. The sponges

{j[jl. 74, fig. 3) have also been placed here. The classification given here

(that (Api. 74) is not followed in the subsequent pages.

Order 1. Corallina. PI. ^i^,fi,gs. 58, &c.
" 2. Gelatinosa. pi. 74, fig. 4, Hydra.
" 3. Actinia. Pl.Ti,figs.^,Q>.

Glass 3. Acalephce.

This class includes the Medus£e, Sea Jellies, Sea JSTettles, &c. PI. 76,

fig. 74, Aurelia.
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Okdek 1. Hydrostatica. pi. I^^fig. 5, Di/pMes.

" 2. AcALEPHiA. Medusa. PI. I^ifig- 6, Velella.

Class 4. EcMnodermata.

Radiated animals with a hard integument, like those on 2)1-76, figs. GO

to Tl. Some have and some are without locomotive organs.

Okdek 1. Epedicellata. PL 7 4:, Jig. Y, Sijnmculus.

" 2. Pedicellata. pi. 74:,Jig. 8, Holothuria, Asterias, Echinus, &c.

Class 5. Intestina.

In this class (excluding the Annelida) Cuvier placed the intestinal worms,

and others which bear some resemblance to them, but which are not

confined to the internal parts of animals.

Order 1. Entozoa [Gamtaria, Cuvier). Pi. 74c, Jig. 9, Ligula.

" 2. Sterelmintha {Parenchymata, Cuvier). Fig. 10, Nemertes.

Division II. Mollusca.

Class 1. Acephala.

This class has no proper head, the mouth opening immediately into the

anterior part of the body. The gills are suspended upon each side of the

body. The Tunicata are without an external shell ; the Conchifera have a

bivalve shell.

Order 1. Tunicata. PI. 74:, Jig. 11, Botryllus. PI. 77, Jig. 3, Salpa.

" 2. Conchifera. PI. 74:, Jig. 12, Ostrea. See also_^?. 76, Jigs. 25-50.

Class 2. Gastropoda.

In this class locomotion is effected by means of a fleshy disk, called a

foot, upon the lower surface of the body. The orders are distributed

according to the structure of the branchite. This class is abundant in

species, and includes the greater part of the univalve shells.

Order 1. Cyclobranchiata. PI. 74:, Jig. 13, Chiton.

2.
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Class 3, Pteropoda.

In this class tlie organs of locomotion are a pair of flesliy, wing-like fins

at the sides of the n^ck. It includes but one order. PI. 7i, fig. 22, Clio.

Class 4. Cejghalopoda.

The body is formed like a sack, the head is surrounded with long arms,

used for prehension and locomotion ; the eyes are large, and the mouth

armed with a strong beak. There is but one order in the class.

PI. U.fig. 23, Octopus. PI. Y6, figs. 16, 17, 75, 76, 77.

Division III. Akticulata.

Class 1. Annelida.

"Worms with cold red blood, the body lengthened and divided into rings,

of which the first forms the head. Articulated feet are never present, but

many of the genera are provided with stifli* movable bristles. I^early all

live in water ; the Lmnbrictis (earth-worm) is, however, an exception.

Some live in tubes which they form in the bottom, some form them out of

agglutinated particles of sand, and others secrete a kind of shel? Some of

these, on account of the shell, have been thoughtlessly classified with the

Mollusca.

Order 1. Abranchiata. PI. 74, fig. 24, Hinido (leech).

" 2. DoRSiBRANCHiATA. " " 25, Aphrodite.
" 3. TuBicoLA. " " 26, AmpfUtrite.

Class 2. Cirrhopoda. ^

This class was formerly included in the Mollusca, on account of the shell

;

its afiinities are, however, with the Crustacea. They are attached to stones,

corals, crabs, shells, the bottoms of ships, whales, and marine tortoises.

PI. 74, fig. 27, and^Z. 76, fig. 52, Anatifa. PI. 76, fig. 54, Balanus.

Class 3. Crustacea. '

This class includes the articulata with articulate feet, which breathe by
means of gills. Their circulation is double. There are two pair of

antennae, and never less than five pair of feet, and there are frequently
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more. Tlie integument is more or less hard, the eyes are either sessile or

elevated npou movable pedicles, as in the two highest orders. The

situation and form of the gills, the position of the head and tail, the structure

and. number of the feet and parts of the mouth, aftbrd, characters for their

classification. ^

Oedek 1.
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Order 1. PLECTOGNAini.
" 2. lopiiobranchii.

" 3. Apodes.
" 4. subbraciiiata.

"• 5. Abdomikales.
"

6. ACxlNTHOPTERYGII

PI. Y4, fi(j. 52, Ortliagoriscus.

'' " 53, Ilippocam/pus.

" " 54, Anguilla., eel.

" " hQ^Pleuronectes', h^^Merlatigus.

" " 57, Cyprinus^ chub.

"
.

" 58, Xiphias.^ swordfish.

Class 2. Iteptilia.

Eeptiles are cold-blooded vertebrata, wliich breatlie by means of lungs,

or lungs and gills. The heart is composed of a large ventricle with which

tlie two auricles communicate. The ventricle receives venous blood from

the system through the right auricle, and oxygenated blood from the lungs

through the left one, so that both pure and impure blood are mixed in the

ventricle, previous to being sent through the system, a portion passing

through the lungs. This peculiarity of the circulation accounts for these

animals being cold-blooded, since in the animals with warm blood, one of

tlie two ventricles transmits unmixed oxygenated blood to tlie system.

The brain of reptiles is small, and exercises less influence upon the

system than in the higher classes, since they can live a considerable time

when it is removed. The body is naked or covered with scales, but these

are nnlike those of fishes. The first order is named Batrachia by Cuvier,

and AmpMhia by other authors, on account of their adaptation to breathing

both air and water at the same time, or at dilferent periods of their lite. In

some of the amphibia the gills are permanent {GnesiohranoMata)^ and in

others they disappear {Agnesiohranchiata).

Order 1. Batrachia. PI. 74, figs. 59, Salamandra; 60, Banco.

" 2. Ophidia. " " 61, Vipera; 62, Boa.
" 3. Sauria. " " 63, Anguisi 64, Ophisaurus ; 65,

Clnrotes ; ^Q>.^ 67, Chalcides; 68, Bipes ; 69, Anolis ; 70,

• Scinciis
', 71, Tlliciia', 72, Ghamoileo; 73, Ptyodactylus

j

^i, BasiliscuSf' 75, Iguaiia ,• 7 Q, Draco j 77, Aga?na,' 78,

Stellio ; 79, Lacerta; 80, Tejus; 81, Grocodilus; 82,

Plesiosaxirus ; 83, Iclitliyosaurus.

Order 4. Cheloxidea. PI. 74, figs. 84, Ghelonia ; 85, Testudo.

Glass 3. Aves.

Birds are oviparous vertebrata, with warm blood and a double circulation,

clothed with feathers, and provided with two feet and two wings. The air

has access to various parts of the body, which diminishes tiieir specilic

gravity, and assists them in flight. Of all the classes of animals this is the

most strictly defined ; and its characters are more uniform, and have

fewer exceptions, on which account the classification presents some
218
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difficulties. The cliief characters used for this purpose are furnished by

the bill and feet.

OkdekI. Palmipedes. Pl.7-i:,Ji(js.S6, Anas ; S7,Sula; %^^ Pelecanus ;

89, Procellaria ; 90, Podiccps.

Order 2. Grall^e. PI. 14:^ figs. ^1^ PJioenicoptei'us ; 92, Pallus ; 93,

/Scolopax ,' 94:, Ardea; 95, Grus ; 96, Otis; 97, Struthio.

Order 3. Gallinace^. PI. 74, figs. 98, Galius ; 99, Crax ; 100,

Colujiiba.

Order 4. Scansores. PI. 47, figs. 101, Pslttacus / 102, Picus.
" 5. Passeres. " " 103, Buceros ; 104, Merops ; 105,

Sitta ; 106, Alauda; 107, Cyj)selus ; 108, Pica.

Order 6. Accipitres. PI. 71, figs. 109, Otus ; 110, Yultur ; 111,

C'/ftss 4. Mammalia.

The young are produced alive in this class, which differs from all others

in nourishing the young with milk secreted by the mammary glands.

The thorax and abdomen are separated by a diaphragm composed of

muscles, which is used in respiration. Man, by his physical characters, stands

at the head of this class ;
although from his moral attributes some naturalists

have denied him a place in the animal kingdom.

Order 1. Cetacea. PI. 74, fig. 112, Balmia.
" 2. Euminantia. a, Cervidee

; fig. 113, Cervus.

h, Bovidffi
; fig. 114, Pos.

c, CamelidiE
; fig. 115, Camelus.

" 3. Pachydermata. a, Solipeda
; fig. 116, Eqttus.

h, Suida3
; fig. 117, Sus.

c, Proboscidea
; fig. 118, Eleplias.

" 4. Monotremata. Fig. 119, Ornitliorhynchus.

" 5. Edentata. Fig. 120, Mcmis. Fig. 121, Bradypus.
" 6. KoDENTiA. Fig. 122, Lepus. Fig. 123, Sciuriis. Fig. 124,

Castor. Fig. 125, 3£us.

" 7. Carnivora. Fig. 126, Didelphis (possum). Fig. 127, PJioca
(seal). Fig. 128, Mustela (weasel). Fig. 129, Yiverra

(ferret). Fig. 130, Fells (cat). Fig. 131, Ilycma. Fig.

132, Canis (dog). Fig. 133, 6^r5i<5 (bear).

" 8. IxsECTivqpA. i^^i^. 134, EriQiaceus.

" 9. CuiROPTERA. Fig. 135, Yesjiertilio (bat), i^/^. 136, Pteropiis.

" 10. QtTADKUMANA. J^/(/. 137, Lemur. Fig. 138, Ilapale. Fig. 139,

" 11, BiMANA. i^/^. 140, //w;w.

The order and classification which we propose to adopt, will be found to

differ somewhat from the system given above, which is essentially that of

Cuvier.
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DESCPJrTIVE ZOOLOGY.

Class Poeifeea.

If sponges belong to the animal kingdom, they stand at the lowest point,

where they will constitute a class to wdiich Grant's name Porifera may be

applied. In the living sponges the water is imbibed through the smaller

pores, and flows out of the larger ones in a regular stream. They exhibit

no sensation when pierced, torn, burnt, or acted upon by acids, so that they

are exceeded in sensitiveness by many plants.

Dujardin considers that he has proved them to be groups of animals. In

placing a fragment of living sponge under the microscojie, it was found to

shape itself into rounded masses, the edges of which changed their form

continually ; and small bits moved by contracting and expanding.

Johnston, in his History of British Zoophytes, classes sponges with plants,

on the ground that they are permanently fixed, not irritable, their move-

ments involuntary, a stomach wanting, and from their resembling the

cryptogamia in taking their form from the object to which they are

attached.

Mr. Hogg states that sponges have no tentacles, vibrillre, mouth,

oesojihagus, stomach, gizzard, alimentary canal, intestine, anus, ovaria, ova,

muscles, nerves, ganglia, irritability, palpitation, or sensation. " Surely,

then, we cannot any longer esteem these natural substances to be individual

animals, or even groups of animals, in which not one organ or a single

function or property peculiar to an animal can be detected."

Sponges are usually marine, although there are a few species which are

found in streams and stagnant water. They have a loose texture, covered

and penetrated by a jelly-like substance ; and they are perforated with

numerous passages. The gelatinous substance seems alone to be present in

the young, the fibrous substance appearing at a later period.

The species of spongia are numerous, about 150 kinds being described by

Lamarck. The best known is Spongia officinalis {pi. 75, Jig. 45). It is

found attached to rocks and stones in the Mediterranean, particularly about

the Greek islands, where they are collected by divers. Its rej^roduction is

so rapid, that it may be collected in tlie same place after an interval of two

years. The younger specimens are the most sought after, on account of

their greater delicacy. Pormerl}' 'burnt sponge was used in domestic

medical practice for goitre, its action depending upon the presence of

iodine.

The form of sponges is subject to an endless variety, and even the same

species varies to a great degree, apparently witli the locality ; so that it is
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difficult to classify tliem properly. They are principally made up of

irregular, globular, fan-shaped, palmate, branched, cup-shaped, funnel-shaped

(often of great size), tubular, leaf-shaped, or ragged forms, which either

surround other objects, or rise upon a short pedicle. The cup-shaped

S. usitatissima, and the trumpet-shaped S. tubceformis^ are from the

American seas. Tlie former is an article of commerce. S. Jistularis {pi.

T5, fg. 44) is a large brown species, with fine and very flexible fibres, from

the American seas.

Notwithstanding the investigations of zealous inquirers, polyps have not

been found in sponges. A number of observers who have watched their

growth frotfi the commencement, first observed the gelatinous substance,

and afterwards the filamentous matter in it, which may be regarded as a

skeleton. Tlie growth of sponges is quite different from that of corals, as

might be expected from the absence of polyps. Some regard the circulation

of water through sponges as a kind of breathing process, a view which is

inadmissible. With respect to their propagation, but little is satisfactorily

known. According to Olivi, small oval bodies are found in the jelly-like

mass, especially in autumn, which have been too hastily named eggs.

Sponges contain calcareous or silicious spicula, in which they resemble

certain plants. They may be detected by burning a piece of sponge and

placing some of the ashes beneath a microscope. These spicula are

uniform in each species ; so that they are useful in affording specific

characters.

The chief peculiarities of marine sponges are also found in the fresh

water species, as Sj)ongillce lacustris / S. fluviatilis ; and S. friabilis.,

which inhabit swarajDS and running streams. The three named species,

however, constitute probably but one, at different stages of growth.

The following genera are placed here, because, according to Milne

Edwards, they have no polyps (new edition of Lamarck, vol. 2, p. 208,

520, 522). Some of the best authorities place them among plants.

Penecillus penecillus^ Linn. {pi. 75*, fig. 3Y), resembles a hair pencil, and

the stiin has a whitish calcareous crust (American seas). Flabellaria

ojnmtia.^ Linn. {fig. 36) (American seas). Acetabulum mediterraneum {fig.

41). Corallina officinalis, Linn. {p)l. 75, fig. 38), white, reddish, or green,

four inches long. C. rtthens {fig. 35) (Mediterranean). .These delicate

bodies were long supposed to partake of the animal nature of the true

corals ; but the structure is now considered to be nearer that of the algse.

Peclicellaria, Miiller {p)l. 75, fig. 4), is a portion of an Echinus.

Class Ltfusobia.

These minute animals have .been observed and studied only since the

discovery and improvement of the microscope. Several species were

known in ancient times, because they occm'red in such numbers as to

discolor the water green or red, in the latter case giving it the appearance
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of blood ; but no one anticipated this discoloration (M^bicli was regarded as a

mark of divine displeasure) to be due to animals.

Leeuwenhoek, in 1675, first observed the infusoria, in standing rain water,

without being fully convinced of their animal nature. Subsequently, in

pursuing some medical inquiries into the nature of the material which gives

its pungency to pepper, he made an infusion of this substance, which he was

afterwards astonished to find swarming with animals. They were subse-

quently found in infusions of other vegetables, and in those of animal and

metallic substances ; and although it has been found that infusions are not

essential to their production, they still retain the name of Infusoria. They

are also called Protozoa, because they were supposed to constiftite the first

appearance of animal life. In the year 1701, Leeuwenhoek discovered that

Rotifera, from the sediment which had been dried for a year in the gutter

of a roof, could be revived. From this date, notwithstanding the number

of observers, no one seemed disposed to investigate the internal structure

of these minute objects, until the researches of Ehrenberg showed that they

are provided witli at least a mouth and a digestive cavity.

The larger species of Infusoria attain the size of a tenth of a line or more.

The body is gelatinous and naked, but some are protected by a coriaceous,

calcareous, or silicious defence ; and as these mineral materials remain after

the death of the animal, they are sometimes so abundant as to form entire

geological formations. Some Infusoria have the body covered with minute

sandy particles ; others have only a shield upon the back ; others again

have the entire body inclosed in a case with one or more openings. AVhen

a defence is present, it is usually in a single piece, although there are some
conqjosed of more.

The Infusoria are usually colorless and translucent, but some are green,

some yellow, and a few red; and when these colored species are very

abundant, they give the water a discolored appearance. The shajie is

globular, oval, fusiform, cylindrical, vermiform, or irregular ; and some are

continually varying their form, so that the same individual might be mis-

taken for several distinct species. This is especially the case in the^ genus

Proteus^ which has derived its name from the sudden and great variation of

form the same individual assumes under the eye of the observer. A head,

neck, and tail, are usually distinguishable, and in some one end is very

long, giving the animal a fanciful resemblance to a swan. The tail is

sometimes used as a foot, and in some species is capable of being extended

like the tube of a telescope. There are various external appendages like

spines or bristles, but the most usual of these are the vibrillce^ which are

used in locomotion, and to draw the food within reach by forming a kind

of minute whirlpool in the water. In the Rotifera (which are really

Crustacea) the vibrilte are arranged in two circles at the anterior extremity;

and when they are in action, some observers fancy that they resemble

wheels in a state of rotation, whence the name of rotifera.

The BaccilaricB (now regarded as plants) are united together side by
side in ribbon-like bands. B-iMvadoxa is a very interesting species, whicli

may be compared to a ruler ; but as many individuals rest side by side like
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rulers upon a table, they may form a scpare or parallelogram.

The motion is peculiar, each single body (the edges remaining in

a line) being capable of sliding rapidly along the one with which

it is in contact ; so that when those upon one side have extended

themselves, the whole may resemble a flag attached to a pole, as

in the diagram.

The Gaillonellce (plants) are united end to end, forming a

chain. In the genus Meridion the individual ])arts or frustules are

wedge-shaped, so that when placed edge to edge they form an arch, or even

a circle or spiral. In Mic^asterias the interior is divided into many cells.

Isthmia has an end fixed, and forms rows, the parts being in contact at

different angles by a small isthmus.

All the animal Infusoria seem to be provided witli a mouth, which is

generally terminal, but sometimes placed near the middle of the body. The

vent is not always present, or at least has not been discovered in all, so that

it is possible that the undigested portion of the food may be rejected from

the moTTth, as in the Polypi. Where it has been observed, the vent was

near the mouth
; or upon the abdomen ; or at the posterior extremity,

above or below. The breathing organs, where they have been observed,

appear as simple openings. The organs of motion are the tail, foot, bristles,

vibrill^, etc.

The organs of sense, as far as known, are those of feeling (of which the

snout, and perhaps the bristles, are the organs), and perhaps vision, although

Dujardin doubts the existence of the latter. The organs supposed to be

eyes are dark red or black stigmas situated anteriorly upon the upper side,

and Ehrenberg thinks that a glandular body beneath them performs the

function of an optic nerve. Most of the polygastrica have a single stigma,

Distigma has two ; some of the Rotifera (crustacea) two, three, four, or

more, arranged in two clusters, as in Theorus ; in a semicircle, as in

Cyclogena / or upon pedicles (like those of land snails) as in Otoglena. It

is uncertain Avhether the structure of these eye-like spots resembles that of

any of the animals above them ; or whether their vision, if they possess

this sense, is more than sufficient to distinguish light from darkness. Indeed,

a perfect vision would scarcely be of much use to them, as they are said

not to sleep, but to be as active in darkness as in light.

The internal organization of these singular animals is not less interesting

than their exterior form ; and indeed it may be considered the more sur-

prising, when their size, in comparison with that of the larger animals, is

taken into consideration. Their movements are extremely multifarious,

and for all these there is an appropriate system of muscles. These may be

observed running in various directions, the most interesting being those

which keep up the unceasing play of the vibrillfe. But these organs are

not confined to this class, vibrillfe being found externally and internally in

many of the higher animals.

In the Polygastrica Ehrenberg represents a long curved intestine with

numerous* globular bodies suspended to it somewhat like grapes, from the
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mouth to the vent, v/hich he regards as so many stomachs. This view

passed undisputed for a considerable time ; for although other observers

failed to detect the connexion between tlie supposed stomachs and intestine,

the failure was attributed to want of skill in microscopic manipulation.

Ultimately this structure was doubted, although Pouchet reaffirmed it in

1848, and among others, Professor Rymer Jones expresses his doubts as

follows

:

" In carnivorous animalcules which devour other species, we might expect,

were these the stomachs, that the prey would at once be conveyed into one

or other of these cavities
;
yet, setting aside the difficulty which must mani-

festly occur in lodging large animalcules in these microscopic sacs, and

having recourse to the result of actual experience, we have never in a single

instance seen an aninuilcule, when swallowed, placed in such a position, but

have repeatedly traced the prey into what seemed a cavity excavated in the

general parenchyma of the body.
" In the second place, the sacculi have no appearance of being peduncu-

lated, and consequently in a certain degree fixed in definite positions. . .

So far from their having any appearance of connexion with a central canal,

they are in continual circulation, moving slowly upwards along one side of

the body, and in the opposite direction down the other, changing, moreover,

their relative positions with each other, and resembling in every respect the

colored granules visible in the gelatinous parenchyma of the hydra.
" With respect to the central canal, we have not in any instance been

able to detect it . . . much less the branches represented as leading from it

to the vesicles or stomachs, as they are called. Even the circumstances

attending the prehension of food would lead us to imagine a different

structure ; witness, for example, the changes of tbrm which Enchelis pupa
imdergoes when taking prey almost equal to itself in bulk. Such a capability

of taking in and digesting a prey so disproportionate, would, in itself, go far

to prove that the minute sacculi were not stomachs; as it evidently cannot

be in one of these that digestion is accomplished."

—

General Outline of the

Aiiimal Kingdom^ 1841.

The observations of Dujardin (llist. nat. des Zooph. Infusoires, 1841)

confirm those of Jones, He thinks that they do not lay eggs.

Many of Ehrenberg's discoveries were made by infusing indigo or carmine

in the water in which he kept Infusoria, and this being swallowed, marked

the limits of the internal cavity. He did not detect the liver, spleen, or

organs of circulation and respiration ; but there are two organs in the gullet

supposed to be analogous to salivary glands.

All Infusoria live in the water, some beijig confined to fresh, and others

to salt water; but there are others which inhaljit both. Some swim about

almost continually, some attach themselves at will to plants or animals, and

others are attached to particular animals, as to the C)jdops or waterflea, the

freshwater Polypus ; and even upon or within other Infusoria. One species

is found in the rectum of frogs, and another {Paramecium oompressum) in

the intestines of the earthworm. Agassiz has observed the eggs of Planaria

producing a species of " Paramecium'''' which was consequently an immature

condition of that animal. All the attempts of Ehrenberg to detect Infusoria

as inhabitants of the air have failed. *
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The modes of locomotion in the Infusoria are various. Some swim by

means of the vibrilleB ; some, like the monads, revolve like a globe on its

axis ; others roll npon their transverse axis ;
others glide along with a regu-

lar motion like the snails ; and others like the leech.

The reproduction of the Infusoria takes place by means of spontaneous

division ; by budding, which is the least common ; and perhaps by the

ordinary mode of generation, although this is denied by Dujardin, who

affirms that there are no males ; and indeed, no indications of sexual instinct

have been observed among them. The first mode of reproduction occurs

in the so-called Polygastrica, and takes place either transversely or longi-

tudinally, each half forming an independent animal. The division is not

always complete, and in this case the two parts remain attached to each

other. Some preseiit a singular peculiarity, in which the soft part alone of

the animal is divided, whilst the harder parts or armor remain undivided,

as in Ophrydium versatile^ which often divides itself to the extent of mil-

lions, whilst the gelatinous exterior remains entire, although it increases in

size. In others the protection is completely divided, whilst the animals

remain more or less closely united. The division in pedunculated genera

does not generally extend beyond the pedicle, which, in case the divisions

are numerous, resembles the trunk of a small tree. This remarkable mode

of reproduction by division proceeds with such rapidity under favorable

circumstances, that a single animal may give rise to a million of descend-

ants in the course of eight or ten days.

The sudden and unaccountable appearance of Infusoria, especially in

closed vessels, was once attributed to spontaneous or equivocal generation,

a theory which still has its defenders, although it appears to be pretty well

ascertained that such a hypothesis is not necessary. We may readily

imagine that the inconceivably minute eggs of such creatures (or of those

of which these animalcula are the imperfect condition) can be raised into

the air with vapor and transported in all directions, penetrating wherever

the air itself finds access.

The- vital powder of some species (and of the crustaceous Kotifera) is so

great that they can survive with so little moisture as to be considered dry,

exhibiting no signs of vitality imtil moistened with a drop of water, when

they resume their active life. Doyere found that they may be completely

dried in sand, in the dry air, or in a vacuum, and be revived by placing

them in water. When placed in water at the temperature of 50° Centigrade

(=126° F.) they were killed, but would revive if the temperature did not

exceed 45° or 48° Cent. Some species are said to occur naturally in warm
springs whose temperature equals 40° or 50° Cent. ; whilst some species are

not destroyed by being frozen. Ehrenberg found Infusoria in materials

taken from floating masses of ice, and in sea water from a depth of 1100 to

1600 feet, brought by Captain Eoss from the regions towards the south pole,

between the latitude of 63° and 78°, where the temperature must have been

very low, and the light much reduced at such a depth.

The extent of certain geological strata made up of the solid parts of the

Infusoria is extraordinary, when the minut^iess of the aggregated particles
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is considered ; some of the silicious shields being so small, that, according

to Ehrenberg, one hundred millions weigh but a grain, Thej are found in

flint, semiopal, bog iron ore, ochre, tripoli (and other polishing minerals

v.-hich owe their action to the shields of silicious species), mountain meal,

a clay which is eaten in Lapland, and another variety in South America,

but which probably merely fills the stomach without affording nourishment.

Sometimes these remains form a stone sufficiently light to float in water, and

strong enough to be employed in building. In Liiueburg and about Berlin,

the infusorial strata are as much as twenty feet deep and twenty miles in

extent. Infusorial strata have been discovered by William B. Eogers u])6n

the Happahannoc river at Stratford cliffs, on the Potomac, and on James

Eiver below City Point ; and in other parts of Virginia. These deposits

belong to the miocene formation.

The extent of the artificial group Infusoria will probably be much reduced

as researches are continued. Kiitzing has separated the Jjacillaria and

JDiatoineoi as Algce^ and he considers Gaillonclla ferruginca to be a

conferva. He thinks some of these organisms have both a vegetable and

an animal nature, and that in such simple forms the distinction between

animal and vegetable does not exist.

The observation.s of linger, Plotow, Thuret, and C. Th. Siebold, have

thrown doubts upon the animal nature of other Infusoria of the genera

Enchelys, Chlamidomonas, Chilomonas, Chnetoglena, and others. These

researches seem to show that the spores of Algse are locomotive by means

of vibrillip, although linger and Bory would contend that these supposed

spores are animal in their nature, but convertible into plants.

x\gassiz considers many of the Infusoria to be the larvae of worms, etc.,

and he seems disposed to suppress the entire class by distributing its

members among the other classes of animal and vegetable nature. There

is reason to believe that supposed species of Leucophra and Difflugia are

immature Alcyonellie. jS"everthless, it would be premature to give up the

entire class until a greater number of the more distinct forms are

ascertained to be larvsjs, because, whilst we admit that individual species

may have been described under several distinct names, the number of

infusorial species seems too great for the comparatively small number of

worms, &c., likely to be derived from them.

The name Infusoria is adopted here on account of the heterogeneous

contents of the division ; but if future observation renders it probable that

the removal of portions will still leave a distinct group incapable of union

with other classes, these may take the more appropriate name of Protozoa^

sometimes applied to the entire group ; and its symbol, to extend the views

of Agassiz, will be a circle.

Professor J, W. I?ayley of the Military Academy, West Point, is the chief

American authority uj^on the Infusoria. Most of his papers may be con-

sulted in the American Journal of Science.

We now proceed to the consideration of the species figured in the atlas.
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Anentera (without intestines).

Monas lens, Miiller {pi Y5, Jig. 1), is about -g^otli of a line long. The U7ie

used in ISTatural History is the twelfth part of a Frencli inch.

Vibrio anguillula {pi. ^o^jig. 7). This active species, which bears some

resemblance to an eel, is found in vinegar and in sour paste, and can be

revived after having been desiccated. It is by some placed among the

worms, while Dr. Joseph Leidy, a distinguished comparative anatomist of

Philadelphia, thinks their nature may be vegetable. His remarks, some-

what condensed, are as follows :

" Even those moving filamentary bodies belonging to the genus Yibrio, I

am inclined to think, are .of the character of algous vegetation. Their

movement is no objection to this opinion, for much higher confervte, as the

Oscillatorias, are endowed with inherent power of movement, not very

unlike that of the Yibrio. . . In the stomach and small intestine of the

toad, Biifo americanKS., there exist simple, delicate, filamentary bodies. One
is exceedingly minute, forms a single spiral, is endowed with a power of

rapid movement, and appears to be the Spirillum undula of Ehrenberg

;

the second is an exceedingly minute, straight, and short filament, with a

movement actively molecular in character, and is probably the Yibrio

lineola of the same author ; the third consists of straight, motionless

filaments, measuring ttVj ii^ch long, by xa.ooo broad
;
some were, how-

ever, twice, or even thrice this length, but then I could always detect

one or two articulations, and these, in all their characters, excepting want
of movement, resemble the Vibrio. In the rectum of the same animal, the

same filamentary bodies are found, Avitli myriads oi Bodo intestinalis ; but

the third species, or longest of the filamentary bodies, have increased

immensely in number, and now possess the movement peculiar to the

Yibrio lineola^ which, however, does not appear to be voluntary, but
reactionary- ; they bend and pursue a straight course, until they meet with

some oljstacle, when they instantly move in the opposite direction, either

extremity forward. But it must not be understood that these facts militate

against the hypothesis of the production of contagious diseases through the

agency of Cryptogamia. It is well established that there are microscopic

Cryptogamia capable of producing and transmitting disease, as in the case of

the Muscardine, &c."

—

Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci.for October., 1849.

Yibrio tritici, which infests wheat, has been revived by moisture after

being in a dry condition for six years.

Goniiim pectorcde {pi. 75, fig. 11, enlarged) is an interesting species,

resembling a table-shaped mass, in which there are about sixteen green

animalcula. When abundant they give a green color to the water.

Yolvox globator {fig. 15, enlarged) was discovered by Leeuwenhoek in 1698,

and is abundant in stagnant water. It is globular, of a pale-green color,

and from one third to a sixth of a line in diameter. The surface is finely

reticulated and provided with vibrillte, by means of which it advances

slowly through the w^ater with a revolving motion. The Yolvox is
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sufl&ciently transparent to allow six or eight smaller bodies of the same

nature, but of a darker-green color, to be seen moving freely about the

interior, which are the young; and even these, towards the period of their

exclusion, contain another set of germs. The rupture of the exterior of the

large body sets the small ones free.

Bursaria vesiculosa {jig. 3) lives in the rectum of frogs
; it is oval, and

the margin is provided with vibrilliB : size one twentieth of a line.

Proteus difflicens (the genus has also been named Ainmha) {fig. 2),

seldom exceeds one twenty-fourth of a line in size. It resembles a mass of

translucent jelly, which is continually changing its form from rounded to

linear or cordate, sometimes projecting parts of the mai-gin in various

directions, so as to present a most varied outline.

Cyclidmm glaucoma {fig. 8) is remarkable for its peculiar motion, which

resembles that of the genus Gyrinus, a waterbug, which swims rapidly in

circles on the surface of the water.

Trichodina cometa {fig. 14) is one twenty-fourth of a line long, and lives

as a p)arasite upon the fresh-water polyps {fig. 21), of which it gnaws the

arms, causing death.

Urocentrum turho {fig. 13) has an oval-triangular, translucent body, and

a stem about one third of its length. Length from one thirty-sixth to one

twenty-fourth of a line. Found among duck-weed.

Carchesium jyolyjyinwn {fig. 20) has a bell-shaped body, mounted upon a

slender, sjjiral, branched stem, formed by incomplete division. Found
among aquatic plants.

Emterodela (with the intestines evident).

0]j)ercularia articulata {^yl. To, fig. 17) is composed of a stout-branched

stem, two or three lines long, each of which supports a bell-shaped body,

which is subject to variations in shape. It attaches itself to water insects,

and is sometimes so abundant upon them as to present the ajDpearance of a

covering of mould.

Stentor mylleri {fig. 18) inhabits aquatic plants ; when extended, it is

shaped like a trumpet or funnel, but when contracted, it exhibits the form

represented in the plate. Its length varies according to the amount of its

contraction, from one tenth to one half a line.

Cry2?tomona8 ovata {fig. 4) is a lengthened green body, one forty-eighth of

a line long, provided with a delicate shield.

Bursaria truncatella {fig. 12) is somewhat egg-shaped, with one end

deeply excavated : one fourth to one third of a line long.

Chilodon cucxdlatus {fig. 10) is somewhat lengthened, flat, and rounded,

with a small projection in front. Common in stagnant water.

Trachelocerca olor {fig. 5) takes its trivial name from the distant

resemblance it bears to a swan. It lives among duck-weed and conferva,

and is from one twenty-fourth to one twentieth of a line long.
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Trachelocerca viridis {Jig. 6) is more rare than the preceding, and
inhabits the same places. It takes its trivial name from the green germs
within it.

Paramecium corrvpressum [Jig. 9), already alluded to, is from one twentieth

to one twenty-fourth of a line long, and is probably an early stage of Planaria.

The structm'e of the two next species figured among the Infusoria shows

that they are Crustacea. The first is Rotifer vulgaris {pi. 76^ Jig. 16),

remarkable for the two circles of vibrillse «.lready referred to, and for the

posterior forcej)S by which it attaches itself. Melicerta ringens {Jig. 19)

can withdraw itself into an external case ; it lives in society, and has the

vibrillo3 distributed in four divisions.

Division I. Kadiata.

The radiated division of the animal kingdom, in the arrangement of

Agassiz, and to a certain extent, in that of Milne Edwards, includes all

those forms in which the radiated structure is more or less evident, as in

the Zoophyta, the Medusa?, and the Echinodermata. In Cuvier's arrange-

ment, the Zoophyta (under which term he includes all the Radiata) are a

heterogeneous assemblage of radiated forms, Epizoic Crustacea, Intestinal

"Worms, and Infusoria.

" In a general point of view, we may, however, compare further, all

radiated animals, when we sluill find that they really constitute a natural,

well circumscribed group in the animal kingdom, agreeing in all important
points of their structure, being strictly constructed upon the same plan,

although the three classes M'hich we refer to this great department dift'er in

the manner in which the plan is carried out."

—

Agassiz^s Lectures on
Emlryology, Boston, 1849. P. 43.

The Kadiata are distributed into three classes, Colenterata^ ZoopJnjta.,

and Echinodermata. The first includes the Acalephse or Medusne, to which

the Hydroida are added ; the second the Zoophyta, excluding the Hydroida

;

and the third the Echinodermata.

The Hydroida have been usually placed in the class Zoophyta, although

in the development of some of the families in which it has been observed,

they present characters indicating a great affinity with the Acalephse, which

in their turn have been res^arded as an individual class. In dismemberino'

the Zoophyta to unite the Hydroida and Acalephse, we may either apj)ly the

name of the latter to the united group, or choose a distinct one. The latter

course is preferable, being least likely to cause confusion, and we have

accordingly adopted the name proposed by Fry and Leuckart. The necessity

of this union is insisted upon by Forbes in his British N'aked-eyed Medusae,

p. 82 ; and in Agassiz's Lectures on Embryology, p. 44.
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Class 1. Colenterata.

This class contains the orders Ilydroida, Puhnonigrada, Ciliograda,

Cirrigrada, Physograda, and Diphyida, all of which (excepting the first)

constitute the Acalephaj of Cuvier. For the sake of nniformity in the

nomenclature, we here propose the name SystoUgmda^ instead of Biphjida^

the locomotion being similar to that of the Pulmonigrada.

Order 1. Hydroida. The order Ilydroida contains animals, some of

wdiich have, and some have not a corallum, or the stony material named

coral. This does not constitute an essential distinction here, or among the

Zoophyta, because the condition of the hard material is different in different

genera, being sometimes merely indicated by the presence of calcareous

granules scattered through the body.

In the Ilydroida the internal cavity is tubular and simple, and the order

includes the four fara'dies^ Hydridse, Sertularidae, Campanularidce, and

Tubularidiie.

The Hydridce., of which the fresh water polypus is a familiar example,

occur in America as well as in Europe. It forms the genus Hydra., and

is a soft naked polyp {j^l- 75, figs. 21-23) found attached to plants in

stagnant water, and increasing by lateral buds, as represented in figs. 22,

23; but unlike some Zoophyta, the young thus produced become detached

when they attain a certain size. The internal cavity of the young is for

some time continuous with that of the parent, so that the nourishment taken

by the lattei: can be digested by both. Finally the young gets arms of its

own, the cavity closes below, and the new animal becomes detached and

commences an independent life. This mode of increase takes place in

summer. Trembley, by watching an individual, found that it produced

forty-five young in two months.

This genus was discovered in Europe by Trembley, in the year 1739, and

we have observed it here. It attaches itself by the base to plants, rubbish,

or even aquatic insects. These animals move somewhat in the manner of

a leech, by stretching out the body and attaching the arms to an object,

then drawing up and attaching the base, and so on in succession. When
placed in a glass of water, they are said to pass from the shade into the

light. The figures represent them about the natural size, so that they can

be pretty readily detected with the naked eye. When disturbed, the arms

and body are contracted into a small compass. The arms are used to catch

their prey, which consists of minute Crustacea, and other animal food. The

body is usually sufficiently translucent to allow the contents of the internal

cavity to be seen.

The structure of the Hydra is of the simplest kind, being limited to the

tubular body and its single aperture for the admission and exclusion of food

;

and the margin of this opening is fringed with from six to eighteen very

elastic, flexible, and thread-like arms.

Under a high magnifying power, the arms of Hydra are seen to be studded

with hemispherical projections, which resemble a bunch of grapes when
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tliey are drawn together by tlie contraction of the arras. Most of tliese

projections sii])port a short hair, some are armed "with a thorn, and others

support a very long hair ending with a spur composed of several thorns

around a pear-shaped mass. See the last edition of the Hegne Animal,

Zoophytes, ^^Z. 64.

It is evident that the Hydra?, like the Medusa? or sea nettles, have a

stinging power, judging from the manner in which their prey is paralyzed

when seized. Worms which will live and move for some time when cut

into fragments, die instantly when seized by a hydra : and if a worm which

has been seized is taken from the animal before it is swallowed, it does not

revive. When a minute animal comes within reach of one of the arms, it

is seized and swallowed, and this sometimes happens to young fishes.

They sometimes even swallow each other, but the swallowed individual is

cast out again unhurt. The uniformity of structure is proved by the fact

that if the aninjal is turned inside out, the food can be digested by what was

once the outside.

The genus Hydra has been named after the fabulous monster of anticpiity

bearing the same name, because paits cut away will be reproduced ; and

under favorable circumstances, when an individual is divided into several

parts, each j^art will become a perfect animal. It is probable that IL/dra

grisea {pi. 75, Jig. 21), U. fusca (Jig. 22), and II. vindis {fig. 23), are

varieties of but a single species.

The order Hydroida, according to Mr. Dana, contains the following

families

:

1. Ilydridce. ISTot coralligenous.

2. Sertularidw. Coralla corneous. Sertularia dbietina {pi. To, fig. 33).

jS. polyzoncdis {fig. 30). S. operculata {fig . 34). Planidaria falcata {fig.

31). TJiuiaria tJiuia {fig. 32), all European.

" In a single specimen of Plumularia angulosa collected by the author in

the East Indies, there are about 12,000 polyps to each plumose branch
;
and,

as the whole zoophyte, three feet long, bears these plumes on an average

every half inch, on opposite sides, the whole number of polyps is not short

of eight millions ; all the oUspring of a single germ, and produced by
successive budding."

—

Dana.

3. Campanularidce. Coralla corneous, calicles pedicillate.

4. TaljularidcB. Coralla tubular and corneous. Tahularia indivisa {pi.

To, fig. 42) (Atlantic and Mediterranean), attached to stones in deep water,

T. Goronata {pi. 1h.^fig. 29) (Northern seas). Stem one third of a line in

diameter. In this genus the tentacles are not retractile.

The remaining orders of the class Colenterata were called Acalepha; oy

Cuvier, from the Greek word axaXTipv^ a nettle^ from the stinging quality

which many of these animals possess. Blainville gave them the expressive

name of Arachnoderma., from a^axviov a cobweb., and (3ep,aa the shin., from the

extreme tenuity of the tissues. They are also termed Medusoe, sea-nettles,

stang-fishes, sea-jellies, and jelly-fish. They are found floating in all seas,

particularly those of the tropics ; their size varies from one sixth of a line to
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two feet, and the woiglit of large ones reaches fifty or sixty pounds. Yet

this great mass is composed ahiiost entirely of water, which pervades the

tissues, and these are of such extreme tenuity that the weight of one of

these masses is reduced by desiccation to grains instead of pounds.

The more familiar forms belong to the Pulmonigrada, also termed Disco-

phora, which maybe compared to an expanded unfbrella, or to a mushroom,

the alternate contraction and expansion of which 'enable the body to move
through the water with the convex or upper surface foremost ; a mode of

progression which has afforded a name to the order, from its resemblance

to the action of lungs.

The beauty of many of these animals equals anything in organic nature

;

the colors are prismatic or entirely wanting, and in the latter case, the

gelatinous transparent body resembles a mass of colorless liquid gum, which

can only be distinguished by its motions from the water which surrounds it.

*' "When in a jar or basin they are often very difficult to distinguish, but

by placing the vessel in the sun, we see their shadows lloating over the sides

and bottom like the shadows of flitting clouds on a landscape. These soon
guide us to the creatures themselves, and before long we distinguish their

ocelli and colored reproductive organs."

—

Forbes.

The disk forming the greater part of the body varies from hemispherical

to flattened discoidal, and is sometimes lengthened into a conical or sub-

cylindrical form. The central portion is thickest, and the inferior surface

is concave. The margin is either entire or fringed with tentacles, which

vary greatly in length, number, and form. Some of these tentacles have a

colored spot at their base called an ocellus, and upon this Forbes has divided

the Discophora into two groups ; namely, the Steganojjhthalmata (covered

eyes), in which the ocelli are protected by membranous lobes, and the

Gymnopldlialmata (naked eyes), in which the ocelli are not protected. The

former are more highly organized than the latter, and in most of the genera

the sexes are not united in the same individual. Agassiz has discovered a

nervous ring around the mouth, with branches extending to the ocelli ; an

arrangement which resembles that in the Echinodermata. Ehrenberg had
made a less distinct announcement, and Dr. Grant announced the discovery

of a nervous system in Beroe, in the year 1833.

From the centre of the concavity of the disk arises the peduncle, which

varies much in size and shape, in some genera forming a considerable

portion of the animal, and in others being reduced to a slender extensile and

contractile tube, at the extremity of which the mouth is situated. The

cavity of the peduncle, or its base, is the stomach, whence branches are sent

towards the disk, around the margin of which there is a canal connecting

with them. These radiating gastro-vascular branches vary in number

from four to twelve or more. In the naked-e3^ed genera they are seldom

branched ; and when they are, the branches run to the marginal canal, as

in the genus Wilsia^' (Forbes, Monog. of the British Naked-eyed Medusae

* Named after Dr. Will, who wrote on this subject.
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London, 1818,^^?. l^fig. 1). The same structure occurs i i Berenice (Ciiv.

Eegne An. Zooph.,7.1/. 53,/^. 1°). In the covered-eyed group, the brunches
after extending about two tliirds the distance towards the edge anasto-

jnose around the margin in a broad and ck)se vascuhxr net work (beautifullv

exhibited in Mihie Edwards' figure of Rhizostoma, E. An.j^l- 50).

The position of the generative system is variable in this class. In general

both sexes seem to be united in the same individual.

When the ocelli are present, the sense of sight is i^robably sufficient to

enable the animal to distinguish between light and darhness, and the sense

of hearing may also be present. Their food is furnished hy small marine
animals, among which the Crustacea fill a prominent place. The sense of

feeling is probably most developed in the palpi, the tentacles, and the arms,

arising from the centre, and surrounding the mouth or pedicle.

The stinging quality is not universal in the Medusa?, being apparently

confined to a few of the higher forms. Bathers sometimes suffer severely

by coming in contact with the larger species, whose long tentacles and arms
are sometimes entangled around the limbs, and cast off by the animal,

leaving the sufferer to disengage himself from these imwelcome appendages

at his leisure. The stinging property is supposed to be confined to an

external coat of mucus, which the animal can cast off.

The luminousness of the sea is due chiefly to multitudes of acalephre.

"At one time, the evening serene and delightful, a pleasant breeze just

filling the sails, and the bow of the vessel throwing the water to each side,

as it gracefully parts the yielding waves, all round the ship, far as the eye

can reach, may be seen innumerable bright spots of light rising to the

surface, and again disappearing, like a host of small stars dancing and
sparkling on the bosom of the sea. At another time, the night dark and
lowering, a fresh breeze urging the ship rajjidly onwards through her

pathless track, upon looking over the stern, in addition to the smaller specks

just now mentioned, large globes of living fire may be seen dancing in the

smooth water in the wake of the rudder ; now, at a great depth, shining

through the water, then rising rapidly to the surface, they may be seen, as

they reach the top of the wave, flashing a bright spark of light, sufficient

almost to dazzle the eyes of the beholder; and now, again, they may be

traced floating majestically along, till they gradually disappear in the

darkness of the water in the distance. At other times, again, when light

rain is falling, or, perhaps, previously to the rain coming on, when a light

nimbose cloud is overspreading the sky, upon the water being agitated by
the ship passing through it, a beautiful general luminousness is diflused all

round, bright enough to illuminate the whole ship's side, and the lower large

sails ; and it is no unusual occurrence to have tlie appearance so bright,

that a person with little difficulty, and near the surface of the water, might

be enabled to read a book by its aid. . . It is in warmer regions and
more southerly latitudes that this phenomenon attains its greatest degree

of brilliancy and beauty."— IF. Baircl^ On, the Luruinousness of the /Sea,

with figures. Mag. md. Hist. l^?A),\o\. Z, i^ Zm ; vol. 4, p.' 500. See

also vol. 6, pp. 314-319.

Luminous acalephse occur upon the coast of the United States, and they

may be observed on a night passage in a steamboat in Long Island Sound.
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The light is usually produced under exciting circumstances, or when the

animal is disturbed, and all parts do not produce light. Spallanzaui found

that in cutting off the margin for about half an inch, the latter remained

phospliorescent, -which was not the case with the disk.

Okdke '2. PuLMONiGKADA. The following species of this order are figured

;

Thaimiantias cymhaloidea {jj>l. 7G,Jig. 73), Northern Seas. Aurelia aunta^

JAww. {Jig. 7-1), Northern Seas; six to ten or eleven inches in diameter.

Li this genus the muuth is surrounded with four arms, and the central

peduncle is wanting. This species has a bluish disk, fringed with

slender tentacles, and having eight marginal ocelli, which are black, with a

red point above. Beneath there are four long fringed central arms, with

the mouth between, them. Sometimes the margin of the arms contains eggs.

The ovaries, however, have their openings between the base of each pair

of arms; there are four of them shaped like a horse-shoe, and of a purple

colur, which renders them visible from above, as seen in the figure.

Order 3. Ciliograda. Tbis order (also named Ctenophora by

Eschscholtz) is named from its organs of motion, which consist of a series

of fiat phosphorescent vibrilliie, arranged longitudinally upon the surface of

the body, along the eight ribs, and by the action of which progression is

eifected. These vibrilla? are arrano-ed with their fl.at surfoces nearly in

contact, and they are raised slowly and struck rapidly. Some authors

suppose them to subserve the purpose of gills as well as organs of locomotion.

The genus Beroe, which is a good example, varies in form from globular to

cylindrical, but a little compressed. The cayity beneath is very large, and
the animal moves with the mouth foremost. In addition to the mouth there

is an excretory orifice. Cestura veneriti has a ribbon-shaped body, the two

margins of which are fringed with beautifully colored phosphorescent

vibrilla?, which at night give the animal the appearance of a band of flame,

as it moves throus-h the water. It attains the leno'th of three or four

feet.

Order -I. Cirrigrada. Tlie form is discoidal, and there is an internal

subcartilaginous discoidal skeleton, which distinguishes them from the

Pulmonigrada. In Porjjifa {j)I. 76, jig. SS) tho margin is fringed with

stout claviform tentacles, provided with three ranges of pedunculated

glands or suckers. The stomachal pedicle is large, and surrounded by

numerous tentaculiform cirri, by means of Avliich locomotion is effected.

These bear some resemblance to the tentacles of the Actinia?, to which

Blainville thinks the order has some affinities. In Yelella
( Y. $jjimn,s^

Forsk., 2?^- ^^< fi(J-
S^)? besides an oval cartilaginous skeleton, there is a

vertical process arising from it which supports a crest-like membrane.

Order 5. Physograda. This order was called Hydrostatic Acalephte by

Cuvier, a designation which, like the pi-oper name, points to a peculiarity

of structure, namely, the support of the body by one or more air-vessels,

which cause the animal to float. Physalia jJ^/salis., Linn. {j)l. 77, Jig. 1),

possesses stinging qualities ; it inhabits the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic,

and is known to sailors as the Portuguese man-of-war. The air-vessel is

very large, and has a small aperture at each end, from which the air can be
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expelled wlicn the animal wishes to sink. It is probable that this may be

accomplished to a certain extent by the nmscular power of the air-vessel.

Blainville thinks that this order (which wants the radiated character), with

Beroe and Diphyes, may be allied to the Mollusca, and in the year 1S36 he

proposed for them the name Maladinozoaria^ nnder the impression that

they constitute an intermediate division.

Order 6. Systoltgrada. The name Diphyida is derived from that of the

genus Diphyes, in allusion to its double nature, each animal being composed

of two somewhat conical pieces, the point of one being inserted a short

distance into the larger end of the other, and retained by a very slight

attachment. See the Penny Cyclopi-edia for an extended account, illustrated

with figures of this and the preceding orders.

IbARs, a distinguished naturalist of Korway, discovered in 1S3G that some

of the AcalephiB resemble the Zoophyta, in having a gemmiparous

reproduction. He observed certain projections from the base of the pedicle

(or exterior of the stomach), which proved to be budding young, attached

by the upper or outside portion of their disk. These young resemble the

adult in all essential particulars, and, like the

Hydrai, they have an independent action

previous to their separation from the parent.

This is represented at a, in the annexed figure

of Lhia odopunctatci of Sars (an animal about

one fourth of an inch long), as given by Forbes.

The species is named from the eight black

ocelli, four of which are large, and towards

these the gastric vessels are directed. In

Sarsia iwolifera^ Forbes, the gemmation

takes place at the base of the exterior

tentacles.

We come now" to describe a n\ode of generation which has no parallel in

the higher animal forms, and to which the Medusiie and some other animals

are subject. This mode is termed Alternation of generations by the

Danish naturalist, Steenstrup, wdio has the credit of generalizing the facts

upon which the theory is founded, and of which he is in part the discoverer.

An English translation of his work on the subject, by George Busk, "was

published by the Ray Society in 1845, entitled, " On the Alternation of

Generations; or the Propagation and Development of Animals through

Alternate Generations : a peculiar form of fostering the young in the lower

classes of animals." Besides this author, the chief observers in this curious

branch of science are Chamisso, who published observations on the Salpa3

in 1819 ; Sars, on the Medusa?, between 1828 and 1841 ; Siebold and

Loven in 1837; and Yan Beneden in 1811—7. (See the Cyclop, of Anat.

and Phys., Art. Polyj)ifera.)

This phenomenon is described by Steenstrup as that of " autanimal

producing an offspring, which at no time resembles its parent, but w^hich,
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on tlie other Land, itself brings fortli a progeny, which returns in its form

and nature to the parent animal, so that the maternal animal does not meet

witli its resemblance in its own brood, but in its descendants of the second,

third, or fourth degree or generation ; and this always takes place in the

different animals which exhibit the phenomenon in a determinate generation,

or with the intervention of a determinate number of generations. This

remarkable precedence of one or more generations, whose function it is, as

it were, to prepare the way for the later succeeding generation of animals,

destined to attain a higher degree of perfection, and which are developed

into the form of the mother, and propagate the species by means of ova,

can, I believe, be demonstrated in not a few instances in the animal

kingdom."

3 4 5 6

When a medusa, as A^ii'elia aurita {pi. 76, fig 74), produces an Qgg., the

progeny resembles an animalcule (Diagram, fig. 1), which moves in the

direction of the arrow by means of vibrilliie. The anterior extremity has a

round sucker (but not a mouth), by means of which, after several changes

of form, it attaches itself to some extraneous object (Diagram, ^^7. 2). The
changes still continue, the two projections at the free end are extended, a

mouth is formed in the centre, and a second pair of projections arises

between the first. About the fifth or sixth day tte four tentacles have become
longer, and the body quadrate, and the animal now constitutes the supposed

perfect genus, Scyphistoma (Diagram, ^^. 3), of Sars. In the next jilace,

four additional tentacles arise between the four earlier ones, and this

production continues until the number equals twenty-eight or thirty, and by
this time the animal resembles a polyp.

In the subsequent changes an entirely new phenomenon is observable.

The free extremity of the body begins to show indications of a division into

segments, of which one is shown in Diagram, fig. 4 ; the length and

number of segments increase, the body becomes cylindrical, and is now
about a line in diameter (its original size being that of a grain of sand), the

upper margin of the segments becomes free and divided into lobes

(Diagrai:|,^^. 5), capable of independent motion, when the form constitutes

the supposed genus, Strobila., of Sars, named from its resemblance to the

cones of a pine tree.
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Finally, the union between the segments is more and more reduced, until

they separate like a pile of hemispherical cups, as in Diagram, Jjg. 6, when
they are seen to be separate animals in an inverted position ; in fact, the

young or larvas oi Aurelia {pi. IG^Jig. ^^). These larvae (constituting the

supposed genus Ephyra) are about a line in width, and continue growing

and passing through such a change as to give it the structure of the adult,

which it acquires w^hen about an inch in size. It is not precisely known

what becomes of the polypiform head of the Strobila (Diagram, ^^. 5), but

the base is said to produce a new set.

It appears from these facts that the animal (Diagram, fig. 1) hatched

from the egg of a medusa, does not become a free medusa, but a kind of

polyp, ScwpMstonia strobila, which does not produce its like, but from

which medusae are developed. The polypoid nurse, as it has been termed,

is uniformly an undeveloped female, whilst of the resulting medusae, some
are male and some female. The nurse, like the adult medusa, has the

power of increase by budding.

The annexed fig. 1 rej^resents an

individual of the presumptive genus

Coryne, placed in the family Tubu-
laridae (p. 27). The head is a six-

armed hydroid, beneath which are

four quadrate, bell-shaped bodies,

which are not organs, but distinct

1
2^8 individuals of an entirely different

form from the hydroid. In the concavity of each is suspended a quadrate

stomach, as shown in fig. 2. These bodies have an independent motion,

sucking the water in, and throwing it out like the Medusie. They finally

detach themselves, and swim freely like medusae, to which they bear a close

resemblance. Steenstrup, who observed this species in Iceland, found
larger individuals {fig. 3), which he considers the adult medusaform of the

former, in Ajhich one of the angles bears a lobed organ and two threads,

which he regards as female generative organs. Steenstrup regards Coryne
as " a previous generation of preparative nurses, which are so far asexual,

inasmuch as that their generative organs are not developed."

Forbes describes two minute British species allied to fig. 3, under the

generic name of Steenstrupia, suggesting that they may be a stage in the

history of some hydroid form.

Class 2. Zoophyta.
< t

The Zoophyta are chiefly marine ; some species are sedentary and others

free, some live as single independent animals, and others are collected

together in large colonies, the base of the stems being united. Some are

without a hard support, others secrete a stony skeleton, which is named
coral (coKALLUM, coKALLA in the plural).

The corallum is not usually external like the shell in the Mollusca, as is

popularly supposed, but an internal secretion '' entirely concealed," in the
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words of Dana, " within the polyp, as completely as the skull of an animal

beneath its fleshy covering. All corals are more or less cellular, and

through these cellules the animal tissues extend." In some, however, the

coral is exposed, as when the increase takes place by a terminal secretion

upon a separate stem, when the apex alone is living, and as the stem

increases in length the part below dies. This increase above and death

below are common in most corals, and to this the great masses of coral are

attributable. According to Dana, a solid dome of Astr^a, twelve feet in

diameter, has a living exterior of only a half or three fourths of an inch in

thickness.

The classification adopted here is chiefly that of James D. Dana, as given

in his magnificent work on Zoophytes, the result of his labors in the United

States Exploring Expedition. The characters of the families are in most

cases condensed from the same work.

The Order Actinoida includes not only the flower-shaped genera, like

Actinia {pi. 77,Ji(/s. 5, 6), which do not secrete a coral, but also numerous

coralligenous genera. The name of this order, from the Greek axnv, a

ray, is in allusion to the radiated arrangement of the tentacles, which,

when expanded, in many cases resemble the petals of a flower. When
contracted this resemblance disappears, and the mass may be compared to

a lemon in shape. Lesueur has described a species {A . marginata) from

Massachusetts Bay. (Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. i. 172.)

The Actiniae are found in the sea, attached to stones, submerged timber,

&c. They have the power of detaching themselves and floating, and

of creeping slowl}^ upon their flat base, at the rate of about two inches in

an tiour. The texture of the exterior is either fleshy or coriaceous, the

surface slimy, smooth, or tuberculous, and very sensitive. The mouth is

simple, and fringed by the tentacles. These organs being tubular, they are

expanded by having water forced into them, and when they contract, the

water is ejected through a minute terminal j)erforation. The tentacles of

some species resemble the Acalephae in having a stinging powgr.

The interior of the Actinias is taken up with the stomach, which is a

simple sac, of which the mouth is the opening, and extending nearly to the

base of the animal, where it communicates with the visceral cavity,

occupying the sjjace between the stomach and the exterior wall. The
cavity is provided with a series of vertical muscular partitions, more or

less perfect, which extend from the exterior wall to the stomach, so that a

transverse section of the animal would resemble a wheel, of which the nave

would represent the stomach, and the spokes the visceral partitions.

The Actiniae feed upon fish, crabs, shell-fish, &c., the shells and other

indigestible parts being ejected from the mouth after a period of ten or

twelve hours. A large individual sometimes accidentally swallows a smaller

one, but the latter is usually cast out unharmed, as in the case of the

Hydra. The objects swallowed are sometimes as large as the Actinia

itself in a state of repose. The following account is given in G. Johnston's

excellent History of British Zoophytes.

" I had once brought me a specimen of Act. gemmacea., that might have
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been originally two inches in diameter, and that had somehow contrived to

swallow a valve of Pecten maximus of the size of an ordinary saucer. The
shell, fixed within the stomach, was so placed as to divide it completely
into two halves, so that the body, stretched tensely over, had become thin

and flattened like a pancake. All communication between the inferior

portion of the stomach and the mouth was, of course, prevented
;

yet,

instead of emaciating and dying of an atrophy, the animal had availed itsell

of what undoubtedly had been a very untoward accident, to increase its

enjoyments and its chances of double fare. A new mouth, furnished with
two rows of numerous tentacula, was opened upon what had been the base,

and led to the nnder stomach ; the individual had, indeed, become a sort of

Siamese twin, but with greater intimacy and extent in its unions !"

The Actinias are hermaphrodite ; the reproduction is both by division and

by eggs ; and the eggs or young (as the case may be) are ejected through

the mouth, or rarely, by a kind of abortion, through the tentacles, according

to Contarini. The young do not differ essentially from the adult, the chief

difference being in the small number of their tentacles.

The Actiniae reproduce lost parts, especially the tentacles, with great

facility ; and when the body is cut into two, three, or even four parts, each

may survive and become a complete animal. If the section is horizontal,

the lower part acquires a new mouth and tentacles, and the upper part a

new base, although in one instance the latter produced a second mouth, so

that food was taken at both extremities of the new animal. These

experiments indicate that the base has the greatest vital power. (See

Contarini, 2rat. delle Attinie^ &c., Agassiz's Lectures, and Johnston's Zooph.)

ActiniiB will survive after being placed in water hot enough to blister the

skin, and they may be frozen and thawed with impunity, but immersion for

a few minutes in fresh water kills them.

The order Actinoida contains the sub-orders Actinaria and Alcyonaria,

and the families, according to Dana, are as follows

:

Sub-order 1. Actinaria.

Often coralligenous, cells lamelliradiate.

Trihe 1. Astrceacea.

Many tentacles in imperfect series ; coralla calcareous, with raultiradiate

cells, with the lamellse extending beyond the cells.

J^am. 1. Actinidw. Not coralligenous, usually attached, but sometimes

floating in the sea. Actinia {pi. 77, figs. 5, 8). Lucernaria {pi. IQ.^fig. 72).

(Johnst. Zooph., p. 228. K. K\\. pi. 63, with anatomical details.)

Fam. 2. AstrcBidce. Coralla calcareous, tentacles marginal, coralla with

excavate cells, stars circumscribed. Astrea astroites {p>l. 75, fig. 62).

Meandrina labyrintMca., Linn. {pi. 75, fig. 64) ; hemispherical, with long-

winding lines : American seas.

Fcnn. 3. Fungidw. Disks not circumscribed, tentacles scattered, short,

or obsolete ; simple or aggregate-gemmate ; when aggregate the disks are

confluent ; surface of the coralla stellate, without proper cells, Fungico

fungites.1 Linn. {pi. 75, fig. 65), has a circular coral, with radiating

lamellse, like the under surface of some mushrooms ; beneath granulated.
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A common species from the Indian Ocean and Red Sea. In this genus the

coraUum is formed by a single polyp, which covers it beneath as well as

above. The tentacles are scattered, and when touched, are withdrawn

between the lamella?.

Trihe 2. Caryophyllacea.

Tentacles numerous, in two series ; coralla calcareous, cells multiradiate,

interstitial surface not lamello-striate. The fourth family is not coralligenous.

Fam. 1. Cyatlio])liyllidc2. Interior middle of each corallum usually

transversely or obliquely cellular.

Fam. 2. CaryojyhylUdce. Tentacles crowded and long, mouths far

exserted ; interior of the corallum not transversely cellular, rays of the cells

more than twelve. Ociilina virginea., Linn. (^>Z. 75, fig. 58). White,

eighteen inches high. East and West Indies and the Mediterranean. 0.

gemTnascens {pi. 75, fig. 59). White, eight inches high.

Fam. 3. Gemimi])orida\ Tentacles short and marginal, in two or three

series ; disk broad, somewhat convex ; coralla porous, calicles with a thick

margin. ? Explanaria ananas {pi. 75, fig. 63).

Fam. 4. Zoanthida. Exterior subcoriaceous, tentacles short and

marginal, in two or three series.

Tribe 3. Madreporacea.

Tentacles in a single series, seldom more than twelve, sometimes obsolete

;

coralla calcareous, cells small, six- to twelve-rayed, or obsolete ; interstitial

surface not lamello-striate.

Fa7n. 1. Madreporidm. Tentacles twelve; cells deep, extending to the

centre of the corallum. Madrepora prolifera {pi. T5, fig. 60).

Fam. 2. FavositidcG. Tentacles twelve
; lime secreted periodically at

base, so that the interior of the corallum is septate, rarely solid. Pocillopora

polymorplia {pi. 75, fig. 55). (Lamarck, 2, 311.) - Eed Sea.

Fam. 3. Poritidm. Tentacles rarelv more than twelve: base forminoj

2)orous calcareous secretions beneath ; coralla finely porous, cells shallow,

i-ays indistinct. Porites porites.^ Linn. {P. clavaHa, Blainv.) {^jI. 75,

fig. 61). American and Indian seas.

Tribe 4. Antipathacea.

Animals six-tentaculate, base forming corneous secretions.

Fam. 1, AntipatMdm. Animals fleshy, enveloping a corneous spinulous

axis. Antipathes spiralis {pl. 75, fig. 51); stem entire, long, and spiral,

about as thick as a quill, and attaining a length of sixteen feet. Indian

Ocean.

SUB-ORDEK 2. AlCYONARIA.

Eight-tentaculate ; tentacles papillose, apex of the papillas perforate

;

often coralligenous.

Tribe 1. Alcyonacea.

Fam. 1. PennatulidcB. Free, or with the base sunk in the mud.

Pennatida pliosphorea., Linn. {pl. 75, fig. 26). Bears some resemblance

to a quill. It is found in the European seas, and emits a pale-blue

phosphorescent light when disturbed. P. granulosa.^ Lam. {fig. 25), and
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P. grisea^ Esper {fig. 27), inhabit the Mediterranean ; Yirgula/ria juncea.,

Esper {fig. 24), Europe.

Fam. 2. AlcyonidoB. Fleshy, with calcareous granules, Alcij07iiitm

ficiforme {pi. 75, fig. 46), size and shape of a fig, and of a jellowish-

brown color; and A.palmatum {fig. A:1)., stem divided irregularly, some-

what like a hand
;
pale-red. Mediterranean.

Fam. 3. CornularidcB. With corneous tubular coralla.

Fam. 4. TuhiporidcB. With calcareous tubular coralla. Tuhipora

musica {pi. 75, fig. QQ) is of a fine red color, the body green. Indian seas*

Fam. 5. GorgonidiE. With basal epidermic secretions. Gorgonia

fluhellum' {pi. 75, fig. 48). Eeticulate, branches inwardly' compressed
;

three feet long. Warm seas of India and America. G. verrucosa^ Linn.

{pi. 75, fig. 49). Atlantic, six to twelve inches. G. ceratopkyta {fig. 50),

Mediterranean. Isis hipptiris, Linn. {fig. 53); stem jointed and strong,

branches dichotomous. East Indies. Coralium nobile., Linn. {pi. 75,

fig. 52), is branched, one foot high, varies from a fine deep-red to a rose

color, or white with a reddish tinge. It admits of a fine polish, and is

much, used for light ornamental work. When fresh, the^xterior is fieshy

and polypiferous, which, in drying, forms a crust with scattered cellules.

The forms of the corals which most of the zoophyta secrete, are extremely

varied ; representing various plants and mosses, variously shaped vessels,

domes, obelisks, radiated disks, leaves, &c. ; and the size of the coral mass

varies from a few lines to twelve or even twenty feet. The large masses

have commenced in a single animal, from the successive budding of which,

the whole has resulted.

" Calculating the number of polyps that are united in a single Astrrea

dome of twelve feet diameter, each covering a square half inch, we find it

exceeding 100,000 ; and in a Porites of the same dimensions, in which the

animals are under a line in breadth, the number exceeds five and a half

millions. There are here, consequently, five and a half millions of mouths

and stomachs to a single zoophyte, contributing together to the growth of

the mass, by eating, and growing, and budding, and connected with one

another by their lateral tissues and an imperfect cellular or lacunal com-
munication."

—

Dana^ p. 60.

In those cases where single polyps occupy the extremity of dead branching

stems, there is no union of the soft parts of dififerent individuals.

Glass 3. Echinodermata.

The Echinodermata, which are all marine, and include what are popularly

termed star-fish, sea eggs, &c., are the most highly organized class in the

radiated division of the animal kingdom. The bodies of some are raised upon

a pedicle, the base of which is fixed to a single place ; others are without a

pedicle, and move freely and slowly along the bottom. Some of the latter

are provided with a multitude of sucker-like feet, which, in Asterias

auranUaca^ amount to 840, according to Tiedemann. Some are provided

with eye dots, which, in Asterias, &c., are situated at the extremity of the

rays ; and where the nervous system has been detected, it forms a circle
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around the oesophagns, witli branches to the rays, &e. The mouth is armed

with hard bony teeth, enabling the animal to live upon Crustacea and shell

fish. Some live at the bottom of the sea on the surface of the rock, and

others burrow in the sand.

The integument of some of the members of this class is sustained by a

calcareous skeleton, which incloses the viscera and supports movable spines

varying much in size and shape. The skeleton is composed of pieces which

are often joined together like polygonal stones in a pavement. These

plates, the spines, and the entire skeletons, are very abundant in various

geological formations, in which they are preserved in great perfection.

The class contains the orders Crinoidea, Asteridea, Echinidea, Holothuri-

dea, to which some add another for the reception of Siponculus, Echiurus,

&c., constituting the apodous Echinodermata of Cuvier.

Order 1. Crixoidea. This order is almost extinct, but is found plentifully

in a fossil state in the older rocks. These remains consist of the solid

calcareous skeleton, of which the chief parts are the stem, the body, and

the arms. The bodj'^ is oval or cup-shaped, protecting the internal soft

parts, and made Jip of numerous plates, of which the variations in number

and form afford generic characters. The arras are five or more in number,

simple or branched, fringed with lateral articulated appendages, and placed

around the upper margin of the body, the mouth being situated between

them. When the arms are closed, some species resemble a lily, whence the

trivial name of Encriniis liliiformis. The vent is distinct and lateral.

The central solid part of the stem has been compared to the bones in a

lizard's tail, being made up of a column of disks, which are either circular,

polygonal, or star-shaped. The stem is often provided with articulated

simple lateral branches, which, like the arms, are filled with calcareous

joints, many thousand of which are contained in the remains of a single

animal. The disks of the stem have a perforation through them, which

admits of their being strung like beads ; and, according to Dr. Buckland,

they were used for rosaries in ancient times. In northern England they are

called St. Cuthbert's beads ; and before their nature was known, they were
named Entrochites in books.

PentaGTinus asteria^ Linn. (P. capiitmedusm^ Miller) {pi. 1(^^ftg. 58), is

a recent species from the West Indies, of which a specimen is in the British

Museum, the Paris Museum, that of the Geological Society of London, and
that of the London College of Surgeons. (This and other species of the

order are figured in the Peimy Cyc. ix. 390, and in the new edition of the

Regne Animal.) JEncrinus radiatus {fig. 57).

Pentaerinus ^w/'o/xe?;5, Thompson, a minute animal found on the coast of

Ireland, is now considered by this author to be the pedunculated young of

Comatula, a starfish somewhat like pi. 70, fig. 62. This confirms one of

the views of Agassiz (Lectures, p. 13), that the earlier fossil animals often

resemble the embryonic or immature forms of the more recent periods.

Holopus rangii, Orbigny {2)1. 76, fig. 56) (Mag. de Zool. 1837, ^Z. 3) is a

recent genus from Martinique.

Order 2. Asteridea. In this order the supporting stem is wanting, and
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the animal lias the power of locomotion, sometimes by means of the

arms, and sometimes with the aid of the sucker-like feet. The arms in

some genera are provided with numerous lateral filaments, and in some

cases they divide into branches. The genus Astropliyton (named also

Euryale and Gorgonocephalus) {pi. 76, fig. G3), is remarkable for its

five dichotomizing arms sending ofi* branches, and terminating in a multi-

tude of curled filaments, which, it is said, may amount to eight thousand in

a single individual. ^
The genus Ophiura {pi. 76, fig. G-i) is named from the resemblance

which its long and slender arms bear to the tail of a serpent, not only in

form, but in the numerous bony pieces of which they are composed,

and which are not unlike the scales of a serpent. The arms are very

flexible ; and by giving tliem an undulating motion, the animal can

swim to a certain degree. On each side of the base of the arms is an

opening which is the outlet of the ovaries, of which there are ten. Several

species inhabit the coast of the United States. In Ophiolepis {fig. 62), a

genus allied to Ophiura, the disk is entire, with smooth plates. In both

genera the arms have movable spines, wliich in some species are appressed,

and in others projecting. The species figured, 0. scolopendrina.^ is found

near the Isle of France. In these genera the mouth is in the centre of the

ventral surface, and from it are continued five grooves, through which a

few sucker-like leet are projected. The mouth is armed with a strong

osseous apparatus for masticating food. The arms, when broken off, can

be reproduced. PI. 76, fig. 61, rej^resents Astrogoniuon granulare of the

seas of northern Europe-. In this genus the rays are not so well developed

as in A'iterias {fig. 60\ whicli gives it a pentagonal figure.

OreasLr turritus {p>l. 76, fig. 59) attains a length of ten inches, and

inhabits the Indian Ocean.

Solaster is distinguished by an increased number of rays ; S. papposus

{pi. 76., fig. 66) is a foot in diameter.

Stellonia nihens {fig. 65) attains a foot in size, and is so abundant in the

seas of Europe as to be spread over the soil as a manure.

Asterias {fig. 60) has the rays so much enlarged that there is room in

the concavity of each for two extensions or appendages of the stomach,

with an ovary between them, and a liver ; which is not the case in the

slender rayed genera like OpJtiurus. Moreover, the size of the rays renders

them less flexible, and badly fitted for locomotion ; but as a compensation,

they are pierced along their inferior surface (between short transverse bones

arranged in series on each side of a deep central groove) with a multitude

of ambulacral perforations, through which the feet already mentioned project,

and which enable the animal to crawl up a surface as smooth as glass, and

also assist in holding its prey. The sucker-like feet are connected

within the aperture through which they project, with a globular vesicle

filled with water, by the hydrostatic action of which the suckers are extended

or withdrawn. Each vesicle is connected by a small tube with a canal

which traverses each ray, starting from a circular canal around the

Oesophagus.
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"This apparatus communicates with another tube which penetrates from

the dorsal surface downwards, having its opening shut by a perforated plate

called the madreporic body, which in starfishes is always seen in the angle

between two of the rays ; so that we have here an hydraulic apparatus of

a very complicated nature." (Agassiz.) Through this series of vessels the

water flows in both directions, either downwards through the ujsper aper

ture, or upwards through the tubular feet ; subserving in ife course the

functions of locomotion and respiration. The water which fills the general

cavity is admitted through the numerous minute perforations of the exterior.

" The heart is placed along the calcareous tube which arises from the

madreporic body, and the blood-vessels form circular rings around the

entrance of the stomach, from M'hich and to which the radiating arteries

and veins move." (Agassiz's Lectures, and his Letter to Humboldt in 1847.)

There are also movable spines upon the lower surface which assist in

locomotion.

When food is taken, the animal bends its rays towards the mouth, so as

to form a cup-shaped cavity, when the food is gi'adually moved to the

mouth. There is no vent distinct from the moutli. The rays, when lost

by accident, can be reproduced, and it is asserted that if a ray with part of

the biouth be detached, it w^ill form a new animal. The stomach is central

and sends off two branching divisions or ca3ca in each ray. There is an

English law which imposes a fine upon fishermen who do not kill a species

of Asterias which is said to destroy oysters.

Agassiz has discovered that starfish, after their eggs are laid, take them

up and retain them below the mouth between their suckers ; and when they

are forcibly removed to some distance, the animal will approach and take

them up again, showing a remarkable instinct in so low an animal.

We pass from Asterias {j)!. 76, jig. 60), through the pentagonal form

Astrogoniuni {jig. 61) to Agassiz' genus Culcita, which resembles the last

somewhat in shape, except that the five sides are convex instead of concave,

so that the outline is more nearly circular, approximating the circular and

oval forms of the next family.

Order 3. EcniNiDEA. Tliis order includes the oval or circular bodies

known as sea-eggs, sea-urchins {oursin in French), the skeleton of which is

a calcareous crust composed of twenty equal or unequal rows of poh^gonal

plates pierced by various pores. The mouth is beneath, and armed or

unarmed, central or sub-terminal ; the vent is distinct, and varies in position,

being formed beneath and above, and when beneath, marginal or towards

the centre. The generative pores are four or five, placed around the summit.

When the animal dies, the integument (including the spines with which

it is covered, and M'hich present much variety in form and size) is soon

lost, leaving the calcareous shell which protects the interior soft parts. The
integument of the calcareous portion not only secretes the shell, but extends

in a thin layer over the solid spines, which are thus formed layer by layer

as the animal increases in size.

The circular form of these animals might at first induce an observer to

doubt their affinity with the more star-shaped Asteridea, but if the rays of
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the latter are supposed to be shortened, and the concavity between them

filled up, the approximation will appear when the correspondence of the

organs is considered.

The plates of an Echinus {pi. 76, Jig. 69) run in vertical rows, two of

which are wide and two narrow alternately; the wide pair have tubercles

which support the larger spines ; and the narrow ones have vertical rows

of minute perforations which form the ambulaora.^ and allow the passage of

the sucker-like feet which, in addition to the spines, are concerned in locomo-

tion, and perhaps in passing water to the respiratory organs which lie beneath.

The mouth of the Echini is armed with five jaws working together by

means of a complicated piece of mechanism, and which have been com-

pared by Aristotle to a lantern, hence called the lantern of Aristotle.

Among the chief authorities upon this department are Lamarck, Blain-

ville, Delle Chiaje, Goldfuss, Desmoulins, J. Midler, Sars, Milne Edwards,

Dufosse, Duvernoy, Klein, Gray, and especially Agassiz.

The forms in this order are very various, from the flat and discoidal

Scutella., which is fiat beneath and but slightly convex above, to the sub-

globular Echinus and elevated Oalerites., which is considerably higher than

wide. Some have the ambulacra disjjosed in oval or elliptic lines upon the

upper surface, resembling the four or five petals of a spreading flower.

According to Duvernoy, in the Echinidte in which the rosette is formed, a

series of branchiae (instead of feet) are passed through these perforations, in

addition to the internal branchiiB ; and in consonance w^ith this view, he

divides the EchinidiE into two sections : the Exobranchia, with external

branchiae (including forms like Clypeaster, Cassidulus, and Spatangus); and

the Homopoda for the remainder (including forms like Cidaris and Galerites).

Echinus., and other genera with large spines, are found on the bottom of

the sea, whilst the ScxitellcB., which have short bristly spines, burrow in sand.

Spatangus {pi. 76, fig. 67) and its allies have the mouth armed and

placed towards the anterior end ; the vent posterior, and placed upon the

upper or lower surface ; the shell thin in texture, lengthened, and gibbous

;

ovarian pores four.

Clypeaster {fig. 68), and the allied genera, have the mouth central, or

nearl}'- so, and the vent near the posterior margin, and upon the upper or

lower surface, according to the genus.

Echinus {pi. 76, fig. 69), and Cidaris {figs. 70, 71), have a subglobular

shell and tM'o kinds of spines, the larger of whicli are supported upon large

tubercles. The mouth is central beneath, and the vent in the apex.

The tendency to take an oblong form in Spatangics and Ananchi/fes, and

the mouth being placed near the opposite extremities of the body, indicate

an approach to the next order.

Order 4. Holothuridea. The animals composing this order have an

elongated worm-like form, and the shell has disappeared, although some
earthy matter is deposited around the mouth. In Holothuria and the allied

genera the body is very contractile; the skin is irritable and has numerous
mucous-secreting pores, and perforations for the passage of the sucker-like

feet, which are either generally distributed, or arranged in five rows repre-
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senting the ambulacra, or confined to the middle portion of the ventral

surface. The mouth is fringed with branching tentacles capable of being

withdrawn ; the vent is at the opposite extremity of the body ; and the entire

animal bears a striking resemblance to a^ cucumber, whence it is called by

.

sailors the 8ea-cowminbei\ and one of ' the genera bears the name of

Cucmnaria{C.frondosa, 2)1. 76, fg. 85). They are extensively collected

about the islands and reefs of the Eastern oceans as a culinary delicacy for

the Cliinese markets.

Captain Flinders mentions a Malay fleet of sixty vessels and one thousand

men, as forming an expedition to fish for these animals.

"The object was a certain marine animal called trepcing ; of this they

gave me two dried specimens, and it proved to be the heche-de-mer or sea-

cucumber, which we had first seen on the reefs of the east coast, and had

afterwards hauled on shore so plentifully with the seine, especially in Caledon

Bay. They got the trepang by diving, in from three to eight fathoms

water; and where it is abundant, a man will bring up eight or ten at a time.

The animal is split down one side, boiled, and pressed with a weight of

stones ; then stretched open with slips of bamboo, dried in the sun, and
afterwards in smoke, when it is fit to be put away in bags, but i-equires

frequent exposure to the sun. A thousand trepangs make a j^icol., of about

125 Dutch pounds ; and one hundred picols is a cargo for a prow."

Okder 5. SiPUNcrLiDEA. These are sometimes included in the order

Ilolothuridea, with which they agree in the tentacles, the intestinal canal, and

circulatory system, although they want the tubular feet. Sipunculus {j)l. 74,

itg. 7, andjyZ. 11., Jigs. 27, 28). According to Quatrefages the anatomy of

Eahiurus indicates an affinity both to the chsetopodous annelida and to

Holothuria, giving it characteristics of distinct types. Some authors, as

Blainville and Gervais, place these animals among the Annelida.

Class IlELMmTUEs.

Tlie classification of the various forms of worms has been attended with

difficulties, some of which still remain, notwithstanding the efforts of

distinguished naturalists to ascertain their characteristics. The worms,

Mdiose body is composed of a series of rings, as in the leech and earth-worm,

and whose nervous system is composed of a line of ganglia, united by a

double nervous cord, as in insects, form with these the division Articulata,

of which they constitute the class Annelida.

After excluding the Annelida from the class of worms, there still remain

many forms, both aquatic, and living in the interior of other animals, to

which the term Ilelminthes is restricted. Here the annulate structure has

disappeared, and the median nervous system has been separated into two
distinct branches, usually arising from a large ganglion anteriorly, or two

ganglia united by a transverse branch. From the characteristics which
these animals afibrd, it is difficult to decide wiiether they belong to the

radiate or articulate division of the animal scale, or, as is probable, form an
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inter-clnss with characters common to both. Milne Edwards, Gervais, and

Agassiz, think thej form a common type with the Articuhita, thns uniting

all the worms in one division. The latter disposes of the ditierences in the

nervous system, by considering them essentially the same, the two distinct

or bilateral threads (and sets of ganglia, where they exist) being approximated

to form a single series. The genus Malacohdella has certain intermediate

characters, which render it difficult to place, the nerves being separated, the

intestine simple, and the sexes separate. It is about an inch long, white,

translucent like Planaria^ and has a posterior sucker. It is marine, and

lives as a parasite in the mantle of the molluscous genera Mija and Yenus.

Blanchard thinks it forms a distinct type of worms, as the generative organs

alone have an affinity with those of the Annelida ; and Duvernoy places it

among the Tiematoda.

On the other hand, the Ilelminthes may be regarded as a two-rayed animal

(a view taken in part by Duvernoy), allied to the Radiata by this very

nervous system, which, in Tristoma (H. An. jpl. 3G), forms a complete

circle, which may be compared with that of the Radiata. The digestive

,

system of this animal and of Planaria, bears an analogy to that oi the

Radiata, even the more typical forms, for in the Echinidea it has already

departed from the radiated type. In some Planarife (R. An.^;Z. Zl^fig. V)

the gastro-vascular ramification forms a complete net-work, which has its

counterpart in Rhizostoma (R. An. pi. 50).

We lay no stress upon the absence of the articulate structure in most

Ilelminthes, because it is wanting in some of the Epizoa, which, although

sometimes arranged with the Radiata, belong to the Crustacea. The

articulate appearance of Taenia arises from the fact, that each joint is to a

certain extent a single individual, affording an analogy with the Radiata,

which is strengthened by the transverse nutrient tubes.

Cuvier, Duvernoy, and others, place the Ilelminthes among the Radiata.

The classification of the latter, in 18-I8, is as follows, the vernacular

names (which have no authority in science) being rej^laced by systematic

ones.

Class Helminthes, comprising the three sub-classes, Ilelminthophyta,

Parenchj-mata, and Cavitaria.

Sub-class I. IlELMiNTnoPHYTA.

Animals simple or compound ; form ribbon-shaped, a double alimentary

canal, no vent. Including the two orders Cystica (from lu/stis, a bladder)

and Cestoidea (from ITestos, a band).

a. Cystica^ with one family

:

1. Hydatidse.

h. Cestoidea.^ with three families :

1. Cysticercidffi.

2. Ligulidse.

3. Tasniidse,

Sub-class II. Pakenchymata.
Form flattened, rarely cylindrical, nervous system bi-radiate ; a bifurcated

or branched alimentary sac. It includes the two orders and families

:
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1. Trematoda.

2. Planariidie.

Sub-class III. Cavitaria.

Having a visceral cavity, the nervous system bi-radlated. Composed of

four orders, the first having a visceral cavity instead of an intestine, the

remaining three with two openings at the alimentary canal, at opposite

extremities.

a. Enterodela^^ with one family

:

1. Acanthocephala.

h. Enterodela cyllndnca [Nematoldea, RiidolpM\ two families :

1. Ascarldffi.

2. Gordiidoe.

G. Enterodela ijliccda [Acanthotheca, Diesing\ a single family and

parasitic genus :

1. Llnguatulldt^.

d. Enterodela tcsniolda^ one family :

1. Nemertidiie.

The greater part of the Helmlnthes live in various parts of other animals,

deprived of light, with little occasion for locomotive powers, and governed

by circumstances of great uniformity, so that we need not be surprised at

the simplicity of structure in individual genera, although they present a

considerable amount of variation in the ag^o-reffate. From the mode of

their occurrence within other animals, they have been termed Entozoa^ in

which certain external species are included. In some cases the same
species is found in waters as well as in the interior of animals. There is

scarcely an animal, whether terrestrial or aquatic, which does not nourish

some of these parasites, and but few of the latter infest several distinct

species. They have been found in beasts, birds, reptiles, fishes, insects,

mollusca, and even in the acalephaj.

These entozoa are found, according to the species, in various parts of

the bodies they infest, as the intestines, brain, bronchia^, liver, kidneys,

muscles, blood, and bones.

I. Helminthophyta.

a. Cystica.

These are named from the resemblance of the posterior part of the body

to a bladder, a part which is filled with fluid {pi. 77, jig. 29). This is

fibrous and sensitive, at times as large as an egg, and it sometimes forms

part of several individuals. In Ccenurus the head or heads are each

attached to a short neck ; they are sub-glol)ular, crowned with hooks, and

have suckers arranged around the convexity, to enable it to attach itself

to the substance whence it derives its nourishment. It lives in the brain

and spinal nerve of sheep, and more rarely in the brain of oxen, destroying

parts of it, and giving rise to a fatal disease, called by the expressive name
of " staggers," from its chief symptom.

In Echinocoecus (called Acephalocyste by the French) there is no head

* This name is inadmissible, having been previously used by Ehrenberg in the Infusoria,

p. 24.
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outside of the kyst, the animals being restricted to its iuside. It occurs in

the liver, spleen, and other parts, and is not exclusively confined to man.

1). Cestoidea.

Cysticercus is found in man as well as in animals, between the tissues of

the muscles, sometimes penetrating to the eye-ball, the heart, and the brain.

The form is that of the Cystica (with which it is usually and perhaps cor-

rectly placed), whilst in some other respects it approaches the Cestoidea.

What is called " measles" in hogs arises from an abundance of enkysted

worms {Cysticercus cellulosm^ jpl. 11^ jig. 30), which have been fuund occu-

pying as much space as the brain in these animals, and causing convulsions

and death.

The intestinal worms of the genus Ligula (Z. ciiigulum^ ]^. 77, jig. 34)

are flat, ribbon-shaped, without articulations, marked with a longitudinal

stria, and also transversely striate. They live in birds, and especially in

fishes. The species figured is from one to five feet long, and is found in the

Cyprinus hrania of Europe. This worm is said to be eaten in some parts

of Italy. Botlirimonus sturionis infests the American Acf'jyeiiser (Kcyrliyn-

chus. It is not articulated, it has a longitudinal impressed line above and

below, with numerous raised points along it, those beneath having a pore.

The head is sub-globular, with a double sucker.

The genus Bothriocej^halus (named from IjotJiws., a groove, and kephale,

the head) is a long, flat, jointed worm, with a longitudinal groove upon each

side of the sub-quadrate head, distinguishing it from Tcenia^ or the true

tape-worm. It is also distinguished by having the segments much wider

than long, and the openings from the ovaries are beneath, and not lateral.

The genus infests birds, fishes, and reptiles ; and one species, B. latus

(j)l. 77, jig. 32), infests man in Eussia, Switzerland, and some other parts

of Europe.

The common tape-worm, Tcenia solium {pi. 77., jig. 33), is composed of

flat, sub-quadrate articulations, which are very small and fragile for some
distance from the head, so much so that this part is rarely obtained perfect,

and the small head was for a long period unknown. The head is globular

and provided with four terminal suckers, arranged in a square around the

mouth. The alimentary canal is double, being composed of an intestine

nmning along each side of the body, with a transverse canal connecting

the opposite sides at the beginning of each segment, giving the interstices

the appearance of a ladder. The centre of each segment is occupied by
distinct generative organs of both sexes, which have their outlet in a lateral

pore, alternately upon the right and left side of the segments. As each

segment is capable of producing a large number of eggs, it is difiicult to

conceive why the animals should be comparatively so few in number.

This species attains a length of twenty feet or more, and a single one is

usually confined to a single individual, although as many as twenty have

been found together. Tcenia cateniformis {jig. 31) is about an inch long,

and infests the cat.

11. Parenchymata.
These are soft contractile bodies, without any appearance of division
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into riiii^s, and bearing some resemblance to a leech, bnt sometimes so short

as to be circular.

1. The Trematoda are internal monoicous parasites, having an anterior,

suctorial opening, and one or more suctorial disks of attachment, which

aflford generic characters. Distoma (ur Fasciola) hejpaticmn {pi. 11, fig. 36),

which is a good example, is about an inch long, infests the gall-bladder,

liver, and rarely the neighboring veins in man, sheep, oxen, deer, gazelles,

camels, goats, horses, and hares. In sheep it is the cause of the fatal

disease named rut. The severe winter of 1811-2 in Germany, was fal-

lowed bv the death of many deer, which were found to be much infested

with Distoma.

Fresh-water snails of the genera Planorbis and Limnea are infested by a

minute animal, with a globular body and slender tail, resembling a tadpole,

and forming the supposed genus Cercaria, of which two American species

were published in 1840, the motions of which are similar to those of their

European analogues, the tail being rapidly thrown into the shape of an S,

and easily detached.* Steenstrup lias in some measure cleared up the his-

tory of tiie Cercaria?, which are the larva? of Trematoda. After swimming

about freely for some time, they attach themselves to the outside of the

snail, and settle in the mucus of tlie exterior, maintaining themselves by an

abdominal sucker, and in the course of their movements losing the tail, a

loss which gives them somewhat the appearance of a Distoma. They now

enter the pupa state, in which they remain for some months without appar-

ent change. They afterwards acquire spines anteriorly, and such individu-

als were found within the snail. C. Tii. Siebold thinks the Distoma is

finallv developed in the water-fowls which swallow the snails, an analogous

fact having been observed by Creplin, who found a species in a stickleback

fish, and also in water-fowls.

2. The Planariidai contain a number of small leech-like animals, found

both in fresh and salt w^ater, which glide along like a snail over solid objects,

or, passing up an object to the surface, they creep along this with the back

downwards, and the belly attached to a thin film of water. The single

opening to the ramifications of the stomach is usually about the centre of

the inferior surface; and whatever is taken through this that is indigestible,

is subsequently rejected by sucking in a quantity of water, and ejecting the

whole together.

Planaria {Planocera) covnuta {pi. 77, fig. 35) has two horn-like

extensions anteriorly. P. {Dendrocadum) gracilis., Hald. 1840, is three

fourths of an inch long, and one tenth broad, fuliginous, veined with black

;

* C hyalocauda, Hakl. Body dark browu, or blackish, about as long as the tail ; tail trans-

parent, tapering, and suddenly diminished at its junction with the body. Just visible to the

naked eye. Parasitic upon Pliysa heterostropha. Susquehanna.

C. bilineata. Perfectly white. Microscopic characters : Head and tail translucent ; body with

two dark longitudinal hues, which have a tendency to connect, so as to form a circle when the

animal contracts ; there is a liglit posterior circular spot occasionally visible, the tail is shorter

than the extended body, and is not contracted at the base. Exceedingly numerous upon speci-

mens of Limnea catascopium, collected at Camden on the Delaware.
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oblong, suddenly tapering to. a point posteriorly ; sides nearly parallel ; In ad

truncate in front ; neck narrowed, eye dots two, on the narrow part, oblong

and white, with a black dot upon the internal margin
;
ventral oi^ening less

than one third tlie entire length from the posterior extremity. It inhabits

springs in eastern Pennsylvania, and feeds upon animal matter. AVhen cut

in two, each part becomes an entire animal.

III. Camtaria.
a. Enterodela.

1. The AcantliOcepTiala^ which are placed with tlie Parenchymata by

Cuvier, are composed of round worms represented by the genus

Echinorhynchus, the chief character of wliich is a sti-aiglit, round, retractile

trunk, armed with rows of recurved tooth-like hooks, wliich retain it in

]3lace when thrust into the intestines. A small pore is sometimes

observable at the end of this trunk, but it is probable that nourishment is

absorbed by its entire surface. A vascular tube runs longitudinally on

each side, and is lost towards the posterior extremity. These noxious

animals seem not to have been found in man, although numerous species

infest vertebrate animals. They sometimes bore through the intestines, and

pass into the cavity of the abdomen, and into other parts .of the body.

Echinorhynchus gigas {pi. 77, Jig. 39) is from three to fifteen inches long,

and infests hogs, especially such as are confined to be fattened.

b. Enterodela cylindrica.

1. The Ascaridce, include various genera of internal parasites, of which

the genus Ascaris is among the best knoM'n, and contains slender, round

worms, tapering towards both ends. The head is provided with three little

valves, between wliich the mouth is placed. The intestine is straight, the

vent terminal, and the nervous system bilateral. Ascaris lumlricoides

{pi. 77, Jig. 41) takes its trivial name from its general resemblance to a

lurabricus, or earth-worm. It is white, from six to twelve or fifteen inches

lono;, and the female is laro-er and more abundant than the male. It infests

the small intestines of man, and is frequently fatal to children, in which it

sometimes penetrates to the stomach, and even to the mouth. As many as

five hundred have been ejected by a child in the course of eight days.

It is sometimes discharged from abscesses in the abdomen, and it has

rarely been passed from the bladder. This species infests the hog and the

ox, and an allied one (once considered the same) is found in the horse.

Owen, some years ago, calculated the number of eggs in a female of this

.species to exceed sixty millions. Gluge and Mandl found eggs of an

Ascaris, without the animal, in the lungs of frogs, supposed to be introduced

with the air.

Oxyuris vermicularis, Linn. {pi. 77, Jig. 42), is half an inch long,

cylindrical, with the posterior portion subulate. It infests the large

intestines of children.

Trichocephalus dispar {Jig. 40) is found with the preceding species, and

differs in having the anterior extremity attenuated like a thread, and

resembling the lash of a whip, of which the posterior end w^ould be the stock.

It is one or two inches long, of which the thick part occupies about a third.
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2. Gordiida'. Tlie geinis Filaria is long, slender, tbread-like, and smooth,

with a somewhat rigid texture, and many species ai'e found in various

animals, including insects and m<:>llusca. Filaria medinensis {pi. IT^Jig. 43),

the guinea worm, infests the muscles and subcutaneous tissues, chiefly

of the lower lifubs, in Arabia, Upper Egypt, West Africa, and the West

Indies. It is sometimes located about the eye, and beneath the tongue
;
and

occasionally it makes its way to the surface of the body, causing a sore,

from which it may be extracted if a little is withdrawn daily, care being

taken not to break it, as in that case the inclosed part remains and causes

inflammation, which may render amputation necessary. A sailor, who

frequently met Africans on shipboard with sores caused by the worm, had

been on shore in West Africa for three hours barefoot, iiaving himself a

small sore on the thigh at the time. He arrived in England in October,

1843 ; and in the middle of the subsequent May a sore appeared on the left

instep, which finally opened and disclosed part of a white worm, about the

size of a violin string, of which live inches were cut ofl^'. This was succeeded

by violent inflammation and suppuration upon the foot and leg, until the

remaining two feet and a half of the worm came away. On the 23d of May
another sore, appeared upon the left fore-arm, disclosing a second filaria,

which '\\-as gradually and carefully removed in fourteen days, and found to

be thirty-two inches long. A third could then be felt under the integument

of the right foot. This species attains a length of six feet, and is said to be

sometimes seen swimming in the water of the countries it inhabits.

Filaria jXQyillo-sa {fig. 45) is found in the abdomen, chest, and eyes of

the horse. Dr. Charles A. Lee gives a figure of it in the A'?n. J. Se'i., 1840,

vol. xxxiv. p. 279. lie states that it is from one to seven inches long, and

one third of a line in diameter. The specimen seen by him seems to have

grown from half an inch to about four inches in four months.

Filaria phalangii {pi. 77, fig. 62) has been found in Phalangium

cornutum.

Filaria lyeosa'., Hald. Pale-reddish when recent ; flavous when dried by

heat ; rigid, smooth, and shining, slightly tapering towards one end ; about

five inches long, and one millimetre in diameter at the largest end. Found

in Eastern Pennsylvania, in a specimen apparently of Lycosa scutulata^

Ilentz, ten lines long, and, when the size of the spider is considered, a

remarkably large species. The sj)ecimen being much contorted, and one

end still within the spider, the precise length could not be determined.

Fig. 43 might pass for a representation of it, and the spider is a little larger

thmfig. 37" in pi. 78.

The genus Gordius is found free in water, or as an internal parasite.

Gordius aquaticus is found under all these circumstances, as it has been

ascertained to infest insects. These worms resemble a thin thread or

stout hair, and being seen in running water, or in puddles along roads,

particularly after rain (see Mag. Nat. Hist.., 1836, pp. 9, 241-2, 355), they

are popularly sujiposed to be metamorphosed horse-hairs. They are male

and female, oviparous, and have a more complicated organization than their

external simplicity might be supposed to indicate.
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c. Enterodela jplicata.

1. T\iQ LinguatulidcB are internal parasites infesting various organs; they

are flattened and tapering posteriorly, and nigose transversely. In

Linguatula the interior extremity is armed with a few recurved spines.

d. Eiiterodela tcenioida.

1. Nemertid(E. The principal genus is Nemertes^ Cuvier {jpl. ^i-^^fig. 10),

an extremely long and soft marine worm, of a flattened form, the anterior

extremity slender, and the posterior one ending with a broad attaching disk.

It approaches Hirudo in its mouth and vascular system. It lives buried in

the sand, and is said to feed on shell-fish.

DrVISION II. MoLLUSCA.

The MoLLUscA, or Malacozoa (soft animals), constitute one of the great

Divisions of the animal kingdom. Except the shell, which is not always

present, these animals have nothing in the nature of bones ; and they want

the ringed structure and jointed members of the Articulata. The body

is soft, the integument slimy, and generally without epidermis, and in the

testaceous species capable of secreting a shell. The alimentary canal has

an opening at each end, and the circulating system is more or less complete.

The eyes of univalve mollusca are generally situated upon or near the

tentacles ; those of bivalves upon the edge of the mantle, as in Pecten

{pi. 76, figs. 27, 29) ; or on the posterior portion which forms the siphons,

as in Unio {pi. 76, fig. 47).

From the great number, variety, and beauty of the shells of so large a

portion of the Mollusca, the study of these, under the name of Conchology,

attracted attention at an early period, when a cabinet of shells was often

regarded in the same light as a casket of jewels, and gi*eat sums were paid

for rare and handsome species ; and, indeed, this interest still maintains its

ground, there being shells, the price of which is one or two hundred dollars

at the present day.

It was at length discovered that little of natural classification and the

habits of this class could be know^n, without a study of the entire animal

;

so that Conchology finally became merged into Malacology. There is,

however, no impropriety in the use of the former term in an enlarged sense,

if it be considered to include the study of those animals which are usually

provided with a calcareous shell.

Some of the older conchologists, guided by the shell alone, included

radiated forms, like Echinus, in this division ; and even at the present da}-,

the cirrhojpoda {pi. 76, figs. 51-54) and some of the annelida, which have

a hard exterior tube, are sometimes described in books avowedly devoted

to mollusca. On the other hand, whilst all " shells," whether secreted by

the mollusca or the articulata, were classed together, true mollusca, when
unprovided with a shell, were often placed among worms and annelida.

The term (Yermes) Mollusca was used by Linnaeus in 1758, in a wide
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sense, as it included radiata, like Actinia, Medusa, and Echinus ; Crustacea

like Lernsea, as well as Ascidia, Limax, and the Cephalopoda, and even

some annelida ; whilst his order (Vermes) Testacea included most of the

univalve and bivalve shell-fish. The " class Mollusca" of Lamarck, follows

liis class Conchifera, and includes the five " orders," as he terms them, of

Pteropoda, Gastropoda (excluding the spiral univalves), Trachelipoda

(including the spiral univalves). Cephalopoda, and Heteropoda. Pallas and

Cuvier were the first to use the term Mollusca in its modern sense ; and the

latter, in 1798, recognised three sections, subsequently provided with the

systematic names of Cephalopoda, Gastropoda, and Acephala. The term

Mollusca having by these means acquired a somewhat indefinite meaning,

Blainville proposed that of Malacozoa, which is the preferable term, if the

term Malacology supersedes that of Conchology.

The shell of the Malacozoa can have one, two, or more pieces ; it may
be external or internal, and it varies much in size, being in some cases

capable of containing all the soft parts, with room to spare, and in others a

mere excrescence upon some part of the animal. It is secreted by the

mantle, a fold of the integument which appears as a flap, lining the shell in

bivalves, and a continuation of it appears as a collar around the neck, and

lining the aperture of the shell in the spiral univalves. In the order

Tunicata the body is inclosed in a kind of coriaceous purse instead of a shell.

The mantle usually secretes two kinds of material, the nacre, or pearly

portion of the shell, and the epidermis, ov periostraca ; but in some genera

the latter is absent, as in Oliva {2)1. To, jigs. 122, 125, 126) and Cyprcm

{2)1. T6, figs. 5-7), in which the wide mantle is turned up on each side, so

as to inclose the shell. When the shell is broken by accident, the crevice

is closed by layers of nacre; and if a pebble gets into the shell by accident,

and cannot be got rid of, it is covered in like manner. When the nacre

or " mother-of-pearl" is of a fine quality, the tubercular masses which arise

from injuries have a peculiar lustre, which causes them to be admired under

the name of pearls. "Shells are often found repaired, which had been

crushed and distoiied to such an extent as to lead one to believe it scarcely

possible for an animal to survive after so nnicli mutilation.

The varied spots and lines which ornament so many marine shells, are

distributed by the periodical action and inaction of the secreting process.

The species of the genus Conus, although covered by a thick epidermis, are

usually marked with bands, spots, and reticulations of brilliant colors, which

make them a favorite ornament to collections. The epidermis, however,

should not be removed, or it should at least be preserved upon a specimen

of each species, as it varies considerably according to the species. T]ie

former unscientific custom of polishing sucli shells as have a homely

exterior is now discontinued.

The microscopic structure of shells presents many curious features, which

have been thoroughly studied by Carpenter, who has illustrated the subject

with figures. In some shells the structure resembles that of minerals, and

seems to be formed of minute crystals of carbonate of lime, or of fibres

resembling arragonite.
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In the genns Argonauta {jyl. IQ^Jig. 17) the ends of two of the arms are

greatly dilated, and these dilations clasp the shell upon each side, which

seems to be formed by a secretion from their inner surface.

In some of the naked land-snails, like ^^?. 77, jig. 21, a small thin shell

may be taken out of the back, and the cuttle-fish has a corresponding

internal shell, known as cuttle-bone, which is more complex, having a hard,

rough surface above, and a series of close-set, thin, parallel plates beneath.

The lower end terminates in a point which corresponds to those fossil

organic remains of cephalopoda, named Belemnites.

In bivalve shells the mantle is slightly attached to the shell, in some

degree parallel with its margin, and at a little distance from it ; but this line

of attachment, which is named the palUal hnprcssion.^ varies considerably

in its course in different families, and through this variation affords

distinctive characters. The mantle, or projections from it, secretes the

spines, rugosities, and other appendages, by which the shell is varied.

Sometimes the deposition of the shell goes on smoothly, when a thickening

of the margin, a varix, or a row of spines will be secreted, to be followed

by a smooth space, and this alternation takes place as long as the animal

grows. See jpl. 75, figs. 101-104, 111, 119. Univalve shells are usually

strengthened by having the margin of the aperture tlnckened, and as this

is added from time to time, the shell may accpiire a ribbed appearance, as

in figs. 101, 102. In other cases, as in fig. 91, the old lip is absorbed

before a new growth is started, so that the shell remains smooth.

Sometimes the margin is not. formed until the animal attains its full growth.

The oblique deposition of calcareous matter in spiral univalves gives

them an elongated form, as in jyl. 75, fig. 117, and when less oblique, the

shell is more robust {fig. 98). In forms like Patella {fig. 77) the calcareous

deposit extends in equal degrees ; but if the increase is more abundant upon
one side, the spine is curved, as in. fig. 81. "When the aperture is lateral,

and the shell has little or no obliquity, the forms seen in 2^1. 7(y,figs. 2, 4,

7, 11, are the result.

In spirivalve shells the solid axis is named the columella, and a muscle is

attached to it which connects the animal with the shell, and enables it to

retire within it. The columella is often marked with prominent folds and
tooth-like projections, which afford generic characters. The anterior

extremit}^ of the mantle is elongated in some genera, and tlie edges brought

in contact, so as to form a slender tube, through which water passes to the

gills
;
and as this siphon secretes calcareous matter, the shell takes the

rostrated form, as in^;>Z. 7o, figs. 109-112.

Spiral shells are usually dextral, increasing towards the right, in which
they resemble an ordinary screw ; but there are a few genera, exceptional

species, and varieties of dextral species, which are sinistral {pi. 75, fig. 100).

A bivalve shell is considered sinistral when the projecting points at the

hinge, named teeth (which present a certain degree of uniformity in each

species), are changed so that the modification which belongs to the one

side normally is found upon the other.

Some of the spirivalves, when the animal retires into the shell, as inj^^.
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88, close the apertui-e by an ojterculum attached to the posterior and upper

part of the foot. It is sometimes smaller than the aperture, and can be

drawn in some distance ; in other cases it fits the aperture exactly. In

texture it is either thin and horny, or thick and shelly, sometimes increasing

obliquely or spirally, by deposition upon one side, and at other times

enlarging concentrically, but always taking the shape of the aperture. In

the genus Hipponyx the anomaly is presented of the operculum being

attached to the rocks upon which the animal is found. In dry seasons the

land-snails protect themselves l^y a temporary operculum, formed by a

slimy secretion, which hardens, and thus closes the aperture.

Most bivalves, as the name implies, are composed of two valves

{pi. 76, figs. 32-3-i), united by a ligament upon the back; but some of these

have accessory pieces {fig. 49), which are not of sufficient importance to

remove them from their class. Even the anomalous form, Aspergillum

{2^1. 75, fig. 71), belongs to the Bivalves or Conchifera ; for, although it is a

shelly tube, pierced at the anterior extremity like a pepper-box, an

examination will disclose a small open bivalve shell, solidly imbedded in the

shelly material of the tube. This is roughly represented near the upper end

of the figure, although the artist probably did not recognise its true character.

The nervous system of the Malacozoa is not symmetrical, as in the

Articulata, nor radiated, as in the liadiata, but the ganglia are distributed

unsymmetrically from the brain, or chief ganglion, situated above the

oesophagus.

The Malacozoa are divisible into three sub-divisions or classes, the lowest

containing the Ace^yhala {jyl. T6, fig. 34, Arc), named AcejDhalophora by

Blainville ; the next the Gastrojxjda {fig. 1, &c.), named Paracephalophora

by Blainville, and including the Pteropoda, according to this author ; and

the highest the Cephalojpoda {ph. 76, figs. 16, 17, 75-77).

Class 1. AcepTiala.

This class contains the four orders Bryozoa, Tunicata, Brachiopoda, and

Conchifera. The sections, here named orders^ are by some naturalists

considered to be classes, which they sub-divide into orders of a different

value. Indeed, it is extremely difficult to construct groups which shall have

the same value under the same name, in different departments of Zoology

;

and there is no special rule which can be followed in all cases.

Milne Edwards, observing that the Bryozoa, which had previously been

confounded with the Zoophyta, bear certain near relations to the Tunicata,

united the two in a sub-division of the true mollusca, and Cuvier had

previously shown that the Tunicata are related to the Conchifera.

Dujardin gives to the group of Bryozoa the same value among the Mollusca

that he assigns to the Conchifera and Brachiopoda. Agassiz also unites

them to the Acephala, of which he considers them to be the lowest order,

corresponding to the Foraminifera, to which he assigns the lowest place

among the Gastropoda. In fact, the Bryozoa have much resemblance to

the Mollusca in their alimentary canal, which is quite diffijrent from that of

the Zoophyta.
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Order 1. Bkyozoa. This name was imposed by Ehrenberg, who was

one of the first to demonstrate the true nature of them. They are small

animals, aggregated in great numbers, like coralligenous zoophytes, having

a distinct stomach and an intestine curved upon itself, with an outlet near

the mouth. An analogy with the Cephalopoda is apparent in the tentacles

which surround the mouth, and which are covered with vibrilhe. These

vibrilla3 cause currents of water which bring the animalcula within reach,

which serve as food. The tube into which the animal withdraws varies in

texture, being membranous, horny, fibro-gelatinous, or calcareous. This

tube corresponds to the outer tunic of the Tunicata, in being in organic

connexion with the interior parts, even the calcareous matter of the harder

kinds being deposited throughout the membranous tissues. Each tube is in

contact with its neighbors, sometimes to the number of many thousands.

Dr. Farre thus describes the tube or cell in the Yesicularida3 :
" The

transparent horny cell which closely embraces the body of the animal, is

nearly unyielding in its lower two thirds, but terminates above by a flexible

portion, which serves to protect the upper part of the body when the whole

is expanded, in which state it is of the same diameter as the rest of the cell,

but, when the animal retracts, is folded up, and drawn in after it, and

completely closes the mouth of the cell. The flexible part consists of two

portions, the lower half being a simple continuation of the rest of the cell,

the upper consisting of a row of delicate bristle-shaped processes or seta,

which are arranged parallel with each other around the top of the cell, and

are prevented separating beyond a certain distance by a membrane of

excessive tenuity, which surrounds and connects the whole. This mode of

termination of the cell is one of constant occurrence, as will be described

in other species, and is evidently a provision for allowing of the freest

possible motion of the upper part of the body in its expanded state, to which

it affords at the same time support and protection."

—

Pldl. Trans.^ 1837,

p. 393.

Johnston thus describes the habits of some of these animals :
" Let

us now suppose that the polypes are in a state of extrusion, and fully

expanded, all the cilia in play, and the water whirling in rapid streams up

and down the opposite sides of the tentacula, carrying with them nutriment

and the breath of life. All is quietness and security around, and the little

creatures are evidently in a state of happiness and enjoyment ; no one who
has witnessed the microscope scene (the myriads of the little flosculous

heads that pullulate and blossom over the entire polyj^idom, as thickly

peopled as the swarming hive) can have any doubt of this, especially when
he remarks the acuteness and vivacities of their sensibilities and actions ; for,

under his eye, one will ever and anon suddenly sink out of view, hide itself

within the cell, again on a sudden emerge and expand, or, it may be, lay

itself down in repose and concealment, until digestion has freed it from a

state of repletion, or forgetfulness has removed the alarm of an enemy.

These positions are assumed with such rapidity, that the eye cannot trace

the steps of the process, and large glasses and minute skill are required to

reveal to us its mechanism."

—

Brit. Zooph.^ p. 241.
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Excellent figures of this group are given bj Milne Edwards, in the

illustrated edition of the Eegne Animal, and by Johnston. The following

genera of Escharidss are figured on
X->^.

75 : Fhistra {fig. 54), Reiepora

{fig. 5G), and Eschara {fig.
5"). The following classification is that of

Johnston :

^Natives of the Sea, Tentacula forming a perfect circle. Polypiaria

infuiidihulati., P. Gervais. Fams. 1 to 0,

**Lacijsteine. Tentacula in the form of a horse-shoe. Polypiaria

hippocrepia., P. Gervais. Fam. 7.

Fain. 1. Yesicularidcc. Corneous, fistular, confervoid ; cells vesicular,

deciduous, not operculote. Yesicularia, Scrialaria, Yalkeria, Baverbancia.

Fam. 2. Crisiada. Calcareous, branched, confervoid, jointed; cells

linked together in series, distinct, tubular, or elliptical, with a terminal or

subterminal aperturS ; no operculum. Crisia, ISTotamia, Hippothoa,

Anguinaria.

Fam. 3. Tuhdip>oridce. . Calcareous, variable in shape, never confervoid
;

cells tubular, round, rising from a base and projecting, aperture terminal

and non-operculate. Tubulipora, Discopora.

Fam,. 4. Celleporidce. Calcareous, lobed, ramous, or crustaceous ; cells

in quincunx, utricular, in juxta-position, with a contracted terminal aperture.

Cellepora, Lepralia, Membranipora.

Fam.. 5. Fscharida'. Calcareous or membranous, variable ; cells usually

in quincunx, oblong, pentagonal, or hexagonal, conjunct, immersed, or

horizontal to the plane of axis, with a subterminal or lateral, and commonly

operculate aperture. Flustra, Cellularia, Acamarchis, Farcimia, Eetepora,

Eschara.

Fam. 6. Alcyonidnke. Polypidoms sponge-like, polymorphous ; cells

irregular in disposition, immersed and concealed, with a contractile non-

operculate aperture. Alcyonidium, Cliona.

Fa7n. 7. Zimniades. Polypidoms fleshy, spongy or corneous, polymor-

phous ; animals in tubes with angular or round orifices, closed when they

recede. Cristatella, Plumatella.

Oedee 2. TuNicATA. Thesc animals, especially Aseidia {pi. 77
., figs. 7, 8)

and its allied forms, may be compared to bivalve mollusca or conchifera,

in which the margins of the mantle are united so as to form a sac, in

which two openings are left, one for alimentation and respiration, and the

other for excretion. The mantle is of a tough coriaceous or cartilaginous

texture, and is endowed with contractility. Cellulose, which is almost

exclusively found in plants, has been ascertained to enter into the

composition of the Tunicata. A current is made to flow over the branchiae

by the action of the vibrillie, and the contractions and expansions of the

body remove the water.

The Tunicata have no external organs of locomotion, so that they float

about at random, or are fixed to rocks, sea-weed, or other extraneous

bodies. Some species are agglutinated together in masses, or in long

chains, but there is no organic connexion between them.

This order includes three families represented by the genera Salpa,
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Ascldia, and Pyrosoma. Saljxc (jd. 77, Ji(/. 3) forms long lines of aggre-

gated individuals. These animals were first distinctly noticed in 1756, and

named Tlialia in Brown's History of Jamaica, and in 1775 Forskal applied

the name of Salpa. The mantle is transparent, and is provided with

tubercular suckers, by means of which the bodies adhere together. The

aggregated individuals produce young which are free, and which are unlike

the parent ; and these free individuals j^roduce a brood of aggregated

individuals, thus presenting an example of alternate generation. This

discovery was published by Chamisso in 1830. These animals abound in

the warm seas, swimming at various depths, commonly with the back

downwards, and coming to the surface in calm weather. Their power of

locomotion is slight, the only means being the ejection of water whicli has

been used in respiration. (See Agassiz's Zect. Emhryol.^ p. 91.) Pj^osoma

includes compound, gelatinous, and nearly transparent animals, remarkable

for their brilliant pliosphorescence.

Order 3. BRAcmopoDA. " The Brachiopoda ought to be combined with

Lamellibranchia, having the same structure, and differing only in secondary

modifications." (Agassiz.) This order includes bivalve mollusca, named from

having a long, spiral, fleshy, arm-like, fringed organ on each side of the

mouth, used in securing food, and generally capa-ble of being extended and

withdrawn into the shell, and when large it is rolled into a spiral. In the

genus Spirifer, which is scarcely more than a Productus, these organs are

preserved in a mineralized state. The mouth is provided with fleshy lips,

and is situated between the arms. The mantle itself subserves the purposes

of respiration, a peculiarity which is recorded in the name Palliobranchiata,

given to them by Blainville.

The shell is often adhering, eitlier directly, as in Crania {i)l. 7Q^fig. 21),

or by means of muscles, as in Terehratula {fig. 23), in which the muscles

pass through a perforation in the beak of the left valve. This genus

has a curious framework within the shell. The species figured, T. eajnit-

serj^entis., Linn., and T. psittacea^ Gmelin, are found upon both sides of the

is'orth Atlantic. (See Gould, Invertehrata of Massachusetts^ pp. 141, 142.)

It has been maintained that in this order, the valves, instead of being-

right and left, are dorsal and ventral, the large or perforated one being

dorsal. Professor Agassiz {Monies de Mollusques^'^.l^) thinks this view

is founded upon a false interpretation of the anatomy, and that the

Brachiopoda do not present this anomaly. He considers the larger valve

as that of the left side, as in Ostrea and Anomia, but whilst the left valve

is perforated in Terebratyla, Anomia has the perforation in the right. The
descriptions of some conchologists being founded upon the opinion that

there is an absence of orientation in the valves of this order, must be read

with care or they will not be understood.

In the genus Lingula the two valves are so much alike that it is difficult

to decide u]3on their mutual relations. In this genus there is a long pedicle,

but probably not for attachment to extraneous bodies, as the species live

buried in the sand.

Order 4. Conohieera. Tliis order contains most of the bivalve shells,
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including some with accessory pieces. From the Laminated form of the

gills, two of which usually hang like a curtain on each side, between the

mantle and the body, tliey are named Laniellibrancliia by Blainville.

In the Conchifera the back of the animal is under the hinge of the shell

;

and when the shell is removed, the heart may be observed in some families

beating at the anterior part of the back. Beneath this, at the anterior

extremity, is a simple opening constituting the appendages named lahial

pal^i^ the vibrilloe of which cause currents, which bring nourishment

within reach.

Upon comparing the shell of an oyster with that of a freshwater mussel,

a discolored impression ^\'ill be found near the centre of the former, and two

impressions in the latter, situated towards each end. These are the

muscular impressions^ serving for the attachment of the adductor 'muscles,

which draw the valves together ; and when they are relaxed the shell is

opened by the elasticity of the dorsal ligament^ which may be either

external or internal.

Some conchifera remain permanently fixed, like the oyster, which is

attached by its left valve. Others, as Pinna {jd. 76, fig. 18), are attached

by a bunch of fibres, named the hi/ssus, which is secreted by the foot.

Some can swim by alternately opening and closing the valves, of which

Pecten {Jigs. 27-9) affords an example ; whilst others move by means of a

foot, which enables them to burrow in the mud, or move along in the sand.

The foot is situated below the moutli ; and when present, the mantle must

be open to allow it to pass. See_^?^. 16, Jig. 50, left-hand end.

Posteriorly the mantle has two openings, one above the other, forming

siphons for respiration and excretion. ' These are sometimes made merely

by the partial contact of the ends of the mantle, which may project but

little, although at other times it extends and forms long jjerfect tubes

[Jig. 50). The inferior tube is named the hrancMal si2:)ho7i, and is used in

breathing; the upper one is the a7ial si^^hon, and serves for the excretions.

The curve in the pallial impression is caused by the displacement of the

mantle, to afford room for the retracted siphons when their size is

considerable.

The hinge is usually provided with projections of calcareous matter,

named teeth from their shape ; and those of one valve are fitted into

corresponding vacancies or depressions in the other. These present so

many modifications that they have been made a principal character in the

construction of genera. Those situated under the beak of the shell are

termed cardinal teeth ; and those anterior and posterior to these the lateral

teeth, a badly selected term, all the teeth being equally lateral. Indeed, the

hump of a dromedary, or the dorsal fin of a fish, miglit as well be termed

"lateral." This misajiplication arose when the length of a bivalve mollnsc

from the mouth towards the vent was named its breadth, and Lamarck, Say,

and others, named that end "posterior" at which the mouth is situated, and

which precedes in locomotion. A few minutes devoted to observation and

dissection of the animal would have prevented this error, which must be

borne in mind in reading the descriptions of these authors, or they cannot
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be understood. In some genera, as Area {jjl. TG, fg. 32), the teeth are

alike, and form a crenuhxted line along the dorsal margin of the shell.

In the seventh volume of the Nouv. Mem. de la Soc. Helvet. des So. ISTat.,

Professor Agassiz has proposed an improved nomenclature for the armature

of the hinge in Yenus and the allied forms, but which may be extended to

other families. The annexed diagram represents the relative positions and

Accessory. .

Licnular. . .

Cardinal. . .

Zigamentari/.

Zunular.

Cardinal.

Ligamentary.

names of the teeth, the upper jjart representing the anterior part of the shell,

its back being towards the observer, and the right valve upon the right

hand. The presence of the accessory tooth in the left valve distinguishes

the genus Cytherea from Venus. The same name is applied to a tooth

and its corresponding cavity in the opposite valve.

Most of the Conchifera are marine, living attached, half buried, or

entirely buried in the sand or mud, some at the bottom of a perforation

from a few inches to several feet deep. Others perforate wood, and some

rocks ; and as they increase in size, enlarge the prison which they are

never to quit, receiving their nourishment through the ojDening by which

they entered.

The Conchifera liiay be divided into several tribes, named liudista,

Iticlusa, and ElatolrancMa. The first of these, Rudista, is doubtful as a

separate section, being composed of bivalve shells, the lower one of wliich

is adherent, and the upper raised in a conical form ; but their true nature

and position in the animal scale have not been determined, and they occur

only in a fossil state. Some authors place them near Chama in the

Elatobranchia; others think them Brachiopoda, and even Tunicata ; and

others elevate them to the rank of a distinct order. Some of these bivalves

were at one time believed to present the chambered structure of Orthoceras,

and they have on this account been incorrectly referred to the Cephalopoda

by some authors. This was the case with Ilipimrites., one of the princi^^al

genera, which was placed near Belemnites. In Hippurites there is, indeed,

an imitation of a chambered structure, but it has an analogy to that

observed in certain species of Ostrea, when the shell is sawed in two across

the foliated layers, the siphon of the Cephalopoda having no existence.

Trilje Inclusa.

The membe^« of this tribe, although inclosed in bivalve shells, i*esemble

the Tunicata in havino; the margins of the mantle closed for about three

fourths of its circumference. The more typical forms have the shell

gaping, and a long double siphon posteriorly, which cannot be entirely

withdrawn. -
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Fam. 1. Mactridce. Hinge with an erect Y-shaped tooth, ligament

internal. The genus Mactra, Linn. {j)l. 76, Jig. 40), includes sub trigonal

shells which are slightly gaping ; hinge with a concave tooth to receive the

ligament; two additional striated teeth near the hinge. This genus

contains shells which sometimes attain a considerable size. 31. solidissima^

Chemnitz (Gould, Invertelrata of Massachusetts., p. 51), of the United

States coast, is sometimes found six inches long and four in height. In this

family the foot passes through an opening in the mantle, and the two

siphons, although distinct, are inclosed in a common integument. Some

authors place this family among the Elatobranchia. Lutraria Ihuata., Say,

American Conchology {j)l. 9). L. plicatella., Lamarck, vol. vi. p. 93.

Fam. 2. Myidcc. This family is difierently divided by different authors,

some including the two groups of which Osteodesma and Solemya are the

types, whilst others believe that these should form distinct families. In

Mya the shell is gaping, and there is a broad spoon-shaped tooth projecting

from the hinge to the opposite valve, where there is a cavity to receive it.

The labial palpi are long, stout, and pointed. The mantle is closed, except

a small anterior opening for the passage of a slender foot, and tlie ordinary

openings for the siphons, which are very long, and inclosed in a common
envelope. This genus buries itself in the* sand, M'ith the exception of the

end of the siphons. Mya arenaria., which has a shell three or four inches

long, inhabits both sides of the Atlantic, between high and low water-mark.

It is extensively used in New England as food, under the name of cla7n^

a name which is applied to Venus mercenaria in the middle States. The

genus Corbula fjnns part of the restricted family of Myad^e.

In the opinion of some authors, Osteodesma and the allied genera Lyonsia,

Periploma, Thracia, and x\.natina, f )rm a family, although the aggregate of

tliese genera seems to have no higher rank than that of a sub-family.

Some of the shells are of an extremely delicate texture ; these have no

cardinal teeth, and there is an ossiculum or accessory bone forming part

of the mechanism of the hinge, upon which Deshayes has founded the

family name Osteodesmacea. Mya norvegvxt was at lirst the type both of

Lyonsia., Turton, 1822, and Osteodesma., Deshayes, 1835, but the latter

author subsequently admitted Lyonsia, and applied his own term to a

difterent group. Couthouy's paper in the third volume of the Boston

Journal of Natural History, and Gould's Invertebrata of Massachusetts, may

be consulted upon these genera.

Fam. 3. SolemyidcB. Tlie genus Solemya is by some considered as

forming a distinct family, whilst by others it is placed in the family of the

Solenidffi. Some of its characters are very distinct; the branchioa are thick,

and single upon each side, and they are divided so as to resemble those of

Crustacea. The foot is truncated and shaped like a sucking disk; the

posterior half of the mantle is closed, the siphons are short, and the

periostraca of the shell projects in a flap, far beyond the calcareous

portion.

Fam. 4. Saxicavida'. This family includes Saxicava and Eyssomia.

The first contains small speci*^ and secretes a byssus. The cardinal teeth
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are obsolete, the ligament is external, and the shell gaping. The shell presents

many distorted varieties, and some species excavate cavities in rocks. Some
authors unite this family to the Lithophaga, among the Elatobranchia.

Fam. 5. Pandoridce. A small family formed of the single genus Pandora,

which has only a single branchia on each side. The shells are small,

pearly within, the valves unequal, the ligament interior, the siphons short,

the hinge with two diverging teeth in the right or flat valve, and two

corresponding impressions in the left, which is convex. P. trilineata^ Say

{American Concliology^ 2:>l. 2), inhabits the American coast from Maine to

Florida. This genus is by some placed with the Solenida?, and by others

with the Myida3.

Fam. G. Solenidm. This family is composed of the genera Solen

{pi. Y6, figs. -15-6), Solecurtus, Glyciraeris, I^nopsEa, and Pholadomya.

The ligament is external, the shell gaping at both ends, and the foot is long

and fleshy, and is passed out of the anterior extremity. The genus Solen

lives in holes several feet deep, in which it passes up and down by means

of its foot, and with such rapidity that it is difficult to take. Fishemnen

take them for bait by suddenly thrusting a barbed spear into their retreat,

but if they are not struck at once they descend beyond reach. The genus

Glycimeris is remarkable for having the body so large in proportion to the

shell, that the latter is unable to inclose it. G. siliqua, the only species of the

genus, as now restricted, inhabits the banks of ]^ewfoundland^ and the shell

is usually got from the stomachs of cod-fish. Panoptea is a genus including

species mostly of a large size, few in number, and occurring recent and fossil.

P. arctica inhabits the banks of Newfoundland, and about eiglit fossil species

have been named from the tertiary formations of the United States.

Fam. 7. PJioladidcB. This family contains various genera, wliich live in

perforations wliich they make in rocks, wood, or clay, each being a prisoner

for life in a cell of its own construction. In Pholas {pi. 76, Jigs. 49, 50)

the shell is widely gaping, and provided with accessory pieces at the hinge

{Jig. 4:9), and the foot is shaped like a sucker. Pholas daetylus {fig. 50)

is used as food. A few fossil species are found in the tertiary formations

of Europe and America. The genus Teredo is placed by some authors in

the next family, Tiibicola.^ on account of its form ; but Deshayes thinks the

characters of the animal require that it should be placed here. Teredo

navalis {p>l. 75, fig. 67), which is so destructive to timber and shipping

when not protected, appears as a long, sinuous, calcareous tube, lining

perforations in wood, and if one of these be followed to its lower end, the

valves of the shell will be found. The shell is thick, and so short as to be

annular, having a single adductor mus51e, and the posterior extremity of the

tube is open. According to Laurent, when the young Teredo escapes from

the egg, it swims about by means of vibrilla?. At first the body is inclosed

in the shell proper, and the little animal can move about with the aid of a

long linguiform foot. After spending about twenty-four hours in swimming
and moving about upon submarine objects, it attaches itself to wood,

making a depression in which it locates itself, and excretes a mucous mass

which covers it, but allowing a passage for the siphons. The }'oung animal
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is soon after aMe to commence perforating. The transparent shell of the

embrjo soon disappears, and is replaced by the permanent one. In boring,

the wood is generally entered across the grain, bnt afterwards the animals

turn in the direction of the fibres, though they are subject to be continually

turned from their course by each other, the wood being perfectly honey-

combed by their number, and often in the course of a year.

Fam. 8. Tuhicola. The name indicates the tubular form of the external

protection in this family. The tube is secreted by the mantle, and its

continuation covering the siphons. In Asjyergilium {fl. Yo, jig. 71) both

valves form part of the tube ; in Clavagella the valves are placed within a

short ttibe, one of them being attached ;
and in Gastwchcma the shell is

not attached, but inclosed in a tube. The mantle is open in front for the

passage of a little foot, the liplion and branchias are usually long, and the

palpi are small. These sheill-fish inhabit clay, sand, or cavities in stone or

wood, pierced by themselves.

The genus Aspergillum was first correctly figured in 1685, by Lister, one

of the fathers of conchology; but it was many years before its true

approximate place was known, since it required much sagacity to detect a

bivalve shell under the form of a tube. We accordingly find it placed at

one time among univalve genera, and at another with the Annelida which

form tubes, and Linnteus placed it with Dentalium. The happy idea of

Aspergillum being a true bivalve is due to De Roissy, and is a remarkable

example of the detection of natural afiinities. A parallel example appears

in the Flanorlis cornuarietis which, to all appearance, was referred to its

proper genus, but which Sowerby referred to Ampullaria, with none of

which did it seem to be allied ; but the subsequent discovery of the animal

proved his reasoning to be correct, although strongly opposed at the time.

The structure of Clavagella is quite anomalous, the valve of the right side

forming part of the inside of the tube, and the left valve being free. The

anatomy is essentially that of a bivalve mollusc, and shows an affinity with

Aspergillum. It is provided with a small foot.

The genus Gastrochmia^ Spengler, 1T83 (or Fistulana^ Lam., 1801), is a

boring shell, sometimes found in calcareous rocks, and sometimes in sand,

secreting, besides its proper shell, a separate exterior tube ; and, as the shell

mav be accidentally found without the tube, after the' death of the animal,

an error was committed in describing the shell alone as one genus, and the

tube an(J shell together as another, namely, Fistulana; an error which

Deshayes was the first to correct, and he accordingly suppresses the latter

name. Shell symmetrical, and widely gaping anteriorly, without cardinal

teeth, a ligament posteriorly, pallial impression deeply sinuated, foot small,

and secreting a byssus. The following species are found in the tertiary

strata of the United States. GastroGhcma ligula., II. C. Lea, Am. Phil.

Trans.., vol. ix. G. larva., Conrad {Fistulana)., Am. J. Sci., 181:6, p. 213.

G. elongata, Desh., Conrad, JVat Inst. Wasliingion.

Tribe Ela.tohrancMa.

This tribe includes the great mass of Conchifera, after separating the

preceding one. With very few exceptions, the Inclusa have two adductor
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muscles, and altliongli the same cliaracter is possessed by most of the

Elatobranchia, a large portion of them have but one, so that the whole are

divided bj this character into two sections, thus :

J Monorayaria^ witli one adductor muscle.

§§ Dhnyaria., with two adductor muscles.

This character, although of much importance, is not applicable in evoiw

case, because a classification that would adhere to it strictly, would

sometimes unite dissimilar groups and separate allied ones, as far as the

other characters are concerned. The first section includes the five

families : 1. Anomiidfe ; 2. Placunida^ ; 3. Ostreidaj ; 4. Pectinidas ; 5.

AviculidtB.

Fain. 1. Anomiidce. The genus Anomia has a principal central adductor

muscle, but besides this it has two approximate, one passing towards the

perforation at the apex of the smaller (and in j^ositiou the lower) valve,

where it is attached to a shelly plug, shaped like a short, flat-lieadcd rivet,

and inserted in the aperture, its exterior flattened surface being attached to

extraneous bodies. The ovary terminates between the membranes of the

mantle upon the right side, where the eggs are stored before they are

ejected, an anomaly presented by no other conchifer, but which, with some
other characters, indicates an afilnity with Brachiopoda. On this account

Deshayes thinks that this family forms a distinct group, which should stand

between the Brachiopoda and the Conchifera. In Anomia the margins of

the mantle are entirely disunited ; the shell is very irregular, orbicular, the

free or larger valve convex, and the lower one concave or flat, and taking

the form of extraneous bodies, to which it is attached. This causes the

shell to offer many varieties, and the species to be of diflicult determination.

The aperture in the perforated valve is only a deep sinus, narrowed at the

margin, with the shell projecting upon one side, and forming an ossiculum

with a flattened surface of articulation, which enters and is attached to the

concavity of the opposite valve by an internal ligament. This family is

allied to the next by Broderij^t's genus, Placunanoniia, which lias a notch in

the side of the lower valve, presenting an analogy with that in Pedum, a

genus of Pectinidse.

Fani. 2. PlacxmidcB. This family is represented by the genus Placuna,

the shell of which (the only part known) is allied to Anomia and Ostrea.

It is imperforate, free, inclined to circular, thin, and foliaceous in texture,

tran^ucent, and the valves are so flat that but little room is left for the

animal, which must consequently be very thin. In one valve there is a V-
shaped tooth, and in the other a corresponding depression ; ligament marginal.

This and the preceding family are by some included in the Ostreida?.

Fam. 3. Ostreidce. Tlie genus Ostrea [pi. T6, fig. 25, 0. cristigalli).,

well known as an article of food, is widely distributed in various parts of

the world, and has been in request from a remote period. The shell is

inequivalve and irregular, the ligament paftly internal and partly external,

and the left and larger valve is usually attached to extraneous bodies. On
the western coast of Africa, where the branches of certain aquatic trees

hang in the water at high tide, the oysters aflix themselves to these
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branches, where they may be seen suspended at low tide. There are four

lanceolate labial palpi ; and the branchiae, two npon each side, are

conspicuous objects when the shell is opened. The very large liver is

recognised by its dark color, which causes it to be indistinctly seen through

the translucent integuments. There is no appearance of a rudimentary foot,

but eyes have been detected.

The ancient Romans were very fond of oysters, and soon discovered

those of Britain to be superior to their own, and imported them in winter

packed in snow, and in such a manner as to prevent the valves from

opening, a mode still practised when oysters are to be transported a

considerable distance. Previous to this period Sergius Aurata had invented

and practised the art of breeding oysters in artificial beds, turning his art to

great profit. This is still practised in the Mediterranean, where ponds are

nsed, into which the sea enters at high tide. About Kaples oysters attach

themselves to sticks, and here numerous poles are stuck into the bottom,

and when the oysters which become afiixed to them have acquired a

sufficient size, to be taken, they are collected by withdrawing the poles.

Oystere attain a marketable size in four or five years, although not yet fully

grown, large individuals being considered less delicate than those of a

medium size. Tliose are most highly esteemed which have grown in the

mouths of rivers, where the water is less saline, and it is probable that their

food varies according to the locality. Oysters feed npon infusoria ; and

.when certain green kinds are abundant, they impart a green color to the

animal, a color which is often incorrectly attributed to some mineral

substance. The extent to which oysters are consumed would exterminate

them in accessible localities were they not prolific. A single oyster

may eject 50,000 or 60,000 eggs in a year, commencing in the spring and

continuing through the summer,

Deshayes does not think the genera Gruphcea^ Lamarck, and Exogijra^

Say, are sufficiently distinct from Ostrea ; whilst Yon Buch, the celebrated

geologist, insists that they are founded upon good characters. The former

author is inclined to look for variations in the soft parts of allied genera,

although in such the shell usually presents the more prominent generic and

specific characters. Variations in the shell are as important among the

MoUusca as in the teeth and horns of the Mammalia, or the bill and feathers

of birds ; and, although a species may be found which associates it wit|i two

genera, this is not sufficient evidence that the two should be united.

According to Deshayes, Ostrea passes by insensible gradations into

Exogyra, and this, by equally gradual steps, returns to Ostrea, so that in

his opinion the species of the three form but one natural genus.

Fain. 4. Pectinidce. In Pecten {pi. Y6, figs, 27 to 29), the chief genus

of the family, the shell is regular, toothless, inequivalve, eared at the hinge

margin ; ligament entirely internal, and placed in a triangular depression
;

surface often covered with ribs. Mouth with deeply cut lips and a pair of

palpi on each side ; mantle disunited, margin with numerous cilia, having

eyes between them ;
branchise sub-divided into separate parallel filaments

;

foot small and dilated, a byssus sometimes present. The genus Pecten is
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widely distributed in a recent and fossil state, and is not confined to any

particular country or climate.

These shells are free, and live upon a surface of mud or sand, from a

trifling depth to twenty fathoms, and they are fished up as an article of food.

They present several distinct forms, and many of them possess great beauty.

Pecten pleuronectes is named after the generic name of the flounder,

because one side is dark colored, and the other vidiite. P. jacobceus was

formerly worn by pilgrims who had visited the Holy Land. P. cpiinque-

costatus occurs fossil in the cretaceous deposits of Euro23e and America,

and there are numerous species belonging to the tertiary formations of the

United States. Lima, a genus of free shells, is allied to Pecten.

Sj)ondyln8 {pi. 76, Jig. 35) is a genus of attached, rough or spiny, and

usually heavy and finely colored shells, allied to Pecten and Ostrea. There

are two strong teeth in each valve, and a de^jression for the ligament.

Hinnites is allied to Pecten and Spondylus, and possesses the peculiarity of

being free until it attains a certain size, when it becomes permanently affixed.

Fam. 5. AviculidcB. This family includes the shells from which most of

the pearls of commerce are obtained. They are allied to the two })receding

families, and most of the genera are byssiferous, with pearly shells. The large

well known shell Q:>Z. T6, jig. 20), which sometimes attains a size of ten

inches, produces the finest oriental pearls, as well as most of the mother-of-

pearl which is used in the arts. It forms the genus Meleagrina.^ Lamarck,

although it is now considered not to be distinct from Avicula, and it is there-

fore named AmGulamargaritifera., Linn. It inhabits the Indian seas. Avicula,

according to the celebrated anatomist Poll, has the mantle unclosed, and

fringed with tentacular appendages. The foot, is small and secretes abyssus.

The genus Malleus {M. malleus., Linn.,^j»^. 76, jig. 26) is remarkable for

having the hinge margin extended in some species in the antero-posterior

direction. The shell is very irregular, the foot secretes a byssns, and the

mantle has a fringe of small tentacles. Perna {jig. 30) has an irregular

shell, hinge straight, with a row of transverse furrows for the insertion of

the ligament. The byssus passes througli a gaping vacancy in the front

of the shell. The genera Malleus, Perna, Vulsella, Crenatula, Catillus

Inoceramus, and some otliers, are placed by some authors in a distinct

family, MalleidcB.

Pearls are secreted upon the inside of the shell, or in folds of the mantle,

the latter being the most regular ; and as their cpiality depends upon that

of the nacre, those shells which have this of a fine quality produce the best

pearls. The pearls of common oysters are rough concretions of no

commercial value, and similar concretions are sometimes formed by univalve

species, the mantle of which has, of course, the power of secreting the

calcareous matter of the shell. Although pearls are formed out of the same

material as the shell, a bead turned out of the latter has not their peculiar

lustre, because the arrangement of the material is different, the successive

layers being plane in the shell and spherical in the pearl. On this account

shaping an irregular pearl does not alter its lustre. Irregular pearls are

sometimes worn without being shaped, when the form is agreeable. Pear-
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8hai3ed ones have a proper form for ear-jewels, and are liiglilj esteemed.

Being composed of carbonate of lime and albumen, pearls are subject to be

soiled by the acid in sweat.

Artificial 2'x^ai'l^', with a perfect lustre, arc made by lining bubbles of very

thin glass with the silvery material which lines the scales of freshwater fish,

of the genus Leuciscus. This is introduced in suspension, in a liquid, and

when dry, wax is introduced to give strength and solidity.

Pearl fisheries are conducted at many places in various parts of the

world, but the chief are in the east. Among the most important are

those of the Persian Gulf, and the coasts of Coromaudel, Ceylon, and

Japan. The Persian Gulf has been a favorite locality from a remote period.

Panama and the coast of Columbia were good localities formerly. A round

and perfect pearl, as large as a pigeon's egg, belonging to Phili]) II. of Spain,

and worth $150,000, was taken at the Ishmd of St. Margarita, on the north

coast of South America ; and Tavernier bought one from Catifa, in Arabia

(an ancient locality), for £110,000.

About $450,000 are annually produced by the fisheries at the Bahrein

Islands in the Persian Gulf, which are fished in June and July. At Ceylon

the fishing extends from February to the beginning of April, but the fishing

days rarely exceed thirty, from many causes. There are various holidays

kept by the members of different castes and religions among the divers. A
black race from the coast of India j^rofess the Catholic faith, and do not

fish on Sunday ; and other days are kept as holidays by the heterogeneous

population. Storms also interfere with the fishing.

The beds of pearl shells lie at a depth of six or eight fathoms, and the

fishing is done by divers who are able to remain under water from a

minute to a minute and a half, or even longer. Indeed, the earlier writers

upon the subject assert that a diver might remain submerged one fourth

or half an hour, but this is an exaggeration.

Pearls from freshwater mussels were sent from Perth to London between

the years 1761 and 1764, to the amount of £10,000, but the fisheries were

soon exhausted. A pearl weighing thirty-three grains was taken at this

locality. The price of these pearls varied from ten to thirty-six shillings

an ounce.

The pearl fisheries of Ceylon formerly employed 50,000 or 60,000 men at

sea or on shore. Captain Percival, in his account of the island, describes the

mode of proceeding. The shore, deserted at other times, presents during

the fishing season a busy scene made up of people of various colors

and countries ; fishers, merchants, brokers, jewellers, speculators in shells

before they are opened, and conjurors who are well paid to perform incan-

tations to prevent the sharks from attacking the divers. The chief locality

is ofl" the coast of Condatchy, twenty miles at sea. The right of fishing is

sold every season by the government to the highest bidder for each of the

localities into" which the bank is divided, and the purchaser is generally a

black merchant. The same spot is not allowed to be fished again for three

or four years, and the shell is supposed to arrive at maturity in seven j^ears.

At the firing of a signal gun at ten o'clock at night, the fleet of boats
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Bets out with the land-breeze, reaching the banks in time to commence

fishing at snnrise, and starting on its retnrn with the sea-breeze about

noon. A gun is fired when the fleet is seen from the shore, to acquaint the

owners with the fact. The shells are placed upon mats in pits, and buried

until the animal is rotted and become dry, when the shells are easily opened

and the pearls readily found.

Each boat has twenty men and a pilot. Of these ten are divers and ten

boatmen, who row and assist the divers. Five dive at a time, and when
these come up the other five go down, which gives them time to recover

for each successive dive. The boat has five stones, of which each diver

takes one to accelerate his descent, and this is attached to a distinct rope,

to be drawn up at leisure. These men use their toes with great facility in

picking up small objects from the ground, and when one of them is ready to

descend he catches the rope which holds the stone with the toes of the right

foot, his network bag with those of the left, and the rope which is to draw

him up with his right hand, the other hand being employed to close his

nostrils. When he reaches the bottom the bag is hung round his neck, and

he connnences filling it as rapidly as possible, returning in the course of

about two minutes, first making a signal with the rope in his right hand. A
diver may make forty or fifty plunges in a day, and bring up one hundred

shells each time. This takes place in water from thirty to fifty feet deep
;

and as the pressure must diminish the volume of air in the lungs, the water

must enter the nostrils to a greater or less distance. In consequence of

this, when the diver emerges, water, and often blood, are discharged from

the mouth, nostrils, and ears. Captain Percival states further, that there

are divers who can remain under water four or five, and in one case six

minutes. Some oiled their bodies and stufted their ears and nostrils before

descending, but this practice w^as not general.

The Greek divers were celebrated in ancient times, and they seem to

have preserved their skill up to the present day. Like those of the Indian

seas, they are taught to dive from childhood. Dr. Lefevre, a French navy

surgeon, gives an interesting account of them, having been present when
they were employed in recovering property from the vessels sunk at the

battle of Navarino. The water was from one hundred to one hundred and

twenty feet deep, and yet the divers not only reached the outside of the

vessels, tearing off the copper, &c., but they entered the hold and brought

out small objects, such as pistols, Turkish pipes, &c. When ready to

descend, the Greeks seat themselves upon the edge of the boat, with their

elbows upon their knees, and breathe rapidly with short inspirations, making
the sign of the cross at intervals. Finally, they take a deep inspiration^

and f)lunge headforemost, having a small rope attached to the thumb of the

right hand, by which they may be drawn up when they dive deep.

Dr. Lefevre, at three different times, carefully noted the time that the

divers remained under water, and with the following result : Out of

fourteen divers, the shortest period of submersion was fifty seconds ;. two

remained sixty-five ; among the longest, two remained under ninety,

one ninety-four, one ninety-five, and one ninety-eight, the average being
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seventy-six seconds. "When the divers emerge, the face is strongly injected,

and they often bleed freely from the nose, and sometimes from the ears and

eyes. They dive three or four times in an hour, and upon emerging, they

put on thick woollen cloaks. The sea is sufficiently clear to enable divers

to see objects at the depth to which they go.

The Phocidte (seals) remain fifteen minutes under w^ater, having not only

large lungs, but an adapting peculiarity in the circulation. In a state of

inaction they can remain much longer, and when on land as much as two

minutes sometimes elapses between each insj)iration. According to

Frederic Cuvier, the seals in the Paris collection sometimes slept with the

head under water for an hour at a time, a period which exceeds that of a

harpooned whale. In the case of the whale, however, there is great

muscular action, which requires more oxygen than a state of repose

demands.

§§ Dimyaria.

The second section, Dimyaria, of the tribe Elatobranchia, includes the

two sub-sections, "'Mytilacea and ^''^Cttrdiacea,, the first of which includes

the four families, 1. Mytilidre ; 2. Arcidte ; 3. Unionidce ; 4. Carditidse.

Fam. 1. MytilidcB. This family includes the genera Mytikis {jyl. TG,

fig. 22) and several allied genera, and Pinna {figs. 18, 19). These

animals have a linguiform foot, which secretes a byssus by which they are

attached to rocks, the byssus being at first applied by the foot. The shell

is equivalve, but very inequilateral, so that the urabones or beaks, wdiich are

usually situated about the middle of the back, are here placed at or near

the anterior extremity of the shell. In Mytilus the lobes of the mantle are

disunited, except at a single point posteriorly, which separates the anal

siphon. The anterior adductor muscle is much smaller than the posterior

one. Lithodomus is a sub-cylindrical bivalve, which, in its young state, is

suspended to rocks by a byssus ; but it subsequently perforates the rocks,

and lives in a cavity but little larger than the shell, and then the byssus

disappears.

The genus Mytilus is used for food, under the name of mussel. Mytilus

chores, which is found at Chiloe and other parts of the western coast of

South America, atta-ins a length of seven or eight inches ; and as the animal

is as large as the egg of a goose, and of a line flavor, it is much esteemed.

The favorite mode of cooking it is to make a fire upon flat stones in a pit,

iind when these are sufficiently heated, tlie fire and ashes are removed and

the shell-fish deposited, and covered, first with leaves, &c., and then with

.clay. This mode of cooking is practised on the coast of Australia, and in

the islands of the Pacific.

The common mussel, Mytilus edulis, is easily taken, as it lives in shallow

water, and even between high and low water, upon both sides of the north

Atlantic. The shell is smooth, and of a blue or violet color. This species

is poisonous to some constitutions, perhaps one in a hundred, and it is

possible that this quality depends somewhat upon the season. An emetic,

followed by castor oil, is recommended when bad symptoms arise from

oating this shell-fislu The symptoms appear in one or two hours, and they
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are either internal inflammation, eruption, or resembling a catarrh or

asthma, sometimes terminating fatally.

The genus Pinna has a somewhat triangular shell, pointed anteriorly, and

it includes several species which attain to a great size, as P. rudis

{j)l. 7Q, Ji(/. 19), which is a foot and a half long. The byssns of several

species is line and silky, and six inches or more in length. It is manufac-

tured at Palermo and parts of Italy into gloves, stockings, and other small

articles of dress, which are expensive, and kept as curiosities. The mollusc

is eaten, and it produces small amber colored pearls.

From a remote period various fables have been current about the pinna

and certain small crabs wdiich are found in the shell, as in mussels,

oysters, and other shell-fish. When the pinna opens its shell, the cuttle-

fish, it is said, " rushes upon her like a lion, and would always devour her

but for another animal whom she protects in her shell, and from whom in

return she receives very important services." When the crab goes out and

sees the cuttle-fish approaching, it "returns with the utmost speed and

anxiety" to the pinna, " who, being thus warned of the danger, shuts her

doors and keeps out the enemy," Pliny's story has been often repeated,

according to which small fishes enter the shell to feast upon the animal,

"which does not regard their nibbles until the j^i^^'^^otercs or pinnqiyJiylax

gives it a bite, which causes it to close the shell, and thus to kill the fish,

some of which is given to the crab as a reward for its watchfulness. Even

in the pres£nt day similar fables are still recorded by careless compilers.

J^am. 2. Arcidce. The genus Area {jjI. 76, Jigs. 31, 32) has a byssus in

some species ; the foot is split, the mantle is open, and the anomaly of two

hearts is presented. The hinge margin has a row of numerous teeth, which

fit between those of the opposite valve. The shell is rather thick, elongated,

oblique, and has the beaks distant. Some species, as A. tortuosa, are

curiously curved. In Pectunculus the shell is more nearly circular in

outline, and the line of the teeth partakes of the curvature of the shell. In

JSTucula the lines of the teeth before and behind the beaks form an angle

with each other.

The tertiary beds of the United States contain about thirty described

species of Area, and about the same number of Pectunculus. The genus

Trigonia is by some authors made the representative of a distinct family,

which is objected to by Deshayes and Agassiz. A single living species, T.

pectinata, inhabits the seas of Australia. The fossil species are numerous,

and extend from the Lias to the Cretaceous grouj^. A single tertiary

species occurs in Bolivia. The genus has been illustrated in a masterly

manner by Agassiz in his Etudes critiques sur les Mollusques fossiles

:

Neuchatel, 1810. Trigonia thoracica (Morton's Synopsis, &c. p. 65,

pi. 15, fig. 13) is from the cretaceous formation of the United States.

Fam. 3. Unionidce. To this family the name of JVayades was given by
Lamarck, but it is now usually restricted to an order of plants. It includes

the greater part of the freshwater bivalve shells, which are so abundant in

the waters of the United States, where they surpass, in number and variety

of species, those of any other country. They usually live in sand or mud,
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ploughing furrows in their course, the ventral half of the shell being generally

sunk in the bottom, which gives it a vertical position. Some inhabit gravel

bars ; and as it is difficult for them to progress through such an unyielding

material, these species seldom change their place. A few species, as the

genus Mycetopus, live in perforations made aj^parently with the foot, which

has a peculiar development. These species of Unio, when left dry by the

fall of the rivers, bury themselves in the moist sand. Unio (Truncilla)

triqueter, a shell much like^_>?. 76, jig. 38, where we have observed it in the

Ohio, does not take the more or less horizontal position of those like

2^1. T6, jigs. 21, 47, but the anterior extremity is sunk diagonally into the

mud or gravel, so as to bring the posterior truncation level with the

bottom.

The shell is composed of nacre, and varies from little more than the

thickness of paper to half an inch, or more, according to the species. It is

covered with a periostraca, usually colored with various tints of yellow,

green, or brown, sometimes ornamented with markings or radiating lines

of a different color, among which green upon a yellowish ground is the

most frequent. The surface is plain, as in the species inhabiting the rivers

of the Atlantic coast of the United States, or with undulations or knotty

projections, as in those of the tributaries of the Mississippi. Two species,

Unio sjjinosus, Lea, from Georgia, and U. coUiniis, Conrad, from Virginia,

have a few spines upon the shell. The beaks, being the oldest part, and

the most exposed to the action of abrading agents, are subject to be worn

off, and to such an extent that the younger portion in some cases disappears,

and is replaced by successive secretions of shelly matter from the mantle.

This renders it difficult to refer young and old shells to the same species.

On this account no cabinet can be deemed complete without series

indicating the gradual changes and variations in size, and other charac-

teristics to which individual species are subject.

The variation in external character is extremely great in this family,

where the same species will, in some instances, vary more than distinct

species, which jjresent more uniform characteristics. The variations of

Unio complanatus (one of which is well represented in pi. 76, jig. 47) are

so great that not less than fifty specimens are required to illustrate it

properly.

The Unionidfe inhabit the rivers and ponds in Europe, Asia, Africa,

Australia, both Americas, and particularly those of the United States.

Their distribution here has not been as thoroughly studied as it deserves to

be, but the following facts may be stated. The species inhabiting the

rivers of the Atlantic ei)ast (excepting U. viridis, which is found in

Kentucky, and U. cariosus, which has been taken in White Eiver, Indiana)

do not occur in the tributaries of the Mississippi. A few western species,

as U. alatus, siliquoideus, ventricosus, and pressus, have found their M-ay

through aSTew York, as far east as Lake Chanq^lain. U. rectus is found on

the southern border of Lake Superior, in Lake Champlain, the Ohio and

Alabama rivers, presenting a wide range. U. complanatus, although it

seems not to be found in the tributaries of the Mississippi, occurs in some
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of the streams of the soiithern shore of Lake Superior, and thus belongs to

the basin of the St. Lawrence : it is found in Maine, and probably in every

river as far south as the Savannah. Species are found in east Tennessee,

as U. intermedins and subtentus, which are not found in Kentucky or the

States on the south ; and Louisiana has species not found beyond its limits.

Unio plicatus and siliquoideus (the latter found in Lake Champlain, and the

former above Pittsburgh, and in Grand river, Michigan) are found as far

towards the southwest as San Antonio in southern Texas. U. lanceolatns

has no greater range than from Tar river, in North Carolina, to the James

and Eappahannoc inYirginia; and U. collinus, subplanus, and constrictus,

seem not to extend beyond James river.

The following table exhibits the distribution of some of the species of the

Atlantic rivers, from the Connecticut to the James. Asterisks under the name

of a river denote the presence of a species in it, and dots indicate where it

has not been found. The three first on the list extend into Maine

:

Con7iecticut,
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would lead me to adopt the name given by that author, did it not appear

that the work was not published for several years after it was printed.

It was not known to the naturalists of this country, France, Germany, or

England, until the year 1824." (Say's Am. Conchology.) Swainson uses

both names, restricting Schumacher's to the Margaritifera {2)1. 76, jig. 47)

of Europe, and Say's to the form A, undulata.

Stroj>hil2cs, Eafinesque, 1820 (Psetidodon, Gould, 1844, Proceed. Bost.

Soc. p. 160, witli four species), has a small swelling instead of regular

cardinal teeth, and the soft parts differ in liaving the young, after they leave

the ovaries, deposited transversely in the exterior branchipe, instead of being

in vertical folds, as in most of the species. In Diplasma of the same

author, founded on some shells from Hindostan, there are anterior as well

as posterior lamellar teeth, and these are double in the right valve anteriorly,

and in the left posteriorly.

Rafinesque, in the " Continuation" of his Monograph of the Bivalve

Shells of the river Ohio, institutes a genus, Loncosilla, for a solenoid shell,

brought by Dr. Burrough from the river Jellinghy, in Bengal. Rafinesque

considered it to be allied to Anodonta, on account of its fluviatile habits,

but the characters of the shell are such as to induce us to coincide with

Dr. Burrough in believing it to be essentially a solen. The shell is less

than an inch long, " somewhat swelled, both ends rounded, and a little

gaping, back horizontal ; outside and inside smooth and whitish."

Lamarck considered these mollusca to be hermaphrodite ; and the

dissections of competent anatomists, such as Neuwyler and Van Beneden,

confirm this view.

Dr. J. P. Kirtland of Cleveland, well known as a successful cultivator of

natural science, announced, in the twenty-sixth volume of Silliman's

Journal, his ability to distinguish the sexes by the shell alone in this sub-

family. It is well known that the shells of many (although not all) species

present individuals which are more full at the base posteriorly, and these

were assumed to be females, the enlargement of the shell being, as it was

thought, required for the gravid branchiae. Some species, as Unio viridis,

may be gravid without exhibiting any change of external form. If some
individuals remain barren, and others prolific through a course of years,

it is possible that the weight of the gravid branchiae may cause the soft

parts to descend and bring with them the shell secreting mantle, which may
account for the enlargement without recourse to the theory of separate

sexes, which are not found in the allied families. But this explanation will

hardly account for the second form in Unio velum or U. flexuosus, or for

the extraordinary transverse diamater (as in Unio siliquoideus) which is

sometimes assumed in addition to the more common posterior enlargement.

Dr. Kirtland has discovered the presence of a line which he compares to

a byssus (Silliman's Jour., 1840, vol. xxxix. p. 166), by which the young of

various species of Unio attach, themselves to extraneous objects, a character

which indicates an affinity M'ith the Arcidae and Mytilidie, with which they

have other afiinities.

The genus Castalia, from the rivers of South America, is allied to Area
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and Trigonia in form, unci to the latter by some affinity in the teeth. It was

placed next to Trigonia by Laraarck, but an examination of the mollusc

shows that it is allied to Unio, and the same remark applies to Ilyria. The

propriety of making a single genus of all these is doubtful, genera being thus

made to depend npon the number of species, because the more numerous

these are, the more links will there be between dissimilar forms. If Castalia

and Unio were distinct genera when the number of species was small, they

are still distinct, and the generic basis established by Deshayes in malacology

and Temminck in ornithology untenable. (Desh. in Lara. Animaux sans

Vertebres, 6,523.) Some might extend these views to species, and deny

specific distinctions in those genera which have many species, and this has

been done by Lamarck in Cerithium, but he is consistent in extending his

views to species in general.

Some have gone so far as to assert that the family of L^nionidfe contains

not only a single genus but a single species. Without incpiiring how the

term species is to be limited, we feel confident that most of the Uniones can

be determined specifically, as well as most genera of conchifera. The

spines of Unio spinosus and U. collinus are often lost with age, and yet

there is no difficulty in distinguishing them. U. trapezoides was confounded

by Lamarck with one or two other species, yet no great knowledge is requisite

to distinguish it. Deshayes doubts the distinctness of Unio lanceolatns, yet

a very slight examination is sufficient to show that it is different from all

others. Unio subtentus, viridis, cyliudricus, heterodon, and a host besides

without prominent characters, can always be distinguished.

Siib-fam. 2. IridinincB. This sub-family contains some shells which have a

great resemblance to Anodonta, and others which have teeth upon the hinge

margin much as in Area, and which are represented by the transverse

elevations upon the teeth of Castalia. Iridina is generally elongated, and

differs from the Unioninffi in having the mantle closed posteriorly, the

siphons tubular, short, unequal, and without the retractor muscles of the

marine genera with long siphons. Iridina hlainvilliana^ Lea {Anodonta or

Columha^ Am. Phil. Tr. v. 77, fig. 35), may be an exception, because the

unusual curve in the pallial imj^ression indicates a considerable power to

retract the siphons.

The genus Iridina was established by Lamarck upon I. exotica (also

named nilotica and elongata) in which the hinge is smooth, but acquires

granulations with age, when it conforms to Lamarck's characters. It is

also named Sjxitha, Lea, 1S37, and CalliscajyJia, Swainson, 1840.

The genus Pleiodon was founded by Conrad, in 1834 (J. Acad. ISTat. Sci.,

vol. vii. p. 178, pi. 13, P. ovata., Swainson), for a shell from Liberia in which

tlie teeth " are alternately inserted, a generic character widely differing from

Iridina, which is simply crenulated or tuberculated on the margin of the

hinge." The teeth are further compared with those of Area and Kucula.

In a specimen now before us there is a flat internal ligament at the anterior

internal extremity of the teeth.

Sah-fam. 3. Etheriinm. The genus Etheria presents an irregular and very

variable shell, without teeth, and somewhat resembling that of Ostrea, and
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although it is attached (indifferently by either valve) , it is provided with a large

foot. Before the mollusc was known, it was placed near Chama, but its affinities

are with the Unionidne ; it resembles Iridina in having the extremity of the

branchine united by a small connexion forming tlie superior siphon. The shell

is nacreous, covered with a periostraca, and formed like some species of Ostrea,

with lami-nated cavities, which are so large that the shell is proportionally

lighter than that of any other species. They inhabit the Mle from the first

cataract upwards, and the Senegal two hundred leagues from its mouth ; and

Dr. Goheen brought several imperfect specimens from the upper St. Paul's

in Liberia, several hundred miles from the sea. Several species are known.

The genus Mulleria is said to be founded upon young specimens of Etheria.

Fam. 0. Carditidce. In Cardita the mantle is united for a short space

posterioi'ly, forming a short anal siphon. It has three or four pair of trun-

cated palpi ; the shell is suborbicular or transverse, generally ribbed, and

the two cardinal teeth are oblique. This genus occurs plentifully in a fossil

state.
** Cardiacea.

The sub-section Cardiacea of the section Dimyaria contains the families

:

1, ChamidfB; 2, Tridacnidse ; 3, Cardiidte; 4, Cycladidse; 5, Tellinidis ; 6,

Lucinidifi ; T, Yeneridie ; 8, Crassatellidte. In these the mantle is closed

posteriorly, and the siphons are united or distinct.

Fam. 1. Cliamidce. This family includes Chama, Diceras (somewhat

doubtful as a distinct genus), and Cleidoth^rus. In Chama the shell is

irregular, spinous or rough, and attached, with the valves unequal and the

umbones involute. The hinge has an oblique stout tooth fitting into an

opposite cavity. The species present many varieties, chiefly from taking

the form of the bodies to which they affix themselves. Cleidothosrus

resembles Chama, but is remarkable for having an internal accessory j)iece

held by a portion of the ligament.

Fam. 2. Tridacnidce. This family is represented by the genus Tridacna,

which includes the largest si^ecies of shell known, Tridacna gigas {i:>l. 76,

fig. 33). The position of the animal in the shell differs from that of most

bivalves, as the foot j^asses through an opening in the lunule upon the closed

or hinge margin of the shell ; to effect which the position of the animal is

changed so as to bring the open foot of the mantle above. The mantle is

nearly closed, leaving a small anal aperture, a large branchial one, and a

third corresponding to the lunule, for the foot, which is large and byssiferous.

The anterior adductor muscle is obsolete, or confounded with the large

posterior one, the two being very close together, forming a single

impression.

The shell of Tridacna gigas is said to attain a length of three or four

feet, and a weight of 300 pounds. The French name them henitiers., from

• the use made of them in the Catholic churches to contain holy water. Tlie

significant name of the genus was applied by the ancients to certain

oriental oysters, which M^ere so large as to require tJiree hites in eating them.

The mollusc of Hlppopus resembles that of Tridacna ; and although the

shell has no opening, this part varies much in size among the species of
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Tridacna, so that the two genera are now usnallj united. It may l;e

remarked that the hmule of Ilippopus is not entirely closed.

Fam. 3. CardiidcB. In this family the sij^hons are very short. In

Cardium {C. echinatxim^ pi. 76, fig. 42) the foot is long, slender, and bent

forwards at an angle in the middle, and with the aid of it the mollusc can

leap with considerable force. The species live buried in sand and mud.

Cardium edule is eaten extensively in Europe. It is so abundant in the

]!*rorth Sea that shiploads are raked up and taken to Holland and other

places to be burnt into lime, and a good locality will furnish 200 or 300

cargoes. Hemicardium cardissa {pi. 76, fig. 41).

Isocardia {I. cor.., pi. 76, fig. 34) has a subglobular shell, with the promi-

nent umbones curved or contorted. The species figured inhabits the Medi-

terranean and the coast of Ireland.

Fam. 4. Cycladidce. This family includes certain freshwater genera

which have a general resemblance to marine forms, as Cardium, Tellina.

and Yenus. They have generally a smooth olivaceous periostraca.

Cyclas {pi. 7Q,fig. 43) is a genus of small subglobular shells from one

eighth to one half an inch or more in size, inhabiting ponds and streams,

sometimes upon the bottom and sometimes beneath it. The foot is long

and tongue-shaped, the mouth closed posteriorly, and tliere are two

retractile siphons. Besides the small diverging cardinal teeth, there are

short anterior and posterior lamellar teeth. When kept in vessels of water,

it is said that they can traverse the surface with the aid of the foot, the

body being suspended beneath.

Pisidium is allied to Cyclas, but it is more wedge-shaped, and there is

but one siphon. P. dubium, Say {Cyclas), Gould, Invert, of Mass. p. 75,

fig. 56 ; P. abditiim, Hald., 1841 ; Proc. Acad. N. S. i. 53, has a strap-

shaped foot covered with vibrillfe, and considerably longer than the shell

;

and it can be extended, attached, and the body drawn up. The animal

advances in this manner over the bottom of a smooth dish, being sometimes

vertical and sometimes throwing itself upon one or the other side. The

longer or wedge-shaped end of the shell goes foremost and is anterior ; and

although the foot is chieflv extended in this direction, it can be turned back-

wards, and indeed its flexibility is such as to allow it to be extended in any

direction. The shell is one eighth of an inch long, pale yellow, the lines of

growth very fine, the cardinal teeth indistinct, and the lamellar teeth robust.

Lives in springs beneath the mud. The siphon is scarcely protruded

beyond the margin of the shell, as it is in most species of Cyclas. Imma-

ture young are found within them, as in Cyclas.

Cyrena is a genus containing much larger and heavier shells than Cyclas,

and chiefly conflned to the fresh waters of warm climates. Cyrena

carolinensis and Rangia cyrenoides (or Gnathodon cuneatus) are found in

the southern United States both recent and fossil. The latter has some

affinities with Mactra.

Megadesma is represented by a single species {reclusa, Chemnitz;

paradoxa, Born ; radiata, Lamarck), about three inches long, thick in

'texture, of a triangular form, green with violet rays, the inside white
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clouded with violet, and the pallial impression curved. The older authors

placed it mider Venus and Tellina. It inhabits Junk river and other

rivers of west Africa near the mouth.*

Glaucomya of Gray belongs here. Mr. Cuming found it living in the

fresh waters of the Philippines, and it occurs fossil in the freshwater forma-

tions of Paris.. It was at first confounded with Venus.

Fam. 5. TgZ^m?'6?fe (also named H^vmphacea). In this family the cardinal

and accessory teeth are well develo^Ded, the shells are seldom covered with

a periostraca, the mantle is margined with very sensitive tentacular

appendages, and closed posteriorly, the siphons are exserted, and the pallial

impression has a deep sinus.

Donax {'pl. 76, jigs. 38, 39) has a wedge-shaped shell, truncated upon

the posterior slope, making this extremity unusually short. Some authors,

as Swainson, have mistaken the posterior for the anterior extremity,

although the short ligament and the curve in the pallial impression should

have prevented such an error. Donax is a genus of handsome and usually

small shells, abundant in individuals, and living vertically in the mud at a

trilling depth of water. A few species are found in tertiary formations,

Capsa includes shells allied to Donax, Init without accessory teeth.

Tellina {pi. 70, fig. 44) is a genus of handsome and usually elongated

shells with a fine nacre, often polished and radiated externally, and in some

cases rough. The recent species are numerous, and there are a considerable

number of fossil species in the tertiary of Europe and America.

Blainville places Amphidesma as a section of Lucina; Latreille considers

it the representative of a family ; and Deshayes thinks it has characters

intermediate to Macti-a and Tellina, to the latter of which he surmises that

the unknown animal is allied.

Fam. G. LucinidcG. This family is sometimes united to the Tellinidte.

Lucina presents some important distinguishing characters. The shell is

suborbicular, white or pale colored ; the labial palpi are absent, thebranchise

of each side are united so as to appear single, although separable ; the foot

is vermiform, and there is a single anal siphon capable of being turned

within itself like the finger of a glove. The branchial siphon is reduced

to a simple perforation. The genus has numerous species, recent and fossil

in the tertiary formations.

Fam. 7. Yeneridm. This family contains the extensive genera Yemis

{pi. 70, fig. 36) and djtJierea {fig. 37), and also Arthemis of Poll. The
species of Venus and Cytherea being numerous, the accessory tooth which

distinguishes the latter is found more or less developed, and as it is at times

reduced to a mere vestige, Desha^^es is inclined to consider the genus as

* Magadesma of Bowditcb was probably published in his treatise on Conchology. It "was

named Galathea by Bruguieres, a name which has been ah-eady used. Sowerby called it

PotamSphila, and De Roissy Egeria, a name which occurs three times in Entomology, being

instituted by Dumeril in 1806, Fabricius in 1808, and Desvoidy in 1830. Leach used it in

1815 in the Crustacea, and Lea in 1833 in the Mollusca. The constant use of Agassiz' important

and laborious Komenclator Zoologicvs (containing 33,000 names of genera, itc.) can alone

prevent such confusion.
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not well founded. It is ado])tcd by most conchologists, although rejected

by Liunfens, Cuvier, and Blainvllle.

This faniil}^ contains some of the most beautiful forms and finely colored

species, both in tint and pattern, among bivalve shells. There are upwards

of 150 living species, and the fossil species are also numerous, and chiefly

found in the tertiary strata. There have been about sixty tertiary species

named from the formations of the United States. Venus mercenaria is an

inhabitant of both coasts of the North Atlantic, and is used for food. In the

markets of Philadelphia it bears the name of clam^ and in Boston that of

cwahog. The colored margin of the shell was used by the aborigines in

the manufacture of their wampum. Cytherea dione {j^l. T7, fig. 37) is

remarkable for its longitudinal sulcations, and the double rows of long

spines posteriorly.

Fam. 8. CrassatellidcB. This family is represented by the genus

Crassatella, the mollusc of which being unknown, its afhnities are doubtful.

There are about twenty recent species known, and a considerable number
of fossil ones, chiefly tertiary, but also cretaceous. Some authors place the

genus Astarte (also called Crassina) here, but Deshayes thinks the mollusc

(which is unknown) has an afiinity with Veiius.

Class 2. Gastroj>oda.

This class includes most mollusca with univalve shells, Mdiether spiral or

not, as well as species without a shell. The head, absent in the Acephala, is

here present ; and on its presence Blainville's appellation ofParacephalophora

is founded, a character which is of more importance than the foot.

Oedek ]. PoLYTUALAMiA. Tlu's, the fivst Systematic name applied to these

animals, was proposed by Soldani, 1789. More recently they have been

studied by D'Orbigny, who is the chief authority upon them, and by

Dujardin. The original name is defective, and both these authors have

conferred French names upon them, in contempt of those rules which keep

nomenclature pure and uniform, names which are of no more account than

the CTcrman name Bauclifassler instead of gastcTopoda ,' and should the

systematic name be adopted subsequently to such a vernacular one, and be

a translation of it, the author of the latter cannot be quoted for the sys-

tematic name.

These animals have been also named Foraminifera and Rhizophoda.

Their classification is difficult. Their shell bears a distant resemblance t^

that of certain cephalopoda, and on this account they were for a considerable

period referred to this class. D'Orbigny considers them as a distinct class

between the Echinodermata and Zoophyta, and Dujardin regards them as

acalephse, and as allied to infusorial forms like Amiba and Diffiugia. Agassiz

regards them as the lowest form of the gasteropodous mollusca, and we
place them provisionally here, although they seem to have neither head nor

foot, two important organs in this class. The apparent want of viscera

indicates a position below that of the Bryozoa, and although the locomotive

organs may be assumed as giving them a higher "position, these are probably

merely a modification of the tentacles. •
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These animals are microscopic, glutinous, and translucent, but tinted Mdtli

blnisb, reddish, brown, or yellow, the tints being uniform in each species.

The soft parts are inclosed in a calcareous (rarely cartilaginous) shell,

fitted to the varied outline of the body, and presenting numerous variations

in form, affording characters for genera and higher groups. It has one or

more openings, or numerous pores, which allow egress to certain filaments

used as organs of locomotion. These can be extended to six times the

diameter of the body, and they recall the allied organs in the Echinodermata

and Cirrigrada. Tliey are ramified like the branches of a tree, and have

the power of secreting calcareous matter upon the outside of the shell, in

which they resemble the extensions of the mantle in some orders. The

characteristic name Ehizopoda of authors, has been drawn from these

filaments.

The Polythalamia inhabit most seas, and they are so abundant that

D'Orbigny calculated that an ounce of sand from the Antilles contained

3,840,000 individuals. The same author informs us that these little beings

from a sixth to half a millimetre long, are more abundant than the minute

Crustacea, or the infusoria whose shields form the tripoli of commerce.

Banks are formed by thera dangerous to navigation ; they obstruct bays and

straits, of which the celebrated harbor of Alexandria is an example
;
and

with the coralligenous zoophyta they form reefs and islands.

In a fossil condition they are no less conspicuous. In Russia calcareous

beds are formed by a single species of Fusulina, and various species enter

largely into the composition of chalk and certain tertiary formations. They

are so abundant as in some cases to amount to 3,000,000,000 in a cubic

metre; and the city of Paris and the surrounding towns are almost built of

them, so abundant are they in the materials used. Dr. Buckland makes

the following remarks: "Nuramulites are so called from their resemblance to

a piece of money ; they vary in size from that of a crown piece [!] to

microscopic littleness, and occupy an important place in the history of fossil

shells, on account of ttie prodigious extent to which they are accumulated

in the later members of the secondary, and in many of the tertiary strata.

They are often piled on each other nearly in as close contact as the grains

in a heap of corn. In this state they form a considerable portion of the

entire bulk of many extensive mountains, e.g. in the tertiary limestones of

Verona and Monte Bolca, and in secondary strata of the cretaceous forraa-

1^on in the Alps, Carpathians, and P_yrenees. Some of the pyramids and

the sphinx of Egypt are composed of limestone loaded with nummulites.

It is impossible to see such mountain masses of the remains of a single

family of shells thus added to the solid materials of the globe, without

recollecting that each individual shell once held an important place within

the body of a living animal ; and thus recalling our imagination to those

distant epochs when the waters of the ocean which then covered Europe were

filled with floating swarms of these extinct molluscs, thick as the countless

myriads of Ber'de and CUo horealis that now crowd the waters of the

polar seas. Lamarck, in his observations on Mlliola.^ remarks that these

very minute animals h«ive had much more influence on the masses which
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compose the surface or exterior crust of onr globe than the remains of

elephants, hippopotami, and whales."'

Viewing this group as a class, D'Orbigny divides it into six orders, each

of which, excepting the first, is subdivided into two families. Of the recent

species, 68 genera and 900 species are known, more tlian half of which

belong to the warm seas. D'Orbigny's opinion of their classification is as

follows : Though less complicated in their organization than many zooj^hyta,

they have not a common life, nor are they aggregated like them, whilst

their locoinotive powers and testaceous envelope place them much higher.

On the other hand they are in all respects less complete than the echino-

dermata ; and judging from the radiation of their filaments, the position of

the foraminifera is in Cuvier's radiated division, between the Echinodermata

and the Zoophyta, as a distinct class.

Order 2. Pteropoda. This order takes its name from two large

expansions, one on each side anteriorly, which are analogous to the wings

of a butterfly both in appearance and action, being used in locomotion.

This order was considered by Lamarck and Cuvier to form a distinct class,

but Blainville and -other distinguished naturalists are of opinion that its

contents are essentially gasteropoda. Some species, as Clio loreaJis (j)!. 76,

jig. 78, one inch long)* are naked ; others, as ILjaJcm., are provided with a

delicate sliell. These molluscs are monoicous, and swim about in the sea

without the power of creeping or attaching themselves to solid bodies.

This order contains the families Hyalmdn?., Clwidoi., and PMUir7ioi(]a\

In Hyalsea the branchiae are composed of pectiniform transverse laminte or

leaves* a character which would afford a name for the order in consonance

with those v^f the allied orders, because Cuvier's name, Ileterojpoda., apper-

tains to the group as a class.

Fain. 1. Hyalcndm. The shell of Ilyalffia has a delicate texture and

curious form, bearing a distant resemblance to that of Terebratula, to

which the genus was at one time referred. The shell which covers the

abdomen is translucent, subglobular, and has the appearance of a bivalve in

which the two valves unite in a single piece without a hinge. The mollusc

has two stout tentacles and two lips, and the wing-like expansions are placed

near the mouth. They live in the high seas, seldom approaching the shores,

flapping themselves along with great lacility, and descending wlien dis-

turbed. Being extremely abundant where they occur, they are devoured

in great numbers by whales and other animals. Cleodora and Limacina

are other genera.

Farii. 2. ClididcB. Clio has six retractile tentacles in two groups, and a

rudimentary foot. Clio borealis is abundant in the north polar regions,

where it is eaten by whales and fishes.

Fam. 3. Pliillirhdidie. The head of Phylliroe is lengthened, and bears

two tentacles, the snout is retractile, and the body is gelatinous and trans-

parent, very much compressed laterally, and jDrovided with a caudal fin.

According to Peron and Lesueur the branchiae are internal, and in the form

* The group •which Latreille named PhyllobrancMa, had already been provided with a

name.
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of granular cords, but Quoy and Gaimard could not detect these organg.

Some authors place this family among the Caryobranchia.

Order 3. Caryobranchia. The body is gelatinous, transparent, and

capable of being enlarged by absorbing water. The head is proboscidiform
;

the foot is long, compressed, or vertical, provided with a little sucker, and

used as a fin in swimming. The animal is usually inverted in the water,

the foot being above. The branchice are pectinated, and ari-anged around

a nucleus, whence the name of the order. Some of the Ileteropoda of

Lamarck belong here. The order has the additional half Latin and half

Greek hybrid name NxideohrancMa^ which is inadmissible.

Fam. 1. Atlantidce. The genus Atlanta has an extremely delicate,

vitreous, transparent shell, shaped like planorbis, with the aperture trumpet-

shaped, with one side deeply excised, and having a closely fitting operculum,

of the same texture as the shell, the spire projecting from one side. The

mollusc is spiral and compressed, the foot large, compressed, and provided

with a small sucker above. Eyes two, behind the tentacles. This genus

is found far at sea, swimming with great facility, and sinking when not in

action. Deshayes thinks the fossil genus Bellerophon is allied to this genus

in its natural afKnities.

Faun. 2. Carinariidce. The shell of Carinari/f is extremely delicate,

and nmch smaller than the animal {pi. 74:, Jig. 17, on the right hand below).

Its resemblance in form, and in having a single chamber, induced some

authors formerly to place it near Anjonauta {pi. Y6, jig. 17), with which

the animal has no affinity. The mollusc is gelatinous, transparent, and

rough ; the eyes two, situated at the base of the tentacles. The heart and

branchioe are contained in the shell, and opposite to this is the compressed

foot (or ventral fin), the posterior extremity being provided with another

fin. The Carinaria3 are found at sea, and are supposed to feed upon minute

Crustacea. They can attach themselves to floating bodies with the aid of

the sucker upon the foot.

Fam. 3. Pterotracheidce. This family is allied to the preceding one, but

the tentacles and shell are wanting. The former are reduced to tubercles

(or entirely absent) with the eyes on the outside of their base. A mem-
brane supplies the place of the shell of Carinaria. Pterotrachea (also named
Firola) is the principal genus. The habits are identical with those of

Carinaria.

Fam. 4. Pterosomidce. Composed of the genus Pterosoma, in which the

body is cylindrical, surrounded horizontally with a broad marginal mem-
brane used in swimming. Neither tentacles nor branchiae were observed.

P. plana is nine centimetres long, and inhabits the sea between the

Moluccas and New Guinea.

Order 4. Gymnobkanchia (also known by the hybrid term of Nudi-
hrancJiia). The members of this family are without a shell or a branchial

cavity, the organs of respiration are in the form of external appendages

upon the back, and their distribution and shape afford characters for the

families. The embryonic young have a shell, and they remind us somewhat
of Atlanta. These animals are monoicous ; they have a large flat disc or
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foot to move upon, and their food is either vegetable or animal, some pre-

ferring one kind and some another.

Fain. 1. Doridldce. In this family the branchial plnmes snrround the

vent in the form of a flower, situated npon the upper surface towards the

posterior extremity {^inl. 77, jigs. IG, 17). The upper part is composed of

a kind of large mantle, the jaws are corneous, the tentacles four in number,

two dorsal and two labial. The Tiorsal tentacles and the branchiaj are

sometimes retractile.

Doris includes many species whose brilliant coloring renders them con-

spicuous objects. The dorsal tentacles have transverse ridges variously

disposed in the different species ; the branchiiB are subdivided in a regular

maimer, but not uniformly in the different species. Tiie eggs are deposited

to the number of several thousand in a ribbon-shaped mass attached by its

edge to extraneous objects, and wound in a spiral, varying from one to five

or more turns. These animals live upon stones and marine plants ; they

move very slowly, and are not much addicted to locomotion. The length

varies from about half an inch to six or seven inches.

Fam. 2. Trltoniidm. In this family there is a membranous veil or

expansion in front, above the mouth {2)1. 77, fig. 2) ; the branchiae are in

two longitudinal rows, and laminated, plumose, or papillate; two dorsal

retractile tentacles. Tntonia {i^l. 74, fig. 20), Tethys {'pl. 11., fig. 2).

Fain. 3. Folididce. " Branchiae papillose or branched, arranged on the

sides of the back ; stomach simple." (Alder and Hancock.) These authors

divide this family into two sub-families, IfalihceincB and Eolidhue, to

which GlaucincB may be added. Tlie first contains the genus Dendronofus,

of which D. arhorescens^ Muller, is found upon both sides of the North

Atlantic. It is beautifully figured from specimens taken at Boston, by Mr.

Couthouy, in the Bost. Jour. Nat. Hist., vol. v. Dr. Gould compares its

branchia3 to some fifteen or twenty widely and numerously branched plants.

See his Invertebrata of Massachusetts, pp. 1-7, for descriptions of various

species in this order.

In Eolis the branch iaB are elongated papillae resembling short cords

arranged in longitudinal rows, and sometimes so numerous as to cover the

back entirely. Eolis salw.onacea of Couthouy has about a hundred of them.

They are frequently tinted with several bright colors, when they add much
to the beauty of the various species.

Glaucus has the branchiae (which are used in swimming) in symmetrical

jjairs upon each side, each being a wing-like projection, with the margin

fringed with numerous filaments. There are three or four pair, according

to the species, the anterior being the largest, and the remaining ones

becoming gradually smaller. Deshayes doubts wdiether these organs are

branchiffi, since they are cast off by the animal when disturbed ;
and

Indeed Couthouy expresses the same doubt in the case of Eolis, from which

they can be cast off, and, when cut off, the animal does not seem to suffer

much. He regards them as accessory to the general surface in the operation

of oxygenating the system. The papillte in one species dissected by Alder

and Hancock contain a hepatic gland in the middle, and a circulation of
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blood towards the margin. Tlie surfoce is covered with vibrillse, so that

they must be used in breatliing, altliough tlie general surface may be

adapted to this function.

Fam. 4. Placliobranclddce. Founded upon the single genus PlacJio-

hranchus of Yan Ilasselt. The body has broad lateral expansions used as

swimmins: oro-ans, and these, and also the back, are covered with branchial

lamella. The expansions can be turnecP upw^ards, and their margins made

to meet over the back. P. ocellatus, two inches long, was found at

Java.

Okdek 5. Ckyp31branciiia (also known by the inadmissible name of

Tectihrancliia). The branchiai are unsymmetrical, composed of leaves

more or less divided, and they are covered by the upturned mantle. These

animals are monoicous, and are comprised in the two families Aplysiidce

and Bullidm.

Aplysia {jpl. 17yjig. 18) was named lejnis marhmishy the ancient authors,

and many fables entered into its history. The shape is not much unlike

that of a naked snail, but the body is larger posteriorly. There are two

pair of tentacles, the anterior ones being the largest, and of such a form (in

connexion with that of the body) as to suggest the name oi sea hare for the

animal. The branchiae are in a cavit}^ protected by an operculum

containing a thin corneous body, which is a rudimentary shell, and

have their parietes composed of interlaced fibres; they are pierced with

numerous small holes through which the blood may escape into the stomach,

and the vascular system receive the liquid products of digestion.

The species of Aplysia are found upon the coasts of continents and

islands at no great depth, some crawling upon rocks or hiding in their

crevices; others hiding in the mud or sand, but with the branchial siphon

exposed. Their food is marine plants or animals. The shell in the different

species varies in texture, some approaching the solid shell of Dolahella^ and

the change is so gradual, that Rang, the chief authority upon these genera,

considers the latter genus merely a section of Aplysia.

Fam. 2. Bullidte. The chief genera of this family are the allied Bulla,

with the shell external ; and EuUfea with the shell internal. In Bulla {B.

2y7iy$is,pl. 7Q,Jlg. 3) the tentacles are wanting, the shell is thin in texture,

subglobular, more or less completely enrolled, and having the aperture the

entire length of the shell.

Order 6. Hypobranchia (also incorrectly named Inferobrancldci). This

order is named from the position of the branchise under the margin of the

mantle. It contains three families, represented by the genera Phyllidiay

Pleurobranclms., and Uonbrella.

Fam. 1. PhyUidiidce. DipTiyllidia {pi. 1-^^Jig. 19) is oblong oval, with

a coriaceous rough integument, forming a prominent lateral border. The

branchiae surround the body, and are in the form of transverse lamella? ; there

are four tentacles, two of which are superior and retractile.

Fain. 2. Pleurobranchida\ In Pleurobranchus the brauchite resemble a

fringe formed of lamina?, on each side of a medial branch placed in a groove

upon the right side between the mantle and foot. The animal is shaped
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like a slug (Limax) or naked snail ; and it has a small internal flat thin

shell, and four tentacles.

Fam. 3. ZhiibrelUdce. This family is monoicous; the branchiae are

foliaceous, and disposed in a long line upon the right side. Uriibrella has a

discoidal, external, dorsal shell, bearing some resemblance to that of a very

flat Patella ; a very large foot, and four tentacles. Some authors consider

this family as a distinct order under the name of Pomatobranchia.

Order T. Cyclobranchia. In this order the branchiae, as the name

indicates, are arranged in a circle around the body above the foot. It

contains the two families PatellidcB and Chitonidce,' both of which are

monoicous, and have a long tongue armed with teeth. Blainville named

this order Cervicoh^anchia, from an erroneous opinion that the organs

generally received as branchiae are merely membranous plaits without the

function of branchiae, which he supposed should be looked for in a sac

above the neck.

Fam. 1. PatellidcB. The genus Patella {pi. Y5, Jigs. 76, 77, 79) has a

simple conical shell with an oval or circular base ; inside with a submar-

ginal cicatrix open in front. The shell covers the animal like an inverted

cup. The animal is monoicous, creeping slowly upon a large foot, with

which it can adhere with great tenacity to rocks. Some species seem not

to move, except perhaps at long intervals, as they are found in depressions

which they have formed in the rocks, and which correspond to the outline

of the shell.

Fam. 2. CMtonidce. Tlie shell of Chiton {pi. 76, fig. 55) differs so

much from that of Patella, that its position among the Mollusca was for a

long time doubtful. An examination of the animals of both genera at length

proved them to belong to allied families. The shell is oval, and divided

transversely into eight pieces resting upon the back of the animal, with the

lateral portions united by a coriaceous border. Thus constructed, the

Chitons have the powder of bending themselves together. The tentacles and

eyes are wanting, but the former are replaced by a veil. Their habits are

similar to those of Patella. In Chitonellus the animal is long and narrow,

and the border of the shell extends so far upon the back that the dorsal

plates are reduced to a small size.

Order 8. Aspidobranchia (also incorrectly named Scutih7xtncMa). In

this order the shell is allied to that of Patella in form, but it is emarginate,

or perforate. The order is divided into the two families Fissurellidoi and

Calyptrmdm.

Fam. 1. FissurellidcB. The shell of Pissurella, with the perforation

through the apex, bears a distant resemblance to a key-hole scutcheon, and^

excepting the perforation, resembles that of a Patella; but it is often too

small to cover the animal. The perforation admits water to the branchiae^

and allows the fsecal matter to be excluded. There are two pectinated

branchiae in a cavity at the anterior part of the back ; and two tentacles,

with the eyes at their external base. Fissurella grceca {pi. 75, fig. 80).

Emarginula {fig. 82) differs from Fissurella in having the aperture

which admits water to the branchiae removed to the anterior margin of the
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shell, where it forms a notch ; and the apex of the shell is directed back-

wards, whilst in Fissurella it turns forwards.

Fam. 2. CalyptrcEidce. The shell of Calyptrtea is patelliform or trochi-

form, irregular, somewhat conical, with the apex rather posterior. Towards

the apex of the inside there is a plate which is sometimes funnel-shaped,

and sometimes like the vertical half of a funnel. In other species it forms

a spiral, which approximates the slieil to that of the spirivalve genera. The

animal is not spiral, the two tentacles are large and triangular, having the

eyes upon an enlargement of the external side ; the branchial cavity is

large and oblique,- and the branchise are pectinated, filamentous, and

exsertile. Calyjjtrcea sinensis {jpl. 75, jig. 78).

Orepidula has an ovate or oblong shell, generally convex above, the

internal cavity divided some distance by a shelly diaphragm which

represents the plate in Calyj)trfea, and above which the viscera are placed.

The animals of these two genera are alike, and the shells of some species

present intermediate characters, so that it is difficult to tell to which of the

two genera they should be referred. The Crepidulffi are sedentary, seating

themselves upon stones, or upon each other, and adapting the margin of

their shells to the irregularities of the ol)ject upon which they place

themselves.

Obdek 9. NEMATOBKANcniA (or CirrJiohixmcMa). The genus Denfalium

{jjjl. 75,^^5. 73-75) was for a long time believed to belong to the Annellida,

until dissection proved it to be a mollusc. The shell is a long, slender, and

.slightly curved cone, open at both ends, and sometimes ribbed or striate

externally, as in D. elej)hantinnin [fig. 73). The convex part of the shell

corresponds to the back of the mollusc. The branchige are composed of

numerous extensible filaments forming a bundle upon each side of the neck,

and it is probable that the branchiae can be used to convey food to the

mouth. The vent is at the posterior or smaller end of the shell, the lips are

scolloped into a number of palpiform projections, and the ordinary tentacles

and eyes are absent. The animal lives vertically in the sand with tlie head

downwards. There are some shells which closely resemble those of

Dentalium, and which were classed with them until it was ascertained that

their animal is an annellid. They form the genus Ditruj^a.

Okdek 10. Ctenobranchia (also named Pc'Ctinibranchia). This is an

-extensive order of dioicous spirivalve mollusca, in which the branchiae are

pectinated, one or two in number, and placed in a large cavity above the

neck ; the tongue is armed with numerous teeth, the tentacles and eyes are

usually two in number, and the aperture is usually closed by an operculum.

Most of the families are marine, but some inhabit fresh water. The families

xire as follows: 1, Melaniidos; 2, Cerithiidse; 3, Vermetidse; 4, Trochidse;

5, Pyramidellidffi ; 6, Buccinidse ; 7, Purpuridae ; 8, Strombidse ; 9, Conid^
;'

10, Cyprseidse ; 11, Yolutidse ; 12, Sigaretidsa.

Fain. 1. IfelaniidcB. Menke's corresponding family named Turhinea is

inapplicable, because in its various modifications it is used for the family to

which Turbo belongs, by Lamarck and Deshayes, and by Blainville for a

family of Polythalamia. Some of the genera of this family inhabit the sea,
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and others the fresh waters. The mantle is simple, without fringe or siphon

;

the head ends in a short trunk, and the food is vegetable, chiefly decaying

algse. The family contains a*number of sub-families, the limits of which

are not well ascertained. Melania amarxtla {pi. 75, fig. 90).

Littorina is a genus of small marine shells which inhabit the coasts.

L. tenehrosa.1 which inhabits both sides of the I*Torth Atlantic, leaves the

water for hours, climbing up the grass of the salt meadows. According to

Dr. Gould, it may be found " at a considerable distance from any water."

He remarks, also, that " it lives a week or more after being removed from

the water." The species vary very much in their specific characters.

Planaxis and Eulima are placed in this family, as well as Turritella (a shell

much \\kQpl. ^o.,fig. 11 Y, but with the aperture entire), but as the mantle

is stated to be scolloped, it seems to be more nearly allied to the Cerithiidce.

The mantle of Scalmia {pi. Y5, fig. 101, S. datlirus ; fig. 103, S. scalaris)

not having been described, its place remains doubtful, although it probably

comes near to Turritella.

Paludina is a genus of freshwater shells of a subglobular or conical form,

usually covered with a greenish periostraca, and sometimes ornamented

with bands, as in^j>^. 75,^^. 95, which represents the shell of P. vivipara

of Europe and the United States, but the animal is incorrectly 'drawn, so as

to resemble a land snail. The foot is a large, flat body, with the sides parallel,

truncated in front and rounded behind ; tlie tentacles subulate, not annu-

lated, and bearing the eyes upon an enlargement of their external side.

Paludina decisa is about half an inch long, of a fine green color, and is

widely distributed in the United States. The animal is figured in the

Freshwater Univalve Mollusca of the United States.

Amnicola resembles a minute Paludina in the form of the shell, but the

operculum is subspiral, and not concentric as in that genus.

Valvata is a genus of small shells much like Amnicola, but the aperture

is circular and the operculum concentric. The branchiae are exserted, and

in the form of a minute plume. An exserted organ like a single thread is

supposed to be an accessory branchia.

Pahidina, Yalvata, andAmpuUaria, from Lamarck's familyPer'isto7nafa ^'

and Cuvier and Swainson placed them under a division of which Turbo is

the type.

Melaiiia is the type of the sub-family MelaniinEe, which includes a number

of genera, among which are Melania, Melanopsis, Pirena, and Anculosa.

In Melania the shell is solid, turreted, with a greenish or blackish

periostraca, the aperture elliptical, the external margin sharp, and the

operculum corneous and subspiral. The species live ujDon calcareous

rocks, or upon the ordinary bottom of the rivers, especially in those

of the United States. The zoological characters of the genus are

given in the American Journal of Science, 1841, vol. xli. p. 21.

Zeptoxis (or Anculosa) is allied to Melania, but the shell is shorter. The

animal attaches itself to rocks where the current is very rapid, and it seldom

moves from its position. The history of this genus is given in Chenu's

Illustrations Conchyologiques^ where it is illustrated by 170 figures. The
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genus seems to be confined to the rivers of I^orth America. Eafinesqiie's

generic name Leptoxis was published two years before Say's Anculom.

Some authors suppose the former to be* a genus of Physida?, but the

question is settled by some manuscript drawings of the former author, which

represent the shell, tentacles, and operculum of Anculosa.

Ifelanojms is allied to Anculosa, and the species seem to be confined to

Europe. It is probable that the few described species of European Melania

belong in reality to Melanopsis.

Say's Melania arinigera (and also Lea's M. dxdtonana and M. Catenoides)^

belongs to Eafinesque's genus Pleurocera^ in which there is a short straight

canal anteriorly, and when this canal is lengthened as in Fusus, the genus

lo of Lea is the result. Strejxrma of Eafinesque (or Ceripliasia of Swainson)

are slightly different forms, in which the aperture and the vertical plane

formed by the anterior portion of the whirls, bear some resemblance to the

same parts in Cerithium telescopium.

Fusus fluvialis of Say is the type of /o, and as it would be an anomaly

to find a genus so decidedly marine as Fusus inhabiting fresh waters, it

becomes a matter of interest to know the animal of the American shell. This

was observed in 1841, in its native waters in Holston, Powel's, and Clinch

rivers, in eastern Tennessee, by Ilalderman, who made a drawing of the living

animal. Its characters and habits are not those of Fesus, but of Melania

proper, as distinguished from Leptoxis ; for although it inhabits the rapids

as well as quiet M'ater, in both cases it avoids the current by seeking shelter

beneath shelving rocks, or in hollows or crevices in them. The head is

large, and w^itli the tentacles much exposed ; the foot is as large as in

Melania ; the coloration is the same (black lines upon an orange ground)

;

the operculum is subspiral as in Melania, the mantle extends into the canal of

the shell, but does not form a closed siphon ; the vent is upon the right side

;

the mouth is a longitudinal slit ; the eyes (which are sensitive to the light)

are upon a short enlargement of the outer base of the tentacles, which may
be a little longer than in Melania, and they are not visibly annulated.

It differs from Fusus, and resembles Melania in living upon vegetable food
;

and it moves along in a sluggish manner, moving the head from side to side

upon the bottom. To spinosa and I. tenebrosa, are merely varieties of I.

flumalis. The spinose individuals are much the most abundant, although

the species is rare when compared with various species of Melania.

Quoy and Gaimard, to whom the science of Malacology is indebted for a

knowledge of the animals of many shells, have figured a number of species

as belonging to Melania, the shells of which cannot be distinguished from

those of that genus, whilst in the figures the mantle is represented as

scolloped. Similar species were drawn in the course of the United States

Exploring Expedition. These sj^ecies must be j)laced in the family

Cerithiidse.

Farn. 2. Cerithiidce. The genus Cerithium {jpl. 75, figs. 105-109) are

remarkable for the great number of species both recent and fossil (tertiary)

which it contains. The animal has the general character of Melania, except

that the mantle is scolloped.
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Tlie number of species and varieties being so great in tliis genus, Lamarck

was led to doubt the permanency of species, and he judged that those which

seemed better estabHshed in other cases, would present equal uncertainty

were their number greatly increased.

Fam. 3. Vermetidce. The genus Vermetus ( Y. lu7nbricaUs^ pi. 75, fig.

69) has a loosely and irregularly coiled shell affixed by its posterior

extremity. As the animal enlarges it increases the size of the shell, and

moves forward in it, cutting off the empty posterior portion by a diaphragm

from time to time. The animal is much like that of Turbo or Delphinula,

the foot (as there is no locomotion) is obsolete, the posterior portion being

adapted to support a thin operculum which closes the aperture. There are two

tentacles, with the eyes at their base externally. There is a single branchia.

Cuvier placed this genus, with Magilus and Siliquaria, in a distinct order

named Tulnilihranehia. In the genus Magilus the young has an ordinary

short ventricose turbinated shell (having a distant resemblance to jpl. T5,

fig. 91). We have seen, in the case of AspergUhoni (p. 60), how a bivalve

shell can take the form of a tubular one ; and Magilus is an example of the

same thing in a spirivalve one. The animal inhabits cavities in living coral,

and to prevent being buried by the growth of the surrounding material, it has

the power of forming a tube, the margin of which it builds up as the coral

increases, so that the aperture retains the level of the general surface. The

tube thus attains five or six times the length of the original shell, and it assumes

various curves and irregularities, depending upon the growth of the coral.

Fa7n. 4. Trochidce. The membei's of this family arc herbivorous, and

most of them have the mantle or foot ornamented with tentacular appendages.

The shell of Trochus is short and conical, solid, and nacreous. The genera

Trochus {T. Solaris., 'j)l. 75, fi^^g.
106 ; T. magus., fig. 107 ; Turl)0.,fi.g. 103)

Monodonto and DelpTiimda {D. ddpTi%nus.,fig. 104) are nearly allied, and

the animals do not differ. In Solarium {S. perspectwwm., j^^- ^^ifi9- 108),

the shell and animal differ, the head not being proboscidiform.

Jantliina ianthina {pi. 75, fig. 96) is the type of a sub-family, distin-

guished by the possession of an apparatus w^hich enables the animal to float

at the surface of the sea. The name is derived from the Greek word for

molet., the shells of all the species being of this color. The shell is trochoidal

and very fragile, having the right side of the aperture sharp, and often

notched. The animal has a large proboscidiform head, two tentacles, and

eyes ; the mantle with an expansion said to be used in swimming ; the foot

with an appendage or float formed of a great number of air-vesicles. This

appendage can be cast oflP and renewed. The latter process was observed

by Dr. Reynell Coates, who describes it as being formed by inclosing a

bubble of air in a cavity formed by contracting the margin of the foot,

which then secretes a covering for it. The eggs are attached to the under

surface of the float, and subsequently cast off with it. This animal was

first described and figured by Fabius Columna, in 1616.

In Haliotis {H. tuberculata., pi. 7^), fig. 86), the shell is ear-shaped, much
depressed, very short and flat, the aperture longer than wide, and as large

as the base of the shell, left side with a sub-marginal row of perforations
;
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nacre very brilliant and iridescent. As the animal increases in size a new
liole is formed in the shell, and the oldest one is closed. The head is

proboscidiform, with two long tentacles, each with an ocnliferons pedmicle

;

foot large, provided above Vv'ith a double membrane scolloped into leaflets of a

very ornamental character. The water is admitted to the branchiae throngh

the holes in the shell, which also allow certain filamentons appendages of the

mantle to protrude through them. There are two pectinated brancliiffi. The

genus Stomatia is allied to Ilaliotis, but the shell has no perforations. This

sub-family was included by Cuvier among the Aspidobranchia, but Deshayes

assigns good reasons for placing it among the Ctenobranchia.

Neritlna {N. fiuviatll'is^ ])l' ^^^t fU- 8'^) ^^ ^ genus of small sub-globular

or oval fluviatile shells, with a semi-circular aperture closed by a calcareous

operculum. The two tentacles are long, and eacii is accompanied by a

short secondary tentacle, with an eye npon its summit.

Fmn. 5. Pyramidellidce. This is a small family, composed of the genera

Pyramidella and Tornatella.

Fam. 6. Buccinidce. In Biiccinum {B. undatum^ jy?. T5, fig. 120), the

foot is narrow, the head small, continued in a proboscis, with two tentacles,

each having an exterior ocnliferons peduncle ; siphon protruding ; sexes

distinct, the male with a long exterior organ from the right side of the neck

;

shell oblong-oval, with a notch anteriorly. The species figured inhabits both

sides of the JSTorth Atlantic. The genus has numerous species, both recent

and fossil. Nassa and Eburna belong to this f;imily. Ehvrna glahrata is

an Ancillaria, and Deshayes thinks the remaining species of Eburna should

be merged into Buccinum.

Fam. T. Purjniridce. This marine family is mostly carnivorous ; the

water is taken to the branchice through a siphon, which passes out of the

notch or canal at the anterior part of the shell. The eyes and tentacles are

two in number, and the proboscis is well developed. The operculum is thin,

and much smaller than the aperture, to allow the animal to withdraw some

distance within the shell. Cancellaria is placed in this family, although it has

no operculum, and lives upon vegetable food. The animal resembles Purpura.

Purpura lapiUus {^pl. 75, fig. 118) is about an inch long, and abundant

on rocky coasts on both sides of the Atlantic.

Pleurotoma {P. hahi/lo7iia, pi. To, fig. 110) -is a genus with an elongated

spire, a straight canal, and a narrow notch posteriorly in the right lip of the

shell, corresponding to a notch in the mantle. The species of this genus

are numerous, amounting to "over a hundred of recent, and more than this

number of fossil tertiary species. There have been nearlj^ fifty species

described from the tertiary formations of the United States.

Murex {M. rarnosa., pi. 75, fig. Ill ; M. haustelhim., fig. 112 ; M.
tribidiis., fig. 113). Rondeletius and Aldrovandi have treated of this

and some allied genera. The genus murex of Linnaeus was founded in

1758, but Rondeletius had named several of the species purpura.^ under

the belief of their being the purpurm of Pliny, which were supposed to

furnish the purple of the Tyrians. The shell named Murex by Pliny and

Rondeletius, belongs to the modern genus Siroiibus. Hurex is a genus of
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roiigh shells, with ridges, s^^ines, or tuLercles, whicli are secreted periodi-

call}', ill three or four rows around the shell. The right margin of the

mantle is divided into lobes, the irregularities of which account for those

of the shell in the difi'erent species. There are about 170 recent and 130

tertiary fossil species known.

Harpa {II. ventncosa.^ 1)1. 15^ Jig. 119) is a genus of finely formed ribbed

shells of brilliant colors, and a polished exterior. The foot is very large,

and without an operculum. Ten species are described in Lamarck. The

genus occurs fossil in the Paris basin.

Cassidaria {0. ec/iinqphora^ pi. 75,Jl(/. 121). This genus contains a few

recent and fossil sj^ecies. The animal is like that of Cassis, in whicli the

foot is longer than the shell, the head proboscidiform, with a projecting

rostrum and mouth from its extremity.

Fusus is a genus of marine shells, thickest in the middle, and taj)ering

towards both ends; the animal with a small head, ending in two short

tentacles, the eyes at their external base, but not upon a peduncle or

thickening of the tentacle, thus diifering from Murex and Purpura, but

allied to Turbinella and Fasciolaria, The head has a terminal slit, whence

the rostrum issues, and the nucleus of the operculum is terminal.

Fain. 8. StromMdce. In this family the right margin of the aperture is

dilated, corresponding to the width of the mantle, but this character is not

present in the immature shells, so that a young Strombus {pi. ^i^^fig. ll'l)

might be mistaken for a Conns {p)l.'lQ.,fig. 11). The head is proboscidi-

form, with a vertical slit from which a long rostrum is extended ; the

tentacles are large, divided at the end, and tlie truncated extremity of the

larger external branch bears tlie large eyes, which have a variously colored

iris and a cornea, which have not been observed in any of the allied

families. They live on coral banks at no great depth, and some species

attain to a considerable size. The locomotion difl'ers from that of most

gastropoda, being effected by leaping, for which purpose the operculum

(which has a peculiar shape) is applied to the ground. Strombus lentigi-

nosics {2?l. To, fg. 114). S. gigas of the Antilles is eight or ten inches

long, and remarkable for the fine peach blossom tint of the aperture. The
shell is used to ornament grottoes and gardens, and by sawing ofi" the apex

it is converted into a rude trumpet. PUrocera {P. chiragra^p)l. To, fig.

115) differs from Strombus in having the adult shell digitated, and the struc-

ture of the mantle corresponding with it. Postellaria {R.rectirostris.,fig. IIG).

Fam. 9. Conidce. The shell of the genus Cmius {pi. 76, figs. 8-12) is

obconical, involute, and has a short spire and a narrow aperture as long as

the body w^hirl ; and the exterior is covered with a periostraca. The genus

includes many beautiful and highly prized species. Linnseus described 35

species, Bruguieres 146, Lamarck 181, increased to 219 in the last edition

of 1845, exclusive of 23 European fossil species. At present there are

probably 300 recent species known. The head is proboscidiform, the eyes

are upon the middle of the tentacles, the foot is long and very narrow,

having a corneous sub-spiral operculum, so small in comparison with tlie

aperture, that it cannot serve to close the shell. The mantle is scanty (in
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which it differs from the next family), and prolonged in a siphon, which

extends a little beyond the shell. The animal is carnivorons, and the tongue

is armed with hooked teeth.

Fain. 10. CyprcBidm (or Livolitta). In this family there is neither

operculum nor i)eriostraca, the shell is rolled upon itself nearly as in Conus,

but some are rolled upon a cylindrical instead of a conical axis, so that there

is no spire exposed. The shells are very beautiful and highly polished, the

mantle being so wide that its sides can be turned over the back of the shell,

where it secretes the ornamental layer of the shell. The point of union of

the margins of the mantle is often indicated by a discolored line upon the

back of the shell.

Cypnm {C. moneta^ pi. TG, fig. 5 ; C. mauritiana^ fig. 6 ; C. aralnca.^

jig. 7), has the mantle edged with tentacular filaments, and when they are

turned over the back, the shell is hidden. The aperture is long and narrow,

each side denticulated, and the external margin turned in. C. moneta is

used as money in western Africa.

Ovula {0. omiin.,])l. ^Q.,fig. 4 ; 0. volva^fig. 2), as the name indicates, is

shaped somewhat like an Qgg., with the ends attenuated, and the inner

margin of the aperture without denticulations. The animal resembles that

of Cypr?ea.

Oliva [0. ispidula., jpl. 75, fig. 122 ; 0.p)Oiyhynq^ fig. 125 ; 0. maura.,

fig. 126) has the head very small, and the tentacles united at the base.

These resemble somewhat the same organs in Strombus, being divided, and

having a terminal eye upon one of the branches. O. porphyria is the

largest and handsomest species of the genus, being four or more inches long,

of a pale brownish purple, marked with numerous zigzag angular lines, and
having the anterior extremity violet. It inhabits the coast of South America.

Fain. 11. Volutidw. In this carnivorous family there are usually distinct

folds upon the columella. Yoluta is a genus of large and handsome, generally

inoperculate shells, with a wide aperture notched in front, and the apex

rounded. A part of the shell has sometimes the appearance of being

varnished, which indicates the extent to which it is covered by the mantle.

The animal cannot entirely enter the shell, the head is proboscidiform, and
the tentacles are short, with the eyes at their external base.

Mitra {M. e'pucopalis., pit- ^^ifiH- 123
;
M. papalis., fig. 124) is a genus

of handsome shells extremely rich in species, there being about 250 recent

and 100 fossil species known. The animal is very dull in its movements,

the head small and Y-shaped, on account of the projection of the slender

tentacles. These have the eyes upon an external peduncle. In Mitra

episcopalis (shell white with red spots), the rostrum is once and a half

times the length of the shell, exceeding that of any other genus. This

enables it to attack its prey at some distance.

Terehra {T. onacidata.^ pi.' ^5, fig. 117) has the foot (which bears an

operculum) but little longer than the last whirl of the shell, a proboscidiform

head, tentacles and eyes in the usual form, and the siphon projecting beyond

the shell. There are upwards of a hundred i-ecent species known.

Fam. 12. Sigwretidce. Sigaretiis {S. Jialiotideus^ pil. 75, fig. 89) is a
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genus in whicli the shell is somewhat ear-shaped, and the foot very large

and thick, nearly hiding the shell, which is sunk into it. The tentacles are

flat and triangular, but unaccompanied b}^ eyes. Although the animal is

too large to enter the shell, it is provided with an operculum. Nathxt {N.

canrena^ pi. lQ,fig. 88) is carnivorous like the preceding genus, and like

it, has no siphon. It has a large foot (four or five times the length of the

shell) bearing an operculum. The head is terminated by a pair of lips from

which a rostrum can be jjrotruded.

Order 11. Pneumonobrancuia. This order includes all the spirivalve

and naked mollusca, whether inhabiting land or water, in which the branchiae,

without being proper lungs, are adapted for breathing air, so that the species

which inhabit the water are obliged to come to the surfiice from time to

time to breathe air. They seem all to be phytophagous. The order includes

eiffht families.

Fain. 1. AmjnillariidcB. The genus Ampullaria has a globular shell

several inches in size, which is generally covered with a green periostraca,

and is provided with a closely fitting concentric operculum, which is in

some cases corneous, and in others shelly. With Paludina and Yalvata it

forms one of Lamarck's families, named Peristomata by Reeve. The I^orth

American species is figured with the animal in the monograph already

quoted. The head is proboscidiform, the extremity cleft, leaving a conical

branch half an inch long on each side, and these are used as palpi. The

mouth is purse-shaped, the tentacles slender, tapering, and more than an

inch long, the eyes borne upon a secondary tubercle at the base externally.

The shell is without a notch, yet there is a siphon an inch long which is

formed by an extension of the mantle folded into a tube. This is brought

to the surface of the water and air drawn through it, and often expelled

from it in bubbles when beneath the surface. Guilding describes a shorter

siphon upon the right side. Tlie animal lives in the rice swamps of Georgia,

feeding upon living plants. Living mostly in the intertropical regions of

both hemispheres, where the waters frequently disappear in the dry season,

AmpuUaria has the power of becoming torpid beneath the mud until the

return of the wet season. Some specimens sent from Egypt to France

were thrown into water to clean them, and the next day they were found

moving about. Deshayes dissected some of these, and found pectinated

branchiae, wfeich would ])lace the genus near Paludina, and he describes a

large cavity, to which he assigns the function of holding a store of water to

be supplied to the branchiae during the period of torpidity. This may be

correct ; although a further examination will pr<fbably show that this cavity

is adapted to breathe air, and on this account we place it in the present

order. Planorhis hicarinatus (and probably its entire family) hybernates

at the bottom of streams with the air cavity filled. The ability to breathe

air and water by means of distinct organs is not anomalous, as it appears in

certain reptiles. The sexes are separate.

Fam. 2. AmphiboUda'. The genus Amphihola (also named AmpiiUacera)

has a sub-spiral corneous operculum, and is formed upon a New Zealand

shell formerly considered to be an AmpuUaria. It was found to breathe air
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by Qiioy and Gaimard, who found it abundantly in very shallow brackish

water. It has a large head ending in two lobes, is without tentacles, and

the eyes are placed flat npon the head. The pulmonary cavity is large, in

which it resembles that of Ampullaria. The sexes are united in the same

individual. Two species are known, A. avellana and A.fragilis.

Fmn. 3. CycJostomidce. The genus Cyclostoma is monoicous ; it has a

turbinated shell with a circular aperture, and, nnlike most land snails, it has

a paucispiral operculum. The head is proboscidiform, the tentacles two, with

the eyes at their external base; and the foot is composed of two longitudinal

parts which are advanced alternately. Other species have a concentric oj)er-

cnlum, and in these the foot has the ordinary construction. Cuvier and Deshayes

consider the mode of respiration less important than the general structure,

and they are consequently of the opinion that the affinities of this family are

with the Trochidte. The species are numerous, amounting to nearly 200.

Hdlclna may be considered the type or a sub-family. It has an oblicpie

aperture, and a closely fitting operculum which is not sub-spiral, but

increases from one of the sides or angles.

Fam. 4, PJnjs'idce. This family is composed of certain genera of inoper-

culate fragile uniformly colored shells, inhabiting quiet fresh waters, coming

to tlie surface to breathe, and creeping along it with the back downwards

by means of the vibrillie which cover the foot as well as the two tentacles

and otlier parts. Many eggs are deposited together in a^glairy mass. The

breathing aperture is at the external side, and is opened from time to time

to take in a supply of air. In Plajsa the shell is turbinated, sinistral, the

mantle large, with a digitated margin turned upon the shell, and the foot

long and pointed posteriorly. The tentacles are filiform, and the eyes are

situated upon the head near their internal base. Planorhis {pi. 77, fig. 99)

has a discoidal shell, with the turns visible on both sides. The mantle is

simple, the foot rather small, and the tentacles and eyes as in Physa. In

Lhimea (Z. stagnalis^ pi. 75, fig. 92), the shell is dextral, turbinated, and

generally larger than in the allied genera ; the tentacles are triangular, and

the eyes situated at their anterior base. Ancylus is a genus of little patelli-

form shells, the position of which in the systems has been a subject of much
disj^ute, some contending that they belong here, and others to the Ilypo-

branchia. The animal is not essentially different from Limnea, and it is

possible that some species breathe air, and others water, Seine authors

have asserted that they come to the surface to breathe air, but this has

never been observed in the American species, some of which are found

beneath stones, in dead bivalve shells, and under other circumstances, which

would render it difficult for them to reach the surface and descend again.

But as free air may not be considered necessary to these animals, they

may be placed among the Phj'sadne, especially as a species of Physa inhab-

iting beneath shelving rocks in rapid water is fuund at the mouth of the

ISTolaclmcky river, Tennessee, in such a position that it could not breathe

air. It is probable that a small variety of Physa heterostropha inhabiting

springs seldom or never breathes air. It has been ascertained that frogs

kept under water can oxygenate the system through the skin, and the
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Physadre may have the same power. The passage to the next fiimily seems

to be through Gray's genus Chilina, which is a Limnea with fokls upon the

cohnnella.

Fam. 6. AuricuJidce. In this monoicous family there are two tentacles,

and the eyes are at their external and posterior base. Some species inhabit

land, and others plants near the sea, and salt water marshes. Auricula inidcB

{pi. IQffig. 1) is the largest species of the genus, being four inches long,

and of a solid texture.

Fam. 7. llelicidre. This family includes most of the nnmerous species

of land snails with an external spirivalve shell. All breathe free air, are

monoicous and inopei'culate, and have two large tentacles, with an eye upon

the apex, capable of being retracted by being turned within itself Besides

these, there is an inferior and smaller pair of tentacles present in most cases,

although in some of the minute species they have not been detected. Most

of the land shells of Europe and North America belong to Helix., a very

extensive genus, containing upwards of 500 species from various parts of

the globe, including the islands of the Pacific, all the continents, high

mountains, and cold climates, although the larger species are intertropical.

They vary in size from about a tenth of an inch to four inches. The

shells vary much in form ; the aperture is sometimes reduced to a narrow

fissure, or armed with teeth, in such a manner as to lead one to think it

impossible for the animal to get out or in. They hybernate nnder ground,

closing tlie aperture with a temporary operculum. Among the genera may
be mentioned BuUmus {pi. 75, Jigs. 93, 94), Clavsilia {jig. 100), which has

a peculiar operculum attached to the shell within the aperture, Pupa,

Sti'eptaxis, L*cc. Their food is fresh or decaying vegetable matter, and some

feed upon fungi. The large European sjDecies are cooked and eaten, and

the Pomans fattened them for the table.

Fam. S. Limacidie. This family includes the naked snails without a

turbinated shell, but some of them have an internal shell, or a small external

one which is little more than an appendage. The head, tentacles, organization,

habits, and food, do not differ essentially from those of the preceding family.

The genus Limax {pi. 71, figs. 19-21) is destructive to the plants cultivated

by the farmer and gardener in Europe, and new modes of destroying them

are continually sought after. The species which occnr in North America

have not yet proved injurious, and the same remark applies to the snails,

which are troublesome to gardeners in Europe. The body of Limax is

very contractile, but when moving on its lower surface or foot, it is rather

slender, thickest in the middle, and tapering towards the extremity. Upon
the back is a kind of fleshy shield, beneath which the head can be drawn.

Class 3. CepJialopoda.

This class was named MalaMa by Aristotle, and Mollia by Pliny. It

includes certain dioicous marine mollusca, which have the feet or arms

around the mouth at the extremity of the head. The body is soft, the
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mantle closed beneath according to most authors, hut above according to

Kang. Most of them have three hearts. The mouth is armed with strong

mandibles much like those of a j^arrot, adapted for crushing the shells of

Crustacea and mollusca, and the tongue is armed with pointed horny teeth.

The eyes are either pedunculated or level with the surtace, and they have

the sense of vision fully developed. They have also an organ of hearing.

The arms are usually cotyligerous, or studded with suckers like cupping

glasses, which enable them to hold fish and other living prey. The Greeks,

in naming these sucking cups, made use of the word hotylus (in composition),

whence the English name cuttle-fish is deriv^ed. The cotyls are sometimes

armed within with curved hooks, which assist in holding and destroying

the prev. Onychoteuthis has a pair of arms much longer than the rest, the

terminal expansion of which is studded Avith rows of hooks, but the power

is increased by a simple sucker on each wrist (as it may be called), which

are applied together to keep the extremities of the arms in contact.

There is a fleshy infundibulum or funnel opening before the neck, and

serving as an outlet for the fiEces and water from the branchias. The water

ejected ft-om the branchial sac through the funnel is a principal agent in

locomotion, by means of which the animal can move backwards with great

swiftness. Inspiration and expiration are regular in these animals. "The
first is eflPected," says Dr. Coldstream, " by a gradual dilatation of the sac in

every direction, but particularly at the sides, accompanied by a subsidence

of the lateral valves, collapse of the walls of the funnel, and a rusli of M'ater

through the lateral openings into the sac. Inspiration being completed, the

lateral valves are closed, the sac is gradually contracted, the funnel erected

and dilated, and the water expelled through it with great force in a con-

tinuous stream." An Octopus w^th a sac four inches long was found to

respire ten times in a minute.

The Cephalopoda are either naked, or provided with an external shell.

Some of the former are brilliantly colored, red, purple, or bluish, and they

are remarkable f >r the rapidity and extent to which the coloi's change. In

habits they are rapacious and active, moving continually, and some of them

shoot through the water like an arrow.

Agassiz thinks that in this order the Nautilidie are the lowest, and Sepiadte

the highest. We will here follow the classification of D'(Jrbigny, according

to which the class is divided into two orders, Acetahulifera and Tentaculi-

fera^ the former being subdivided into two tribes, Octopodci and Decapoda^'^

containing seven families conjointly. As the name implies, the Acetahulifera

are provided with cotyls, and the head is distinct, characters which do not

exist in the Tentaculifera ; and the former have two, and the latter four

branchiae, wdience Owen's names of Dihrancliicda and Tctrahranchicda.

Tr'the Octocera.

Fani.l. Octopidm. The genus Octojnis {O. octopodius^JAxm. {Stpia) pi.

'~iQ^fig. To) is i\\Q polyp) us of the ancients, whence the French nava&poidpe

* A name pre-occupied among the Crustacea, and on this account vre employ the terms

Octocera and Decacera, usually attributed to Blainville.
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is derived. The body is obtuse posteriorly, with fins (fin-like exjiansions),

and the interior dorsal shell is wanting. As the name implies, it has eight

arms. The species figured attains a length of two feet and a half, including

the arms, which constitute considerably the longest portion. It creeps upon

the ground with the mouth downwards, drawing itself along by means of

the circle of arms; or leaving the bottom, it swims backwards by flapping

the fleshy disk from which the arms arise. It is provided with an ink bag.

The eyes can be covered with the surrounding skin, in the manner of an

eyelid. There are two complicated branchiae somewhat like a fern leaf,

through which the blood is forced, by a heart at the base of each ; a third

heart, near the bottom of the cavity, receives the oxygenated blood, and dis-

tributes it through the body. It is eaten on the shores of the Mediterranean.

Argonauta {A. argo, Uimi., pi. Y6, fig. 17), six or seven inches long, has

a closely rolled involuted shell without jjartitions, laterally compressed,

tuberculate, very thin, white, translucent, with the last turn including the

rest. This is the JSfaut'dus of the ancient authors, who were acquainted

with A. argo., the Mediterranean species, about the sailing of which so many

fables have been related, as in the following lines from the " Pelican Island."

" Light as a flake of foam upon ihe wind,

Keel upwards from the deep emerged a shell,

Shaped like the moon ere half her horn is filled;

Fraught with young life, it righted as it rose,

And moved at will along the yielding water.

The native pilot of this little bark.

Put out a tier of oars on either side,

Spread to the wafting breeze a twofold sail,

And mounted up and glided down the billow

In happy freedom, plensed to feel the air.

And wander in the luxury of liglit."

For a long time naturalists considered the maker of the shell of Argonauta

to be unknown, believing the inhabitant found in it to be a parasite, like

the crabs which take possession of the empty shells of the spirivalve

mollnsca ; and they w^ere led to this belief, by the fact that there is no

muscular attachment between the animal and the shell, presenting a

peculiarity which is unique among the mollusca. The animal has eight

arms, two of which have wide expansions at the extremity, which are

applied one to each side of the shell, which is in fact secreted by their

internal surface; and should it be intentionally broken, the damage is

repaired by the same organs in ten or twelve days, a proof that the shell

belongs to no other animal. It creeps upon the bottom with the shell

above, or shoots through the water backwards by means of the funnel, M-ith

the narroAV part of the shdl in advance, and the arms extended like a

rudder. When it retires within the shell, the expansions of the clasping

arrns are partly withdrawn, leaving a little of the anterior portion of the

shell uncovered ; consequently, they are never extended as sails, as many
fabulous accounts would lead us to believe. See the Mag. Nat. Hist., 1839,

pp. 421 and 521 ; 1840, pp. 8 and 57.
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Tribe Decacera.

Fam. 2. Sepiidc^. Sepia {jjl. 76, jig. 77) has the body siirronnded by a

narrow fin ; and of the ten arms, two are pedunculated and longer than the

rest. A light friable oblong-oval and spongy shell, nsually named " cuttle-

bone," is contained within the back. The contents of the ink-bag in this

animal are dried and used by painters under the name of sejyia.

-Fam. 3. Loligidce. Loligo (Z. lolixjo^ Linn., lil. ^iQ.,jig. 76) has the body

slender, with lateral fins, the shell thin, horny, and translucent ; twi

pedunculated arras longer than the rest, and the eyes are without a lid, but

covered with a transparent membrane. Its motion backwards through the

water by means of its funnel, is extremely rapid, and it sometimes throws

itself out of the water, or upon land. The species are much used for food,

especially in China.

Fam. 4. Loligoi^sidc^. Loligopns has a sIoav motion, the shell is

corneous, the body slender and translucent, and has few muscles.

Fam. 5. Teuthldidce. Onychoteuthis (already referred to) has a corneous

internal shell, a slender body, with a triangular fin upon each side posteriorly,

nniting upon the back.

Fam. 6. Belemnitida'. Shell corneous, conical, largest anteriorly, and

containing a series of chambers, posteriorly pierced by a siphuncle, and
inserted in a hard case or helemnon., which is generally pointed posteriorly.

The family is extinct, but its remains are abundant in a fossil state in the

oolitic and cretaceous formations.

Fam. 7. Spirididai. The genus Spirida {S. spirvla.,pl. 7Q.,fig. 13) is the only

one in the family, and until recently it contained but a single described species.

The shell is a thin open spiral (not twisted longitudinally as represented in the

figure), with numerous partitions concave externally, through which a small

ventral siphuncle runs. The shell is internal, at the posterior extremity of the

body. There are ten arms, of which two are larger than the rest. The
common species inhabits the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, and although the

shell is common, the animal is very rare, and requires further examination.

The second order, Tetitaculifera., contains two families : Hautilidce^ and
Ammonitidm.

Fam. 1. Nauiilidoi. In the genus A^«i(;z;/^(<.s (iV".^^c)?nj?jiZu^s, Linn., _^p?. 76,

fig. 16), the shell is spiral, many-chambered, the partitions transverse,

concave externally, their margins simple ; a central siphuncle passing

through them ; the whirls in contact, the last enveloping the preceding ones.

Xautilus pompilius is the best known species; the shell is nacreous, "orna-

mented with irregular reddish bands, the umbilicus closed. It is six or

eight inches in diameter, and inhabits the Indian and Pacific Oceans. A
second species is known, N. umhilicahis.^ wfiich is much rarer than the

former, and has the centre of each side widely nmbilicate, so that the

whirls can be counted. The history of the order is taken from.iV".

jyompilius. The animal is contained in the last open chamber of the shell

;

it has a pediform appendage for creeping, and when it walks upon the

bottom, the aperture is downwards. The jaws are like a reversed parrot
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bill, the moutli is surrounded with numerous tentacles retractile into separate

sheaths, and disposed in eight groups corresponding to the arms of Octopus.

They are surrounded by a kind of hood, which serves to protect the animal

when withdrawn into the shell. The two eyes are large and prominent,

the heart single, with a ventricle and auricle, and inclosed in a large

pericardium which is connected with the siphuncle. The siphon or funnel,

which is ventral, corresponds to the part of the shell furthest from the

centre, that is, the external lip. The fossils named 'rhynGholltes^ are the

beaks of various species of Wautilus and Ammonites. Several other genera,

with the shell both curved and straight, belong to this family, and among
the latter is the fossil genus Ovtlioceras.^ of Breyn (not of Lamarck), of the

older formations.

Fmn. 2. Ammonitldce {i?l. ^Q^jigs. 11, 15). In this ftimily the shell is

spiral in the same plane, curved, or straight, vritli the siphuncle at the

dorsal margin. The partitions wliicii divide its chambers are irregular, with

the margins digitated or foliated, often in»a sing-idar and beautiful manner.

All the species are extinct, and they are found from the older fossiliferous

formations to the cretaceous strata. This and the preceding family are

represented at the present day by the two living species of Nautilus^ and

four of Spirvla.^ a mere remnant of the profusion of species of chambered

shells which lived in the ancient seas. Upwards of 300 species of the

genus Ammonites have been described or indicated ; and although it is

probable that many of these belong to varieties and young individuals, with

every allowance, the genus is very extensive.

Division III. Articulata.

The Articulata are named from having the various parts of the body and

limbs articulated to each other. The nervous system is composed of

ganglions united by a double cord, and there is usually a kind of exterior

skeleton composed of a series of rings protecting the interior parts, and

serving as points of attachment for muscles. In some cases respiration is

effected by means of branchite, and in others by tracheae or air tubes

When limbs are present, there are never fewer than six.

Authors upon the Articulata are not agreed upon the number and extent

of the classes into which they should be distributed, but they will be treated

of in detail, nearly as they are given in pages 11, 12, according to which

the classes are five, namely 1, Annelida ; 2, Girrliopoda ; 3, Gnistacea ; 4,

Arachnida / 5, Inseota. The three last of these formed the Inseata of

Linufpus, a tenn which some modern writers wish to maintain according to

its original extent ; and when this is done, the restricted class of insects

must have a distinct name ; as Ptilota (winged insects), applied by

Aristotle, and Condylojxt., applied by Latreille. The Myriapoda will form

the fifth, and the Insecta the sixth class, in the succeeding pages.
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Class 1. Annelida.

The Annelida or ChMopoda are generally recognisable by a soft body, a

lengthened annnlated form, red blood, and the nervous system central,

ganglionic, and distinct. The rings of the body are of a membranous
consistency, and never corneous as in insects, or calcareous as in the

Crustacea. They are generally numerous, the length of the animal depending

to some extent upon the number of rings, which vary from twenty or thirty

to more than five hundred. AVhen very numerous, the number is not

nniform in the same species. The head is usually distinct, and often

provided with two or four eyes, and in some cases with a variable nnmber
of tentacles and cirri, but the last are not confined to the head. The sides

are generally furnished with bunches of bristles and fleshy projections

arranged in a line and used in locomotion ; and although they are called

feet, articulate limbs are never p»e3ent. The lateral bristles in some cases

afford a means of defence, and they vary much in character, some being

simple, and others barbed in a variety of ways, presenting uniform characters

which are useful in classification, and must be studied by those who wish to

be Avell acquainted with the class. Their forms have been classified and

named by Savigny. The alimentary canal is complete, extending from end

to end. Most of the annelida are marine, some being free, whilst others

construct a tube of calcareous matter, and of agglutinated particles of sand,

fragments of shells, or other objects. Cuvier divides the class into three

orders, named Abranchia, Doesibeanchia, and Tubicol.e : but as the

names of orders should be taken from the same part, the last one is here

replaced by the term CEPnALOBRANCHiA."-

Ordee 1. Abranchia. The animals of this order are without branchiae,

respiration being effected by means of the skin. Cuvier supposed certain

lateral pores to be respiratory orifices, but these have been ascertained to

be the outlets of the organs which supply the mucus. The order includes

the four families : Ilirudinidoi (leeches) ; Lmnhncidm (earth-worms)

;

Echhiri j and Maldanice.

Fain. 1. Hirudinidm. This family includes the worms known as leeches,

of which there are various genera, both marine and freshwater. The body

is slimy and extensible, narrowing towards each end, composed of from 18

to 140 segments. Some species are cylindrical, and others flattened, and

the posterior extremity has a disciform sucker to enable the animal to

adhere. In some cases the mouth is surrounded with a sucker also, and in

these, besides swimming, locomotion is effected by extending the body,

fastening the anterior extremity, and then drawing up the posterior one.

The eye-like points vary in number from two to ten. The species feed

upon blood or the juices of animal matter. Some have teeth to puncture

the integument, but others, not being thus armed, attack only the softer kinds

of food, as worms, larvae, or mollusca ; and some swallow worms entire.

* Some authors use tlie final syllable a, and some ata, in words like these, and as either form

is correct, the shortest one may be deemed the best.
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A species of leecli finds its way under the eyelids, and into the nasal

passages oi Ardea virescens^ in Martinique. In Algeria, Htemojns vorax is

abundant, and attacks man and animals upon land ; and it is found

sticking to the inside of the mouth and throat of slaughtered cattle in that

country. According to Baron Larrey, the French soldiers were much
plagued by a small species which attached itself to the entrance of the

throat. The same species was found in the nasal passages of the horse.

As it is difficult for a leech to affix itself to an animal, except at rare

intervals, it has been provided with peculiar digestive organs to enable it to

undergo a long fast. The stomach is formed of a number of cells, each of

which has a lateral sac upon each side. The entrance from the stomach

to the intestine has a valve, and at the posterior extremity of the intestine

there is a sphincter to close it, so that the food may be admitted and

retained in small portions as it is required, and it is a remarkable fact, that

the blood thus kept in store (which may amount to nearly half an ounce)

retains its natural properties for many months. Hence the difficulty of

employing leeches in medicine when they have been gorged within some

months. This difficulty is obviated in some degree, by forcing thena to

disgorge a part of the blood by pressure, and a mode has been discovered

by piercing them with a lancet one third the length from the head, and

placing them in tepid water, when the contents of the stomach will escape,

especially if assisted by pressure. The wound heals in a few days, and the

leecli may be applied again in fifteen or eighteen days.

These animals are monoicous and oviparous, the eggs being deposited in

a kind of cocoon, resembling in size and form that of the silkworm, its

material resembling fine sj)onge. A Swedish species deposits its eggs in

the earth at some distance from the water.

Among the genera are Hirudo {H. officinalis^ ])l. 77, fig. 26), Malaco-

hdella (if. grossa, fig. 22), referred to in page 43 ; Clepsina {fig. 24),

Hcemopis {H. vorax, fig. 25). Two species of leech are almost exclusively

used in medicine : Hirudo qfiiclnalis, the green or Hungarian leech, the

belly of which is without spots ; and H. inedieindlis, the German or brown

leech, with a spotted belly.

The mouth of those leeches which are capable of biting, is tri-radiated,

each ray having a tooth which resembles a segment of a minute circular

saw, the margin of which is armed with a double row of microscopic

denticulations. The suction, whilst it draws the skin within the reach of

the teeth, renders it tense^ so that they act like lancets, and the apparatus

answers the double purpose of a small scarificator and cupj^ing-glass. An
examination of the wound made by a leech will show the tri-radiated

arrangement of the teeth. Artificial leeches are sometimes made use of,

the quality of which must greatly depend upon the accuracy with which
the natural instrument is imitated.

Three species of Hirudo, and one of Clepsina, have been described fi-om

the waters of the United States.

It was at one time believed that changes in the weather might be

foretold from the actions of leeches, but the value of these indications was
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much overrated. They have been made to fast two or three years ; they

require five years to become large enough for use, and they may live twenty

years. They seem not to multiply rapidly wdien they have not access to

blood ; and on this account, cow^s and horses are driven into the breeding

ponds, and so frequently, that they become emaciated from the loss of

blood. Three millions of leeches are used annually in Paris ; and four

dealei-s in London import upwards of seven millions annually. In 1819,

five or six millions were used in Paris, at a cost of 120,000 francs ; and in

1827, thirty-three millions were required in France. To preserve them in

health, they must have clay, sticks, &c., to crawl amongst, to assist them in

casting the skin, this part being often renewed ; and if the old surface is not

removed, respiration is interfered with.

Gervais, who insists upon the identity of the Annelida and Entozoa, places

the family which includes Sipunculus (p. 42) next to the Hirudinidse.

Fam. 2. LumhnGidm. ""J'he genus Lumbricus {pi. 77, figs. 38, k-i)

contains the earth-worms, known by their habits of living in the earth, and

eoming to the surlace in wet weather and at night. The body is reddish

or bluish, cylindrical, composed of many rings, the head indistinct, the

mouth without teeth, and having neither eyes nor tentacles. The segments

are provided beneath with minute bristles, and above with one or two

pores. At certain periods, in some of the species, the part of the body con-

taining the reproductive organs has a broad collar named the clitellum.

These worms are monoicous, they feed upon the organic matter contained

in the soil, generally ejecting the indigestible portion at the surface of

the ground. Some species live in the soft mud at the bottom of streams,

-and tlie ordinary species may be kept in vessels of mud and water. The

largest European species is a foot and a half long, but there are several

exotic species several feet in length.

Earth-worms are very useful to the soil, as their perforations open it and

allow the air and moisture to penetrate. They also assist in ameliorating

it, and in increasing its depth ; and where they are abundant, it is probable

.that every inch of soil has passed through their digestive system. In old

unploughed pastures the soil formed by their castings is known to have

amounted to an inch in depth in five years.

Wais {pi. 77, figs. 9, 10), which belongs to this family, has the segments

with lateral spines or fascicles. The old genus thus named by Miiller, has

been subdivided by more recent writers. They inhabit the fresh waters.

T'libifex is a genus of microscopic worms found in fresh water, where

they form a tube in the mud, whence they project the greater part of the

body, waving it about, but instantly withdrawing when disturbed. Several

species of the United States have been described.

Fam. 3. EcJiiuri. These have been alluded to in page 42. The body

is short, composed of but few indistinct articulations, cylindrical, sacciform,

provided with pairs of retractile bristles upon some of the segments.

Thalassema echiurus., of the European seas, is the best known species.

Fam. 4. Maldanioe. This is one of the families of the distinguished

naturalist Savigny, who accompanied the French expedition to Egypt. Id
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the genus Clymene^ the body is long and cylindrical, the extremities abrupt,

the segments few and dissimilar, the head distinct, the thoracic portion long,

and the abdomen short. The thoracic feet have two branches. It forms a

tube with small shells and sand.

Order 2. Dorsibeanchia. Here the organs of motion, and especially

those of respiration, are arranged in linear series, either from end to end, or

at the middle portion of the body. The head and eyes are usually distinct,

and there are antennte, jaws, and an extensible rostrum. The families are

arranged by Audouin and Milne Edwards as follows : 1, Aj^hroditidce ; 2,

Amphino'inidcB ', Z^Emvicidw; 4:^ WereidcB 1 5. AriciidcB/ Q. Peripatidm 1

7, CJietojyteridcB j 8, Arenicolidce.

Fani. 1. Aphroraitidce. Body generally depressed, and shorter and

wider than in the other annelida. Back with two rows of large membrana-

ceous scales or elytra (except in the genus Palmyrci)^ beneath which are

the branchiae, which are not well developed. Two pairs of jaws are generally

present, and the elytra and superior cirri are alternately present and absent

upon the segments to a certain extent. Ai^hrodite has thirteen pairs of

elytra, three* antennte. The jaws are cartilaginous or rudimentary. Several

species rival the humming birds in the brilliancy and play of their colors.

A. aculeata {pi. 11^ fig. 15), of the European seas, attains a length of six

inches, and the dorsal scales are hidden by a hairy covering.

Fam. 2. Amphinomidce. Segments similar, branchiae ramose, tufted, or

plumose, well developed, dorsal, or at the base of the feet ; head distinct,

mouth unarmed, no aciculi, feet with one or two branches.

Fci'.n. 3. Eu7iicida\ The rostrum has from seven to nine corneous jaws
;

branchife wanting or well developed, in the form of pectinated filaments

;

feet aciculate. Eunice has two eyes, seven strong jaws, four upon the left

and three upon the right side ; five large tentacles above the mouth, and two

smaller ones at the nape ; branchise pectinated upon one side of the support-

ing branch. The body is long and sub-cylindrical, the segments sometimes

numbering four hundred. This genus contains the largest species of annel-

ida known, E. gigantea of the Antilles, which is four feet or more in length.

Fain. 4. Nereides. In this family the jaws are either absent, or amounting

to two or four ; the rostrum extends considerably beyond the head
;
antennae

mostly well developed. Nereis is a genus of worms found upon the coast,

moving about freely, or hidden in the cavities of rocks, or in dead shells ; and

sometimes sunk in the mud. Like many other annelida, it is used by fisher-

men as bait. Some are of a considerable size, and the colors are often agree-

able. Phyllodoce {pi. 17, fig. 11) belongs to this family. The place of /Spio

filicornis {fig. 14), which has two verj' long antennae, is not ascertained.

Fam. 5. Ariciidm. Head and rostnim distinct ; antennae, eyes, and

branchiag wanting, or rudimentary
;
jaws and tentacular cirri absent ; each

foot with a single cirrus.

Fam 6. Peripatidce. This family contains the single genus Peripatus

of Guilding, who observed it in the West Indies, and described it as a

mollusc. The body is somewhat limaciform, both ends obtuse, the annula-

tions not very distinct, each side margined with a row of short, thick,
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conical and granular feet, decreasing in size from the middle of the body

towards each end, and having short bristles at their extremity; no cirri,

gills, nor similar appendages. The head is distinct, with two stout annulate

antenna:^, and the mouth has a pair of corneous jaws. Peripatus juliformis

of Guilding, from whicli the characters are taken, is three inches long, dark

brown, annulated with yellow, the dorsal line black ; and it has thirty feet

on each side. Lacordaire found a specimen in Cayenne, sunk in the mud
at the margin of a river, and Goudot found another species near Table

Mountain in South Africa, under a stone in a shady place. The nervous

system difi'ers from that of the other annelida in being bilateral (somewhat

as in Malacobdella) ; and on this account, Gervais is of opinion that it

forms the type of a distinct group of worms, whilst Milne Edwards,

who discovered this peculiarity, considers it as indicating a passage to

JSTemertes. See Kirby's Bridgewater Treatise, p. 259, pi. 8, fig. 1, 2.

Faon. 7. Climtopteridm. The genus ChcBto2)ten(s was formed by Cuvier

for a worm from the Antilles, eight or ten inches long, inhabiting a tube of

a parchment-like consistence, whence its name Ch. jpergamentacerus.

There are neither rostrum, jaws, nor a proper head. There* is a lip with

two rudimentary antennae, followed by a disk with eight or nine pair of feet,

succeeded on each side by a wing-like projection, bearing bristles. The

branchiae are media], and in the form of laminae; posterior extremity with

numerous lateral feet.

Fmn. 8. ArenicolidcB. In Arenicola the body is cylindrical, composed of

a moderate number of segments subdivided by numerous wrinkles. The

head is rudimentary, with a small terminal rostrum ; no jaws, eyes, antennae,

nor cirri. The feet have two branches, and are armed with simple and

armed bristles ; branchiiB in bunches divided like the branches of a tree, and

arranged in pairs along the middle portion of the body, numbering from

thirteen to twenty pair. They burrow in the sand about low water mark,

and are extensively used by fishermen as a favorite bait for marine fish.

A. piscatonim is eight or ten inclies long.

Order 3. CEPHALOBRANcniA (or Tuhicola). These sedentary annelida

live in calcareous, sandy, or membranaceous tubes ; the soft appendages

are generally confined to the anterior extremity ; the head is indistinct,

without eyes, rostrum, or jaws ; the branchiae are j^lumose, and situated at

the anterior extremity {2)1. 7o.,f(j. 68). They comj^rise the two families

SerpuUdcB and AmpMtritidm. The former is distinguished from the latter

by having the branchial plumes separated into two masses by a pedunculated

operculum, or covered by a solid one when withdrawn within the shell.

Fam. 1. Serjndidce. The genus Serpiila {pi. 75, fig. TO) has the body

tapering posteriorly, the mouth terminal, and surrounded with a crown of

long, feathery, and often finely colored branchial', which give the animal the

appearance of a zoophyte. These are used in taking the small living cbjects

upon which they feed. The feet are lateral, the seven anterior pair attached

to a membranous base. The part bearing these feet forms a kind of thorax

distinguishable from the remaining part of the body. From the internal

base of each of the two masses of branchiae a filament arises, one of which
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has its extremity enlarged into an operculum for closing the aperture. The
tubes which these animals secrete are calcareous, and twisted in a very

irregular manner. They are affixed to submarine bodies, either singly, or

a great many in a single mass. The tubes are common in the tertiary and

secondary formations.

Fain. 2. AmjpMtritidcn. In this family the indistinct head is composed

of three segments, the thorax of not less than twelve, and the abdomen of a

great many. The mouth has numerous prehensile tentacular filaments,

and the tube is formed out of a mucous secretion to which extraneous

objects, such as fragments of shells, are affixed. They live singly or

aggregated. Amjpldtrite {j)l. ^il^fig. 13), Sahella {fl. 75,
Jig. 68), Terehclla

(pi. 76, Jig. 82). The genus Ilermella resembles the Dorsibranchia in

having the branchiae dorsal ; the cephalic appendages not being branchiae

but tentacles, according to Milne Edwards.

Class 2. Cin'hojyoda.

The animals of this class are monoicous, inclosed in a hard shell or

subgelatinous envelope, deprived of locomotive powers, and affixed to

extraneous submarine bodies, some by a peduncle {jyl. 7Q., Jigs. 51, 52), and

others by their base {Jigs. 53, 5-1). The earlier authors placed these animals

with the Mollusca, and the shells are often retained in conchological cabinets.

Their articulated cirrhi and double nervous axis indicate their true nature

;

and whilst they have been made a distinct class from the Crustacea, partly

on account of the supposed absence of an articulate structure. Dr. St. Ange
affirms that evident traces of such a structure exist.

These animals undergo a metamorphosis, the young being bivalvular like

bivalve mollusca, and capable of swimming about freely for some time before

it affixes itself permanently. In this condition the limbs can be protruded

from the front of the shell ; the anterior pair being large, and provided with

a sucker and hooks for attachment to submarine bodies. The six posterior

pairs are used in swimming. The animal, at this period, bears considerable

resemblance to the small branchiopoda. Mr, Thompson, of Cork, placed

some of them in a vessel of sea wate-r, and in a week's time two of them
had mantled and were affixed to the vessels as barnacles. A few days

afterwards, another individual was observed to throw off its shell and affix

itself. Both the orders of Cirrhopoda undergo these changes.

The jaws are lateral, articulated, and toothed ; the cirrhi are articulated,

curved, and arranged along the abdomen, resembling somewhat the members
along the lower surtace of the tail in the Crustacea. The class contains the

two orders Campylosomata and Acoinptosomata., both of which are widely

distributed by floating wood, ships, sea-weed, mollusca, whales, turtles, &c.

Order 1, Campylosomata. This order contains the pedunculated

flattened forms like Mitella (Oken, 1815 ; Pollicij^es., Leach, 1817, jpl. 76,

iig. 51), and Lepas (Linn., 1748 ; Anatifa, Brug., 1792, j^l- 76, Jig. 52), in

which the shell is generally composed of two large lateral triangular basal
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pieces, followed bj two smaller pieces M'itli a fifth dorsal piece. Sometimes

there are accessory pieces at the base, and the whole are in some cases so

much reduced in size as to be rudimentary like the shell in Chitonellus (p.

81). Sowerby's genus, Lithotrya^ occupies holes in rocks ; but it is not

known whether it forms them, or takes possession of those previously made

by boring mollusca.

Oedek 2. AcAMPTOSOMATA. In this order the animal is short and conical,

without a peduncle, the shell solid and conical, sometimes sub-cylindrical,

with the base or attached portion open or closed, the aperture provided with

a two-valved or four-valved operculum. Those of the order known to the

ancients were named Balanus {pi. 76, jig. 51), on account of their

resemblance to an acorn, a name which is still retained. They were a

favorite article of food with the ancients. The natives of Chili eat a very

large species, Jjalanus jmttacus, which is five and a half inches high by

three and a half in diameter; it has much the taste of a crab. The young

of this species are attached to the adults, and in turn suj^port their desendants,

so that they occur in large masses of fifty or a hundred individuals.

Some genera, as Pynjoma., are buried in coral ; Acasta inhaljits sponges

;

Chelonohia is attached to turtles ; and Tubicinella and Coronula {jjI. 76,

fuj. 53) are imbedded in the skin of whales.

Class 3. Crustacea.

In this class the sexes are separate; the body and limbs are distinctly

articulated ; the breathing is by means of gills, or more rarely (in some of

the lower forms) by the external surface. The larger forms, as the lobsters

and crabs, and the great majority of the smaller ones, inhabit the sea, where

they take the place of the insects which are so abundant on land. Some
species inhabit the fresh waters, and a few the land. The larger species

are many times the bulk of the largest insects, from which they decrease to

forms of microscopic size. In some of them the characters of the class are

so obscure that tliey have been placed with the parasitic worms. I^amed

from the hard integument, this aftbrds a prominent characteristic, being a

calcareous exterior skeleton of considerable thickness and strength in the

larger species ; becoming more delicate, and often transparent in the

smaller ones, to disappear, or to escape observation in some of the obscure

forms. This covering is periodically cast off and renewed, like the integu-

ments of certain reptiles, and the larvae of insects.

In comparing various members of this class {])l. 78), the number of

segments, and the consequent ability to bend the body, will be found to be

very variable, so that whilst the body of some {figs. 1-9) is a solid box

incapable of flexure, that of others is composed of a number of loosely

connected segments moving freely, and chiefly' downwards from the

horizontal position. This allows some of the members of the class to roll

themselves into a ball by approximating the head and tail.

The normal number of the segments in the body of the Crustacea is
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twenty-one, of wliicii seven belong to the Lead, trunk, and tail, respectively,

and when a smaller number appears, it is generally to be attributed to the

fusion of several into one. In Jig. 22, pi. 78, the head is observed to be

distinct, whilst mfig. 1 it forms a single piece with the trunk, the tail being

articulated and turned beneath, although partly visible in Jigs. 3 and 8. In

Limulus {Jig. 34), the segments of the tail are fused into a single shelly

plate, as well as those of the head and trunk or cephalo-thorax, the shield or

plate of which is called the carapace.

The moulting of the larger Crustacea takes place about once a year, but

Mr. Lyell mentions a species of Cancer covered with oysters six years old,

so that the shell could not ha^•e been renewed during this period. Young

and growing animals moult frequently, as in Daphnia, which may change

every two days. 1 'revious to moulting, a crustacean becomes sickly and

refuses food, the carapace becomes loosened, and the corium beneain

secretes a new, soft, and membranous shell, which finally becomes calcareous.

When the old shell has become loosened, tlie animal, after various exertions,

extricates itself from it in about half an hour, withdrawing the antenna,

feet, and even the gills, from an external film. The shell of the limbs splits

to allow the large extremity to pass, and it sometimes happens that a limb

is left in the old shell. Some of this class have the power of throwing ofi" a

limb.

Tlie Crustacea feed mostly upon animal food, which is taken sometimes

solid and sometimes in a liquid state, and the oral organs are modified

accordingly. Some small species are very destructive to the timber of ships

and docks.

In forms like the lobster, swimming is effected by striking downwards

and inwards with the tail, which forces the body in a backward direction.

In the hrancliiopoda the feet are used in swimming, not being adapted to

walking; and in the entomostraca {Jigs. 27, 29), the body is impelled

through the water by the feet, in a succession of jerks.

The walking feet of the Crustacea generally amount to ten or fourteen.

In some {fig. 1, &c.), the anterior pair are robust, the extremity provided

with a movable thumb forming pincers. Sometimes the end of a foot

can bend, so as to form a hook ; and in other cases the last joint closes upon

an extension or enlargement of the preceding joint, forming an organ of

prehension.

There are two mandibles, four lower jaws, succeeded by six auxiliary or

foot-jaws, followed by the feet ; and when there are fourteen feet, the four

anterior ones are transformed from the four posterior foot-jaws.

Most of the Crustacea see well, and the eyes are either sessile or placed

upon pedicles. Some of the parasitic species are without eyes in their

perfect and affixed state, although provided with them when young, and

capable of swimming about. As in the insects, both compound eyes and

stemmata are found in this class, but the former are the most common. In

a few cases both are found together.

There are sufficient reasons to believe that the sense of smelling is present

in the Crustacea, although its special organ has not been discovered.
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There are four antennse, of which the second pair is supposed to be

connected with the sense of hearing, because there is near the base a cavity

filled with a liquid, and receiving a special nerve. It has an exterior orifice

closed with a membrane, which may be compared to a tympanum.

The Crustacea are oviparous ; and when the young leave the egg, some

resemble the adult of the species to which they belong, although most of

them undergo a metamorphosis. Mr. J. V. Thompson, of Cork, discovered

an individual of Bosc's supposed genus Zoea^ to be only the young of the

common crab ; and Jurine had observed the change which the small fresh

water species undergo. The young of Lerna?a and the allied genera are

much like those of Cyclojjs.

There are two sections of the Crustacea : Entomostmca^ in which the

number of legs varies ; and Malacostraca^ in which there are ten or fourteen

legs.

Entomostraca

.

Oedee 1. EoTATOEiA (or Rotlfera). This order has already been alluded

to (pp. 9 and 25) in treating of the Infusoria. It is divided into such as are

naked and such as have a shield, and each of these series has three sections

according to the arrangement of the vibrillae. According to Ehrenberg,

this order contains fifty-five genera, divided into eight families ;
but Dujardin

reduces the families to five, and the genera to twenty-four. The genus

Rotifera {jpl. 75, ji(j. 16) includes species less than half a millimetre long,

which live in water, or among damp moss. The mouth and tail are ca}>ab]e

of holding, so that the animal can move by attaching each end alternately,

as in the leeches. They have also the power of swimming through the

water by means of the vibrillie. AVhen at rest they afiix themselves by the

tail and bring their food within reach in the currents caused by the vibrillie.

Burmeister, in his work on the Organization of Trilobites^ 1843, places the

Rotatoria as the lowest of the Crustacea, and next to them the Clrrliopoda^

under the belief that the latter do not form a distinct class; and in 1842,

J. E. Gray placed the Cirrhopoda here. These animals, and the Rotatoria,

are monoicous.

Oedee 2. Coemostomata. Sexes separate, mouth with a suctorial beak,

carapace generally in a single piece, feet adapted for holding, walking, or

swimming. Parasitic upon fishes, and undergoing metamorphosis. The

order, as given here, includes two of Milne Edwards's orders, which contain

five families conjointly. It includes Baird's legion Paic'dopoda^ which is

divided into two orders, five tribes, and eleven families, as given in his

ISTatural History of British Entomostraca, 1850. This order has been

named Slphonostoma^ but as this designation has been otherwise employed,

that of Professor J. D. Dana is adoj^ted. This author gives it as a sub-

order containing four tribes. (Proceed. Am. Acad, of Arts and Sci. vol. ii.

p. 53.)

The Lerncddce {pi. 76, figs. SO, 81) are without eyes ; the head is small

and the thorax large, the sej)aration being sometimes obscure, and the

thoracic organs are rudimentary. The single pair of antenni^ is sometimes

absent, and the number of foot-jaws is two or four. The body is curiously
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shaped, and irregular in the various genera, in some presenting the appear-

ance of a mal-formed worm, and indeed, some authors have placed them

among the worms, and others among the zoophytes. Dr. George Johnston

remarks, that " of all the curious creatures which the naturalist meets with

in his researches, there are none more paradoxical than the Lernsese ; none

which are more at variance with our notions of animal conformation, and

which exhibit less of that decent proportion between a body and its members

which constitutes what we choose to call symmetry or beauty. Of its

paradoxicalness, no better proof can be given, than the difficulty which the

most experienced systematists have found in determining the proper place

and rank of the family among organized beings." Kroyer, as quoted by Baird,

says that " the exterior of these animals is often so highly fantastical,

that we are disposed to admire the freaks of nature in bringing forth

such forms. But it is evident, that when continued observations and

investigations have put us in possession of the condition of these forms,

we shall see here, as everywhere else, that singularity resolves itself into

regularity."

Suriray threw a light upon the affinities of these animals by discovering

that the appendages at the extremity of the body {Lernciia^ pi. 78, jig. 30,

inverted) are egg pouches, as in the admitted Crustacea like Cyclops {jyl.

78, fig. 27). Audouin and Milne Edwards announced the opinion in 1826,

that these animals are Crustacea which become monstrous after they have

become permanently affixed as parasites. The organization was first satis-

factorily ascertained by Nordman ; and the knowledge respecting them,

although far from complete, has now arrived at such a point, that their

station among the Crustacea may be considered to be well ascertained.

These results are due chiefly to the labors of Burmeister, Kathke, Kroyer,

and Kollar.

Aristotle and Pliny mention several fish which are infested by these

parasites, and Conrad Gesner gave an extended history and figure of a

species in 1558, Kondeletius having figured it four years previously. These

authors state that it infests the tunny and swordfish, in the flesh of wliich

the anterior extremity is buried, and so firmly fixed that it is difficult to

remove without breaking it. Some are found sticking in a similar manner

in the eyes of fish, and others to their gills, mouth, or under their fins,

where they are less firmly attached.

For a long time the female alone of these animals was known, and it was

a subject of wonder how they became transferred from one fish to another,

being perfectly stationary and incapable of locomotion ; and when carefully

removed from their position, but few of them show any signs of life,

although some move the head and jaws for a short time. The mode of

reproduction was also an obscure point in their history. The ovarian sacs,

of course, indicated the female sex, unless all the individuals were supposed

to be monoicous. But some individuals were at length found without sacs,

and these were naturally taken for males, until Kroyer discovered them to

be females after the eggs had been cast and the sacs had disappeared.

Nordman at length found adhering to some of the females, certain small
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living bodies nniike the females, but soinewLat like the young, and these he

considered males, a view in whicli Kroyer concurs. These males are

much smaller than the females, and those of different species resemble each

other, even when the females are quite dissimilar.

When the young leave the egg, they bear a remarkable resemblance to

those of Cyclops, Apus, and other undoubted Crustacea. They have a

large eye, a pair of antennae, two pair of large swimming feet, by means of

which they swim through the water until they find a proper station to which

they can attach themselves, as already described in the Cirrhopoda, and

other groups of the lower animals. As in the higher forms, they moult

frequently during their growth. After affixing themselves, the feet disappear,

or are transformed into foot-jaws or other organs adapted to their new mode

of life. The eye being now useless, disappears also. In some, two long

arms appear (see the inverted figs. 30, 31), which are united at the apex,

where they form a sucking cup, with its concavity armed with teeth,

formino- an orsan which is immersed into the flesh of fishes, and is used in

maintaining the place of the animal. This metamorphosis, by which an

animal is apparently less perfect in the adult state that when a larva, is

styled retrogressive by Burmeister.

In the annexed figure, a represents the young,

and h the adult female of Zernceocera, a genus

named from the horn-like projections upon the

head. The body is slender, the feet are entirely

absent in the adult, and the thorax includes most

of the body, the abdomen being very small. Z.

cijjyrinacea (b) is about eight lines long, and

was discovered by Linnaeus, in 1746. Figure

c represents the male, and d the female of

Anchorclla uncinata. The former is globular,

and affixes itself by means of two pairs of hooks. The rudimentary

abdomen of the latter is at the base of the egg sacs. It is one fourth of a

line long, whilst the female is six or eight lines. The long projection in

the figure of the latter represents the arms. This species is found upon
the fins and gill covers of the cod and haddock.

Achtheres peTcarum {pi. 78, jig. 31), the female of which is two lines

long, affixes itself to the tongue, inside of the mouth and eyes of Perca
fluviatiUs. The alimentary canal is straight, without any division between
stomach and intestine, and the nervous system is said to consist of a longi-

tudinal cord on each side of it.

The Caligidm are distinguished from the Lerncddce by the better

developed organs of motion. The foot-jaws are well developed, and the

thorax has several distinct rings and pairs of feet. Like the preceding-

family, this one is divided into several sub-families. Caligus {pi. ^i-^^fig.

34) has a very large dejiressed circular head, with large frontal plates having

a sucking disk laterally beneath. There are eight feet, and the antennas are

small and bi-articulate. They inhabit the sea, and affix themselves, with

the aid of their foot-jaws, to the body or branchial cavities of fish. They
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readily move from one part of the fish to another, going either backwards

or forwards
; or leaving the fish, they swim freely through the water. In

dissecting them, Pickering and Dana found no blood in the stomach at any

time, whence they conclude that the food is the mucus upon the surface of

the fish. The cylindrical egg tubes of the female are in some species

several times the length of the body in this family, the eyes forming a single

row. The integument is renewed periodically. The following genera

belong to diflferent sub-families.

Ergasilus {jjI. 78, jig. 29), which is parasitic in the gills of fishes, bears

a considerable resemblance to Cyclops {fig. 27). They are of a minute

size, and when they leave the egg, they liave three pairs of swimming feet.

The male has not yet been detected.

Phyllophara [P. cormita,pl. ^S,fig. 28) is remarkable for certain dorsal

scale-like appendages somewhat analogous to those of the Annelides, as

Aphrodite. The single species known is found at Tongatabu.

Okdek 3. BnANcmoPODA. This order includes a considerable number of

marine and freshwater species, generally of small size, the head distinct, the

eyes generally close to the median line, and often in contact, and apparently

single, giving rise to the names Cydojys and Monociilus. Tliey swim freely

through the water, either with a uniform motion or by a series of jerks, the

organs of motion being the feet, tail, and more rarely the antennae. They

have a pair of mandibles, one pair of foot-jaws, and an upper and lower lip.

Some authors, who consider this group to be of a higher value than an

order, divide it into orders and other sub-divisions. The families here

given (except the Cyjyridklcu) admit of a further division into sub-families,

groups which are sometimes considered to be families.

Fam. 1. CyclopidcB. Cydops {j)l. 74, fig. 33) is a freshwater genus in

which the body is pyriform, and tapering posteriorly ; the head not distinctly

separated from the thorax, and having the eye near the anterior extremity.

The superior or larger pair of antennte are used to assist in locomotion, and

they vary in the two sexes, being usuall}' shorter in the male, besides differing

in other characters. Some of the marine species are phosphorescent. The

freshwater species inhabit stagnant water and springs, where they may be

seen with the naked eye jerking themselves through the water, if looked for

attentively. The females may be distinguished by the large pair of ^g^
sacs {ph. 78, fig. 27) when these are present. The young undergoes a

metamorphosis, which lasts about twenty days. Jurine, who has published

an elaborate work upon these microscopic creatures, cut off about two

thirds of the antennoe of a female Cyclops, but observed no change in the

mutilated organ until the animal moulted, when both antennas apjieared

alike perfect. Inhabiting ponds which often disappear by desiccation, these

animals and those of the neighboring ftxmilies reappear with the first rain,

having doubtless remained in the mud or damp earth. When removed

from water and dried fifteen or twenty minutes, but few survive, and none

when the interval of dryness reaches twenty-five minutes. They will

recover their activity after having been thoroughly frozen. They are

carnivorous, and when other food is not at hand, they devour their own
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young. These animals are extremely jDrolific, and furnish food to the

aquatic larvse of insects. Cyclops setosa, Hald., Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. viii.

331, is the American analogue of the European C. quadrieorms.

Fam. 2. CyprididiG {Ostracoda of Latreille). In this family the animal

is inclosed in a bivalve shell with a dorsal hinge, and capable of being closed

when the antennne and feet are withdrawn. There are four antennse, those

of the second pair being large, elbowed, and adapted to assist in swimming.

Most of the species are minute, inhabiting fresh or salt water. The species

of the genus Cypris are abundant during the summer in puddles of stagnant

water, where they may be seen swimming about or walking upon objects

at the bottom. The eye is of a dark color, and the shell sufficiently trans-

lucent to allow it to be seen at the upper and anterior pai*t. The eggs are

attached to extraneous bodies, and the young are not subject to metamor-

phosis. Their food is stated to be dead animal matter, and confervte.

Many of the species are beautifully marked with variations of color. The
following American species are indicated in the Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci.

vol. i. pp. 53 and IS-t: Oypn's aglJis^ C. simplex^ and C. scabra., Ilald.

Fam. 3. DaphniidcB (or Cladocera). Here a bivalve shell incloses the

body, with the exception of the liead, which is distinctly exposed, and bears

a large compound eye capable of some motion. The inferior antennse are

very large, and generally tv^'o-branched. There are four, five, or six paire

of feet, which afford characters for the sub-families ; or families, if the

Cladocera are considered to constitute an order. Daplmia is abundant in

tlie stagnant pools where Cypris and Cyclops are found, and their locomotion

resembles that of the latter. The young are retained between the body and
shell posterioi'ly above, where they may be seen thi-ough the latter.

The DaphniiB are so abundant as sometimes to discolor the water, the red

species giving it somewhat the appearance of blood. Dr. W. Baird, in his

Natural History of the British Entomostraca, 1850, p. 78, says he has
" frequently seen large patches of water in different ponds assume a ruddy

hue, like the red rust of iron, or as if blood had been mixed with it, and
ascertained the cause to be an immense number of D. pulex. The myriads

necessary to produce this effect are really astonishing, and it is extremely

interesting to watch their motions. On a sunshiny day, in a large pond, a

streak of red, a foot broad, and ten or twelve yards in length, will suddenly

appear in a particular spot, and this belt may be seen rajjidly changing its

position, and in a very short time wheel completely round the pond.

Should the mass come near enough the edge to allow the shadow of the

observer to fall upon them, or should a dark cloud suddenly obscure the

sun, the whole body immediately disappear, rising to the surface again when
they have reached beyond the shadow, or as soon as the cloud has passed over."

At certain periods Daphnise may be found with a black saddle-shaped

appendage (named the ep>Jiippium) upon the back of the shell, which Strauss

discovered to be a receptacle for two eggs from whicli to reproduce the

species in the spring. At the fifth moult, the ephippium is cast off and

floats about at random, protecting its contents until the succeeding spring,

Daplinia ahrupta and D.fenestrata^ Hald., Proceed. Acad. i. 184, 196, aro
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American species. The name of the latter is changed from reticulata^ as

this has been ah-eady applied to a European species.

Fam. 4. Aj^odida?. This family includes Latroilje's fifth order, PliylJo-

poda^ in which the body is either naked, inclosed in a bivalve shell, or with

the head and thorax covered with a carapace. The body is divided into a

great nui^bor of segments, most of which have foliaceous feet adapted for

breathing, the number of which varies from eleven to sixty pair. Antennas

two or four in number, and not adapted for swimming ; eyes two or

three.

Ajms {pi. 78, fig. 25) has a large carapace covering nearly the entire

body ; one pair of short antennfe, and sixtj- pair of branchial feet. Schajffer

enumerated the number of pieces which enter into the composition of the

body, and found them to amount to 1,802.604. He found that each of the

caudal filaments in Apas cancriformis contains 480 articulations. It

inhabits fresh water ponds, and swims equally well with the back above or

below. It reappears in desiccated ponds in two days after a rain ; and it

has been found in ponds that have been without water for several years,

whence it may be inferred that the eggs retain their vitality for a long time.

They feed upon the microscopic Entumostraca, and are in turn devoured

by frogs.

The metamorphosis of Ajyus is much like that of Cyclops, Leniica, etc.

When the young leave the q^^., the body is narrowed posteriorly, the tail is

wanting, the antennie are large, and the first and only pair of feet are

robust, and longer than the body, thus presenting opposite characteristics

from the adult. The length of the common European species, ^4. cancri-

fonnis., is two and a half, and the breadth one and a half inches. There

are but few species known. One has been described from the West Indies,

one from the eastern side of the Rocky Mountains, and another from the

Sandwich Islands.

Brancldpus pisciformis {pi. 78,^^. 26) was described under this name,

according to W. Baird, by Sch^ffer, in 1752, and was subsequently named
Chirocephalus diaphanus.^ by Prevost. It has two j^edunculated eyes, four

antennoe, eleven pairs of branchial feet, and there is no shield. In the male,

the larger pair of antenme are prehensile, resembling mandibles, their base

is large and fleshy, and the outer joint curved and cylindrical. From the

base of these antennae arises a pair of large flexible proboscidiform organs

with their appendages, all of which are usually rolled u^) beneath the head.

In the female the large antennae have a singular structure, being short,

compressed, bent downwards, pointed at the end, and unprovided with

appendages. The species figured is more than an inch long, and is found in

pools swimming upon its back. As in nearly all the Entomostraca, the

branchial feet are kept moving continually. These animals swim with the

aid of the tail, darting through the water like small fishes. They feed upon

dead animal and vegetable matter. The female has an external branchial

sac, and the young undergo a metamorphosis.

Limnadia is inclosed in a bivalve shell somewhat as in Cypris, but the

animal is larger, being nearly half an inch long. The American species,
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L. coriacca, Ilald., 1812, was found in a puddle a few inches deep, which

was subject to desiccation ; and although a number of living individuals

were transported to a little pond not liable to be dried up, the species has

not been seen since, in these or other localities.

Order 4. Trilobites. These animals are known only from their fossil

remains, which are limited to the crustaceous covering. In most cases the

body is divided into three lobes by two longitudinal impressions, and into

transverse segments. The shield of the head is composed of a single piece,

followed by the thoracic segments, and these by the shield of the posterior

extremity or abdomen, which varies much in size, and is either plane or

marked with transverse impressions like those which separate the thoracic

segments. The cephalic shield or buckler is large, more or less semicircular

in front, truncated or concave behind, and generally divided into three

longitudinal lobes corresponding to those of the trunk. When they are

present the eyes are situated upon the inner portion of the exterior lobes.

They are in the form of a more or less elevated tubercle, which is sometimes

semilunar or reniform. In some the surface is smooth, whilst in others it is

composed of numerous facets forming a compound eye. In the opinion of

Burmeister, the eyes of all the Trilol)ites are compound, and covered with

a smooth cornea ; and when this has disappeared, the faceted portion is

exposed to view. To effect this, the cornea must have been thinner and

more destructible in the genera in which faceted eyes appear.

The thorax is composed of a variable number of distinct segments, which

are arched over the back into the longitudinal grooves, whence the lateral

flattened portions, or pleurse, project and form the external margin, where

they are bent beneath and doubled upon themselves. The thoracic segments

are generally composed of a wide and narrow portion, the latter being

anterior and covered by the posterior margin of the preceding segment,

unless the body is bent, when this portion appears. The number of

segments in the thorax varies from six (in one case bnt two) or eight to

twenty.

Feet have never been found wnth the Trilobites, so that it is probable that

they did not exist as solid members, but resembled the corresi)onding parts

in the Branchiopoda.

The remains of these animals are found abundantly in the j)aliKozoic and

carboniferous formations of various parts of the world.

Burmeister, who has written an elaborate and satisfactory work on the

organization of the Trilobites, assigns reasons for believing them to be

allied to the branchiopoda, with similar habits, swimming by means of their

soft gill feet; just beneath the surface of the water, with the back below,

having the power of creeping upon the bottom, feeding upon small marine

animals, and rolling themselves into a ball (those able to do so) as a defence.

They probably lived gregariously in the shallow waters of bays and coasts,

with but few species in a single locality.

Milne Edwards places the Trilobites between the Branchiopoda and the

Isopoda, to the latter of which they have only a distant external resemblance,

and the absence of articulate feet indicates a wide difference.
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Order 5. Xiphosura. This order is here restricted to the single genns

Limulus (j^Z. 78, fig. 34), which Burmeister makes a tribe, under the name

of PoMiloiJoda., a name wliich has a very difierent value assigned to it by

other authoi-s. On this account we prefer the name given by Gronovius.

The terms Ejpizoa and Parisita are also used in such a manner as to cause

confusion, being applied both to tlie LernmdcE and to the Anopliira or lice.

Limulus is remarkable for the long, hard, and sharp caudal spine, with

which spears are pointed in some countries. They are called king-crab on

the coast of the United States, where they are collected as food for hogs,

although these animals will not attack them until accustomed to such an

unusual kind of food. The body is covered by a large anterior carapace,

and a smaller posterior one, the gill feet are attached to the abdomen, and

six pairs of strong articulated ambulator}^ feet to the thorax. The latter are

present in the fossil species which have been discovered. The caudal stylet

is wanting in the embryonic young, which differs from the adult in some
other particulars. The species live upon animal food.

Malacostraca.

Order 6. Isopoda. In this order the body is depressed and oval, and

there are seven pairs of feet attached to the seven movable segments of

nearly equal size w*hich form the thorax {^jpl. 78, jigs. 20-22). The young
resemble the adult, but the}- have only six pairs of walking feet. Some
of the species are parasitic upon fishes or Crustacea, and these have the

organs of motion and the eyes rudimentary. Most of the species are marine,

although some inhabit the fresh M'aters, and others the land, the last recpiiring

damp localities to preserve their gills from desiccation. The four antennte

are of a medium size, and directed in front, the first pair being in some

cases rudimentary. The organs of manducation are well developed, the

thorax occupies a great part of the body, the feet are armed with a single

nail, and in some cases they are prehensile. The females have a corneous

horizontal plate at the base of the feet, which forms a receptacle in which

the eggs are hatched. The abdomen is in the form of a terminal plate

above, and beneath it supports six pairs of organs, five of which are

respiratory false feet, and the sixth takes various forms, according to the

family.

Milne Edwards divides the order into three sections, according to their

walMng^ swimming, and sedentary habits. The first includes the Idoteida\

AselUdce, and Oniscidm / the second the SplicETomidm and CymothoidcB,

under a different mode of division from that of Latreille ; and the third the

Epicarides or BopyridiP, under two families.

The walking Isopoda have the terminal false feet in the shape of

operculums, or of projecting caudal stylets, which are never flattened into

swimming organs ; the first pair ofantennse are generally short or rudimentary.

In the swimming Isopoda there is a large caudal fin provided with lateral

expansions formed by the modified fourth pair of false feet. All the antennje

have the same form, and the second pair are well developed.

The sedentary Isopoda are parasitic, and whilst the males present the
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general characters of the order, and liave seven tlioracic and five or six

ahdoiriinal segments which are quite distinct, the females are misshapen,

with the segments of the body indistinct. The thorax is narrow in the

male and wide in the female, and the eyes are present in the former and

absent in tlie hitter. The antennic are more or less rudimentary, and the

feet very short, suljmarginal, and formed for liolding, but not adapted for

walking and swimming. The male is mucli smaller than the female.

Lati-eille divides tlie Impoda into six families, corresponding to the

foHowing names: 1, liopijndm ; 2, Cymothoidte ; 3, Spli(XiTomid(B ; 4,

Idoteidm; 5, AselUdoe ; G, Oniscidm.

Fain. 1. Bo])ijndm. Bopyrun crangorum' is found affixed to the gills, and

beneath the siiell of several large Crustacea, as Pal(jemon and Ilipjjolijte.

The male is only one fiftli or one sixth the size of the female, and is found

undei- the abdomen of the latter. When the young leave the agg., they are

mucli like those of Cyclops.

Fam. 2. C'lpnotJimdai. Most of these are parasitic ui)on marine fish, to

which they affix themselves with the aid of their strongly hooked feet. The

body is lengthened oval, narrowing towards each end, the head is small, and

the feet are large and operculiibrm. Tlie young leave tlie egg with only

six pairs of feet, and at tliis period the abdomen is adapted for swimming.

Some are sedentary, and others possess the j)ower of walking. The sub-

families are the Serolinm^ ClrolanincB, and Nerocillnm.

Fain. 3. ISphairomidai. The genus Sph.aiToma {pjl. 78, Jig. 21) has the

thoracic segments nearly alike in form and size, the feet slender, and the

false feet (except the last pair) received into a cavity beneath the abdptnen.

The species live among submarine plants, and they can roll themselves into

a ball. Ci/madocea {pi. 78, fig. 20) is allied to Sphieroma, but it is less

flexible, and therefore not able to roll itself into a ball. It contains the two

sub-i'amilies, Sphm'omhim and Ancininm.

Fain. 4. Idote'ulai. In this family the four antennce are placed in the

same line, and the first pair are very small. The body is slender, not much
thicker in the middle, and truncated or concave posteriorly. The respiratory

false feet are concealed in an opercular cavity beneath the abdomen. Sub-

families, ArcturhuB and Idoteinm.

Fam,. 5. Asellidm. Body elongated and flattened above ; the two pairs of

antennfB are setaceous, and arranged in two lines, the first pair small. The

abdomen is composed of one large scutiform segment without lateral

ewimmerets, and with two terminal stylets. Some of the species are marine,

and others fluviatile. A species of A'Sellus is common in the fresh waters

of Europe, and A. communis., Say, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. i. 427, is

abundant in similar localities in the United States ; and as it difters from

theEuro])can re])iv,seiitative of the genus in having the sides rectilinear, entire,

and gradually divei-ging posteriorly, and the posterior segment being the

widest as well as the largest, and transversely quadrate ; we propose to give

it the generic name of Ahacura.., from «,/?«? a table, and ou^a the tail. The

anteima^. and caudal appendages ai-c as in Asellus. It is half an inch or

less in length, and may be found walking upon the bottom of springs.
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Fam. 6, Oniscidoi. Tliese animals are either marine or terrestrial, the

firet pair of antennae are rudimentary, the second only being fully developed

and conspicuous. The feet are slender, and formed for walking. The
terrestrial genera {PorcelUo^])l. 78, jig. 22) inhabit humid places, as cellars,

crevices in walls, beneath stones or loose bark, and similar localities, feeding

upon decaying vegetable matter. The female carries the eggs in a sac

beneath the body. When the young first make their appearance, they have

a segment of the body and a pair of feet fewer than the adult ; and the head

and antennte are proportionally larger. The young are retained for a short

time between the respiratory laminae. Oniscus affinis^ Say, is a common
American species.

The singular marine genera, Pycnogonum and Nijmplion {pi. ^i^.,figs. 32,

33), with but four pairs of legs, were formerly placed in this, or the preceding

or succeeding order, by various authors, but they are by many believed to

belong to the Arachnida.

Okder 1. L^MODiPODA. The animals of this order are small, and present

an unusual aspect. The head is small, the thorax has six segments, and the

posterior extremity ends in a little tubercle corresponding to the abdomen.
There are four antennte

; the mouth has a pair of toothed mandibles, two
pairs of lamellar maxilUie, and one pair of foot-jaws. There are five or

seven pairs of feet, and in the former case tlie missing ones are generally

those of the third and fourth pairs, which are represented by lamellar scales.

The feet are prehensile, and the first and second pairs have a kind of hand
capable of holding ; the former are aflixed to the head, and the latter to the

thorax. Branchial vesicles are attached to the second or third thoracic

segments, and sometimes to the first. The order contains two families.

Fam. 1. Cajyrdlidie. Capvella {pi. T8, fig. 23) is a small and very

slender animal with thin feet, a thick head narrowing posteriorly, and the

first pair of antenna larger than the second. The species live among
marine plants, along which they walk in the manner of a leech. In
swimming, they bend the posterior extremity and straighten it suddenly.

Fam. 2. CyamidcB. Cyamiis {pi. 1^.,fig. 24) is a genus found in colonies

parasitic upon whales.

Order 8. xVmphipoda. This order takes its name from having two kinds

of feet, cheliforra and simple, and because the feet vary in the position of

the former. The body is compressed, the back generally arched, the

mandibles with a palpus, the eyes immovable, and the posterior extremity

generally with styliform appendages, and turned beneath. The segment
next the head supports the first pair of feet, which correspond to the sect^nd

pair of foot-jaws. The antennas are slender and project in front. Most of

these little animals swim with great vigor, by curving the tail beneath the
body and jerking it back. There are fresh water as well as marine species,

and they maybe seen in most springs of fresh water. Some are found upon
the beacli under sea weed, or burrowing in the sand, and as they are too

narrow to walk, they jerk themselves along whilst lying upon one side.

There are two families, each of which contains several sub-fiimilies.

Fam. 1. Gammaridce. In most of these, the thorax is composed of
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seven segments, the first pairs of feet are well developed, and used in

prehension, and the five succeeding pairs are ambulatory. Orchestia {pi.

Fam. 2. Ilyperinidm. Aiicylomera {fig. 19). These are generally

parasitic upon fishes and medusae. They swim well, but walk badly.

Okder 9. SxoMAToroDA. Branchise abdominal and free, not afiixed to

the sides as in the Decapoda; abdominal appendages well developed. The

shell is delicate and transparent, the thoracic carapace is large ; and the

body bears some resemblance to that of a lobster, being semi-cylindric,

rounded above, and flat beneath, and the posterior extremity is obtuse and

spinose. The large and conspicuous arm-like organs, which resemble the

raptorial anterior feet of Mantis {pi. 80, fig. 90), present a remarkable

character, and are doubtless used in taking their prey. The last articulation

closes upon the previous one like the blade of a knife into the handle, and it

is well ada^^ted for holding. These organs correspond to the second pair of

foot-jaws in the lobster and crab, and to the first pair of thoracic feet in the

Isopoda. The oval laminated organ in front of these is an appendage of

the second or external pair of antennae. The last segment of the abdomen
and the appendages of the sixth segment, form a caudal fin used in swimming,
assisted by the three posterior pair of thoracic feet. Squilla {pi. 78, fig.

15); GonodactyluH {fig. IG). Gonodactylus chiragra inhabits the Mediter-

ranean, the coasts of the Seychelles, America, Trincomalee, and Tongatabu.

The order contains the two families, EncJdldidm and Sg^uillidce.

OiiiJEit 10. Dii'Loi'ODA. This is usually included with the preceding, though

Milne Edwards separates it as a distinct order, but without assigning to it

a systematic name. That here chosen is in allusion to the appendages of

•the feet, which give them the appearance of being double. It is an order

•of small extent, of which Phyllosoma {pil. 78, fig. 17) is the type. The
eyes are placed upon peduncles, the abdominal appendages are rudimentary,

the branchia3 wanting, the body broad, thin, and scale-like, corajiosed of a

large cephalic shield, and a smaller thoracic one bearing the feet upon
•extensions of its margin. These animals are translucent, and so thin that

it is difficult to perceive how there can be room for the internal organs

between the up]ier and lower surface. In Phyllosoma the mandibles are

large ; the first and second pairs of mandibles, and first pair of foot-jaws, are

small, and the second pair of foot-jaws are not raptorial. The feet are long

and slender, and provided with palpiform appendages ; and from the .ease

with which the feet are lost from the point where the appendage is attached,

they are seldom seen perfect, so that the latter appears to be the true

termination of the foot. The first pair of feet are small, and without a

terminal nail, and generally without an appendage. The last pair are often

rudimentary. The abdomen is sometimes confounded with the thorax, and
at other times rudimentary.

Okdek 11. Decapoda. The individuals of this order, as the name implies,

liave ten ambulatory feet; the branchiae are placed in lateral cavities

beneath the sides of the large carapace ; the head is immovable ; the mouth

has numerous organs between the mandibles and first pair of feet ; and the
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eyes are pedunculated. Tliis order contains the largest of the Crustacea,

as the lobsters and crabs.

Latreille divides this order into two families, named sub-orders byWestwood
and tribes by Burmeister, who includes them with the Stomatoj^oda in his order

Pocloj^MJialma^ and gives each of these an equal rank with the Stomatopoda,

Isopoda, and other orders. Milne Edwards divides the Decapoda into three

sections, admitting the Brachyura and Macrura^ but separating certain

anomalous genera from both, but chiefly from the Macrura^ to form the third

section Anomiira (also written Anomoura^ and meaning, the tail anomalous).

In the Ano?nu7'a the cephalothorax is lai'ge, the abdomen is not fully

developed, and is much like that of the Brachyura. The second pair of

external antennae are well developed, the external foot-jaws are generally

like feet ; the three or four anterior pairs of feet are generally like those of

the Brachyura, and adapted to locomotion, but the remaining ones are

rudimentary, and in some cases used only for holding.

J^am. 1. PaguriclcB. The genus Pagurus {pi. TS, fig. 10), and several

others of the same family, are remarkable for having the abdomen weak
and soft, and the two posterior pairs of feet much reduced in size, and not

adapted for walking. These animals are protected by the empty spiral shell

of a mollusc, and as they increase in size they crawl along the beach

hunting a larger shell, and various trials are made until a suitable one is

found, the old one being again and again resumed, until the animal has

suited itself. The abdomen and small feet enter the shell, and when the

animal wishes to be safe, it withdraws itself so far that the head and robust

anterior feet close up the aperture like an operculum. The posterior

extremity of the body is curved, and with the posterior feet, adapted to

maintain the shell in a proper position. One of the anterior pair of feet is

larger than the other, and both terminate in a pair of pincers or chelae.

The sub-families are Pagurince., Jlippime., and Porcellanince.

Fam. 2. Eaninidie. In Banina {B. serrata, pi. 78, fig. 9) the carapace

is roughly serrated and transversely truncated before and narrowing pos-

teriorly, producing a sub-triangular form. The anterior feet are cheliform,

but not of a very large size, and the succeeding feet have the tarsus or last

articulation lamellar. The abdomen is narrow, of seven articulations, the

last ones bent downwards. The species figured inhabits the East Indies,

and is said to crawl up objects, even to the tops of houses. The sub-families

are : Dromiince, HoTuoUna'^ and Baninina'.

The Macrura are named from having a large and well developed tail or

abdomen, ending in a fan-shaped fin {pi. 78, fig.s. 11-14). The form is

generally elongated, the carapace longer than in the crabs, and generally

armed with a frontal spine; and the species, with few exceptions, are

marine. The antennae are in general long, the first pair not received into

a cavity as in the crabs ; the mandibles are well developed ; the walking
feet are slender, and the first and second paii-s frequently cheliform. The
abdomen has seven articulations, of which the five basal ones bear the false

feet. The caudal fin is formed of five pieces, the middle being an extension

of the seventh or last segment, whilst the lateral ones arise from the sides of
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the sixth. These Crustacea, although they walk well, must be regarded as

chiefly swimmers, shooting backwards through the water by the action of

the abdomen and caudal fin,

Fam. 1. ScyllaridcG {cuirasses, M. Edwards). In the genus PaUmirus

pl. 7S, Jig. 11) the body has much the shape of that of a lobster, but is

more cylindrical, and none of the feet are cheliform, although the anterior

ones are rather more robust than the others. The caraj^ace is cirmed

anteriorly with two large spines ; the external antennae are very long, with

the base spiny ; the basal segment of the abdomen is without false feet,

although the four following have them. The species are of a large size
;

they have a very hard shell, and they live upon rocky coasts. The European

species, P. milgaris, attains a length of fifty centimetres, and a weight of

eight kilograms. It is the Icarabos of Aristotle, and the locusta of Suetonius

and Belon. The various species are more or less spinous. Scyllarus [pi.

78, jig. 12) is remarkable for having the peduncle of the exterior antennae

much dilated laterally, and more or less dentated, the terminal filaments being

absent. The sub-flimilies are : GalatJieince, Enjoninm.^ Scyllari7ice, and

Palinurinm.

Fam. 2. Astacidce. This family includes the genus Astaciis (lobster) and

Potcmiobia,, the analogous fresh water form known under the English names

of crawfish, crayfish, crevish, or erevis, the three last of which agree in the

first syllable. The latter are caught in Euroj)e for food, by placing decaying

meat in nets or bunches of brushwood, from which they cannot readily

escape. They are also caught by a bait at the end of a stick, which they

will not leave if it is withdrawn slowly, until a net can be passed nnder

them. They are said to live twenty years, and to grow during this period.

The genus is well represented in the United States. Callianassa {pi. 78,

jig. 14). C. major., of Say, is four inches and a half long, and was found

by this author " by digging in the sand of the bay shore of the river St.

John, in East Florida, about eighteen inches below the surface, near low-

water mark ; it had formed a tubular domicil, which penetrated the sand in

a perpendicular direction to a considerable depth ; the sides were of a more

compact consistence than the surrounding sand, projecting above the surface

half an inch or more, resembling a small chimney, and rather suddenly

contracted at the top into a small orifice." The second family, fouisseuTS of

Milne Edwards, is included in the Astacidce by Latreille. The sub-families

are : OlaiiGothoincB., Callianidinm, and Astacince.

Famj. 3. Palmmonidce. Palcemo7i, which is much used for food, inhabits

sandy bottoms near the coasts, or the mouths of rivers, and like the lobsters,

boiling turns them red. Stenojms {pi. 78, jig. 13, exhibiting the false feet

under the abdomen). The sub-families are : Crangoninm., Alpheinm,

Palmmoninm, and Penmince.

Fam. 4. Mysisidm''^ Some authors place this family with the Stomatopoda.

It includes two sub-families : Mysisinm and Leuciferinm.

* Under a different form this name might be supposed to be derived from Mysia or Mysidia,

instead of Mysis.
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In the Brachyura {pi. 7S,figs. 1-9), the carapace is generally transverse,

and square, oval, or circular, the abdomen is small, without a caudal fin, it

is bent beneath and received into a depression of the thorax, and is not used

in locomotion. The eye peduncles are generally longer than in the Macrura

;

there are two pairs of antenna3, one pair of mandibles, two of jaws or

maxillffi, three of foot-jaws, succeeded by ten feet, the first pair having a

pinching claw, the rest simple, and adapted in most cases for walking, but

sometimes for swimming. The abdomen is wider in the female than in the

male, and is composed of seven segments ; but some of these are sometimes

united together in the female, so as to present from four to six. Linnaeus

included the various genera of Brachyura in his genus Ccmcer, which

corresponds very nearly to the English name crab. They are divisible into

four families.

2^am. 1. Zeucodadce. This family, called Oxystomes by Milne Edwards,

includes the four sub-families, Cala])iyina\ Leucosiime, Corystiina;^ and

DorippiinoB., in which the shell is more or less orbicular, the eyes generally

small, and the external foot-jaws triangular.

The Calapjnnce form part of Latreille's Cryptopodes., named from the

feet being partly hidden by the projecting margin of the carapace. The

ZeucosimcB are much like the Cancridse or ordinary crabs. Philyra [pi.

Y8, fig. 7) is a genus of small Crustacea, with the carapace circular and

depressed. In the Corystiince.^ the external antenna?, are robust and rather

long, and the sternal plate narrow. In Corystes, the anterior feet are much
larger in the male than in the female, and the abdomen has five articulations

in the former and seven in the latter. The Dorippiinco {Doi'ippe.^ pi. 78,

fig. 8), which form part of Latreille's N'otopodes, have the sternal plate

circular and bent upwards posteriorly, the cheliforni feet short, the two next

pairs long, and the one or two last pairs, which are generally much reduced

in size, are placed higher than the others, as if upon the posterior part of

the back.

Fam. 2. OcijpodidcE. This family of Leacli corresponds to the Catame-

topes of Milne Edwards, in which the carapace is depressed, rhomboidal or

ovoid, and the eye peduncles long and slender. The following are the sub-

families : Thelphitsinoe^ Gecardninm.^ Pi7inotherinoB^ Ocypodinm^ Gonopla-

cincB, and GrapsincB.

Thelphusa is a genus of crabs which lives along the banks of freshwater

streams. The Gecardninm {GeGardnus.pl. 1^^ fig. ^) are remarkable for

having branchife adapted to aerial respiration. They live among damp forests

in holes which they make, and where they moult. Their food is vegetable, and

they generally move about at night, or in wet weather. They visit the sea at

certain periods, for the supposed purpose of depositing their eggs. They run

with great agility, and like the crabs in general, in either direction. Pinnotheres

ostreum is commonly found wnthin the shell of Ostrea virgimana of the

United States coast. In this genus the males are much smaller and more

rare than the females. They are found within the shell of various bivalve

Mollusca, as Pinna and Mytilus, where they are compensated for the

weakness of their shell. The OcypodincB {Ocypoda., pi. 78, fig. 6 / Gela-
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simus^ fig. 5) live upon the coast, digging holes several feet deep, where

there is not too much sand to cause them to cave in, and some of the species

run so rapidly that a man can scarcely catch them. Ocypoda arenaria

inhabits the coast of the United States and the Antilles, digging a hole three

or four feet deep, just beyond the limit of the surf, whence it wanders in

search of food. According to Say, they hybernate at some distance from

the water, in a hole made for the purpose, the mouth of which they close.

Gelasimus vocans., known on the United States coast under the name of

fiddler, has one of the anterior feet of the male much larger than the other,

the large one being indift'erently upon the right or left side.

Fain. 3. CcmGridm., including the PorhmidcB and Pilumnidw of Leach, is

equivalent to the Cydometopes of Mihie Edwards, and includes, under two

snb-iamilies, most of the forms known under the name of crab. The sub-

families are : the Cancerinw {Cancer., pi. T8, figs. 1, 2) and the Fortu-

nincG {Thalamita.! fig. 3), which includes a great number of species under

various genera. They are found near the coasts a considerable number
together, and are taken for food. They feed upon living or dead animal

food, particularly upon decaying carcases. Some of them attain a large size,

Pseudocarcinas gigas being ten inches or more in diameter. The PortunincB

correspond to Latreille's swimming Brachyura, and are distinguishable from

the Cancerinsg by the posterior feet being flattened and adapted for swim-

ming, as represented in figure 3. In J^upa, the carapace is wider than long,

and has nine tooth-like projections on each side before. The common
edible crab of the Atlantic coast of the United States, has been described

as Zupa hastata by Say, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. i. 65, 1817. It is abundant

in bays and inlets, feeds upon putrefying animal matter, and buries itself in

the sand to the eyes and antennse. The shell is generally cast in the S2)ring,

when the animals are sought after under the name of soft crabs.

Fain. 4. Maiidm. This family includes the thorny and spider-crabs, many
of which have long and slender feet. The epistoraa, or region between the

mouth and antennae, is large and square ; the carapace is narrowed ante-

riorly, so as to give it a triangular outline, whence Latreille's names
Triangulares and OxyrhincM. The front is narrow, and generally extended

into a prominent rostrum ; the nervous system is more concentrated than

in any of the other Crustacea, and on this account it may be considered the

highest group among them. They are all marine, living at considerable

depths ; their motions are tardy, and they do not swim. As American
examples, Leptopodla mlcarata and Lihinia comaliculata., Say, may be
mentioned. There are two sub-families : MctiincB and Parthenopiince.

Class 1. Arachiida.

This class includes the various articulate forms known as spiders, mites,

and scorpions, the characters of which place them between the Crustacea

and Insecta. In general, the head is not distinct from the thorax, but inti-

mately connected with it, forming a large segment named the cephalothorax,
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which is followed bv the abdomen, and this is either distinct or united in a

single piece with the former. These animals are not subject to a perfect

metamorphosis, but they have, in some cases, a partial one. They have

neither wings, antennse, nor upper lip ; the number of feet is eight, affixed

to the sternum or lower side of the cephalotliorax ; the mouth is provided

with a pair of mandibles or clielicera which usually project well in front, a

pair of jaws or maxillae supporting palpi, and a lower lip, Tlie clielicera

are considered bj^atreille not to be equivalent to the mandibles of the

Crustacea and insects, but to correspond to the internal antenna3 of the

former, and modified into predaceous organs ; a view which, if correct,

would deny proper mandibles to these animals, although those organs have

an important place in the Articulata as a whole. Each of the two maxillse

bears a palpus or articulated organ much like the ordinary feet, but smaller,

and like the ordinary feet of the Crustacea. (See ^^Z. TS, Jigs. 35-40.) In

Scorpio {pi. 77, Jigs. 51, 52), the palpi are cheliform, and much larger and

stronger than the feet, resembling the first pair of true feet in the crab and

lobster. There is an affinity between Scorpio and the Xiphosura or genus

Limulus, in the mandibles, which are cheliform, each ending in a pincer.

The feet correspond to those of insects, the round basal portion or coxa

being joined to the thigh ovfemur by means of a short interposed trochanter,

the femur being followed by the tihia, and this by the tarsus, which has

three articulations in the more tj^pical forms.

The eyes are simple and smooth, and their number varies from two to

eight. Theirnumber and relative position are much used as generic characters.

The respiratory organs are of two kinds. The first (which resemble those

of the Crustacea) are formed of numerous internal gills or laminte contained

in internal pouches, and answering to lungs. The second kind are com-

posed of tracheae or air tubes (as in insects), connected with two spiracles.

Those with the former are termed pulmonary^ and the latter tracheary

arachnidans. Both kinds may occur united, and the Podosoraata {Pycno-

gonum, &c.), like some of the lower Crustacea, have no means of res^Dira-

tion except the skin.

The abdomen is generally soft and more or less globular in form, and it

bears the spiracles, anal and generative apertures (the latter being near the

base beneath), and the spinnerets in those forms which spin webs. The

skin is generally of a tough leathery texture, and the muscles are attached

to its internal surface, thus assimilating it to the external skeleton of the

Crustacea and insects.

Most of the Arachnida feed upon fresh animal food, as insects, which

they take alive, either in their nets, or by running or suddenly leaping upon

them. Some, as the ticks, are parasitic upon various animals ;
whilst others,

as some of the mites, feed upon vegetable matter, being found in flour and

figs. Some mites infest dried meat and cheese.

The A^xichnida are mostly oviparous ; the young, upon leaving the e^g,

are active, and resemble the adult, although some have a pair of feet less,

which are finally acquired after several moultings, for, like the Crustacea,

the members of this class change their integument from time to time.
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The nervous system is miicli concentrated, being principally composed of a

laro-e c;ano;lion in the centre of the cephalothorax, before which are two others

with branches to the eyes and mouth. The principal ganglion has branches

to the abdomen and feet. In tlie scorpions, instead of the great central

ganglion, there are two rows of small ones, each united by a nervous cord.

The class is divisible into the three sections, Aiyorobrancliia^ for Pycno-

^(9mM?^, &c., in which there are no special breathing organs; Trachearia^

in which breathing is effected by means of trachece
; ana Pulmonaria^ in

which the gills resemble the leaves of a book, and are adapted to breathing

air only. The first section contains one, and each of the others two orders.

The orders are named from the characters furnished by the body. The

Podosomata^ Leach, have the feet and body much alike; the Monomeroso-

mato. Leach, have only one segment apparent; in \\\q Adclarthrosomata,

"Westwood, the segments are uncertain ; in the PoJyiiurosomata^ Leach,

they are numerous, as in the scorpion ; and in the Dhnerosomata., Leach,

including the common spiders, the body is divided into two portions.

Oeder 1. PoDosoMATA. Thcsc auiuials are placed among the Crustacea

by Milne Edwards, because they have not the organs of respiration of the

Arachnida, but respire by means of the skin, like some of the lower Crus-

tacea, a character which some of the Ilydrachnidte have, although no one

would pretend to remove them to the Crustacea on this account. In form,

the animals of this order approach to the crustacean genus Cyamus {pi.

78, jig. 24), although they have but eight feet like the Arachnida. These

are long and slender, and composed of eight articulations, including the

claw. The head, or rather the rostrum, is lengthened, and either cylindrical

or conical, without appendages, and the mouth is terminal and tri-lobed.

The thoracic portion can be distinguished from the snout, which character

distinguishes them from the great mass of the Arachnida, and it is composed
of four segments, followed by a small abdomen. There are four eyes upon
an eminence, situated upon the upper surface of the first segment of the

thorax, and as the snout does not, in the opinion of Erichson and Kroyer,

comprise the whole head, this must be looked for in the first segment of the

thorax, which often bears a pair of cheliforra organs, corresponding, in the

view of Latreille, to the cheliform mandibles of Scorpio. The female (and

in some cases the male also) has attached to the first segment of the thorax

a pair of appendages ranch like the feet (but much smaller in size, and
without a terminal claw), used to support the bunches of eggs, and which

may be considered maxilliw As Erichson regards the segment next to the

rostrum as the head, he names its feet a third pair of jaws, whilst Kroyer

considers them feet, on the ground that the segment to which they are

attached is made up of the posterior part of the head (including the eyes)

united without a division to the anterior part of the thorax.

The alimentary canal is straight, and it is peculiar in having lateral

tubular branches penetrating far into the feet, which dispenses with the

necessity of having a regular circulation. In the more typical Arachnida,

examples are found of a stomach with branches, but they do not enter the

feet.
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The order is widely spread, members of it having been found at Spitz-

bergen, the coasts of Europe and America, and Australia. Their habits

are sluggish, and some of the species live together in considerable numbers.

Kroyer has found that they have three stages of transformation, the body

being in the first roundish or oval, without an abdomen, but with cheliform

mandibles even in Pycnogonum, the adult of which is without them, a fact

which indicates the little importance of these organs, and the lower condition

of the forms which retain them. The third pair of feet, the segments of the

body, and the abdomen, appear in an undeveloped state in the second stage

;

and in the third, the last pair of feet are acquired, the preceding feet have

become more perfect, and the body has become longer and more like that

of the adult. Another moult brings the body nearly to its final form, whilst

the feet, which had diminished in length from the first to the last pair, become

of equal length.

This order is not extensive, but it contains a number of genera comprised

in two families.

Fain. 1. Pycnogoiiidce., in which the feet are comparatively short, the

body rather robust, and the cheliform organs wanting. Pycnogonum {jyl.

78, fig. 32) has been erroneously stated to infest whales.

Fam. 2. NympTionidm Nymjyhon {pi. 7S,Jig. 33, inverted), in which the

body and feet are very slender, and having a pair of cheliform mandibles.

.IV. pallida, Say, 1821 {AnapMa), Jour. Acad. ISTat. Sci. vol. ii. p. 60, pi.

5, fig. 7, was found on the coast of South Carolina. The expanse of its

feet is one and a half, and its length one fourth of an inch.

Oedee 2. MoNOMEEosoMATA {pi. 77, figs. 46, 47, 64-71). This order

contains the small and generality microscopic spider-like animals known as

mites and ticks, and to which an aerial and tracheary respiration is usually

attributed, including those which are aquatic. According to Dnjardin,

Gaonasus and other genera with cheliform mandibles, have trachea?, whilst

Acarus and Sarcoptes breathe through the skin. He asserts farther, that in

Tromhiditiin, inspiration takes place by the latter mode, and expiration by

the former ; and that in the aquatic genera respiration takes place through

spiracles scattered over the surface. Th^body is not divided by the sepa-

ration of the abdomen as in the ordi-nary spiders, nor are various segments

apparent as in Chelifer and Scorpio. This being the case, when the

anterior portion appears to form a head, it is by the enlargement of the

haustellum or parts of the mouth, the eyes being in nearly every case situated

upon the anterior part of the cej^halothorax. The labium or lower lijj

supports or incloses the organs of manducation ; the palpi are usually free,

of five articulations, and they present many varieties of form which are

useful in classification. In some they are adapted for seizing their prey, in

some for holding, and in others for drawing their food towards the moutli.

The feet are usually composed of seven articulations, including the coxa

(which is either attached or movable), so that they correspond with those

of the Areneidge. The extremity has usually two claws, capable of being

thrown back and received into a corresponding cavity. The supposed

Acari, with six feet, for which genera have been proposed, are the immature
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condition of other genera. Duges divides the order into seven families, the

Buccession of which is here followed in reversed order. The genera are

numerous.

Fain. 1. Onhatidce. These have a remarkably hard exterior, the back

being formed like a carapace, whence Hermann's generic name jSfotasjyis.

This carapace sometimes has a transverse division, and Duges mentions a

species in which the feet can be hidden bj its lateral borders. The palpi

have five articulations, of which the second is the thickest and longer than

the rest conjointly. The mandibles are cheliform or didactyle, and the eyes

are usually absent.

Fa77i. 2. BdelUdo}. Body oblong and tumid posteriorly, contracted behind

the eyes ; rostrum in the form of a head, and elongated
;
palpi resembling

antennae, mandibles with a claw, or cheliform ; feet cursorial.

Fam. 3. Acaridce. In this family the feet are carunculated, the mandibles

cheliform, and the palpi indistinct, on account of their adherence along the

inside margin of the labium. These animals increase rapidly, and various

species infest provisions and living animals, including man. Others roam

at large upon the ground, or on plants and other objects. Acai'us siro {pi.

77, fig. 70) is the cheese-mite, which is mentioned by Aristotle. In Sar-

coj)tes^ the body is soft and tumid, the four posterior feet are rudimentary

and provided with long bristles, the collar below and the base of the feet

are armed with hooks, and the anterior feet terminate in vesicles. This

genus is parasitic under the skin of various animals, including man, causing

the disease named itch, and although this fact has been often doubted, it

seems now to be established beyond dispute. The sj^ecies which infests

man has been known to the Arabs, and is mentioned by an Arabic author,

Abenzoar, of the twelfth century. It has been known from time immemorial

in Southern Europe, where it has been considered to be the cause of the

itch, under names which are diminutives of the terms used for lice, with

which they were naturally confounded in the absence of microscopic

examination. Linnteus confounded this species with Acarus siro, consider-

ing the two to be varieties of a single species, a view which has been

contended for in later times. Jt seems probable that Acarus siro is

occasionally found about the itch pustules, but the Sarcoptes must be

searched for at the bottom of the tortuous galleries which it forms under the

skin, extending from one to six lines. The common Sarcoptes scabiei {pi.

77, fig. 68) is marked with curved lines above, the middle has small eleva-

tions, and there is a small bristle on each side, and two large ones

posteriorly.

The itch, caused probably by difterent species of Sarcoptes, is spread

over a great portion of the earth, and is endemic in some localities, and
although it is readily destroyed, there are those who consider the irritation

in the light of a luxury, and refuse to have it removed.

Various species of Sarcoptes infest man, monkeys, horses, and drome-

daries. That of the last-named animal (*S'. dw?nedar?{) is larger and better

armed than the ordinary species, and in several instances it has been com-

municated to man.
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According to Dnjardin, the supposed genus Ilypojms of Duges, which

was placed in this family, is the immature condition of Gainasus.

Fain. 4. Ixodldce. The genus Ixodes {pi. 77, Jigs. 67, 71) includes the

parasitic animals known as ticks. The eyes are wanting, and the body has

a tough integument ; their form is oval, and flat and scale-like when found

among grass and bushes ; but when they have affixed themselves to the

animals which they infest, they become greatly distended, so that an indi-

vidual a tenth of an inch long may acquire a length of one third of an inch

or more b}" distension, when it resembles a small bean. Being very slow in

their movements, they must wait long before they are afforded an oppor-

tunity to affix themselves where they can suck blood, so that the distensi-

bility of the body and the division of the stomach into various large branches,

enable them to make amends for a long fast, as in the case of the leech.

The position of the animal in its parasitic state is maintained by the rostrum,

which is composed of three hard corneous pieces, two above (the mandibles),

their extremity armed with a movable piece margined with teeth, and one

below, which is the labium. This is obtusely ronnded at the end, concave

above, and armed upon its lower surface with transverse rows of serriform

teeth, with their points directed backwards, and recalling the somewhat

similar structure in the AccmtJiOcejjhala (p. 47), and designed for a similar

use. In a state of repose, the external margins of the mandibles are clasped

by the palpi, the hairs of which cover the labium beneath. The explana-

tion of the parts of the mouth giVen here, is that of Duges.

The feet in this familj^ are robust, and have six articulations, and when
the animals are among plants, and ready to attack their prey, they suspend

themselves by two of their feet, extending the others to affix themselves to

any passing animal. Say took Ixodes anmdcdus from a deer, and /. orhicu-

hdvs from a squirrel. They torment and even kill cattle when they are

abundant; dogs suffer much from them, and in the West Indies they must

be removed from horses and asses once a week. They also attack birds,

tortoises, lizards, and serpents. They seem to be common in various j^arts

of the world, but their distribution is local, as they are unknown in certain

localities and common to others not very distant from the former. Say has

described nine species inhabiting the United States, including the small and

troublesome seed-tick, which renders an excursion so disagreeable in some
parts of the western states. Tlie species attack man, and cause a trouble-

some sore, the effects of which may continue in an occasional itching,

for a period of several years.

Hwi. 5. GamasidiB. Palpi slender, short, free, and incurved, body
depressed, eyes wanting

;
parasitic upon beasts, birds, reptiles, and insects.

In Gamasus the body is oval, tough, and scutiforrn above, the mandibles
cheliform, and the first pair of feet are slender, and the second thick. They
are often seen running upon the ground, and when they are upon the

animals which they infest, they run about from place to place, differing from
Ixodes in this respect, and in not gorging themselves to such an extent.

Gamasus coleopterormn has the back covered with two pale brown plates

divided and surrounded by a light space. It is found in Europe and the
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United States upon various Coleoptcra, particularly those which live in

dung. Five species are described by Say.

The genus Argas {A. fischeri., i)l. 77, fig. 46; A. savinii^ fig. 47) is

remarkable for containing the poisonous A. perslcus.^ which lives in old

houses about Miana in Persia, and is said occasionally to cause the death

of foreigners, although it is not fatal to the natives.

A species has been described by Gueriu, which was discovered in Central

America by Salle, who states that he and his companion were awakened

from profound sleep by sharp bitings or stingings, and upon getting a light

he found his hands covered with blood, and swellings like large fleabites.

His companion supposed that they had been stung by wasps, but upon

awaking the muleteer, it was found that they had been attacked by an.

insect called talajc, and upon searching, some of the Argas were found

swelled with blood, and others empty, with the skin rugose. They live in

the crevices of the walls in old houses, coming out at night and retm-ning

before morning.

Fam. 6. IlgdrachnidcB. This family includes the small globular and

oval forms found in water, in which the coxse are so broad as to form a

kind of sternum. The young of Ilijdniclina are born with six feet. They

swim about for some time, and then affix themselves to the bodies of aquatic

insects by the anterior extremity, when the palpi and feet seem gradually

to be withdrawn, and the exterior of the body becomes a kind of sac or

cocoon, but the rostrum still penetrates the smaller extremity to draw

nourishment from the insect to which they are affixed. The young animal

leaves this skin by moulting, and attaches itself to a plant, where another

moult takes place before it resembles the adult. During the period of

attachment to aquatic insects, tliese animals can be transported by flight,

and distributed to the various small detached ponds in which they are

found.

Tlie genus Unionicola., Hald., 1S42, differs from Ilydrachna in being

unable to swim, in having the palpi conical, the antepenultinuite articulation

the longest and very thick, and the point, simple, whilst in Hydrachna, as

represented by Duges, these organs are cylindrical, with a double terminal

claw; the penultimate articulation is the largest, and the nails of the feet

are not bitid as in Unionicola. This genus is parasitic between the folds

of the mantle in the Unionidce. H. triangularis, Say {ovif&nnis, Hald.),

inhabits Wnio cariosus ; it is black, and has a Y-shaped white mark upon

the back. U. retlcidatus, Hald., is pale, ochraceous, and infests Unio viridis.

The last is a large species, being a line and a half long, the length in

general hardly reaching a line. From their mode of life, it is probable that

in this genus the system is oxygenated through the skin from the water.

Fam. 7. TromVidiidca. This family is composed of the larger land forms,

which bear some resemblance to the PhalangiidcB in the next order. The genus
Troinhidium is usuall}^ of a bright red, which extends over the feet and palpi,

and the surface is velvety, which characteristics, together with their slow

motions, will render them recognisable in the forests. The body is com-

posed of two portions, the trunk, and an anterior and inferior portion,
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including the rostrum and the four anterior feet. Tlie 3arva3 have six feet,

and resemble small drops of red sealing wax affixed to the legs and other

parts of Phalanglum [pi. 77, fig. G2) and various insects. These were

once considered to be a distinct genus, nnder the name oi Leptus.

Ordek 3. Adelaethkosomata. The animals of this order respire b}'

tracheaj, and have cheliform mandibles. Thej are included in the three

families : PhalangiidcB., Cheliferidoe, and GaleodidcB.

Fam. 1. PhalcmgiidcB {pi. 77, figs. Q'2, 63). This family includes the

slender footed spider-like animals known as harry-long-legs. Tlie mandibles

are cheliform and the palpi filiform, the eyes two, central, and near

together, and the abdomen annulate and closely united to the cephalothorax.

They feed upon small insects, avoid the full glare of the light, and are

harmless, except that some of them have the power of exuding a disagreeable

scent when disturbed. The slender feet are much like antennae, the tarsus

being in some cases composed of fifty articulations ; and when the animal is

standing or walking, several of the feet are held up or moved about, as if for

the purpose of feeling and ascertaining the presence of objects. Some
authors place the Phalangiidca in one order, and the remaining families

(including the ScoiyionidiB and Phrynida') in another, nnder the nan:ie of

^olifugm.

Fam. 2. Clieliferidm. The genus Clielifer {p>l. 77, Jig. 48 «, natural

size, and 61, natural size) is remarkable for the lai-ge cheliform palpi

resembling arms, which give the species the appearance of minute scorpions,

except that they have not the tail of the latter. They feed npon minute

animals, living in the woods or in houses, especially among books (as noticed

by Aristotle), where they are rather beneficial than hurtful. They run

rapidly backwards, forwards, or sideways, like the crabs ; they are oviparous,

have two or four eyes upon the cephalothorax, an annulate abdomen, and

the eight feet are of equal size. Say describes two species inhabiting the

United States.

Fam. 3. Galeodidm. Galeodes {j)l. 77, figs. 49, 50). The animals of

this family resemble large hairy and fierce looking s])iders. The palpi are

long and resemble feet, and the abdomen has nine or ten articulations. The
generic name Galeodes was proposed by Olivier, in 1791, and Solpuga by
Herbst, in 1797, according to Agassiz' Komenclator.^ so that the former has

priority. The two terms are, however, used by Koch for different genera.

The body is divisible into head, tliorax, and abdomen, and the eyes are

situated upon the head. The first pair of feet, as well as the palpi, are

without nails, although the remaining feet have them. They run with great

agility, and when interrupted they stop, raise the head, and place themselves

npon their posterior feet in a menacing attitude. Lucas, who was sent by
the French Government to investigate the entomology of Algeria, says, that

when about to catch one of them, it leaped upon his arm and bit the sleeve,

maintaining its hold until it was secured. According to Captain Tlutton's

observations, these animals are probably not poisonous, as a lizard bitten by
one of them did not die. Another lizard three inches long, exclusive of the

tail, was almost entirely devoured by one of them, which gorged it so much
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that it remained motionless for fonrteen days. It was nocturnal, rapacious,

and was able to bite hard coleoptera into pieces. Its chief food was insects,

which it masticated, and did not suck out, in the manner of spiders. They

iight fiercely with each other, the victor eating the vanquished. The female

watches her eggs and young with much assiduity. The latter, according to

the same author, were hatched in fourteen days, and did not stir for three

weeks, Mdien they moulted and became active. Galeodes lives under stones,

and digs holes for itself in the earth.

OiiDER 4. PoLYMEEOsoMATA. lu th IS Order, whicli is the first of the scctiou

Pulmonaria, the body has distinct segments.

Fam. 1. Smrpionidm. Scorpio (pi. 77, Jig. 51) ; Bidtlms {fig. 53).

These animals are remarkable for the articulated tail-like extension of the

abdomen in the typical sub-family Scorpioninm., in which the end of the

abdomen is armed with a poisonous sting. The scorpions have another

peculiar appendage, being a kind of comb upon each side of the base of the

abdomen beneath. The eyes vary in number and position, and thus afford

characters for various genera. The mouth is situated at the base of the

palpi and the two anterior pairs of feet.

The extent to which the sting of scorpions is mortal, and the existence

of a pore or pores to give egress to the poison, have been matters of dispute

both in ancient and modern times. Pliny and Tertullian assert correctly,

that it is not the wound of the sting, but the poisonous liquid, which is the

cause of the evil. The poison gland opens by a pore on each side of the

point of the sting. The sting of the small species seems to occasion no

greater injury than that of a hornet or similar insect, whilst that of

the larger species is believed to be fatal in certain cases. The Arabs,

and the inhabitants generally of countries infested by the larger scorpions,

regard them with horror. The sting is used in defence, and in killing the

insects which are taken for food. They carry the tail curved upwards in

walking. Tliey are solitary, living in dark places, and often entering

houses and taking refuge in beds, clothing, boots, &c. The scorpions are

found in the warm regions of both continents ; in N^orth and South America

;

and two identical species are found in the Mediterranean region of Eui'oj)e,

Asia, and Africa.

In the sub-family, ThelipJioniiue., the sting and abdominal combs are

absent, and the abdomen ends in a slender tail.

Fam. 2. Phrynidoe. This family forms a link in the passage to the

Dimerosomata, as the general appearance apjjroaches that of a spider, the

abdomen being oval and pedunculated, although it is segmented, and without

a caudal appendage. Phry^ms^ the only genus of the family, has but six

ambulatory feet, the anterior pair being very long and slender, and having

all the articulations following the femur replaced by a multitude of small

articulations, giving to these organs a kind of antennal character, which is

observable in a less degree in Thelyphonus., where the tarsus alone is thus

subdivided.

Okdek 5. DiMEKOsoMATA. In this order, which includes the spiders, the

body is divided into cephalothorax and abdomen, the latter being joined to
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the former by a small peduncle. The mandibles are strong, they move
vertically, or to some extent horizontally, and they have a terminal mo\-able

curved nail or tooth, which has a pore near the point through which a

poisonous fluid escapes. The mandibles of the male are generally larger

than in the female, although the individuals of the latter sex are usually

the largest. The palpi have live articulations, and are attached to the

raaxillse or jaws. They are pediform, simple, and ending with a nail in the

female, and variously shaped in the male. The maxillse vary much in

shape, and afford good characters in classification. Between the maxillae is

the labium or under lip. The feet are of the same shape, but differ in length

and thickness. They are usually terminated by a pair of serrated nails.

There are six or eight eyes, but generally the latter number, and they are

variously grouped in the different genera. The abdomen is usually soft,

and sometimes very large. The generative organs are situated at its

base beneath ; it contains two or four spiracles, and towards the extremity

are the vent, and spinnerets connected with the organs which secrete the

silk.

The effect of the poison of spiders has been much exaggerated, although

under certain circumstances it may be serious. AValcknaer, a volumi-

nous writer upon these animals, states that he has caused himself to be

bitten by various species, but no ill effects resulted.

Each spinneret of a spider contains a multitude of pores which, in some

sjDecies, amount to more than a thousand, so that the compound thread from

four spinnerets may contain four thousand strands. It has been suggested,

that as the strength of a rope is increased by being composed of many
separate strands, the strength of the cord of a spider is secured in the same

manner; but this is an error. The strands of a rope increase its strengtlx

because the ends of the separate short fibres are thereby better secured ; but

the silk of the spider, being a uniform fibre, cannot be compared with a

compound rope, and at best it is generally comparatively weak. The silk

being in a liquid state within the body, and much l)eing required in a short

time (as when the spider descends by its thread), the extreme tenuity of the

strands enables them to harden almost instantly by contact with the air.

ISTewly born spiders are cajjable of spinning, and Leuwenhoeck has calculated

that it would require four millions of the strands of one of them to form a

thread as thick as a hair of his beard.

Some spiders shoot out long lines of silk, which have sufficient buoyancy

to ser^'e them as balloons for transporting themselves through the air. In

the autumn, these gossamers are abundant in the air and on the ground,

and they may be frequently seen floating in the breeze with a S])ider

attached. Thus an individual has been observed coming across the River

Susquehanna upwards of three hundred feet above the water towards a cliff

of that height.

The webs of spiders are made according to various patterns. Some are

closely woven into a funnel into which the spider retreats, and opening

externally into a wide surface. The tube of the funnel sometimes extends

into a hole in the earth, or other material. Among the webs stretched to
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take flies, those formed by the large and handsome species of Epeira {i)l.

77, iigs. 53, 59) are among the most regular.

The cocoon in which the eggs of spiders are inclosed is carefully guarded.

Some species seat themselves over it as if in the act of incubation, some

place it in their retreats, some in their webs, and the wandering species

affix it to their abdomen. In this case, if it be forcibly removed, it is sought

for with great solicitude, and when found, carried off or re-affixed.

Flies and other insects constitute the chief food of spiders, and they must

be taken living by the spider itself, or they will be generally rejected. Spiders

are capable of fasting several months, and they pass the winter without

food, being then torpid. They are eaten by various birds, reptiles, and

other animals, and some of the stinging Hymeiioptera fill the cells of their

young with them for the food of the latter, being endowed with the remark-

able instinct of disabling the spiders to such an extent as to render them

perfectly helpless, so* as to be unable to resist the young Hymenoptera,

whilst they have life enough to keep them in a fresh state as long as they

are wanted for food.

The spiracles are situated near the base of the abdomen beneath, one or

two upon eacli side of the middle. AYhen there are but two spiracles, they

communicate with extremely thin laminated gills which have their extremities

directed towards the aperture, so that the air can be readily admitted to

them. When there are four spiracles, the two posterior ones communicate

with tracheae. The latter belong to the family Ifi/galidcB (considered a

section or sub-order by some authors, under the name of Tetrapneumones)^

and containing the sub-families MygalhuB^ Atypinm^ and Dysderince.

Those with two spiracles have been named Dqmeumones. They constitute

the family Areneidm^ wnth the six sub-families : Areneince, Tlieridionince^

Ei)cirina>^ Thomisina\ Lycosincc^ and Salticince.

The species of Mygale {pi. 77, fig. 58) live in holes of their own con-

struction, some of which are closed by a trap-door, which renders them
difficult to find, and affords a protection to the ingenious constructor. The
trap-door is wider externally than internally, or slightly conical, and the

mouth of the aperture is formed so as to receive it with great exactness,

whilst the form is such as to prevent it from becoming fastened, as would

often be the case were it cylindrical. This door is made of about thirty

layers of silk and dirt, the layers being somewhat in the shape of small

brass weights, the different sizes of which lie one within the other. Upon
leaving or entering its burrow the lid closes after the spider by its own
weight, and when the animal is upon the outside it must be raised to allow

it to enter. The elasticity of the hinge is sufficient to close the aperture if

the lid be raised vertically, or drawn still further back ; and it is assisted by
the distribution of the earthy material, which is thickest towards the hinge,

and on this account less likely to be thrown backwards beyond its centre of

gravity. Near the margin of the inuer side of the lid, and opposite the

hinge, the Mygale forms a series of small holes to enable it to insert its

claws and jaws to hold it in place, in case of an attempt to raise the lid from

without ; and if a knife is inserted so as to run beneath the spider, and the
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claj be then lifted with it, the deceived animal, circumvented in this

unexpected manner, suffers itself to be captured M'ithout opposition.

Nemesia {pi. '78, jig. 35).

Segestria {S. pe/jida, j)l. 78, Jig. 36) forms a tubular web in crevices. It

inhabits Europe and North Africa.

Lycosa [L. tarentvla., pi. 7S^Jig.37 ah c ; L. inelanogastei\ fig. 38) is the

genus which contains the poisonous tarantula, the effects of the l)ite of

which were supposed to be cured by music, but denied by competent Italian

authority in the last century ; and as far back as 1672, Doctor Cornelio, of

Naples, asserted the supposed disease tarentismus to be in some cases

feigned, and in others a delusion arising from melancholy. This and some
allied species live in winding holes a foot or two deep. The genus Lycosa

is common in the United States.

Argyroneta {A. aquatica^ Linn.,^^Z. 77, fig. 56, and pi. 78, fig. 49) is a

genus of spiders with unusual aquatic habits. Breathing air, and with the

structure of the land spiders, this animal lives in the water, diving beneath

the surface, where it lives among aquatic j^lants in a kind of diving bell of

its own construction, and into which it transports air from the surface.

The spider, when about to carry a bubble down, bends its body, draws in

its legs, and plunges suddenly, the bubble being retained by some unknoM'n

means. This is carried beneath a leaf or flat surface, and a web passed

around it, thus forming a nucleus for the structure, which is gradually

enlarged as bubbles are added, until it has attained the required size, when
it is as large as a small walnut. It must, of course, be closed above, and
the entrance must be below. If a fly is thrown into the water, the spider

leaves its retreat to get it, and attaching a thread to it, drags it down. The
winter is past, and the eggs laid, in this retreat. Soon after the young
leave the egg, they ascend to the surface and commence taking down
bubbles and constructing habitations of their own. This spider never

leaves the water, but will live several days if removed from it. The single

species known inhabits Europe from France to La23land.

The bite of Zatrodecfus malmignatus {pi. 78, fig. 44) is s^id to be very

dangerous in Corsica, being compared with that of a viper. This genus

was formed from that of Theridion {pi. 71, fig. 55).

The species of Tegenaria {T. domestioa, pi. 78, fig. 46) are found in

buildings, where they live in holes, cellars, crevices^ and angles of walls, in

which they spin a tube connected with a broad horizontal web externally,

supported by numerous lines in various directions. The web is in poj)ular

use for checking the bleeding of slight wounds,, and individuals of the genus
are said to have been sometimes attracted by music.

The genus Gasteracantha {G. armata,pl. 11, fig. 57 Z») is remarkable for

having an irregular abdomen armed with spines and tubercles. It is

widely distributed, appearing in America, Asia, and Australia. It is allied

to Epeira.

Hcrsilia caudata {pi. 77, fig. 39) ; Chersis savinii {fig. 40) ; Saltkus
fiormiGarius {fig. 41)- Enpus heterogaster {fig. 42 ah c); Arcys lanceo-

larius {fig. 43) • this and the preceding one are from Brazil; JVyssa timida
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{2^1' TS, jig. 45 ah c d e)\ Lachesis ijerversa {pi. 78, fig. 47) ; Uloborus

walcnoirius i^iol. 11^ fig. 57 «, and pi. 19>^fig. 48); Tetragnatlia argyra {pi.

77, fig. 54).

The papers of Prof. N. M. Ilentz, on the spiders of the United States,

may be consulted in the Boston Journal of Natural History.

Class 5. Myriapoda.

The Articulata of this class bear a close external resemblance to worms,

having a lengthened multi-articulate wingless and cylindrical or depressed

body, and numerous articulated feet, whence they derive their scientific

name as well as their common designation of centipedes and millipedes. In

the Chilopoda {centipedes) there are generally one, and in the Chilognatha

{millipedes) two pairs of feet to each segment, and they are usually termi-

nated by a simple claw. In the former order they are lateral, and in the

latter they are placed more towards the middle of the body beneath. In

certain accidental cases, there may be three pairs of feet to an odd segment.

The number of feet varies from twelve pairs to upwards of three hundred

pairs.

The Myria/poda are terrestrial, living in dark and damp places, among

moss, or under bark and stones, some feeding upon animal food, and others

upon fungi, fruits, or decaying vegetable matter. They differ from insects

in the nature of their metamorphosis, being born without members ; but the

first moult exposes the head, antennae, and three pairs of feet, the second

anoult exposes seven pairs of feet towards the anterior jDart of the body, and

finally, with the sixth moult, the full number of feet and segments is

acquired, although the generative organs are not developed for two years

subsequently. These facts were ascertained upon the genus lulus.^ by Savi,

a distinguished naturalist of Bologna.

Some of the species are luminous at night, at certain seasons or under

certain circumstances, and some secrete a penetrating, pungent, and dis-

agreeable material with an acid scent, although with neither acid nor

alkaline qualities. Gervais ascertained that species of Geopliilus will live

a day or two in water, and that parts of the body will stir after being sepa-

rated two weeks. Some species are pretty widely spread, Scutigera

coleoptrata being found from the North of Europe to Egypt and Barbary

;

and it is found in the United States, where it has probably been introduced

by shipping, according to a suggestion of Say.

This class is placed between the Arachnida and Insecta, by Latreille, in

bis last work (Cours d'Entomologie), although his opinion had varied pre-

viously. There are certain analogies between the Annelida and the

Myriapoda, as in the genus Feripatus of the former and Polyxenus of the

latter, the fascicular setre of which resemble those of some of the Annelida.

Their affinity to the Crustacea is observable upon comparing forms like the

terrestrial genus Oniscus^ and Glomeris, which has a similarly shaped body,

•the power of rolling itself into a ball, a crustaceous exterior, and similar
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habits ; and although the number of feet is fourteen in Oniscus, and thirty-

two in the male and thirty-four in the female of Glomeris, the external resem-

blance is so striking, that Glomeris marginatus has often been taken for a

variety of Ar^madillo vulgaris. They have also been considered to be

Arachnida, and more generally, a subdivision of the true insects. West-

wood, following Macleay to a certain extent, places the Ptilota of Aristotle

(the winged insects) in one class, and the Ametahola in another, the latter

being composed of the four orders, ChilognatJia^ Chilojjoda^ Thysanura.,

and Anoplura. The two first of these constitute the Myriapoda, and the

last includes the lice. These heterogeneous materials are thrown together

on account of their imperfect metamorphosis, a character which is indicated

in the name Ametabola.

The class contains the two orders, Chilognatha (lip formed from the

jaws), and Chilojpoda (lip formed from feet), of which the former contains

twenty-one and the latter sixteen genera, in the classification of Newport
published in the Philosophical Transactions. Yarious species in the United

States are described by Say, in the Journal of the Academy of Natural

Science, vol. ii., 1821.

Okdee 1. Chilognatha. The genus Ixdus may be taken as the type of

this order, in which the body is slender, composed of many segments of a

crustaceous consistence externally, often cylindrical, and provided with a

multitude of short feet arranged in double pairs, except anteriorly, where

they are single. The motion of these animals is slow, and when disturbed

they generally roll themselves into a ball or spiral. The antennje are short

and slender, two in number, and have seven articulations. The mandibles

are crustaceous, triarticulate, and without palpi ; the generative organs are

situated behind the seventh pair of feet in the male, and behind the second

pair in the female. The spiracles are situated behind each pair of feet,

and must not be confounded with the lateral outlets of the odoriferous

glands.

The order contains the six families, Glomeridm, Polyxenidce^ Polydes-

?mda?, lulidce Polyzonidce, and SijyJionojjJioridcc.

The body of lulus is cylindrical, and composed of forty or more segments.

The genus is common, and widely distributed in various parts of the earth.

When disturbed, some of the species exude a disagreeable scent, which in

the large and common species of the United States {I. marginatus, Say),

resembles muriatic acid. This species is three inches long, blackish, and
the segments have a rufous margin.

Order 2. Chilopoda. Here the body is depressed and linear, with a
tough exterior, and the segments are proportionally longer, and not so

numerous as in the Chilognatha. Tlie feet also are less numerous, and the

l)osterior pair are usually projected backwards in the manner of a tail, and
used in drawing the body backwards. The antennte are slender and
tapering, and composed of fourteen or more articulations. The mouth is

armed with a strong pair of curved jaws with a palpiform appendage. The
eyes are usually simple, four or five on each side, or absent. These animals
are nocturnal ; they live upon animal food, and run rapidly.
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The order includes tlie families, Scutigeridce, LithoUidce^ Scolopendridce,

and Geojpldlidm. *^

The genns Scolopendra has four pairs of eyes, twenty-one segments, or

twenty-two if the head is considered to be composed of two segments. In

the latter case the segments may be made to correspond with the thirteen

composing the body of insects, if the prascutum, scutum, scutellum, and

postscutellum of each of the three thoracic segments, are counted separately.

Under this view, the segment precediug the nine abdominal segments in

Scolopendra will be the metathoracic postscutellum ; and the posterior

division of the head will be the prothoracic pn^scutum. A similar division

of the segments appears in CryjMps.

The genus Scoloj>endra is widely distributed over the globe, the larger

species (one of which is a foot in length) being peculiar to warm regions.

Their bite is poisonous, and may be compared to that of the scorpions.

Class 6. Insecta.

The name of the class of Insects is derived from the insected or articu-

lated structure of the body, and its frequent division into several portions,

as in the Hymenoptera. It has been variously applied to portions of the

Articulata, but always including the hexapod orders, which are provided

with wings in most cases, and to which the term has been more and more

restricted.

Insects are dioicous articulate animals, breathing air by means of tracheae,

and having a head and abdomen united by an intermediate thorax bearing

the six feet and two or four wings when these are present. They have a

free head bearing two antennae, and they are subject, during their growth,

to certain external and internal changes termed metamorphoses. Most

insects have wings, a peculiarity which none of the other classes possess.

The integument is usually sufficiently hard to serve as a kind of external

skeleton, to the inside of which various muscles are attached.

The body of insects is usually considered to be composed of thirteen

(sometimes fourteen) segments, which are apparent in the larva, although

some of them are frequently so much reduced in size, or so intimately joined

together, that they cannot be distinguished in the adult. The head forms a

single segment, followed by the thorax, which is composed of three seg-

ments, and the remaining ones belong to the abdomen.

In Orismology, or the application of names to organs, it has become a

matter of very great importance to apply the same name to the same part

in difterent groups of animals, so for as tliis can be satisfactorily ascertained.

The neglect of the older entomologists to observe a rule the advantages of

which are so apparent, has been productive of much confusion, and we
accordingly find the term thorax^ which is correctly applied to the part

between the head and abdomen of a Ilymenopter {pi. 79, figs. 11, 14, 18),

also employed to signify the segment next to the head in Coleoj>tera
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[pi. 81, Jigs. 18, 23, 43, &c.). The inaccuracy of this will appear, upon

reflecting that the thorax in the HijmenopteTa bears the wings and all the

feet, whilst the segment next to the head in the Coleoptera bears the anterior

pair of feet alone, corresponding only to one third the thorax of the former.

In the Coleoptera, the elytra or wing-covers, when in a state of repose,

generally cover the abdomen and two thirds of the thorax, keeping the

latter out of view when the insect is viewed from above. A lateral or

ventral view (79?. 81, figs. 105, 106, 130) will exhibit the remaining parts

of the thorax bearing the wings and the medial and posterior feet. In some

cases the abdomen is entirely exposed, the elytra being so short as not to

extend beyond the thorax {^pl. 81, figs. 1-7). The three segments which

comprise the thorax both of a hymenopter and a coleoj>te}\ may be recog-

nised by the three pairs of feet ; but whilst that next to the head (named

the prothorax) is conspicuous in the latter, it is reduced to a mere collar in

the hymenopter, where the next segment or mesothorax is largely developed,

to bear the large anterior pair of wings, whilst the corresponding part in

the Coleoptera have to bear the elytra, which are not used as organs of

flight. Finally, the metathorax, or third segment of the thorax, is reduced

in the Hymenoptera, the wings of this segment being small and of but

secondary importance in flight, whilst in the Coleoptera the same organs

are the only instruments of flight.

Most insects are oviparous; some, as Musca carnaria., are ovo-viviparous,

the eggs being hatched within the body, and in the Pupipara the young

advances to the pupa state before it is excluded, the apparent egg-shell being

the pupa case.

The egg of insects is generally oval, but there are many other forms, as

globular, hemispherical, cylindrical, lenticular, conical, pyriform, &c. The

eggs of Hcincrob'ms are attached to leaves at the extremity of a long thread.

Some are crowned at one extremity, and others have ear-like a23pendages.

In most cases the surface is smooth, but they sometimes occur ribbed or

sculptured in various patterns. White, yellow, and green, are almost the

only colors observed in them. The eggs of insects are deposited according

to the wants of the young to which they are to give birth, either in earth,

water, dung, upon dead animals, or in putrid vegetables, beneath the skin

of caterpillars, in punctures in living vegetables, where they sometimes

cause galls ; some are glued to leaves or branches, and others are placed in

cells where the young are fed.

The larva appears when the shell of the egg is burst at the period of its

maturity. The name larva is applicable to the young of all insects, although

those of butterflies are also named caterpillars., and those of certain flies

maggots. The larva is in most cases unlike the adult insect, generally

appearing as a cylindrical worm, either without feet or with six or more
walking organs, of which six only are articulated feet. In this condition

nourishment is taken, often in great quantities ; the growth is rapid, and a

series of moultings is undergone. When the larva has attained its full size,

in many cases it becomes an inactive pupa without external organs, and
incapable of locomotion or taking food

; but when the pupa case is burst, the
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perfect insect appears. In some cases the larva resembles the adult at all

times in most particulars ; and when, after successive moultings, it becomes

a pupa, this is still much like the adult, and continues to eat and move

about, differing from the larva in having incipient wings inclosed in an

envelope, and from the adult in not having perfect wings. Insects are thus

subject to two principal kinds of metamorphosis, whence the latter have

been named Homomorplia^ and the former Heteromorpha. The metamor-

phosis of the Lqndoj)tera^ Coleoptera,, Ilymenoptera^ and Di])tera^ is

heteromorphic ; whilst that of tlie Orthojjtera and Ilcm'qjtera is homo-

morphic.

Heteromorphic larvre are more or less cylindrical, with or without feet,

and a distinct head. They have generally thirteen segments, each of which

has been provided with a name by Newman, as follows, commencing with

the head: l^cajmt; '2^ ])Totliorax ',
Z^mesotJiofax', 4c^ metaihorax ; 5, jprc-

podeon; ^^podeon; 7, metajyodeon ; 8, octoon; 9, ennaton; 10, decaton;

11, iwotelum; 12, jyaratelum; 13, telum.

The head of larvae is in some cases not different from the other segments,

being equally soft, and without antennas, eyes, or jaws. A larva of this

kind (the feet being also absent) is popularly termed a maggot. Tlie cater-

pillars, which have a more perfect organization, have a corneous head

generally bearing the various organs apparent in the perfect insect or imago.

The antennae of larvse have a simple structure, and but few articulations,

even in those cases where the adult has them complicated and very long.

Of the two kinds of eyes found in adult insects, compound and simple, the

latter, named stemmata^ are alone present in the larva?, but these are some-

times entirely destitute of visual organs. When present, there are from

one to six upon each side. Some caterpillars have the power of secreting

a silken thread, out of which their cocoon is made, the secreting organ being

a part of the mouth. The larvse of some Coleoptera have an analogous

organ at the posterior extremity.

The sides of terrestrial larva? generally show the spiracles, which usually

amount to nine or ten upon each side. All the segments, except the first,

or head, third, fourth, and last, are usually supplied with spiracles. In some

acpiatic larvse there are lateral gills, and in others breathing is accomplished

through the posterior extremity.

The larva state is that in which insects generally live the longest, the life

of the imago being often very short ; so short, that in some cases they require

no nourishment, and are not provided with a mouth. Some species of

Melolontha live a few weeks in the adult state, and three years as larvse.

Cicada sejpteiidechn (and j)i'obably other species) does not survive a single

season, although its larva is seventeen years in coming to maturity.

Pupa. In the homomorphous forms the passage from the larva to the

pupa state is gradual, and is accompanied by but little external change,

especially in the wingless forms, as bed-bugs, and certain grasshoppers.

Amongst the latter, the different stages of the genus PJialangojms can

hardly be determined, but we have observed that certain spines upon the

legs appear only in the last stage, thus indicating the adult.
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"When the caterpillar incloses itself in a cocoon to take tlie helpless con-

dition of a pupa, various internal changes take place, tending towards the

organization of the future insect ; and even previous to this, the internal

organization of the larva had been gradually undergoing various changes

in the nervous and alimentary systems, unaccompanied by any external

change except that of size. Some pupa? are protected by a cocoon, and

some are not thus protected. Of the l^itter, some are suspended by the

posterior extremity, and others, as Pajnllo, attach themselves with the head

above, and a thread around the body to maintain it in its position. Some
susjDended pupae are finely marked with bright colors and golden spots,

whence the name of Chrysalis, which is seldom used, and aurelia, which is

obsolete.

Agassiz has pointed out several curious analogies among the classes of

Articulata, composing the larvie of Lepidoptera (particularly those with

bristly tufts) to the Annelida ; and the pupa? in which the abdomen alone is

capable of motion (the head and thorax being united under a kind of cara-

pace) to the decapodous Crustacea, which are, on account of this affinity

with one of the conditions of insects, placed at the head of their class. He
places the Insects above the Crustacea, because the former leave the con-

dition in which they are covered by a carapace, and advance a step further.

Finally, this philosophical author places the Lepidoptera at the head of the

insects (as Swainson had done upon difterent grounds), because the larva

is mandibulate, and the adult insect perfectly haustellate, so that it advances

further from the larva condition than any of the orders. See Lectures on

Embryoiog}" ; and Proceed. Am. Assoc, Charleston, 1850.

Imago. The perfect insect or imago appears when the case of the pupa

is split, and in the winged species, the wings, which were closely folded,

begin to expand and take their final shape. The imago differs from the

larva in having the body divided into the three principal divisions of head,

thorax, and abdomen.

The integument of insects contains a peculiar principle, named chitine

by Odier, which constitutes a third or fourth of its bulk. It resembles bone

somewhat in its composition, as it contains phosphate of lime, and a trace

of other compounds found in bone. The chitine forms part of the dermis,

which is covered by a thin epidermis. Coccine is another chemical con-

stituent, found particularly in the genus Coccus.

The head of insects is usually regarded as a single piece, but as the cor-

responding part in the Crustacea is considered to be made up of minor parts,

it has been proposed to extend the same theory to the class under con-

sideration, either allowing as many theoretical segments as there are kinds

of appendages, or allowing two kinds of appendages to some of them. Of
these two modes of viewing the^question, the former is preferred in studying

the Crustacea, and should therefore have the preference in this class.

The organs concerned in manducation (enumerating them from above)

are, the upper lip or lahrum., the mandihulcp., or upper jaws, tlie maxillcG or

lower jaws, the tongue or I'tgida, and the lower lip or labium. Brulle

divides the ligula into an upper organ or ei:)i])liarynx.^ and a lower one or
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hypopharynx^ on the gronnd that the lig-ula may be superior or inferior,

both 23ortions being sometimes present, although imequally developed. If

the lips and lignla be considered to be formed by the union of a right and

left hand piece, they will correspond to four pairs of organs like the right

and left mandibles and maxilla^, making six sets of organs corresponding to

as many theoretical segments. Brulle, who proposes this theory, does not

take the eyes or antennae into accgunt in his enumeration.

The various organs composing the mouth of insects have not the same

degree of development in all, some being very conspicuous in certain cases,

and obscure, modified, or obsolete in others. The distinguished Savigny,

the entomologist who accompanied Bonaparte's celebrated expedition to

Egypt, discovered the remarkable fact that the antlia or spiral sucker of a

butterfly, and the maxilla? of a coleopter, are modified conditions of the

same organs ; and he extended this comparison to the mouth of all the

orders. The hausteUum of a fly is composed chiefly of the labium, and the

proimiscis of a hemipter of the maxillce and mandibles.

Without attempting to divide the head of insects into theoretical seg-

ments, its various minor parts must be indicated for the purposes of reference

and description. Its general form is more or less globular, with many
variations, and it has projections like horns, but they are never articulated.

The \\Qii(\. {cajnit)^ exclusive of the attached organs, is named the cranium',

the upper part from the front backwards, is the epicranimn / the top of the

head is the vertex,, which is usually the seat of the stemmata or simple eyes
;

and the posterior part is the occiput. The anterior margin is the clyjjeus^

and back of this is the front. The part between the eyes is sometimes

named the shiciput ,' and the sides of the head gericB or cheeks. The

principal part of the head beneath is the gula. The anterior part of the

head is often prolonged into a rostru?n^ as in the Curculionidae.

The antennce of insects are situated upon the face near the eyes, by

which they are sometimes partly surrounded, and they are attached to the

head by a ball and socket connexion. These organs are generally capable

of moving at the base, and the various articulations move upon each other.

The articulations vary much in form and number, and afford good characters

for classification. The antennie may be shorter than the head, and more

than twice the length of the body, and the nuniber of articulations m.ay

vary from one to fifty, sixty, or more. Long antennos are made up either

of many short articulations or of a few long ones. The antenna? ©ften

differ in the sexes of the same species, in length, and in the number and

form of the articulations. Among the various forms of antenna may be

mentioned the setaceous ; mo7iilifor?n, shaded like a string of beads ; serrate,'

2)ecti?iate ,' Jjipectinate, vfith a pectination upon each side
;
gemctdate, or

bent like an elbow ; clavate / flahellate., ,&c. Some have supposed the

antennos to be oi'gans of feeling, others of hearing, and others of a peculiar

sense, but their use is not known, and may vary in different orders.

Eyes. Insects have two kinds of eyes, compound and simple, named
respectively eyes and stemmata. Tlie former are situated upon the sides

of the head, and are composed of many hexagonal lenses placed in contact,
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These have been enumerated in various insects, and it has been ascertained

that in the eye of an ant there are fifty lenses, in a dragon-fly twelve

thousand, and in various butterflies from six to thirty thousand. The form

of a compound eye is round, oval, or kidney-sliaped, in the last case fre-

quently receiving an antenna in the concavity. The eyes often nearly

cover the entire head, extending upwards to bring their inner margins in

contact, so that the greater part of the surface of the head has the function

of a vast compound eye, as in the dragon-flies {Lihellitla). In some insects

the eyes of the male cover more of the head than those of the female.

Although there is usually but one eye upon each side, this is sometimes

divided, as in the flat water insect of the genus Gijrinus^ in which half of

the divided eye is above and half below. In Tetraopes (raeaning/bi«' eyes)

the eyes have been divided by the base of the antennse ; and in some cases

where they are kidney-shaped, tlie emargination is so deep that only a

narrow strip connects the two ends of tlie eye. The stemmata are three

(less commonly two, or perhaps even one) lenses or simple eyes, situated

upon the vertex or forehead, and generally forming a triangle. Tlie

stemmata are also named ocelli,, but as this term is also applied to spots

resembling eyes (as in the wings of butterflies), the former term is

preferable.

The mouth of insects, although composed of the same essential parfs,

has these modified into two principal types of structure, one of wliich is

adapted to masticate, and the other to suck food. The former is termed

mandibulate, and the latter liaustellate, and we. have the corresponding

section of insects, Mandibulata and Ilaustellata ; but in the Hymenoptera

we find biting mandibles in conjunction with sucking organs.

In the Mandibulata the mouth organs are as follows : The lahrwn,, or upper

lip, is a variously shaped horizontal plate, articulated to the clypeus and

covering the mandibles. The ina,ndibles^ or upper jaws, move laterally and

horizontally, like scissors. The internal margin is sharp, and often toothed,

and the apex is generally curved inwards. The inaxillce,^ or lower jaws,

are situated beneath the former, and have a similar motion, but they are

less robust. When fully developed, the maxillae are composed of four or

five pieces, namely, 1, the cardo,^ or hinge ; 2, the stipes, or stalk; 3, the

sqnamcc,, or palpifer,, closely united with the former, and supporting an

articulated palpus., or feeler ; 4, the mando., or laoinia,, which forms the

inside of the maxilla, and is clothed with stiff bristles. In the jjredatory

Coleoptera its apex is curved, and often articulated, as in Cicindela

{pi. 81, fig. 26). 5, the galea., or external lobe of the maxilla, which

becomes a kind of second or internal bi-articulate palpus in Cicindela.

In the Orthoptera the galea is large, and articulated at the base, and its

internal side is concave, so that it approximates and protects the mando,

whence its name of galea. The mando is often absent, or united to the

galea, so as to form a single organ.

The lahium., or lower lip, closes the mouth below, and although it corre-

sponds with the upper lip, it is a much more complicated organ. In some

points of view it may be compared with a pair of maxillae united in a single
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plate, as it has an articulated palpus on each side, much like those of the

former organs. The labium is partly covered by and articulated with the

mentum^ which is articulated to the anterior part of the cranium^ beneath

named i\\Qjugulum. The labial palpi are attached one on each side of the

labium near the tongue. The projecting sides of the tongue are named
2)araglossce.

Thorax. The thorax supports the organs of motion, and is attached to the

head of an insect by a membranous connexion. Its entire npper and lower

surfaces are named respectively tergiim and ]j^cturii. It is composed of

three divisions, named prothorax., mesothorax^ and metatJiorax y the upper

surfaces of which are termed pronotum., onesonotmn., and metanotum.,

and the inferior surfaces mitejx'ctus, medi2)€cti(s, and postpectus.^ The
protliorax bears the anterior pair of feet, but as it bears no wings it is

simpler in its structure, and its theoretical parts are more difficult to discover

than those of the two other thoracic segments. It is in the lattei', therefore,

that we must look for the subdivisions of these segments. These are

generally enumerated from the front backwards, when the four subdivisions

of the upper part will he the prcescutmn, scutum, scutellmn, and 2yostsci<r

fellum, and those below, the parapte?'a, sternum., episterna, and epimera.

The term pleura is aj^plied to the sides in descriptions, but it is not limited

ta any particular part. The sternum is the chief central part with which

the two episterna articulate, and the two epimera are near the insertion of

the feet, and the paraptera (or tegulcG., ov patagia) near the wings. New-
port thinks it exists in a rudimentary condition in the prothorax, but Straus

Diirckheim thinks the part referred to by that author is the rudiment of

another segment. The mesothoracic scutellum is often seen wedged
between the base of the elytra in the Coleoptera {pi. 81, figs. 23, 12-i, 131,

&c.) The prothorax and mesothorax have usually each a pair of spiracles,

but in the ILjmcnoptera the second pair is upon the metathorax.

The chief appendages of the thorax are the feet, which are never absent.

These organs have many modifications to adapt them to their various uses

of walking, swimming, grasping, leaping, digging, &c. The thoracic

cavities into which the base of the feet is fitted are named acetahida., and
the basal part of the limb which enters them is the coxa j but this is

sometimes firmly attached, so as to have no independent motion. Next to

the coxa follows a small articulation named the trochanter / then follows

the principal articulation, the femur., or thigh, to which succeeds the tihia.,

which is often armed at the end with fixed or movable spines, named
calcaria. This part is more generally provided with spines and cilia than

the other parts. The tibia is followed by the tarsus, which is made up of

several small articulations named ^^AaZ^/wi/t^s, of which there are never more
than five. The end of the tarsi is usually armed with two claws named
^ingues.

* Frosteffms, d'c, would be more uniform with prothorax, d'c, than antepectus. The name
prostcrnum cannot be used with propriety, as it is applied to a minor division (sternum, episterna)

of the breast of each thoracic segment.
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Insects whicli have five articulations to the tarsus are named i?enta-

meroiis. Those with four are named tetramerous ', but as a fifth immovable

and microscopic articulation has been discovered, Eurmeister names this

form cryptoiKntameTOus^ and Westwood, pseudotetramerous^ a useless

addition of names, for, as Mulsant observes, the terms Tetrojinera^ &c.,

refer to the number oi free articulations. Sober goes so far as to consider

all the Coleoptera pentamerous ; but even could the abortive articulations

be detected, the relation of the difierent groups would not be altered,

because the tarsi of the Peutamera would still have five, and tiiose of the

Tetramera lour movable pieces. In the Hetero'^nera the four anterior tarsi

have five^ and the posterior pair yb7^r articulations, Trinierous^ dimerous,

and monomerous tarsi are also enunaerated. The anterior tarsi are some-

times wanting, as in Ateuchus.

The wings, when present, are 'either two or four, the anterior pair being

affixed to the mesothorax, and the posterior ones to the metathorax. Some-

times the two pairs are equal, and when they are of unequal size, sometimes

the anterior ones are the largest, as in the Hjmenoptera and Lepidoptera

;

and sometimes the posterior ones, as in the Orthoptera. In the Coleoptera

the anterior wings are converted into elytra for the protection of the true

wings, not being used as organs of flight. The wings are composed of two

usually transparent membranes, between which various hollow nervures are

distributed, and filled with air from the body. In the Orthoptera (grasshop-

pers, &c.) the upper or anterior wings (named teg?m7ia) are thicker and

narrower than the inferior ones, and the latter are folded like a fan. In a

jDart of the Ilemiptera the base of the upper wings has a leathery texture.

All the wings of the Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, and iSTeuroptera, are of a

uniform texture respectively. Those of the Lepidoptera are covered with

minute scales ; those of the Xeuroptera have numerous reticulating nerv-

ures, and in the Hymenoptera the nervures are but few. In the Diptera, or

flies, the anterior wings are used in flight, the posterior ones being reduced

to a small knobbed thread {hcdteres). In the Strejpsijptera the posterior wings

are fully developed, the anterior ones being abortive. In most of the

orders of winged insects there are genera and species which have no

wings; and some have wings in one sex and not in the other, as in the

female coleoptera, known as glowworms. In one genus of Orthoptera the

posterior wings are present, without a vestige of the anterior pair.

Abdo'men. The abdomen is attached to the metathorax, either by its

entire breadth, or by a portion of it only. The upper surface is named the

dorsum, and the lower one the venter. Of the nine distinct normal

segments some are occasionally absent by a union of several into one. In

some cases the segments of the dorsum and venter do not correspond ; in

Carabus, for example, the former has nine and the latter but five. In many
cases the abdomen of the male has one segment more than that of the

female, and the dorsum has generally one more than the venter. The con-

nexion between the upper and lower parts of the same segment, and between

the segments, is eftected by a membrane, and in the latter case the base of

each segment slides within the preceding one. The abdomen is more
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capable of motion than tlie thorax, and in some insects it is very flexible,

as in the coleoptera with short elytra, the wasps, &c. The abdominal

spiracles are situated at the junction of tlie dorsum and venter, or in the

lateral margin of the dorsum, and nearly every segment has a pair of

spiracles. The abdomen has various appendages, as the forceps in the

male of Panorpa, hooks, stylets, ovipositor, sting, &c.

The nervous sf/$fem of iiisects corresponds with the articulate type, being

composed of a double cord with a line of ganglions. The principal organ

of circulation is a dorsal vessel, which is a long muscular pulsating heart.

The alimentary canal offers many modifications to adapt it to the various

kinds of food upon which insects subsist.

Many insects, particularly the Coleoptera, are luminous at night. Among
these are members of the genera Elater and Lampyris. In both sexes of

certain species of the former genus, the light is emitted chiefly from a

raised oval spot on each side of the pronotum, but the sides of the abdomen

are luminous also. The light is sufficient to enable a person to read small

print, if the insect be passed along the lines. In Lampyris the light

proceeds from the posterior extremity of the body, and it is more bright in

the female (which is sometimes apterous) than in the winged male. The

larvai of some of the Lampyrides are luminous, and in the southern United

States there is a small flat larva (probably of an Elater) about an inch

long, which emits a strong phosphorescence from all the segments, equal to

that of Elater noctilucus ; and when the head and tail are brought together,

a brilliant circle, like a ring of diamonds, is formed. According to Kirby

and Spence, the eyes of some nocturnal Lepidoptera are luminous. In

several Xortli iVmerican sj^ecies of S/)hinx we have observed eyes

apparently phosphorescent, by dim candlelight, or when shaded from its

direct light ; but this false phosphorescence has always disappeared when
the light was extinguished, so that in these cases, at least, there was only a

peculiar reflection.

Many insects imitate the possum in simulating death when disturbed;

some allow themselves to drop from leaves ;
elaters, wdien unable to escape

by running, either simulate death, or by a click throw themselves out of the

way. The genus Brachinus^ when disturbed, shoots out a vapor accom-

panied by a slight sound. Some insects defend themselves by biting, some

by stinging, some by ejecting acrid matter from the stomach and mouth,

and others by exuding a disagreeable scent. The caterpillars of the genus

Papilio project, when disturbed, a forked gland from the neck above, which

is the seat of a very offensive odor. The spinous tufts of some caterpillars

have an irritating quality like that of nettles.

Sounds are emitted by various insects, and by means of various organs,

as the rubbing together of the wings in Orthoptera, the end of the abdomen
against the inside of the elytra, and the prothorax against the mesothorax.

The male Cicada makes a very loud and shrill sound, which is produced

by a peculiar apparatus opening at the base of the abdomen. The vibrat-

ing apparatus is lateral, and the mirror-like memliranes within the external

aperture may be destroyed without interrupt'ng the sound. A nocturnal
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butterfly, AcTierontia atropos {pi. SO, fig. 15), produces a ])laintive crv,

which is said to proceed from the head. We liave discovered tliat a so^^nd

is made bj an American species of Lithosia (another nocturnal le[>idopter)

bj vibrating the sides of the thorax ; and we have heard a ^'ery low and

dull musical sound from the hemipterous genus Belostorna {jjl. SO, Jig 71),

l)roduced apparently by a vibration within the thorax, and from the lov;-

ness of the note produced, a largo portion of the organs nu^st be concerned

in producing it.

The relations of insects to man are more numerous and important than

those of the other classes of animals excepting the domestic breeds, and

thej exceed these in the importance of their history. Almost every year

new enemies to the various vegetable j^roductions cultivated by the farmer

and gardener make their appearance, the history of which must in many

cases be known before the proper means can be taken to prevent their

increase. Often the noxious insect has a destroyer in some other insect,

and the latter, being seen about the infested vegetable, is often mistaken for

the real enemy. Some insects destroy the leaves and blossoms of plants,

as the larvffi of butterflies ; the larvie of some Coleopfe7'a, especially those

of some of the beetles (j:)!. 81, fig. 130), are very destructive to the roots

of grass, which they sometimes destroy to such an extent that the sod can

be taken up in large flakes. An instance is related of a ftirmer whose crops

were entirely destroyed by the larvjB of Mdolontha {pi. ^1., fig. 130), of

which eighty bushels were collected. At one time the cultivation of the

suo-ar cane had to be abandoned on account of the increase of an ant

{Fopinica saccharivora)^ which destroyed all the plantations ; and on the

eastern continent large tracts are sometimes rendered desolate by the

ravages of the largo grasshopper, Locusta migratoria. The CurculionUIce

(including the weevils) {p>l. SI, figs. 67-76) are destructive to various kinds

of grain and seed; the CerambycidcB {pi. 81, fig. 50, ifec.) destroy growing

and dead wood ; BostricJius., &c., perforate the bark ; and the Aphides and

other families suck the sap ; so that amongst the various orders, all parts of

a plant, from the root to the seed, whether living or dead, are subject to

destruction.

Insects are frequently useful to plants in bringing the pollen to the

pistils, and thus securing the continuance of the species in cases where

this could not be effected except by such extraneous means. The insects

which feed upon honey and pollen effect this object, not only in cases wheB^
the stamens and pistils, although together, present difficulties in the mode
of getting the pollen to the latter, but in those cases where the plants are

dioicous, when it sometimes happens that the staminate and pistillate flowers

are several miles apart. Moreover, the stamens and pistils often arrive at

maturity at different periods in the same blossom, so that the ripe pollen is

carried upon the hairy body and limbs of the insect to the mature pistils of

a different tree.

The predaceous insects are nseful in destroying those which feed upon

vegetables, and they attack both the perfect insects and their larva?. The

parasitic families destroy an immense number of caterpillars, and the larvag
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of flies which destroy vegetables, and their size is so graduated that they

are capable of destroying larvje of all sizes, from those several inches in

length, to such as do not exceed one twenty-flfth of an inch.

Insects in their various states constitute the food of many beasts, birds,

reptiles, and fishes. Some, as the large grasshoppers, are sometimes dried

and eaten in the Levant ; some savage nations eat the large grubs found in

rotten wood ; and the cossus^ v,-hich the ancients esteemed as a great deli-

cacy, was a larva of some kind, ami an allied one is now eaten in Brazil.

Ants are eaten by the savages of Brazil, the formic acid probably replacing

the vinegar used in civilized gastronomy ; whilst some of the lowest savage

tribes devour their own vermin.

The various species of blistering flies are employed under the name of

cantharidcs ; the genus Coccus furnishes the beautiful dyeing material

cochineal ; the galls formed on oak trees by insects of the genus CymjJS,

are used in the arts ; and insects furnish honey, silk, and manna.

Cajjrijication is an art which has been practised from a remote period.

It consists in causing figs to ripen by suspending upon the trees branches

of the wild fig tree (named caprificus by the Romans), which is infested by

an insect which pierces the fruit and causes it to ripen.

The indigenes of Brazil have made a curious surgical aj)plication of ants,

many of which, when they attack with their mandibles, will allow them-

selves to be pulled to pieces rather than let go. When one of these natives

has received a cut, the sides of the wound are brought together carefully,

and an ant adapted for the purpose is made to bite the conjoined edges,

when the body is torn from the head, the process being repeated according

to the length of the wound, so that the natives are often seen with rows of

ant heads upon various parts of the body.

Although insects are essentially terrestrial, there are families, the mem-
bers of which swim upon the surface (as Gyrinus)^ or walk with the body

raised above it (as Gerris, or ILjclwrnetra)^ the tips of their feet touching

the surface, and a few which walk upon the bottom (as JVepa). These are

almost entirely confined to the fresh waters. Westwood, however, describes

a genus {Micralymma) which inhabits the coasts of the sea between high

and low water mark, under such circumstances that it must remain four hours

under water at each tide, and he mentions other instances of Coleoptera

remaining beneath salt water for shorter periods. (Mag. Zool. and Bot. ii.

*|;24.) According to Audouin, a small carabideous insect, Aepusfulvescens^
passes a great part of the time beneath the sea, holding a small quantity of

air among the bristles with which it is in part clothed ; but whether it can

abstract oxygen from the water when this is exhausted, has not been deter-

mined. It is probable, however, that this power exists in the coleopterous

genus Elmis, and some allied ones, the species of which are small, tardy in

their movements, and unable to swim. They live affixed to stones at the

bottom of fresh waters, which are sometimes so rapid that the insects could

not reach the surface and return to the position in which they are found.

Among the insects which walk upon the water, the most remarkable is

the genus Halobaks (allied to Gerris), which is found far at sea in the
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Southern Atlantic cand the intertropical regions of the Pacific. Most of the

sjiecies have been described from wingless individuals, probably larvi"e.

Orders of Insects.

The distribution of insects into orders has been one of the chief problems

of Entomolog}^, and one about which there is a great want of unanimity.

Latreille, the father of modern Entomology, who was born in 1762, and

devoted a long life to the science, proposed a system in 1796, which he

subsequently modified in various editions of his works, in 1806, 1817, 1825,

1829, and 1832. In these he adopted the following arrangement of the

orders, which is still very generally followed

:

A. Insects without wings.

a. Without metamorphosis,

* Mouth mandibulate,
** " suctorial (lice),

1). A metamorphosis (fleas), .

B. Insects, with wings.

a. Elytroptera,

(Anterior wing acting as a sheatii for the poster

* Mouth mandibulate,

Wing-covers horny, metam. perfect, .

" " " " imperfect,

" " coriaceous,

"

"
.

*" Mouth suctorial,

"

"
. .

•

5. Gymnoptera (wings alike)

* Wings four.

f Mandibulate, mandibles distinct.

Wings reticulated, ....
" veined,

ff Mouth suctorial, mandibles abortive, .

** Wings two.

f Two twisted halteres before the wings,

ff Halteres tvv^o, behind the wings,

.

1. tuysanura.

2. Parasffa.

3. SlPHONAPTERA.

ior one.)

4. COLEOPTERA.

5. DermAFTERA.
6. Orthoptera.

7. Hemiptera.

8. Neuroptera.

9. Hymenoptera.

10. Lepidoptera.

11. Rhipiptera.

12. DiPTERA.

It must be borne in mind that the same name is in some cases not given

to the same group by different authors, and that the same order sometimes

has seveml names. The English authors exhibit a fondness for numerous

orders, separating, for example, the Cicadte from the Hemiptera, under the

name of Homoptera.

After various modifications, Burmeister proposed, in 1839, a very different

arrangement, founded principally upon the metamorphosis, of which he

admits two grades, one half, the other entire, according to which he names

insects Hemimetabola {Amefabola of Leach) and Ilolometahola {Metahola

of Leach), each of which contains haustellate and mandibulate orders, of
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which the former contains two : 1^ Ehynchota ; 2, Gymnognatlia ; and the

latter four : 3, Antliata^ Fabr. {Diptera^ Linn.) ; 4, Piezata^ Fabr. {Hymeno-

ptora, Linn.); 5, Glossatcc, Fabr. {Lejndoptem, Linn.); and 6, Eleutherata^

Fabr. {Coleoptera^ Linn.). For all these, except the second, Burnieister adopts

the names of Fabricius. The peculiarity of this arrangement is the reduc-

tion of the orders to six, and the distribution of the minor parts of each, as

will be observed in the following sketch.

The Rlajncliota are made to include the tribe and family' Pediculina (the

lice), or hanstellate Anoplura ; whilst the mandibulate Anopliira, or bird

lice, form the second tribe of his order Gymnognatha, under the name of

Mallophaga^ the first tribe being the PTiysopoda^ from which Llaliday and

most English entomologists form their order Thyaanoptera. The order

Thysanura of preceding authors forms a tribe., next to which succeed the

Orthoptera (including Blatta) ; Dennatoptera [Forficula., pi. 81, jigs. 1-3)

;

Corrodentia {Termcs., Einlda) ; Sahidicornia {EptJiemera., Libellida)
;

Plecoptera {Semhlis) ; Trichoptera ; and Plannipennia {Sicdis, etc.), all as

tribes of the same order. It results from this, that the Neuroptera and

Orthoptera., as well as other groups usually considered orders, form but one

order, in the opinion of Burnieister. Erichson (in Agassiz's Nomenclator)

places the Thysanura as an order, except that the LepismidcG are withdrawn

and placed in the order Orthoptera., which is farther enlarged by the

addition of the Libelhdidce., which are abstracted from the remaining

Neuroptera. Erichson admits the orders Thysaiioptera., Epizoa (lice), and

Siictoria (fleas).

Burmeister states the principle upon which he establishes his orders as

follows :
" The more marked the transformation the more heterogeneous is

the individual in the several stages of its existence ; and as all insects

proceed from the same point, those necessarily, whose metamorphosis we
call complete, must attain a higher grade than the rest, which transform

themselves incompletely. We thus obtain two chief groups among insects,

Hembrietabola and Ilolometahola. Both commence a new development in

the organization of the mouth, as they at first exhibit to us abortive, setiform,

oral organs, only adapted to suction, but in the higher grades these suctorial

organs develoj^e themselves into free mandibles, with a lip covering them.

Thus each group has Insecta haustellata and Insecta mandibulata. Each
of these groups may then be further subdivided, according to the form of

the larva, the structure of the wings, and the entire internal organization,

and these divisions constitute their orders. We thus obtain an arrangement,

the principles of which are deduced from the idea of the entire insect, and
which, as this idea becomes separated according to its several characters

and constituents, it consequently necessarily and spontaneously forms itself

by the philosophical laws of thought."

The orders of Latreille will be chiefly followed here, not because they are

considered to be correct, but because the accuracy of the modifications

proposed by Erichson and Burnieister has not been sufliciently tested.

Moreover, the views of these celebrated entomologists do not correspond.

Order 1. Thysanura {p)l. 77, figs. 79-84). In this order, established by
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Latreille in 1796, and considered a tribe of his order Oymnognatha by

Bnrmeister, the body is apterous, more or less cylindrical, and often covered

with minute scales like a silvery dust. The antennie are longer than the

head, and the mouth is provided with mandibles and maxillaB. They are of

active liabits, living in woods, among moss, or beneath stones and bark.

Some of the small species are sometimes found on the surface of the water

near the margin, or hopping about on the surface of snow in winter, some-

times in great numbers. The order contains the two families, Poduridce

and Lepisviidoi.

Fam. 1 Poduridm. Here the body is oblong or globular, the antennae

are rarely composed of more than i'onr articulations, but in the genus

Macrotoma the three or four articulations are divided into a great many
rings or indistinct segments, indicating an affinity with the Lepismidse.

The palpi are indistinct according to some authors, and absent according to

others. The mandibles and maxillre are membranaceous, the eyes simple,

varying in number, and the abdomen is four or six articulate. The pro-

thorax is sometimes much reduced in size, or wanting above, although a

part of it remains below, to which the anterior feet are attached. The

posterior extremity is provided with a spring or appendage bent along the

abdomen, and used in leaping. Tliis, however, is wanting in the genus

Anura^ in which the mandibles and maxillae seem to be absent. They

are usually confined to damp places, and die very soon if deprived of

moisture. The oral aperture is so minute that it is supposed they subsist

upon the juices of decaying vegetable matter.

Podura {pi. 77, fig. 70 a, natural size ; J, magnified, exhibiting the

caudal spring). Smynthurus {fig. 80) has the abdomen large and globular.

The species of this genus are often seen hopping upon the surface of water

and snow. The dark-colored species of this family are so abundant at

times as to give the snow the aj^pearance of being sprinkled with coui'se

gunpowder. J. M. M'Minn mentions their occurrence in the mountains of

Pennsylvania, in the following words (Proceed. Acad. ISTat. Sci. iv. 246)

:

" I have frequently noticed them in mid-winter on the snow, but I never

saw such a multitude of them together as I witnessed on the 17th of

Feb., 1849. The snow was entirely covered for the fourth of a mile along

the road, and several rods on either side. The mercury in Fahrenheit was
standing about fifteen degrees ; the atmosphere was dry and clear. Tliese

little animals were quite stupid, and to all appearance had been but a short

time there, and as it was about nine o'^clock in the morning, I judged that

they arrived at night. Their motion was slow, and those on the top were
quietly endeavoring to get under. The next day, when I again passed the

spot, I could not detect a vestige of them. The wind had been strong from
the north for several days, and I have ppticed that we had strong north

winds whenever I had seen them." Tliis species is probably the Podura
nimcola described by Dr. A. Fitch, who gives a similar history of it in his

account of the " Winter Insects of Eastern Kew York," published in the

Am. Jour, of Agr. and Sci. for May, 1847.

Fam. 2. Zepismidce. In this family the antennte are setaceous, and
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composed of a great number of small artlculatioiis ; the oral organs are

present, the palpi are conspicuous, and each side of the abdomen

has a I'ow of movable appendages, which Latreille considers false

feet, and Gervais respiratory organs. The abdomen is composed of ten

segments, and terminated by a number of multi-articulate threads, which

vary in number according to the genera. Tlie genus Machilus {271. 77,

figs. 81, 84) has a leaping spring like Podura, and a large compound eye

formed by the fusion of the two which appear in other genera. The genus

Lepisma {figs. 83, 83) is found in houses in Europe and America, and from

the silvery color of its scales, it is sometimes called sugar-fish. Tt runs

rapidly, and is difficult to take without removing the scales. The common
species is supposed to eat sugar, whence its name Lepisma saccJiarina.

Oedek 2. Anoplfea. The order A^iopltira (thus named by Macleay

from the absence of locomotive caudal appendages) was also named
Parasita by Latreille, on account of its parasitic habits, and Epizoa by

Nitzsch, from its occurrence upon animals. In this order, which includes

the lice, there are six feet, no wings, and two or four stemmata.

Burmeister, as we have already seen, places the two families of which it is

comjDosed in separate orders, one, the Pediculidm or lice, among the

HemipUra., and the iWVmcfeorbird lice among the Orthoptera^t\iQ former

being haustellate and the latter mandibulate.* The general structure and

habits of the two families are very much alike, and we have seen that the

best characters, as those afforded by the organs of respiration, are in certain

cases not uniform throughout an order ; so that in the present case the

difterence between the oral organs of the two families may be of no more

accovmt than the absence of special respiratory organs in some of the

Crustacea. The head and thorax are distinct, the antennfe are short, and

composed of but few articulations ; the tarsi have but one articulation, ter-

minating in a simple nail, sometimes doubled back, so as to form a claw

adapted for holding.

Fam. 1. Pediculidm. The mouth is a small suctorial retractile rostrum

placed beneath the head. The thorax is narrower than the abdomen, which

is large, and with the segments (of which there are from seven to nine)

distinct. There are six pairs of spiracles. This family contains several

.genera, of which the best known is Pediculus. P. capitis {pi. 77, fig.

77, ahc) infests the human head. The eyes are a black point on each side,

•the antennae have five articulations, and the general color is pale yellowish,

Tvith a dark line on each side. The skin is tough, and sufficiently translu-

cent to exhibit the internal organs. Lice multiply rapidly with warmth
and moisture. Leeuwenhoek, by keeping a male and female in his stocking,

which he wore day and night, ascertained that one of them might increase

to five thousand in eight weeks. They are found chiefly on children and

dirty persons, more frequently upon the back of the head, and the use of

hair powder is favorable to their increase. They are easily destroyed by
various mercurial ointments, or an infusion of Coceulus indictis. The

louse which infests negroes is a distinct black species with a large flat head.

PediGulus vestimenti (the clothes louse) is a second species which is found
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upon the bcack and breast, and in the clothing of nnclean persons. It is

more slender, with a thinner neck than P. ccqyitis^ and its eggs are attached

to the hair of the breast and arms. It is common upon the lower classes in

Kussia and Spain. P. tctbescentiutn infests the body also. It resembles P.

capitis and P. vestimenti^ but is a little larger, the head round, the thorax

quadrate, the abdomen ending with four bristles, the antennoe rather long,

and the color pale yellow. It inhabits the human body in the folds of the

skin, and is found in connexion with the disease named Phthiriasis. It

forms small scale-like flaps of the skin, beneath which it is found, particu-

larly upon the back, breast, and neck. xVmong those who have died of this

disease were Antiochus Epiphanes, Ilerod, Plato, the emperor Maximian,

and the poets Alemanus and Ennius. Burmeister thinks this species has a

spontaneous origin in the corruption of the fluids in old or enervated sub-

jects. He states that it is not contagious, as a woman of seventy who

occupied a bed with her husband did not communicate it to him. This

case was cured by the application of oil of turpentine. Cleanliness is of no

avail, nevv- lice being in some cases produced until the death of the patient.

See Burmeister's Manual of Entomology, English ed., p. 307, § 203 ;
and

Ivirby's Bridgewater Treatise, chap. 1. The human race is attacked by

still another and smaller species of parasite, w'hich difters so much from the

former one, as to constitute a distinct genus named Phthirius {P.jnibis,

ft. ^i'J^fig. T6). The body of this species is short and wide, and the thorax

much wider than the head. It infests the axillary and inguinal regions.

Fam. 2. Nirmidce. These insects are chiefly found infesting birds, and

are familiarly termed bird lice. The head is generally large and triangular,

rounded in front, and often wdth pointed projections ; the mouth is beneath

;

the labrum, labium, mandibles, and maxillge are present, the last being in

most cases minute, and either with or without palpi. AYhen the palpi are

present, they have four articulations. These insects do not feed upon blood,

but the feathers upon which they are usually found seem to supply them

with food. A bird may have from one to five species of these lice ;
and

the same species sometimes inhabits several distinct birds, but in general

certain forms are confined to certain orders and families of them.

The genus Trichodedes of Nitzsch belongs to this family, and is found

upon Mammalia, as the dog, cat, weasel, bear, porcupine, horse, ox, sheep,

deer, &c. Gyropus also infests Mammalia. The most useful single work

upon this order is Denny's Monographia Anoplurorum Britannia, London,

18-i2, 8vo., with 26 colored plates.

Okder 3. SiPHONOSTOMA. This name was proposed for the fleas (Pidex^

and several allied genera) by Latreille, in 1825 ; Kirby and Spence named
them Aplimivptera^ in 1826 ; Degeer named i\\^VLiS,uctor{a^ 1778 ; and some
restrict the term Aptera to them. The mouth approaches nearer to that of

the higher Diptera^ with which order they have the greatest affinity, and in

which they would probably be placed by Burmeister. Fleas are parasitic

in their perfect state, infesting man, beasts, and birds. The body is com-

pressed, with a tough shining integument, and transverse rows of bristles.

There are no wings, but these organs are represented by two scales on
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each side. Tliere are two stemmata ; the mouth is jDrovicled with a tongue,

two lancet-shaped palpi, and a pair of long slender mandibles with serrulate

edges. The maxillary palpi have four articulations, and are so long that

they resemble antennie (the antennas being inconspicuous), and below these

there are two maxilla?, shaped like triangular plates. The antennae are

minute, situated behind the stemmata, and capable of being hidden in a

cavity. The feet are long and bristly, and adapted for leaping, and the

tarsi are pentamerous. The larva of the flea is a slender white active grub,

without feet, but it is provided with antenna?, and a pair of posterior hooks.

It attains its full size in about twelve days, when it spins a silken cocoon,

and becomes a quiet pupa, in which the limbs of the imago are visible.

Fleas {Pulex irritcms, pi. ^7,Jiff. '7oah) abound where there are dogs

and hogs ; in camps and barracks, where they often swarm in the quarters

of the soldiers. The larva seems not to be parasitic, living ujion the litter

of stables, &c. They are often produced from eggs laid under the toenails,

or in the seams of the drawers of uncleanly persons, where they find

nourishment adapted to their wants.

Pulex 2)enetra'ns {^^l. YT, jig. 7'^ahcd\ the type of Gnerin's genus

Dermatojyhilus^ is a small species which lives parasitically beneath the skin

of the feet of men and dogs in the warm parts of America, particularly

Guiana and Brazil. It is known as the jigger (chegoe, chigo), and by a

dozen other names. It is found in sandy places, where it hops about like

the other species, until it finds a suitable resting-place, when it penetrates

beneath the skin and forms serious sores. In this condition the abdomen

of the female enlarges to the size of a small pea {fig. 72 e, enlarged and

inverted), and is found to be full of eggs. The male has not been observed,

and is probably not parasitic. They frequently lodge in the toes, esj^ecially

beneath the nails, causing great pain and inflammation, and it sometimes

happens that the toes must be amjjutated, in consequence of the sores to

which they give rise. Waterton saw the foot of a negro which was a mass

of ulcers from the neglected attacks of this insect. According to this

author, " The Indian and ]Sregro wenches perform the operation of extract-

ing chegoes with surprising skill. They take a pin, and by a very slow

jjrocess, they lay the part bare, and contrive to work quite round the bag

w^hich contains the chegoe and its offspring. As soon as this has been

effected, they turn the bag out, whole and uninjured ; by which means none

are left in the hole to form a new colony," Besides man and dogs, the

sand flea attacks sheep, goats, cats, hogs, oxen, horses and asses. Accord-

ing to Azara, it does not extend beyond 29° of south latitude.

Order 4. Coleoptera {pi. 81, figs. 84-148). This order includes all the

insects with thin membranous wings on the metathorax, covered by hard cori-

aceous wing-covers or elytra attached to the mesothorax, their color and texture

having more or less resemblance to the general exterior surtace of the body.

The mouth is mandibulate, and the wings folded transversely to allow them to

be withdrawn beneath the elytra. There are, howevei-, exceptions to most of

the characters by which groups in the animal kingdom are defined. The wings,

and even the elytra, are sometimes wanting. The elytra, which unite in a
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straight line along the dorsum, lap the one over the other in a few cases
;

and in others they are connate, or soldered together into a single piece,

there being no wings beneath them.

The galea of the maxillse in the Orthoptera is rarely represented in the

Coleoptera^ and when it is, the form is entirely different ; and the wings are

neither formed nor folded as in that order. The head, thorax, abdomen,

and feet, are distinct, and the prothorax is a conspicuous part, capable of

motion, and allowing the head to move upon it. The ej'es are generally

two in number, and stemmata are extremely rare. In rare cases the eyes

are absent. Tlie mouth is composed of a labrum, mandibles, maxillse, and

labium, with their appendages. The antennse and parts of the mouth are

extremely variable, and afford characters for genera and higher groups.

The abdomen is attached by its entire base ; beneath it is more or less

hard, but above it is membranous, being protected by the elytra. Coleoptera^

with a few exceptions, do not fly with the ease and rapidity of some of the

other orders, and they do not take wing so readily, it being necessary first

to raise the elytra and extend the wings ; but in the Gicindelidce and some

other families, this is done with remarkable quickness.

The head and prothorax are often ornamented by horn-like projections,

sometimes resembling jaws, as in [j^l. ^1^ jig. 148) ScarabcBus hercules^

in which the upper projection is from the pronotum, and the lower one from

the head ; and Oryotes nasicornis {jig. 145) has a horn arising from its

head resembling that of a rhinoceros. The sexes are distinguished in

various ways in the different groups, as b}^ the antenngg in some, and the

feet in others. In some genera, as Lucanus {jig. 124), the mandibles are

much larger in the male than in the female, and of a different form. This

order is oviparous, the male dies soon after pairing, and the female after

depositing her eggs. In cases where the male has not paired, it has been

preserved alive for a jjeriod much beyond that of its ordinary life.

The Coleoptera have been studied more than any other order of insects,

the causes of which may be stated as follows. With the exception of the

Lepidoptera., they contain the handsomest species. The Lepidoptera are

difficult to take in a perfect condition, and when taken they require more

attention in carrying and handling, and in expanding the wings, besides

taking up more room in cabinets, and being more likely to be destroyed by

moths and other destructive larvEe. Coleoptera present great variety in

their structure ; their exterior hardness renders their preservation a simple

matter. It requires but little trouble to collect and bring home a great many
at a time, and they can be easily caught and collected when insects which

are more upon the wing are not seen. There are more books upon the

Coleoptera, which facilitates their study and renders it more easy to dis-

cover new species.

In forming a collection of Coleoptera (and these remarks will, in most

cases, apply to other orders), various localities must be sought. Many
frequent the blossoms and leaves of shrubs and trees, various species are

found in rotten wood, dung, carrion {JSfecrophorus prefers dead reptiles),

beneath stones, logs, bark, or under the earth. Species which live in fungi
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may be readllv taken by making a pile of this material and looking through

it in the course of a day or two. Some species which live in moist places,

or beneath the sand along the margins of water courses, can be driven from

tlieir retreats by dashing up water with the hand. Hosts of small species

are found amongst the grass, from which they may be swept with a canvas

net attached to a stout wire ring twelve or thirteen inches in diameter, and

fixed in a handle about two feet long. The canvas and fixtures must be

sufficiently strong to allow briers and other rongh vegetation to be swept

without injury to it. A great many species are attracted by a light at night.

"When captured, Coleoptera (and other insects which are not readily injured)

should be put into small short vials in which a little paper has been put to

allow them to cling to, but predaceous ones should be put into a bottle with

a little ether in it, as they would destroy the others. For the smaller kinds

a bottle must be provided with a quill (to be closed with a stopper) inserted

through the cork, through which they are to be passed into the bottle, to

prevent the inmates from escaping \vhen a new prisoner is to be added.

These may be killed by having a little paper in the vial moistened with

ether, or by immersing the whole in hot water.

Each specimen should have a pin of a suitable size passed vertically

through the right wing cover, to within less than half an inch of the head.

When an insect is too small to have a pin passed through it, this must be

stuck through the large end of a small triangle or wedge of thin card, about

one fourth of an inch long, and one sixteenth of an inch wide at the large

end, the opposite end being pointed. Upon the upper surface of the point

of this card, small insects must be gummed, and in such a position that the

2)in being vertical and upon the right, and the point of the card towards the

left side, the insect must cross it at right angles, the right elytron being

towards the pin, and the abdomen towards the manipulator, and this

position must be preserved in the cabinet. The gum used must be gum
arable, with a little starch and inspissated ox gall, this being indisj)ensable

to prevent the gum from flying with the extremes of temperature, and it is

sufficiently adhesive to prevent insects from being jarred loose by touching

the pins. Tlie same material is to be used in mending insects. The pins

used for the small cards should be small No. 1 of the German manufac-

turers, and in general thin pins should be preferred. When insect pins

cannot be procured, the ordinary kinds may be used, but in this case a great

many specimens must be attached to cards. If pins are subsequently j)ro-

cured, the carded insects may be placed for a few hours in a closed vessel

of moist sand, when they can be detached, and will be sufficiently relaxed

to allow them to be pinned without breaking the antennas and feet.

Specimens are to be arranged in horizontal rows on the drawers of a

cabinet, made with every joint close. The drawers for the Coleoptera of

the United States may be from twenty to twenty-four in number, of a size

to allow a glazed cover to each, of ten by twelve inch glass, the frame of

wdiich should both enter about half an inch within, and project over the

edge of the drawer on the four sides, to give double security to the joint.

This frame should be carefully fitted before the drawer is put in. The
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bottom should he smoothly covered with sheet cork, corn-stalk pith, the soft

root of the southern tupelo, or the wood of Affcive americana. If soft white

pine is used, a small hole must be made with an awl before a specimen can

be inserted. The depth of the drawers will depend upon the length of the

pins used. The German insect ])ins are If inches long, and are preferable

on account of their toughness and elasticity, in which they excel the

English and French pins. Tlie pin that holds the insect will also pass

through the label. A piece of camphor wrapped in gauze or other thin

material should be placed in one corner of every drawer, and should it be

found from the dust beneath a specimen that there is an enemy at work

within it, it should be removed and subjected to a heat nearly equal to

that of boiling water. This may be done by placing it in a covered tin

vessel, which may be innnersed in another containing hot water. A good

wash to destroy moths and the various larvffi found in collections, is com-

posed of one part of oil of turpentine, and six of camphorated alcohol.

A few globules of mercury are sometimes placed in the drawers to prevent

the ravages of the minute louse-like Troctes ptilsatorius. Constant care is

necessary to prevent collections from being destroyed, and new specimens

should be introduced with great caution, as they may contain eggs which

will produce a destructive larva.

Much of the histoiy of insects remains to be known, and larvte should be

drawn and described, and kept until their final change shows what they are.

By a system of numbering, valuable observations may be made without a

knowledge of the scientific name of an insect. This knowledge comes

slowly, and the observer should not relinquish his studies because he meets

with difficulties. jSTew discoveries are made every year in Europe, whose

entomology has been long studied by numerous active observers, and still

more important ones would reward a similar class upon this continent,

where so much remains to be made known in the various orders of

insects.

Coleoptera are widely spread, the largest species being found between the

tropics. They seem not to be as hardy as some of the Neuroptera and

Diptera, none being found in Spitzbergen and similar localities. The
richest collection of Coleo|)tera is that of the Eoyal Museum of Berlin,

which contains 40,000 species.

Various classifications of the Coleoptera have been proposed, not one of

which has acquired an exclusive popularity. Here we follow that of

Westwood, which agrees better with the arrangement of Stephens and

Latreille, than with that of Erichson, which will probably supersede them
in time.

The order is divided into sections (TVestwood Shuckard), according to

ilie joints of the tarsi, which, although they are not uniform in every case,

afford a remarkably good general characteristic. This gives the four sections,

Pentamera^ Heteromera^ Tdramera^ and Trimera. Macleay divides the

Pentamera into two groups (named tribes by Westwood), CldlopocJomorplia.

and Clnlognathomorplia^ according as the larva resembles Scolopendra and
Julus ; and he endeavors to divide the remaining sections in an analogous
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manner according to the forms of the larvae. There is a discrepancy in

Mr. Westwood's nomenclature of the Tetramera, of which he admits the

three ordinary groups, but applies to them the name of sub-sections, which

he does not apply in the other sections'. The tribes are divided into groups

termed suh-tribes by Westwood (suh-division by Shuckard, and section by

Stephens), and each division of the sub-tribe is named stirps by Westwood

and Stephens (and tribe by Shuckard). These divisions may be tabulated

as follows :

Section, Tribe. Sub-tribe. Stirps.

' Chilopodomorpha,
\

j' Adephaga,

Pentamera, <

Eypophaga,

Chilognathomorpha,

Heteromeea, Thysanuromorpha,

i' Cordylocerata,

( Serricornia, .

Atrachelia,

j Geodephaga.

( Ilydradephaga.

(
Philhydria.

I Neci'ophaga.

( Crachelytra.

Clavicornia.

Lamellicornia.

Macrosternia.

Aprosternia.

Trachelia.

Irisomata.

Melasomata.

Helminthomorpha,
^ , . (

Phyncophora.

Teteameka, \ \ Longicornia.

Teesiera, Anoplurimorph a,

(
Phytophaga.

( Seaphisomata.

The Coleo2?tera of the section Pentamera have five articulations to each

tarsus, and they are the most perfect and the most numerous members of

the order. In some of the Hydrade/phaga and BracJielytra the tarsi are

anomalous, and in the latter there are dimerous forms, and such as have

four articulations to the anterior and medial feet, and five to the posterior

ones. Latreille divides the Pentamera into six families, Carnassiers.^

BracJielytra, Serricornia., Clavicornia., Paljncornia., and Lamellicornia.

The first corresponds to the Adephaga of Clairville, which include the

predaceous land and water families, the former being the Geodephaga,,

containing the two families CicindelidcG and Carcdndce ; and 'he latter the

Hydrachphaga, with the two families Dyticidm and Gyrinida.

The Adephaga have slender antennae and a palpiform bi-articulate galea

to the maxillse in addition to the ordinary maxillary and labial palpi. The
maxillse have a row of stiff bristles along the inner margin, and the apex
armed with a hook.

Fain. 1. Cicindelidie. In this family the antenna? are slender, the apex
of the maxillffi is in most cases a movable tooth bent inwards, and in the

male the anterior tarsi are usually wider than in the female. These insects

are of a moderate size, often of brilliant colors, the head and eyes rather
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lai'ge, the mandibles strong, pointed, curved, and toothed, and all the organs

of manducation and locomotion well developed. Tliej inhabit hot and

sandy localities and dusty roads, running rapidly, and w-hen dis':urbed,

taking wing with great facility, and alighting again at a little distance.

They are very ferocious, and prey upon other insects. Among the genera,

Cicindela {j^l. 81, figs. 26-29) is the most abundant and the best known.

Between forty and fifty species of the United States are known, for

descriptions of which, Say's paper in the Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, vol. i., 1818
;

and that of Dr. J. L. Le Conte in the Annals of the IST. Y. Lyceum of

ISTat. Hist, may be consulted. The name Cicindela (accented on the third

syllable) is sufficiently well known to prevent names like soldier bug, or

Spanish fly, from being applied to them.

Fam. 2. CaraUdce {pi. 81, figs. 11-16). This family corresponds very

nearly to the genus Garahus., as viewed by Linnaeus. It is allied to the

preceding, but the terminal tooth of the maxillae is hardly ever movable, the

mandibles have in general the predaceous structure less developed, and the

head is generally narrower than the prothorax. These Coleoptera are

predaceous, feeding upon insects, but a few feed also upon vegetable food.

They are numerous in genera, species, and individuals, and they abound in

cold and temperate regions. Many of the species are less than an eighth

of an inch in length. They inhabit fields, where they feed upon larvaB and

insects, and they constitute a majority of those found under stones and

rubbish. They are generally nocturnal, although some, including the

subulipalpi, are diurnal, with habits much like those of the Cicindelidoe. Many
of the sjDecies have a fetid odor, and exude an acrid liquid when disturbed.

The second stirps, JlydrndepJiaga {IlydrocantJiari., Latr.), have the

posterior and middle feet flattened, and margined with a bristly fringe,

adapting them for swimming, and the posterior pair is distant from the

medial feet. The body is oval and depressed, sometimes subglobular, the

head broad, and the mandibles robust. There is much less variation of

form, and fewer genera and species among them than appear in the

Geodephaga ; and the forms from different countries and climates present

but little variety, even in color. Of the two families, the Dyticidie have

long antennte and short anterior feet, whilst the Gyrinidw have the antenn[e

short and the anterior feet long. The former swim beneath the surfoce,

coming up occasionally to breathe, and the latter swim in circles upon it.

These insects swim with great facility, and prefer lakes, ponds, or standing

water. Like the Geodephaga, they are predaceous, both in their larva and

perfect state. They seldom leave the water except to find another locality,

and then they prefer flying by night.

Fam. 1. Dyticidce. Dyticus {D. mai'ginalis^ pi. 81, fig. 17) includes

certain large species which are destructive to young fish, larvae, and worms.

They are very hardy, and may be sometimes seen in small pieces of water,

when the surrounding parts are covered with ice. In some of the members

of this family the elytra are smooth in the male and sulcate in the female,

and in some males the three basal articulations of the anterior tarsi are

enlarged and furnished with little organs like suckers.
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Fam. 2. Gijrinidce. Here the antennoe are short, and of eleven articu-

lations, the eye of each side is divided into two parts by the sides of the

head, and the posterior and middle feet are flat and very short. They swim

in circles upon the surtace of the water, sometimes in great numbers, and

when disturbed they dive with great facility. Like the preceding family,

they are sometimes active in winter; and one species, according to West-

wood, has been found upon Mount Etna in the region of perpetual snow.

The second sub-tribe Rypopliaga (or cleansers) have the antennoe clavate,

or thickening towards the apex, two labial and two maxillary palpi, the

galea represented by the exterior maxillary lobe, which is generally dilated,

and sometimes jointed, seldom palpiform. There are three stirpes, FJdl-

hydrla^ Necropliaga^ and BracUelytra.

The Philhydria partake of the aquatic habits of the Ilydradephaga,

living along its moist margins. They have the body short, and convex

above, the abdomen covered by the elytra, the hind feet formed for swim-

ming or walking, the mandibles small, the maxillary palpi with four

articulations, and the outer lobe generally articulated. The Philhydria

contain the six families: 1, HeteroceridcB ^ 2, Parmdm i 3, Helophoridije

;

4, Ilydi'ophilidoi ', 5, Spli(Eridiid(2 ; 6, AgatMdiidce. The first are the

Acardhopoda^ the second the Macrodactyla^ and the third, fourth, and fifth,

the Palpicornia of Latreille.

In the fourth family, Ilydrop^Jdlidte^ the body is ovate or hemispherical,

and adapted for swimming or walking upon subacpiatic objects. The pro-

thorax is narrowed anteriorly, and the feet are compressed. They are

generally of dull tints, they prefer stagnant waters, and some are found in

those that are brackish. Some of those which swim have the trasi of the

four hinder feet fringed with long hairs. Ilydropldlus {pi. ^l^^jig. 18) is a

genus of large Coleoptera, with the sternum ending posteriorly with a long

spine, the antennc"e of nine articulations, and shorter than the maxillary

palpi. In swimming, the feet are moved alternately, giving a less rapid

motion than in the predaceous families ; and being vegetable feeders in

their imago state, they have no need of great locomotive powers. The
female has a posterior pair of organs for secreting a cocoon to contain the

eggs. This is nearly an inch in diameter, and is composed of fine white

silk interiorly, with a gummy coating which hardens, and is impervious to the

water. It is alfixed to floating aquatic plants. It is formed in about half

an hour, and the extremity of the abdomen serves as a mould upon which

to form it. The eggs, to the number of fifty or sixty, are inclosed in a

regular upright position, and the young escape below where the aperture is

very slightly closed.

The second stirps, the Necropliaga of Latreille, have tlie body depressed,

the elytra often abbreviated, the apex of the antenniB thickened, the man-
dibles generally prominent, the maxillte with a double membranous extension,

the outer lobe slender, rarely articulate, the maxillary palpi with three articu-

lations, or with the basal articulation minute, and the feet ambulatory. These

insects feed upon, and thus remove dead carcases ; some remove decaying

fungi in the same manner, and some feed upon the exuding juices of
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plants. The families, according to Westvvoocl, are : 1, Scapkidiid^je ; 2, Sil-

phidiB {pi. Sl,Jig. 104) ; 3, NltiduUdcB {fig. 102) ; 4, Engidae; 5, Paussidce;

6, Mycetopliag'id(£ ; Y, Dennestldie. Stephens places Wiq Erotylidce here

also, but witli the exception of the tarsi, their affinities are with the Trimera.

In rare cases in the MycetopJiagidce.^ the tarsi are tetramerons and

heteromerons.

In the Silphidce the body is depressed, the antennas clavate, with eleven

articulations of which the terminal four or five form the head. The genus

JVecrophonis {jyl. 81, figs. 105, 106) is remarkable for finding the carcases

of small animals soon after death, burying them by working the earth from

beneath them, and afterwards covering them. The female deposits her

eggs in these buried carcases.

The larvae of the Dermestidce destroy animal matter, especially dried

skins. Dermestes lardarius is well known, from its attacks ujjon stores of

beef and pork ; and AntJirenus is very destructive to the various animal

objects preserved in museums. In their perfect state, the AniJireni are

found upon flowers.

The Brachelytra {pi. 81, figs. 1-6) form the third stirps of the sub-tril)e

Rypopliaga., and are distinguished by the elongated form of the body and

the shortness of the elytra (which seldom cover half the abdomen), and

beneath wdiich the wings are closely folded. The antenna are generally

slightly thickened towards the apex, the mandibles are robust and seldom

exserted, and the abdomem is flexible, and often raised over the back in

running. They run and fly with great facility, and in their habits are

allied both to the Carabidce and to the other RypopJiaga. They live about

dead animal and vegetable matter, or in damp localities, and some of them

eat larvte and other living food. The habits of the adult and larvae are the

same, and they do not differ much from each other, which indicates a low

position in the living scale. According to Westwood, this group should be

considered a family under the name of Stapliylinidc^., although it is usually

divided into a number of so-called families. Most of the species are small,

and require a good microscope and a good manipulation to study them

pro])erly. "Westwood states the sub-families to be the six following : 1,

Stapjliyllmdes j 2, Stenides j 3, Oxytelides ^ 4, Omaliides ; 5, Tachyporides j

6, fselapJiides. In the last group there are only three articulations to the

tarsi, one of which is so small as to have been at first overlooked, so that

they were considered dimerous, and formed into a primary section named
DimeTa. They are from two to four millimetres long, and are found under

stones, in meadows, and in ants' nests. Dr. J. L. Le Conte has published

an interesting memoir on the Xorth American species.

The Cordylocerata of Westwood constitute the third sub-tribe of the

Pentamera., and include the stirpes Clavieornia and LamelUcornia. The
stirps Helocera., the name of which is adopted from Dumeril by Stephens, is

named Clavieornia by Westwood, a term under which Latreille included

the NecTopliaga.

The Clavieornia have the body short, sub-globular or sub-cpiadrate,

the antennse clubbed, the basal articulation often forming half the entire
•
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length, and the steriunn in some cases hiding the month below. The feet

are compressed, and can be drawn close to the l)odj, which has generally

cavities to receive them. This stirps contains the two families Byrrhidoi

and Ilisteridce. Ilistcr {pi. 81, fgs. 119- 128) is the chief genus of the

latter family, in wliich the body is sub-quadrate, often widest in the middle,

of a hard consistence, mostly black, marked with strife and punctures, the

disposition of which affords good specific characters. The elytra are some-

what shorter than the abdomen, the antenniB are elbowed, and the mandibles

strong and projecting. When disturbed, they draw up the feet, witlidraw

the antennffi into cavities beneath the thorax, and simulate death. They

are found in carrion, dung, and decaying fungi. The genus Hololepta is

very flat and scale-like, and the species are found beneath moist bark. The

American species, Iletcerius hrunneipennis, Randall {ffisfer), is found in

ants' nests. The paper of Major John Le Conte on this family may be

consulted in the Boston Jour. Nat. Hist.

The stirps Lamellicornia is extensive and contains numerous distinct

forms. The distinctive character is in the antenna?, which are short, of

nine or ten articulations, the last (generally three) forming a club composed

of flat plates closing upon each other like the leaves of a book. The

anterior tibia? are generally dentate. The males often diflfer from the

females in having large mandibles and horn-like jDrojections. This stirps

contains the largest and some of the handsomest and most splendid among
known insects. Some feed upon pollen and honey, some upon leaves, and

many frequent excrementitious and decaying vegetable substances. The

larva is a long fleshy grub, generally white, curved in a semicircle, having

six feet, little capable of locomotion, and generally living in the ground.

TJie families are: 1, Lucamdm [2)1. 81, Jj/j. 124); 2, Geotnipidcn {Jig.

143) ; 3, Searahceidce {figs. 132, 136-142) ; 4, Aphodiidce {figs. 133-35) ; 5,

TrogidiB j Q., DynastidcB {figs. 145-8); 'J., Rutelldm ; %.^ Anaplognathidm ;

9, Mdolonthidm {figs. 129-131); 10, Glapliyridoi ; 11, Cetoniadce {figs.

125-127).

The LuGanidm {Liicaiius.^ pi. 81, fig. 124) are considered by "Westwood

and others to form a group equal in value to the remaining families united,

named respectively Priocera and Petalocera by Dumeril. The American
Passcdus cornutus belongs to this family. Its larva is white, and presents

the remarkable peculiarity of having but four feet, the posterior pair being

represented by a small scale upon each side, which can be moved rapidly,

as if it were a real foot. It is found beneath the bark of rotten logs, and is

not bent in a semicircle, but walks freely upon its inferior surface. The
adult burrows in rotten wood, and may be recognised by its shining black

color, large size, flattened parallel form, and quadrate prothorax separated

from the striate elytra. The strongly elbowed antenna? in this family

indicate an affinity with the IHsteridm.

The fScarahcddce {p>l. 81, figs. 132, 136, 140-144) have the front of the

head extended into a flat clypeus used in working in the ground, and in the

dung upon which they feed. Many of them form a ball of dung (said to

contain the eggs) which one or two of them roll along until they have iowndi

860
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a suitable place, M"lien they coninieneo working the earth from beneath it,

and g-radiuillv bin-ying it. The American Canthon la-ve (or C. volvens)

generally works in pairs, one pushing the ball backwards with its hind feet,

its p:)sterior extremity raised up, the other walking up the ball on the

opposite side, thus causing it to roll. The ball is about three fourths of an

inch in diameter, and quite globular. Coj)rls Carolina makes a snuiU ball,

which it buries at once. DdtocJi'duui gibbosum of the southern states makes

a small ball, in the exterior of which there is a great deal of cow's hair.

The genus Ateuchus {pi. 81, fi(/. 132) entered largely into the mythology

of the ancient Egyptians, and models and figures of it are coinmou among
Egyptian antiquities. In Lethrus ci'2)Jialotes {fig. 1-ii), a European insect,

the pronotum and elytra nearly correspond in size and convexity, the feet

are long, and inserted near each other, and the antenna; terminate in a

reversed cone.

The Aj)hodHclai {figs. 133-5) are snuiU oblong insects found in dung, some

of which are black, and some of brighter colors. They may be seen flying

slowly along the roads in the warm days of autumn. The elytra cover the

entire abdomen.

The DynastidcB include some of the largest Colcoptera, as Dy,n(stcs

hereules {fig. 1-lS), D. adeon {fig. 147), D. also'cus {fig. l-4(>), Orydcs nasl-

cornis {fig. 145). During the day they live in the earth, or in the decom-

posed matter of old trees, and tiy about at night. Soarabceus tityus., of the

United States, is found in ohl aj>ple trees. In general, the male alone has

the horn-like projections.

Mdolonthidai. Melolontha vulgaris {pi. SI, fig. 131), J/, fall) {fig.

130), li/iisotrogus {fig. 120), tScrica {fig. 120), are exaniplos of this family,

which is inq)ortant in its relations with agriculture.

The Cetoniidm., of which Cetouia {pi. 81, fig. 125) and TnoJiius {fig.

127) are examples, contain some of the handsomest of known insects.

They feed upon the lluids of plants, as honey and sap, and also upon |)arts

of the blossoms.

The Serricornia constitute the fourth sub-tribe of the Pentamera, and

include many handsome forms of vegetable feeders, in whicli the antenme

are generally short, and serrate, pectinate, or filiform, the apex rarely

thickened. The form is lengthened, and the elytra generally cover the

abdomen. They include the two stir})es, Macrosternia and Apwsternia.

The Maerosternia {Sternoxi of Latreille, pi. 81, figs. 22, 23) contain

the genera Buprestis^ and many more having the same general characters.

They ai^ included in the three families, J^iiprestida.; jEucjiemidtv, and

ElateridtB.

The Jiuprestidai include a great number of brilliant, large, and medium
species resembling gold or precious stones. The body is hard, cylindrical,

flattened, elliptic or oval, the feet short and weak, the elytra narrowed
towards the end, the wings adapted for a rapid flight, the head vertical and

deeply inserted in the prothorax, which is attached by a wide surface to the

mcsothorax, so that there is but little motion between these parts. They
are chiefly inhabitants of warm clinu\tes, and the size of the species varies
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from a line to two and a Lalf inches. Buprestis mariana {fig. 22), to

which this generic iiame properly belongs, is mnch like the Xorth American

M. virginiana. Fig. 23 represents Euclivoma gigas., which inhabits

Cayenne. The larvae in this family 1)ore in wood, and may be frequently

discovered nnder the bark of pine logs.

The Elatericle {])l. 81, figs. 30-33) are closely allied to the Buprestidce.,

but the colors are not so brilliant, and the body is less hard. The chief

ditierence is in the structure of the prothorax, which moves so freely in a

vertical direction that the insect can employ this power to throw the body

about, either to regain its position upon its feet or to escape. The pro-

sternum has a projecting spine, which fits into a corresponding impression

in the mesosternum. They are generally found among living vegetables.

AYe have Ibund the larva of the large North American Alaus oculatus in

the wood of ash trees. This species extends from the northern j)art of the

United States to the latitude (19'') of Vera Cruz in Mexico.

The Aj>rosternia (or Malacoderrnia) have the antennae generally long

and serrated, sometimes clavate, and not lodged in a groove of the pro-

sternum, the head deflexed and deeply seated, the body elongate and

generally soft, and the feet rather long and slender. The greater part of

them are winged. The larvae feed either upon wood or insects, and the

adults are found upon flovv'ers or plants, in dead wood, or upon the earth.

Some are predaceous. The Malacodermes of Latreille include the families

Cchrionides.^ Lampyrides., Melyrides.^ Clairones.^ and Ptiniores ; but Stephens

and "VYestwood extend the group considerably further, and the latter adds

the family Segdmcmidcc, which Stephens places with the Heteromera. With

this exception, the families of these two authors agree, and are as follows: 1,

Ctbrionidm; 2, Cyphonidoe,', ?> Lampyridle ; 4^^ Tdcphoridm ; ^.^Melyridce;

6, CleridcE ; 7, Ptlntdce; 8, Lymcxylonidce ; 9, BodncTddm ; 10, Scyd-

QiicenidcB.

The Lampyiidce are well known as the family containing the fireflies

and glow-worms. The body is lengthened and depressed, and with the

elytra of a soft consistence, and the head is more or less hidden by the

prothorax. Most of the species seem to be carnivorous. When disturbed

they draw in their members and simulate death. The common glow-worm

of the middle United States is the female of Photiiris versicolor.

In the Melyridcc, some of the species of Mcdacliius are remarkable for

having red lateral organs which they can swell or relax at pleasure, the use

of which is not known. The species of this genus feed upon insects.

In the Cleridm.^ the larva of the genus Clerus is remarkable for destroying

the larvae of bees. Necrdbia and Corynetes are found about old animal

carcases, particularly upon the bones.

The lamily Ptinidm contains various small oval insects with the head

placed deep in the prothorax, the antennge eleven-articulate, filiform, or

sometimes pectinate. They are of obscure colors, and counterfeit death.

They arc very destructive to the woodwork of houses and furniture, and

some destroy books and collections of dried plants and insects. The

genus Anobium sometimes strikes its jaws upon the wood in which it
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has its station, in such a manner as to imitate the ticking of a

watch.

Lymexylon^ the type of the family Lymexylonidce^ is very destructive to

ship timber in tlie dockyards of Europe.

The BostricJiidce liave a hard cylindrical body, a deeply seated globular

head, clavate antennae, strong mandibles, and the pronotum projecting over

the head, and often scabrous. They live in timber, boring holes in the wood

and bark.

AVith few exceptions, the section Heteromera have four articulations to

the posterior tarsi, and five to the others. They are generally vegetable

feeders, and differ much in their habits. Some live uj^on plants, and are

variously colored ; others live in dark places, and are of obscure colors
;

and 'some, which are allied to the latter, are found in desert plains. Latreille

divides this section into four groups, named Melasoma^ Taxicornia^ Stene-

lytra^ and Traclielides. "Westwood divides them into three stirpes, TmchcUa^

Yaricolores^ and Melasomata. The TraGlidia {Pyrocliroa^x^l-'^^^ ji(j. ^^')

are an extension of Latreille's group Traclielides^ and contain a number of

active insects, with the body and elytra soft. They are found upon plants,

and are generally of bright colors. The head is enlarged behind the eyes,

and the antennae are slender and branched.

Westwood indicates the following families in his trilje Trachelia : 1,

Notoxidae. ; 2, Pyrochroidw ; 3, Lagriidce, ; 4, Iloriidce ; 5, Mordellidee, /

Q^ Meloidce ; 1^ Saljnngldce ; 8, OedemerideB', Q^ Melandryidce.

There is a good deal of confusion in the names of several genera of

Heteromera^ on account of an endeavor to set aside names which should

stand on the ground of priority. Linnffius, the inventor of the modern
nomenclature, applied certain ancient names, as Clcindela^ Bujjrestis^ and

Canthai'is^ to insects, without caring particularly to what insects they were
applied by the ancients, and properly, because with the ancients these were
worthless vernacular names ; and as we do not go either to Pliny or to a

modern retailer of drugs to learn entomology, we have no particular interest

in knowing the names objects bear with them.

With Linnaeus, the blistering flies formed a part of his genus Meloe^ and
he formed a genus, Cantharis^ in 1735, for an insect to which Schoeffer

applied the useless synonym of Telephorus, in 1766. In 1764, Geoftroy

j)roperly separated the blistering flies from Meloe^ assigning to them the

name Cantharis of the druggists, which he had no right to do, that name
being already applied to a genus, so that it was virtually without a name until

Fabricius, in 1775, rectified the blunder of Geoflfroy, by naming the blister

flies Lytta,, a name adopted by Dejean, Say, Erichson, and others.

]\iany of the Meloidm have the power of raising blisters when applied to

the skin, and difierent species are used for this purpose in different coun-

tries. In MeloG {jjI. 81, fig. 7), one of the elytra laps over the other at

the base.

The tribe Atraohelia have the head enlarged and deeply set ; they are in

general dark-colored, living in dark places, and running slowly upon the

ground. A few of the families are bright-colored, and are found upon
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flowers. The fomilies are : 1. ClstelidcB; % HelopidcB
', ^^ DlaperidoB ; 4,

Tenebrionidce ; 5, BlapsidcB ; 6, Pimeliidce. Of these, the three first are

Tariouslj colored, and constitute Westwood's sub-tribe Varicolores. The

remaining three are black or obscure, and constitute the Melasomata of

Latreille.

The TenebrionidcB are well known from the meal bug {Tenehio molitor)^

the round hard larvte of which, as well as the perfect insect, are found in

flour, sea-biscuits, etc., upon which they feed.

The Bla])sidr.B of the United States occur in the region of the Rockj
Mountains, whence they extend to Texas.

The insects of the section Tetramera include those Coleoptera which have

four movable articulations to all the tarsi. They are very numerous, and all

of them are vegetable feeders, both in the larva and perfect state. They are

divided into three stirpes, of which the Rldncoplwra have the head produced

into a rostrum, and the antennjE generally short and elbowed. The

Longicomia have long antennae and an oblong body ; and the Phytophaga

liave a short round body and short antenua3. There are many beautiful

insects among the Tetramera, but except among the Longicomia, they are

generally less than an inch long.

The lUdncophora i^pl. 81, jigs. 65-76) are numerous in species, of which

about 8000 have been described in the great work of Schceuherr. The
mouth is situated at the end of the rostrum, which is sometimes very

slender, and as long as the rest of the body. The insects known as weevils,

which are destructive to various kinds of seeds, belong here, and the seeds

of a great many vegetables are attacked by peculiar species. The elytra

are often connate, or united in a single piece, and with the exterior parts,

they are often so hard that it is difficult to stick a pin through them. Some
are beautifully marked with brilliant minute scales, which are favorite

objects for viewing with the microsco2je. The English have named several

of these diamond beetles^ on account of the appearance of these scales. The

divisions of Ilhincophora by Schoenherr are here given, from the fifth

volmne of his Genera et Species Curculioniduin., 1839. It will be observed

that his use of the words order^ family., &c., is peculiar to himself.

SUB-FAM. 1. GeNUINI.

Ordo I. GoNATOCERi. AutenniB geniculate, basal articulation received

into a groove in the side of the rostrum.

Legio 1. Bbachyrhynchi. Rostrum short and robust. Divisions

(Phalanx 1) : Prachycerides., Entimides., Pachyrhyncludes.,

Brachyderides^ Cleonides, Molytides., Byrsopsides ; (Phalanx 2)

Phyllohides., Cydomides., Otiorhynchides.

Legio 2. Mecorhynchi. Rostrum cylindric, lengthened, with the

antennas between its base and middle. Divisions : Erirhi-

nides, Apostasimerides (sub-divisions : Cholides., Ba/ridides.,

Cryj>torhyncides)i Gonophorides., Clonides., BhyncapTiorides^

Cossonides.
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Okdo IL Oethoceki. Antenna? not geniculate, basal articulation not

very long, and not received into a groove in the rostrum.

Divisions : Tcmaonides^ Ithycerides^ Camerotides^ Antliarhini-

des^ Attelabidcs^ Belldes^ Ajjionides, Ramplddes^ Cylades^

Ulocerides^ OxyrhyncMdes.

SUB-FAM. 2. SpUKII.

Legio 1. Palpi hidden, very short, antennse geniculate and clavate,

tarsi pentamerous. Division : Dryopldhorides.

Legio 2. Palpi hidden, antennae straight, not properly clavate, tarsi

indistinctly pentamerous. Divisions : Oxycorynides^ Bren-

ihidcs.

Legio 3. Palpi exserted and filiform, tarsi distinctly tetramerous. Di-

visions : Hhinomacerides^ Anthi'ibides^ Brucliides.

Schoenherr excludes the ScolytidcB from the lihynchophora^ and Westwood

places them at the end of them. They include various genera destructive

to forest trees.

The Longicornia {pi. 81, fgs. 44-60) have the antennas long and

tapering, generally as long as the body, and not clavate ; the eyes generally

reniform, and the body elongated. The head is sometimes horizontal and

sometimes vertical, the front generally impressed, the prothorax varying,

being convex or flattened, transverse, globular, cylindrical ; spinoge,

nodulous, or smooth
;
presenting in Acrocinus a movable spine (umbo) on

each side. The feet are generally slender, the tarsi clothed with short hair

beneath, and the third articulation cordate. Some of the females have an

ovipositor to insert the eggs in the bark of trees. They are graceful in

form, and many of them are brilliantly colored. Some run and fly with

great facility, whilst others are tardy in their movements. Some are

deprived of wings and confined to the ground and low shrubs. Some fre-

quent flowers and other forest trees, and the larvae of the latter are often

destructive to useful trees. The beautiful American Olytus pictus^ a species

marked with yellow lines li^Qjig. 51, is very destructive to locust trees, in

the branches of which the larva bores. It also destroys young hickory

saplings which have been cut for hooping casks.

The larva of Oncideres cingulatus lives within the dead branches of

hickory, eating the dead wood ; and to supply it with this food, the female

deposits the eggs in little perforations which she makes in the bark towards

the end of the branches, which she kills, by gnawing a groove entirely

round, through the bark and into the wood^ which efiectually accomplishes

the object. The dead branch retains its position long after the dead insect

has left it. The upright stem is often thus attacked, when a lateral branch

shoots forth to supply its place, which may be similarly attacked the next

year, and this sometimes hap^Dcns for four or five years in succession,, so

that the top of a young hickory tree sometimes presents a curious and mu-
tilated appearance.

There are three families of Longicornia : Prionidce, CeranibycidcB, ajid
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Lepturidce. Among the genera figured in plate SI, are Prionus {fig. 61),

Clytus {figs. 51, 52), Astynomus {fi,g. 54), Saperda {fig. 56), Leptura {fig.

46), IfolorcJius {fig. 45). In the last the elytra are very short, and the

wings are not folded under them. Serville is the chief authority in the

arrangement of the Longicornia. For the species inhabiting the United

States, the papers of Say, Haldeman, and Le Conte, may be consulted.

The Phytophaga is an extensive group of short and often polished and

bright colored insects which inhabit and feed upon plants, and many of the

species are destructive to garden vegetables. Latreille divided them into

Eupioda (from the size of the posterior feet) and Cyclica (from their circular

form). The families are: 1., SagiidcB ; 2, CnoceridcB ; 3, Cassididm ; 4,

GalerucidcB / 5, Chrysomelidce. The first and second of these belong to

the Eupoda.

In the ChrysomelidcB the antennre are eleven-articulate, and are inserted

in front of the eyes ; the head is small, and inserted in the prothorax, which

is narrower than the elytra. The colors are generally bright, and resemble

polished copper, gold, or steel. There are between six and seven hundred

sj)ecies known. They abound in tropical climates, and are common in

temperate regions.

In the last section, Trimera {p)l. %\.,figs. 83-101), of the Coleoptera, the tarsi

liave three movable and distinct articulations, with the addition of a minute

and immovable one. The species are of a small size, the body is short and

often hemispherical, and the antenna3 are short, with a tri-articulate club.

Some feed upon plants, some upon fungi, and others upon the genus Aphis.

The families are: ErotylidcE {Clavipalpi., Latr.); "i.^ EndmnichidcB {Fxingi-

cola^ Latr.) ; 3, Cocci'iielUdce {Aphidipliagi.^ Latr.). To these some add the

PselapJiidcB^ the cliaracters of which assimilate them to the Braclielytra.

Earn. 1. ErotylidcB. These insects are sometimes placed at the end of

the preceding section, on account of their tetramerous tarsi. The antennas

have eleven articulations, they end in a compressed club, and are usually

inserted in front of the ey-es. The edges of the elytra are turned in upon

the venter laterally, and .they are often marked with impressed points. They
live upon plants, and the great majority of .the species belong to the

American continent. Tlie genera Trip>lax.^ Languria., Erotylus.^ and Daone.,

have representatives in the United States.

Fami. 2. EndomycMdGe. These are found in fungi, both in the larva

and imago state. Their size is small, the antennae are eleven-articulate,

placed near the eyes, and they are larger than the head and prothorax

together. Mulsant terms them Sulcicolles.^ from the longitudinal grooves

of the pronotum.

Earn. 3. CocoinelUdce {pi. 81, figs. 93-100). Tliis family includes the

little hemispherical insects know-n as lady bugs. They are of bright colors,

and are often marked with spots. When disturbed they emit a yellow fluid

from the joints of the feet, which was formerly supposed to be a specific for

the toothache. They feed upon Aphides, but the common large yellow

American species with the black spots {Coccinella borealis), eats cucurbi-

taceous plants both in its larva and perfect state. These insects pass the
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winter in crevices, or under bark, in little colonies. Mulsant has added a

considerable number of genera to the family.

Order 5. Orthoptera. In this order {pi. 80, figs. 78-93) the anterior

wings (or tegrnina) are somewhat coriaceous and veined, with the inner

margins overlapping and not meeting in a straight line as in the Coleoptera.

The mouth is mandibulate, and much like that of the Coleoptera ; the

mandibles and maxilla3 are well developed, each of the latter being pro-

tected by an external jointed galea. The labrum is transverse, the labium

four-parted, and with the tongue, labial palpi, and maxillary palpi, well

developed. The body is generally long, the head vertical, the antennas

slender, and the thorax much as in the Coleoptera. In some cases the wings

are wanting, and sometimes they are so small as to be useless. Some have

the anterior wings only, and in one genus the posterior ones are alone

present. The feet are well developed, but whilst some forms are very

active, the movements of others are remarkably slow. The grasshoppers

are perhaps more destructive to growing vegetation than any other family.

The Mantid(B eat other insects, and the Blattidm or cockroaches destroy

both animal and vegetable substances. The Orthojytera are generally of a

large size, and although in bulk they probably do not surpass the gigantic

beetles, in the length of the body and the expanse of their feet and wings the

Phasmidoi much exceed them, some of them being eight or ten inches long.

The Orthoptera are much less numerous in species than the Coleoptera,

although in the number of individuals they are at times extremely abundant.

There are six families: 1, ForficididcB ; 2, Blattidoe ; 3, Mantidm ; 4,

Phasmidce / 5, GryUidce / 6, Locustidoi / 7, Acridiidoi.

Fam. 1. ForficuUdce. This family is considered an order by some
authors, under the name of Dermaptera.^ &c. They resemble {Fo/ficida.,

pi. 81, figs. 1, 2) the Brachelytra., having a slender body, and the elytra

short, but they differ in the organs of the mouth, which correspond to the

type of the Orthoptera. From these they differ in the wings, which have a

peculiar structure, and in the peculiar pincer-like organ at the extremity of

the abdomen. The wings fold both longitudinally and transversely to bring

them under the elytra. They are active, and feed during the pupa state, in

which they resemble the typical Orthoptera. They run and fly well, li\'e

in damp places, and feed upon vegetable food. In Europe they feed upon
flowers, and are considered a great pest by gardeners, but the American
species seems not to destroy anything valuable, nor is it popularly known
by any name. Forficxda sits over her eggs and carefully watches the young
when they appear. The larvte resemble the adults, but they are without

wings, whilst the pupte show indications of them in an undevelojDed state.

These insects are trimerous, and the antennae are long, slender, and composed
of many articulations. Some authors admit but one genus in the family.

Fam. 2. Blattidoi {Blatta, pi. W.fi^g. 93). The family of the cockroaches

has the body depressed, the head more or less hidden under the prothorax, the

elytra horizontal, with the inner edges passing over each other ; the antenna
are long and setaceous, the feet cursorial, the tarsi five-articulate, and the

apex of the abdomen with two slender appendages.
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The wings of tins fiimilj are generally better developed in the male

than in the female, and the latter has a wider abdomen, wnth one or

two segments less tiian in the male. The eggs are contained in a capsule

resembling a small bean, with one edge serrulate, and this the female carries

at her abdomen for some time.

These insects are nocturnal, hiding by day and roaming about in search of

food at night. In houses they are most abundant about fireplaces. They

infest ships, which have distributed several species over the world, so that

it is difficult to tell the original country of §ome of them. In tropical regions

they are extremely troublesome, from their voracity and their numbers.

Fain. 3. Mantidm {figs. 90, 91). Body lengthened, prothorax longer

than in the remaining thoracic portion, anterior feet raptorial, tarsi five-

articulate, antennae sometimes pectinate, apex of the abdomen with two

slender appendages. They are carnivorous, and seize their prey with the

anterior feet. The wings are horizontal, and the elytra in the males are

larger and narrower than in the females. They remain stationary, waiting

for their prey, their prothorax and raptorial feet raised as if in the attitude

of supplication, whence they have been called praying insects, and Mantis

reUgiosa {2)1. SO, fig. 90) has received its trivial name from this circum-

stance. They are pugnacious, and when confined together will eat each

other. The Chinese make them fight for amusement, and it often happens

that one will cut oif the head of its antagonist by getting its neck within

the grasp of one of its raptorial feet. The eggs are deposited in a single

body, and covered with a gummy mass which hardens in the air. The &gg
mass of Mantis Carolina., of the Southern United States, will serve as an

example. In Empusa {E. gongylodes^ pi. '$>0^fig. 91), the antenna? are bipec-

tinate in the male, and setaceous in the female. This genus is remarkable

for the leaf-like expansions upon the feet.

Earn. 4. Phasmidce {pi. SO, figs. 89, 92). Here the elytra are rudimen-

tary, the prothorax shorter than the remaining thoracic portion, the antenmfe

setaceous, all the feet ambulatory, and the tarsi are usually pentamerous.

These insects are phytophagous, and live upon trees ; and they present some

very curious forms. Some species have wings, whilst others have not the

least rudiment of them. In the species which have large wings their

anterior margin is thickened, and covers the inner fan-like portion like the

outer stiff edge of a fan. Some of these have been named walking-sticks

from their resemblance to a stick. GyphoGrana gigas {fig. 92, from the

Moluccas, is ten inches long. The foliaceous expansions upon the feet of

the genus PhyUium {P. siccifolium., fig. 89), and the shape and color of the

wings, give it the appearance of a leaf, whence its scientific name, that of

walking leaf, sometimes given to it in English.

Bacteriafemorata., figured in Say's American Entomology, is found from

Pennsylvania to Carolina, upon chestnut trees, the leaves of which it eats.

The eggs resemble certain seeds ; they are mature in autumn, and they are

probably laid upon the ground. This is generally a rather rare insect, but

Dr. Hiester has discovered that they occur in great numbers in the

Monocasy hills in eastern Pennsylvania. He says :
" In the latter part
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of September, 1846, I observed, at a great distance, the forest on the

Monocasy hills to be stripped of its leaves, and to have a peculiar brown

appearance. On inquiry, I was told that within a month or six weeks*

myriads of strange insects had suddenly made their appearance, and were

voraciously devouring all the leaves of the forest trees. I had learned, a few

days previously, that some insect was committing great ravages on the forest

trees at the distance of twenty-four miles in the opposite direction. Indivi-

duals from both localities being procured, were found to be the same insect."

Fam. 5. GrylUdtje, {pi. 80, figs. 86-88). The family of the crickets were

included by Linnteus in his great genus Oryllus, and on this account there

is some confusion of names. This family was named Gryllides by Latreille,

and AchetidcB by the English. The antennfe are long and filiform, the tarsi

generally trimerous, and the abdomen terminating w^itli two long setge. In

the crickets the males produce a monotonous stridulating noise, by rubbing

together a peculiar apparatus upon their elytra. Although they have a

general resemblance to the grasshojipers, they differ in their habits, being

altogether terrestrial, and having the j^ower of burrowing to a greater or

less extent. They run well, but do not leap as well as the grasshoppers.

The true crickets generally remain in their burrows during the day, and

search for their food at night. In some countries they infest houses, particu-

larly the kitchens, where they are attracted by the warmth. They seem to

live both upon vegetable and animal food. The crickets are referred to

the genus Gryllus, Linn. {j)l. 80, fi(js. 86, 87), although the English ento-

mologists use the Fabrician name Acheta.

Oryllotalpa {fig. 88) is a genus in which the anterior feet are sliort and

broad, and adapted for digging, like those of the mole, and like this animal,

they burrow beneath the soil, forming a small bridge which marks their course.

In Europe it is regarded as a noxious insect, but the American species seems

not to be known to horticulturists.

Fam. 6. LocustidcG. Variations of this family name are used by the

French and Germans, but the English name them GrylUdce., and the

Gryllidaj they name Locustidce., apparently for the purpose of making a con-

cession to the vulgar name locust.^ as used in England. In this family the

antennse are setaceous and very long, the wing-covers deflexed, the posterior

feet very long and adapted for leaping, the tarsi tetramerous, the abdomen

with a pair of small filiform appendages, that of the female having a sharp

flattened ovipositor. The males make a loud stridulation by means of their

upper wings, near the base of which is a plate of a peculiar construction

for this purpose. Locusta viridissima {jjl. 80, fig. 85), the cigale of the

French, is a noisy European species, and the Platyplnjllum concavuni

or Catydid., is a familiar American example. DeGticus aptonis {fig. 83),

D. verrucivm'us {fig. 84), are European species ; PoGoilocera morhlUosa

{fi.g. 82) is from the Cape of Good Hope. These insects are more arboreal

in their habits than those of the next family, and from the fine green color

of many of them, they are easily overlooked among foliage.

Fam. 7. Acridiidw {pi. 80, figs. 78-81). This family is named Acridiens

by the French, LoGustidm by the English, and by Burmeister Acridiodea.
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The Ijodj is flattened and robust. The antenna? are short, the posterior

feet saltatorial, the tarsi trimerous, the abdomen has two very short

appendages, and that of the female is without a prominent ovipositor.

These insects produce a stridulation by rubbing their hinder thighs against

the wing-covers, and the hirge common species of the United States

{(Edipoda Carolina), whicli is found in dry j^laces, such as dusty roads, may
be seen liovering a yard or two above the ground over a single spot, the

wings then producing a fluttering sound which is not heard in its ordinary

flight. This species is brown, with the wings black, margined with yellow.

Acrid'mm eristatum [fig. 81), CEdlpoda stridula {fig. 78), 0. cmrulescens

{fig. 79), 0. migratoria {fig. 80). The last is two inclies long, and inhabits

central, southern, and eastern Europe, where it occasionally commits great

ravages upon the vegetation. Various species are abundantly distributed

over various parts of the world.

Oedek 0. Neueopteea (_/;/. IS)., figs. 5-i-7G). This is a somewhat irregular

inandibulate order, the characters prepented by it being varied, and on this

account ^'arious modiflcations have been proposed for it. In the LihelluUdw.,

the tropin make an a])proximation to those of the Orthoptera, to which the

order has been united by Erichson, whilst Kirby separates the TricJiojytera

as a distinct order. The antennte are generally setaceous and short. The

four wings have usually reticulate nervures ; they are generally of equal size

and consistence, and the posterior pair is not generally folded. The jjupa

is sometimes active and sometimes cpiiescent. The larvie are hexapod,

mostly predaceous, and they are either terrestrial or aquatic.

Blanchard divides the order into nine tribes, named after the genera

Termes., EmMa., Psocus., Perla., Ephemera., Libellula., Myrmeleon., Jiaphidia.,

and PJiryganea., the last belonging to one section, and all the rest to

another. Westwood (who considers the Triclioptera to be a distinct order)

adopts the following arrangement : 1, TennitidiB', '2i., Psocidm ; Z., PerlidcG ^

4, Epliemeridm j 5, JJheilul'uhB ; 6, Myrmeleo7iid(B ^ 7, IleinerobiidcB ; 8,

Sialidm; 9, Panrnpidm ; 10, RapTiidiidai ; 11, Mantlspidai.

The Thripsidte {pi. 80, fig. 51) form a group of small extent, which

Burmeister includes in his great order Gym7iognatha. The sj^ecies

are minute and linear, with four narrow and equal wings, deprived of

nervures, strongly fringed with long hairs, and not folded. The mouth is

uiandibulate, the tarsi dimerous and ending in a vesicle, as in some of the

lower Arachnida. They are considered hurtful to plants, and it is probable

that an American species attacks the human skin, causing an itching like

that of Shmdium. The pupa3 are active, and their affinities are with the

NeuToptera. There are various species in Europe and America. They

form Ilaliday's order Thysanojjtera., and include a number of genera.

The Termitidce include the genus Termes {pi. 79, fig. 56, a, 5, <?, d) or

white ant, whicli })resents many curious features in its economy. The body

is white and oblong, the antenna? short and moniliform, the eyes lateral,

the stemmata two in number, and the mouth mandibulate, resembling

that of the OrtliopUra in having a galea ; and the tarsi are four-articulate.

They live together in societies composed of various kinds of individuals.
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Besides the male and female, there are some with a large head and mandibles,

which are the soldiers, named neuters by Latreille. Pupue with the wings

folded under the integument, are sometimes seen, and tlie great mass is made

up of apterous individuals, which, from occurring of all sizes (some of them

being very small), must be larviTg. They are active in all their stages, and

the larvge present the curious fact of being the general workers of the

colony. In the American Termesfrontalis^ Hald,, the pupae take their final

form in the spring, when they take wing in the morning in great numbers.

In a few days the wings drop oif, and no winged individuals are seen. This

species works galleries in logs and stumps of trees, and is equally abundant

in localities suited for ants, or beneath stones, when it forms galleries in the

ground, plastering them with a hard mixture of clay. They are never seen

out of their burrows except in the winged state. A species in Western

Africa, T.fatalis {^jl. T9,/^. 56 c), builds conical nests ten or twelve feet

high, with turrets rising from the surface, and having the entrances beneath

the ground. When gravid, the female of this species (^j»Z. I^^Jig. 56 d) has

the abdomen many thousand times its natural size, being nearly three inches

long and three fourths of an inch in diameter, and containing about eighty

thousand eggs, which are discharged in twenty four hours. The female, at

the time of depositing her eggs, is walled within a hollow prison of clay

shaped like a flat apple or turnip, the margin of which is perforated with a

row of small holes through which the eggs are said to be ejected. A small

species in France destroys furniture, woodwork, and records, its presence

being seldom known until it is too late. T. frontalis has not been known

to appear about houses. Dr. T. S. Savage made extensive observations

upon T.fatalis^ which are detailed in the fourth vol. of the Proceed. Acad.

Nat. Sci.

Tlie little apterous louse-like insect, Trodes intlsatorius^ found among

books, belongs to the family of Psocidm. -Perla hicaudata {pi. 79, fi//. 67)

is a representative of the Perlidce.

The EjjhemeridcB {pi. Y9, jigs. 70, 71, 72) are w^ell known by the four

wings with nervures in both directions, the anterior pair much the largest,

the organs of the mouth but little developed, and the abdomen ending with

long setse. The larvae live in the water, and the adults are fond of flying

in the air, rising vertically above a certain spot, then falling slowly M'ith

their wings expanded. These insects were known to Aristotle and ^lian,

who named them in allusion to their short life, which in general extends

from three hours to a day, although by keeping the sexes apart they will

live from one to three weeks. When they leave the pupa state they fly ofi^

apparently perfect insects, but the succeeding night they cast off another

thin pellicle from all parts, including the wings, and this being found at a

distance from the water, and bearing a considerable resemblance to the

pupa case as it stands attached by the feet to various objects, conveys the

false impression that the pupfe are able to walk a great distance before they

are transformed. Pictet of Geneva is the chief authority upon this

family.

The Lihellulidce are composed of various genera, among which are
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Agrion {2)1. 79, fig. 73), Calepteryx {fig. 74), LiMlula {fig. 75), and

jEsdina- {fig. 76). They have the body slender, the wings large and

reticulated, the head, and pai-ticnlarly the eyes, large, the mouth well

developed, and they are of predaceons habits in the larva and imago state.

In the latter the feet are slender, adapted for standing rather than for loco-

motion, and they resemble the swallow in passing most of their time and

taking their prey in the air. They are sometimes found in forests, but

generally along water courses. The larvae are aquatic, and the eggs are

deposited upon the water by the female, who allows the tij) of her abdomen

to touch the surface at the time of exclusion.

Among the Myrmeleonida\ the genus Ilyrmclcoji {M. lihellidoides.,
]fi.

^^,fig. 60; If.foj'micariKS.fig.Qla) is remarkable for the habits of the

larva {fig. 61 5), which forms a conical depression in the ground where the

earth is dry and pulverulent (the dust of decayed wood being preferred in

the United States). Beneath the bottom of this cavity the larva lies either

entirely covered, or with the mandibles exposed. When an ant or other

insect wanders across one of these pits, it slides down the sloping side, and

the particles which roll to the l)ottom indicate the presence of an object,

upon which the larva, by upward jerks of the head, tosses up a little shower

of dust, which, falling on and around the intruder, carries it within reach

of its wily enemy. In Virginia this insect is called a lioodJhug., and the

repetition of this word over its opening in a half singing tone, is said to cause

the bug to come from beneath its cover, although it is probable that the

breath of the operator is the true cause. Ascalajduis {A. harl/arus.,j>l. 79,

fig. 59) is remarkable for having the antennre knobbed, as in some of the

butterflies.

In the family IlemerohudcB.^ the larvae of Clirysopa {pi. 79, figs. 63,

64) are found upon plants, where they feed upon Aphides. Drepanepteryx

pjialcenoides is remarkable for its resemblance to some of the small

butterflies.

The I'emarkable American genus, Corydalis belongs to the Sialidce.

The insects of this genus are of a large size, the mandibles of the male

resembling the horns of an ox. The larva is aquatic and predaceons.

In the Panoipidm {pi. 19^ fig. 58)^ the head is produced into a rostrum.

Panorpa {p>l. I^^fig. 58), JBlttacus {fig. 57).

In the Raphidiidm {Raphidia., pi. ^i'd.^fig. 55), the prothorax is long and

the head flattened, presenting a distant resemblance to a snake.

The MantisjndcB {Ifcmtisjja, pi. 79, fig. 54) have the body somewhat as

in Panorpa., and the anterior feet are raj^torial, resembling those of Mantis^

with which they were classed by some of the earlier entomologists.

The PhryganeidcB {p)l. 79, figs. 65-69) constitute Kirby's order

Trichoptera., which is adopted by a considerable number of entomologists.

The body is soft, the wings are membranous, the posterior pair the larger,

and generally folded longitudinally, the anterior generally pilose (whence

the name of the order), and the antennoe setaceous. The mouth is man-

dibulate, but is unfitted for mastication, and the mandibles are obsolete.

Tlie pupa is inactive, and the larvge are aquatic, and generally construct
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a case with bits of gravel, sticks, or grass, which they generally drag with

them, but some of these cases are afhxecl permanently to stones. A few

species form their cases in the shape of turbinated shells, and these have

been described as Mollusca. In most cases their food is vegetable. The

adults inhabit damp places near the water ; they run with tolerable ease,

but do not fly well. Hydrojysyche {2)1. T9, fig. 65), Lhnnophilus {fig. 6S),

Phryganea {figs. QQ., Q^).

Ordek 7. Htmenoptera (^;Z. 79, figs. 1-53). In this order the body is

generally of a hard consistence, divided into three distinct portions. The

wmgs are four in number (although sometimes absent) with few nervures

;

in repose the tips cross each other horizontally ; and the posterior pair is

the smallest, and attached to the anterior pair during flight by a row of

minute hooks. They have a pair of biting mandibles, membranous maxilliie,

with palpi, and a labium or tongue. The feet are well developed, and the

tarsi are generally pentamerous. The female has an ovipositor or sting.

The head and eyes are generally large, and the stemmata rarely absent. The

antennse are variable, but generally slender, and with thirteen articulations

in the male, and twelve in the female. The prothorax is much reduced,

and the mesothorax well developed for the insertion of the anterior wings.

The larvae are with or without feet, and the pupa is incomplete and

incapable of locomotion. The habits of this order excite more interest,

and their instincts are more striking than those of any other. The nervures

or veins of the wings (at least the anterior pair) are extensively used in

classification, each longitudinal or transverse part, and each intermediate

area or cell having its peculiar name.

The larvae of the Tentliredinidca (the only ones which have feet) bear a

considerable resemblance to those of the Lejndoptera. These feed upijn

leaves, others feed upon the juices of living plants and animals in which

the eggs have been inserted by the mother. Some larvae feed upon animal

food placed near them by the adult, whilst others, hke those of ants and

bees, are regularly fed by the neuters. The limbs of the pupi© are free, but

inclosed in a filament. Adult Ilymenojjtera are mostly found upon flowers

and fruits, the mouth being adapted for taking fluids. In general they do

not feed much, and in a few cases they are without a mouth.

These insects fly and run well, and some leap with facility. A few

simulate death when taken, bringing the abdomen in contact with the

thorax at such times. Some defend themselves by biting, and others by a

poisonous sting at the extremity of the abdomen, which can be extended or

retracted at will. They are of medium size, the largest species (as

Pompilus fonnusus., Say) being much smaller than the large Coleoptera.,

Lejpidoptera., or Orthoptera., whilst the small species rival in minuteness

those of other orders.

Blanchard divides the Ilymenoptera into thirteen tribes, with French

names, corresponding to the family names: 1, Apidce ; 2, Vesjndce ; 3,

£ht,memdm ; 4, Crabronidce; 5, Sphegidce; 6, FormioAdcB ; 7, Ckrysididce ;

^^ Chalcididre ; %.,Proctotrxipid(2 ; 10., Ichneumonidce ; 11, Cyiiipidw; 12,

Siricidw; 13, Tentkredinidce.
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AYestwood, Vv'lio follows Latreille pretty closely, adopts the following

arrangement

:

SECT. 1. TEREBRANTIA, Latr. Abdomen with a saw or borer for

depositing the eggs.

Sub-sect. 1. Secueifeea. Abdomen sessile, larva; feeding upon vegetable

matter, and having a well developed mouth. Fam. 1, Teathredinidce ; 2,

JJroGe7'idcE.

Sub-sect. 2. Pupivoea. Abdomen pedunculated, having a borer, larva

without feet, having mandibulate tropin slightly developed, and generally

parasitic in other living insects,

Dlmsion 1. SjnGulifeTa. Abdomen with an elongate plurivalve oviduct

;

larvffi generally parasitic in other insects, Fam. 3, C(jnipid(B', 4, EvaniidcE

i

5, Ichieumonidce ; 6, ChalGididce ; 7, ProctotrupidcB.

Diinsioii 2. Tuhulifera., Latreille. Extremity of the abdomen tubular,

retractile, and furnished with a minute sting. Larvce feeding upon the

larva3 of other Hymenoptera, or upon dead insects deposited by the parent

of such larvie for the support of the latter. Fam. 8, Gkrysididm.

SECT. 11. ACULEATxi. Abdomen of the females and neuters armed

with a poison sting. Antennse of the male with thirteen, and the female

with twelve articulations.

Sun-sECT. 1. Pk.ed()Nes, Latr, Basal articulation of the posterior tarsi

cylindrical, not dilated, nor formed for collecting pollen, Larvse feeding

upon other insects stored up, or upon animal or vegetable fluids provided

by the neuters. Fain. 9, Crah/'onidce ; 10, ZarridcB ,' 11, I^emhecidce ; 12,

Sphecidie I 13, Scoliidce ; 14, Mutillidcn ^ 15, Fonnicidm ; IG, Eamenidce ;

17, Vespidce.

Sub-sect. 2. Mellifeka, Latr. Basal articulation of the posterior tarsi

dilated and pollinigerous. Larva3 feeding upon honey or pollen paste

deposited by the parent or collected by the neuters. Fam. 18, Audrenidce /

19, Apidce.

Fam. 1. Tenthredinidoi. In this family the body is short and sub-

cylindrical, the thorax rol)ust, and bearing large wings with more numerous

areas than in the other families. The antennoe are short, the mandibles

strong, and the maxillary palpi are six-articulate. The abdomen of the

female is provided with a pair of saws, which are regularly toothed, and

present various modifications, probably adapted to the nature of the material

to be sawed, as we know that the saws used in mechanical oj^erations must

be varied according as the wood is wet or dry, hard or soft. The two saws

are applied together and worked with an alternate motion, one being drawn

back when the other goes forward, sawing a groove in tender bark, or in

leaves, in the latter case either beneath the ribs, or in the edge. In this groove

the egg is inserted. The young live either in galls which are the result of

the wounds, or, coming forth, they feed upon leaves. Some species do not

saw grooves for the eggs, but affix them to leaves and branches. The

larvne in this family have a close resemblance to those of the Lepidoptera,

having, like them, six thoracic feet; but they have generally from twelve

to sixteen abdominal or false feet, whilst those of the former have not more
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tlian ten. , They are destructive to various cultivated vegetables, and some

feed upon the leaves of the pine.

LopTajrus {p>l. 79, fig. 43) is remarkable for having the antenna multi-

articulate, those of the male being bi-pectinated, and those of the female

serrate. The larva of L.pini is sometimes very destructive to the pines

in Europe. Nematus {fig. 44) has the antenna slender and nine-articulate

in botli sexes. The larvte have six true and fourteen false feet. They live

upon leaves and change in the ground, where they form a cocoon. Cimhex

{figs. 45, 47) has a heavy body, and the antennie with five articulations, in

addition to a terminal club. The species are of rather large size, and some

of them are finely colored. C. americana is described by Dr. T. W. Harris

in his report on injurious insects.

Fam. 2. ZTroccridm. The genus Urocerus., Geoff., 1764 {Slrex, Linn.,

1767), of which the European 77. gigas {2)1. ^i^.,fig. 42) is a good example,

is the type of this family. The body is lengthened, cylindric, and the

abdomen united by its entire base, and furnished in the female with a borer

for inserting the ^^g in living trees, chiefly of the resinous kind, to which

the larva? are at times very destructive.

Fam. 3. Cyn'qndcB {figs. 48-53). This is a family of small insects, the

larvfe of which are generally parasitic in plants, where they cause the

excrescences named galls. The antennjB are straight, and have from

thirteen to sixteen slender articulations. The female has a slender ovi-

positor, which is internal and spiral in a state of repose. The irritation of

depositing an Qg^ in the plant causes an excrescence, and the continued

feeding of the larva upon its internal part continues to keep up the

abnormal action until a gall is formed, of large size, compared with that of

tlie little insect which finally leaves it.

Fam. 4. Evaniidm. In this family the posterior feet are the stoutest, and

the abdomen is afiixed to the metanotum. Evania has a very small abdomen,

and is parasitic in the Blatke. Dr. Reinhardt found a species upon the

U. S. ship Constitution, in various parts of the world (including Cochin

China and Rio), where it doubtless accompanied the Blattca which infest

shipping. In the American genus Pelecinus^ the abdomen of the female is

remarkably long and slender.

Fam. 5. IchneumonidcG {jjI. 79, figs. 32, 33, 37-39, 45). The body of

these insects is narrow, the antennae rather long, of numerous articulations,

and vibratile. The feet are long, and adapted for running, and the ovi-

positor straight. These insects are abundant in species and individuals, the

size varies considerably, but the greater part are small, and some are

minute. The larvae are the chief enemies of the Lepidoptera, under the

skin of the larva? of which the eggs are deposited by means of the ovipositor

of the female Ichneu7non. The young feeds upon the internal parts of the

caterpillar, avoiding the vital organs, and by the time the young Iclinemnon

has acquired its full growth, the caterpillar is ready to die. Sometimes the

caterpillar changes into the pupa state, from which the parasite makes its

appearance. A caterpillar may contain a single larva of an Iclmeumon of

a large size, or fifty or more small ones. They are not confined to Lepi-
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doptera, l)nt attack Colcoptera, Diptera, and probably members of all the

orders. Among the Hemiptera, the Aphides are extensively destroyed by

minute Ichneumons. In some cases a parasitic Hymenopter is itself

attacked by a smaller member of the same order. The eggs of insects and

spiders are simihirly attacked, and spiders also. These insects are very

active, flying and running about hi a restless manner, and vibrating the

antenna? as if excited. In their perfect state they are found upon flowers.

They are generally black or red colored, ^aried with white or red, the

middle of the autennje being often white.

Fam. 0. ChalcidiclcB {pi. 79, fgs. 34, 35). This is an extensive family

mostly of minute parasitic insects, many of which have bright or metallic

colors. In some forms the hinder femora are very thick, in some the

antenna) of the male are branched, and in Leucospis {fig. 23), the ovi-

positor of the female, when unemployed, is turned up along the dorsum.

Fam. 7. Proctotrupidoz. This family contains minute species, with

hal)its like the two preceding families. Some of them are so small, that a

number of them may l)e jiarasitic in a single Q'gg of a butterfly.

Fam. S. CJu'i/fiidids {C/u'/jsls, pi. TO, figs. 21, 26). This is a family of

small, oblong-bodied, brilliant, metallic-colored insects, wdiicli have the

power of rolling themselves into a ball, or at least of applying the venter

to the thorax beneath. The abdomen is attached by a short peduncle, its

extremity- has a tubular exsertile ovipositor, which is moved like the joints

of a telescope, and the termination is a sharp point. They are very active^

and may often be seen during hot weather upon fences or dry sand, vibrat-

ing their antennae and moving about. Westwood thinks the egg is deposited

upon the food intended for the larvne of other species, and of which it

deprives the proper owner.

Fa?ii. 9. Ci'ahronidm {Grahro.^ fig. 29). In this, the first family of the

Aculeata, the head is large and cpiadrate, the antennae short, the feet

slender, the anterior tibia with a pectinated spur, and the abdomen of the

female provided with a sting. The general color is some dark tint

varied with yellow spots. The adults frequent flowers, but feed their

young with insects. They gnaw holes in wood, in wliich they lay

their eggs, and a stock of provisions consisting of other larvas or adult

insects ; and we have on two occasions found dead branches of trees

(bored probably by members of this family) filled with Diptera, a single

species of the latter being taken in each case. The insects taken for the

food of the young are not killed entirely, but rendered torpid, so that they

may not decay before they are wanted. AVhen the store is complete the

aperture is closed.

Fam. 10. Larridm. This is a small lamily allied to the preceding ; the

labrum is hidden, and the mandibles have a notch near the external base.

Fam. 11. BemhecidcB. Tiiis is the smallest family in the order. The
mandibles are pointed, have an internal tooth, and the labrum is exserted.

It contains the genera Bemhex, Monedula^ and Stizus. These insects lay up

a store of insects in the ground for their young. Some of the species of

Stizus are considerably larger than hornets ; of black or dark colors,
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generally ornamented with yellow spots. The common species of the

United States, S. speoiosus, Drury, kills and carries off Cicada {pi. 80, Jig.

75) j)''>^i>iosa, a large locust much larger than itself, the locust, during the

attack (if a male), making a great noise with its sounding organs.

J^}cm. 12. Sjyhegidoi {pi. 19, Jigs. 27, 28, 30, 31). Here the body is

.elongated, the abdomen is attached by a long slender peduncle, and is

armed with a sting. The mandibles are slender and curved, and the feet

long, and generally fossorial. These insects are very active and restless,

running about dry. places, or along water courses, keeping their wings in a

state of vibration. They suck the fluids of flowers, but the lar\'a3 are pro-

vided with animal food by the adult. AmmojjMla sahulosa {Jig. 31), which

seems to inhabit the United States as well as Europe, digs a hole in sandy

places, and stores it wuth spiders for the young. Pelopoeas {Jig. 30). 1*.

flavipes, the mud-wasp of the United States, may be seen forming small balls

of mud along water courses, especially where cattle are watered, as there is

no grass j)resent, and the earth and water meet gradually and nearly on the

same level, so that the ground is generally made wet a few inches from the

margin by the capillary attraction and the small ripples. AVhen the ball ot

mud (which is about an eighth of an inch in size) is ready, the wasp takes

it to its nest, which may be in a garret, or under the eaves of a house.

Here the nest is formed, a cell at a time, each afcer the first one beinii-

attached parallel with the preceding ones, and generally (perhaps always) in

a horizontal direction, or nearly so. Sometimes a space of three inches in

length will be covered by allowing successive cells to be attached side by

side, but in other cases not more than three will be attached (perhaps to the

lower side of a rafter), and the succeeding ones will be attached or sus-

pended to these until the mass assumes the form of an elongated sub-quadrate

prism attached by one end. In rare cases the nest is built upon the upper

surface of a rafter. The cells are filled 'with spiders for the larvse, and then

closed with mud. The pupa is inclosed in a translucent yellow cocoon

resembling very thin oiled paper. Westwood (Introduction, ii. 207), judging

from observations made by W. AY. Saunders, thinks that these construc-

tions are made by Eumenes / Ijnt if the latter is concerned, it is probably

the parasite, or the Pelopmus may take a cell already formed in preference

to building one. The United States species of Eumenes are not known to

enter houses, where PelopcBus is constantly seen, although they may both

be found in the same vicinity out of doors.

Some authors separate Pompilus {figs. 27, 28), and some allied genera,

to form a sej)arate family.

Fain. 13. SGoliidcB. Some authors divide this family into two portions

(considered sub-families by Westwood) of which Scolia and Scqjyga are

the types. In the former the antennae are short and curled, and the feet

thick and spinose ; whilst in the latter the antennae are straight and long,

and the feet thin. The first contains some large species. The European
S. flavifrons deposits its eggs in cavities in the earth occupied by the larva

of the large Coleopter, Oryctes nasicornis {pi. 81, fig. 115), upon which

it lives.
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Fam 1-i. 2futill{dce. This fiimilj approaches tlie Formicidce (ants) in

general appearance, but the species are solitary, and provided with a long

curved sting which can be used very etiectuall}', on account of the flexi-

bility of the abdomen. There are but two kinds of individuals, male and

female, the latter being apterous. The species inhabit hot and sandy

localities, and they are often covered with short hair, sometimes vividly

colored with red, yellow, and black. Mutilla {pi. ^9, fig. 1), Apterogyna

Faiii. 15. FormicidtB {pi. TO, figs. 3-0). This is the family of the

ants, in which the head is triangular, the antennas filiform, and ell)owed at

the end of the basal articulation, the mandibles robust, the abdomen oval

and attached by a narrow pedicle, and the feet slender and cursorial.

These insects live in society in ])urrows of their own construction, which

are found in the earth, or in dead trunks of trees. Some form a rough hill

out uf clay mixed with l)its of vegetable nuiterial. Formica merdicola^ of

Brazil, builds a nest of dry horse excrement, upon the stems of reeds and

trunks of trees. A somewhat similar nest (iigured in Kirby's Bridgewater

Treatise) is constructed upon the branches of trees by Mynnica I'iiinL

The Brazilian Formica data of Dr. Lund makes a nest upon the trunks

of trees out of clay and leaves. A minute species of the United States,

which seems to be Myrmica domestica., is found in small colonies under

stones, but it occasionally takes up its residence in old galls upon oak shrubs,

entering by the aperture made by the retiring Cynips, and. adapting the

interior to its purpose. The same species swarms in some houses, both in

America and England.

A few individuals like workers, but with a very large head, are sometimes

found. Among the driver ants of "Western Africa, according to the obser-

vation of Dr. T. S. Savage, there are three or four kinds : neuters, soldiers,

workers, and carriers.

Besides the ordinary males and females, which are not numerous, the

societies of ants are made up chiefly of workers, sometimes named neuters,

which are abortive females without wings, of a smaller size and more indus-

trious habits than the others. These have all the work of the establishment

to perform, whether in building, collecting food, or takiug care of the eggs

and young. The difterence between a worker and a female is probably due

to a peculiar mode of feeding, as with the bees, where the larva, if a worker,

is transformed into a queen when accident deprives the hive of the latter.

The male and female are winged, but the wings are dropped after a certain

time, and the latter is larger than the former.

In cold climates the male and female ants die in winter, and the neuters

remain torpid, so that they do not require a stock of food. But under other

circumstances a store of food is collected. Thus an East Indian species

collects a great quantity of grass-seed, which is brought to the surface to

dry after the heavy rains of that country. Ants are fond of the liquid

matter exuded by the Aphides, and they frequent the trees where they are

found, for the purpose of getting it ; and by annoying the Aphis they can

cause it to furnish a globule. Certain species of Memhracis are treated
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similarly before they have attained their perfect state. Sometimes A[)hides

are kept prisoners by the ants ; and we have observed a number of one of

th^species which infests the roots of grass, in their natural position upon

the roots beneath a stone occupied as an ants' nest.

In the genus Polyergus the mouth is not adapted for building; and as the

economy of the nest must be carried on, they make predatory excursions to

the nests of two other species of ant, and take their young w^orkers in tlie

pupa state. These assume their perfect state in the domicile of their captors,

and become the slaves of their commur?ity, all the labor of building, col-

lecting food, and taking care of the young, falling to them.

St. Fargeau thinks that Pobjerf/us exhibits the "perfection of instinct,"

being ca|)able of laboring, but preferring idleness ; but Iluber asserts that

they have no talent except that of war, and on placing some of them in a

glass with their pupte, they began to die from want, until an individual of

Formicafusca was introduced, which preserved the remainder. In Europe,

a true working Fonnica makes slaves of two other species, although it

assists in the work ; and in the United States the large yellow ant makes

slaves of the black ones, both being true Formicm^ and both working. (See

Westwood's Introduction, ii. 232.)

The habits of the driver ants of West Africa (which are the neuters of

the genus Dorylus) are carefully detailed in the Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci.,

iv. 196. They are very fierce, have no permanent abode, and live tem[)o-

rarily in crevices. They travel at night Qr in cloudy weather, and if

overtaken by the sun they protect themselves by an arch of earth made

adhesive by a fluid from the mouth. Without this they would die, the direct

rays of the sun killing them in two minutes. It being necessary to protect

the young in migrating, an arch is made of the bodies of the soldiers, which

interlock their jaws and feet for the purpose of forming it. They move in

great armies, and when they enter a house, rats, lizards, etc., and even

man, take their departure. They destroy large serpents, and domestic

animals confined in stables. Dogs and asses are afraid to leap over their

line when on a march.

Fcmi. 16. Eumenidm. In this family the sexes appear in their ordinary

condition, and the species do not live in society. They resemble wasjjs, and

construct mud cells in wdiich the egg is placed with insects, larvce, or

spiders, the aperture being then closed.

Fam. 17. Yespidm {2)1. 70, jigs. 20-22). This includes the wasps, which

in some points of their economy approach the bees, and like these, there are

males, females, and workers. Many of the species are black or dai'k

colored, varied with white and yellow. They are widely distributed, espe-

cially in warm regions, and they live in societies during the summer,

building nests of hexagonal cells, made of a paper-like material, and often

inclosed in a globular covering of the same material, as in the case of the

hornets. They feed upon insects, fruit, honey, and other materials ;
and the

large American hornet, Vesjxt maculata^ often comes about houses to catch

flies. The larvae are fed by the adults, and when they are ready to assume

tlie pupa state they inclose themselves by spinning a convex cap over the
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mouth of their celh The fecundated females survive the winter, and each

commences a new colony, huilding cells, depositing eggs, and feeding the

young, until these are old enough to take part in the labors of the estaliLish-

ment, which is about a month from the time the eggs are laid. Two or tiiree

broods are raised successively from the same set of cells daring a season.

The nests of Vesjxi may be seen upon trees (where they are sometimes from

twelve to eighteen inches in diameter), or under tlie projecting parts of

houses. The small American species known as " yellow jackets," build

under ground ; and the " paper-Vasp," Polistesfuscata^ attaches its comb
(with the moutli of the' cells downwards) to the branch of a tree, to the

shelving parts of houses, or beneath a stone which has a cavity under it.

PoUstes {ji(j. 20), Ye^pa vulgaris {fig. 21), Yespa crahro {fig. 22). A few

species of Polistes collect stores of honey.

Fam. 18. Andremdw. In this family, which is allied to the bees in form,

there are only males and females. They are solitary ; the female digs a hole

in the ground where she dej^osits her eggs and a stock of paste made of

pollen and honey, the hole being afterwards closed.

Pam. 19. Ajndce {pi. 79, figs. 10-18). The family of the bees contains

various groups differing in their character and habits. Xylocopa {X.

molacea., fig. 14) bores passages in wood in which the young are placed

Avith a quantity of pollen paste. In the United States, X. victima bores in

the lower surface or edge of white pme structures, particularly about

houses. The species of Bomhus {figs. 10, 13) known as humble hees., make
their nests under ground, In fields and pastures. The females (which are

not restricted in number) assist the neuters in working. The colony does

not remain together in the winter. Ifegachile {fig. 12 «, male
; J, female).

Xoviada {fig. 15) is distinguished by its bright colors, and Eacera {fig. 16)

by its long antennaj.

Ajns raellifica {fig. 18 «, female ; h^ male ; c, worker) is the common
hive bee. Tiie male (or drone) is somewhat larger than the workers,

it is without a sting, the eyes meet upon the top of the head, the posterior

tarsi have the basal articulation lengthened, and not square, as in the

neuters, the thorax and abdomen are less distinctly separated, and the

wings are longer than in the female and neuter. There may be from six or

seven hundred to two thousand males in a hive, but this number is not in

proportion to the other inmates. The females have the wings abbreviated,

and the abdomen lengthened and provided with a curved sting, that of the

workers being straight. The antennae and feet are paler than in the

workers.

Bees collect honey, pollen, and propolis, the young being fed with a

mixture of the two former, whilst the latter (which is a mixture of one part

wax to four of resin) is used to stop crevices and make repairs. The wax
is a secretion between the segments of the lower side of the abdomen of the

workers, where it appears in the form of small scales.

When accident or death deprives a hive of its queen, great confusion

follows, but in a few hours several cells containins: worker larvae two or

three days old are enlarged, and these young are supplied with the peculiar
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food given to queen larvae. Several new queens finally appear, and a

conflict ensues, till one only survives. If a strange queen is introduced

soon after the original one has been removed, it is surrounded and starved,

but never stung ; though if the interval of eighteen hours has elapsed, the

stranger will be at first surrounded, but afterwards allowed to go. If,

however, the hive has been twenty-four hours without a queen, the new
comer takes her place as queen. When two queens come together they

fight until one of them is killed.

Most of the eggs laid by the female bee are those of workers, until she is

about eleven months old, when two or three thousand male eggs are laid at

the rate of forty or fifty a day, and this generally happens in March and

April, a smaller amount of male eggs being laid in autumn. Whilst laying

the male eggs, the queen also lays the few which are to produce females,

and these are deposited in " royal cells" constructed for the purpose, of a

large size, and not placed in regular series like the others. These eggs

are not laid faster than one a day, and seldom to the number of twenty ; mid

they are placed at once in the royal cells by the queen, who inserts her

abdomen for the purpose.

When the young females approach their adult state, the queen becomes

uneasy, she communicates her uneasiness to the workere, and in their con-

fusion they all go forth with the old queen, thus forming a new swarm ; but

as this occurs in fine weather when many of the bees are abroad, these,

upon their return, take care of the hive, and others soon leave the pupa
state.

The female eggs (not being laid simultaneously) come to maturity at

different times
; and when the young female leaves its pupa state, it begins

to gnaw an aperture for its egress, but the workers prevent this for two days

by stopping the place with wax. AVhen she finally emerges, she endeavors

to go to the other royal cells to destroy them and their inmates, but she is

prevented by the workers, and another scene of confusion ensues which, in

a full hive, ends in a second swarming. This reduces the workers so much,

that when another female emerges she cannot be prevented from destroying

the royal cells and their contents, so that she becomes queen of the hive,

although she may have to fight with others which emerge about the same

time. Small hives do not send off swarms, and in this case royal cells are

not made nor female eggs laid. After swarming the males are killed, and

being without a sting, they readily succumb under the stings of the

workers.

Yarious species of the bee are kept for the honey. That of Italy is

diiferent from the Apis mellifica of Northern Europe and the United States.

Order 8. Lepidoptera. In this order the metamorphosis is complete, the

anteunse multi-articulate, the labrura and mandibles rudimentary, the

maxillffi forming a spiral sucker, the labial palpi are large, the wings broad

with branching nervures, and having both surfaces covered with minute

scales.

These insects are known under the general name of 'butterflies ; some
small species which destroy cloth in their larva state (or the larvas them-
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selves) are called moths, and the species of Sphinx are named humming-

hirds. The body is generally clothed with a hairy covering, the eyes are

usually large, and the stenimata, when present, are usually hidden by the

hair. The antenna present several types of form, but in their details they

offer some important variations from the simple types. The scales of the

wings contribute much to the variety and splendor of the tints observable

in these insects, which probably surpass all the other orders in their

colorino-. In a few the disks of the wings are without scales, leaving them

transparent. The distribution of the nervures in the wings varies, and is

now employed in classification. The wings are reduced in size, or wanting,

in some females. In some genera they are carried vertically over the back,

in some they are horizontal, and in others deflexed. The feet are penta-

merous, generally hairy, and in most cases of equal length; but in some the

anterior pair are so much reduced in size as to be of no use in walking.

The liquids of flowers furnish the Lepidoptera with food, but in some

ca,ges they require none in the adult state.

In the larva state they are known as voracious eaters, under the name of

caterpillars. These have a mandibulate mouth, composed of a pair of

corneous mandibles, a pair of maxillas each with a small palpus, and a labium

with two palpi. They have six thoracic feet corresponding to those of the

imago, and a number of abdominal or fiilse feet, varying from four to ten.

These are used chiefly for holding, and the former for walking. They

generally move forwards, but those of the Tortncidoi can move rapidly

backwards, and some, by bending and straightening the body suddenly, can

leap. Some caterpillars are smooth, some covered with hair, which may
be harmless, or with the quality of nettles, and it may be long or short, dense

or sparse, bristly or woolly ; and some of them have horn-like projections.

Some are ornamented with various bright colors ; some which feed upon

leaves are green, some found among lichens have their color, and others

which feed upon branches resemble a projecting stick, as if to prevent their

numerous enemies from readily recognising them. In a few cases the

•caterpillar forms a case for itself, with which it moves about, and into which

it withdraws when danger threatens. In growing, caterpillars moult fre-

quently, and undergo various changes in color. They usually rest by day

and feed by night. Some are solitary and wandering, and some live in

society, either in large webs, or congregated upon a single spot. A few live

upon skins, hair, and wool, but the great majority of caterpillars feed upon

vegetables, including leaves, roots, seeds, and grain. The most acrid and

acid leaves are eaten by some species ; some devour almost every kind of

plant, and some plants feed various species. The pupa has the feet, &c.,

hidden, and is motionless, except that the articulations of the abdomen are

capable of moving. Some of these are inclosed in a silken cocoon, some

in a cocoon formed chiefly of the hair of the caterpillar, whilst others sus-

j^end themselves without any exterior covering.

These insects are divided according to their habits into three sections by

Latreille : The first {Diurna) include those which fly by day, and with very

few exceptions they have the antennoe knobbed ; the second {Crepiiscularm),
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those wliich fly by twiliglit, and have the antennte gradually thickened
;
and

the third {Nocturna), the night-fliers, in which the antenna are usually filiform.

These sections correspond respectively to the extensive Linna3an genera,

Pajnlio, Sj)Mnx, and Phalcma. But the terms of these sections are not exact,

because some of the Crepuscularia and ^Mocturna are day-fliers, and on this

account Boisduval applied the name Rliopalocera (meaning club-horned)

to the Diurna, and Heterocera to the others, on account of their antennae

being variously formed. Blanchard names the latter Chalinoptera^ because

they (generally) have a kind of bridle to unite the posterior to the anterior

wings, and the former (the Diurna), Aclialinoptera^ because they want this

contrivance. The Achalinoptera (or Diurna) he separates into five tribes :

Papilioniens^ J^ijmphaliens^ Eryciniens^ Ilespenens^ and Ci/dimoniens.

The Chalinoptera he divides into nine tribes ; Castniens^ Sesiens^ Ziygoi-

nie7is, SpMngiens, 'JSomhyciens, jVodueliens, Zfratiiens, Phaleniens, and

Pyraliens.

Westwood divides the Ehopalocera into the families: 1, PapilionidcB;

2, TIeliconiidm; d, N^ymjyhalidm ; ^^ EnjcinidcB ; q^ Lycccnidce ; 6, Ilesperi-

idoe; and the Hetekoceea into : \^ SpMngidm ; 2, UraniidoB ; d^ Anthro-

ceridcB (or ZygcBnidm) ; 4, Trachiliidce (or Sesiades^ Latr.) ; 5, IIepialid<£

;

Q, Boinhycidoi ; 7,A7'dud(e; S,Zit/iosidw; 9, JVoctuidw ; 10, Geometridw;

11, Pyralidce; 12, TortrieidoB ; 13, Yponomeutidw ; 14, Thieidce; 15,

AlucitidcB.

In the Nomenclator Zoologicus of Agassiz the following families are

admitted, but a uniform termination is not given : Papilionides, Nyctalidece^

Sphingides^ Sesice, Zygcenides, Chelonarii, Bomhyoes, JVoctuoe, Geometrce,

Pyi^alides^ Tortrlces^ Tinece^ Pterophorii.

Fam. 1. Pterophoridce. This family includes several genera of small

insects remarkable for having all the wings deeply split into narrow pieces

which are frino-ed and resemble feathers, whence one of the genera has been

named Pterophorus {P. pentadactylus^ pi. 79, jig. 77). The rays of the

wings can be folded over each other.

Fam. 2. Tineidcc {pi. 79, figs. 81-87). This is an extensive flmiily of

small narrow-winged butterflies, with the rostrum generally rudimentary,

and the antennae ordinarily raised over the head. These insects are among

the smallest of the Lepidoptera, and although their colors are generally

sombre, many of them are beautiful objects. In their larva state various

species, as Tinea pellioneUa {fig. 84), are destructive to clothing, feathers,

hair, and similar materials, which are used as food, and to construct a kind

of cocoon which the larva carries with it. The larvee of other sj)ecies (as

Tinea granella., fig. 81) feed upon stored grain.

Gallerea cereana {fig. 83) lives in beehives, where it destroys the honey

and causes the death of the bees. The larva seems to feed upon the wax.

Some authors separate Ryponomeuta and a few other genera in which the

wings inclose the sides, and the posterior ones are the largest, and folded.

Hyponomeuta {figs. 86, 87), Plutella {jig. 82), Lemmatopliila {fig. 85).

Fam. 3. Tortricidce {pi. 79, figs. 78, 79, 90, 91, 92). In this family the

wings are enlarged near the shoulder, a little deflexed, and when closed,
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forming a triangle. The larvre are naked, and Lave sixteen feet. They

feed chiefly upon leaves, the edges of which they roll np into a tube and

fasten with silk. In this they readily move backwards and forwards.

The larva of Carpocaiysa jpomonella {fig. 79), known as the apple worm,

lives in apples, causing them to fall prematurely. Tortrlx viridana {fig.

91) is very destructive to the foliage of oak forests. The larvae of Coccyx

resinosa {fig. 78), and two other species, eat the buds and leaves of pine

trees in Germany ; and being very abundant, they cause great damage.

Sciajphila I'derata {fig. 90), Ualias prashiana {fig. 92).

Fam. 4. PyralidcB {pi. 79^ figs. 80, 88, 89). These insects are of a small

size ; in repose the wings generally form a triangle, and the feet are long,

particularly the anterior ones, which are often lasciculate. Hypena {II.

rostralis., fig. 88) is found in grass ; and the larva, which has fourteen feet,

rolls the edges of a leaf in which it undergoes its transfbrmations. Hcrcyna

{II. pyaUiotcdis.^ fig. 80) has a stout body, the wings short and dark satin

colored, and the sj^ecies inhabit mountainous regions in Europe. The larva

of Botys {B. veriicaUs., fig. 89) has sixteen feet, and has the habits of that

of Ilypena. The adult inhabits moist and shady places, and is generally

found upon the lower side of leaves.

Fam. 5. Geometridm {pi. 79, figs. 93-101). The name of this family is

derived from the locomotion of the larvae, which, having often but four false

feet, and these placed at the posterior extremity, move by stretching the

body, holding by their thoracic feet, and then bringing up the posterior

portion, forming a loop with the central part ; and when the posterior false

feet have taken a new hold, the anterior part is again stretched forward.

Some of the larvae have twelve or fourteen feet ; they feed upon the leaves

of various plants; and like the caterpillars of some other families, the}^ can

susj^end themselves by a thread. Tlie body of the imago is slender, and the

wings are sometimes irregularly shaped, and somewhat varied in their

coloring. They are nocturnal, and common in forests. When disturbed

during the day, they fly a short distance, and hide in the herbage.

The species flgured in^^Z. 79, are Ahraxis grossulariata {fig- 9-1), Acldalia

hrumata {fig. 93), A. viridata {fig. 97), Bomnnia hortaria {fig. 95),

Geometra papilionarm {fig. 96), Crocallis el'mgaaria {fig. 98), Fidonia

wavai'ia {fig. 99), Ennonnos syringaria {fig. 100), E. alniaria {fig. 101),

Ourapteryx satnbucaria {fig. 102).

Fam. 6. Noctuid(je {pi. 79, figs. 103-123, 129, 136) . In this fiimily the-body

is robust, the tergum often with a bunch of hair, the antennae simple, but

sometimes pectinate or crenulate in the males, wings often declivent in repose,

and marked in many species with undulating lines. The larvi^, are generally

sixteen-footed, and live ujjon trees between leaves which they join with silk.

The pupa occupies the same places, or a cocoon upon or beneath the earth.

The distinctions between many of the genera are slight and difiicult to identify.

The mouth is well developed, and the maxillae long. The species figured

are Ileliothis delpMnii {fig. 103), Mamestra pisi {fig. 104), M. oleracea

{fig. 105), M. brassicce {fig. 107), Trachea atriplicis {fig. 108), Tr. prmcox

{fig. Ill), Polia cM {fig. 112), Acronycta rumicis {fig. 106), A. psi {fig.
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113), Miselia oxyccuithm {fig. 109), Plusla trlplasia {fig. 110), P. gamma

{fig. 118), Xilina exoleta {fig. Ill), CuculUa umbratica {fig. 115), C.

verhasci {fig. 116), Phlogopliora metkulosa {fi^g. 117), TripJuBna promihrv

(/</. 119), Oatocala fmxini {fig. 120), 0. pacta (fig. 121), C. sp)onsa {fig.

122), C.paranympha {fig. 123), Scoliopteryx libatrix {fig. 129), one of the

few species found in America as well as in Europe ; Episema co&ruleo-

cephala {fig. 136).

Fam. 7. Bomlyddce {pi. 79, figs. 130-135, 137-151
;
j^?. 80,/^^. 4-7).

This is the family of the silkworms, which contains some of the largest

and handsomest species of nocturnal butterflies. The mouth is in most

cases rudimentary, the wings in repose are either horizontal or deflexed, and

the antenniTg bi-pectinate in the males. The larvse have sixteen feet ; they

feed upon leaves, and spin a silken cocoon out of a single thread, with the

aid of a gummy matter, which soon hardens. Several species are reared for

the silk, and this valuable material might be furnished in greater quantity,

were it not that in some cases warm water will not dissolve the gum of the

cocoon as it does in Bombyx mori {pi. 79., fig. 149), and in others the silk

is so intermixed with leaves, and wrapped about branches, that there is a

difficulty in unwinding it. Some of the larvse are gregarious, living together

in large numbers, sjiinning webs upon trees, and often destroying vegetation.

Some of the large members of this family, as the Chinese Ilyalophora atlas.,

have a bare space in the wings which is as transparent as mica. In othei's

this is replaced by colored spots.

Cossus Ugniperda {pi. 79., fig. 135), is three inches or more in the expanse

of the wings ; its color is whitish varied with brown, and streaked with black.

The larva burrows in the living.wood of 'willows, poplars, and ash, feeding

upon the chips which it separates with its powerful jaws. It grows three

years in the larva state, when it becomes a pupa in one of its galleries, in a

cocoon made of silk mixed with fragments of wood.

Clisiocampa castrensis {pi. 79, fig. 146), Cneustria {fig. 147), Eriogaster

lanestris {fig. 150), Pcecilocampa populi {fig. 140), Lasiocampa rubi {fig.

151), N'otodonta camelina {fig. 130), N'. ziczax {fig. 134), Centra mmda
{fig. 148), Orgya antigua {fig. 133), 0. fascilena {fig. 137), Liparis

cJirysorhma {fig. 141), L. dispar {fig. 142), Pygcera hucephala {fig. 128),

Clostera curtula {fig. 138), Demas coryll {fig. 139).

Lasiocampa qiiercK8 {pi. SO, fig. 1), Deiidrolwnispini {fig. 2), Odonestis

potatoria {fig. 3), GastropacTia quercifolia {fig. 5), Aglia tau {fig. 6),

NagelfieclcnusstrauchrotJib uch enspinner.

Fam. 8. ArctUdae,. This family is named Chelonides by Eoisduval, and

is recognised by the spotted abdomen, and the bright colors of the wings,

particularly the inferior ones. Westwood places N'otodonta and its allies in

this family, whilst Boisduval and Stephens place them in a distinct one.

The genus Arctia, as given here, admits of a division into various sub-

genera.

Callimorpha jacolcecB {pi. 79, fig. 124), Arctia fuliginosa{fi.g. 125), A.
matfonula {fig. 126), A. domimda {fig. 127), A. purpurea {fi>g. 131), A.
lubricipeda {fig. 132), A. Jicra {fig. 143), A. caja {fig. 144).
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Fam. 9. Zygcenidce. Tliis family is sometimes namea AntliroGeridcE^

Init as the genus Zygcena^ Fabr., 1775, lias priority of AnthroGera^ Scopoli,

1777, it must be preferred. The generic name Zygoma^ applied to a fish

by Cuvier, in 1817, can have no influence against the former name. The

members of this family resemble Sesia and jEgeria in being diui-nal fliers,

and in some the antennoe are terminated in a club. The wings are narrow,

and have numerous nervures, and the feet and maxillae are long. They

are of small size and bright colors, and their movements are sluggish.

Zygcenafilipendulm {pi. 80, Jig. 8) has the npper wings black, spotted

with crimson, and the lower ones of the latter color margined with blue.

Its expanse is an inch or more. Europe.

Fain. 10. TrocMliid(v. The insects of this family are day-fliers, and bear

some resemblance to Sesia {pi. SO, Jig. 9), but the body is more slender, and

the movements are more sluggish. Some of them are gaudily colored, and

have naked wings, which, with their form, give them a general resemblance

to Hymenoptera and Diptera, whence have been derived the trivial names

of S2)hecia apiformis, Ti'ocliillwm vesjnforme, splu'gifornie, culiciforme , and

many similar ones. The larvce bore under the bark and in the wood of

trees, which they sometimes damage, as in the case of the American Egeria

cxetiosa, which destroys peach trees by attacking them below the surface

of the ground. In this species the wings are transparent in the male alone,

A closely allied, but smaller species {TrochiUiwi ceirisi), causes rough

excrescences upon the branches of cherry trees in the United States.

Fam. 11. /Sjjhingidce, {pi. SO, fgs. 10-21). These have a robust hairy

body, the abdomen conical, the antennse thickened towards the end, and

prismatic ; the rostrum is in some cases longer than the body, and the wings

are narrow and strong, with the posterior pair small. Their flight is raj)id

and well sustained, resembling that of birds ; and as the common words

lird and Jish are applied in a general and not in a technical sense, the

common name of these nocturnal butterflies is humming-Mrds. The species

fly from flower to flower, in the dusk of evening, balancing themselves on

the wing in front of a flower, and without alighting, inserting their rostrum

and sucking the honey. A similar mode of taking food, and an equally

rapid flight, being subsequently observed in the class more generally known

as birds or fowls, the term humming-Mrd was extended to the genus Tro-

chilus among feathered vertebrate animals. The larv?e have sixteen feet,

and often a curved horn near the posterior extremity. They often raise up

the anterior part of the body, giving somewhat the appearance of the

Egyptian sphinx, which has become the name of one of the genera. The

]arv?e known as the tobacco-worm, which eat the leaves of growing tobacco,

are those of Sphinx. The imago is often found about the flowers o^ Datura

stramonium (or jimson weed). The posterior wings have a projection which

passes through a ring upon the anterior ones, tending to keep the two

together,

CJimrocampa {C/i. nerii, Jig. 21) is remarkable for the structure of the

larva, the head and anterior part of the body being retractile. As in

Macroglossa, the cocoon is placed upon the ground. Deilephila {D. euphor-
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hix., jig. 12 ; D. elpenoi\ fig. 13 ; D. celerlo.^ fig. 1-1). The maxillas are not

very long in this genus. Sphinx {S. ])inastri., fig. 11 ; S. ligustri^ fig. 16
;

S. convolvuU, fig. 17). In this genus the spiral maxillte are very long, and

the antennffi somewhat lengthened, and hooked at the apex. Most of the

caterpillars have oblique pale stripes upon the sides, and a horn near the

posterior extremity. The pupa? have the rostrum case detached, and form-

ing a hook. Tiiey change in the earth. Sphinx Carolina and S. guinqiie-

maculata are common in the United States. Acherontia atropos {fig. 15)

is the largest member of this family in Europe. It is known by a mark
upon the thorax in the shape of a human skull. Snierinthus {8. tilice, fig.

IS ; S. j90j)uli, fig. 19; S. ocellata, fig. 30) has the maxilUie very short, and

the outer margin of the anterior wings irregular. The species are of slug-

gish habits, and do not feed upon the wing. The larva enters the ground

to change, and the pupa is without the hooked rostrum case. Dr. T. W.
Harris has published a valuable paper upon this family in the 36th vol. of

the Am. Jour, of Science.

Macroglossa {M. steUatarum, p>l. 80, fig. 10) is a day-flying genus having

a tuft at the end of the abdomen. Its habits on the wing are those of

Trochilus., with which it may be readily confounded.

Sesia fuciformis {pi. 80, Jig. 9). This small group has no characters

sufficient to separate it from the SpJungidcv, with which Westwood unites

it. Sesia has the wings transparent, and the body robust and hair3^ The
species fly about flowers in the bright sunshine. This genus differs but

little from Jfacroglossa, and both are called humming-birds.

J^am. 12. Uraniidce (or Nyetaloideci). These splendid insects have the .

general appearance of the diurnal Lepidoptera, except that instead of having

the antenna knobbed, the basal half is filiform, and the remainder gradually

thickened, and then tapering to the point. Tt|§ discoidal cell of all the

wings is open. The chief color is a bright golden green, mixed with black

and sometimes red. They fly during the day ; and their flight is high and
rapid, so that they cannoL readily be taken exce^jt by rearing them from the

larvfB.

Fam. 13. Papilionida\ Diurna., or Rhapalocera. This family contains

a great many large and beautiful insects which fly about in the brightest

sunshine, but become dull in damp and cloudy days. They are sometimes

of a large size, the exjDanse of the tropical genus Ornithopterus reaching ten

inches. The colors are at times very gorgeous, reflecting like polished

metal. The patterns are very various, composed of stripes, spots, or rings.

Sometimes the lower surface of the wings difters but little from the upper
one, but in other cases the pattern is very distinct. In most cases, the

upper surface presents the most variety, and the brightest tints. The
coloring is sometimes uniform through certain genera and groups : Colias

being yellow and white, with the margins of tiie wings black ; Polyom-
matus.,\A\xii\ and Argynnis fulvous, with black spots above and silvery

ones below. Butterflies seldom live over one season, but a i^\; survive the

winter and appear early in spring. Some are solitary, and otliers grega-

rious. The genus Papilio is very extensive, containing about three hundred
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species. It is well represented in the United States, where it includes the

large diurnal species. One of the most common is Papilio turims^ which

is yellow, ornamented w^ith black stripes, like j^Z. SO, Ji/j. 48. The posterior

edge of each posterior wing has a spatulate projection.

The group to which Hesperia {11. malvaruni, pi. SO, fig. 22) belongs,

sometimes have a small hook at the end of the knob of the antenna?, and

the discoidal cell of the inferior wing is open. They fly about with a

succession of jerks, and when they sit, the lower wings are held in a

horizontal position. The larva? are smooth, w^ith a large head. That of

Eudamus tityriis is green with the head rufous. It feeds npon the leaves

of Robinia.

Lycimia idppothoe {pi. 80, fi<j. 23), Polyommatm argiolus {fig. 24) P.

argus {fig. 25), TJiecla quercus {fig. 27), T. pruni {fig. 28), T. hetulce {fig.

29). These insects (the Lycmiidca of Leach) are small and slightly made,

with delicate marks and spots, the colors pale beneath and dark above, as

brown in Thecla, coppery in Lyca3na, and blue in Polyommatus.

Argynnis papMa {pi. SO, fig. 30), A. aglaia {fig. 31), Vanessa c-alhnm

{fig. 32), V. atalanta {fig. 33), V. w^ticce {fig. 34), Y. antiopa {fig. 35), Y.

eardui {fig. 38), Y. orithla {fig. 41), Y. io {fig. 42), A^xdura iris {fig. 37),

JL'pparcMa semele {fig. 39), 11. galathea {fig. 40), II. pampldlus {fig. 43).

These constitute a group, considered a family (NymphalidiK) by some.

They are finely ornamented, and the inferior surface is ofien marked with

eye-like circles and silverj'- spots. The anterior feet are rudimentary.

Gonepteryx rKamni {pi. 80, fig. 4i), Colias liyale {fig. 45), Pontla

cardamines {fig. 46), l)elong to "NYestwood's sub-family Plerides.

Dorites apollo {pi. SO, fig. 47), Papilio podal'irius {fig. 48), P. machaon

{ fig. 49), P. ceneus {fig. 50), are typical members of the family.

Okder 9. IIemiptera {jfl. 80, figs. 52-77). This order is distinguished

by the compound rostrum formed for piercing and sucking, and of which

the lower lip incloses the mandibles and maxillae, which are in the form of

bristles. These insects live upon vegetable and animal juices, those which

feed upon the former being the most numerous. The Linufean name
IIemiptera indicates a character which some members of the order possess,

namely, a thickening of the basal portion of the anterior wings, whilst the

remaining part is thin and transparent. Fabricius and Burmeister reject

this name as inapplicable, and apply one (Hhynchota) founded upon the

character of the mouth. The larva and pupa are active and take food at

all times, so that the metamorphosis is not complete.

This order is divisible into two sections, according as the wings are of a

uniform or varied texture ; and this slight distinction has been taken as a

sufficient basis to form these sections into orders named Ilomoptera and

Ileteroptera.

Blanchard divides the order into eight " tribes," of which the four first are

homopterous and the four last are heteropterous, as follows : Cocciniens,

Ap>liidiens, Fidgoriens, Cicadiens^ Nepiens, Peduviens, Lygeens, Scutel-

leriens.
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Burmeister divides the JRhyncJiota into tribes and families, as follows :

Tkibe (1). Fam. 1, Pediculina.

Tkibe (2). Fam. 2, Coccina.

Teibe (3) Phytopiithiees. Fam. 3, Apliidhia y 4, PsyUodes.

Tribe (4) Cicadina. Fam. 5, C'lcadellina / 6, Memhraeina / Y, FaJgo-

rina / 8, Stridulantia.

TEfflE (5) Hydeocores. ^(«w. 9, JSfotonectici ', \^., Nepini ', 11, Galgii-

lini.

Tribe (6) Geocores. ^«??i. 12, Ilydrodromici ; 13, Hqyarii ; 14, Pedu-

mni J 15, Jfemhranacei ,' 16, Casjnni ; VI , Lycjcwdes ', 18, Coveodes ; 10,

Westwood, who admits the Homojytera as a distinct order, divides them

as follows :

Section 1. Trimera. Fam.l, Cicadidce ; '^, Fulgondcn ; 3, Cercopid(B.

Section 2. Ddiera. Fam. 4:, PsylUdoi ; 5, Apliid(2 ', 6, Aleurodidce.

Section 3. Monomera. Fam. 7, Coccidce.

The Ileteroptera he distributes as follows :

Section 1. Hydrocorisa, Fam. 1, Notonectidce ;'''i, Nepidm.

Section 2. Aueocoeisa. Fam. 3, Galgididce ; 4, Acantldidc2 ', 5, /iy-

dTom,etridm j 6, Peduviidce j 7, Cimicid(£', 8, Tingidce j 9, Capsidae, j 10,

Lygmdm ', 11, CoreidcB ; 12, Scutelle^ndce.

Fam. 1. Coccidce. The principal genus of this family is Coccus, one of

which {Coccus cacti, pi. 80, ^'j/. 54 « J) has been named cochineal in

commerce. This family was named Gallinsectes by Latreille, on account

of the resemblance which the female bears to galls, neither wings nor

articulate structure being present, the inert oval or hemispherical body
being attached during life to the branch of a tree. They affix themselves

by means of their rostrum, which is inserted so as to reach the sap, and
their rudimentary feet when these are present. They resemble the lower

Crustacea in having a retrograde metamorphosis, the larvae being active

and capable of moving about to select a place upon which to affix them-

selves. The young remain for some time beneath the dead body of the

female, which is well adapted for their protection. The males are active

and winged, and their antennas are longer than in the females. Some
genera secrete from the skin a waxen or cottony substance which covers

the body, and is often blown off by the wind in little flakes. In some
genera the females are active.

Some of these insects increase rapidly, and are very hurtful to vegetation.

Coccus cacti, on account of its beautiful crimson color, is used as a coloring

material, and is extensively cultivated for this purpose, particularly in

Mexico, its native country. It has been introduced into the Canary
islands, Spain, Algeria, and St. Domingo, and it is cultivated in Guatemala
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and Honduras. It is i^roLable that it would flourish in the southern United

States wherever the species of cactus suitable for its food are found,

Humboldt calculated the annual amount of cochineal imported into Europe

to be 800,000 jiounds, and it requires about T0,000 insects to make a

pound. Lac (or shell lac), which is used in making sealing-wax, varnishes,

etc., is the product of a coccus. Manna has a similar origin ; and a white

wax is collected from another species. Lecaniiiin {Jigs. 52, 53), Dorthesia

{Jig. 56), and Chermes {fig. 58), belong to this family.

Fam. 2. ApJudce {figs. 57, 59). The plant lice, like the preceding

familj-, are small insects which infest the tender shoots of vegetables, and

by their numbers sometimes cause great damage. Tlie body is robust, the

head small, the antenna seven articulate, the feet slender, the wings trans-

parent, with few nervures, and the abdomen is sometimes provided with

two tubular stylets connected with glands bearing a saccharine liquid, upon

which the newly excluded young are said to feed, and which is eagerly

sought by ants. The Aphides are generally without wings, although they

are anomalous in sometimes having and sometimes being without them in

the same species. The apterous individuals are generally females. The
pupse are active, and can be distinguished by their incipient wings, unless

they are to produce wingless individuals. A single impregnation will

fecundate several generations, the offspring being females which are capable

of continuing the racer. Kyber thus continued a species for four years,

and Bonnet raised nine generations in three months. In some cases eggs

are produced, and in others living young, and of these about ninety are

produced at a time,

Fam. 3. Psyllidm {fig. 55). A small family allied to the Aphides, but

they are more active. They have ten articulate antenna?, the females

have an ovipositor, and the male several abdominal appendages,

Fam. 4. Cercojndce. This is an extensive and widely spread family of

small and handsome insects, which suck the juices of plants, and are found

abundantly in grass and low vegetation. The antennae are tri-articulate,

the stemmata two, the feet slender and adapted for leajDing, The larva of

Aphrophora {fig. Y-i) pierces small branches, and causes the saj) to exude,

which forms a mass of bubbles like spittle, under which the larva is hidden.

Fam. 5. Mcmhracidce. This family is closely allied to the preceding

one in natural characters and habits, and is united with it by some
authors. The pronotum is dilated so as to cover the posterior part of the

body entirely or in j)art, forming a conspicuous object, and giving to some
of these insects a very strange appearance.

Fam. 6. Fulgoridce. This family is remarkable for the large projecting

head, bright colors, and large size of some species. The Chinese Fidgora

candelaria {fig. Y6) is yellow, and the elytra black, marked with flavous

sj)ots. F. laternaria {fig. 77) inhabits South America.

Fam. 7. Cicadidm. This family is named from the genus Cicada {C.

fraxini., pi. 80, fig. 75), which has attracted attention from a remote

period on account of the noise of the male. This sound differs consi-

derably in the different species, that of C. pj'imwsa, Say, for example,
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being very different from that of C. septeridecim. The body is robust, the

head large and triangular, with three stemmata, the eyes prominent, the

antenniiB short and thin, with six articulations, and the wings are large, and

generally transparent.

The history of Cicada septendecim^ known in the United States as the

seventeen year locust^ has been given in a valuable pamphlet by Dr. Potter,

of Baltimore, who, deceived by the popular name, fancied that anything

called locust must belong to the genus Locusta^ and he accordingly names

the insect Locustct SejytentrionaUs AmericayicE deceni septima^ confounding

these hemiptera with the grasshoppers, and naming the latter Cicada.

Yernacular names being entirely independent of the scientific ones,

attempts to make them correspond generally result in confusion. Dr.

Harris gives some useful details in his Injurious Insects of Massachusetts,

and Dr. S. P. Ilildreth has written upon it in Silliman's Journal, vol. xviii.

p. 47, and 2d Series, vol. iii. p. 216. See also vol. xiii. p. 221. The pupa of

this insect leaves the ground in tlie Southern States in February and March,

in Pennsylvania in May, and in Massachusetts in June. The female cuts

openings with her ovipositor in the tender branches of trees, where her

eggs are inserted ; this causes the branches to die, and one observer relates

an instance in which " the tops of the forests for upwards of a hundred

miles appeared as if scorched by fire." It requires fifty-two days for the

young to hatch, when they immediately precipitate themselv'es to the

ground, which they enter and attack the roots, the juices of which they

suck. Miss M. A. Morris (Proceed. Acad. Xat. Sci., vol. iv. pp. 132 and

190) has ascertained that these larvae do much damage to fruit trees by

their attacks upon the roots. She found them in great numbers upon all

the roots which were more than six inches beneath the surface, and the

trees were evidently suffering under their attacks. The larvse were firmly

attached to the roots by the insertion of their rostrum, and inclosed in a

compact cell of clay without outlet, rendering it probable that they are

sedentary where they first attach themselves. According to Miss Morris,

they are destroyed by moles. The anterior feet of the larva and pupa are

robust and adapted for digging, but those of the imago do not exhibit this

character.

Fam. 8. Notonectidce {pi. 80, Jigs. 72, 73). This family of small preda-

ceous insects is named from the habit which the species have of swimming
with the back below. They are aquatic, the head and eyes are large,

the antennas small, with four articulations, and the posterior feet are long

and fringed, held out in repose like a pair of oars, and used like them in

swimming. They are able to fly from one piece of water to another.

Corixa striata {pi. 80., fig. 72 a I)); Notonecta glauca {fig. 73).

Fam. 9. Nepidce {pi. SO, figs. 68-71). This family is predaceoua and
aquatic, the species living at the bottom of quiet waters. The body is

generally depressed, the antennte about as long as the head, and inserted

below the eyes so as to be hidden. The tarsi are dimerous, and the

anterior feet raptorial. Ranatra linearis {fig. 68) ; Wepa cinerea {fig.

69) ; JSfaiicoris dmicoides {fig. 70) ; Belostoraa {fig. 71). The last genus
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attains a length of thres incli33, and is sufScientlj strong to kill small Hsh

and frogs. Dr. Jo3e[)li Leidy has given the anatomy and characters ot

several i^orth American species in t'le Jonrnal Acad. Nat. Sci.

Fam. 10. GiOguUdiM. Gahjulus ooidafus is a small iS"orth American

insect, with an oval, depressed form, a l)road head, and pedunculated lateral

eyes. It may be seen during the day running along the grassy and sandy

shores of rivers, but it is not aquatic, although it can swim to the shore if

thrown into the water. It has tiie power of leaping a few inches, although

the feet do not present saltatorial characters. When pursued they do not

endeavor to escape by flight,

Fam. 11. ILjdrometriike. The members of this family live upon the

snrfiice of the water, over which some of them move with great rapidity.

ITijdrometra moves rather slowly over the surface, with the body elevated

above it. The ordinary boat-shaped species, with four of the feet adapted

to locomotion, belong to the genus Tlydrometra. ^T\\e larva of this genus

has the abdomen very small, and as this is a characteristic of the corre-

sponding oceanic genus Halohates., it sustains Professor Agassiz's view that

freshwater forms are higher than marine ones. Ilalobates being rarely

found with the wings developed, Westwood thinks they are not to be

considered as imagos, especially as the abdomen is small ; bat an extension

of the views of Agassiz affords a more satisfactory explanation. Many
individuals of Gerris^ which seem to be perfect, are without wings, and

seem never to acquire a,hy.

Fam. 12. Lepfopidce. This is a small family with the body oval and

depressed, the eyes large, the feet slender, and the rostrum long. These

insects are small and active, running and flying along the margins of

water. The principal genus is Salda., improperly named AcantMa by

Latreille, a name used previously bv Fabricius for the Cimex lectidarius.

This family is named Rlparii by Burmeister.

Fam. 13. Redainid'.p. This family includes active predaceous species

with a short, stout I'ostrum, sufficiently strong to pierce insects with a

tolerably hard integument. The head is narrow behind, forming a kind of

neck, the eyes are prominent, and there are two stemmata. The North

American Ar'ilus novenaruts, Say, Am. Ent., has the pronotum arched

above, and notched like the cogs of a small wheel. The puncture of these

insects is somewhat poisonous.

Fam. 14. Tinrpdcp. The species of Tingts have a small body with tlie

wings strongly reticulated, and a membranous expansion upon each side

of the prothorax. They move very slowly, and are found upon leaves, the

juices of which they suck in all their stages. It is probable that tlie larvae

do not move from their first station. Sijrtis is also very torpid in its

movements
;

it lives npon trees, and probably feeds npon insects, as the

anterior feet are very stout, and apparently raptorial. The genus AcantMa,
first separated from the Linnrean genus C'unex by Fabricius, includes the

bedbug, Acanthia Uctularia {pi. 80, fig. 67). Amyot and Serville state

that the name Acanthia., Fabr., 1776, must stand, being the first given after

the dismemberment of the old genus Cimex, and on this account they
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reject the name Cimex, which Olivier proposed for the bedbug (or chincli)

in 1789. They also reject Pentatoma of this author, using Cimex instead.

Hist. Nat. des Jns. Heniipt., pp. 149, 311.

Fain. 15. Capsidce. This family contains Capsus, F/iytocoris, and other

genera of small and ornamental insects found upon plants, upon the juices

of w Inch they seem to feed. They run and fly well ; they have no stem-

mata, the ovipositor is contained in a groove of the abdomen, and the

rostrum is four-articulate.

Fam. 16. Li/ffcuidce. This family is allied to the preceding, the species

are small or oi" medium size, and the colors varied. They inhabit plants.

FyrrJiocoris aplerus (pi. 80, fig. 60).

. Fa?n. 17. CoreidcB. The first articulation of the antenna; is as long as

the head or longer, and the last one thickened or lengthened in this family.

These insects are large, of varied colors and active habits, and ihey

frequent plants. In some species the hind feet have various forms and

foliaceous expansions. Coryzua liyoscyanii {pi. ^{).fg. 61).

Fmn. 18. IScutelleridce. Some of the members of this family have the

scutellum so large as to cover the abdomen and wings. The body is

robust, sometimes subglobular, the antennae long, and the feet slender.

Some of the species are above the medium size, and many of them are

ornamented with brilliant colors. They are vegetable feeders, sucking the

juices of leaves, and some of them have glands which secrete a fluid with

a very disagreeable scent. There are three sub-families corresponding to

the genera Scutellera, Cimex, and Cydnus
{fig'. 62). The flrsl have a

very large scutellum ; the second and third a smaller one ; and ^e tliird is

distinguished from the second by having spinose feet. Fabricius left the

name Cime.z for insects subsequently named Pentatoma, with which Amyot
and Serville agree, although they admit a genus Pentatoma. Other authors

improperly reject the name Cimc.c entirely. Cimex rujipcs {pi. 80, Jig.

66). This species is also referred to the genus Tropicoris of Hahn, and to

Pentatoma. Pentatoma juniperinus {jig. 63) ; P. haccarum
{fig. 64) ;

Acanthosoma {fig. 65).

Order 10. Strepsiptera. This order of Kirby was subsequently named
Rhipiptera by Latreille. It includes a limited number of insects of small

size, which are parasitic in the bodies of Hymenoptera. The anterior

wings are replaced by a kind of twisted halteres, and the posterior ones are

large and folded like a fan. The mouth has two small awl-shaped jaws,

and two bi-articulate antennae ; the eyes are large, prominent, and lateral,

with a few large facets, and these separated by partitions raised above

their surface. The antenna are simple or furcate, with few articulations
;

the thorax very robust, the metathorax very long, removing the posterior

feet far back. The tarsi have from two to four articulations. Specimens

of certain wasps and bees may be sometimes seen with the abdomen
distorted, and an examination discloses one or more heads of a minute

insect sticking from between the segments, which belong to these parasites

when near the time of their appearance. Siebold has discovered the

winged individuals to be males, and the females to be without wings, and
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never leaving the wasp. The larvre resemble minute parasites; they have

six ieet, and are active, running about to find an insect upon which they

may become parasitic. When they have penetrated to a proper place they

lose their feet and become larvae of a different form, presenting an example

of a retrograde metamorphosis.

Order II. Dipteua {])l. 11, figs. 87-129). In this order the body and

integument are rather soft, the head generally free, and attached by a verv

short thin neck. The labium forms a kind of soft extensile rostrum

adapted for suction ; its sides are turned up to form a canal, and it incloses

a varying number of sharp slender organs, sometimes adapted for piercing.

These are well developed in the bloodsucking genera, in which the

mandibles, maxilla?, labrum, and tongue are present. The two palpi of the

Diptera are supposed to correspond to those of the maxilla? of the other

orders, although the question is not settled. In some cases the mouth is

obsolete. There are two or three stemmata ; the eyes are large, being in

some males larger than in the females, and in some cases they occupy

nearly the entire head. The antennte are sometimes composed of a

succession of simple articulations, as in other orders ; but in general they

are short, composed of few articulations, the last of which bears a bristle

(arista) on its upper surface. The prothorax is reduced to a narrow collar,

the metatliorax is also much reduced, having no wings, and bearing their

representatives, the small knobbed organs named hal teres, so that the

thorax is made up chiefly of the mesothorax, which bears the single pair of

wings, constituting the distinguishing character of the Diptera. The wings

are absej^t in some cases, but the halteres are nearly always present.

The precise use of the halteres is not known. They are vibrated in flight,

and if they are removed an insect is prevented from flying. Many Diptera

have a pair of single or double membranes (calypta) in connexion with the

halteres, and varying in size in inverse proportion with them. The tarsi

are pentamerous, and the abdomen has from four to seven segments apparent.

The pupae of the Diptera are of two kinds : in one the integument of the

larva is not cast, but contracts into the form of a cocoon, from the inside

of which the pupa becomes disengaged ; in the other the larva skin is cast,

and the pupa takes the incomplete form (in which the limbs are visible)

without a cocoon. In the Culicidce the pupae are active.

The larvae are cylindric and without feet, the head corneous or fleshy,

and the mouth is generally provided with a pair of hooks. The aquatic

larvae have jaws and palpi, and respiration is sometimes effected by means

of tubes which are held at the surface of the water, and they swim with

the aid of appendages at the posterior extremity.

The larvae occur under various circumstances, as in carrion, fungi, in

galls, like those of Cynips ; or in living caterpillars, like Ichneumon.

Some are to be found in vessels of vegetables pickled with vinegar, and

others in the acrid brine of salted fish, or in the brine vats of salt works.

The greater part are produced from eggs laid by the female ; some are

excluded alive ; and in the Pupipara the young are not excluded until they

have reached the pupa state.
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In their perfect state the Diptera are found upon flowers or plants,

feeding upon vegetable juices, or upon various decaying animal and vege-

table products. Some suck the blood of vertebrate animals, or kill insects

to suck their juices. They are very abundant, and are found in all

climates,* including the polar regions.

Although the Diptera are generally of a small size, they are so abundant

in individuals that they occupy a piominent place in the economy of the

animal creation. They fill the air in clouds, and aftbrd food to various

birds, whilst they are always ready to remove liquid decaying matter.

The rapidity with which certain carrion flies increase under favorable

circumstances, caused Linnaeus to assert that three of them with their

progeny can consume the carcase of a horse in as short a time as a lion would.

The Diptera contain a considerable number of noxious species, among
which may be mentioned mosquitoes, the flies which torment cattle, bot-

flies, and the grain flies which destroy wheat and other cereals.

Macquart divides the Diptera as follows, most of the names being

latinized. The names between parentheses are called families, and the

numbered names are given as tribes.

Divi.s. I. Nematocera. Antennae with at least six articulations, palpi

with four or five.

SuBDivis. 1. Rectipalpi. 1, CiiUcidcB.

SuBDivis. 2. CuRViPALPi. 2, C/iironomidce ; 3, Tipulidce ; 4, Myceto-

philidce ; 5, Cecidomyiidcc ; 6, Ryphides ; 7, Phalcenoides ; 8, Bilrio-

71 idee.

Divis. II. Brachocera. Antennae with three, and palpi with one or two

articulations.

SuBDivis. 1. Ento.mocera ; last articulation of the antennoe divided into

segments. (Tabaniens.) 9, Tahanidce. (Notacantha.) 10, Acanlho-

tneridce ; 11, Sicarii ; 12, Xi/Iophagidce ; 13, Stratiomydce.

SuBDivis. 2. Aplucera ; last articulation of the antennae not annulate.

§ Tetracii^tes, mouth with four lancets. 14, MidasidcB ; 15, Asilidce ;

1C>, Hyhotidcc ; 17, Empidce; 18, Vesiculosa; 19, N^iestrinida; ; 20, Xy-

hstornes ; 21, Leptides ; 22, Boinhylidcc ; 23, Syrphida; ; 24, Dolichopidce.

§§ Dicn^TES, mouth with two lancets. (Athericera.) 25, Scenopi-

nidce ; 2G, Cephalopsidce ; 27, LonchopteridcE ; 28, Platypezidcc ; 29, Co-

nopsidce ; 30, MyodaricB ; 31, (Estridce ; 32, Muscidce. (Pupipara.) 33,

Coriacea ; 34, PhtJiiromyice.

The following; is Westwood's classification as ijiven in his Introduction.

Section 1. Cepiiai-ota, Westwood. Head distinct from the thorax;

claws not dentated ; larva annulose, not undergoing its transformations to

the pupa state within the body of the parent; oviparous (or larvaparous in

some Muscidce).

Divis. 1. (Stirps 1.) Nemocera, Latr. Antennae of more than six

joints
; palpi four- or five-jointed

;
pupa incomplete. Fam. 1, Culicidce :

2, Tipulidce.
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Divis. 2. Braciiocera, Macq. Antennee short, not having apparent!}'

more than three distinct joints
;
palpi one- or two-jointed.

(Stu-ps 2.) NoTACANTHA, Latr. Antennae apparently composed of only

three joints, the last, however, being articnlated
;
proboscis exserted, seldom

inclosing more than two lancets. The structure of the mouth' is very

incomplete, and the number of setae variable. Pupa coarctate, the skin of

the larva, however, nearly retaining its previous form. Fcon. 3, Sli-ati-

omijdce ; 4, BeridtB ; 5, CainoniyidcB.

(Sdrps 3.) Tanvstoma, Latr. Antennae with only three joints, ordi-

narily terminated by a seta {Tahanus and Midas excepted)
;
proboscis

exserted, generally with four setae (six in female Tahanidcc ; mouth obsolete

in Acrocerid(e) ; larva with a scaly head ;
pupa incomplete. Fa/n. 6,

Tahanidce ; 7, Bomht/liidcc ; 8, Antliracidce ; 9, Acroceridcc : 10, Empidce ;

II, Tachydromiidcc ; 12, Hyholidxc; 13, AsilldcR ; 14, Mydasidce ; 15,

TliereindcB ; 16, Leptidcc ; 11, DoUcJtopidcc ; 18, Scenopinida;.

(Stirps 4.) Athi^ricera, Latr. Antennae with only two or three joints,

terminated by a seta
;
proboscis generally withdrawn into the oral cavity,

with two setae (four in the Syj-p/iidfc ; mouth obsolete in the CEstridoi)
;

pupa coarctate, the skin of the larva forming an oval case. Fam. 19,

SyrphidcB ; 20, Conopidcs ; 21, MuscidcE ; 22, CEstridce.

Section 2. Thoracocephala. {Stirps 5.) Pupipara, Latr. (Order

Homaloptera, Leach). Head immersed in the thorax ; claws denticulated ;

larva nourished in the abdomen of the mother, and not deposited until

after it has passed to the jnipa state. Fam. 23, Hippoboscidce ; 24,

Nyctaribiidce.

The first section includes a great majority of the Diptera (including

those to which the term Jly is popularly assigned), in which the head and

antennas are free. The mouth is a soft rostrum, containing several bristle-

shaped organs in a groove along its upper surface, which also forms a

channel for the liquid food.

The Cidicidce is a family of which Culex (including the mosquitoes) is

the best known genul, and notwithstanding their small size, their organiza-

tion is very perfect. The rostrum is very long and slender, apparently

simple, but composed of seven organs. The male, which does not sting,

can be readily distinguished by the feathery antennae. These tormenting

insects do not move about much during the day; but where they abound, as

soon as the sun sets, they fill the air in myriads, and become a serious evil.

They abound in warm climates ; and in the low regions of the lower Missis-

sippi, they fill the houses and the cabins of the steamboats as evening

advances. In many parts of the United States it is necessary to exclude

ihem from beds by a netting of gauze called a mosquito bar. In districts

where they are rare, a house may be infected with them from a vessel used

to catch rain w^ater, and in which a passing female may deposit her eggs.

These are laid upon the surface of stagnant water one at a time, but in

contact with each other, and to the number of two or three hundred. In

two days the larva make their appearance, in fifteen days they become
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pupae, and instead of respiring through the posterior extremity, they

liave two horn-hke tubes on the thorax for this purpose. The pupae are

active, but do not take food. The entire period required for the trans-

formations is about three weeks. Ciilex {pi. 11, figs. 95, 96), Anopheles

(fig.M).

The Tipulidce are an extensive family, which bear a considerable

resemblance to the Cuhcidae, on account of their slender body and feet.

The rostrum is short, robust, and ending in a pair of fleshy lips ; the palpi

are generally four-articulate, and turned back. The abdomen of the male

is often thickened at the tip, the antennae have in general from fourteen

to sixteen articulations, those of the male being often verticillate or

pectinate. The larvae of some are aquatic ; some live in the ground,

where they destroy the roots of grass ; some in fungi or decaying

matter, and some in galls. The minute but destructive insects of

the genus Cecidomyia (Hessian fly) belong to this family. There are

several sub-families which Westwood names Cldronomides, Ceci-

dojnyides, Mt/cetophilides, Tipulides, and Bihionides. The genera figured

are, Chironomus {pi. 11, fig. 118), Anisomera {fig. 119), CtenGpliora

{fig. 120), Psychoda {fig. 121), Mycetopliila {figs. 122, 124), Bihio

{fig. 123).

The Stratio7nydce are generally gaudily colored ; they are found upon

flowers, and have the body usually depressed', and the scutellum often

spinose. The larvae are aquatic or terrestrial, and the pupa is formed

within the skin of the larva. Slratiomys {pi. 11, fig. 117), Clitellaria

{fig. 110).

The Tabanidce have the eyes large, the mouth well developed, that of

the female having six and that of the male four piercers. The labium is

fleshy, with the end lobed ; and the palpi have two articulations, of which

the second is long. Tahanus {T. tropicus, fig. 97, T. hovinus, fig. 98)

has the third articulation of the antennae excised upon one side. The genus

contains some of the largest of the Diptera, and from their size, number, and

the perfection of their oral organs, they are a gi'eat pest to cattle when

numerous. The males frequent flowers, the females alone sucking blood.

The Bomhyliidce {Bombylius, pi. 11, fig. 87) resemble certain bees, and

the analogy is preserved by the buzzing sound they make in flying. The
rostrum is very long, and projecting in front, and with this they suck

flowers without alighting. Their wings stand horizontally, and their flight

is very rapid.

In the Empidce {figs. 92, 93) the body is nan'ow, the head small

and round, with a distinct neck, the wino-s are large, and the feet

generally long. The males generally live upon honey, and the females

upon the juices of insects which they take on the wing with the aid of

their feet.

The AsilidcB include several large predaceous Diptera, with a slendei

bristly body, a depressed head, bearded below, and a robust thorax. They

fly with a buzzing noise, and take other insects upon the wing. The larvae

feed upon roots. Dioctria {fig. 88), Asilus {fig. 89).
*
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The Midasidce contain a number of very large Diptera with clubbea

antennae. Midas flatus (black, with a transverse orange band near the

base of the abdomen) inhabits the United States.

Leptis (Jig. 116) is the representative of a family {Leptidce) of small flies

of varied colors. In this genus the head is depressed, the antennae end in

a bristle, and the thorax is tuberculate.

The Athericera contain the four families SyrphidcB, in which the labium

incloses four setse ; Conopsidce, yiuscidce, having two setae ; and (EstridcB,

with the mouth obsolete.

The Syrphidce are tolerably large variously colored flies, which mOve

swiftly through the air, and often hover over a spot for some time without

changing their position. They have a hemispherical head, a great part of

which is taken up by the eyes, a soft rostrum elbowed towards the base,

with a pair of lip-like expansions at the tip, and the palpi small and

inarticulate.

The genus Volucella (V. pellucens, pi. 77, jig. Ill) is remarkable

for its resemblance to the genus Bornbus (bumble bee), which was

designed to enable it to reach without suspicion the nests of the

latter, in which the larvae are parasitic, feeding upon the larvae of

the bees.

The eggs of Syrj)hus are deposited among the Aphides, upon which the

larvae feed. Other larvae are vegetable feeders, and those of Eristalis (E.

tenax, jig. 114) and Helophilus {fig, 115) are aquatic, and have the pos-

terior part of the body attenuated into a breathing tube. These leave the

water to transform in the ground. Scava pyrastri (fg. 112), Chryso-

toxum (fg. 113).

The family Conopsidce (Conops mac?-ocephala, fg. 90) are parasitic in the

nests of bees in the larva state, and the images frequent flowers. Latreille

reared a species which was parasitic in bees, and we have met with a living

grasshopper in Pennsylvania, with the abdomen filled with several dipterous

larvae which we did not succeed in rearing. They may have belonged to

this genus, or to Tachinus. Latreille placed the genus Stomoxys (S. calci-

trans,fg. 91) in this family.

The family Muscidcs {fgs. 101, 103, 106, 108) is very extensive, and

contains many minor groups. The habits of the species are very various.

Sarcophaga carnaria {fg. 109) deposits its larvae upon rotten vegetables,

•caterpillars, and even on earthworms, which they penetrate, leaving their

posterior extremity at the surface. Several genera deposit their eggs upon

flesh the moment it has become tainted ; and Tachina and allied genera

resemble the IchneumonidcB in being parasitic in other living insects.

Musca domestica, the house fly, accompanies civilized man in his migra-

tions. The transformations of this species are said to take place in dung.

Various larvae attack different kinds of fruits, roots, and branches, causing

galls, and decaying vegetable matter of diflerent kinds. The larva of

Piophila casei (fg. 103) infests cheese, and that of F. petasionis is found

in preserved hams. Both are known as skippers. The larvae of Oscanis

and Chlorops are destructive to growing grain,
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The CEstridcB {figs. 125-129) are a singular family of flies which live at

the expense of different Mammalia, each species being generally confined

to a single species of the latter. Among the animals subject to their attack?

are the horse, ass, ox, various species of deer and antelope, camel, hare, and

in Peru there is a species which attacks man under the skin. Animals

which do not fear ordinary biting flies, often exhibit great uneasiness and

terror at the presence of these insects. The larvae occur in three different

modes, some in subcutaneous tumors, as in oxen ; some in the head, as that

of the sheep ; and some in the stomach, as in the horse. The eggs of the

first kind (as CEstrus bovis, fig. 129) are deposited on the skin; those of the

second (as Cephalemyia ovis, fig. 125) wMthin the nostrils ; and those of the

third (as Gasterophilus equi, fig. 127) upon the hairs of those parts which

can be reached by the tongue of the animal, or about the nostril, as in the

case of Gasterophilus nasalis.

The moisture and warmth of the mouth of the horse hatch the eggs of

Gasieropliihts equi, when the larva passes to the stomach with the food.

Here it affixes itself to the inner surfiice by means of a pair of oral hooks,

forming a little cavity for its head. The eggs are mostly laid in August,

and the larva remains upon the stomach until the next summer, when it is

an inch long. It now detaches itself and is passed through the intestines,

when it becomes a pupa in the ground, and in the course of a few weeks

it emerges as a fly. The male dies after fecundation, and the female after

depositing her fifty or a hundred eggs. The larvae sometimes affix them-

selves to the windpipe, or pass on to the small intestines, when a horse is

apt to die from the irritation, and in a few cases they perforate tne

stomach. In most cases the presence of bots (as these larvae are named)

causes no injury to a horse, and their head is so deeply imbedded that

no medicine sufficiently active for their expulsion can be administered with

safety.

The presence of Cephalemyia ovis, or the fly of the sheep, puts the

animals to flight and causes them to huddle together upon some sandy or

bare spot (as if to prevent the fly from having a resting place), with their

heads down and turned together, and their feet in continual motion to keep

it from effecting its object. The fly, however, by a rapid dart, reaches the

nostril, where it deposits an egg, the larva of which ascends the nostril,

causing great uneasiness to the sheep, which runs around with every

mark of distress. The larva makes its way to the frontal sinus, the

antrum, or the nasal bones, where it affixes itself with its oral hooks,

and remains until the next spring, when it crawls out and enters the

ground to change. It I'emains in the earth six or eight weeks in the pupa
state, and when it becomes an imago it is as short-lived as the horse bot-fly.

The (Esti'us bovis, the larva of which lives beneath the skin of the back

in oxen, causes great terror among these animals, which run for pro-

tection to bodies of water. The larvae of CEstrus tarandi {fig. 128) are

found under the skin of the reindeer. Another member of the family

infests the frontal sinus, throat, and mouth (under the tongue) of the same
animal.
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The Pupipara are a singular group of insects, having the antennae (which

are of one or two short articulations) deeply set in the head. The mouth

is without a fleshy exsertile labium, but it is provided with a sharp spicula

and several bristles. They are separated into two families, Hippohoscidcc

and Nycterihiidoi.

The HippohoscidcB have a depressed, tough, and hairy body, and they live

upon beasts and birds, moving quickly (and sometimes sideways) among

the hair and feathers. The wings, and even the halteres, are sometimes

absent, as in Melophagus ovis {pi. 77, jig. 85), known as the sheep

tick. The feet are short, and the claws denticulated. The larva

remains unexcluded until it becomes a pupa, and as but one is developed

at a time, it is, when excluded, nearly as large as the abdomen of the

female.

The NycterihiidcB are without wings and halteres, the feet are very long,

and so is the basal articulation of the tarsi, which present an analogy with

the feet of some of the Arachnida in being annulated, presenting the

appearance of being divided into numerous minor parts. These insects

infest bats ; and from the position of the head, which is small and turned up

on the thorax so as to be dorsal, it is necessary for them to turn over

and stand with the back downwards when they suck. This is readily

effected, the feet being so constructed as to allow them to stand erect or

inverted. They move rapidly through the hair, but cannot walk upon a

smooth surface. Some authors have classed these insects with the

Arachnida.
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Class I. Pisces. Fishes.

The animals of this class are distinguished from those already examined,

by their countless numbers, their varied shapes, their brilliant colors, and

especially by their economical value. Destined by nature to inhabit and

people the water, all their structures and functions tend to this end. Their

most general characteristics lie in the possession of cold red blood, breathing

by gills instead of lungs, a bicamerated or two-chambered heart, fins as

organs of progression, and a skin either naked or covered with scales of

varied structure.

To consider these characteristics more closely, the fins consist of a deli-

cate membrane investing a series of bony or cartilaginous rays, projecting

from the body along the median line, and from the four homologues of the

extremities of the terrestrial vertebrata. They have received names derived

from their situation upon the body. The dorsal fin is on the median line

of the back, usually single, sometimes sub-divided into two or three fins, of

various degrees of contiguity. The caudal fin terminates the vertebral

column in the median line, and is situated in a vertical plane ; the true fishes

differing in this respect from the fish-like mammalia, the caudal fin in the

latter being placed horizontally. The third median single fin is the anal,

situated anteriorly to the caudal, on the anterior median line. This also is

sometimes divided into two or more portions. The remaining four fins,

two fectoral and two ventral, situated in pairs, are the homologues of the

anterior and posterior extremities of the other vertebrata. Their relative

positions may vary, but they are always found rather on the inferior surface,

between the anal fin and the head. The pectoral fins are always situated

just behind the head, and are articulated directly to the skull. The ventrals

may be entirely posterior to the pectorals, exactly inferior to them, or

entirely anterior and under the throat. The fins serve as organs of motion.

and to sustain the fish in an upright position. The principal instrument of

motion is the caudal fin, which, by its rapid and vigorous strokes from one

side to the other, causes the animal to move forwards in a straight line, the

resultant of this lateral flexion. The median fins serve to balance the fish ;

the pectorals and ventrals, although to a certain extent instruments of

motion, yet act almost entirely in balancing the fish, and diverting its course

to the right or left, as also to regulate the rising and sinking in the water.

Sometimes the rays of several of the fins are thickened into regular spines,

retaining, to a greater or less extent, the proper integument. Fins without

distinguishable rays, or where the rays are enveloped in a mass of fatty
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matter, or else entirely wanting, are called adipose. A fin of this character

is found on the back of the trout {Salmo fontinaUs) posterior to the main

dorsal.

The gills consist of bony or cartilaginous spines, arranged parallel to each

other, like the teeth of a comb ; over which run blood-vessels from the

heart, for the sake of the purification to be experienced by contact with the

oxygen dissolved in the water. Sometimes the gills, instead of being pecti-

nate, are arranged in bunches. The gill-cover consists of four bones, of

which the one immediately behind the orbit is called the pre-operculum.

Posterior to this are the operculum and inter-operculum, the former above

the latter. Inferior to these, or slightly posterior, is the suh.operculum.

Anterior to the lower part of the opercular bones is the brancliial mem-
brane, supported by the branchiostegous rays. In cases where the gill-covers

are wanting or concealed, there are generally five to seven apertures in each

side. Kespiration in the fish is performed by taking in water through the

mouth, and forcing it through the gill-openings by muscular contraction.

By the contact of water with the venous blood in the gills, oxygen is

imparted, and the requisite decarbonization effected. The entire circula-

tion of the blood is as follows : Venous blood collected from the venous

system, is accumulated in the single auricle. Thence it is forced into the

ventricle, and this drives it into the gills. Here the blood is changed from

venous to arterial, and is distributed to the diiferent parts of the body.

The heart thus never contains any but venous blood, the arterial first pro-

ceedino; from the sills.

The swimming bladder of the fish is the true homologue of the lungs in

the higher vertebrata ; a fact well shown by its intermediate character in

Amia and other fishes. Whenever present, it appears to contribute, to a

greater or less extent, to the function of respiration. It exhibits various

forms, bi-lobed, bi-partite, &c., and in the young fish, or even in some adults,

there is a distinct communication by a tube with the oesophagus, answering

to the trachea. It usually contains a gas, with oxygen in greater propor-

tion than in atmospheric air. Some species are destitute, either entirely,

of an air-bladder, or possess it in a very rudimentary state, as in Cohitis.

Those without it are generally ground fish, which keep close to the bottom.

Besides the use of the air-bladder in respiration, it serves an important pur-

pose in enabling the fish to vary its specific gravit}^ and thus float at any

desired elevation in the water.

The body of the fish, with a few exceptions, is longer than broad, and

compressed. There is little expression in the face, the features being on the

same level, and the nose not projecting. The line of distinction between

the head and body is difficult to draw, owing to the entire absence of

neck. The heart is situated far forward, between the branchial apparatus.

The simple brain does not fill the cavity of the cranium. The tongue is

mostly cartilaginous, sometimes covered with teeth. The salivary glands

are inconspicuous, and it is not probable that the fish possesses much sense

of taste. There is no external ear, and the entire auditory apparatus is

here at its minimum of vertebrate development ; although not so simple as
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in the Cephalopoda. The eyes are characterized by their immovable

position, flattened cornea, spherical crystalline lens, and brilliant color, as

well as by certain internal anatomical peculiarities. The organs of touch

lie either in the lips, or in the apparently sensitive barbels or cirri so con-

spicuous in some species.

The teeth are rarely entirely wanting, although sometimes absent from

the mouth. In this case they are generally to be found in the posterior

arch of the gills, when they are called pharyngeal teeth. Such is the case

in most of the Cyprinidcs. Some fish have teeth in nearly every bone in

the mouth ; on the maxillary, intermaxillary, palatine, vomerine, spheroidal,

as well as on the tongue and gill arches. The shape of the teeth, as also their

disposition, varies greatly.

As already remarked, the skin is either naked, or covered with scales
;

these occurring in various conditions of development, as true imbricated

scales, as isolated scales, as spiny prickles, bristles, hard bony enamelled

plates, &c. The side of the fish generally exhibits a longitudinal row of

scales, in each of which is a perforation. These holes, constituting by their

linear arrangement, the lateral line of the fish, were formerly supposed to

secrete mucus. The recent researches of Professor Agassiz have, however,

shown that these are the openings of tubes, which, together with similar

tubes opening on the skull, penetrate all parts of the body, brain, muscles,

bones, and viscera ; freely admitting water, whose hydrostatic action thus

equalizes the pressure of the incumbent water, both on the outside and

within.

The colors of fishes are among the most beautiful in nature, being only

assimilated, and that in an inferior degree, by those of birds. All shades are

represented, as well as all lustres. These hues, however, are very evanes-

cent, sometimes departing immediately after death.

The oi'gans of voice are entirely wanting, and there are but few that are

capable of making any sound whatever. The A^orth American cat-fish

{Pimelodus) is said to make a peculiar sound by a vibration of its cirri.

The weak fish {Otolithus regalis) makes a peculiar grunting when caught,

apparently abdominal in its character. The same applies to the black drum

{Pogonias chroviis).

While some fish are confined to salt water, and others to fresh, certain

species live habitually in a mixture of the two. Others again, at diflerent

seasons of the year, occupy both salt and fresh, as the salmon. The distri-

bution of species is much affected by the temperature of the water, and the

character of the bottom. But few fishes can live out of water for any

length of time, owing to the rapid desiccation of the gills, and the conse-

quent asphyxia. The eel and the cat-fish {Pimelodus) can exist for some

days in a simply moist or damp situation, as wet grass. Certain species, as

the Anahas, habitually leave the water in search of food.

Fishes are almost incredibly prolific. It has been calculated that the

progeny of a single herring, allowed to reproduce and multiply undisturbed

for twenty years, would not only supply the whole earth with an abundance

of these fish, but would become inconveniently numerous. Yet among
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millions of young herrings, hardly one comes to maturity, owing to the

ravages made among their number by the rapacious fish and other animals,

man not excepted. Yet although they form the food of myriads of fishes,

of hundreds and thousands of men, the supply is always equal to the

demand, and no perceptible decrease in number can be observed. Similar

instances might be furnished by the cod, the shad, the mackerel, &c.

Of all oviparous animals, fish are perhaps the most prolific. Among these

the cod-fish (^Morrliua) is pre-eminently conspicuous. A single female has

been calculated to produce as many as 9,000,000 eggs in a single season.

There is no intercourse of sexes, excepting among a few of the Flaginstomes,

the eggs being fertilized by the male after their evacuation by the female.

Some species are ovo-viviparous, the eggs being hatched in the abdomen, or

else in especially contrived pouches, as in Syngnathus. A slight approach

to a placental connexion of mother and embryo, is made in some of the

sharks. The eggs are deposited in various places, on sticks, stones, grass,

in furrows of the sand, &c. ; in rare cases a nest is built, consisting either

of a single pile of stones, as in some of the North American Cyprinidce, or

else a more complicated structure of grass and sticks is built, as in the

Callicklhys of Demerara, and in various species of Gasterosteus. It is a

little singular, that it is generally the male who takes upon himself the care

of the eggs and the construction of the nest.

It is difficult to speak with any certainty as to the longevity of fishes, as

few are permitted to reach their natural term of years. Some species, as

Pike and Ca7-p, kept in fish ponds, have, however, been known to live to a

great age. Thus Bufl^on speaks of carp, in the moat of the Comte de

Maurepas, 150 years old. Gesner refers to a pike having been caught in

Suabia, in 1497, bearing an inscription purporting to have been appended in

1230, the age thus being (at least) 267 years. The animal was said to

weiffh 350lbs., and to have a length of nineteen feet.

The flesh of most fishes is edible, although that of some is difficult of

digestion. They are rarely, or never, poisonous in themselves ; a property

only acquired by consuming poisonous plants or animals. Fresh-water

fishes are more generally edible than marine, although, as a class, not so

savory. Other parts of the fish are of economical value besides the flesh.

The oil of some is very valuable ; the air-bladder of the sturgeon furnishes

the isinglass of commerce ; the roes of the sturgeon, pike, carp, &c., fur-

nish caviar. The shagreen skin of some Placoids is used for polishing, and

for making ornamental coverings. The bones are used for fish-hooks, and

other purposes. The Gymnoius or electric eel, the Torpedo, and the Siliirus

electricus, are capable of giving powerful electric shocks.

Classification of Fishks.

The first scientific classification of fishes is that of Artedi (1738), who

distinguishes them into cartilaginous {Chondropterygii) and bony; these

being subdivided into fishes with bony branchise and soft fin rays (Mala-
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copterygil), or with spinous rays (Acmithopterygii), and fishes with boneless

branchiae {Branchiostegi) . Fifty-eight genera were distributed under these

four heads, corresponding for the most part with those of Linnaeus, whose

arrangement comes next in order. This is based upon the position of the

vertical fins, or the structure of the c:ills. The following tabular view

exhibits the orders of Linnaeus, with the genera of each order, taken from

the thirteenth edition of 1767.

I. Apodes. Ventral fins none.

1. Muraena, 4. Anarhichas. 7. Stromateus.

2. Gymnotus. 5. Ammodytes. 8. Xiphias.

3. Trichiurus. 6. Ophidium.

%
II. JuGULARES. Ventral fins before the pectoral.

9. Callionymus. H. Trachinus. 13. Blennius.
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The classification of Cuvier is the one more generally adopted. He
divides the entire class into bony and cartilaginous ; the former again into

spinous rayed and soft rayed ; the latter into those with free gills, and such

as have them fixed. We have here room only for the Orders and Families.

I. AcANTHOPTERYGIA. Fill rmjS SpluOUS.

Percidae. Chaetodontidae. Mugilidae,

Triglidae. Scombridae. Gobidae.

Sciaenidae. Teuthidae. Lophidae.

Sparidae. Taenidae. Labridae.

Maenida?. Atherinidae. Siluridae.

II. Malacopteuygi* Abdominales. Fin rays soft. Ventrals behind the

pectoral.

Cyprinida;. Fistularidae. Clupeidae.

Esocidae. Salmonidae.

III. Malacopterygii Subbracihati. Fin rays soft. Ventrals beneath the

pectoral.

Gadidae. Cyclopteridae. Echineidas.

Planidae.

IV. Malacopterygii Apoda. Fin rays soft. Ventrals icanting.

Anguillidae.

V. LopiioBRANCHii. Gills in tufts ; not pectinate.

Syngnathidae.

VI. Plectognathi. Bones of the head closely combined.

GymnodontidaB. Balistidae. Ostracionidae.

VII. Chondropterygii Bkanchiis Liberis. Gills pectinate,free. A single

gill opening.

Sturionidae.

VIII. Chondropterygii Branchiis Fixis. Gill apertures more than one

on each side. Gills not free.

Squalidae. Raiadae. Petromyzonidae.

A highly philosophical classification is that of Prof. Agassiz, which is

especially applicable to the arrangement of fossil forms. This eminent

naturalist divides fishes into four Orders from characters derived from the

scales. They are as follows :

I. Placoids. Characterized by having the skin provided with osseous

plates of various sizes and numbers, as in the sharks, rays, &c. The
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Plagloslomes of authors fall under this order. The families are : Rajacei,

Ceslraciones, Hyhodontes, Squalini, ClihncercB, Ichthyodorulitkcs.

II. Ganoids. Here the scales are bony and covered externally with

enamel, generally angular and continuous. Most Ganoids are extinct

;

the most striking and typical recent representation is the Lepidosteus or

gar-fish. Families: Sturionini, Lopholrranchii, Gymnodontes, Sclerodermi,

Cephalaspides, Pycnodontes, C(£lacanthi, Sauruidei, Lepidosteini.

III. Ctenoids. This order corresponds nearly to the Acanthopterygii

of Cuvier. It is characterized by the roughness of the scales, the border

of which is generally dentated, and by the usual presence of spinous rays

in the dorsal and anal fins. Families : Mugiloidei, Aulostomi, Pleuro-

nectidei, Squamijyennes, Theutye$, Gohioidei, ScicBiioidei, Sparoidei, Per-

coidei.

IV. Cycloids. These are represented by the greater number of the

Malacopterygii of Cuvier. The scales are generally smooth, and not

dentated. The dorsal and anal fins have generally soft rays. Fami-

lies : Anguilliformes, Halecoidei, Esocini, Cyprinodontes, Cyprini, Lab-

roidei, Lophioidei, Blennioidei, Sphyrcsnoidei, Xiphioidei, Scomberoidei.

The most recent classification of fishes is that of Prof. J. Miiller (Ueber

den Bau und die Grenzen der Ganoiden u. iiber das natiirliche System

der Fische. 1846). We append a brief summary of this system as modi-

fied by several authors.

Order I. DgRMOPTERi.

Internal skeleton unossified : external skeleton and vertical fins mucous,

naked. Shape vermiform, or without any lateral fins. No pancreas nor

air-bladder.

Sub-order 1. Pharyngobranchii.

Amphioxidae.

Sub-order 2. Marsipobranchii.

Myxinoidei. Petromyzontidee.

Order II. Malacopteri.

Internal skeleton ossified. Scales of the external skeleton mostly cycloid,

in some ganoid. Fins all supported by rays, all of these jointed excepting

sometimes the first in the dorsal and pectoral ; abdominal or apodal. Gills

free, operculate. A swimming bladder and air duct.

Sub-order 1. Apodes.

Symbranchidae. Muraenidae. Gymnotidee.

Sub-order 2. Abdominales.

Clupeidse. Galaxidae. Cyprinodontidae.

Salmonidre. Esocidae. Cyprinidae.

Scopelidae. Mormyridae. Siluridae.

Characini. Hypsocidae.
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Order III. Pharyngognathi.

Internal skeleton ossified. Scales sometimes cycloid, sometimes ctenoid.

Inferior pharyngeal bones coalesced. Air-bladder without a duct in the

adult.

Siih-nrder 1. Malacopterygii.

Scomberesocidas.

Sub-order 2. AcanthojHerygii.

Chromidae. Cyclo-Labridce'. Cteno-Labridae.

Order IV. Anacanthini.

Internal skeleton ossified. Scales sometimes cycloid, sometimes ctenoid.

Fins sustained by flexible or jointed rays. Ventrals beneath the pectorals

or entirely absent. Swimming bladder without air-duct.

Sub-order 1. Apodes.

Ophididae.

Sub-orden 2. Thoracici.

Gadidae. Pleuronectidas. Echineidae.

Order Y. Acantiiopteri.

Internal skeleton ossified. Scales ctenoid. Fins with one or more

of the anterior rays unjointed or inflexible. Ventrals generally beneath or

anterior to the pectorals. Swimming bladder without duct.

Percidee. Atherinidae. Theutyidse.

Sclerogenidae. Mugilidae. Fistularidae.

Sciaenidae. Notacanthidae. Gobiidae.

Labyrinthi-branchii. Scomberidse. Blenniidae.

Sparidae. Squamipennes. Lophiidae.

Macnidae. Taenioidei.

Order VI. Plectognathi.

Internal skeleton only partly ossified. Scales ganoid or spinous. Max-

illaries and intermaxillaries firmly united. Swimming bladder without air-

duct.

BalistidaB. Ostracionidae. Gymnodontidae.
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Order VII. Lophobranchii.

Internal skeleton only partly ossified. Scales ganoid. Gills tufted, gill-

opening small. Swimming bladder without air-duct.

Hippocampidae. Syngnathidse.

Order VIII. Ganoidei.

Internal skeleton bony or cartilaginous. Scales ganoid. First fin-ray

usually a spine. Swimming bladder with an air-duct.

Sauridae. Sturionidae. Cephalaspidee.

Pycnodontidae. Acanthodei.

Lepidoidei. Dipteridae.

Order IX. Protopteri,

Internal skeleton partly bony, partly cartilaginous. Scales cycloid.

Pectorals and ventrals as flexible filaments. Gills filamentary, free. No
pancreas. Swimming bladder as a double lung, with an air-duct. Intestine

with a spinal valve.

Sirenoidei.

Order X. Holocephali.

Internal skeleton cartilaginous. Extei-nal skeleton as placoid grains.

Most of the fins with a spinous first ray ; ventrals behind the pectorals.

Gills laminated, attached by their margins ; a single external aperture.

No swimming bladder. Intestine with a spiral valve. Copulation between

the sexes.

Chimseroidei. Edaphontidae.

Order XI. Plagiostomi.

H Internal skeleton cartilaginous, or partly ossified. External skeleton

placoid. Gills fixed ; with five or more gill-openings. Swimming bladder

none. Scapular arch not attached to head. Ventrals behind the pec-

torals. Intestine with spiral valve.

Hybodontidae. Lamnidse. Rhinobatidae.

Cestraciontidae. Alopeciidae. Torpedinidae.

Notodanidae. Scymniidae. Raiidae.

Spinacidae. Squatinae. Trygonidas.

Scylliidae. Zygaenidae. Myliobatidae.

Nictitantes. Pristidae. Cephalopteridae.
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We come in the next place to the consideration of the more prominent

of the famiUes above mentioned ; taking them ^up in the order in which

they occur in the system of Miiller, as modified above, and which we shall

for the most part adopt. The subject of Ichthyology is of such vast extent,

that our limits would be transgressed even by mentioning, the names alone

of all the species. We can only refer particularly to the species distin-

guished by their economical value or physiological interest.

AMPiiioxiD.r.. This family, at present represented by the single genus

Br'michiosfoma, occupies the lowest position in the scale of fishes. It is

characterized by the naked skin, the single dorsal extending over the entiie

length of the back, the absence of pectorals and ventrals. Mouth entirely

inferior, elongated, or circular, the margins provided with a row of free

filaments. Anterior to the anus is a median fin representing the transition

embryonic fin of higher fishes. The brain, as an expansion of the nervous

centres, is entirely absent ; being represented by a simple extension of the

spinal cord, which runs out to a blunt j)oint. The absence of brain and of

heart sufficiently distinguishes Branchiostoma from all other fishes. Its

aspect, in fact, is hardly that of a fish at all, being highly vermiform in

appearance. The species hitherto described are all from European or

North African waters.

MyxiNoiDEt. The Myxinoids are hardly more fish-like in their appear-

ance than the Branchiostoma, having been classed, by Linnaeus and other

writers, among the worms. The vertebral column, as in Branchiostoma,

exhibits the persistence of the usually temporary chorda-dorsalis. The

mouth is terminal, nearly circular, and provided with a powerful hooked

tooth on the palate, with others in the tentaculated mouth. The lateral

fins are entirely absent, as in the other Dermojiteri. The species of this

family, though small in size, are formidable from the manner in Vv-hich they

attack their prey, which consists of larger fish. Myxine glutinosa, a

European form, is most generally found embedded in the bodies of other

fish, as the cod, haddock, and others. The manner of its entrance is not

exactly known
;
probably, however, by a perforation made by the mouth,

assisted by the powerful hook. No species of this family are found in

No:«th America.

Petromyzontid^. This family, the last of the Derjuopteri, is also without

lateral fins : a continuous median fin is formed by the coalescence of the

dorsal, caudal, and anal. Respiration is generally performed by means oi^

fixed gills, the lateral openings to which are seven in number on each side.

A single nostril is placed on the top of the head. The principal forms

belong to the genera Petromyzon or true lamprey eel, and Ammoccetes, or

sand lamprey. The former have a circular mouth provided with numerous

teeth, and fringed with cilise to assist the animal in attaching itself to the

bodies of its prey. The mouth is a true sucker, adhesion being effected by

atmospheric pressure. Fishes of various kinds are not unfrequently caught

bearing the bloody circular scar produced by the bite of the lamprey, and

quite often the lamprey itself The catfish, or Pimelodus, appears to be

especially liable to such attacks. The lampreys attain to great size, and
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are highly prized by wSome nations. The love borne them by the ancient

Romans is a matter of classical history, and at the present day they are

favorite food of epicures. A prominent European species is the Fetro-

myzon Jluviatilis, shown \n pi. 81, Jig. 28. The Petromijzon americanus is

the largest and best known American species. The genus Ammocrctes,

with the general characters of the lampreys, differs mainly in the form of

the mouth. This, instead of being continuous and suctorial, is composed of

a circular projecting upper lip, the lower being transverse. The opening

of the throat is guarded by a fringe of ciliae. This genus is extensively

distributed over North America, where several species are known. They
accumulate in vast numbers in certain sand or mud flats, as those of the

Susquehanna river, whence they are dug from a depth of four or five

inches below the level of the water, to serve as bait for other fishes.

The SYMBRANCHiDiE are anguilliform fishes, distinguished from their

allies by the greater or less union of both branchial apertures into one.

The fins also are variously supjn-essed, some being without pectorals, and

others without either these or vertical fins. The next family.

The MuR^NiD^ or eels, with the normal structure of the gill aper-

tures, yet have them Very small and capable of being completely closed.

The body is serpentiform, and although provided with scales, these are

scarcely apparent, being embedded in a thick mucous skin. The air-

bladder is polymorphous, and the intestines without coeca. The eels, in

their diflerent species, are inhabitants of both fresh and salt waters ; those

living in the former belonging generally to the restricted genus Anguilla.

Species of Anguilla occur in greater or less number throughout the United

States, being, however, very rare in many if not most of the waters of the

Mississippi basin Popular opinion assigns to these species a viviparous

reproduction, owing to the apparent absence of individuals containing eggs.

The ova are yet, probably, present in a due proportion of the supposed

males, escaping observation by their diminutive size. The eel hardly yields

to any other fish in the power of sustaining a deprivation of its proper

element for a considerable length of time. To transport these animals over

a considerable space, all that is necessary is to pack them in damp grass or

some similar substance. They even leave the water spontaneously at

night in search of food, or of a body of water better suited to their conve-

nience than the one in which they may happen to be placed. Eels are

said to be very susceptible to magnetic or galvanic influence : the simple

contact of a knife being sufficient to paralyse them. When a magnet is

presented to the dish in which the living animal may happen to be, violent

contortions, a painful gasping after breath, and other signs of inconvenience,

are reported to be exhibited. PL 62, fg. 5, is a figure o^ Anguilla vulgaris.

The GYMNOTiDyE, highly interesting on account of their electrical proper-

ties, are characterized by the anterior position of the anus, the entire

absence of dorsal fin, the extent of the anal, and the position of the gill-

opening. The best known species, Gymnotus electricus or electric eel, is a

native of the tropical portions of South America. It attains to a great

size, being sometimes over six feet in length, and almost a full load for a
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strong man to carry. The electric or galvanic apparatus consists of four

longitudinal bundles, disposed in two pairs, one larger above, and a smaller

below, against tde base of the anal fin. The fasciculi are divided by longi-

tudinal partitions into hexagonal prisms, and transverse divisions separate

these into small cells. The cells are filled with a gelatinous matter, and

the whole apparatus is abundantly supplied with nerves from the spinal

marrow. In the Torpedo, these nerves come directly from the brain.

The amount of electricity furnished by the Gymnotus is enormous.

Faraday made a calculation in regard to a specimen of ordinary size

examined by him, that a single medium discharge was equal to that from a

battery of 3500 square inches charged to its maximum. It need not then

be a matter of surprise that the Gymnotus is capable of killing a horse by

repeated discharges ; which it does by applying its whole length along the

belly of the animal when in the water. The method of capturing the

Gymnotus made use of by the South American Indians, consists in driving

a number of horses and other cattle into the muddy pools in which the

electric eels abound. Roused from their retreats in the mud, the Gymnoti

emerge into the water, and gliding in among the animals, give to them

violent shocks. A succession of discharges I'esults in weakening the eels

to such a degree, as to make it a matter of little danger or difficulty to

capture them. The Voltaic pile, formed by the electric apparatus of the

Gymnotus, is much like that of the Torpedo ; the column being longitudinal,

however, in the natural position of the animal, instead of vertical. The

anterior or cephalic extremity is positive; the caudal negative; and the

animal is capable of discharging any portion of its column. The substance

occupying the cells is a dense albuminous liquid, with a small amount of

common salt. Each cell is separate and independent, answering to the

cell of the galvanic battery. This electrical power is not confined to the

Gymnotus. Various species of Torpedo, one of which is found on the

coast of Massachusetts, exhibit the same property in a high degree. Other

electrical fishes are Malapterurus electricus, Trickiurus electricus, andTe^ra-

odon electricus. Some insects, too, as Redivivus se7-rahis and Mantis

electricus, are reported to give electric shocks. It may be proper to men-

tion, in conclusion, that the electricity of the Torpedo and Gymnotus is

capable of exhibiting all the effects of ordinary electricity, and is in most

cases entirely at the command of the animal, whether to emit or withhold it,

Clupeid^. The fishes of this family exhibit considerable analogies to

the Sahnonoids, differing, however, in the absence of an adipose dorsal.

Both maxillaries and intermaxillaries are employed in forming the margin

of the upper jaw, instead of the usual introduction of the latter alone. The

body is well scaled, the scales sometimes very large. Bones of the mouth

variously provided with teeth, these occurring sometimes on the pectinated

tongue.

The fishes of this family are among the most useful and indispensable to

man. It includes the anchovy, the sardine, the sprat, the various herrings,

and the shad. The Anchovy, Engraulis encrasicholus {pi. 81, fig. 3), is a

small fish, a few inches in length, distributed throughout Europe, and
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especially abundant in various parts of the Mediterranean. It is distin-

guished, as a genus, by the projecting and pointed upper jaw, and the long

anal. The top of the head and back is blue; irids, sides, and belly,

silvery white. This fish was well known to the ancient Greeks and

Romans, who prepared from it a sauce called garum, held in great favor.

They are taken in countless numbers on the coast of Sardinia, 400,000

having been caught at a single haul. The fishing is highly successful by

nigl-.t, when the anchovies are readily attracted by the glare of fire-pans.

In preparing them for purposes of commerce the head and viscera must be

removed ; the former being bitter, and for this reason called Ena'assicholus

by Aristotle. The anchovies, after being washed clean, are placed with

the belly upwards in vessels, a layer of fish alternating with one of salt,

until the whole is full. Pressure must be exerted to drive out the oil as

muchias possible. A hole is left in the top of the vessel, which is then

exposed to the sun. After fermentation has commenced, the hole is

stopped up, and the vessel removed to a store-house. The operation is not

completed until the following year. The anchovy is taken from December

to May.

The Clupeidce, with non-projecting upper jaws, are divided into various

genera, as Clupea, Sardinella, Harengiila, Pellona, Meletta, Alosa, and

others. A distinction was formerly made between a genus Alosa, charac-

terized by an emargination of th^upper jaw, and Clupea, with the border

of the jaw continuous or entire. This division, however, has been found to

be inadequate to the wants of the present system.

Alosa vulgaris, a. European species, figured in pi. 81, Jig. I, is repre-

sented in America by one of much finer flavor, the A. sapidissima, or

common American shad. This well known species commences its entrance

into our rivers, at periods varying from January to May, according to the

latitude. It penetrates all the Atlantic streams, and when unobstructed by

dams or other impediments, travels to a considerable distance from the

mouth for the purpose of depositing its spawn. They are taken in great

numbers, especially in Chesapeake and Delaware bays, by various means,

the most conspicuous of which are large seines and gill nets. The price

varies from five to fifty dollars per hundred, according to the abundance or

size. As already remarked, various herrings occur in immense numbers.

Conspicuous among European species, in this respect, is the sprat, Harengula

sprattus {pi. 81, Jig. 4) ; but vastly more so the common herring, Clupea

harengus {pi. 81, fig. 2). The true abode of the immense hordes of herring

is not, even at this day, definitely ascertained, the fish being scarcely known,

except in its wanderings. Some naturalists suppose it to come from the

high north to deposit its spawn upon the shores of the North Sea ; othej"s,

again, consider the bottom of the North Sea to be its home, since it is first

• • • • •
visible at the Shetland Islands in April. Here myriads of herrings combine

into armies many miles in length, and then pass on to the coasts of Norway,

England, Germany, and the Netherlands. From the main army, branches

go oflf in various directions, supplying almost the whole coast of Europe,

and possibly extend their migrations even to the northern coast of North
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America. They have never been seen to return to the north, and their

migrations themselves occur neither at perfectly regular intervals nor in

the same direction. The density of the columns also varies much in

different parts of the army. In some seasons the numbers are countless, in

others very limited ; at one time the individuals will be fat and large, at

another very lean. By the end of August they are no longer seen. The
Dutch, who, since 1164, have prosecuted the herring fishery with the

greatest success, sometimes employ whole fleets of boats in the pursuit. At

no very remote period, the number of boats annually leaving the TexeJ,

under the protection of vessels of war, amounted to not less than eleven or

twelve hundred. This trade was at its highest state of prosperity in the

year 1618, at which time the number of boats employed was 3000, manned

by fifty to sixty thousand men. Since that time the trade has passed out

of the hands of the Dutch, to a certain extent, and is carried on bj| many
nations of northern Europe. According to Black, the fishermen of Gothen-

burg alone, in his time, took upwards of 700,000,000 herrings. More than

130,000 barrels have been exported from Bergen in Norway; the amount
consumed in the entire land exceeding double this number. At the present

day, the largest quantities are taken on the shores of England. Recent

investigations have rendered it probable that the herring actually does live

within a moderate distance of the localities where it is caught, coming in

from the deep water for the sake of depositing its spawn.

A beautiful spectacle is exhibited when the herring approach the shores
;

ihe rays of the sun are reflected from myriads of silver scales, and above

the army may be seen hovering hosts of gulls, terns, and other sea birds.

Behind and alongside are numerous rapacious fish, which, with seals, por-

poises, and other marine animals, devour immense numbers. The water is

filled with loose scales, rubbed off by their close proximity. On account of

their vast numbers, these fish are very easily captured. This is done by

means of nets, either on shore or at sea. Every Dutch smack has four

smaller boats along with it, to carry fresh fish to the sea ports, and for other

purposes. They use nets of 500 or 600 fathoms in length, made of coarse

Persian silk, as being stronger than hemp. These are blackened by smoke,

in order that the fish may not be frightened by the white thread. The nets

are set in the evening, buoyed by empty barrels, and stretched by weights
;

they thus rest at the surface of the sea. In the morning they are drawn

in by means of a windlass. The herrings are sometimes attracted within

reach of the nets by lanterns suspended at various intervals. But a faint idea

can be formed of the actual number of these prolific fishes, which exists at

one time in the ocean. When we remember, however, that an annual

consumption of over two thousand millions in Europe, not to mention the

myriads devoured by fishes, birds, and various marine vertebrata, scarcely

Appears to affect their number, we may obtain an approximate conception

of what that number must be to which the sum of those annually destroyed

is in such small proportion.

As the herrings are so abundant, and the flesh at the same time so excel-

lent, various modes have been adopted to preserve them for a certain length
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ot time. Even at sea many are salted down, and sold in this state. This

is called by the French sakr en vrac. To keep them longer -than is per-

mitted by this method, two other ways are made use of: they are called

white-salting and red-salting (salei- en hlanc and saurer). To white-salt

herring, they are gutted on being caught, and packed in barrels, with a

thick brine poured over them. They are there retained, until it is conve-

nient to give them a final packing. After the bustle of the fishing is over,

the smacks or busses run in and discharge their cargoes, when the barrels

are inspected, and the fish sorted under the inspection of official authorities.

They are then repacked with fresh lime and salt, and the particular

quality marked on the barrel by the brand of an inspector. The red-salting

is effected by allowing fat herrings to lie for a considerable time in the

brine, then arranging them on hurdles, and placing them in ovens holding

from ten to twelve thousand, for the purpose of being dried and smoked.

The invention of pickling, as applied to herring, has been ascribed to Wilhelm

Boekelson, or Beukelson, a fisherman of Viervliet in the province of Zealand

(about 1440) : he, however, only improved an art known before his time.

The Emperor Charles V. eat a herring over his grave, in thankful acknow-

ledgment of his worth, and erected a monument to his honor in 1556.

Several species of herring are caught in vast numbers on the coast and

in the Atlantic rivers of the United States. The principal of these is the

Clupea elongata, the representative of C. harengus. Besides Alosa sapi-

dissima, or shad, already mentioned, Alosa tyrannus and A. menhaden are

of economical value, the former as an article of food, the latter for manure.

Immense numbers are taken and spread on poor lands, to which they impart

a fertility not inferior to that produced by guano.

Salmonid^. The Salmonidce, or ti'out family, agree with the Clupeidce

in the structure of the upper jaw, and are most prominently distinguished

by the presence of an adipose dorsal, a small fatty fin behind the true dorsal,

near the tail. The intestinal canal is provided with numerous coeca. The

scales are more or less conspicuous. All the bones of the mouth are fur-

nished with teeth, as is also the tongue. The branchiostegal rays are about

ten in number.

The entire family is eminent for delicacy of flesh, and for the possession

of those game qualities so dear to the angler. Species are spread over the

more northern regions of America, Europe, and Asia ; although the number

of such is greater in North America than anywhere else. The principal

genera are : Salmo, Thymallus, Osmerus, Mallotus, and Coregonus. Con-

spicuous among the species of Salmo, is -S. salar, or the true salmon, found

on the northern shores of both Europe and America. It attains to a great

size, an individual of 8 libs, having been taken in England. The largest

American specimens do not exceed 50lbs., the usual weight being consider-

ably less. Salmon were formerly caught in large numbers in the Connec-

ticut river, but at the present day few are taken south of the Kennebec

river in Maine. PL 82, j^^. 7, represents Salmo fario, a species very

abundant in Europe, especially in England. Its maximum size is about

25lbs., although a weight of a few pounds is nearer the average standard.
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Its nearest representative in the United States is the Salmo fontinalis or

connmon brook trout, occurring from Maine to the southern parts of Vir-

ginia, and perhaps below this in the mountainous regions. It does not attain

a great size in running streams, a weight of four pounds being considered

enormous. In small lakes, however, it is found much larger than this, being

sometimes mistaken for the Mackinaw or great lake trout, Salmo amethystus

of Mitchell. This most gigantic of all Salinonidce inhabits the great lakes

of North America, and is especially abundant about Lake Huron. Indi-

viduals of 35lbs. weight are of no great rarity, although 15 is perhaps the

average. Dr. Mitchell records one weighing 120lbs., but at the present day

they seldom exceed 80. Salmo confinis, a less gigantic species, inhabits the

smaller lakes of the northern United States : S. siskewit is a native of Lake

Superior, and numerous species are found represented in the waters of

Arctic America. The genus Tliymallus or greyling, represented in Arctic

America by T. vexillifer, is distinguished from the true Salmo by the larger

scales and the elongated dorsal. The European greyling is T. vulgaris.

Mallotus villosics, or the capelin, is found on the coast of Labrador and

Newfoundland, where it is used as a bait for the cod. It is sometimes found

in a fossil state, in diluvial formations, on the eastern coast of the United

States, as in New Hampshire. The genus Osmei'us, or smelt, is represented

by O. viridescens. It is known in some portions of the country as the frost

fish, and is exceedingly abundant in the northern United States. In the

winter season it congregates in large numbers in Lake Champlain, and may
be taken with great ease through holes cut in the ice. Coregonus is

another genus of the SalmonidcB, famed for the excellence of its flesh. The
celebrated " white fish" of the lakes is included under several species of

Coregonus. A species, C. otsego, from the small lakes of New York, is

known as the Otsego bass. Additional species occur in the regions north

of the United States. Species of this same genus are abundantly distributed

over northern Europe.

ScoPELiD^. Fishes of this family have the upper jaw formed entirely by

the intermaxillaries. The branchiostegous rays are ten to fifteen in number.

Mouth deeply cleft. A second adipose dorsal. The species are mostly

marine, one occurring, however, in the Lake of Mexico, Sau7'us mexicanus.

Another genus remarkable for its extreme beauty and diminutive size is

Scopelus.

The Characini are salmonoid fish with a posterior adipose dorsal, and

only six or seven branchiostegal rays. The divided air-bladder and tym-

panic ossicles ally them to the CyprinidcB. The intestine has numerous

coeca, and the superior maxillary enters considerably into the composition

of the mouth. Many of them are highly ferocious, and characterize the

rivers of South America, where they are sometimes dangerous even to man.

The only exceptions to this distribution are to be found in the genus

Percopsis of North America, one species of which is found in Lake

Superior, another in Lake Champlain, and a third in the Alleghany river.

They are highly interesting on account of their palaeontological relations

as well as their structure, which combines a ctenoid scale, with a genera]
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cycloid structure. These have recently been placed by Prof. Agassiz in a

new family, Peixopsidce*

Galaxid^. This family, containing but few forms, exhibits characters

intermediate between the Sahnonoids and the Esocidce. With a structure

somewhat similar to some of the former, it has the dorsal far back, and the

intestinal character of the latter. The upper jaw is formed partly by a

short intermaxillary, partly by the maxillary. The mouth presents much of

the cyprinoid structure. The species are mostly oriental.

EsociD^. In the Esocidce the body is elongated, the single dorsal placed

far back, and opposite the anal. The upper jaw is constituted by the inter-

maxillaries, almost entirely ; the maxillaries when they enter as an element

are destitute of teeth. Intestines without cceca. Teeth generally well

developed in various parts of the large mouth. Branchiostegous rays from

three to eighteen.

The genus Esox is characterized by the broad depressed head and mouth
;

the latter with teeth on the tongue, vomer, palatines, and branchial arches.

The jaws have long, sharp, compressed teeth. The Esoces, or pikes, are

among the most formidable of all fresh-water fish. By reason of their

slender elongated form, they are able to live in shallow waters; penetrating,

even when of considerable size, into very small brooks. Tyrants of the

fresh water, no fish can. compete with them except the trout ; and it is very

seldom that both forms are found in the same waters. Of two branches of

the same stream, one may be peopled by the former, and the other by the

latter. The only species of pike found in Europe is the Esox lucius,

shown in pi. 82, fig. 3. It is found in all the principal fresh waters of

Europe ; where, there is reason to suppose, they are much more abundant

at the present time than formerly. This species attains to a weight of

70lbs., although individuals of this size are of rare occurrence. North

America is especially rich in species of pike : those inhabiting the northern

lakes, as the Maskalonge, Esox nobilior, Esox estor, and others, attain a

great size. Specimens of the former have been known of over 70lbs. The
more southern species, as Esox clathratus, and others, are of more moderate

dimensions. The American species may all be referred to two types, one

with the opercula entirely scaled, and with fasciated or reticulated darker

markings, with a vertical bar under the eye ; the other with the lower half

of the operculum free from scales, and the marks in the form of light spots

oji a dark ground.

MoRMYRiD.^. This family contains fish characterized by an elongated

body provided with oblong scales. The entii'e head, not excepting the

cheeks and operculum, covered by a thick skin completely concealing the

bones of the head. This is drawn over the operculum, in such a manner
as only to leave a vertical narrow slit in each side : this skin is perforated by
a number of pores. Mouth, with the tongue, well armed with teeth. Two
coecal appendages. The fishes of this family are almost all inhabitants of Africa.

=* Since the above paragraph was written it has been ascertained by Prof. Agassiz that the

genus Percopsis, with Corniger (from Brazil) must constitute a distinct order of fishes. It

is likewise possible that the three species referred to are really one.
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Hyps.eid.f,. This highly remarkable family is established on a single

species, the Amhlyopsis sjielaens, or blind fish of the Mammoth Cave of Ken-

tucky. It is characterized by a form much like that of a Hydrargira, to

which it would at first be referred. The head, however, is much depressed,

and the eyes are entirely wanting, none being evident even on dissection.

The body is covered with scales, and the jaws provided with fine teeth.

The intestinal canal is shorter than the body. Coecal appendages two,

pvriform, and opening by distinct orifices in each side of the intestine. Air-

bladder heart-shaped, deeply cleft anteriorly. The anus is situated anterior

to the base of the pectorals. The fins are provided with filamentous tips.

This very curious fish combines the characters of the Esocidce, Salmonidce,

and Cyprinodontid<s, although its affinities are most with the latter. Like

these, too, it is ovo-viviparous, the young being from ten to twenty in

number. The color is a dull white. The animal is caught in a stream of

v/ater flowing across the Mammoth Cave, in which it is readily seen by the

contrast of its white sides with the darker body of the water. A species

of Astacus, A. pellucidus, likewise white and destitute of eyes, inhabits the

same water in great quantity.

CvpRiNODONTiDiE. The spccies of this family, which experiences its

greatest development in America, are generally of small size. In fact a

certain species found in South Carolina is not much over half an inch in

length, even when comparatively large, and the others are not of much
greater magnitude. Most are inhabitants of brackish water, although all

the fresh waters of North America have their representatives. Body

variously shaped, generally elongated and sub-depressed, especially anteriorly.

The fins are all rounded, and the dorsal is situated far back, above the

anal. The jaws are provided with small teeth which are sometimes den-

ticulated. Hooked teeth on the pharyngeals. Air-bladder single. The

principal genera are : Fundulus, Lehias, MoUinesia, Hydrargira, and

Cyprinodon. Some of these are remarkably tenacious of life. Species of

Hydrargira have resisted the influence of the air-pump vacuum, under

circumstances where the same deprivation of air would have killed almost

anv other fish. This genus can live for months buried in soft mud, after

their native pond dries up, coming out again on the accession of fresh water

Cyprinid^. We come now to the consideration of the family of

the CyprinidcB, which embraces by far the greater number of the exclusive

residents of fresh waters. Every variety of size and shape occurs ; the

flesh, however, of but few, is worth much as an article of food. They are

distributed over all the temperate and cooler waters of the globe, their

occurrence in tropical waters being very limited. The family is character-

ized by the absence of teeth in the mouth, and the development of teeth

of various kinds and shapes upon the posterior branchial arch, or pharyngeal

bone. The shape and number of these teeth furnish excellent generic

characters. The former are exceedingly varied, each region having some

peculiar to it : as Schizothorax for Syria, Catastomus and Exnglossum for

North America, &c. A prominent European form is Chondrostoma nasus

{pi. 84, fig. 4). Alhurmis lucidus, or the bleak, represented in pi. 84, fig.
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7, is another ; the silvery pigment lining whose scales is used in the manu-

facture of artificial pearls. Tinea vulgaris (pi. 84, Jig. 12) sometimes

attains a considerable size. Gohio jluvialilis (Jig. 6) is likewise extensively

distributed. Barhus vulgaris (pi. 81, Jig. 10), or the barbel, a fish of some

reputation among anglers, has been known to attain a weight of 15|-lbs.

Cyprinus auratus, or the common gold fish (pi. 85, Jig. 12), is pre-eminently

conspicuous among fresh-water fish for the beauty of the colors. The young

fish is of a brown color, in which, after a time, there appear silver specks,

which increase until the entire fish becomes silvery white. In this state it

is known as the silver fish. Subsequently it gradually assumes a golden red

color. The true home of this fish, called kin-yu in China, appears to be a

lake near Tschang-Hon in the province of The-Kiang, whence it was

carried to the difierent waters of China and Japan, and subsequently to

Europe. It is generally kept in glass globes, or small vessels, in the house,

care being taken to provide an abundance of fresh water every day. The
gold fish are easily kept in fish ponds, where they multiply rapidly. In the

cisterns or tanks used to contain the water for condensing the steam of

steam-engines, they thrive remarkably well, owing to the amount of greasy

matter floating on the surface ; even though the temperature of the water

reaches 100° F. and upwards. The river Schuylkill, near Philadelphia, is

well stocked with gold fish, from individuals which escaped from certain fish

ponds near that city. They also occur in the Hudson River.

When kept in globes, the gold fish devour insects, worms, bread, fat earth,

&c., with avidity at certain times, although they totally refuse all food at

others. They eat pieces of cracker with great greediness ; care, however,

should be taken, not to give them more than they can consume at the time,

as any portion uneaten, when dissolved in the water, aftects its respiratory

properties. In confinement, the form is apt to vary considerably, certain

monstrosities, as three or four tails, being sometimes produced. These fish

spawn in May, and if not watched will eat their own eggs. This should be

prevented by removing the latter to a separate vessel, and exposing to the

sun. The flesh is very pleasantly flavored.

Another species, Cyprinus carpio (a variety of which, Cyprimis rex

cyprinorum, \s shown in pi. 84, Jig. 11), is found abundantly throughout

Europe, where it is highly prized as an article of food. For this purpose it

is kept in preserves and ponds, where it attains to a large size. Individuals

of eighteen pounds' weight have occasionally been caught. Like the gold

fish, this carp has been naturalized in North Ameri'ca, especially in the

Hudson River, where it abounds, and is protected by legislative enact-

ment.

North America abounds in species of Cyprinidce, many of which are yet

undescribed. With species belonging to some of the genera above-

mentioned, as Alburnus, Gohio, &c., there are many of genera peculiar to

herself No true Cyprinus is, however, found, nor perhaps Barhus, although

there are many species with the barbels characteristic of these genera.

Closely allied to Leuciscus, in size and general structure, but differing in

the possession of barbels, is the genus Chiloiiemus, one species of which, C.
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cataractus, or the fall fish of Pennsylvania, attains to a considerable size,

perhaps larger than that of any other allied form in this country ; specimens

have been seen nearly two feet in length, and weighing several pounds.

This size is, however, exceeded by many of the European species. The

peculiar genus Exoglossian is characterized by a trilobed lower jaw, the

middle lobe formed by the extremity of the lower jaw, the lateral by cartila-

ginous expansions. Another interesting sub-family, embracing several

genera and many species, is that of the Siickej-s, or Catastomi, known by

the highly fleshy lips, which can be applied to any object like a sucker.

The pharyngeal teeth are columnar or prismatic, not hooked and truncated.

Thev are found abundantly throughout North America ; and different species

are known by the various names of carp, sucker, mullet, buffalo-fish, red-

horse, &c. PL 81, figs. 6, 7, represent Cobitis fossilis and E. harbalula,

European species of a form not found in North America.

The concluding family of the order Malacopteri, or Physostomi, is found

in the Silurid.e, represented in North America by the catfish. P'ishes of

this family have the skin either naked, and covered with a slimy secretion,

or provided with osseous plates of various number and shape. The head

is usually depressed, and provided with a variable number of barbels. In

most, there is a second and adipose dorsal, sometimes confluent with the

caudal. The first rays of the dorsal and pectoral fins are generally enlarged

into strong spines ; and the pectoral spine is capable of being inflexibly

fixed, by peculiar mechanism, in a direction perpendicular to the axis of

the body. The edge of the mouth is formed by the intermaxillaries sus-

pended from the sides of the ethmoid, which enters into the outline of the

mouth, forming the superior median portion. The sub-operculum is absent

in the whole family.

Species of this polymorphous family are found distributed throughout the

globe. In Europe, however, there is found but one species, the Silurus

glanis, or sheat fish. This species, interesting from the fact of its being the

largest fresh-water fish in Europe, the sturgeons excepted, is most abundant

in central Europe, its existence in England being hypothetical. The weight

has been known to exceed lOOlbs., in this respect equalling some of the

American Siluridce. It differs from the North American species in the

absence of a posterior adipose dorsal, in the very small true dorsal, and

in the very long anal. Other species of this restricted genus, Silurus, are

found in various parts of Asia, and perhaps Africa, but not in America.

The American forms are highly varied, those of the northern continent,

however, being quite uniform in structure. The two most conspicuous

fresh-water genera are Pimelodus and Notui^us ; the former with a distinct

adipose dorsal, the latter with this dorsal confluent with the caudal.

Numerous species of Pimelodus (cat-fish, horned-pout, bull-head) occur

in the various waters of North America, some of which acquire a large

size. One species, from the Mississippi, has been known to weigh over

lOOibs. The flesh of many species is highly prized, owing to its sweetness

and freedom from bones. The genus Noturus, known provincially as stone

cat-fish, embraces but few species, found in the Atlantic streams south of
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New York, and in those of the Mississippi valley. They will probably be

discovered in the eastern rivers (in the Hudson at least), when their ichthy-

ology has been more fully studied. Marine forms are met with in

Galeichthys, Arius, and Bagrus, the former characterized by the high dorsal

and pectorals.

South America exhibits some Siluroids of especial interest. Conspicuous

among these are Arges cyclopum, or Pimelodus cyclopum of Humboldt,

and Brontes prenadilla, which inhabit the highest regions in which fish are

known to live. They are found in Quito, at elevations of more than 16,000

feet above the level of the sea, living in the streams running down the sides

of Cotopaxi and Tungaragua. The most interesting fact in the history of

these fishes is, tJiat they are frequently ejected from the craters of the above-

mentioned volcanoes, in immense numbers ; the supply being probably

derived from the subterranean lakes in the body of the mountains. Our
space w^ill not permit us to mention any other members of this interesting

family, excepting the Malapter,us electricus, the Silurus electricus of older IAJ^I

authors. This species is characterized generically by the absence of the

first dorsal, the adipose dorsal alone existing, as also by the possession of an

electric apparatus or battery, somewhat intermediate in character between

those of Gymnotus and Torpedo, although of much finer texture. The
whole body beneath the integuments is inclosed by the apparatus in two

layers of great compactness, and at first sight suggesting a deposit of fat.

A dense fascia separates the battery from the muscular system. The cells,

formed by transverse and longitudinal fibrous partitions, are rhombic in

shape, and exceedingly minute. The nerves of the outer organ come from

branches of the fifth pair of nerves, the inner organ is supplied by the inter-

costal nerves. The direction of the current is probably from the head to

the tail ; the cephalic extremity being positive, and the caudal negative.

We now come to the third order, Pharyngognathi, of our classification,

divided into two sub-orders, Malacopterygii, or soft finned forms, and

Acanthopterygii, or spiny finned. The only family belonging to the first

division is that of the

ScoMBEREsociD^, characterized by a structure intermediate between

that of EsocidcB and Scombridcs. The body is greatly elongated, and the

jaws produced into long, very narrow beaks. The scales are minute, and

hardly apparent in some species. The more conspicuous genera are Belone

and Scomhei'esox ; the former having a considerable external resemblance to

the gar-fish, Lepidosteus, but with very minute soft scales, the latter having

the posterior portion of the anal and dorsal divided into finlets, as in tlie

mackerel, in other respects like Belone. This last mentioned fish is repre-

sented by several species in North America, one of which, B. truncata,

occasionally penetrates the Atlantic rivers, as the Delaware and Susque-

hanna, and is known also as the silver-gar, or bill-fish. Neither genus is

of any economical value. Inconspicuous in this respect, also, are the

tamilies CnROMiDiE, Cyclo-Labrid^, and CTENO-LABRiOiE, sufficiently cha-

racterized by the spurious fin rays, and the ordinal characteristics. The
old family of LabridcB, including the two latter sub-divisions, which differ
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in the one having cycloid scales, the other ctenoid, has a single dorsal

supported in front by spines, each of which has generally a membranous

appendage. The jaws are provided with fleshy lips. There are three

pharyngeals, the two upper attached to the cranium, the lower largei', all

armed with teeth of various kinds. Intestinal canal, with coeca, rudimen-

tary, or none. The most interesting American genera are Ctenolahrus

and Tautoga. The former is represented by C. cceruleus, found along the

Atlantic coast from New Jersey, north ; and known by the fishermen by

the various names of bergall, cunner, blue perch, and chogset. Tautoga

Americana, tautog, or black-fish, is much esteemed for the table, and is

caught along the more northern Atlantic coast.

The order Anacantkini contains fishes of great importance to mankind

as articles of food. This is divided into two sub-orders, the first Apodes,

without ventral fins, the second Thoracici, with the ventrals under the

pectorals, and the pelvis suspended to the bones of the shoulder. The
typical genus of the single family OpHioiDiE, included in the first sub-order,

is Ophidium, having the dorsal, caudal, and anal, either united, or separated

by a small interval. The ventrals are wanting. A small barbel at each

angle of the jaw. The North American species, O. marginatum and O.

stigma, are quite inconspicuous in every respect. The next two thoracic

families, GadidcB or codfish, and the PleuronectidcB or flat-fish, embrace

species standing in the very first rank in economical value.

The Gadid^ have an elongated body, covered with soft scales, these not

extending on the head. Jaws, and front of vomer, with pointed irregular

teeth of various size, and gills with seven rays. Dorsal fins, three, or less ;

anal two, or one : coeca numerous. Air-bladder large, frequently inden-

tated. The genus Moirhua, or true cod, has three dorsal fins, two anal

;

pointed ventrals. A median barbel at the end of the lower jaw. The best

known species of cod is the Morrhua vulgaids {pi. 85, fig. 1), found in the

European seas as far south as Gibraltar, and in the American to New-
foundland. The codfish caught off the coast of the United States belong

to another species, M. americana. M. vulgaris is found in immense num-

bers on the banks of Newfoundland, where they give employment, in

fishing, to vessels of all nations. They are caught with hooks, or seines

sunk to a considerable depth in the sea. On the banks of Newfoundland,

the usual fishing season is during the months of May and June. They are

preserved by simple green salting, or are salted and then dried. The
maximum size of this species, of 60 to 70 lbs., is exceeded by that of M.
americana, which has been known to weigh 107 lbs., according to Dr.

Storer. A cod of fifty pounds is, however, considered to be very large.

Various applications are made of the cod, other than as an article of food

;

the oil from the liver (known technically as oleum jecori), in particular, is

considered to be a highly valuable medicinal agent, especially in cases of

pulmonary consumption. The roe, also, is used as bait for various species

of herrings, as anchovies, pilchards, &c. Another species, M. ccglefinus, or

haddock, common to Northern Europe and America, is distinguished from

the cod proper, among other features, by the jet black lateral line. Inferior
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to the cod as an article of food, it is yet very palatable, and sold at a cheap

rate. They do not attain to the enormous size of the cod, although they

are caugbt off the New England coast, and consumed "in great numbers.

Other American species are M. minuta, or power-cod, M. pruinosa, or

tom-cod, and others.

The genus Merlangus, which comes next to Moi'vlnia, is similar to it in

other respects, but is without the filament on the chin. A prominent

European species, the Merlangus vulgaris, or whiting, is shown m pi. 85,

jig. 2. It is, as far as known, not an inhabitant of American waters, its

place being supplied, among others, by Merlangus carhonarius and M.
piirpuriniis, both found abundantly off the coast of New England, where

they are indifferently called pollack. The genus Merlucius, or hake, has

two dorsals, the first short, the second very long ; a single very long anal,

and no barbel to the chin. A species, M. albidus, occurs in moderate

numbers o?i the coast of New England, and is generally termed whiting.

The genus Lota, or ling, is an inhabitant of fresh waters, being found of

several species in the great lakes, and various parts of the New England

States, as well as north of these. It is characterized by the elongated

body, swollen belly, two dorsal and one anal fin, and the barbel on the chin.

The lings, or eel-pouts, are not favorites in the United States, although a

European species. Lota vulgaris, or burbot, is much esteemed. It is

represented \n pi. 81, Jig. 11. The genus Brosmius has but a single dorsal,

extending the entire length of the back ; a single barbel at the chin. The
American species, B JIavescens, or cusk, is much esteemed as an article

of food. The genus Phycis has two dorsals, one short, the posterior very

long ; the ventrals of two long rays united at the base. A single barbel on

the chin. An American species, Phycis americanus, known as the hake

or codling, is taken in considerable quantity, as an article of food. Other

genera, as Macrourus, Motella, which occur in the American seas, are of

little economical value.

The family of Pleuronectid/E, or Planid^, of some systematic writers,

exhibits a remarkable anomaly, in having both eyes placed on the same

side of the head. The body is compressed and broad, with a single dorsal

extending from the head to the tail. There is no air bladder, and the

fishes of this family swim at the bottom of the water on one side, which

is generally white. The occurrence of both eyes in either the right or left

side may be either accidental or else a constant generic or specific cha-

racter. Branchiostegous rays six. The genus Platessa has both the

eyes and the color on the right or left side of the head ; the body rhom-

boidal. A row of teeth in each jaw, and others in the pharyngeals.

Dorsal fin commencing over the upper eye, and with the anal extending

nearly the whole length of the body, but not joined to the tail. The genus

is represented in America by seven or eight species of various character,

the larger of which, known as flat-fish or flounders, furnish an excellent

article of food. Platessa jlesus, known in England as the flook or fluke, is

figured in pi. 81, Jig. 9. Another European species is P. liynaiida, or the

dab. The genus Hippoglossus has a more elongated form, and stronger
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and sharper teeth. In it is the species H. vulgaris, or haUbut, found on

the coasts of both Europe and America. It attains to a very large size,

individuals of even 500 and 600lbs. having been met with. Its flesh is

highly prized, and the fins are world-renowned as an epicurean morsel. In

Rlio7nhus both the eyes and color are on the left side : the dorsal com-

mences anterior to the eye : dorsal and anal fins extend nearly to the tail.

Te(;th exist both in the jaw and pharynx. Conspicuous in this genus is

Rhoinhus 7naximus, or the turbot, celebrated as the best of all European

fishes, A turbot, probably of a different species, has recently been

detected off the coast of Massachusetts. PL 81, fg. 8, represents

Rhombus vulgaris, or the brill, a common European species. The genus

Acliirns is without pectoral fins, and has the eyes on the right side of the

head. Mouth distorted to the side opposite the eyes, and very small. Dorsal

and anal not united to the tail, as is the case in the genus Plagusia. The
Achirus mollis, or common sole, is very abundant on the Atlantic coast of the

United States. PL 82, fig. 11, represents the Solea vulgaris, F>uYopean sole.

The fairiily Echineid.e is represented by the genus Echineis, which

comprehends fishes with a flattened disk upon the top of the head ; this

being composed of a variable number of cartilaginous plates, movable in

such a manner as to admit of their being attached by suction to an object

in the water. A single dorsal opposite the anal. Teeth on the jaws,

vomer, and tongue. PL 84, jig. 3, represents the Echineis remora, or

suckinfT-fish, found throughout the Atlantic ocean. There are additional

species with various characters.

We come now to an order of fishes, Acanthopteri, corresponding nearly

with, but rather more restricted than, Acanthopterygii of Cuvier. This

order is characterized by the ctenoid scales, the advanced ventrals, the

spinous fins. &c. It embraces many species of considerable value. The
first family, Percid.e, is known by the rough scales, the dentated oper-

culum or preoperculum, and the occurrence of teeth in the jaws, the front

of the vomer, and generally on the palatines.

The number of genera and species in this family is very great, distributed

as they are over the entire globe, and occupying both salt and fresh water.

Two principal types may be distinguished, one with a single continuous

dorsal, the other with this dorsal more or less deeply divided, and separated

into two. The typical genus is that of Perca, with two separated dorsals,

the rays of the first spinous, of the second flexible ; teeth in both jaws, in

front of the vomer, and on the palatines ; tongue smooth ; operculum with

a short, flattened, backward spine. Perca fiuviatilis, the most common
European species, is figured in pi. 82, jig. 4. Numerous species occur in

North America, the most conspicuous of which is the Perca jlavescens, or

common yellow perch, which is found in almost all sorts of situations, both

salt-water and fresh. Several closely allied species occur in the different

lakes and rivers of the North American continent. The genus, or rather sub-

family, Etheostoma, is altogether peculiar to North America, where nearly

every large river has one or more species peculiar to it. They are all of

rather small size, some of them very minute. Professor Agassiz has recently
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placed these fish amongst the Cuttoids. The genus Lahrax is allied to Perco,

but has scales on the two-spined operculum, and teeth, or prickles, on the

tongue. The most conspicuous species is the Lahrax Uneatus, the rock-

lish, or striped-bass, of the United States, a fish of great excellence in the

opinion of many persons, especially when taken in autumn. It is caught

in the winter and spring along with the shad, and like it is an anadromous

fish, running up from the salt-waters into the fresh streams for the purpose

of spawning. It attains a size of 60 to 70lbs., although more usually

weighing from 4 to 20lbs. Its European analogue is the Lahrax lupus, or

bass, shown in pi. 82, jig. 10, and highly esteemed as an article of food.

Other species occur in the U^nited States, as L. mucronatus, or the white

perch of the eastern waters, L. multilinealus, and others. The genus

Lucinperca combines the general characters of perca with teeth like those

of the pike. Its most striking resemblance is, however, to the salmon, for

which reason it generally bears this name in the rivers of the interior of

America. * Lucinperca americana is the most abundant species, and, as

already mentioned, is usually called salmon, sometimes pike, as in Lake

Champlain. It is a bold, voracious fish, of great strength, and afiords

excellent sport to the angler. An allied species is found in the rivers of

central Europe. Centropristis has a single dorsal, and an oblique tail ;

preoperculum dentated, and operculum spinous ; teeth small and crowded,

no canines. A common American species, C. nigricans, known as sea-

bass, or black perch, is much esteemed as an article of food. Grystes also

has a single dorsal, and a considerable resemblance to Centropristis
;

having, however, the preoperculum entire, and the tail truncate. It occurs

in various rivers of North America, and is represented by several species

in the waters of the Mississippi and of the great lakes, as also in the

w^aters of several streams having their outlets on the southern Atlantic

coast. None have been found in the Potomac or Susquehanna ; and those

met with in the Hudson River have been introduced from Lake Champlain,

through the Hudson and Champlain canal. They are generallv known as

black bass in the North ; another species of a different color in the South,

being improperly called trout and white salmon. They afford excellent sport

to fishermen, ranking in point of "game" qualities above most other fresh-

water species, after the Salmonidse. Their flesh also is excellent eating.

CentrarcJms has an oval, compressed body, with two flattened spines to the

operculum, six or more spines to the anal fin ; a single dorsal ; and velvet-

like teeth in both jaws, on the vomer, palatines, and the base of the

tongue. Several species inhabit the waters of the United States ; one of

these, Centrarclnis ceneus, rock-bass, or black sunfish, beincj found in the

waters of the Mississippi, and in the great lakes. This species is also

highly prized for the sport it alTords in fishing. The genus Pomotis is

distinguished from the preceding, mainly by the presence of an opercular,

membranous flap, posterior to the flattened spines. The palatines and

tongue are without teeth. Species of this genus are numerous, and

generally distributed, in North America. They are known as sun-fish,

pumpkin-seed, sun- perch, and bream.
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Another genus of Percoids, Holocentrum, has brilhant and denticulated

scales, a sphious and denticulated operculum, and a preoperculum, with a

well developed spine, projecting posteriorly. A species, H. longipinne

{pi. 83, fig. 1), is Ibund in the American waters. The genus Sphyrcena has

a greatly elongated body, with two separated dorsals. Lower jaw longer

than upper : both with strong teeth. Ventrals posterior to the pectorals.

A species of this genus, »S. barracuda, is found on the southern shores of

the United States, particularly about the Florida reefs, where it is more

dreaded for its ferocity than the shark. It is there called barracuda pike,

or barracuda, and attains a length of six or seven feet. Spliyrccna spet, a

Mediterranean species, is figured \\\ j)l- 83, Jig. 4. A species of Trachinu.<f,

T. draco, sea-cat, or weever {pi. 81, Jig. 12), is much feared for the

injuries it can inflict with its spinous dorsal. A special regulation in

France requires that these spines be cut off before the fish is exposed to

sale. It has not yet been found in American waters. Acerina constitutes

a genus of fresh-water fish, allied to the true perches, but has a single

dorsal fin. Of two species, both European, A.cornua, or the ruffe, is found

in various waters of England and the continent. Its flesh is well esteemed,

but the fish never attains to a large size. Figured m pi. 83, Jig. 10. The
genus Mullns, or mullet, has two separated dorsals, and two cirri at the

symphysis of the lower jaw. The genus is not found in America. PI. 85,

Jig. 7, represents M. baj-hatus.

The next family is that of the Sclerogenid.«, or Triglid/e, with the head

spined and armed in various ways. The suborbital bone is extended more

or less backwards, and articulated to the preoperculum. The genus

Trigla has the operculum and shoulder-plate running out backwards in a

spine ; seven branchiostegous rays, and three detached rays at the base of

each pectoral fin. Trigla lyra, or the piper (/?/. 83, fig. 7), is a rather

rare European species. T. cuculus occurs on the coast of the United

States. More American species are found in the genus Prionoius, closely

allied to Trigla. Dactylopterus has the detached filament of Trigla

greatly elongated, so as to exceed in length the fish itself, and united by a

fin by means of which it can be sustained in the air for a short period of

time. The best known species is D. volitans, or flying-fish, and is shown

m pi. 83, fig. 12. There is another flying-fish, Exoccetus, belonging to the

Esocidce, which is a better flyer than Dactylopterus. The genus Coitus

has a variously-armed head, which is large and depressed ; teeth in both

jaws, and on the front of the vomer ; branchiostegous rays six; two dorsals,

distinct or but slightly connected, ventrals small. Two distinct types of

this genus exist, one with the head strongly ai'med with spines of various

kinds, and the other with the spines few in number, and nearly obsolete.

The latter are all fresh water, the former marine. Numerous species

of fresh water Cottus occur both in Europe and America, all closely

Fesembling each other. They may be distinguished geographically by the

fact, that while the small subcutaneous plates along the lateral line are

continued out to the tail in the European species, in the American they

cease within a short distance (one fourth, perhaps) of the total length, and
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the lateral line extends to the tail only as a light furrow. PI. 84, fg. 5,

represents one of the European species of fresh water Cottus, known as the

bullhead, miller's-thumb, chabot, &c. The salt water species are termed,

provincially, sculpins or bull-heads. Aspidojjhorus has the body octagonal,

and covered with scaly plates ; snout with recurved spines ; no teeth in the

vomer ; two dorsal fins. A. cataphractus {pi. 82, fig. 1) is found both in

Europe and America. The genus Scorpcena resembles Cottus, but has a

compressed head, an undivided dorsal, and palatine teeth ; as also cutaneous

filaments in various parts of the body. S. scropha is represented in pi. 83,

Jig. 5. Somewhat allied to Scorpcmia is the genus Synanceia, a species of

vv^hich, S. hortnda, is shown in pi. 82, Jig. 9. It is from the Indian seas.

The genus Sebastes has some resemblance to the perch, but differs in the

spined operculum and preoperculum. All parts of the head are covered

with scales ; branchiostegous rays seven ; teeth on the jaws, vomer, and

the palatines. Sebastes norvegius, Norway haddock, snapper, or rose fish,

is a highly beautiful fish, of a reddish color, and is taken in deep water,

off the coast of New England and further north. The genus Gasterosteus,

or stickleback, closes the series of those TrigUda; which we have room to

mention here. They have a body without scales, but variously armed with

plates on the sides and back. A variable number of the anterior dorsal

rays occur as separated spines. Ventral fins represented by a single spine.

Branchiostegous rays three. The species of this genus are mostly of small

size, and inhabitants of brackish water
; yet some species occur in perfectly

fresh water. They are highly quarrelsome, active little fish ; and one

European species, at least, is remarkable for constructing a regular nest of

grass. The male perfornis this labor of love, and forces females successively

into the nest, there to deposit their spawn, which he immediately fecundates.

The nest and its contents are watched with the most jealous vigilance by

the male stickleback, who exercises a careful guardianship over the young

after they are hatched. Other species of Gasterosteus will probably be

found to possess the same habit, shared also by some other genera, at least

by Callichthys of South America. PI. 82, Jig. 6, represents the common
European species, Gasterosteus aculeatus.

The third family, Sci^nid.e, exhibits a close parallelism with the PercoidcB.

The vomer and palatines are, however, destitute of teeth, and the head is

generally enlarged by cavernous swellings. The ventral fins are sometimes

scaled.

The first genus with an American representative is Otolittms, charac-

terized by the two dorsals, the weak anal, the absence of barbels, and the

two or three highly developed front teeth. The principal species is

O. regalis, or weak fish, abundant on the whole Atlantic coast. It is called

salt water trout, or simply ti'out on the southern coast. Another species is

called salmon trout. When caught in the latter part of the summer, and

eaten within a few hours after its capture, it is, perhaps, superior in

delicacy of flavor to any salt water American species, excepting the far-

famed sheepshead, and scarcely inferior even to this most delightful of

fish, Corvina differs in the strong second anal spine and the perfectly
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even, velvety teeth. Generally there is a series of larger, equal, and sharp

teeth in the upper jaw. Cormna oscula is found in the interior waters of

North America, where it is generally called " sheepshead." The flesh is

of little value as an article of food. Its southern congener, the C. ocellata, or

red fish, found abundantly in the Gulf of Mexico and about New Orleans,

is much more highly prized in this respect. It bears various names, as

bass, sea-bass, red bass, at different points along the Atlantic coast, and is

occasionally caught as far north as Long Island Sound. Leiostovius has

a feeble anal spine, with minute denticulations in the preoperculum. Teeth

in the jaws equal, and very minute. Pharyngeals paved posteriorly ; two

dorsals. One species, Leiostomus obliquus, known as Lafayette, or crocus,

or chub, is abundant along the middle Atlantic shores of America, and

somewhat esteemed as an article of food. Another, L. xanthu?-us, is found

along the coast of South Carolina, where it is called yellowtail, or yellow

Jack. The genus Umhrina is distinguished from the other Scienoids by

the presence of a cirrus under the symphysis of the lower jaw. Umbrina

nehulosa, or the kingfish, is highly prized as an article of food, being

considered by many the best fish afforded by the New York market.

U. alhurnus is a closely allied species, found along the southern coast of the

United States, called whiting in South Carolina. The genus Pogonias

ditTers from Umhrina, in having several barbules under the jaw. Pogonias

chromis is the well known drum of the Atlantic coast, a fish of very large

size and excellent flavor. P. Fasciatus is the young drum of fishermen.

The next family, the Sparid^e, has unarmed opercles, the head not

cavernous, the palate without teeth, and the jaws not protractile. Branchial

rays not exceeding six. The genus Sargus has cutting incisors in front

of the jaws, somewhat like those of man; the molars rounded. The most

important species is Sargus ovis, the well known sheepshead, a fish among

the first, if not the very first, in America, in point of excellence. It is

caught along the entire Atlantic and Gulf coast, and is occasionallv found

of extreme size. Sheepshead are exceedingly abundant about the Florida

keys, but are there considered very inferior fish. The further north they

are taken, the better the flavor. Other and- smaller species also occur.

The genus Pagi'us has two rows of small rounded molars in each jaw.

Pagrus argyrops is the porgee of the Atlantic, in some estimation for the

table.

The family of Menid^ is similar to the SparidcB, but has a highly

protractile mouth, and occasionally teeth on the vomer, and denticulations

on the preoperculum. There are no American species of any special

interest in this family.

Nature has given to the next family of Labyrinthibranche^ a remarkable

provision, enabling it to leave the water, and ti'avel to a considerable

distance in search of food. The eels, we have shown, possess this power

also, by reason of the smallness of their gill-openings, which can be closed

up very firmly. In the Lahyrinthiforms there is a highly vascular

membrane, folded together in a number of laminae, and occupying the

upper part of the anterior branchial arches. This membrane is highly
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vascular, and appears to serve as a respiratory organ in itself, and also to

intercept and retain water for a considerable time, sufficient to keep the

gills moist during the terrestrial journeys of the fish. An Indian species,

Anabas scandens, or climbing perch {pi. 84, jig. 13), can spend some

considerable time out of the water in search of food. It is even said to

climb inclined trees hanging over the water, but this has been doubted.

Several genera of this curious family are known ; all, however, Asiatic or

African. PI. 85, fg. 6, represents Ophiocephalus striatus, an Indian form.

MuGiLiD^. These have a nearly cylindrical body, with two distinct

dorsal fins, the first with four spinous rays. Ventrals rather behind the

pectorals
;

gills, six-rayed. Head depressed, covered with large scales or

polygonal plates. Teeth very fine. The most conspicuous genus is

Mugil, several species of which occur in the United States. Mugil albula

or the connnon mullet, is caught in great abundance along the whole

southern Atlantic coast of the United States ; where, indeed, it forms a

much esteemed article of food, although rather too fat and rich. The
roe is considered to be an especial delicacy. These fish are caught in

seines throughout the greater part of the year. The genus Atkerina is

composed of small fish, with very pi'otractile mouth, elongated body, two

dorsals far apart, the anterior spinous. A silvery band on the side, ventrals

behind the pectorals. First branchial arch with bony pectinations. This

genus is represented in North America by several species, mostly marine.

The passage to the true Scombridce, or mackerel family, is made by the

NoTACANTHiD.^. The body is long, and supplied with small soft scales
;

snout obtuse, projecting beyond the mouth, which is furnished with fine

close teeth. No true dorsal fin, but a series of free spines on the back,

unconnected by a membrane. Free spines before the anal. Notacanthus

nasus is found in the Greenland seas.

ScoMBRiDiE. This family, in the economical value of its component species,

yields to no others, the Gadidce and Clupeidce not excepted. It embraces

the various mackerels, tunnies, dories, &c., together with many others, of

less general distribution, but of great local abundance and excellence. The
fishes of this family have small scales, so minute, indeed, as to cause the

skin to appear smooth ; the ventrals are without scales, theopercles without

spines or denticulations, the caudal generally large and powerful, and the

intestines mostly with numerous cccca.

At the head of the family stands the genus Scomber, or true mackerel,

characterized by the fusiform elongated body, two small cutaneous crests

on the sides of the tail ; some of the posterior rays of the anal and second

dorsal fins free, forming finlets ; and one row of small conical teeth in the

jaw. Scomber vernalis, or the common mackerel, is very abundant along

the more northern coast of the United States. It is not usually caught in

quantity before the beginning or middle of June, although obtained in

greater or less number along the coast of Massachusetts throughout the

year. This fish is exceedingly voracious, but capricious as voracious,

sometimes biting with the greatest readiness, and at others entirely refusing

the bait. The number and occurrence of mackerel in particular localities
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are also very variable, in some seasons the returns hardly paying the expense

of the expeditions. Some idea of the extent of the trade may be formed

from the fact that, in a single year, upwards of 234,000 barrels were taken

by Massachusetts fishermen alone. A closely allied, but smaller species,

. S. s-rex, or chub-mackerel, is distinguished by a dark spot at the tip of the

lower jaw. S. colias, or the Spanish mackerel, is also much esteemed, but

rarer than the two preceding. It is distinguished from S. vei^nalis by the

fact that the transverse undulations do not cross the lateral line, as in the

latter species. In S. vernalis, also, there is a dusky line beneath the lateral

line, and a black spot at the base of the pectoral and ventral fins. Scomber

vulgaris, or the common European mackerel, is represented in pi. 83,

Jig. 9. The genus Thynnvs, or tunny, is distinguished from Scomber by

the presence of a corselet round the thorax, formed by scales larger

and coarser than those of the rest of the body. There is a bony and

elevated crest on each side of the tail. The anterior dorsal reaches nearly

to the posterior. Numerous finlets behind the dorsal and anal fins. A
single row of small pointed teeth in each jaw. The common tunny,

Thynnus vulgaris, is a mackerel of a gigantic size, and famed for the

excellence of its flesh, which tastes something like lean pork. Fish of this

species are caught in immense numbers in the Mediterranean, and eaten

both fresh and salted. The usual method of preserving them for any

length of time is to cut them into slices, which are packed away in barrels,

with layers of salt interposed. They are generally caught in nets. This

species is of rare occurrence out of the Mediterranean, where it is met

with in great shoals. But few are recorded as being caught ofT the United

States coast; one specimen, taken near Cape Anne, weighed 1000 lbs.,

and was fifteen feet in length. In New England it is known as horse

mackerel and albicore. A European specimen is figured in pi. 83, jig. 8,

A second species, of much smaller size, is found in the Gulf of Mexico. The

bonito is also a species of Thynnus (T.pelamys), differing mainly in several

large longitudinal stripes below the lateral line. It is this species, among

others, which causes the flying-fish to leave the water in order to escape from

its terrible enemy. The flesh is greatly inferior to that of the common tunny.

The genus Pelamys differs from the last, in having strong separated and

pointed teeth. The principal species, P. sarda, also called bonito, is of rare

occurrence in American waters, where it is known as the skip-jack,

especially in Massachusetts. Cybium is without a corselet, and has large

compressed sharp teeth : the palatines with short and even teeth. One

species, C, maculahim, or spotted mackerel, is of rare occurrence on the

American coast. The genus Xiphias, or sword-fish, has a spindle-shaped

body, covered with minute scales, a single elongated dorsal fin, ventrals

wanting, upper jaw elongated, forming a sword-shaped protubei'ance

;

mouth without teeth. This curious genus, represented by Xiphias gladius,

or the well known sword-fish {pi. 81, fig. 13), is generally distributed

throughout the Atlantic, being found on both the European and American

shores. It attains to a great size, being sometimes fifteen feet in length,

and weighing many hundreds of pounds. The flesh, especially of the
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smaller individuals, is highly esteemed, being considered equal to that

of any of the mackerel family. Numei'ous instances are recorded of fish

of this species having struck the snout through, or into, the timbers of a

ship, mistaking it, as is supposed, for a whale, the sword-fish having, it is

said, a great antipathy to this animal. It is highly destructive to other

species, preying on the weaker mackerels to a great degree. The genus
^ Naucrates has a single elongated dorsal, free spinous rays before the dorsal

and anal fins ; sides of the tail carinated ; and numerous small teeth. The
pilot-fish, Naucrates ductor [pi. 83, jig. 6), belongs to this genus. The
pilot-fish, as is well known, possesses the curious propensity of following in

il^he wake of large masses in the water, whether these be vessels or large

marine animals. Instances have occurred of their following ships during a

voyage of eighty or more days. Their attendance upon the shark has

been supposed to be for the purpose of giving warning to their less vigilant

or less acute companion, of the dangers to w^hich it may be exposed. The
interest, however, is probably, in both cases, that of protection against

enemies and starvation. The genus CoryphcBna, has a compressed

elongated body, and a head with a globular outline ; eyes low, near the

angle of the mouth ; dorsal fin rising from the cranium, and extending to

the tail, diminishing in elevation posteriorly. This genus, including the

fishes generally known as dolphins, and celebrated for their beauty, are

mostly inhabitants of mid-ocean, being rarely found off the coasts. Cory-

phcena hippiiris [pi. 84, Jig. 2) is a well known companion of vessels, and

greatly celebrated for the beautiful play of colors which it exhibits when
dying. The dolphins are extremely voracious, and are conspicuous

enemies of the flying-fish ; it is also noted for the extreme velocity of its

motions, a characteristic, however, of nearly all the ScomhridcB. Several

species occur off the American coast, where, however, C. hippuris has not

yet been observed. The genus Temnodon, with the general port of a true

mackerel, is more compressed, and has the second dorsal hisfher and longer

than the anterior dorsal, and with the anal covered by small scales. The
most striking characteristic lies in the possession of a single row, in each

jaw, of large, distinct, com.pressed, and very sharp teeth, which give quite a

formidable feature to the fish. The principal species is T. saltator, the

blue-fish of the northern American waters, the tailor or skip-jack of those

more southern. It is much esteemed both by the angler and the epicure.

The genus Zeus has an oval compressed body, a protractile mouth, and the

dorsal spines with long filaments, as the most striking characteristic.

Zeus faher (pi. 81, Jig. 10) is the well known dory, or John Dory, a

European species much esteemed by epicures. It has a large round black

spot on each side, ascribed by popular superstition to the marks of St.

Peter's thumb, when he took the tribute money out of its mouth. In some
parts of Europe it is called "king of the herrings," from the fact of its

accompanying these fish for the purpose of feeding upon them.

The family of SauAMiPENNEs is readily known by the dorsal and anal

fins, especially the soft portion, being covered with scales. The body is

compressed, and more or less oval or rhomboidal. Teeth setigerous, or
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like fine, close bristles, or cutting. Preoperculum occasionally spinous.

Dorsals either two or one. The Chcetodons, belonging to this family, are

remarkable lor their brilliant colors, the rhomboidal body, and the curious

property possessed by the species, Chebnon rostratus and Toxotes jacu-

lator, of ejecting drops of water, with unerring accuracy, at insects which

may be within a moderate distance of the surface. In China and Java

they are kept in vessels for the amusement afforded in watching the *

dexterity with which they will bring down flies at the distance of several

feet. PL 84:, Jig. 9, represents a common species of Chcetodon, C. auriga.

A few species of ChcBtodon are found in America, especially in the Gulf of

Mexico. The genus Ephippus, represented by two species, is found along

the coast of the United States, where it is known as angel-fish, moon-fish,

three-tailed sheepshead, &c. An American species of Holocanthus, H.

tricolor, found in the Gulf of Mexico, is shown in pi. 82, Jig. 8. Another

genus, Dipterodo7i, contains a single species, D. capensis {pi. 85, Jig. 8),

from the Cape of Good Hope. The genus Amphiprion, a species of which,

A. bifasciatus, is figured in pi. 85, Jig. 9, is, perhaps, more properly referrible

to the family of Scienoids.

The family of T.enioides is closely allied to the Scombridcs, under which

head some authors include it ; the principal distinction consists in the

elongated flattened shape. The genus Trichiurus has the ventrals and

caudal wanting ; the dorsal extending all along the back, which runs out

into a long slender filament. A few small spines represent the anal. The
mouth is well armed and large, the jaw projecting. The general appear-

ance of this genus is that of a bright silver ribbon ; one species, Trichiurus

lepturus, is occasionally caught off' the coast of the United States. In the

West Indies it is called sword-fish, and sometimes attains a length of

twelve or fifteen feet. A remarkable genus, Tracliyjjterus, has the body

ending in a caudal appendage of varied shape, and a second caudal stand-

ing up vertically from the tail. The ventrals are more or less developed.

PL 85, Jig. 11, represents Trachyptej-us spinolcB, from the Mediterranean.

Cepola has a long dorsal and anal, both reaching to the base of the caudal,

which runs out to an acute point. Muzzle short and rotftided. Cepola

ruhescens, in England called band-fish, is represented m pi. 83, Jig. 11.

The family of Tiieuthyd^, with much the same general appearance

with the ScomhridcB, the same armature of the tail, but in different develop-

ment, a horizontal spine before the dorsal, &c., differs in the small non-

jn'otractile mouth, the single row of occasionally dentated trenchant teeth,

the absence of teeth on the tongue and palate, &c., and the single dorsal.

They are also generally herbivorous. The genus Acanthurus has cutting

and serrated teeth, and a strong movable spine in the side of the tail, which

is exceedingly sharp, and capable of inflicting a severe wound when incau-

tiously approached. Several species are found off the coast of the United

States, as A. phlebotomus, A. cccrulus, and A. chirurgus. This latter

species is represented in pZ. 84, fg. 8. The genus Amphacanthus presents

the highly remarkable and indeed unique feature, of an internal spinous

ray to the ventral, as well as the one which is external. There is a con-
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cealed spine before the dorsal fin. Amjphacanthus corallinus {pi. 83, Jig. 3)

is from the Seychelles.

The family of Fistularid^ is characterized by a long tube in the fore

part of the cranium, formed by the prolongation of the ethmoid, vomer,

opercules, pterygoidj and tympanic bones. The mouth is placed at the

extremity, as usual. The ribs are short, or absent. The body is either

cylindrical, as in the Fistularice, or compressed, as in the Centriscus.

The genus Fistularia, known as the tobacco-pipe fish, is represented on

the coast of the United States by several species, which are readily

recognised by their greatly elongated, nearly cylindrical body, the dorsal

far back and opposite to the anal, and the filament proceeding from

between the two lobes of the caudal. The genus Centriscus, in addition

to the tubular snout, has a compressed short body, of which the head forms

the greater portion of the whole. The tubular mouth is probably used in

drawing up their food, as by a syringe. Centriscus scolopax {pi. 81, Jig. 21),

a European species, is called in England snipe or trumpet-fish.

The two next'families, GoBiiDiE and Blenniid^, formerly united into one,

possess a common feature in the slender and flexible character of the

spinous rays. There is also no swimming bladder. While the latter,

however, have the ventral fins either consisting of two rays, or else absent

;

the former have them united into a single sucking-disk, or else very closely

approximated. In the genus Gobius proper, the ventrals are united through-

out their entire length, so as to form a concave sucking-disk. There are

two dorsal fins, the last of which is long. Some of the species are without

visible scales. They are mostly fish of small size, and inconspicuous in

their appearance, many of them belonging to the United States. Gobius

alepidotus, a very rare species, has in several instances been procured, by

inland naturalists, from the empty valves of oysters, into which they must

have crept before the oysters were removed from the bed. The lump-fish,

formerly placed in a distinct family, that of the Discoboli, are repre-

sented by the genera Lepadogaster, Lumpus, and Liparis, the two lattei

possessing American representatives. The former exhibits two disks,

formed, the one by the base of the pectorals, the other by the ventrals.

The dorsal and anal are near the tail. By means of their sucking appa-

ratus these small and otherwise defenceless fish are able to attach them-

selves to sticks and stones, and thus retain a secure hold in a boisterous

sea. In the genus Lumpus the pectorals uniting with the ventrals form a

single disk. The skin of the back is elevated on both sides, so as to

inclose spinous rays in a fleshy ridge. The head and body are short,

stout, and deep. The Lumpus angloru?n, or lump-sucker, is a grotesque-

looking fish, found on the more northern coasts of Europe and America,

possessing the power of adhering to objects in water, with great tenacity,

by means of the sucking-disk. A vessel of water containing several gal-

lons has been lifted up by means of the close attachment of a lump-fish to

the bottom. This is one of the few fish which pay attention to the eggs

after they are discharged. The 'male here, as in most other cases of the

kind, assumes the office of protector ; remaining close to the precious
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deposii, even in the presence of man, or other fish. The young, when
hatched, fasten themselves to the back and sides of the parent, who thus

transports them to safer localities than the shallow water in which the eggs

were deposited. The genus Liparis, found in the seas of Arctic America,

with somewhat the same structure of the sucking-disk as lumpus, is

without the fleshy ridge on the back, and has a more elongated and

smooth body. There is a single, rather lengthened, dorsal fin. Echeneis

is by some included in this family. The genus Callionymus has the ven-

trals separated and broader than the pectorals. The gill-openings are

reduced to a small hole on each side of the nape. There are no species in

American waters.

The first genus of the family Blenniid^. is constituted by Blennius,

with a single elongated dorsal, the ventrals before the pectorals, and dis-

tinct, consisting of two rays, united at the base. Teeth slender, in a single

row. The species of this genus are small, lively fish, living among sea-

weeds, and possessing, some of them at least, curious crests or cirri over

the eyes. They derive their name from the shining mucus with which

their skin is clothed. They are numerous in species on the coast of the

United States, and form several subdivisions of the old Linnaan genus

Blennius proper, P/iolis, Chasmodes, &c. One genus, Zoarces, with the

dorsal, anal, and caudal united, is ovo-viviparous, a peculiarity in all pi'oba-

bility shared with it by others. Of this latter genus there are three

American species. The genus Gunnellus, or butter-fish, has an elongated

compressed body, and the ventrals rudimentary. The most conspicuous

fish of this family, however, is the wolf-fish, or sea-cat, Anarrhichas lupus,

armed more formidably with teeth than any other known species of equal

size. The dorsal fin is composed of simple rays, and extends from the

nape to the tail ; the anal likewise reaches to the tail. The body is smooth

and shining. The palatines, vomer, and mandibles, are armed with stout,

prismatic, grinding teeth, the interior being longer and conical. The wolf-

fish is exceedingly voracious, and is the pest of the Arctic seas, where it

sometimes attains a length of eight feet. It is likewise quite abundant as

far south as Massachusetts, on the one continent, and England, on the

other. The flesh is highly esteemed by some, although from its exceed-

ingly repulsive appearance, it is not often eaten, except by the inhabitants

of Iceland and Greenland.

The conclusion of Miiller's order Acanthopteri is furnished by the family

LoPHHDiE, characterized by the elongation of the carpal bones, upon which

the pectoral fin is supported, as on an arm. The branchial apertures

are small, in the I'orm either of a circular aperture or a vertical slit.

This family includes genera which are among the most repulsive in

appearance of all fishes. Conspicuous in this respect is Lophius, known

by the very large broad head, slender body, broad and thick pectorals, and

other characters. Lophius piscatorius, or the fishing-frog, angler, wide-gap

{pi. 81, fg. 23), found in European waters, and L. aynericanus, are fishes

which attain to a considerable size, and are objects of interest to fisher-

men ; not so much on their own account, as for the other fishes which
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nave been accumulated in their stomachs, and which it is considered worth

the trouble to extract. Their extreme voracity causes them to devour

whatever comes in their way, and as the animals may be several feet in

length, with a breadth of one third the length, the short, wide stomach and

oesophagus readily permit a great accumulation of contents. They retain

life for a long time after being removed from the water. A curious feature

in Lophius consists in the possession of two long-jointed filaments on the

head, possessing great freedom of motion in every direction, and composed

of bone covered by skin, which at the end is dilated into a flattened

appendage. The fish conceals itself in a dense muddiness produced by

the action of its pectoral fins, and elevates these long filaments above its

place of concealment, thus attracting the surrounding fishes to the glit-

tering bait. To this habit it owes its name of fishing-frog. It also exhibits

a peculiar structure of the teeth, which are articulated in such a manner as

to permit them to be pressed back towards the throat, but maintaining an

erect position when they are moved in any other direction. Thus a fish, on

being seized and swallowed, readily passes over these jointed teeth, which

become depressed for the purpose ; but any attempt to return is prevented

by the now erect fangs. A genus Malthea is still more repulsive in

appearance than Lophius, various parts of the body being provided with

fleshy filaments. The mouth is small and inferior. There are three

known American species, some of which possess the power of executing

considerable leaps, when left by the tide on the shore. The genus Ba-

trachus, with somewhat the shape of Lophius, although much smaller and

more elongated, is without filaments, except short ones on the edges of the

lips. The first dorsal is small, the second low and long. The North

American species are three in number, the largest of which, Batrackus tau,

is known as the toad-fish.

The order Plectognathi, distinguished by the internal union of some of

the bones of the head, is composed of three families, the BalistincB, the

OstracionidcE, and the Gymnodontes. The first of these, the Balistin^, is

known by the compressed body and prolonged snout ; the sma^l mouth,

with a few distinct teeth ; the skin roughened by prickles or scales ; the

two dorsals, the first sometimes replaced by a single spine. The ventrals

are often obsolete, and the pelvic bone is prominent. The three principal

North American genera are : Balistes, covered with large scales ; Mona-
canthus, with the scales very small ; and Aluteres, with the skin covered

with small and almost invisible granules.

In the OsTRACiONiD^ the entire body is enveloped by an inferior inflexi-

ble triangular, or quadrangular, long case, composed of numerous plates

soldered together, leaving only apertures for the mouth and fins. There
are no ventral fins, and but a single dorsal. The only North American
genus of this family is Lactophrys, or trunk-fish, of which there are three

species.

The most striking characteristic of the family Gymnodonte-s consists in

the peculiar structure of the teeth. There are either two, or one, in each
jaw, occupying its whole extent in a compact mass, and resembling some-
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what the bill of a parrot. The teeth are compound, composed of numerous

laminas, which are constantly being renewed as they are worn away. In

Diodon there is but one such compound tooth, occupying the whole of

each jaw : the skin is armed with slender prickles, or stout spines. Several

species are known in the United States, the most abundant of which is D.

maculo-striatus, or the balloon-fish. D. punctatus {pi. 81, fig. 19) is a

common species of tropical waters. In Tetraodon the single tooth appears

to be divided in each jaw by a deep incision, producing four pieces in the

mouth. The body is not cased in an inflexible coat, as Diodon, and the

dermal appendages are less highly developed. Some species of the genus

will inflate themselves to a great extent by swallowing air and causing it to

pass into a sac immediately beneath the skin : irritating them will cause

them to exhibit this property. When thus inflated they become much
lighter than the water, and float about on the surface. The spines with

which the body is provided then stand up erect, and furnish a secure guard

to the animal. These same remarks apply, in a less degree, to Diodon.

One species of Tetraodon is electrical, T.electricus. PL 81, Jig. 20, repre-

sents T. lagoceplialus. Four species are known in American waters.

The remaining genus Orthagoriscus is composed of fishes which appear

to have had the tail abruptly cut off. The jaws are undivided, as in

Diodon, but the skin is not capable of inflation. The high dorsal and anal

are united to the caudal. The largest species, Orthagoriscus mola, known
as the sunfish, or head-fish, is occasionally caught off the coast of the

United States. It is a fish of large size, weighing sometimes as nmch as

400 lbs.

The order Lophohranchii, characterized by having the gills in small

tufts instead of being pectiniform, is composed of two families, the Syngna-

THiD^ and the HippocAMPiOiE, both much restricted in their genera and

species. Considering them most conveniently as one family (as we may
here), we find three prominent genera, Syngnathus, Hippocampus, and

Pegasus. The genus Syngnathus embraces fishes with a tubular snout,

somewhat like that of the Fistularidae : the body generally straight and

elongated, and the ventrals absent. The whole body covered with plates.

The most curious feature consists in the possession by the male of a false

pouch under the tail, into which the ova are conveyed by the female, and

there hatched ; being retained for a considerable time before final expul-

sion. This is the case in Syngnathus acus {pi. 81, fg. 16). In Syngnathus

ophidion {pi. 81, fig. 15) the eggs are merely attached beneath the abdo-

men, and not protected by lateral folds of the skin. One species, S.

peckianus, or pipe-fish, is known on the coast of the United States. In

Hippocampus, called the sea-horse, the body is broader and shorter ; the

tail, however, is slender : there are no ventral and caudal fins ; and an anal

only in the females. One species, H. hudsonius, is frequently thrown up

on the Atlantic beaches of the United States. Pegasus has long, broad

pectorals, and a mailed body, which is shorter and stouter than that of the

preceding. The dorsal and anal fins are opposite. The mouth is placed

at the end of a salient snout, but is inferior, not terminal. One of the most
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peculiar species of Pegasus is P. draco {pi. 81, fig. 17), from the Indian

seas.

The order of fishes we have now to consider is one of the most

interesting in the whole department of Ichthyology. It includes forms,

which, predominating exclusively at the dawn of vertebrate creation,

have long since passed away, leaving nothing but the casts or imper-

fect skeleton remains to bear witness of animals which once inhabited

the waters of a Palaeozoic age. But few genera of any of these families

remain to testify as to what was once the rule, and not, as now, the

exception in nature. We may, with some authors, divide all fishes into

Teleostei, Ganoidei, and Selachii. The Teleostei are fishes with a bony

skeleton, the bones of the head being also united by sutures. Other

characters are to be found in the structure of the heart, where the bulbus

arteriosus is simply an expansion of the aorta, and does not, as in the

Ganoids and Selachians, pulsate independently. There are no traces of

the transverse fasciculi of the heart, but only pale fasciculi of soft fibres,

which taper gradually into an uniform layer of the artery. There are

also two opposite valves, separating the bulbus from the heart. The
Cyclostomes have these valves, but are without the swelling of the bulb.

Deferring for the present the consideration of the comparative peculiarities

of the Selachian division, we proceed to the Ganoidei, the second division

of this classification, the ninth order of the one we have already adopted.

They form a true bond of union between the Teleostei and the Selachii,

having properties common to both. Their most conspicuous external

characters are the possession of angular bony or horny scales, covered

with enamel. Their internal peculiarities consist in the multiple valves

and the muscular investment of the aorta, in the non-decussating optic

nerves, in the free gills and operculum, and in the abdominal ventral fins.

Other characters no less important, but more variable in their appearance,

are to be found in the single or double series of spinous plates or imbrica-

tions in the interior edge of the tail, and in the inequilobal or heterocercal

tail, a structure in which the vertebral column, instead of running out to

the middle of the caudal fin, has its termination in the upper lobe. This

feature is highly characteristic of the Plagiostomes of the present day.

Some of these, besides the pseudo-branchiae, have an additional organ of

respiration in an opercular gill. Finally, to the above mentioned charac-

ters are to be added more or less of the following : the spiral valve in the

intestine, the air-duct of the swimming bladder, the discharge of the ova

from the abdominal cavity through tubes, and the partly imperfect

skeleton ; as also the tubular, angular, or round enamelled scales, or bony

plates, where any covering whatever exists.

Thus of cartilaginous fishes, they have the accessory gill before the first,

the spiracles ; the valves and muscles of the aorta, the vascular distribution

of the pseudo-branchiae, the oviducts, and the peculiarity of the optic nerves.

Of osseous, or bony fishes, they have these characters : the structure of the

nose, the operculum, and the free gills. There is a swimming bladder in

all Ganoids, with a free air-diict, and without a 7'ete mirahile.
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It has already been mentioned that most Ganoids are only known from

their fossil remains. The living genera and species are few in number

:

the Amies and Lepidostei of North America, the Polypterus of Africa, and

the Stm'geons of both hemispheres, being all that now exist. A convenient

division of the Ganoids is into those with a bony skeleton, Holostei, and

those with a cartilaginous skeleton, Chondrostei. In the Holostei, while

the entirely bony character of the skeleton is the rule, yet an exception is

found in some genera, in which ossified ribs and spinous processes are

attached to a cartilaginous chorda. The ganoid scales are of various

character, and in the first family the scales are even cycloid ; other

features, however, still retaining it among the Ganoids. A progression also

is observable in the really Ganoid scale. At first it is rounded, and with a

very slight coating of enamel ; then this thickens, and the scale becomes

more and more angular, still retaining the imbricated character. Finally,

the scales become angular plates, in which a pin in the upper edge of one

fits into a depression in the lower border of another immediately above, the

whole thus riveted together, as it were, into a coat of mail.

The first family of the Holostei is that of Amiad^, the type of which is

Amia, a genus of fishes exclusively confined to North America. Most

species of this family, as of most of the Holostei, are extinct, the recent

being only those which belong to the above mentioned genus, and to

Butyrinus, if this be properly included. The title of Amia to a distinct

position, as the type of a family, airfong the Ganoidce, instead of forming, as

heretofore, one of the Clupeidce, is mainly to be found in the five or six

valves in the aorta. The Amiadce have an elongated, nearly cylindrical

body, with a rounded or emarginated sub-homocercal caudal, one dorsal

fin, variable in position, and flexible rounded, or subangular, mailed or

imbricated scales. The jaws are provided with conical teeth, of greater or

less size. The fishes of this family first appear in the Jura, occurring in

small number in the Lias. Extending through the middle Jura, they

disappear as fossil forms in the Cretaceous, leaving only Am,ia as their now
living representative. None occur fossil in America, except a species of

Aspidorkynchus, probably found in South America. The genus Amia,

with the general characters already referred to, has the head exhibiting

conspicuous sutures ; a long dorsal and a short anal ; a long buckler

between the branches of the lower jaw ; branchiostegal rays 12 ; conical

teeth in the jaw, within which are smaller paved teeth. The head is short

and rounded ; the nostrils have tubular appendages. The most conspicuous

feature in the Amias is, however, to be found in the air-bladder, which is

sub-divided into small cells exhibiting a structure very similar to that

of some Reptilia. It is in this genus that the homology of the lung of

the air-breathing vertebrate, with the air-bladder of the fish, is most clearly

established. Amias, of which eight or ten species are known, all live more

or less in the muddy bottoms of sluggish streams or ditches ; and are

generally shunned as repulsive objects unfit for food. They have been

found throughout the United States, excepting in those rivers (and their

tributaries) which empty into the Atlantic, between the St. Lawrence
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and the lower part of Chesapeake Bay. They are called bow-fin

in Lake Champlain, dog-fish in Lake Erie, mud-fish in South Caro-

lina, &c.

The next family, the Sauroidei, embraces but two genera, Lepidosteus

and Polypterus, both recent. The genus Lepidosteus is confined to North

America, where it is represented by about ten species peculiar to different

sections of country. There are two types of structure in Lepidosteus, one

with broad short jaws, the other with the jaws very narrow and elongated.

The dorsal is single, and placed far back opposite to the anal ; and the

whole appearance, at first sight, is not unlike a pike, for which reason one

species was called by Linnaeus Esox osseus, or bony pike. The air-

bladder presents a cellular character, somewhat like that of Amia. The
principal osteological features consist in the vomer being divided into two

;

an upper jaw composed of many pieces, a lower jaw similar in structure to

some Reptilia, as also in the vertebrae, one of whose articulations is convex,

the other concave. There are two series of imbricated spines on the

anterior ray of each fin, the remaining rays being jointed. The scales are

combined into an impenetrable coat of mail, of almost adamantine

hardness ; and the jaws being provided with large conical teeth, with smaller

ones interspersed, and on the vomer, give the gar-fish, or gar-pike, a truly

formidable appearance. Gars attain a large size, especially the broad-billed

species, which has been known to measure ten feet in length. When of

proportions like this, it justly deserves the name of " Alligator Gar," from

the striking resemblance borne by the head to that of the alligator. It

would carry us too far out of our limits to extend these observations to the

remaining structural peculiarities of this highly remarkable and unique

genus, which ranges the waters of America, an isolated memorial of a past

generation.

The genus Polypterus, by some justly made the type of a distinct family,

consists of four species, found only in the rivers of Africa. The most

striking external feature, by which it is distinguished from its nearest

ally, the preceding genus, is to be found in the great number of separate

finlets along the back^ each consisting of a spine with some posterior rays.

The body is enveloped in mailed scales, of great hardness, as in Lepidosteus.

The upper jaw is undivided ; the lower, fish-like, not reptilian ; the vomer is

simple ; the vertebrae bi-concave ; and the fins without imbrications.

The remaining families of the Holostean ganoids are all extinct ; and

we shall .therefore confine ourselves to a brief synopsis only of their

characters. But few of the species, hitherto described, belong to North

America : these will be referred to in the proper place.

The RosTRATi have a greatly elongated body, the head running out into

a narrow snout. The vertebral column is not much developed, only the

heaJ and the ribs being ossified. The dorsal and anal fins are of great

developtnent. The scales are variable in shape and number.
The Pycnodontes were fish of medium, or considerable size, with a short,

high, and much compressed body. The caudal fin alone is well developed
;

the dorsal and anal, which begin in the middle of the body and extend to
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the caudal, are composed of weak rays. The ventrals are mostly wanting.

In addition to smaller teeth, variously situated, the lower jaw and the roof

of the mouth bear several series of broad depressed teeth, increasing in

extent, as they occur further back in the mouth. The surface of these teeth

is sometimes smooth, sometimes furrowed, and either flat, convex, or

concave. The roots of the teeth, which possess an internal cavity, are

firmly fixed to the jaw. There are strong sternal ribs, and peculiar slender

bones in the nape. The scales are of considerable size, of a thick rhom-

boidal shape. None of the Pycnodontes have as yet been found in North

America.

The family of the Lepidotini embraces species of slender form and

powerful build, whose anterior fin-edge is provided with a double series of

fulcra, or imbricated scales, as in Lepidosteus. The inner dental series

sometimes have expanded obtuse teeth, the outer exhibits them conical and

slender. The caudal fin is always highly developed, attached obliquely,

and with the base of the upper lobe covered with small scales. The ventrals

are small, the pectorals well developed, and the dorsal of moderate size.

The genera of this family fifst present themselves in the Jura, and disap-

pear at the beginning of the Tertiary. None belong to North America.

In the family Monostichii the antei'ior fin rays are provided with a simple

series of fulcra, which rest by two branches upon the main ray. The body

is more and more developed in a vertical direction. All the fins are feebly

developed, the caudal most so. The scales diminish remarkably in size,

from the sides, where they are greatest and higher than long, towards the

back, belly, and tail : becoming equilateral ly rhomboidal, or lozenge-shaped.

The teeth are acutely conical, or bluntly cylindrical.

The DiPTERfNi HOMocERci are distinguished from all the preceding families by

the two dorsal fins, and from the succeeding by the homocercal or equilobed

character of the tail. This is generally highly developed at the expense of

the other fins, which appear small in proportion. The forked dorsal fin-rays

rest upon the intercalary spines, which in turn are supported immediately

by the spinous processes. The head is of moderate size, and the jaws

armed with strong, paved, or conical teeth.

DiPTEUiNi iiETERocERci have the double dorsal of the preceding, and a

slightly developed, always heterocercal, or inequilobed tail. The bases of

all the fins are encompassed by smaller scales ; and the anterior ray, instead

of fulcra, sustains small close pressed jointed rays, which sometimes form

alone the upper lobe of the caudal fin. The body is generally elongated,

and the jaws armed with a series of conical teeth, of equal or unequal size.

The thin scales pass from rhomboidal to cyc'oidal in shape, in which latter

case they are imbricated over the body. From the confitruration of head,

they exhibit a remarkable approximation to the living ganoids.

In the family of Acanthodii we find the same heterocercal tail as in the

preceding ; but the anal fin is simple, and the anterior dorsal soon disap-

pears. Both these median fins, as well as the lateral, have a first strong

elon'Tated spine, with neither fulcra nor jointed rays, thus distinguishing the

crenera of this family from all other ganoids. The exceedingly small scales
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give to the skin an appera'ance like shagreen. Under the lens they

seem to be of a rhomboidal form, with the characteristic enamel. The

body is generally fusiform, compressed. The head large and broad,

the jaws broad, and armed with conical teeth, and opening widely.

The family is represented, in North America, by a single species af

Acanthodes. The genus is recognised by the projecting lower jaw,

the absence of an anterior dorsal, the small caudal, and the very

minute scales. The small ventrals lie close together in the middle line

of the body and in the middle line of the belly, and the dorsal

stands opposite to the somewhat larger anal. The species Acanthodes

sulcatus, from the carboniferous of New Haven, has regularly rhom-

boidal scales, with an arched enamelling, and vertically diagonal broad

furrows.

In the Heterocerci monopterygii, the larger scales, and the absence

of a strong spine in the lateral finS; form the distinctive feature in

respect to the preceding family; and the single dorsal separates it

from the one before that. The positive characters of the family are

very variable ; the teeth, however, are generally small and acutely

conical, rarely obtuse. The rhomboidal scales are never imbricated. The

fulcra on the fin borders are almost always present. It is in this family that

most of the American Holostei are included. In the genus Euri/notus, the

dorsal extending over nearly the whole back, with its elongated first ray, is

situated anterior to the anal; the body is rather slender; the pectorals are

greatly elongated, the ventrals moderate. The head is rather small, the

jaws armed with very minute obtuse teeth, the scales of medium size.

Eurynotus tenuiceps, from the new red sandstone of Sunderland, Mass.,

and Middletown, Conn., and E. jiinhrialus, from New Haven, are the

American species.

The extensive genus Palceoniscus embraces fish of moderate size, with

fins of no great development. The body is elongated, or slender, or com-

pact. The head is small and rounded ; the mouth deeply cleft, the jaws

well supplied with small card teeth ; the operculum large and broad, the

preoperculum strongly curved. The scales vary in form and si^e, but

always have a rhomboidal outline. The pectorals and ventrals are not

much developed, the short anal more so, and still moi'e the long rayed

dorsal. The caudal is deeply cleft, and perfectly heterocercal. The
American species are : Palceoniscus fiiltus, from Sunderland, Mass., Durham
and Middletown, Conn., Pompton and Boonton, New Jersey. P. carinatus,

New Haven, P. agassizii and P. ovatus, Middletown, Durham, and West-

field, Conn. ; Sunderland, Mass. ; Boonton and Pompton, N.J. P. macro-

pterus, Sunderland, Middletown, Durham, and Boonton. The genus

Amhlypterus, with some affinities with Palceoniscus, exhibits a greater

development of fins, and a longer and broader body. The fin rays are thin,

short jointed, and split only at the end. The ventrals are anterior to the

middle of the body, the dorsal in the middle, the extended anal only a little

behind it. The moderate scales are rhomboidal, smooth, or furrowed. The
head is provided with large orbits and opercular pieces, the powerful jaws
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are furnished with card teeth. The American species are : Amhlypteriis

nemoptej-us and A. punctatus, from New Haven.

We now proceed to take up the consideration of the cartilaginous

(jranoids, or the Chondrostei, which are represented in the Hving fauna by

the Stuj'ionidce, and are characterized by the cartilaginous vertebral column,

and by other features, which will appear in the description of the families.

The genera of the Sturionid^ are all found in America, two of them being

peculiar to it.

In Polyodon the snout is enormously prolonged, and much dilated, and,

together with the head, is nearly as long as the body. The gape of the

mouth is very wide, and the operculum is prolonged behind into a

membranous flap, this reaching beyond the middle of the fish. The tail,

as ir all Chondrostei, is highly heterocercal, and the skin entirely naked.

The single species Polyodon folium, is an inhabitant of the waters of the

Mississippi, where it attains to a size of five feet, although usually not more

than one or two. It bears the various names of spoonbill, spade-, paddle-, or

shovel-fish, and is by some considered a great delicacy for the table. The
teeth are very distinct when young ; but when old, the species become

edentulous, in which state it has been mistaken for a different form.

In Acipenser the fusiform body is prolonged into an acute snout,

projecting beyond the transverse protractile mouth, and with several

depending cirri. The skin is furnished with several rows of large plates,

more or less developed, with ganoid granules, or smaller plates, interspersed.

or the larger plates there is one row on the back, one on each side, and

two or more on the belly. The preoperculum is absent, and the caudal

termination of the vertebral column is provided with a fin above. The

sculpture on the head, and the arrangement and character of the plates,

fuinish good specific characters. The American species of this mostly

fluviatile species have not yet been distinctly defined ; the number,

however, is quite considerable. They bear the generic name of sturgeons,

and attain to a great size. The oil is sometimes collected for economical

purposes, and the flesh by some is highly esteemed. On the Hudson river

it is called "Albany beef," from its frequent exposure in the markets of

that city. The European Acipenser ruthenus, and A. sturio, are repre-

sented in pi. SI, Jigs. 24 and 25. It may perhaps be worthy of mention,

that most of the isinglass of commerce is furnished by the air-bladders of

sturgeons. In the genus Scaphirhynchus, found associated with Polyodon,

we have a much greater development of the dermal plates than in

Acipenser. The posterior half of the body is entirely embraced by these

sharply angular plates, and is of a remarkably depressed, though highly

attenuated form. The upper edge of the caudal extremity of the body is

bordered by imbricated scales, instead of regular fin-rays. The snout,

also, is broader, and more shovel-shaped than in Acipenser, and the whole

fish more slender. But one species, the Scaphirhynchus platirhynchus, or

shovel-fish of the Mississippi waters, is known.

The remaining families of the Chondrostei are composed of entirely

extinct species, and among them we find the oldest forms known to the
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palaeontologist. The family of Cephalaspides exhibited features so bizarre,

as to cause them to be placed anywhere else than among fishes : it was

Agassiz who first recognised their true character, and placed them in the

position to which they properl}' belong. The essential character is to be

found in the broad, tesselated, bony plates, which encircle the head and a

part of the trunk. The form, number, and arrangement of these, vary

greatly in the different genera, although they possess one general character

in the enamel coating, the smooth inner face, and the variously marked or

granulated exterior. The head is covered by a simple or compound,

always liat, buckler, of various characters. The body, like the head, is

flat, and variously covered with plates. The fins exhibit a peculiar

development, the ventrals are entirely absent, the pectorals of a narrow

rayless plate, situated behind the head, produced more or less into a wing.

With a single exception, the caudal fin is entirely wanting, and the dorsal

and anal, when developed, never attain to any considerable size. In the

structure of the skeleton they exhibit some close affinities to the sturgeons.

No species have as yet been found in North America.

The concluding family of the Chondrostei, Holoptychii, is composed of

fishes with slender and powerful bodies, thick heads, wide jaws, and well

developed fins. The jaws are furnished with small, sharp teeth, at the

edge, and with a few others that are very large, strongly conical, at

considerable distances apart ; these, with the fins, indicate a highly

predacious character. All the teeth are covered with vertical folds, which

become lost towards the apex. The scales, in form and arrangement,

resemble those of the true cycloids, and overlap each other in oblique

series. Their coating of enamel, however, indicates clearly their ganoid

structure. Even the bones of the head are covered with enamel, and

variously sculptured on the surface. The fin rays and bones, as far as

these exist, possess internal cavities, an unique character peculiar to these

fish. The genera belong to the old red sandstone and the Devonian, but it

is doubtful whether any species, either of this family or of the preceding,

occur in North America. The reported occurrence of Holoptychius

7iohilissimus in Pennsylvania and New York wants confirmation.

Before commencing the consideration of the trul}^ cartilaginous fishes

forming the division Selachii, as distinguished from the Teleostei and

Ganoidei, it will be necessary to dwell for a moment upon the ninth order

of the tabular classification placed at the head of our article, and

constituted by a single family, the Sirenoidei. This family includes two

species, of, perhaps, two different genera, the Lspidosiren paradoxa from

Brazil, and Lepidosiren, perhaps Protopterus annectens, from the Gambia
River, Africa. By most Continental naturalists the Lepidosiren is

considered to be a reptile, while Professor Owen is confident as to its

icbthyal character. It in fact combines the characters of both reptile and

fish, to a most remarkable degree, the African species inclining more to the

latter, the South American to the former. Deferring further consideration

of the subject until we come to the class of Reptiles, we proceed to the

subject of the Selachii, above referred to.
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The genuine cartilaginous fishes are distinguished from the two other

grand divisions by the undivided skull, with independent jaws, by the

coverina: of all the cartilao-es with a fine mosaic of tessellated particles of

bone, by the fixed gills with spiracles, by the presence of branchial bones,

bv the absence of gill covers, by the extension of the labyrinth of the ear

out to the skin, and by the structure of the organs of generation.

In spite of all these difterences, however, there are, as already mentioned,

many analogies between the Selachii and the Ganoidei, these consisting of

the number of valves in the aorta, the muscular investment of the bulbus

arteriosus, which pulsates like a true heart, and of other features already

mentioned. The most striking diiference lies in the peculiar sexual

apparatus of the former. The Selachians of the present day are divided

into two orders, the Plagiostomi and Holocephali. The former have

distinct jaws, and a well defined, often entirely osseous, column of vertebrae.

In the Holocephali, or ChiincBrcB, the jaws are fused to the skull, and the

vertebral column is only a soft vertebral cord. The two divisions are

represented by both fossil and recent forms in variable proportion.

The Holocephali. in addition to the characters already mentioned, have a

single lateral gill opening ; two dorsal fins, the first being a simple dentated

spine ; the tail running out into a fine thread. The teeth are composed of

great plates, which rest upon the uninterrupted anteriorly prolonged base

of the skull ; upon the lower jaw they articulate in the cartilage of the

skull. The two living forms are Chimara and Callorhynchus, the former

well deserving the name. The ChimcBra has a simply conical snout, the

second dorsal immediately behind the first, and extending to the tip of the

tail, which is drawn out into a long filament. ChimcBra mo?istrosa, the

only species, is abundant in the Arctic seas. Callorhynchus has a fleshy

appendage to the snout ; the second dorsal commences over the ventrals,

and terminates opposite to the subcaudal fin. The single species, Callo-

rhynchus australis, is a native of the Antarctic Ocean.

The order Plagiostomi has a cartilaginous cranium, in which the

individual parts are not recognisable ; cartilaginous dentigerous jaws

attached to the cranium, also by cartilages. The face is prolonged

anteriorly ; and in its under side, at a greater or less distance from the

extremity, opens the broad transverse mouth, near to which are five or

moi-e lateral spiracles or gill openings, before it the two nasal fossa. The

vertebral column always exhibits greater or less indication of transverse

separation. Ventrals and pectorals are always present, but like the other

fins they are soft and fleshy. The external investment consists of shagreen,

or of small plates variously modified. The teeth are placed on the roof of

the mouth and the lower jaw. The swimming bladder is wanting, and the

intestine is provided with a spiral valve. We distinguish two principal

divisions, or sub-orders, Squalidce, sharks, with the branchial fissures lateral,

eyelids free, scapular arch incomplete, pectoral fins distinct from the head,

body slender, fusiform ; and Raiadce, or rays, fish with depressed body,

spiracles, five branchial fissures on the ventral surface of the body, beneath

the pectoral fins, the upper eyelid grown to the eye, or eyelids absent,
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the scapular arch complete, and the pectoral fins continuous with the

head.

Sub-07'der 1. SqualidcB.

A. Two dorsal fins, one anal. First dorsal above, or posterior to the

ventral.

Fam. 1. ScYLLiNi. With spiracles, and no nictitating membrane; five

branchial fissures ; an oral groove
;
pectorals bi'oad ; anal anterior, posterior,

or inferior to the second dorsal. Caudal elongated, truncate, or rounded at

the extremity. No caudal furrow. Teeth with a median cone, and one to

four lateral denticles. Colors lively. Ex. : Scyllium, Pristiurus. Recent

genera seven.

B. Two dorsal fins, and one anal. First dorsal between the pectoral and

ventral.

a. Without spiracles, and with a nictitating membrane.

Fam. 2. Carchariadini. Teeth triangular, flat, with cutting edges,

smooth, or denticulated. Anal fin opposite the second dorsal, or nearly so.

A small triangular notch generally present, above and below the base of the

caudal fin. The nostrils have generally a small triangular valve at the

upper border. Convolution of the intestinal valve, longitudinal, not helicoid.

Scales small, skin smooth. Ex. : Carcharias, with five sub-genera {Pi'i-

onodon obscurus, United States), Sphyrna. S. zygcena is the c^ious

hammer-headed shark. Several species of the genus are found fossil in the

United States. PL 84, jig. 1, represents Carcharias verus ; pi. 81, jig. 26,

Sphyrna malleus, the hammer-headed shark of Europe.

Fam. 3. Tri^enodontini. Valve of the nostrils broad, or even prolonged

into a cirrus. Teeth much as in Scyllini. Anal and second dorsal nearly

opposite. Caudal notches or furrows, present, or absent. Scales with three

to seven ridges. Ex. : Tricenodon.

b. With, both nictitating membrane and spiracles.

Fam. 4. Galeini. Spiracles small, longitudinal, or round. Teeth in both

jaws equal, flat, with cutting edges ; the jaws oblique externally, anal

nearly opposite to the second dorsal. The upper lobe of the caudal fin with

one or two notches anterior to the extremity. Convolutions of intestinal

valve either longitudinal or helicoid. Scales small, three-ridged, with

a central point. Ex. : Galeus.

Fam. 5. ScYLLioDONTiNi. Snout obtuse. Valve of nostril broad, and

tolerably long. Spiracles moderate. Teeth as in Scyllini, one large

central fang, with several lateral at the base. Shape of the fins as in

this family, the lower lobe abortive, and the caudal furrow wanting.

Ex. : Triakis.

Fam. 6. MusTELiNi. Spiracles large. Nictitating membrane appearing

like a duplicature of the lower eyelid. Teeth depressed, without point or

cutting edge, as in Raiadce. First dorsal nearly intermediate between

pectorals and ventrals. Valve of intestine helicoid. Ex. : Mustelus.

c. Nictitating membrane wanting, spiracles present.
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Fam. 7. Lamnini. Branchial apertures large, and anterior to the

pectorals. Caudal furrows evident. Caudal fin semilunate. A ridge on

each side of the tail. Spiracles very small. Intestinal valve helicoid.

Second dorsal, and the anal smal], and opposite to each other. Ex. : Lamna,

Oxyrhina, Selache. S. maxima is the gigantic basking shark of the coast

of the United States.

Fam. 8. Odontaspidin[. Branchial apertures large, all anterior to the

pectorals. Anal and second dorsal large. Upper lobe of the caudal fin

elongated, as in Carcharias. The lateral ridge of Lamnini is wanting.

Ex. : Odoyitaspis.

Fam. 9. Alopiadini. Snout short and conical. Spiracles very small.

INostrils small, with a small valve at the upper border. No labial cartilage.

Branchial apertures small, the last standing over the pectorals. Teeth

triangular, flat, with cutting undenticulated margins, the same in both jaws.

Anal and second dorsal opposite, very small. Upper lobe of caudal fin

very long ; a furrow at its base. Intestinal canal helicoid. Ex. : Alopias.

Fam. 10. Cestracionini. Mouth at the anterior border of the snout.

Nostrils extending to the mouth. Distinct spiracles. A spine before each

dorsal. Ex. : Cestracion. The single living species, C. phillipsii, or Port-

Jackson shark, is of great interest on account of the peculiarities of its

anatomical structure, which exhibit a close relation to many extinct forms.

Fam. 11. Rhinodontini. Mouth and nostrils at the anterior extremity of

the flat head. Teeth exceedingly small, conical, very numerous. Spiracles

very small. Ex. : Rhinodon.

c. An anal, and but one dorsal.

Fam. 12. Notidani. A median tooth in the lower jaw. Ex. : Hep-

tanchus, Hexanchus.

d. Anal fin absent.

Fam. 13. Spinicini. A spine before each dorsal. Ex. : Acanthias,

Spinax. PI. 81, Jig. 27, represents Spinax acanthias.

Fam. 14. Scymnini, Dorsal fins without spines. Ex. : Scymnus.

Fam. 15. SauATiNiNi. Pectoral fins very broad, the base extending to

the head, but separated by a fissure. At the bottom of this fissure are

situated the branchial apertures, which follow in close succession, and are

«)nly separated by membranous laminae. Ex. : Squatina.

Suh-order 2. Raiadce.

Fam. 16. Pribtidini. Body elongated ; snout prolonged into a long

saw, with teeth implanted in the two edges. Ex. : Fristis. PfHstis anti-

quorum is the saw-fish found in various parts of the globe {pi. 82, Jig. 2).

Fam. 17. Rhinobatini. Body rhomboidal, elongated ; tail thick, fleshy
;

dorsal fins two, remote ; caudal fin terminal ; teeth minute, paved, arranged

in quincunx. Ex. : Rhinohatus.

Fam. 18. Torpedinini. Body orbicular ; head margined by the extended

pectorals ; tail thick, depressed at the base, moderately long, the fin termi-

nal, large, triangular ; teeth small, acute ; a peculiar electrical apparatus in
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the anterior part of the body. Ex. : Torpedo. An American species of

this family has recently been described.

Fam. 19. Rajini. Head margined by the broad pectoral fins ; body

rhomboidal ; tail slender, elongated ; two dorsal fins ; teeth slender, nume-

rous, polymorphous, arranged in quincunx. Ex. : Raia, Uraptera. The
species of Raia are numerous in various parts of the world. Raia hatis is

represented in pi. 85, Jig. 1.

Fam. 20. Trygonini. Head margined by the broad pectorals; tail slen-

der, with a strong serrated spine ; teeth minute, paved, arranged in quin-

cunx. Ex. : Trygon.

Fam. 21. Anacanthini. Similar to the last, but without the caudal

spine. Ex. : Anacanthus.

Fam. 22. Myliobatini. Head ovate, separate from the broadly acu-

minate pectoral fins ; tail very slender, elongated ; dorsal fin with a strong

serrated spine ; teeth large, paved somewhat like mosaic. Ex. : Myliohatis,

JEtobatis, Rhinoptera.

Fam. 23. Cephalopterini. Head truncate, with foliaceous appendages

on each side ; pectorals very broad, laterally extended ; tail very slender,

elongated ; dorsal fin with a serrated spine ; teeth minute. Ex. : Cep/ia-

loptera. Species of this family, some of them of immense size, are taken in

Delaware Bay, as well as on other parts of the coast of the United States.

They are universally known to American fishermen by the name of

' devil-fish," and individuals have been captured measuring eighteen feet

across the back.

Fish belonging to the family Trygonini, above referred to, abound in the

sounds which extend along the coast of New Jersey, where they are called

"sting-rays," or more commonly "sting-rees." They have been known to

inflict severe, and often very dangerous wounds, with the spine of the tail,

when handled incautiously.

In the above enumeration of the families of the Selachii we have

departed from our usual custom of illustrating the different sections by

special reference to North American genera and species. Unfortunately,

the materials at our command, owing to the little attention paid to the sub-

ject by American naturalists, are too scanty to permit any accurate com-

parisons or indications of the kind desirable. The fossil species have

recently been ably worked up by Dr. R. W. Gibbes in a monograph pub-

lished in the Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences. From this

valuable paper we find that there are 6 fossil species of Carcharodon, 6 of

Galeocerdo, Hemipristis 1, Glyphis 1, Sphyrna 3, Notidamis 1, Lamna 9,

Otodus 7, O.xyrhina 9, Pristis 1, Spinax 1, Hyhodus 1, Myliobatis 2
;

making 13 genera, and 48 species.
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.

VERTEBRATA.

Class II. Reptilia.

The Reptilia are cold-blooded vertebrates like fishes, but are distinguished

from these by the pulmonary respiration, the heart with three chambers,

the presence of organs of motion other than fins, and by various other

points of organization.

The circulation of the blood is incomplete ; less complete even than in

fishes. The heart consists of two auricles and one ventricle. The
venous blood, collected from the various parts of the body, accumulates in

the vena cava, and thence passes into the right auricle. From the right

auricle it passes into the single ventricle, and by it is impelled through the

aorta into all parts of the body. A small branch leads to the lungs, and

the blood when purified is returned to the left auricle, which drives it into

the ventricle. This ventricle thus receives venous blood from one auricle,

arterial from the other, and it is a mixture of this kind which is distributed

through the body. The naked skin of the Batrachian reptiles serves a

good purpose in the decarbonization of the blood, owing to the extensive

distribution of bloodvessels immediately on the under side of the skin.

The blood of Reptilia is characterized by the possession of the largest

globules to be found in the entire vertebrate sub-kingdom. These, in the

tailed batrachians, as Sir'en, &c., are distinctly visible to the naked eye.

As in fishes and birds these globules are elliptical in outline ; in mammalia,

with the single exception of the CamelidcB, they are circular.

The lungs lie free in the abdominal cavity ; these, with the heart, not

being separated from the other viscera by a diaphragm. The cells of the

lungs are of greater or less subdivision ; in many of the North American

Salamandrcc they are mere sacs. Reptiles are better able to sustain the de-

privation of oxygen than other vertebrates : this, however, depends greatly

upon the temperature and season. Thus a frog will bear the deprivation

of atmospheric air in summer for a space of time not much exceeding two

hours, while in winter it can sustain its absence for several days.

A point of great physiological interest in the structure of reptiles consists

in the fact that some forms present, at different times of life, both fish-like

and i-eptilian features of respiration. Thus the salamanders and frogs, when
young, respire for a certain length of time, for years in some, by means of

external gills, the lungs being entirely rudimentary. In course of time the

lungs acquire a greater development, and the gills disappear. This fish-like

condition of things, transitory in some, is permanent in others, as in Meno-

hranchus, Siren, and Proieus, which throughout life possess external gills.

So true is it that the skin in the naked reptilia is accessory to the

function of respiration, that the experiment has been tried with perfect

success as to how far respiration might be carried on entirely by means

of the skin. Thus the lungs of the frog have been tied in such a manne»
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as to prevent the access of blood to these organs, yet the animal appeared

to experience but little inconvenience.

All Reptilia are cold-blooded, ihat is, are not able to maintain a uniform

temperature, this being regulated, within certain limits, by that of the

external air. Variations of external temperature, however, exercise a

great influence upon the functions of these animals. Many species are

sensibly affected by a temperature of 120° F., and the other extreme of

cold retards the activity of living animals, and even destroys them alto-

gether. The salamanders, however, are capable of sustaining a con-

siderable degree of cold without its having any effect upon the system.

Thus Notopthalmjis viridescens has been seen frozen up in ice, yet exhi-

biting a considerable degree of activity when liberated. In many reptiles

torpidity ensues upon a certain reduction of temperature.

Most reptiles possess the four typical vertebrate extremities, two anterior

and two posterior, serving either for running, leaping, or swimming.

These, however, are not characterized by external development, being

generally short in proportion to the rest of the body, so that the belly

either drags along the ground, or nearly touches it. The Ophidia are,

however, destitute of limbs, either entirely, or possess them only in a

rudimentary state. Other forms again, as among the Scincidce, have only

two hind feet, while others, as Siren, possess the anterior pair alone.

There is a much greater difference in the skeleton of different forms of

Reptilia than among birds and mammalia. The bones are characterized,

microscopically, by the cellular structure and the almost entire absence of

central cavities. The cranium is exceedingly small in proportion to the

entire head. The skull, on examination, will be found to exhibit more pieces

than that of the mammal or bird, owing to the fact that fusion among the

individual elements does not take place to anything like the extent

observed in the classes just mentioned. Certain bones of the mouth, as

the sphenoid and vomer, are armed with teeth ; a qondition of things

which does not again recur, although existing in fishes. In the scaly

reptile the articulation of the vertebral column with the head is by means

of a single occipital condyle placed below the foramen. This is spherically

convex, and produced by the combination of the basi- and ex-occipitals.

In the naked forms, however, the basi-occipital retreats from this position,

and the single condyle is divided into two, one on each side. These thus

represent mammalia in their double condyles, while the squamiferous forms

resemble birds and fishes, in having a single occipital articulation between

the skull and vertebral column.

The vertebral column of ihe reptiles is highly characteristic of the class.

In most recent adult forms the articulations are spherically convex at one

extremity, and spherically concave at the other. The dried skeletons of

some of the perennibranchiate hatrachians, as Proteus, Menohranchus, as

well as of the young caducihranchiates, exhibit the biconcave structure of

the fish vertebra. This, however, is only an apparent deviation from the

law, as in most instances it will be found that the gelatinous ball, representing

the convex part of the articulations, has dried up, and thus disappeared.
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The number of vertebraj varies exceedingly. Thus in Pipa there are

seven, and in Python upwards of four hundred. The ribs, also, occur in

various stages of development. In many of the anourous hatrachians,

they are entirely wanting. They are very numerous in serpents, where,

however, they are not attached to a sternum. In the Crocodile family, the

entire thorax is highly developed. In the Chelonia, the ribs and sternal

plates are so expanded as to form a continuous investment for the body.

The entire bony structure of the turtles presents considerable deviations

from the usual type.

Each class of vertebrate animals possesses a form capable of sustaining

itself in the air, to a greater or less extent. Thus, among fishes, the

Dactylopterus and ExoccBtus exhibit a power of feeble flight, as a means of

escape from their rapacious fellows. Flying is the rule, not the exception,

in birds. The bat, among mammalia, can sustain itself in the air by a true

process of flight. The Pteromys, or flying squirrel, and some other forms,

can glide through the air for a certain distance by means of the expansion

of the lateral folds of skin, which are stretched by the agency of the hmbs.

In reptiles, the Draco volans exhibits the same power to the degree possessed

by the last-mentioned mammal. A lateral fold of skin, supported on several

ribs, enables this animal to pass to a considerable distance through the air.

An extinct form of reptile, ihe Ptej-odactylus, possessed a power of flight

much like that of the bat of the present day. The general apparatus is

similar in both, the principal osteological diflerence being this, that in the

reptile but one finger was used to stretch the wings, while in the bat four

are employed for the purpose.

The muscles of reptiles are strong, but not well provided with blood, and

consequently exhibit rather a bleached appearance. They retain their irri-

tability for a long time after life may reasonably be supposed to be extinct.

Thus the head of the snapping turtle, Chelonura serpentina, will snap at a

stick touching it, twenty-four hours and more after decapitation. The

removal, too, of a great part of the brain, or the severing of the spinal cord,

is far from producing the same immediately injurious eflfect as is found to

supervene in birds and mammalia.

The brain of reptiles, although superior to that of fishes, is yet consider-

ably inferior to that of birds. It, however, fills up the cranial cavity to a

much "reater decree than that of the class last described. The surlace of

the brain is smooth, without lobes. The two halves of the cerebrum are

ovate, and are hollowed out into capacious ventricles. The optic lobes are

exposed, or not covered by the backward prolongation of the cerebrum.

The cerebellum is minute, and nearly median. The medulla oblongata is

large in respect to the rest of the brain, and the nerves have a proportional

thickness at their exit, exceeding the higher vertebrata in this respect.

Two modifications of the skeleton are met with among reptiles, a naked

skin as in the Batrachia, and a series of scales or plates as in the remainder

of the class. The tessellated epithelium covering the naked skin is con-

tinually being shed, in patches, or entire, and is generally swallowed by the

toad and frog. The epithelium of the scaled reptiles is generally shed in
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one piece, as may be seen to great advantage in the case of the Ophidia.

This epithelium is continuous over the cornea in the serpent, and comes

off from the latter in a sub-transparent disk like a watch-glass. It is to an

opacity resulting from the partial separation of this epithelium from the

subjacent cornea that the temporary blindness of these animals is due.

Some of the naked reptiles are provided with glands, distributed partially

or entirely over the whole surface, from which a more or less acrid juice

exudes. This may be seen conspicuously in the toad, and the salamanders

of the genus Amhystonia.

The apparatus of hearing also exhibits a condition intermediate between

that of the fish and the bird. In the fish there is no external ear and no

tympanum, the apparatus being represented only by the internal ear. A
tympanum is observed, for the first time, in the anourous batrachians ; and

a meatus exterior to this in most of the Squamifera, the Ophidia excepted.

The apparatus of vision is not very highly developed. The sclerotic mem-
brane, in some cases, has a bony ring, developed either in one piece or in

several, as in birds. The nasal apparatus is but slightly developed : the

posterior nares perforate the palatal bones. The tongue is sometimes thick

and fleshy, in which case it generally serves as an organ of prehension, as

in the Batrachia, which catch their insect prey in many cases by means of

a viscid secretion borne in the tip of the tongue. In the chameleon the

tongue can be protruded to a great length for the same purpose. In

general, this organ is thin and horny, or cartilaginous. It is sometimes

bifurcated, as in the serpents.

All reptiles, the Chelonia, and some of the caudate batrachians excepted,

have teeth, whose office is rather one of prehension than of mastication.

These teeth are either inserted in sockets, as in the Rhizodonta, represented

by the alligator ; or, secondly, anchylosed to processes of the jaws ; or,

thirdly, attached to the inside of a thin vertical plate passing round the

mouth. Teeth may also exist in the vomer, as in the North American

salamanders. The peculiarities of the teeth in serpents will be treated of

in the appropriate place.

There is but slight development of salivary glands in most reptiles ; owing

to the great size of the throat, the food is gulped down almost immediately,

without remaining in the mouth. The oesophagus expands into the

stomach, from which it is, in many cases, scarcely distinguishable. The
most striking exception is found in the alligator, whose stomach presents a

very strong resemblance to the muscular gizzard of a bird. The intestinal

canal is short and without caecum. A slight constriction only separates

the greater from the lesser intestine. The faeces and urinary secretions

are all emptied into an expansion of the rectum, the cloaca ; and there is

but one orifice of discharge for all secretions and excretions. Through, or

into, the same cloaca, pass the oviducts of the female and the vasa

deferentia of the male.

The organ of voice is not generally distributed, occurring to any extent

only in the anourous batrachians and the crocodiles. The hiss of the

serpent and tortoise can hardly be termed voice.
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The influence of temperature upon reptiles has already been adverted

to : we will only add that in the temperate zones many species exhibit a

winter sleep ; while this takes place in summer with inhabitants of tropical

regions. Soft mud, with many, forms the medium in which they spend

this period of repose. The probable effect upon the more vital functions

consists in a sluggish and interrupted circulation, and a very slight

respiration. Digestion must be entirely destroyed for the time.

With regard to their geographical distribution, no reptiles whatever are

found in the far north. They occur 'sparingly in the higher temperate

regions, increasing in number to the tropics.

The fecundity of many reptiles is very great. The frogs and toads lay

as many as 12,000 eggs, salamanders from 10 to 40, crocodiles from 20 to

CO, serpents 10 to 100, and turtles from 20 to 30. In some, as in many
lizards and serpents, as well as in a few salamanders, the eggs are

developed before exclusion from the body. This, however, must not be

mistaken for the viviparous placental reproduction of the mammalia. In

most cases the eggs are laid, covered loosely with sand, mud, or leaves, and

developed by the solar heat : in others, again, the animal itself incubates,

as in Python iigris. Special peculiarities of reproduction will be referred

to under the appropriate head. The external investment of the ovum may
be simply membranous, or else calcareous : a mucous coating is found in

the case of such species as deposit their eggs in the water.

The numbsr of reptiles is not fully known, new ones being described

almost every day. Upwards of 1500 are already ascertained to exist, and

2000 may not be beyond the maximum. The Ophidia are perhaps the

most numerous, and next to these the Sauria ; the Batrachia are more

abundant than the Chelonia. Furthermore, while serpents preponderate in

torrid regions, the batrachians are more properly inhabitants of the tem-

perate zone. Thus, in North America alone there are upwards of 80

species, 50 of them belonging to the urodelian, or tailed forms.

Reptiles live partly on land alone, partly in water alone; others, again,

occupy either indifferently, or at different times of the year. For this

reason, the latter have received the name of Amphibia from some zoolo-

gists.

The flesh of reptiles is not used as food to any great extent, although

there is no doubt of its extreme excellence in many cases. In various

parts of the world, however, serpents, large saurians as the iguana and

alligator, turtles, frogs, &c., are favorite articles of food. The eggs of

turtles, and of the iguana, are highly prized. They are extracted, by some

South American tribes, from the oviduct of the living iguana, without any

serious injury to the animal. The shell of the Chelonia imbricata, or

hawks-bill turtle, furnishes the tortoise-shell of commerce. The teeth of

the alligator furnish ivory of an excellent quality. Beyond these instances

but little economical value attaches to reptiles.
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Sub-class 1. Reptilia nuda.

Order 1. Batrachia,

We have already spoken of the general characteristics of Reptiles as a

class. It now becomes our duty to refer .more particularly to the distui-

guishing features of the subdivisions, taking them up in the order of the

preceding systematic arrangement. Our space will not permit us to treat

of these interesting animals, beyond giving a brief summary of the families,

recent and fossil ; with more particular reference to such genera and

species as are noteworthy for special properties or peculiarities, or as being

conspicuous inhabitants of North America.

The most striking external character of the Reptilia nuda, or the

Batrachia, is to be found in the perfectly naked, moist skin. This single

character, conspicuous at first glance, does not yet express all the points of

difference ; and indeed, of itself, would be far from justifying us in making

a distinct class of the Batrachia, as some authors have done, or even

perhaps a separate order. An important feature is to be found, as already

mentioned, in the double occipital condyles, one on each side of the

foramen occipitaie, constituted by processes from the ex-occipitals, into

which the hasi-occipital of Professor R. Owen does not enter as in the

Squamnta. The skull is depressed and broad, the face having a great

development at the expense of the cranium, which, with its inclosed brain,

is small. It is unnecessary for us, in this general description, to do more

than present the naked skin (the only exception to which is to be found in

the Peromeles), and the double condyles (the latter shared, however, bj

the Sauroid Lahyrinthodonts) : the other peculiarities, by which the Batra-

chia differ from the scaled reptiles, will fall with the greater propriety

under more special heads.

The Batrachia are appropriately divided into three orders : the first,

Batrachia urodela, having a distinct tail, with the limbs either four

(represented by the Salamanders) or two ; the Batrachia anoura, with the

tail wanting, but with four legs, always present in the adults, as in the

frogs and toads ; and the Batrachia peromeles, with very minute scales,

but without limbs and tail, the anus being situated at the extremity of the

body, as in the Anoura. Lepidosiren would constitute a fourth order, by

its introduction into the class oi Reptilia, but it has already been referred

to the class of fishes, and the characters of the species are such as almost to

place it in either at pleasure.

There is no order in the animal kino-dom more interesting: to the

naturalist and physiologist than the tailed batrachians. This results not

only from the variety of forms, but the progressive changes which are

observed from an inferior state to a higher, these changes not restricted to

the embryonic period of existence, as in most other animals, the rest of the

Batrachia excepted, but extending over periods sometimes of considerable

length. The two principal sections are characterized, the one by the

permanent exhibition of lateral spiracles or holes in the neck, the other by
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their temporary existence only. Now taking the full series of metamor-

phoses exhibited by animals of this latter division as the standard, and

establishing, as we may, a number of successive stages of development

through which the animal passes from the egg to the adult condition, we
shall find in the former division instances of different species coming up to

each one of all these stages, and its progress there arrested, and. its then

condition becoming permanent. This will be more fully illustrated in

subsequent observations. The characters of the Batrachia urodela, as an

order, consist, among others, in the permanent tail, the rudimentary ribs,

the limbs four or two, the absence of a sternum, the simple lungs, the teeth

in both jaws, and the absence of an external ear. They are distributed

throughout the north temperate regions of both continents, especially

Northern America, Asia, Europe, Northern Africa, Japan, and the

Sandwich Islands. Of all these regions North America is most favored in

this respect, all the Tremadotera, with two exceptions, and the great

majority of the Atredodera, being found here. Japan comes next in

regard to variety of form, although not in number of species ; in this

respect, as in many others, exhibiting a remarkable relation to temperate

North America.

To give some idea of the changes which are exhibited by the tailed

batrachians, in their progress from the embryonic condition to the adult

state, we will take a particular example in the case of a species of

Ambysloma, A. punctata, a salamander quite common in the United

States, and whose descriptive features will be referred to hereafter. Early

in April, or towards the end of March, large masses of a gelatinous matter

mav be observed in ditches, pools of water, or mountain streamlets, which

on closer insi)ection will be found to consist of a number of hollow spheres,

about a quarter of an inch in diameter, embedded in or combined together

by a perfectly transparent jelly. Within each sphere is a dark object, a

spheroidal yolk, which in the course of some days becomes considerably

elongated, and exhibits signs of animation. Omitting, as unsuited to our

pages at present, any account of the embryonic development of the animal,

we resume its history at the time when its struggles have freed it from the

shell of the sphere in which it was inclosed. At this time it is about

half an inch in length, and consists simply of head, body, and tail, the

latter with a well developed fin, extending from the head and anus to the

extremity of the body. Respiration is performed by means of three gills

projecting from each side of the neck, of very simple construction,

however, and with but few branches. The absence of limbs is compensated

by the existence of a club-shaped appendage on each side of the head,

proceeding from the angle of the mouth, and representing the cirri observed

in some adult salamanders. By means of these appendages, the young

salamanders are enabled to anchor themselves secui'ely to objects in the

water. In the course of a few days a tubercle is seen to form on each

side, just behind the head and under the gills, which elongates, and finally

forks at the end, first into two, then three, and at last into four branches,

thus exhibiting the anterior extremities, with the four fingers, which latter,
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111 the larva, are very long. Before the forelegs become completely

formed, those behind sprout out in a similar manner, with first three, then

four, and finally five toes. During this time the gills have increased in the

number of branches, and finally exhibit a beautiful arborescent appearance,

in which the circulation of the blood can be distinctly seen by means of a

simple lens. At the time, then, that the individual has attained its perfect

larval state, it has four legs, with four fing-ers on the anterior, and five on

the posterior ; the jaws are wide, the mouth well provided with teeth ; the

superior maxillary bones, however, not developed, and the pterygoid bone

with card teeth, as in Proteus, Menohranchus, and Siren. The animal

presents a perfect fac-simile of the Mexican axolotl, which, although by

many naturalists considered to be a permanent form, is, in all probability,

only a larval state of some very large species of salamander. Our animal

is now exceedingly voracious, devouring tadpoles, and weaker larvee of its

own species, with great avidity. Its entire food, in fact, has consisted

throughout of animal matter in some form or other. This state of things,

in all probability, continues from one spring to the next, or for nearly a

year : at the expiration of which time the gills will be seen to wither

gradually away, the lateral holes in the neck to grow together, and all

these traces of larval life finally to disappear. The superior maxillary

becomes developed and ossified, the temporary teeth in the roof of the

mouth vanish, the lungs acquire a great development, yellow spots break

out of the dark ground of the body, and finally the animal leaves the water,

never to return to it again except for a short period in the spring oi' the

year, when it is engaged in the function of reproduction. Such is a brief

outline of these changes, which vary in different genera and species.

Proceeding now to the more particular consideration of the Batrachia

urodela, we commence, first, with the sub-order Trematodera. Here we
find that the apertures in the side of the neck remain open throughout life,

and in several genera even the gills are persistent. The first genus that

would come properly here is that of Siredon, or the Axolotl, whose distin-

guishing characteristic is to be found in the opercular flap being detached

from the subjacent integuments, and continuous across the throat. The

gills and gill-openings are very highly developed, the tail strongly com-

pressed, and provided with a well developed fin. Toes, four in front, five

behind, all much elongated. Two species have been described, the one S.

mexicanus, from the lakes in the vicinity of the city of Mexico, the other

^. maculaiits, from the New Mexican Rio Grande. For reasons above

mentioned, we prefer to consider them as larvae, and proceed to the

consideration of the genus Proteus. The single species of this genus,

P. anguinus, has long been an object of great interest to naturalists, on

account of its individual features, as well as the circumstances under

which it is found. It is an inhabitant of the subterranean waters of

Sittich in Lower Carniola, and of the great cave of Adelsburo; on the main

road from Trieste to Vienna. Occasionally it has been caught in the

external outlets of these waters, but, like the blind fish of the Mammoth
Cave of Kentucky, its usual residence is at a distance of some miles from
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the entrances of the caves. Its color is a pale reddish white, and, like the

fish above mentioned, it is blind, although rudiments of eyes are discover-

able under the integuments by dissection ; differing in this respect from

the Amhlyopsis spelcpiis, or the blind fish, which has not even rudiments of

eves. The body is elongated and slender, the head depressed, but the

muzzle rather broad ; the anterior feet are provided with three toes, the

posterior with two. The gills are well developed, but, unlike the Axolotl,

the opercular fiap is not free, but united to the subjacent integument, so

that there are simi)ly the two lateral cervical slits or fissures. It in fact

presents a magnified and quite striking likeness to the larva of the

American Spekrpcs longicauda, with the exception of the adnate oper-

cular flap. The fish-like character is also exhibited in the biconcave

vertebrae, which, however, may be produced by the drying up in the

prej)ared skeleton of the gelatinous bulb which constitutes the convex

articulation of the higher larvae. It is highly probable that Proteus is

ovo-viviparous, although the fact has not been distinctly ascertained.

Closely related to the Proteus is the genus Necturus, peculiar to North

America. The form of this genus is stouter than that of the last, and

there are four toes to each foot. Of the three species known, the first, N.

lateralis {pi. 88, fg. 2), is an inhabitant of the Mississippi, and the great

lakes, Superior, Huron, Michigan, Erie, and Ontario ; the second, N.

macxdatus' lives in Lakes George and Champlain ; while the third, N.

punctatus, and difl^ering from the others by its uniform markings, is an

inhabitant of the Santee River, South Carolina. In common with the

Mennpoma, they are termed " alligator," in the central portion of the

United States :
" salamander" or " water-puppy" in some other districts.

The genus Siren is also an inhabitant of the United States, being

confined, however, to its southern portion. Here, with the external gills

of less development than in the preceding genera, the hind legs are

entirely wanting, the two anterior being provided with four toes each.

The lungs in this genus play a more important part than in the last ; the

animal, when in full activity, being obliged to communicate occasionally

with the air. One species, -S. lacertina (pi. 88, Jig. 1), attains to a

considerable size, and although having the reputation of being venomous, is

perfectly free from any power of offence. It is probable that the fossil

genus Orthophya, from CEningen, belongs to this fiimily.

The family of living Menopomidcs, like that of the ProteidcB, is, with a

single exception, confined to North America. The branchiae, which are

found to exist permanently in the preceding family, here disappear after a

certain length of time, leaving a simple perforation on each side of the

neck. This, however, is closed up in the genus Megalohatrachus, from

Japan. The genus Amphiuma is known by the anguilliform body, I'udi-

mentary feet, and pointed head with two parallel series of teeth in the

upper jaw. Of the two species known, one having two-toed feet is found

generally in the Southern States ; the other, with three toes, occurs in the

southern part of the Mississippi valley. Menopoma has a stout, flattened

bodv, broad and much depressed head, eyes very minute, skin corrugated
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into numerous folds, four toes on the anterior, and five on the posterior

feet. The tail is much compressed, and the soles of the feet margined

with a fold of skin enabling the animal to move with facility in the water.

It is known generally as the " alligator," although, of course, improperly
;

and spends most of its time in the water, very rarely coming upon land,

except possibly at night. These animals are exceedingly voracious, feeding

. on insects, fish, and, in some known instances, small mammalia. They

bite at a baited hook, in the spring and autumn, with as much greediness

as fishes, and are frequently caught in this way, to the great disappointment

of the western angler, who, in most cases, is so much afraid of his ])rize as

to cut the line rather than risk the danger of contact with so repulsive an

object. No danger exists, however, as the animal, with his short teeth, is

unable to produce any injury, even if willing to do so. It sometimes

attains a large size, as upwards of two feet, although the average is,

perhaps, twelve or fifteen inches. Little is known of its larval history,

except that it loses its external gills when only a few inches long. The

known species are M. allegkaniensis, from the waters of the Mississippi,

and M. fusca, from those of South Carolina and Georgia. The next, and

last, living genus of this family is Megalohatraclnis, the most gigantic of all

living Balrachia iirodela. It resembles Menopoma closely in appearance,

the principal difference being found in the entire obliteration of the lateral

cervical foramen. The single species, M. sieholdtii, inhabits certain ele-

vated lakes ui Japan, where it grows to a great size. One specimen, now

or recently living in the Museum at Leyden, exceeds three feet in length,

weighing upwards of eighteen pounds.

The passage from the Menopoma to Megalohatrachus is to be found in

a gigantic fossil genus, Andrias, from the fossiliferous marls of CEningen.

Scheuchzei', who published the first, description of the single species. A.

scheuchzei'i, called it Homo diluvii testis ; being impressed with the idea

that the skeleton obtained was human, and, as he thought, entombed by the

Noachian deluge. In size it is about equal to that of the Japanese giant,

from which it differs in having the peculiar structure of the petrous and

pterygoid bones, as well as the great breadth of the head observed in

Menopoma. The anterior toes are longer in proportion than in the allied

genera.

The sub-order of Atretodera, to which we are led by the genus Megalo-

hatrachus. are without branchial apertures or gills when in the adult state.

Although there is a great variety of form in this sub-order, yet it is difficult

to constitute more than one family, that of the Salamandrince. Of the

three principal regions of the salamanders, Europe, Japan, and North

America, each is characterized by some peculiarity of structure. Thus

while most of the European forms have parotid glands, like those of the

toad, and one at least of the Japanese is provided with temporary claws,

the American alone have teeth on the sphenoid bone : neither is there any

vestige of the parotid gland, above referred to, in the latter.

The salamanders were formerly divided into two great genera, Sala-

mandra and Triton ; the former with rounded tail and terrestrial habits^
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the latter with compressed tail and aquatic. The necessity of further

sub-division has, however, become fully apparent, and the old distinction

into land and water salamanders no longer tenable as parallel to any

anatomical features. Thus, of the highly natural genus JVotopJitliaim us, one.

species is the most aquatic of all American forms, and the other the most

terrestrial
; yet the two are so much alike in shape as to render it a matter

of some difficulty to distinguish them. Without attempting any systematic-

arrangemicnt of the genera of salamanders we shall take them up in

geographical order, beginning with those of North America.

The genus Amhystoma embraces the greatest number of species and

those of largest size. Its characteristics are, the entire absence of teeth on

the sphenoid bone, the nearly transverse undulating line of vomerine teeth,

in a measure forming the chord of the arc constituted by the outline of

the upper jaw. The tongue is broad and fleshy, and entirely adherent

except at the very edge. The species are mostly stout and clumsy, some

of them, as A. punctata, A. opaca, and A. jeffersoniana, terrestrial in their

habits, with rounded tail and cylindrical toes ; others again sub-aquatic,

with a much compressed tail, and short, broad, flattened toes. The genus

is found throughout the United States, and across to the Pacific ocean,

peculiar species occurring in California, Oregon, and New Mexico. The
terrestrial species exude a copious, milky, viscid excretion, from all parts

of the body. The development of the larva of the best known species has

already been referred to. The lungs have a higher degree of organization

than in the other genera, being subdivided into cells of moderate size.

The next genus is JVotopkt/iahnus, known by the ocellated spot on the

back in all but one species, the small rudimentary tongue, the absence of

teeth on the sphenoid bone, the arrangement of the vomerine teeth in an

acute V, as in the true Tritons, the densely granulose skin, the three

foramina in the side of the neck, &c. The best known species are, N.

viridescens (Triton dorsalis) and N. miniatus {Triton symmetrica). The
former species is exceedingly abundant throughout the United States, and

is entirely aquatic. It has even been kept for more than a year in a glass

jar filled with water, coming up to the surface from time to time to take in

a mouthful of air. In the spring of the year a broad fin becomes developed

along the back and tail of the male, and the feet enlarge with the addition

of a black cartilaginous mass on the toes and inside of the thighs, for the

purpose of enabling it to hold on to the female. This is done by clasping

her round the throat with the hind legs, and retaining the hold for some

hours, or longer, jerking her round in the water most unmercifully during

the whole time. A quantity of seminal matter is finally discharged, which,

becoming difiused in the water, fecundates the ova while still in the lower

part of the oviduct. The eggs are laid singly, of an ellipsoidal shape, and

invested by a very glutinous coat, by which it is attached to the middle of

an immersed leaf, which is then doubled over it by the exertions of the

female. The eggs, after remaining for some time in this way, finally give

birth to small larvae, the general character of whose metamorphoses is

aiuch the same with that of the species already described. The male
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subsequently loses the crest and cartilaginous excrescences of the feet.

While it is probable that similar habits are possessed by the second species

mentioned, the fact has not yet been observed, and the species only seen

in rather dry situations and occasionally exposed to the air during damp

weather. This is very rarely the case in other species, which are gene-

rally seen only in turning up some log or stone.

The next genus, Plethodon, with the fleshy adherent tongue of Amhy-

stoma, has two dense patches of card-like teeth on the sphenoid bone. The

body is long, slender, and cylindrical, the toes of considerable size. The

skin exudes a highly glutinous secretion, and the animal is eminently

terrestrial. The eggs are deposited in packages, or aggregations, in moist

situations, under stones and logs, not, however, in the water ; and the

larvae lose their branchiae at a very early age. The type of the genus is

P. glutinosus, and species are found all across the North American

continent.

The genus Desmognathus is highly conspicuous in the possession of

strong ligaments, passing from each end of the transverse crest of the first

cervical vertebra and inserted into the lower jaw, preventing any othei

than a slight opening of the mouth. The occipital condyles, instead of

being inclined at an angle with each other and presenting an elongated

concavity, are here short cylinders, whose axes are parallel to each other

and to that of the body, with the articulating face nearly spherically

convex. The species are pretty generally distributed, and inhabit the

edges of streams or the waters of marshes, under stones and logs,

exhibiting great activity of movement when observed. The eggs are

wrapped about the body of the parent, who remains in a cavity of some

moist situation until they are hatched, just before which they are probably

taken to the water, as in Alytes ohstetricans. The young lose their

branchiae at a very early age. It may be mentioned of this genus, in

conclusion, that the tongue is attached anteriorly, and free posteriorly, and

that there are two narrow plates of weak teeth on the sphenoid bone.

The genus HemidactyUian, with much the same structure of teeth and

tongue as the last, has a granular, rather dry skin, and but four toes to the

hind feet. The tail also presents a curious feature, in being thicker in the

middle than at either the base or the end.

CEdipus, represented by but a single species from Mexico, has the

tongue circular, capable of protrusion from the mouth, two contiguous

dense patches of card teeth on the sphenoid, and the extremities of the toes

dilated into small disks, as in the Hijlce or tree frogs.

Pseudotriton has a structure of tongue and sphenoidal teeth much as in

the last, with a thick body, short tail, and simple toes. The species are

found in wet situations, under logs or stones resting in the water, or among
the loose stones and earth, along the edges, or at the heads of springs.

The young retain the branchiae for a long time, and pass a year at least in

the larval state. The principal species are P. ritbrum, P. salmoneum, and

P. montanum.

The genus Spehrpes, with much of the general features of the last, has a
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very slender body, with a long tail, which is sometimes much longer than

the body. The species are very active in their movements, and inhabit

the edges of streams under flat stones. They are distributed throughout

North America, although none as yet are known from the regions west of

the Rocky Mountains, where, however, it is represented by an allied genus,

Batrachosejjs, with but four toes on the hind feet.

It is among the European salamanders that the genera Salamandra and

Triton are still retained. There are others, however, in considerable

number. To the former genus belongs *S. maculata {pi. 89, Jig. 1), the

famed salamander of antiquity, respecting which many fables as to a

highly venomous bite and a power of resisting the action of fire were

long current. The animal is ovo-viviparous, the eggs being retained in

the oviduct of the female until ready for hatching, upon which they are

conveyed to the water, and the branchiated young there deposited. The

changes experienced by the young, as well as the general appearance and

habits of the adult, present a not uninteresting similitude to what is

observed in the case of Ambystoma punctata already referred to. A
remarkable fact, which has been observed in a second species, S. atra, will

recall a similar provision in the case of the ostrich. The female retains

the eggs in the oviduct until they are hatched ; the number of young

produced amounts, however, to but two, which are born without branchiae,

and consequently wiliiout a necessity of being deposited in water. The

actual number of eggs laid amounts, however, to about twenty, and the

eighteen are destined merely to serve as food for the young larvae after

birth. It has already been observed that the restricted genus Salamandra

differs from the American genera in the possession of parotid glands. The

vomerine teeth form an angular row, the body is thick and clumsy, and the

toes are four in front and five behind. A genus, Sala.mandrina, differs

from other European genera in the possession of but four toes on the hind

feet. The genus Triton, differing essentially from the American genus

Notophthalmus, yet bears a striking external resemblance to it ; and the

habits, as detailed by Rusconi and others, are also very similar. It was

upon species of Triton that the cruel experiments of Bonnet, Dumeril, and

others, were performed as to the reproduction of lost parts. Toes were

cut off", and indeed entire limbs and the tail were removed many times in'

succession, and an individual lived for many months which had had the lungs

extirpated and the entire face cut away, leaving nothing but the cranium.

Conspicuous species are to be found in T. tmniatum {pi. 89, Jig. 2) and T.

cristatum {pi. 81, Jig. 32). The remaining genera, the names alone of

which we can mention, are, Geotriton, Euproctus, Bradybates, Pleurodeles,

Glossoliga, and Megaptemia.

The Japanese species belong chiefly to the genus Onychodactylus,

known especially for the claws developed during the breeding season
;

Cynops, with a supra-orbitar foramen, and a skull almost precisely like

that of Notophthalmus, but with parotid glands ; and Hynohius. The

species are but five in number.

The last form to be mentioned is the genus Anaides from the Island of
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Maui, one of the Sandwich Islands. This genus, thus far represented by a

single species, Aneides luguhris, has much the form and size of Plethodon

glutinosus, but the tail is not so long. Head broader than body, tapering

anteriorly. Mouth opening from behind the eyes, outline undulating as in

the alligator, and the teeth of the jaws very large, compressed, and sharp,

the lower the larger, and all apparently unattached to the bone, but united

to the gum, and admitting of a depression backward. The sphenoidal

teeth are in a single close-set patch. The tongue is large, cordiform, and

attached along the median line. Its place is, perhaps, between Plethodon

and Desmognathus, the peculiar ligament of the latter even appearing

present.

The great interest felt by the naturalist in the order Batracliia urodela,

has caused us to dwell more at length upon these animals than we shall

upon those which succeed it in the series. The next in regular order is

that of Batracliia anoura. As already remarked, its most conspicuous

external character is the absence of a tail in the adult, and the presence of

four legs, the posterior the longest. The skull is very short and broad.

The lower jaw is generally without teeth, which also are never found in

the sphenoid, but occur almost always in the divided vomer. The ver-

tebral column consists of but few bones, rarely more than eight. The
articulations are transversely convex behind, and vertically concave before

;

the spinous processes are mostly wanting ; the transverse processes are

well developed, and only occasionally are there rudiments of cartilaginous

ribs attached. The sternum is present, sometimes cartilaginous in part,

and terminates behind by a broad xiphoid cartilage. The posterior ver-

tebrae are replaced by a long bone situated in the middle between the two

parallel ilia, whose posterior portion, embracing the ischium and pubes, are

combined into a vertical plate with a glenoid cavity on each side, and so

close together as almost to constitute a perforation in the compressed

bone : these sockets receive the heads of the tibiae.

The structure of the tongue affords a convenient opportunity of dividing

the anourous batrachians into two sub-orders, Phaneroglossa with a

distinct tongue, and Phrynaglossa without a tongue ; the latter embracino;

a very small number of species. Considering, first, the Phaneroglossa, we
find it divisible into three families : the RanidcB, with teeth in the upper

jaw, and the ends of the toes simple ; the HijladcB, with teeth in the upper

jaw, and the ends of the toes dilated into sucker-like disks ; and Bufonidce,

with no teeth around the upper jaw.

The generic characters of the first family are derived from the varying

shape of the tongue, from the greater or less extent and occasional absence

of the external tympanum, and the number and arrangement of the vomerine

teeth. Species of this family, as of the tw^o others, are found in all quarters

of the globe, not confined, like the urodela, to the more temperate regions.

The true Ranidcs are, more or less, inhabitants of water or its vicinity,

feeding on aquatic insects, and other animals, v^^hich they devour with

great voracity. The flesh is much esteemed, especially that of the hind

legs, and the animals are caught for the table in nets or by hooks. The
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simplest and most efficacious way is to tie three large hooks back to back,

and affix a piece of red flannel, at which, especially in bright, sunshiny

weather, the frog will often spring with great avidity, and thus hook itself.

Of the 16 genera into which this family is divided, but three are natives of

North America, one of them being peculiar to it. The first genus, Rana,

or true frog, has the large fleshy tongue divided more or less posteriorly

into two cornua or branches, capable of considerable motion, and used in

capturing the food of the animal, by which character it is distinguished

from all the other genera. Species of this genus are quite numerous in

North America, one of them, Rana pipiens, known as the bull-frog,

attaining to an enormous size, and celebrated for the loud bellowing audible

at a great distance. Individuals have been seen that measured 22 inches

between the ends of the extended extremities, and even this size has been

exceeded. The next largest species is the R. fontinalis, distinguished

from the first by the presence of a fold of skin running along the side of

the animal. The other species are not very conspicuous excepting the

Rana syhatica, or wood frog, an animal often Ibund in damp woods

among the leaves, and exciting attention by its yellowish color, and bl^ck

stripe on the sides of the head passing through the eyes, as also by the

extreme agility of its movements. The R. temporaria of Europe {pi. 81,

Jig, 34) is exceedingly like it, the principal difference lying in a smaller

tympanum. Another European species, R. escule.nta, is shown in pi. 90,

fig. 5. This, like all the true frogs, or RancB, has a membrane between

the hind toes to assist in aquatic propulsion. The number of eggs laid by

the frogs is very considerable, in some cases amounting to several thou-

sands. They are generally deposited around some aquatic plant enveloped

in a gelatinous mass. When the ova are ready for exclusion, the male

mounts upon the back of the female, and as the eggs are discharged ejects

a small quantity of seminal fluid into the water where the operation takes

place—this sometimes occupying days and even weeks, during the whole

of which time the pair thus remain attached. The egg after passing

through the embryonic changes appears as a larva, all head and tail, with

simple entire gills which soon disappear, to be followed by others of more

complicated structure, situated within the cavity of the body as in fishes.

After a certain length of time the hind legs begin to appear, and still later

the forelegs are found to exist, fully formed beneath the skin, ultimately to

burst forth. The tail then disappears by absorption, this taking place very

rapidly. A remarkable internal transformation takes place during these

external changes, from tbe herbivorous tadpole to the carnivorous frog.

The reproductive history of ;iearly all the Batrachia anoura is very similar

to that just described, with special modifications, to be referred to under

the proper head.

The genus Scaphiopus, with much of the appearance of a toad, is yet

distinguished by the teeth in the upper jaw. There is a cartilaginous pro-

cess on the hind foot, serving the purpose of a shovel in excavating the

holes in which the animal dwells. The toes are palmated, and the tongue

nearly entire. Cystignathus is well distinguished by the entire absence of
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a web between the toes of the hinder feet. The European genus Alytes is

remai'kable for the peculiar habit exhibited by the single species with

regard to its eggs. When these have been deposited by the female, the

male takes possession of them, and wrapping them round his body repairs

to some moist spot, where he remains patiently until they are nearly ready

to become disclosed, upon which he carries them to the water, this being

the proper element of the tadpoles. This habit will recall to the mind of

our reader what has been said of Desmogna*hus. Pelobates fusciis is

represented m pi. 81, fg. 38 ab; Bomhinator igneus, m jig. Slab; both

European.

The family of HyladcB, known by the dilated toes, is almost entirely

arboreal in its habits. While the Ranidce dwell in the marshes and wet

places of the earth's surface, and the Bufonidce live on the drier land, the

HyladcB are mostly to be sought for among the thick foliage of trees, where

they make the woods resound with their piping melody. They are espe-

cially abundant in the dense forests of tropical regions, where they occur

of various shades of color, among which the green of the leaf and the grey

of the bark predominate. In the spring of the year they betake themselves

to the water for the purpose of reproduction ; and the tadpole undergoes

the same changes which we have described in the case of the true frogs.

The genera of HxjladcB, found in North America, are but two. Hxjla is

known by the semi-palmated toes with very decided disks, by means of

which it can adhere with great tenacity to any surface, even that of glass.

The slightly emarginated tongue is round or oval. Here belong the well

known tree frogs, the two best known species of which are H. versicolor,

so similar to the European H. viridis (pi. 90, fig. 6, female, pi. 81, fig. 35,

male), and H. lateralis. The species H. pickeringii, possibly constituting

a separate genus, lays its eggs singly on submerged grass, and they develope

in the very short space of three days. The remaining genus, Acris, has a

cordiform tongue, and the dilatations of the toes are less conspicuous. The
species of this genus are not arboreal, being found principally among the

high grass of marshes and streams. It is among the Bufonidce that we are

to look for the highest development of the anourous batrachian structure.

Most species are far from presenting that variety of colors, that freshness

of appearance, and agility of movement, which make the frogs so con-

spicuous. They are not confined to the vicinity of water, but inhabit

districts in which but little moisture exists, and remaining concealed

during the day, emerge at night to gather up such insect food as they may
chance to come across. Species of the typical genus of this family, Bufo,

or the toad, although repulsive in their appearance, are yet perfectly

harmless in themselves, and may be of great benefit to the horticulturist,

in devouring large numbers of insects injurious to vegetation. A milky

juice exudes from the skin of most species, secreted by special glands : this,

in some species, is quite acrid, while in others it is entirely free from any

such property. A striking difference is observed between the frogs and

true toads, in the manner in which the ova are laid in the water. In the

former they appear as amorphous, generally globular masses, enveloped in
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a jelly ; in the latter as two long, perfectly cylindrical cords of trans-

parent jelly, with the eggs inclosed at regular intervals. The development

of the egg takes place much as in the case of the frog, already referred to

;

the tadpole, however, never attains to a great size, and the transformations

are completed in much less time. A difference in the amount of metamor-

phosis is also observed.

While the embryonic fin of the hind foot is permanent in the water-frog,

and disappears but partially in the tree-frog, in the toad it vanishes

entirely, leaving the hind feet cleft to the base. Of the true genus Bufo,

with simple toes and a distinct tympanum, there are several species known
in the United States, but one, however, B. americanus, occurring in the

northern portions. A common European species, B. viridis, is seen in pi.

90, jig. \. PI. 81, fig. 36, represents a variety of this, known as B.

calamita, with a yellow dorsal stripe. The genus Engystojna is also an

inhabitant of the southern parts of the United States. It is distinguished

from Bufo by the absence of a tympanum, and the rather long and slender

toes. PI. 90, fig. 2, represents a species, E. ovale, from South America.

As already observed, the most conspicuous character of the sub-order

PJirynaglossa is to be found in the entire absence of a tongue : this organ

existing, in greater or less development, in all the other anoura. A second

character, no less important, is to be found in the fact that the Eustachian

tube is single, and situated on the posterior median portion of the palate.

In the others, there are two, one on each side, sometimes at a considerable

distance from each other. There are but two genera included in this sub-

order.

The genus Dactelythra is provided with teeth in the upper mandible, but

not on the vomer. The Eustachian orifice is of considerable size at the

posterior part of the palate. The toes are simple, four anterior and five

posterior, the three first of those on the hind foot encased by their terminal

extremity in a horny, thimble-like process. The single species, D. capensis

{pi 90, fig. 3), is a native of South Africa.

With the same ordinal characteristics as the last the genus Pipa is

distinguished by the entire absence of teeth, the small Eustachian orifice

situated nearly in the centre of the palate, and the four anterior toes, each

subdivided into four small branches at the terminal extremity. The hind

feet are entirely palmated. The most singular feature in the histor}^ of the

single species P. ajnericana {pi. 90, fig. 4) is to be found in the manner in

which the eggs are developed. The eggs, as laid by the female, are placed

upon her back by the male, who fertilizes them there with his seminal fluid.

The eggs, adhering with great tenacity to the back of the female Pipa,

produce a peculiar irritation, which results in the evolution of a mem-
branous or cellular matter, which, g owing round the eggs, envelopes them

completely. Here they undergo a. their changes from the embryo to the

larva or tadpole, and thence to the perfect frog ; emerging, after the lapse

of about eighty days, in a fully formed and tailless state, although exceed-

ingly minute. The Pipa is an inhabitant of various parts of South

America, especially of Guiana and Brazil.
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The third and last order of the naked Reptilia or Batrachia is to be

found in the Peromeles, embracing but one family, the Coeciliadce. Until

within a comparatively recent period the species of this family were

included among the Ophidia, on account of their serpentiform body. This,

however, while cylindrical, and entirely destitute of limbs, yet has the

scales so minute as to be almost entirely concealed in the folds of the skin.

The anus is situated at the extremity of the body, and presents a rounded,

plicated orifice, instead of a transverse slit. The most striking batrachian

characters, however, are to be found in the double occipital condyle, and

the existence of branchiae in the young. The principal difference between

the Coeciliadas and the other batrachians is to be found in the entire

absence of limbs and the presence of true ribs.

Of the eight known species, distributed in four genera, five are natives

of America, two of Asia, and one of Africa, The most conspicuous

characters of the genera are to be found in the position of the pits or false

nostrils, which in Ccecilia are below the true nostrils, in Siphonops one at

least before each eye, in E'picrium below the eyes on the lips, and in

Rliinatrema are entirely wanting. The third- of these genera is peculiar

to Asia, the others are all represented by South American species. One
species of Siphonops, S. mexicanus, is a native of Mexico.

Having thus finished the consideration of the living batrachian fauna, it

becomes necessary to devote a small space to that of the fossil species.

We have already referred to the genus Orthophtja, as being probably one

of the ProteidcB, and to Andrias, as occupying a station intermediate

between the living Menopoma and Megalohatrachus. Three species of

true SalamandrinoB are described as occurring in Central Europe, and

referred to the ambiguous genus Triton. Among the oldest indications of

air-hreathing vertebrates are to be found certain tracks or foot-marks,

from the coal measures of Westmoreland county, Pennsylvania. These

decidedly salamandrine vestiges indicate an animal far exceeding in size

any of its allies of the present day. Somewhat similar foot-prints have

been found in various quarries of Central Europe, and ascribed to a hypo-

thetical Cheirotherium. It is supposed, by some geologists, that they were

made by a Labyrinthodont. Traces, also, of probably batrachian foot-

marks are to be found in the new red sandstone of Connecticut and Massa-

chusetts. A few of the anourous batrachia have been found fossil in

France and Germany, some of them referred to the modern genus Rana.

Sub-class 2. Reptilia sauAMATA.

We have already referred to the principal features of this sub-class in

treating of Reptilia in general. It only remains for us briefly to state in

what it differs from the Reptilia nuda, and then proceed to an illustration

of the various orders and their subdivisions. This difference consists

mainly in the dry horny or bony covering, as distinguished from the moist,

naked skin of the Batrachia. Instead of a condyle on each side of the
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occipital foramen, there is a single one placed below, formed either by the

basi-occipital, or by this together with part of the ex-occipitals, as in the

Chelonia. The ribs are always present, sometimes in great development

and number. The vertebrae exhibit a great diversity in the shape of their

articulating faces, and are generally quite complicated in structure. The

entire system exhibits a higher state of development, ossification is more

complete, the apparatus of sense more perfect, this being well exhibited in

the tympanic apparatus. Respiration is carried on by means of lungs.

The eggs are generally protected by a calcareous or toughly membranous

opaque covering ; and the development of the embryo is complicated by

the presence of an allantois, and the amniotic sac with its peculiar liquid,

the liquor amnii.

Order 2. Ophidia.

The Ophidia, or Serpents, are especially characterized among Reptilia by

the limbs being either entirely absent, as in the majority of the species, or

else being so rudimentary as to be discoverable only on dissection or very

close examination. The bones of the face, excepting in a few species,

possess a great deal of mobility. The lower jaw, instead of a direct articu-

lation with the upper, is brought into connexion with it through the

medium of two bones, movable on each other. The extremities of the

lower jaw, also, instead of being anchylosed, are united by an extensile

ligament. The mouth is variously provided w>.h teeth, these in some

species serving as a tube for the injection of a peculiar poison secreted by

special glands. There are no movable eyelids, nor is there any external

ear. The vertebra? are very numerous, always exceeding 100, the pos-

terior articulation spherically convex, the anterior spherically concave.

Ribs, very numerous, free. The skin is covered with scales of various

shapes and proportion, an epithelium from which is shed once or several

times in a year, usually in one entire piece. The tongue is soft, fleshy,

bifurcated, and capable of considerable protrusion, and working in a sheath.

It is never venomous, as is commonly supposed. The male organs of

generation are usually concealed within the cloaca ; they are bifurcated

and armed with recurved spines. The protrusion of this bifurcated and

thickened penis, under certain circumstances, has no doubt given rise to

the vulgar idea of the possession of distinct feet by the common snakes of

the United States. The transverse slit of the cloacal orifice marks the line

of distinction between the body and tail. One lung of the two is more

generally abortive or rudimentary.

Although destitute of limbs, the usual organs of motion, yet some

serpents are capable of a very rapid progression. This progression may
take place in various ways : thus the body may be straightened out

entirely in contact with the ground, and a slow motion produced by the

action of the scales and ribs, somewhat similar to that of the earthworm

with its setae. Again, the body may be thrown into several undulations in
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a vertical plane, the posterior of which being used as a fulcrum, or point

d'appui, the straightening of the anterior must result in the advance of the

head, which in turn is fixed while the rest of the body is again flexed.

The same condition may also prevail where the undulations are horizontal,

and the snake constantly in contact with the ground. The most rapid

movements, in all probability, are those occurring when the whole body is

gathered up into one vertical loop like a bent spring, the head and tail

more or less approximated : the sudden straightening of this loop or spring,

with the tail as the poiiit d'apj)ui, might enable the animal to spring

forward, at one operation, to a distance greater than the length of its body.

The great flexibility of their bodies enables serpents to obtain access to the

most varied situations, by climbing or otherwise. Many species can climb

trees in search of their prey, while others live habitually in such situations.

Others are as constant inhabitants of the water.

The phenomena of reproduction are different in different species. It

may, perhaps, be considered as a general rule, that most of the venomous

serpents are ovo-viviparous. This, however, with some appears in a

measure to depend upon the latitude and mean temperature. Some harm-

less species, again, are ovo-viviparous, as most of the North American

Tropidonoti. Providence has taken the usual precautions against the

increase of dangerous animals by assigning a small number of young to the

venomous species. Thus the rattlesnake {Crotalus durissus) rarely pro-

duces over nine or ten at a birth, while in one instance, 81 living garter-

snakes {Tropidonotus sirtalis), of over nine inches in length, have been

taken from a single individual.

But few species of Ophidia have been found in a fossil state. None
from North America have been described ; some of their remains have

been procured in the bone caves of Pennsylvania. All that are known
belong to the tertiary epoch. Remains of a species, 20 feet in length, have

been found in the London clay at Sheppey. Doubtful indications of fossil

Crotali exist in the vicinity of Brussels.

A scientific exposition of the Ophidia, according to their natural affini-

ties, is a matter of considerable difficulty, as the recent discovery of

numerous new species, and the obscurity which hangs over many of the

old, have completely unsettled the older views on this subject. In no

other department of Zoology have the views of systematists been more at

variance with each other than in that of Ophiohgy ; the important labors

of Oppel, Fitzinger, Bonaparte, Schlegel, Gray, and others, only serving to

render this truth more conspicuous. We shall, with J. E. Gray, divide the

order into five families : CrotaUd(s, ViperidcB, Hydrida, Boidce, and Colii-

hridcB ; the two first arranged under a sub-order Viperina, the remaining

three under Coluhrina.

Sub-order 1. Viperina.

This sub-order includes most of the species which, on account of their

venomous properties, have been the terror of mankind. They are dis-
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tributed over most of the world, being much more abundant, however, in

tropical and sub-tropical latitudes. The first and most characteristic

feature is the scarcity of small teeth in the jaws. The upper jaw presents

few if any teeth on its exterior, contrasting strikingly in this respect with

harmless colubrine ^snakes, in which the teeth, though small, are in very

great numbers. This absence of prehensile instruments is more than

compensated by the formidable poison fangs. These ar^ situated in the

diminutive superior maxillary bone, which is so articulated to the external

pterygoid bone that when the latter is pulled back by the muscle of the

jaw the maxillary is drawn back also, and its attached fangs are imbedded

in the soft mucous gum, with the point directed backwards. On the other

hand, a drawing forward of the pteiygoid pushes up the maxillary, and the

fangs then stand more or less perpendicular to the roof of the mouth. The
fang itself consists of a tube, very sharp at the point, and formed by the

bending over of the sides of the growing tooth, leaving a seam in front,

which ultimately becomes wholly or partly obliterated. A tin tube, bent

up, but not soldered, and cut off obliquely below, so as to form a cutting

point, affords a good illustration of the character of the fang ; or else we
may imagine a solid conical tooth, flattened out and bent so as to form a

hollow tube. The glands which secrete the poison are situated one on

each side of the posterior part of the head, and consist of lobules which

discharge the venom into the common duct continuous with the hollow of

the fang. These glands are surrounded by a strong aponeurotic bag in

connexion with muscles which are capable thereby of exerting a powerful

compression, and of forcing out the venom with great violence into a

wound.

Antidotes to the bite of venomous serpents have been anxiously sought

for in all countries where such species exist. No directions applicable to

all possible cases can be given, but the following indications, chiefly by Dr.

Leuz, as the result of his long continued observations on the Eui'opean

viper, are worthy of all attention, as applicable in general to the rattle-

snakes and copperheads of our own country.

No time is to be lost in obtaining assistance after being bitten by a

serpent ; if a pair of sharp scissors or a knife be at hand, open up the

wound immediately and allow it to bleed freely, after which it is to be well

washed ; if the wound be a simple scratch, washing alone will, perhaps,

suffice. If the bite is not to be managed in this way, endeavor to apply, as

soon as possible, a powerful pressure to the wound, by laying a small

pebble or other minute object directly on (not merely near) it, tying round

a handkerchief, or using the finger, to keep up a direct pressure on the

spot, and continuing this application until the place affected can be conve-

niently cut out, or cupping-glasses applied. As long as the direct pressure

lasts there will be no absorption of the poison, and if no other application

be possible the thumb may be kept upon the wound until help can be

obtained. The puncture of the wound may sometimes be reached by the

mouth of the patient or a companion, in which case prompt suction of the

s])Ot may render further remedies unnecessary. This may be done by the
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operator with impunity if the mouth be sound, as the virulence of the

poison is only manifested when introduced into the circulation ; repeated

experiment has shown that a moderate amount may be taken into the

stomach without danger. A well fitted syringe, with rather a long nozzle,

is often used to great advantage in sucking out the poison, the same

purpose also being answered by cupping instruments. If none of these

methods can be employed, and the venom has become absorbed, then

attention must be turned towards the proper internal remedies, those

merely external being of no further avail. The wound is to be carefully

bathed with chlorinated water, or with water to which has been added

some chloride of lime, and the patient put to bed. Of the internal appli-

ances now to be made we have our choice of two kinds : the first consists in

employing some sudorific, by which a copious perspiration may be brought

about ; this, though not always successful, is yet almost always advisable.

The second remedy is chlorine, which is to be used instead of the sudorific
;

this may be in the form of chlorinated water, or of the chloride of lime

dissolved in water.

It is almost needless to add that many of the applications to a serpent

bite, such as a chicken stripped of its feathers, &c., depend almost entirely

for their efBcacy upon the controlling influence of a powerful faith, and the

same may likewise be said of many of the vegetable remedies. The
mucilaginous juices of plants in general appear to exert a controlling influ-

ence upon the result, although some species, as Impatiens pallida and fulva

(glassweed), Eupatorium perfoliatum (boneset), Plantago major (plan-

tain), and others, appear to have specific influence. The use of alcoholic

liquors, as brandy, in large doses, has been recommended by some mem-
bers of the Faculty. Ammonia, or spirits of hartshorn, olive oil, and many
other substances, to be applied both externally and internally, have all had

their supporters. Generally speaking, however, the only sure remedy lies

in the immediate removal of the poison by suction, washing, increased flow

of blood, excision of the part, &c.

We have thus gone into some detail on the subject, believing it to be of

intrinsic importance in a country abounding in venomous serpents, to be

aware of what may be done to arrest the progress of an affliction, which, if

not always mortal, is yet productive of a great deal of pain, and often

chronic affections of the system.

We proceed to enumerate in brief terms the remaining characters of the

sub-order Viperina. The lower jaw is provided with teeth as in the Colu-

brina. The head is usually broad, so as to exhibit a very strongly marked
distinction between it and the neck. The crown is generally covered
with scales much like those of the back, rarely with shields or plates. The
hinder limbs are not present even in a rudimentary condition. The eyes

are on the side of the head, often shaded by an overhanging brow ; the

nostrils are placed at the side of the snout, near the tip. The two families,

included in the sub-order, are distinguished by the presence or absence of

a pit or depression between the eye and the nostril.

Fam. CrotalidcB. Face with a large pit on each side. The head is
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large behind, with a flat crown, which is covered by scales (except in one

or two jrenera, which have plates). The belly is covered by broad band-

like shields, and there are no spurs or rudimentary feet on each side of the

anus. The species are all more or less venomous,^ and generally ovo-

vivi parous.

The genus Crotalus, or rattlesnake, forms the type of this family, and

its species are distinguished from all the rest by the presence of a rattle at

the end of the tail. This consists of several joints of a horny texture

loosely united together, so that when quickly vibrated a noise is produced

much like that of peas shaken about in a dried bladder, and bearing a

considerable resemblance to the sound produced by the locust or cicada.

There are two or three species of the restricted genus Crotalus in North

America: one the C. durissus, another the C. adamanteus. The former

is abundantly distributed throughout the United States, although limited

in northern extent, and rarely found north of the parallel of 45° ; it is espe-

cially common in the Alleghany region of the United States, where its

habits are familiar to every resident. It is a sluggish animal, and not

disposed to act on the offensive, so that a person may pass within a few

feet of it without being molested. An approximation of that kind is

generally followed by an alarm from the snake, which most usually pre-

cedes any blow. The animal never strikes except when coiled, and rarely,

if ever, follows a retreating enemy. Its food consists of small animals,

rabbits, squirrels, rats, birds, &c., all of which are speedily destroyed by a

single blow. Even dogs are sometimes killed by them, although larger

animals are not generally destroyed. The immense Crotalus adamanteus,

or diamond rattlesnake of the Southern States, is vastly more formidable.

This species appears restricted to the southern coast below the latitude of

North Carolina, and has been known to exceed eight feet in length, with a

thickness equal to that of a stout man's leg. They keep much about the

water, and have hence been called the water-rattle, in distinction from the

preceding species, which affects high dry land. A third species, common
in South America, is C. horridus, sometimes called Cascavella, and repre-

sented in pi. 87, Jig. 5. There are also several small species in North

America belonging to an allied genus Crotalojihorus, and usually termed

ground rattlesnakes. These have the head covered with plates, and the

rattles very small, even in individuals of considerable size. One of the

species, called the Massasauga, occurs in Northern Ohio, others in the

Southern States, and in the region west of the Mississippi.

The copperheads (genus Trigonocephalus) of America are, if possible,

more dreaded than even the rattlesnakes, owing to the fact that, with equal

venom, they are more vindictive and give no warning of their presence.

The most generally distributed species, T. contortrix, is fond of damp

meadows, where it is often revealed to the cost of persons engaged in

mowing or passing through. They not unfrequently get into cellars,

where they perform an acceptable service in destroying mice and rats.

The water-moccasin of the Southern States (T. piscivoi'us) is the pest of

rice plantations, where negroes are often bitten. This species lives in the
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\i^ter, much like the harmless water-snakes of the Middle States, and like

•tnem may frequently be observed lying over bushes which overhang the

water, into which they plunge at the slightest alarm. Another species, T.

lanceolatus, or the fer de lance {pi. 80, jig. 3), is abundantly distributed

through several of the West India Islands, where it inhabits all kinds of

situations. Their favorite resort is the sugar plantations, where they prove

fatal in many instances to the unlucky laborers.

All the poisonous serpents of North America have been referred to in

the preceding re^iiarks, and none except the rattlesnakes, copperheads, and

water-moccasins, are to be feared in the slightest degree. The last men-

tioned species does not occur north of Virginia, nor does the Crotalus

adamanteus, so that in the whole Middle and Northern States there are

but two venomous species, the banded rattlesnake and the copperJiead,

both of which are readily recognisable. Nothing can be more ridiculous

than a fear of the common watersnakes, greensnakes, blacksnakes, garter-

snakes, housesnakes, and other species. It is true that many of these show

fight when attacked, and many even inflict a wound with their teeth, though

this can never be more than a scratch which may draw blood freely, but

will not produce any more unpleasant consequences than the scratch of a

pin or of the point of a knife. The same may be said of the blowing or

hissing snakes of the genus Heterodon, usually termed viper or adder in the

United States, and which present a formidable appearance from flattening

the head and whole body when irritated.

The family Viperidce, with the poisonous apparatus, as the Crotalidce, is

distinguished by the absence of the pit or depression on each side of the

face. Of the 20 species and 9 genera of this family, none are found in

America. The most conspicuous and typical species is the viper of

Europe, Yipera berus [pi. 87, jig. 2), which is pretty generally distributed

and greatly feared, although far from being so formidable as the copper-

heads and rattlesnakes of the United States. Great pains are taken to

destroy the species, although ineffectually, owing to their rapid repro-

duction ; in Gotha, Coburg, and Meiningen, a stated price per head is paid

for them by the civil authorities. The famed Aspic or asp of antiquity is

another species of viper (F. aspis) found along the Mediterranean. The
horned-viper (Cerastes cornutus, pi. 87, jig. 3) is a common inhabitant of

the sandy desert of Africa, and is remarkable for having a group of

elevated horn-like scales over each eye.

The celebrated Cobra di capello, or hooded-snake (Naia tripudians, pi.

8Q,fg. 4), is a species which has been variously allotted by herpetologists,

and even placed among the Colubrine snakes. It is an inhabitant of the

East Indies, where it is often tamed by jugglers and taught to dance to their

rude music. This class of persons appear capable of exercising some
peculiar influence over the cobras, by means of which they are enabled to

handle them with impunity. Another genus, of which one East India

species, Platurus laticaudatus, is figured in pi. 90, jig. 8, has been

referred to the ColubridcB. It lives in the water, and is very dangerous to

bathers.
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Suh-order 2. Coluhrina.

In the Coluhrina we miss the highly developed poison fangs which are

so conspicuous in the Viperina ; and the upper inaxilhiry bones, or edges of

the jaw, are well supplied with teeth. Some few of the species, however,

are poisonous, this being especially the case with the Hydridce, or water-

snakes, of the East Indies. Their venom fangs, however, are small, and

there are several teeth in a line behind the fangs. The head is of

moderate size, not conspicuously wider than the neck, and the crown in

one family is covered by a regular shield. Of the three families of the

sub-order, Hydrid(c, Boidcs, and Coluhridcc, the two first have the belly

covered with small, narrow, elongated scales, like those of the back ; while

in the Coluhridce the belly is covered with large, broad plates, each "one

extending entirely across the abdominal surface.

Fam. Hydridce. This family, the species of which live almost alto-

gether in the water of seas, lakes, and rivers, are distinguished from the

Boidcs, with which they agree in the small scnles on the belly, by the

entire absence of spurs on each side of the anus, like rudimentary feet.

The ventral scales are narrow, hexagonal, or bandlike ; the eyes and

nostrils look upwards, the latter generally placed in the middle of a

shield with a slit or groove to its outer edge ; the fangs are of moderate

size, intermixed with the maxillary teeth ; the pupil is small and round,

and the tail is usually compressed into an oar, but sometimes conical.

Very many are poisonous. The species with compressed tails belong-

ing to Pelamis, Lapemis, Hydrus, &c., are true snakes, coiling them-

selves up on the shore, where they lay their eggs. Their food is said

to consist of seaweeds, although perhaps incorrectly. They are often

found asleep on the surface of the sen, and are then easily caught, as they

cannot descend without first throwing themselves on their backs, probably

to expel the air from their large vesicular lungs. They are often thrown

ashore by the surf, and are occasionally found in fresh water, having been

brought in by the tide, but they appear unable to live long out of salt

water. The fisheniien of the Eastern seas often catch them in their nets,

and hold them in great dread on account of the venom of their bite. The

species with conical tails appear to live principally in fresh waters. Some
recent authors have placed North American species under this family,

though apparently with much impropriety [Helicops abacurus, and erythro-

gramynus of Holbrook, with some others). PI. 90, fig. 7, represents Achro-

chordus jav nica, a species of this family from Java.

Fa?7i. BoidiB. In this family, which contains species not poisonous,

indeed, but terrific on account of their gigantic size, wc find the ventral

scales or shields to be narrow, trrnsverse, and often six-sided. The hinder

limbs are developed under the skin, forn ed of several bones, and ending in

a short exserted spur, placed one on each side by the vent. The tail is

short, generally prehensile, and the pupil is oblong and erect, except in the

genus Tortrix.
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One of the best kno'R'n species of Boidce is tlie anaconda {Eanectes

9nurinus, ])l. 1-i,Jig. 62). It is found in Brazil, and is said to attain to a,

length of 40 feet, although the specimens exhibited in museums and mena-

geries rarely exceed 10 or 15. In a •wild state it is often found uith the tail

coiled round a tree on the river's edge, and the body floating in the ^vater, thus

awaiting the approach of its prey. It feeds on animals of mixlerate size,

peccaries, agoutis, &c., which it kills by crushing, and then swallows Avhole,

but does not disdain fish, frogs, &c. Little fear is experienced by the

inhabitants of the country, as it is quite timorous and rarely disposed to attack

man.

The Boa Constrictor {pi. Sid,Jig. 5) is another familiar species from Brazil;

it is more terrestrial in its habits than the anaconda, keeping in dry desert

situations, among bushes, trees, and rocks. It readily climbs trees, from

which it hangs suspended by its prehensile tail, ready to drop upon any

unlucky animal which may pass beneath. Like the anaconda, it is destroyed

in various ways, by shooting, lassoing, noosing, &c. The thick skin is fre-

quently tanned and converted into leather for boots and saddles. The fxt is

made use offer various fanciful purposes, and the dried excrement employed as

medicine. Another species. Boa, or rather Xiphosoma canlnum, from Brazil,

is represented mjil. SI, Jig. 4. The giant snakes of the Old World belong

chiefly to the genus Python.

Fam. Cohibridoi. In this, the last family of Ophidia, we find species

which are very rarely provided with poisonous fangs. The belly is covered

with broad scales, and there are no rudiments of hind feet as in the last family.

The tail is conical and tapering, and rarely compressed. The nostrils arc open

and placed at the side of the snout, near the top. The head is most generally

covered with regular plates, which by their number and shape afford excellent

distinctive characters. They are distributed all over the world, and are in

much greater number, both of individuals and species, than in any other family

of Ophidia.

This family is especially abundant in the United States, where it occurs

under two principal types. Coluber and Tropidonotus, with several sections

of less extent. The genus Coluber embraces most of the larger familiar

species with the scales smooth and without a longitudinal ridge along the

centre of each, as in Tropidonotus. The body is generally slender and

cylindrical, and incapable of being flattened in a horizontal plane like

Tropidonotus. They are rarely seen in the water, and are mostly oviparous,

the eggs being deposited in decayed wood, sand, or other localities. The

other genus, Tropidonotus, on the other hand, possesses the power of

depressing the body, and is generally viviparous, the eggs being developed

in the oviduct. Coluber constrictor, or the Black Snake, is a familiar

instance of the American species of Coluber. It is abundant in all parts

of the country, and sometimes attains the length of six feet. It climbs trees

"with great readiness, and moves over the ground with much velocity.

Numerous stories are current of their pursuing individuals, and thereby

earning their common name of '• Racers." It is quite possible that under

some circumstances they may follow after a person who flies in terror
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before them, but such is not the experience of herpctologists, Avith whom the

case is exactly reversed ; the snake here being usually the fugitive, and too

often escaping by his superior agility, thus also eluding the just claims of

science to his body.

The agility with which the black snake can climb trees renders it a

formidable enemy to young birds and squirrels in their nests. The fabled

fascination exerted by the serpent in all probability has reference to the

distress occasioned by his vicinity to a bird with a brood of yoang, the

whole of which are sometimes devoured at a meal. It is needless to add,

after what has already been said on the subject; that the black snakes, and

all other colubrine snakes of North America, are perfectly harmless. A
closely allied black species, called Coluber aUeghaniensis, attains to a much

larger size than the C'o/i^^/'/c/or, individuals of 7 and 8 feet not being very rare.

This is much more gentle than the other, rarely manifesting any inclination to

bite, wdiich the more common true black snake is very apt to do. The black

snakes, as well as some other large colubrine species, often engage in deadly

battle with the rattlesnakes, and, strange to say, usually come off victorious,

owing to their superior agility, and the quickness with Avhich they evade the

poison thrusts of their antagonists, and secure an opportunity of squeezing them

to death.

The type of the genus Tropidonotiis is found in the familiar garter snake,

T. sirtalis, the most abundant species in this country. Like all of its genus,

it is frequently found about the Avater, but as often on high dry land. Its

fecundity is very great, as in one instance eighty-one young, of over nine inches

in length each, were taken from a single female. The water snake of the

Middle States ( T. sipedon) is a species sometimes called moccasin, and wrongly

dreaded as venomous, on account of its supposed identity with the species of the

lowlands of Georgia. Other species are, T. leberis, dekayi, kc. PL S(),Jig.

2, represents the European T. natrix.

We shall conclude this subject by a brief consideration of some other

American species with that of an interesting African^genus. In addition to

the colubrines already enumerated, there is the beautiful Coluber i^ernalis, or

green snake, found rather abundantly in the Northern and more rarely in the

Middle States. In the South it is replaced by the beautiful green Leptophis

cBstivus. A long, slender, exceedingly swift species of the Southern States

{Psammophis Jlagelliformis) is called the Avhip snake. The diamond or

ring snake, Corojiella sayi, is conspicuous for its minute Avhite specks

scattered all over a black ground. It is one of the species most frequently

engaged in successful conflict with the rattlesnake. Elaps fulvus is a

beautiful species, variegated with rings of red, black, and yellow, known in

its abode, the Southern States, as the harlequin or scarlet snake. It has

one large immovable fang on each side of the upper jaw, which is perhaps

provided with a rudimentary poison gland, but the animal is considered to

be perfectly harmless. A South American species [E. corallinus) of equal

beauty and harmlessness, is represented in pi. 90, Jig. 9. The Heterodons

have already been referred to under the name of adder or viper. Of two

large and common species, H. niger and plati/rhimts, known as black and
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yellow vipers, neither is poisonous, nor even in the slightest degree noxious,

although of quite terrific appearance and demeanor "when enraged.

An exceedingly interesting illustration of the special provision "which nature

sometimes makes for particular cases is seen in the African genus Deirodon.

To this has been imputed the instinct of living almost entirely on the eggs of

birds, and its "whole organization fits it expressly for this end. The mouth is

entirely "without teeth, at least in the adult, so that nothing interferes to prevent

the ready entrance of an egg into the open jaw, and there is no liability of its

losing any of the contents by a premature breakage. The inferior spinous

jDrocesses of the seven or eight inferior cervical vertebras project with the

oesophagus, where they are capped by a layer of hard cement and made to

resemble long sharp teeth. The descending eggs press against these teeth and

are sawed open longitudinally, and then, crushed by the contractions of the

gullet, are carried into the stomach, where the shell is probably dissolved by

the gastric juice and digested with the contents.

Order 3. Sauria.

The third order of Reptiles, the Sauria or Lizards, embraces species of

very diversified character, especially Avhen we take into consideration certain

fossil forms. Their size, too, varies from that of a few inches to 30 feet, as

in some recent crocodiles. This magnitude, however, is far exceeded by

certain extinct species. The body is generally cylindrical, sometimes'

slightly depressed, elongated, and with a skin provided Avith scales [jihntides),

granulations, or bony plates. The photides they share with the Ophidia,

and the two orders are thus distinguishable from Batrachla, only a single

family of which, the Coeciliadcp, has minute cycloidal, fish-like scales, nearly

concealed in the folds of the skin. By the four feet they are distinguishable

from serpents, although, in a few instances, these members are partly or

entirely wanting externally. The feet, when present, are usually provided

with true claws, supported on the terminal phalanges. The tail is developed

to a greater or less extent, while the cloaca presents itself externally as a

transverse slit. The almost universal presence of an external meatus

auditorius, or at least of a tympanum (excepting in Acontias, Typhline, and

a few others), distinguishes the Sauria from the Ophidia ; as also the presence

of a sternum, connected with the vertebral column by movable ribs, and

the greater immobility of the bones of the head. The rami of the lower

jaw are firmly united together, and the entire skull is compact. Few Sauria

are Avithout movable eyelids, although these are occasionally very rudimentary.

The teeth are variously disposed, as will be seen when we come to consider the

different families. Many species are only known to us in a fossil state, these

generally of great size.

Fam. 1. ScincidcB. This fiimily, standing at the foot of the great order •

of Saurians, is characterized, in the first place, by the possession of large

plates on the top of the head, Avhich are in contact along the edges ; and by

their angular and regular shapes, closely resemble the homologous plates of
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serpents. By this character the l^chicidcB are distinguishable from the other

Saurians, excepting the Chalcididoi and Lacertidct. The rest of the body is

covered by imbricated and smooth scales, Avith rounded margins arranged

in quincunx, much as in fishes : those of the belly and sides are nearly of

the same shape and size as those of the back. By this latter feature they

are distinguishable fi'om the Laccrtida, in which the ventra,! scales are

much larger than tlie dorsal, "with the outlines angular. The absence of a

furrow or lateral fold of skin, extending along the flanks, as also the imbri-

cated or mailed scales, separates them from the Chalcidida. The spines

and crests of other Saurians are never found in this family. The tongue is

free, broad, not playing in a sheath, and slightly emarginate anteriorly. It

is fleshy, and usually covered with papilla? ; sometimes with scales, or filiform

appendages.

The iScutcid(c are variously distributed throughout the world. The largest

number of species is found in Australia, then Asia, next Africa, and finally

America. Europe counts but six species. Five species are found in the

United States.

The family may conveniently be divided into three sub-families, according to

certain peculiarities about the eyes.

iS'ub. Fmn. Sauropldhahnol. This section is known by the possession

of movable eyelids, which, as in most air-breathing vertebrata, can come

together so as completely to cover the eye. Most of the species are provided

with four feet ; some, however, have but two, while others again appear to

•be entirely deprived of these appendages. None of them appear to have

inguinal or femoral pores. The lowest form of the Saurophthalmian Scinks

is presented in the genus Acoiitias, but one species of wdiich, A. nieleogris,

a native of South Africa, is known to naturalists. With a striking resem-

blance to a serpent, in the absence of feet and of a tympanic orifice, it has

most of the characters of the Scincidaj. The eyes are very minute, and there

is but a single (inferior) eyelid. Another genus, Ophio?nonis, resembling

the last, is found in Southern Europe. ' The best known representative of the

apodal scinks is the blind or slow Avorm, Aiig-uis fragiUs {pi. 14, fig. 68, and

pi. 81, fig. 1). This beautiful animal is found in various parts of Europe,

making its appearance early in the spring, and retiring to winter quarters

about October. Its food consists principally of slugs and earth-worms. About

the end of August the female lays 8 to 16 eggs, from which the young escape

very shortly after their deposit, development having proceeded for a considera-

ble time in the oviduct. The animal is perfectly innocuous, and never makes

any attempt to bite.

In the genera OphJodes, l^oridia, and ^Scelotes, we have the first external

indications of feet, in the form of two feeble posterior extremities, which exhibit

a division into toes in the latter genus only. The first of these is South

American, the two last South African.

Anterior extremities first present themselves in the genus Evesia, where,

however, with the hind feet, they exist as mere stumps without any toes.

In Nessia, each foot, although still very rudimentary, is terminated by three

nearly equal toes, provided with claws. Bracliystopns, a South African
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reptile, has the anterior feet "without toes, the posterior "vvith two each. This

case is exactly reversed in the genus Brachymelcs^ where* the anterior feet

have two toes, the posterior none. In the Australian Chelomeles, each foot

has two toes ; while Heteromeles (from Algiers) has two toes on the fore, and

three on the hind feet. Seps, represented by a single species, ^S*. chalcides

{pi. 87, fig'. 6), a native of Southern Europe, exhibits three toes on each,

rather weak, foot. In Tetradactylus we find four toes on each foot

;

in Campsodactyhis, five toes in front, and four behind ; and in Heteropus,

four in front, and five behind. Finally, Trachysmiras and Gongylvs

have five toes to each foot. The above illustrations, far from em-

bracing the whole of the ScincldcE, may serve as an indication of the

great variety of structure and appearance, presented by this extensive

family.

To us, the most interesting genera of Saurophthalmian scinks are Plestio-

don and Lygosonia, these being the only ones which are found in the United

States. The species, of various size, are known in the Southern States, indis-

criminately, as scorpions, and dreaded as venomous. They are, hoAvever,

like all reptiles, excepting a few serpents, perfectly free from any such

properties, although the larger individuals may be capable of inflicting a

severe bite. Only one species, Plestiodon fasciatus, is found in the North,

the rest rarely occurring north of Marjdand. The largest species. P. ameri-

caiius, sometimes attains a length of 25 inches. The smaller species are usually

found about old logs, their food consisting of minute insects. Plestiodon

aldrovandii, an Egyptian species, is re{)resented in pi. 81, fig. 31. The
genus Sci?icHS, as at present restricted, embraces but a single species, iS.

ofiicinalis {pi. 89, fig. 4). This animal, a native of Northern Africa, has

been celebrated from the time of Pliny, for certain supposed medicinal virtues,

for which reason it was long considered as one of the most valuable articles of

the pharmacopoeia, and even now is kept by the druggists of Southern Europe.

It was supposed to be effectual in all eruptive diseases, but the chief applica-

tion was as an aphrodisiac. Gongylus ocellatus {pi. ^i'^,fig. 71) is a common
European reptile.

The second sub-family of ScincidcB is that of the Ophiophthalmoi, in which

the eyes, like those of serpents, are either entirely deprived of eyelids, or

else have these in the form of a narrow ring, partly or entirely surrounding

the eye. Two of the species exhibit a series of pores along the anterior

margin of the cloaca ; none, however, have femoral pores. Most of the species

are natives of New Holland. The genus Hysteropus^ with a highly ser-

pentiform body, is Avithout fore-feet, the posterior being very feeble, and

flattened, without any division into fingers. {H. uovcb hollandlcB is repre-

sented in pi. 74, fig. 68.) Other genera have four feet, variously provided

with toes.

The third and last sub-family, the TypJdophthalmol, comprises species

which are perfectly blind, having the eyes so minute as to be entirely rudi-

mentary. There are but two species known, one, Dibamus 7iovoe-gitine(C, Avith

posterior remiform feet, the other, Typhline ciivierii, an inhabitant of South

Africa, without any feet Avhatever.
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Fa7n. 2. Chalcididce. This family, -with a striking resemblance in external

form to some mt^mbers of the last, is readily distinguishable, as already re-

marked, by the different disposition of the scales, or the markings of the skin,

and by the lateral furrow found in many species. We find some species

provided with four legs, others with but two
;
while another series, again, is

entirely serpentiform in appearance, owing to the absence of these members

exterior to the skin. There is rarely any constriction posterior to the head,

answ^ering to a neck, the body and head being usually continuous. The scales,

instead of being imbricated or arranged like those of most fishes, are disposed

in whorls or rings inclosing the body. In other cases, where the scales

(photides) are absent, furrows in the indurated skin present similar markings.

The dorsal and ventral scales, like those of the iScincldfi, and unlike what we

shall find to be the case in the LacertidcLj are arranged much in the same

manner, and are of no striking difference in size. The teeth are not im-

planted in the jaws, but applied along the inner margin, thus exhibiting

the true pleurodont character. The tongue is free, slightly extensible, broad,

and emarginate at the tip, clothed with filiform or scaly papillae, and not

plying in a sheath. The ears are apparent externally in some species, while

in others there are no such indications of them. The eyes are generally

small, and slightly developed. Some species have movable eyelids ; in others

these organs are not movable ;
wdiile in a few the skin covers the entire ball

of the eye.

This family is confined mainly to Africa and America, although a few spe-

cies are found in other regions of the globe. Mexico, California, and the

southern United States contain quite a number of them. The entire number

of species described amounts to about 50, arranged in 16 genera.

We distinguish the ClialcididcB into two sub-families, according as the

skin is covered with scales or is free from these appendages. The first sub-

family, that of the Ptychoplenres^ possesses true scales arranged in the

manner already described. All the species, with a few exceptions, have a

longitudinal furrow, more or less deep, on each side ; and, without any ex-

ception, are in the possession of eyelids. Some species possess an external

auditory cavity, others are without one. The first genus to be mentioned is

Ophiosaunis {pi. 14:, fig. 63), an inhabitant of North America, and known as

the " glass snake." This animal, although usually considered as a serpent,

may readily be distinguished by the compact skull and non-dilatable mouth,

the fleshy tongue, the external auditory cavity, and the peculiar distribution

of the scales. The name is derived from the fact tj^at a slight blow is suf-

£cient to produce a fracture of the very brittle body, the muscles of which,

instead of the longitudinal arrangement of the serpents, have the arrange-

ment in hollow cones so conspicuous in the equally brittle tails of lizards.

It is a common, although entirely erroneous opinion, that the pieces of a broken

glass snake will reunite after a time. Two species are known in the United

States, one, O. ventralis., restricted to the Southern or South Eastern States,

the other, O. liiieahcs, occurring in the South West, and as far north as

Michigan,

In the genus Pseudopus, a native of Eastern Europe and of Africa, we
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have indications of a posterior pair of extremities, in the form of scaly, un-

divided appendages, one on each side of the anus. The single species is

known in Russia as the sheltopusik. The genus Chalcides, whose species are

mainly South American, has both pairs of extremities, but in a rudimentary

state. The anterior pair terminates in three or four scaly tubercles, while the

posterior is represented by two slender spines. By the absence of an external

auditory cavity, it is distinguished from ClimncBsmirus, in which none of the

rudimentary extremities exhibit any subdivision. The genus Saurophis in-

troduces us to the species having more highly developed extremities. Here

each foot has four toes. The single species known, S. tctradactyla [pi. 74,

Ji^. 67), inhabits the southern portions of Africa. The remaining genera

have five toes on each foot : the most interesting of these is the genus

Gerrhnnotus^ which, represented by eight species, inhabits Mexico and

California.

The second sub-family, that of the Glyptodermes, corresponds very nearly

to the family AmphisbnenidEe of some authors. Here the body is entirely

deprived of scales, in place of which the skin is divided by circular and longi-

tudinal furroAvs into small quadrilateral compartments, sometimes variously

colored, and then resembling mosaic work. These subdivisions are generally

slightly tubercular and projecting. There are faint indications of the lateral

furrow of the more t^^pical Chalcididcc. Most of the species bear a striking

resemblance to the Ophidia, with which they have usually been classed

;

they may, however, be distinguished by the entirely saurian skull, with the

symphisis of the two halves of the lower jaw ; by the saurian tongue

;

and by the fact that the vertebrae are united by fibro-cartilage. In one

of the ophioid genera, Trogonophis, the teeth are acrodont, or attached

on the cutting edge of the jaws, wdiile in all the rest they are pleurodont,

or applied along the inner edge. The genus AtnphisbcBna, or double

walkers, are so called from the close resemblance betAveen the anterior

and posterior extremities of the membranous body. They appear as if

possessing a head at each end, and are hence supposed to be capable of pro-

gression in either direction. They are often found in the nest of the termites,

where they feed upon the young ants. The genus Chirotes presents the

remarkable anomaly among saurians of having two fore feet, each with five

fingers. In the absence of hind feet, the anterior being present, we see

a strong resemblance to the batrachian genus Siren. The presence of a

sternum further distinguishes Chirotes from AmjihisbcBua. The single

species, Chirotes canaliadatiis, is found in various parts of Mexico,

extending northwards along the eastern base of the Rocky Moun-

tains.

Fam. 3. LacertidcB. Species of this family have a cylindrical elongated

body, with the tail sometimes of very great length, and always well developed.

The feet are four in number, with four or five distinct toes of unequal

length, all provided with curved claws. The head is in the shape of a

truncated four-sided pyramid, depressed, and covered with polygonal sym-

metrical plates. The typanum is distinct, sometimes externally apparent.

Eyes usually with three movable eyelids. The mouth is deeply cleft, and
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proAdded 'witli large labial and submaxillary scales. The teeth are variously

shaped and arranged, generally, however, inserted on the internal margin of a

common maxillary groove. Sometimes they are found in the palate. The

tongue is free, fleshy, flat, more or less extensible, the base sometimes con-

tained in a sheath, the apex always emarginate, sometimes deeply cleft. The

tail is very long and conical, the scales arranged in regular rings or Avhorls.

The skin is scaly, without projecting crests ; the dorsal scales variable ; the

central plates always larger, rectangular or rounded. Most of the species

exhibit femoral pores.

The Lacertidce, like several other families of iSauria, are extensively dis-

tributed. About one third of the entire number of species belongs to America
;

only one, however, is found to North America. Somewhat the largest propor-

tion occurs in Africa ; Europe comes next in point of numbers. About 70

species in all are known to naturalists. Some occur in a fossil state, but, for

the sake of greater convenience, we shall refer to all of the lacertoid species

when we come to consider the VaranidcB.

The Lacertidm may be conveniently divided into two sub-families, the

Pleodontes and the Ccelodontes. In the Pleodontes, the teeth are entirely

solid, without any internal cavity
; and attached by the bases and external

faces to the inside of the maxillary bones. They are usually bent a little out-

wards, especially those more anterior. All the species of pleodont lizards

belong to the New World. There are two strongly marked divisions of the

sub-family ; the one with the tail compressed, the other with it conical.

Those with compressed tails exhibit a striking resemblance to the crocodiles,

which is not diminished by their great size. The tail, flattened like an oar,

and with the surface increased still more by caudal crests, enables these ani-

mals to move with great readiness in the water, wdiich they inhabit to as great

an extent as the crocodiles. Their feet, like those of these latter animals, are

palmated. The Tupinambis of some writers is the Crocodilurus lacertimis, a

gigantic species nearly six feet in length, inhabiting the waters of Brazil and

Guiana. Thorktes dracana, found in Guiana, is still larger, individuals of

almost seven feet in length being known. Here the tail alone occupied nearly

five feet.

The section of Pleodonts, embracing species wdtli conical tails, is more ex-

tensive than the last. Here the animals are more terrestrial or arboreal. A
single genus, Aporomera, is entirely destitute of femoral pores. Acra?itus, a

large South American genus, has but four toes visible on the hinder feet.

The other forms represent no remarkable deviation from the usual structure.

The genus Salvator {pi. 14:, Jig. 80) includes the true Tapinainhis or Sanve-

gardes. Individuals of eight feet in length are not uncommon. The genus

Cnemidophorus is interesting as containing the only representative of the

Lacertidae in North America. This species (C sex-lhieatus) occurs abun-

dantly in the Southern States, and as far north as north-eastern Maryland.

It is readily distinguishable from the other lizards by the six yellow lines

along the back, and the long tail. When pursued, it runs with incredible

swiftness, climbing trees with great facility, but not leaping from branch to

branch, like the green lizard, Anolis carol'mensis.
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The second sub-family, the Ccelodontes, embraces species whose teeth

possess an internal cavity, and are applied vertically against the inner wall of

the maxillary bones, their bases, however, never being in intimate union with

the bottom of the maxillary groove. All are natives of the old world, some liv-

ing entirely in a sandy desert, or places where their rapid motions are facili-

tated by a fringe of scales to the feet, preventing them from sinking in the

sand ; others, again, with smooth feet, live on trees, or play habitually along

walls and rocks. None are aquatic. Thetypical genus Lacerta {pi. 74, jig.

79), widely spread in Europe and Africa, contains species eminent for the

quickness and beauty of their movements, as well as for their brilliant colors.

L. viridis {pi. 89, Jig. 7), is a species abundant on the continent of Europe,

but not found in Great Britain.

Fa?/i. 4. IguanidcB. This extensive family is well distinguished from the

three already considered, by the absence of large polygonal plates on the top

of the head. The body is furnished with scales, which are never arranged in

whorled rings, nor occur on the belly as large square plates. Most usually

the back or tail is provided with a crest, and there is a general tendency to

a greater or less degree of roughness externally. The teeth vary in their

mode of attachment, but are never implanted in sockets or rhizodont.

The moderate tongue is free at the extremity only : it is thick, spongy, or

villous, never cylindrical, nor playing in a sheath. The eyes are provided

with movable pupils ; and the fingers are free, distinct, and all provided with

claws.

Of the entire number of species belonging to this family, two thirds

(about 100) are natives of America. Of these, North America possesses a

considerable number, only three, however, being found within the limits

of the United States. The rest are found in Asia, Africa, and Australia
;

a single species only occurs in Southern Europe. Some of the Igua-

7iidcB, South American species especially, attain to a large size, and

constitute a favorite article of food. This is especially the case in the

vegetable-eating species. The eggs, too, of several are considered to be a

great delicacy.

All the American species of Igiianida, belong to one sub-family, that of

the Plefirodontes, distinguished from the natives of the old world, the

Acrodontes, in having the teeth applied along the internal margin of a

furrow excavated in the mandibles. These teeth, which are very close to

each other, diminish in height as they approach the extremity of the jaws.

The summits of the maxillary teeth are usually more or less trilobed
;
in a

few species the edges are denticulated ; nearly all have one or two ranges

of palatine teeth on each side. All possess an external auditory apparatus.

Some have the toes dilated, as in the Geckotidce.

Of the numerous genera (upwards of 50) into which the family Iguanidoi

is divided, our space will permit us to mention only a fcAV. The first that

comes under our review is the genus AnoUs {pi. 14, Jig. 69), distinguished by a

dilation of the skin of the penultimate joint of the toes ; by the presence of

palatine teeth ; by the minute scales ; and by the absence of pores on the

thighs. Of numerous species, but one is found in the United States. This
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one, A. caroUnensis^ is very abundant in the United States, "where it is

known as the green lizard or chameleon. It is an exceedingly beautiful

animal, of a light golden green above, and greenish white beneath ; the

gular pouch, Avhen inflated with air, is of a vermilion color. It keeps

about gardens, and frequently enters the windows of houses in search of

Hies
;
climbs trees with ease, and is even capable of walking over glass by

means of the disks of the toes. BasiUscus {pi. 74, Jig. 74) exhibits curious

appendages in the form of a vertical fold of skin on the occiput, and a high

crest on the back and tail, which, in the male, is supported by osseous

appendages. The absence of femoral pores, and the palatine teeth, distin-

guish it from other genera Avith crests. Of the two species known, both

inhabiting jNIexico and the regions south, one {B. initratus) is represented

in yj/. 89, Jig. 5. AmhlyrhyncJins is an anomalous genus first detected in

the Gallapagos Islands. This volcanic group, so remarkable for its peculiar

fauna, is said to contain tAvo species of the genus : one terrestrial and

burrowing under ground, the other living in salt water and feeding on

seaweeds. The genus Iguana {pi. 74, Jig. 75) is distinguished by the long

flap or fold of skin under the throat ; two series of palatine teeth ; the long

compressed tail, and the dentated crest along the back. A well knoAvn

species, inhabiting South America, is the Iguana tuherculata {pi. 89, Jig. 6).

The genus Tropidolepis, with ten species, is interesting on account of

being confined to North America. Only one species, however, comes

within the limits of the Atlantic States, the rest belono-ino; to Mexico and

California. The species just referred to, T. uudulatMS, is the common grey

or brown lizard, seen so commonly running along fences or among trees,

especially in hilly or sandy districts abounding in pine trees. The males

have an azure blue ci'oss on the belly. There are no crests or other

appendages in this genus, only a roughness of the scales. The pine or

fence lizard, as it is sometimes called, is entirely inoffensive. The closely

allied genus Phrynosoma is also North American. Several species inhabit

the sandy or sterile plains of Texas, Mexico, and California. The short,

squat, nearly orbicular body, the weak limbs, the long spines fringing the

occiput, and the shorter ones scattered over the back, give the animal

quite a curious appearance. The two most abundant species, P. cornuta

and P. orbiadare, are known as the ISIexican or horned frog, althouo^h

there is nothing frog-like in their appearance. They feed upon insects,

which they capture by stealing imperceptibly upon them ; and they have

the curious habit of feigning death, when handled, or even approached.

PI. SQ,Jig. 6, represents the latter of the species just mentioned.

The second sub-family, that of the Acrodontes. embraces species whose

teeth are applied by their bases, and intimately united to the jaws. The
anterior teeth differ in shape from the posterior. There are no palatine

teeth. All the species belong to the Old World. LopJnjnis {pi. 88, Jig. 6)

is a curious genus, inhabiting Asia and Africa. In Draco {pi. 74, fg. 76)

the skin of the sides is extended out in the form of a wing supported by the

prolonged ribs. By this means—which much resembles the flying appa-

ratus of Pteromys, or the flying-squirrel, excepting that in the latter the
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ribs do not support the membrane—the animal is enabled to glide in safety

for a considerable distance through the air. The best known species is D.

danduii, or flying dragon of Java {jjL 81, Jig. 33, and pi. 89, Jig. 3). The

genus Agama {pi. 74, Jig. 77) was formerly made to include the North

American Tropidolepis and Plirynosoma. As restricted it now includes

no American species. StelUo {pi. 74, fig. 78) contains the only European re-

presentatives of the IguanidcB, S. vulgaris.

Fam. 5. Chamoileontidcn (the chamasleons). This family, containing but

a single genus, Chamaleo, with 14 or 15 species, is^ separated by the most

strikingly marked characters from all the other divisions of the Saurian

order. The first peculiarity of the chameleons consists in the absence of

scales. The skin, however, unlike that of the Batrachia, is dry, and

supplied with fine granulations of unequal size but of symmetrical distri-

bution. The body is much compressed, so much so that the back and

belly, in some cases, appear provided with crests. The feet, longer in

proportion than those of any other saurian, are provided with five toes

each, arranged in two sets, one including two and the other three. In the

fore feet, the binary packet is exterior, the opposite being the case in the

posterior extremities. In fact, the toes are all united together as far as the

claws by the skin, and this then appears divided between the second and

third, or between the third and fourth toes. The head is large, and, owing

to the shortness of the neck, appears to rest on the shoulders. The orbits

are very large, and the eyes are covered by a single annular pupil, with a

dilatable central aperture. Either eye can be moved separately, and the

two may be looking in entirely opposite directions at the same time.

There is no external meatus auditorius. The mouth opens beyond the

eyes, and is provided with trilobed cutting teeth, arranged in a single series

along the sharp edges of the two jaws. A highly curious feature is to be

found in the tongue, which, Avhon at rest, appears like a fleshy tubercle,

capable, however, of being suddenly protruded to a distance equal to the

length of the body. The tip of the tongue is covered with a sticky secre-

tion, by means of which small insects are secured. The tail is prehensile,

and like that of the American monkeys can be used as an instrument of

progression. The chameleons are especially arboreal, a condition of life

for which they are well fitted by reason of the opposable divisions of the

feet and the prehensile tail. Their motions are exceedingly slow, and

when stealing on their prey (minute insects) almost imperceptible. When
arrived Avithin a proper distance of the object of their pursuit, the tongue

is protruded with inconceivable velocity, and retracted almost as quickly.

The changes of color experienced by the skin of the chameleon have made

it an object of curiosity from the most remote time. Highly exaggerated

notices of this phenomenon are to be found in the writings of many of the

ancients ; more recent investigations, however, have dispelled much of the

fable attaching to this curious animal. A change of color, under different

circumstances, is not peculiar to the chameleon, but is exhibited by many
of the tree-frogs, and in fact by most of the anourous batrachia. In all, it

appears to depend, in some obscure way, upon the loose attachment of the
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skin to the subjacent muscles,—a feature liigbly conspicuous in the chamse-

leon. The skin appears to be provided with various coloring matters, in

different layers, which may be exhibited at or near the surftice, under

different circumstances and to different degrees, thus producing the various

shades of color. These colors depend much upon external conditions, but

are especially seen when the animal is irritated, or exposed to an elevated tem-

perature. When remaining in a dark, cool place, the color of the skin is

nearly white, which the stimulus of light and heat soon converts into a bottle-

green, or venous red, this sometimes of such intensity as to appear almost

black. These colors may be partial in their distribution, or may cover the

whole body.

The family is represented by a single genus, Chamaleo {pi. 74, Jig. 72),

which is confined entirely to the Old World. Most of the species are

African. One species, C. vulgaris {pi. 88, Jig. 3), is found in the South of

Europe.

Fam. 6. Geckonidm. The Gecko f\imily is eminently nocturnal, the

entire organization fitting the species for this life. With some resem-

blance to the last, in some parts, the geckos are characterized in the first

place by a clums}^, depressed body, so low on the legs as to permit the

abdomen to drag along the ground ; the greatest thickness is in the middle,

and the back is without crest. The feet are short
;

the toes usually

dilated, and provided beneath witli transverse folds of skin, by means of

which they are enabled to adhere firmly to the surface over which they

may be moving. The claws are sharp, curved, and in some species re-

tractile. The head is large and depressed, the mouth extensive, the eyes

very large and protruding. In most species the pupil is a vertical slit,

with or without denticulated margins. The tongue is short, fleshy, not

protractile, and free at the extremit}^ The teeth are small, uniform, and

implanted along the inner margin of the jaws. The tail is frequently

provided with curious appendages, never, however, Avith a dorsal crest.

The skin is granulated, somewhat as in the Chamaeleons. In some

species, it is extended along the sides and limbs into a kind of marginal

fringe.

The GeckonidcB, unlike the last family, are pretty generally distributed.

Asia, Africa, America, and Australia, divide the species pretty equally.

Europe possesses two species. None are found in the United States, a

species of Platydactylus having been assigned erroneously. The entire

family may, Avith Cuvier, be ccmveniently divided into seven sections,

according to the structure of the toes. In the first section, Platydactyla,

the toes are more or less enlarged along their entire length, and provided be-

neath with transverse imbricated laminas, which are either entire or divided by

a longitudinal median furrow. A species of Gecko, Platydactylus mto'alis,

is common in Southern Europe, where it excites attention by its power of as-

cending smooth perpendicular Avails. It is this species Avhich is called Taran-

tola or Tarantula, by the Italians. Another species, P. guttatus {pi. 88,

Jig. 4), is a native of Asia.

The second section, Hemidactyla, embraces species in Avhich the toes
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are dilated at the base only. A single species only, H. verritciilatiis, is found

in Europe, the rest are principally Asiatic and Australasian.

The three next sections are known by the enlargement of the toes at the

extremity only. In the first of these, Ptyodactyla, the disk is emarginate

in front, and provided beneath with imbricated lamellie arranged in a

fan-shaped manner. One species, Uroplatus jimhriatus (pi. 88, Jig. 5),

inhabits Madagascar. The Phyllodactyla differ from the last in the

absence of the inferior lamelloe. One species, P. tuberculosiis, is found in

California. The Sphceriodactyla have the toes dilated at the extremity into

an entire disk, and are entirely "without claws. The species inhabit the West

Indies.

The two remaining sections are without the usual dilatation of the toes.

One of them, Gymnodactyla, has the simple toes unmargined and with

transverse striae on the inferior face. The fifth toe of the hinder feet is

versatile, answering the purpose of a thumb. Under this head is to be

ranged the curious New Holland genus PhyUurus, with a tail flattened

horizontally in the shape of a leaf. The concluding section, Stenodactyla,

embraces but a single species, Stenodactylus guttatus, a native of Egj^pt.

The simple cylindrical toes are indented along the edges, and are granu-

lar on the inferior face. The fifth toe of the hind foot is very slightly versa-

tile.

Fam. 7. Varanidm. This family, interesting on account of the size of

some of its species, Avhich comes next to that of the crocodiles, is also

important for the light which it throws upon the organization of certain

fossil saurians. The body is greatly elongated, rounded, or cylindrical, and

without dorsal crests. The tail is slightly compressed, and several times

as long as the body. The body is provided with non-imbricated tubercles,

which are set in the skin, rounded, except on the belly, and arranged in

circular bands or rings. The belly is frequently provided with angular

plates. The tongue is more like that of serpents than of the other

saurians : it is protractile, playing in a sheath, and deeply split into two

forks, which are capable of separation. The teeth, which are usually

pointed and recurved, sometimes tubercular, are confined to the jaws,

where they are inserted by their roots in a common groove. Some of the

VaranidcB attain to a size which, among living saurians, is only exceeded by

the crocodiles. None, as far as known, are arboreal. They inhabit sandy

deserts, rocky situations, or the banks of rivers, where they feed upon insects,

or even the smaller vertebrate animals. The Monitor of the Nile, Varanus

niloticus, is said to perform essential service in devouring the eggs of the

crocodile.

Of the few species of this family, but one, Heloderma horridir?n, belongs to

North America, where it is found in Mexico and California. None are Eu-

ropean : Asia, Africa, and Oceania dividing the species pretty equally.

We shall now briefly indicate a few of the more conspicuous fossil

saurians, whose alliance is, to a greater or less extent, with the preceding

families, especially with the Varanidce. The genera Geosaurus and

Mosasannis were gigantic forms, each represented in the cretacean
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system of the United States ; one, Geosauris mitchelU, from New Jersey,

the other, Mosasaurus maxiinilia7ii, from the banks of the Yellowstone

River. Dicynodon is a highly anomalous genus found recently in South

Africa
; and, in some peculiarities, exhibiting a resemblance to the Chelonia

and to birds. There are no teeth at all along the margins of the jaws
;.
but

below each orbit there is a single cylindrical acute tooth, which appears to have

groAvn at the base as it Avas worn away at the apex (as in the Rodentia), and

presenting a character entirely unique among reptiles. Other genera are

PalcLosaums^ Thecodontosmirus^ RliyncJiosaurus, &c. There are obscure

indications of species of ViD'anus, Iguana, Lacerta, iSclncus, &c., or of very

closely allied genera.

We come now to the consideration of Saurians, of a type of organization

in many respects much superior to those hitherto considered. The most

striking feature consists in the rhizodont character of the teeth, or the

implantation of the teeth either in so many distinct sockets, or else in a

deep furrow. Some authors make a distinct order of Rliizodontes. Com-

paratively few of the species known belong to the fauna of the present

day
; the remainder being entirely extinct, and exhibiting forms the most

different from those which now abound on the surface of the earth. But

one family has living representatives, and most of its species are now

extinct.

This family, CrocodilidcE, the eighth of our classification, is readily

distinguishable from other recent fiimilies by important characters, in

addition to the implantation of the teeth in distinct sockets. The tongue is

broad, fleshy, and entirely attached between the rami of the lower jaw. The
latter are longer than the cranium. The skin of the head is closely

adherent to the subjacent bone, and is without scales. The external nostrils

are close together at the superior extremity of the snout, and are provided

.with movable valves. The posterior nostrils open in the pharynx, and not

in the mouth, as in other saurians. The external ears also present an

unique character, in being provided with two movable opercula, simulating

the concha of the mammalian ear. The pupil consists of a vertical slit. The
skin of the back is covered with solid bony shields, with longitudinal

carina?, and arranged in longitudinal bands. The belly is covered with trans-

verse series of square plates. The greatly compressed tail is surmounted

by longitudinal crests, and provided with whorled square plates. The anterior

extremities have five distinct toes, the tAvo exterior Avithout claws ; the pos-

terior have but four toes, Avhich are palmated, or semi-palmated
; three

only have claAA\s. The penis of the male is simple, and the cloaca opens by a

longitudinal slit, instead of the double penis and transverse slit of most other

saurians.

The living CrocodiUdm are most abundant in the Noav World, Avhere

about one half of the entire number is found. Europe presents us Avith not

a single species, Asia has three, and Africa perhaps four. Among the

crocodiles of the present day, Ave distinguish three distinct genera, the

alligators or caymans {Alligator), the true crocodiles {Crocodilus), and the

gavials (Gavialis). The tAA-o first genera are distinguished from the last
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by the comparatively short, broad skulL In Alligator, again, the fourth

tooth of the lower jaw, or canine, is received into a cavity of the palatal

surface of the upper jaw, where it is concealed when the mouth is shut : in

old individuals the upper jaw is completely perforated by these large canines.

The entire genus is confined to the New World. In Crocodilus, the first

tooth in the lower jaw perforates the palatal .process of the intermaxillary

bone when the mouth is closed : the fourth tooth in the lower jaw is

received into a notch cut in the edge of the upper jaw, and is visible

externally Avhen the mouth is dbsed. The genus is represented in the West
India Islands, but probably not on the continent of America : it is also found

in both Asia and Africa. The commissure of the jaws, in both species,

presents a sinuous or waved margin, and the teeth are of unequal size. In

Gavialis the jaws are very straight, and greatly elongated, so as to form a

sub-cylindrical beak. The teeth are nearly equal in size, and similar in form,

in both jaws ; and the first, as well as the fourth tooth, on each side of the

lower jaw, passes in a groove in the margin of the upper jaw when the mouth

is closed. The best known species, Gaviolis gangeticiis, or the common

gavial, is found in the Ganges, and probably in other rivers of Asia. The best

known species of alligator proper is A. mississippiensis, a conspicuous inhabi-

tant of North America. On the Atlantic coast, it occurs as far north as Cape

Fear River in North Carolina. They were formerly very abundant in Florida,

and of great size, individuals of 20 feet in length having been met with. They

construct a curious nest, consisting of a cone of about four feet in diameter

and height, composed of alternate layers of eggs and mud mixed with grass.

The males in spring make a noise resembling the bellowing of a bull. PI.

88, fig. 7, represents one of the South American alligators. The genus

Crocodilus is illustrated by C. vulgaris ( pi. 88, fig. 8), or the common croco-

dile of the Nile.

The Crocodilidoi of the present day all possess vertebras with concavo-

convex articulations, or the anterior fice concave and the posterior convex. In-

stances of this same character occur in the fossil species. Others, how-

ever, as Pleurosaurus, Teleosaurus, Macrospondylus, &c., have concave

articulations at both extremities. In a third series the reverse of the fii-st

takes place ; the anterior articulations being convex, the posterior concave,

as in Streptospondylus,' Cetiosaurus. (fcc. About 70 fossil members of the

family are known, comparatively few of these, however, belonging to the United

States. Many species were of enormous size, exceeding those of the present

day, although some of the latter have been known upwards of thirty feet in

length,

Fam. 9. Enaliosaurli. The remaining families of Saurians are all com-

posed of extinct species ; many of them of enormous size, and of most

remarkable organization, fitting them for the water, the air, the land. The

enaliosaurians are the most highly aquatic of all known saurians, and

perhaps of all reptiles. For this mode of life they were well calculated, by

the highly unique structure of the extremities. While all other known

reptiles never have more than five toes, nor more than five joints to each toe,

the enaliosaurians have to each foot an indefinite number of toes, of an
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indefinite number of joints, all united into a strong paddle or oar. In this

respect they resemble fishes, an analogy i^hich perhaps detracts from that

eminence which the alveolar character of the teeth would imply. The entire

framework is eminently calculated for progression in the water, the anterior

extremities being more poAverful than the posterior. The numerous vertebras

have biconcave articulating surfaces, and the bodies are rather broader than

long. The immense eyes were provided with a bony sclerotic hoop, as in

birds, composed of numerous pieces. This hoop, however, instead of being

imbedded in the sclerotic of the eye, was prol^bly attached to the margins of

the orbit anterior to the eye. The teeth were large and conical, arranged in

a longitudinal groove, bearing traces of a subdivision into alveoli. The

skin was probably naked. The entire structure of the enaliosaurians indicates

a highly rapacious character, well fitted to make them the terror of the

deep. That their food consisted mainly of fishes is shown by the fact that

their coprolites, or fossilized excrement, always contain scales or bones of these

animals.

The enaliosaurians inhabited the seas of Europe during the deposit of the

Trias and Jura formations. No species have as yet been detected in North

America.

Of the numerous genera of this family, we have space to mention but

two, which perhaps offer the extremes of structure. The first of these is

Ic/tf/ujosaurus (pi. 74. Jig. 83), a form which probably resembled that of

some living cetaceans, as the dolphin. Like some of them, too, it was

probably furnished with a vertical cartilaginous fin near the tail. The

head was very large and pointed, the neck very short, and the tail very

long ; the entire animal having an acutely sub-fusiform shape. Plesiosmiras

{])l. 74, Jig. 82) presents conditions of external appearance precisely the

reverse of the last genus. With a very small head, the neck was of such

enormous length as greatly to exceed, in this respect, any other animal.

Some species have as many as 40 cervical vertebnB, and the neck must

have had a flexibility an;l freedom of motion far exceeding that of the swan,

or any of the herons. In mammalia, this number never exceeds seven

;

birds have from nine to twenty-three
;

in living reptiles, from three to eight.

The tail of Plesiosaurus v.as shorter, and the feet weaker and more slender

than those of Ichthyosaurus. Some species of both genera exceeded 20 feet

in length.

Fam. 10. Pterosaiirii. Of all anomalous reptilian animals, Pterodacty-

lus, the single genus composing the family, presents perhaps the most remark-

able features. Even its position in the class Reptilia has been allowed,

comparatively speaking, but recently, some writers assigning it to fishes,

some to mammalia, others to birds ; while a few saw in it a connecting

link between the two last mentioned classes. Wagler went so far as to

construct for it a new class of vertebrate animals, in Avhich he likewise

placed the enaliosaurians and the monotrematous mammalia. In appearance

they must have somewhat resembled, when living, enormous bats ; and

would have well illustrated the fabulous dragon of olden times. The pecu-

liarity which distinguishes the ptcrodactyle from all other reptiles is to
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be found in the conversion of the anterior extremities into true wings. It is

indeed true that one genus of living saurians, Draco, possesses the power of

gliding through the air, but this is effected by means of the extended ribs

alone, which, covered with skin, and margining the sides of the bod}', support

the animal in its aerial movements, precisely as does the outstretched skin of

the Pteromys, or flying squirrel. The entire structure of the pterodactylc

fitted it for living in the atmosphere, where it probably possessed as much,

if not more, freedom of motion than the bat of the present day. The light-

ness and hollowness of the bones, the bony connexion of the i-ibs with the

sternum, the processes of the ribs, the numerous anchylosed sacral vertebrae,

&c., all conclusively indicate this fact. The external or little finger of the

anterior extremities, was of enormous development, and a membrane extended

from this, probably to the tail, including the feet. The remaining four inte-

rior fingers Avere of moderate size, and all provided with strong claws. In

the bats, it is the four external fingers which are greatly developed, and over

which the wing membrane is stretched, leaving the thund) alone, of normal

size, and provided with a claw. The elongated jaws were provided Avith

teeth arranged at intervals, and each implanted in distinct sockets, to the

number of from 10 to 34 in each jaw. The food of the smaller species con-

sisted of insects, the larger preying upon fishes or the marsupial mammalia of

their day. None of these highly curious animals have been detected in North

America.

Fam. 11. Dinosanria. While the Pterosauria inhabited the air and the

Enaliosauria exclusively the water, the Dinosauria seem to have had the

dry land as the stage on which they played their part in the economy of

an ancient world. The species of this family exhibit a striking mammalian

feature in the anchylosis of five vertebrre to form the sacrum. In no other

saurians, excepting the pterodactyles, is the number greater than two.

The bones of the extremities were much developed, with crests for the

attachment of muscles, and with a medullary cavity in the interior, as in

mammalia and birds. The species were all of gigantic size, and divisible

into two sections, the one carnivorous, the other herbivorous. The former,

including the genera Megalosaurus and Hylaeosaurus, exhibited peculiar

serrated sabre-shaped teeth, arranged in distinct sockets ; while the latter,

embracing Iguanodon (and perhaps Plateosaurus) had teeth not unlike those

of Iguana, which were pleurodont in their attachment to the jaws. For a

long time the single species of Iguanodon Avas supposed to have attained a

length of from 70 to 100 feet ; and although this size is noAV denied, yet this

gigantic saurian must be ranked among the largest of all terrestrial animals.

Of the four knoAvn species of Dinosauria, none have been found out of

Europe,

Fam. 12. hahyrinthodonta. This i-emarkable family should, perhaps,

in a strictly natural arrangement, come next to or be included among the

Batrachia, although several features would seem to require a position

superior to that of the family just mentioned. The more essential differences

consist in the implantation of the teeth in distinct sockets, and in the

development of certain of the anterior teeth of both jaws into large and
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formidable tusks. Other important points of distinction are to be found in

the particular relations of several bones of the skull, some of which strikingly

resemble those found in the crocodiles. The two occipital condyles impart a

batrachian feature not to be found in any other saurian. Various genera are

rano-ed in this family by the German palasontologists : the more conspicuous

of these are Mastodonsaurus and Lahyrinthodon, the latter of which, in

addition to a close set series of nearly equal teeth along both jaws, has

another along the anterior part of the outer margin of each vomerine bone.

Two or three canine-shaped teeth, much larger than the rest, are placed in

the intermaxillary bones, and in each vomer ; other tusks being somewhat

irreo-ularly implanted in other situations. So few fragments of the rest of

the skeleton have been found that we cannot have a clear idea of the animal,

Avhich may, however, have resembled a frog in external appearance. Some

species are known to have possessed an armor of bony plates like that of

the crocodiles. Not the least interesting feature of the Labyrinthodonts

is presented by the peculiar structure of the teeth, a transverse section of

which exhibits the most complicated cerebriform convolutions and sinuosities

of the cement and dentine. The only parallel to this, among recent ani-

mals, is to be found in some species of the North American ganoid fish,

Lepidosceus or the gar. It is highly probable that the curious hand-like

fossil foot-marks found in Scotland and Germany, and provisionally assigned

to a Cheirotherhan, were impressed by some labyrinthodont. No species

of the family have been found in North America.

Order 4. Chelonia.

The order Chelo?iia, or tortoises, is readily distinguished from other rep-

tiles by the entire absence of teeth and the immovable union of the ribs

and sternum into a kind of box, within Avhich the soft parts are inclosed, and

from which project the head, tail, and four extremities. This box is

always broader than high, sometimes nearly as broad as long, and consists

of two portions : one superior, or dorsal, called the carapace, or buckler

;

the other inferior, or ventral, known as the plastron or shield. The cara-

pace is usually mucl» arched, the degree of curvature varying with the

family : the plastron is flat or sub-conca-ve. The plastron usually consists

of eight elements united in successive pairs, and a ninth occupying a notch

between the first pair. In the carapace there are two sets of bony ele-

ments, one margining the other. This solid framework is covered by horny

plates of various shapes and sizes, not necessarily similar in this respect to

the osseous elements ; more rarely by a simple coriaceous integument. The

extremities are covered by a scaly skin. There are additional peculi-

arities in the osteology of the Chelonia, to which our limits forbid us to

refer.

The head, neck, and tail are movable, and often retractile within the

shell ; the eyelids are always three in number ; no external auditory
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meatus ; nostrils anterior ; tongue fleshy, depressed, and thick. The cloaca Is

situated under the tail, Avith the orifice rounded and puckered. The male

organ is simple.

Fani. 1. Testudiiiidcc. The family first to be considered embraces spe-

cies -which are exclusively terrestrial. They are known by their high-arched

carapace, their full ossification, the complete investment of all the toes by a

common skin, forming a true club-foot, on the exterior of which are to be

found the blunt nails. The jaws are naked ; the tympanum visible
;
the eyes

lateral, with the lower eyelid higher than the upper. The tongue also is

papillose. The four generic forms are, Kinixi/s, Homopus, Pyxis, and

Testudo. But one of these genera, Testudo. is found in North America,

where it is represented by a single species, T. polyphenms, or the gopher.

This animal is found in Georgia and Florida, in sandy districts, where it

excavates holes in the ground Avhich much impede the movements of horse-

men. Another species, T. elephantopus, is found in great numbers in the

Gallapagos Islands, were they average GOlbs. in Aveight. They arc eagerly

sought for by the crews of vessels, and when captured serve for fresh

meat, and may be kept in the hold of a ship for a year Avithout food or

drink. One species, T. grceca {pi. 81, jig. 40), is found in the South

of Europe ; Avhile T. geometrica [pi. 81, jig. 39, and pi. 90, jig. 13) lives in

the East Indies.

Fiwi. 2. Einydidcc. In this fixmily, the feet are more perfectly formed

than in the last, the toes being five in number and movable, most generally

united by a membrane or palmated. The mandibles are usually horny,

trenchant, and naked. The tympanum is visible, and the eyelids are of equal

height. The tongue, of nearly equal thickness throughout, is smooth at the

surface, but presenting longitudinal folds. In most species the shell is con-

siderably depressed.

This extensive family presents tAA'o sub-divisions or sub-families, Avhose dis-

tinguishing features are to be found in the shape of the head, in the position

of the eyes, and in the manner in Avhich the head and neck are retracted

within the shell.

In the first sub-family, the Cryptoderes. the head is conical, sometimes as

as high as broad ; the eyes are lateral. The neck is short, thick, cylindrical,

invested by a loose non-adherent skin. When the head is retracted the

neck assumes an S shape, and both are nearly, if not entirely, concealed by

the anterior margin of the shell, or by the loose skin of the neck. The

most strikino; anatomical difference betAveen the tAvo sub-families is that in

this the pelvis is attached to the carapace by a cartilaginous symphysis, and

not at all to the plastron, this permitting a certain freedom of movement

;

while in the second sub-family, the pelvis is immovably attached to both cara-

pace and plastron.

The first genus to be referred to among the Cryptoderes is Cistiido,

which includes the common land tortoise (C clausa) of the United States.

Here the carapace is very high and arched, while the lower shell or plas-

tron is divided into tAvo pieces by a hinge, which enables them to shut

close against the upper shell, and thus completely to inclose the entire
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animal. The principal food of the land tortoise consists of vegetable matter

as fungi, of slugs, &.c. Other species are found in the Old World, as C.

europa.a {pi. SI, Jig". 41, and pi. 90, Jig. 12). Sternothanriis, with some resem-

blance to the last genus, has the anterior half only of the lower shell movable.

The single North American species, S. odoratus, or the stinkpot of the

Middle States, is a small species, exclusively aquatic, and often caught on a

hook. It exhales a very disagreeable musky smell. Commonly confounded

with this species is Kinosternon pennsylvanicwn, a turtle of about the

same size, but with the lower shell in three pieces, of Avhicli the middle

is fixed, and the anterior and posterior move on this by cartilaginous

hinges. The next noteworthy genus is Chelonura, or the snapping-turtle

of the United States. Of this, there are two species, one confined to the

South-West, and of immense size. The genus Emys includes species

with depressed bodies and immovable plastron ; five toes to the feet, the

posterior with four claws only. Of this single genus there arc 17 species

known in the United States. The most remarkable is E. terrapin, the

common diamond-back terrapin, so highly prized by epicures. It is caught

in the brackish waters of the Chesapeake, and other bays and rivers, and

commands a high price. Another species, E. picta [pi. 81, Jig. 42), is ex-

ceedingly abundant.

In the second sub-family of the Emydida, or the Pleiirodehs, the neck

and head are not capable of complete retraction within the anterior part of

the shell, but only partially to one side. The cranium is more or less

depressed, and the eyes are more or less superior, and approximated. The

skin Avhich covers the neck is closely adherent to the subjacent muscles, and

follows the neck in all its movements. None of the species belong to North

America : many, however, to South America. The most remarkable is

the Chelys tnatamata, or matamata tortoise of Cayenne, remarkable for the

numerous fringes and other appendages which give it so grotesque an ap-

pearance.

Fam. 3. Trionycida. This family is known by the complete absence

of scales upon the body, the shell being covered by a soft skin, and with

free and flexible borders detached from the sternum. The feet and head

are equally clothed with a naked skin, the latter without visible tympanum,

and with nostrils prolonged into a kind of tube. Tlie feet are provided

with five toes each, wdth, however, but three claws. The species are all

highly aquatic, Avith a much depressed shell, which, with their oar-shaped

feet, well fits them for rapid progression in the water. But two genera are

known, Tryonix and Cryptopus ; species of Avhich are found in North

America, Asia, and Africa. Two species of Trionyx are found in the

United States, where they are known as the soft-shelled turtle. One

species is exceedingly abundant in the Mississippi and its tributaries. It

bites readily at a night line, and is esteemed, in many places, a great

delicacy.

Fani. 4, or the Chelonidce proper, includes the marine species, which are

all of immense size. Their carapace is much depressed, and the upper jaw

usually presents^ a curved beak somewhat like that of a hawk. The feet
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are true oars or paddles, with but a faint trace of one or two claws externally

;

the anterior are much larger than the posterior. There are two genera,

one Sphargis, with a naked skin on the shell, and Chelonia with plates.

Sphargis coriacea {pi. SI, Jig. 43), or the leather turtle, is the largest of all

living Chelonia, individuals having been known to weigh ISOOlbs., with a shell

six feet in length. Chelonia imbricata, or the hawks-bill turtle, found among

the "West India Islands, and in other localities, furnishes the valuable tortoise-

shell of commerce. C. mydas, or the green-turtle {pi. 90. Jig. 11), is highly

prized by epicures. It is caught in great numbers among the West India

Islands and on the coast of Florida, especially about Key West. Most sea

turtles are vegetable eaters.

We shall now make a brief reference to the fossil Chelonia, having

purposely deferred their consideration until the last. Numerous species of

Testudo are found in the Tertiary of Europe, and one or two in that of

Brazil. The Himalaya furnishes an enormous species of land tortoise

closely allied to Testudo, in Colossochelys atlas, an animal which with a

total length of 18 feet, had a carapace or back shell 11^ feet in length,

8 feet broad, and 6 feet high. The sternal shell or plastron was 9^ feet long,

8 broad, and over 6 inches in thickness. The feet must have equalled, or

exceeded in size, those of the largest rhinoceros. Many species of Emys
have been found in the Jurassic and tertiary strata of Europe. A species

of Chelomira, or snapping-turtle, is described, from the Q^ningen marl.

Trionyx, Chelys, and several other modern genera, have their fossil represen-

tatives. Fossil species of ChelonidcB, or sea turtles, are not uncommon in the

Jurassic, cretaceous, and tertiary strata of Europe ; and one species, Chelonia

cooperi, is indicated from the State of Georgia. Many species of Emydidcc

are found in the bone caves of Pennsylvania, most of them, however, identical

with recent species.
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VERTEBRATA.

Class III. Aves. Birds.

No class of tlie Animal Kingdom is more stongly marked or more

eompetely isolated from other classes than that of Birds. Having the body

covered -with feathers, -^vhich are peculiar to this class, with the two anterior

extremities analogous to the fore legs in quadrupeds transformed into wings,

and an organization completely adapted to inhabiting the air, at various

altitudes, during the greater portion of their lives, they are capable of swiftness

of motion surpassing any other of the A^ertebrata, and wander over the regions

of space with great ease and celerity. We wish to be understood, however, as

sjDeaking of the general character of the class ; for nature, ever disposed to

vary her productions, has given to some species very limited powers of flight,

and totally denied them to others.

For the purposes of flight, and especially for such long continued

exertion upon the wing as may be observed in many birds, an admirable

adaptation of anatomical organization subserves. It is obvious that a

great degree of muscular jjower is indispensable, and we accordingly find

it, and sustained too by a provision for producing the most energetic and

23rotracted respiration. This is the curious arrangement by which the air

which enters the bod}" is not restricted to a pair of lungs, but is transmitted

to various large air-cells in the abdomen and other parts of the body, and

even into the interior of the bones. By this means the respiratory surface

is incalculably extended, and the specific gravity of the body greatly

diminished. There are also other anatomical characters, from which it is

demonstrable that to be filled with air is the natural or healthy state of

these cavities, and that they are always filled by active or unimpaired

inspiration. This extraordinary arrangement is highly developed in rapacious

and other birds Avhich habitually fly to great heights in the atmosphere ; but

it is also found in great perfection in singing birds, and has evidently an

additional use in enabling them by deep and less frequent inspirations to

sustain protracted song.

For general elegance of form no class of vertebrated animals can be

compared to birds, and they alone of the entire circle of animal life are gifted

with voice which can be considered as musical or even agreeable to the ear.

It is the latter character Avhich immediately recommends them to all nations

and classes of mankind, and establishes them as favorites. It has somewhat

an aspect of misfortune, though, so far as relates to many of the pre-eminently

superior songsters of Europe, the business of catching them and reducing them

to subjection has been long pursued and carried on to an extent which would

be scarcely credited in America.

Singing birds are almost exclusively restricted to the Insessorial or

perching birds. The song was formerly supposed to be peculiarly the

expression of love during the breeding season, but this is not strictly the

case, for many species sing in the autumn long after the labors of incubation
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have been accomplislied, and it even appears to happen occasionally that a

bachelor bird sings all summer apparently for his own exclusive amusement.

Mr, Broderip, in Zoological Recreations, mentions a case of this kind as

follows :
" We have heard the wild thrush, one of the sweetest singers of his

tribe, sing far into September, but we watched narrowly and never could find

that he had a mate." He was either too much of a genius to be troubled with

the cares of ornithological matrimon}^, or was culpably unambitious about

perpetuating the ancient house of the Thrushes.

Many birds which have no song possess notes of remarkable beauty and

purity of intonation.

It appears to be nearly or quite impossible to set to music any length-

"

ened song of a bird. This is owing to its being, as termed by musicians,

out of time. This remark does not imply, however, to some birds which have

a few melodious notes
;

these can often be accurately recorded, though it

must be borne in mind that it is nearly impossible to imitate them with ^ny

instrument.

Nearly all birds can be taught strains other than their natural notes, by

the more or less long continued repetition of such in their hearing
; and

several families, especially of the Parrots, can be taught to imitate the human

voice with considerable success. No animals except birds are capable of

this kind of imitation. The strength and compass of a bird's voice depend

on the size and proportionate force of the larynx. The male only possesses

this organ in sufficient development ; in the female it is weak and small. It

is found by experiment that this organ may be greatly improved in all singing

birds by exercise and habit, so as to greatly enlarge and improve the song.

Nutritive food, fresh air, and exposure to sounds which excite attention and

emulation, in the season of courtship especially, are productive of this effect.

The highest degree of merit as a songster, from time immemorial and by

universal assent, has been aAvarded to the nightingale, of Avhich we shall speak

at length in its proper place, and also of the greatest of our American song-

sters, the mocking-bird.

In the economy of the bird the bill is, perhaps, the most important organ,

as it not only performs the offices of the jaws in other animals, to some

extent, but is also a substitute in a great measure for the hand or fore paw

of other vertebrata. It has considerable analogy, however, to the length-

ened snout of the crocodiles, or the long-nosed fishes or quadrupeds. By
this organ the food is seized in all birds, and in rapacious birds it is con-

structed for tearing their prey in conjunction wdth the feet and claws, and such

is the case also so far as relates to many of the small insect-eating birds.

Some birds, the horn-bills {Bucei'idcc) for instance, have large and grotesque

appendages to this organ, the uses of which have never been ascertained. (See

pi im, fig. 2).

The possession of wings is the most peculiar character of birds amongst

the vertebrated animals, but in several groups these members are so

materially modified as to be almost useless. In very many of the Galli-

naceous birds, which comprise the common fowls, the pheasants, quails,

&c. {pi. 96), the wings are so short and weak as to be only capable of
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restricted and noisy flight ; while in the ostrich, emu [pi. 94, 95), and some

swimming birds, they are only useful to assist in running or swimming. In

all cases, however, there appears to be ample compensation in enlarged powers

of the two latter methods of locomotion.

All birds are protected from external injury by a more or less densely

arranged growth of feathers, Avhich are their peculiar clothing. In the

smaller birds these are frequently highly ornamental : while in the tribes

inhabiting the Avater or found only within the limits of excessive cold, in

which utility is more strictly an object, this clothing is remarkably compact,

and adapted in the most wonderful manner to the retention of warmth. In

the swimming birds it is absolutely impervious to water, and is constantly

lubricated by an oily secretion from a gland near the rump, more or less

developed in all birds.

The periodical renewal of this plumage is termed moulting, and usually

takes place in all birds once in a year. It usually occurs several times

before the mature plumage of the species is attained. The plumage alters

also considerabl}^ in the course of a year, the brightest colors and otherwise

most complete plumage being observable during the season of courtship and

incubation ; after which it fades and in some species a moult takes place,

during which the male bird assumes a plumage resembling that of the female,

only attaining his OAvn again in the spring.

The digestive power of all birds is very powerful, and the demand for

food is accordingly of frequent recurrence. All birds are great eaters, and

seem necessarily to require a comparatively large quantity of food to

sustain their active habits and peculiar organization. The food is at first

temporarily deposited in a sac, which is merely an extension of the gullet,

and termed the craw, from which it is generally transferred to the stomach

proper. This is composed of two apartments, in one of which the food is

moistened by a secretion from peculiar glands, and then transferred to the

second part or gizzard, in which the digestion is completed. The gizzard

is furnished with enormously strong muscles in birds which feed upon

grains, as the common fowl, but in those which subsist upon animal food

the muscles are of but ordinary development. Many birds swallow particles

of sand or gravel, for the purpose, it is believed, of assisting the powers of

digestion. The craw is wanting in some birds which feed upon soft fruits. In

parrots and pigeons it has the function of secreting a milk-like substance with

which the food of the parent is mixed, and afterwards disgorged for the purpose

of feeding the young.

Of the senses possessed by birds that of sight is the most acute, and

exceeds in powder that of all other animals and even of man. The rapa-

cious vultures and eagles have this sense in the highest degree, but all

birds have it very acutely developed. The sense of smell does not seem to

be at all remarkable in any birds, notwithstandin^the opinion formerly

entertained that by this sense vultures were attracted to their prey. This

opinion has been completely disproved, and the fact fully established that

they depend upon sight alone. Hearing is usually acute, and is very

delicate in the owls, some of which are the only birds which have external
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ears. The sense of taste is very imperfect in all birds, and touch little better,

though the latter is amply developed in the ducks and other aquatic birds

Avhich seek for sustenance with the bill. In all other birds this sense is very

dull, and almost exclusively confined to the feet.

Birds are eminently migratory. The majority of the species found in the

temperate zones during the summer, rearing their young, pass the winter

many degrees south of the place of their nativity, and even penetrate into the

torrid zone. In the course of these migrations many of the small birds per-

form journeys which would appear almost incredible. Many of the American

warblers, for instance, pass the Avinter on the shores of the Gulf of Mexico,

and proceed in the spring as fiir north as Labrador.

The red winged starling and other birds of North America, known as

blackbirds, also proceed during winter to the extreme southern limits of the

United States ; while a few species, such as the rose-breasted grosbeak and

yellow-breasted chat, push into South America. The migrations of European

birds are very remarkable, many of the common species passing the winter in

Africa, some species crossing the Straits of Gibraltar, and others venturing

boldly across the Mediterranean.

PI. 105 h presents a view of the migrations of numerous species. These

extensive flights are performed during both day and night ; the latter time

appears, however, to be that most universally adopted. Some small birds

during their migrations fly at very considerable heights, much greater than is

attempted by them at any other period.

Classification of Birds.

Birds occupy a station in the great circle of the Vertebrata between Quad-

rupeds and Reptiles. No class of animals has engaged the attention of

naturalists to a greater extent, nor have their conclusions respecting subdi-

vision or classifying been more various upon any other subject.

There are nearly as many systems as there are ornithologists.

We are disposed to look upon the circular or quinary system of Vigors and

Swainson as the first approximation to the natural system, and in all respects

the most philosophical. It will be impossible, however, to bring within our

limits more than a mere outline of this remarkable system.

Birds are naturally divided into five orders, each of which, of course, is

characterized by general characters. The following is according to the views

of Mr. Swainson.

1. Insessores, or typical Birds, comprising all the well known Sparrows,

Warblers, Thrushes, Woodpeckers, and other small birds. In this order

is found the highest development of the general characters of Birds, the

greatest variety and beauty of plumage, and an organization especially

enabling them to live habitually amongst trees.

2. Raptores, or rapacious Birds, composed of the Vultures, Falcons, and

Owls, These subsist entirely upon animal substances, and are the strong-

est and most powerful of all birds. They are strictly analogous to the

tigers, dogs, hyenas, and other carnivorous quadrupeds.
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3. Natatores, or swimming Birds, of which the Goose and Duck are

familiar examples. They habitually live in the water, for which they are

admirably constructed, like the whales, dolphins, and other aquatic mam-
malia to which they are analogous,

4. Grallatores, or wading Birds, well represented by the common Herons

and Cranes. In these birds the long legs and neck are stinking charac-

ters, and their entire organization has for its object the pursuit of such

fishes or other animals as inhabit shallow waters or marshes.

5. Rasores, or walking Birds, represented by the domestic Fowl and the

Turkey, by the Pheasants, Partridges, Quails, and other birds. They live

almost entirely on the ground, and are almost the only birds which have

been completely domesticated.

We cannot, however, possibly enter into any details of this system, and are

sorry to say that it has not been elaborated by any author to such extent as

to enable us to avail ourselves of his labors so far as to present a view of the

various families of birds upon its basis. The reader can consult with

great advantage, upon this subject, the volumes of Lardner's Cyclopisdia by

Swainson.

The publication of " The Genera of Birds " by George Robert Gray, au

ornithologist of great acquirements attached to the British Museum, has

placed in the hands of naturalists the most complete synopsis of the genera

and species of birds ever produced. His method and views of classification

we propose to adopt in the following pages.

Gray divides the class of birds into eight orders, as follows :

1. AcciPiTREs, Rapacious birds. ( Pis. 104, 105.)

2. Passeres, Sparrows, Thrushes, and generally all the small birds.

[Pis. 99,100, 101, 102.)

3. Scansores, Parrots, Woodpeckers, Cuckoos, (fcc.

(Part of pis. 97, 98.)

4. CoLUMB^E, Pigeons and Doves. {PL 96, figs. 12 to 15.)

5. Galling, Cocks. Pheasants, Grouse, Turkeys, ifcc.

(Part of pis. 95, 96.)

6. Struthiones, Ostriches, Bustards, and the Emu.

{PI. M, Jigs. 1,2.)

7. Grall^, or Wading birds. {PI. 93.)

8. Anseres, or Swimming birds. {Pis. 91. 92.)

These orders contain, according to the views of Gray, about fifty families,

which are again divided into about one hundred and fifty sub-families, admit-

ting about eight hundred genera.

The number of species of birds known is variously estimated. Gray
enumerates in his great work about six thousand species, but Des Murs of

Paris, in a beautiful and important work the Iconographia Ornithologica,

now in the course of publication, and in Avhich he intends to give plates of

all known birds not previously figured, estimates them at ten thousand.

The probability is that there are at this time about seven thousand well

determined birds, many of which have been discovered since the commence-

ment of Gray's Avork
;

and to this number constant and large accessions
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must continue to be made. Linnseus in 1766, which is the date of the last

edition of his Systema NatursB, mentions only nine hundred and forty-seven

species. The progress of discovery in ornithology may be inferred from the

vast increase of known species since that period ; and there is yet no symptom

of cessation or respite, new discoveries being made almost daily.

The largest and most complete collections of birds in the Avorld are those of

the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, of the British Museum, of

the Royal Museum at Leyden, and of the Jardin des Plnntes at Paris. The

first is probably the most extensive, though the number of species contained in

it has not been ascertained. There are upAvards of twenty thousand speci-

mens exhibited, which, with the other collections of the Academy, are with

great liberality gratuitously thrown open to the public.

We shall now proceed to give in detail notices of all the families and sub-

fimilies of birds nearly as proposed by Gray, and shall also give brief sketches

of the principal genera and species, more particularly of those inhabiting

North America and Europe, but shall not neglect others ; hoping, upon the

whole, to present to the reader a general view of ornithology sufficiently inter-

esting to induce him to pursue further the study of this delightful branch of

natural history.

Order 1. Accipitres, or Rapacious Birds,

Immediately recognised by their strong and hooked bills, their formidable

claws, and an organization entirely adapted to the pursuit and destruction of

other animals, or to subsisting only upon animal food. These birds ai-e found

in all countries, and, although not numerous, are universally known.

The rapacious birds comprise some of the largest of the whole class, and

are by far the most muscular and powerful. They are usually solitary and

very retired in their habits, and are more unproductive than any other birds.

The female is the larger of the two sexes, and frequently has more handsome

plumage.

This order contains three families, which are the Vultures, the Falcons, and

the Owls.

Fam. 1. VuLTURiD.E, OR A^ULTURES. Head naked; bill more or less

strong, sometimes rather long, hooked, and acute ; wings long and pointed
;

tail moderate ; tarsi short, strong, covered Avith scales ; toes moderate ; claws

weak, but slightly curved. Size large ; body thick and heavy ; region of the

crop or craAV usually naked, or covered with Avoolly hair.

This family presents an assemblage of large birds of remarkably uniform

general habits and history. The name vulture has not inaptly been bor-

roAved to express features of character Avhich are repulsive in our OAvn race,

but Avhich are common to the whole family of useful but disagreeable birds

now before us. CoAvardly and excessively voracious, they delight in dead

animal matter in all stages of decay and putridity, of their indulgence in

which they usually give sufficient evidence in the offensive effluvia which

emanate from their plumage. Nevertheless, the uneuAdable tastes of
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the Vultures are directed to a wise end. They are the scavengers of the hot

parts of the earth, performing valuable services in destroying dead animals

immediately after life has ceased, in countries where large quadrupeds and all

animals most abound.

It was long believed that Vultures were attracted to decaying matter by

a very exquisite power of scent, which was supposed to enable them to distin-

guish it at a great distance. The testimony of modern naturalists, especially

Le Vaillant and Audubon, has completely disproved this opinon. The former

found it impossible to protect animals which he had killed, except by covering

them, which he sometimes did, with branches and leaves of trees, and found

that they were no more interfered with. Audubon made several careful and

conclusive experiments to the same purpose. It Avould, however, perhaps

be venturing too much to assert that birds of this family have not the sense of

smell in rather an unusual degree, since a Avell developed olfactory apparatus

has been satisfactorily demonstrated. We may safely conclude though,

that in cases where Vultures are seen to converge from various directions in

the atmosphere towards a recently dead animal, they are guided exclusively

by their piercing vision.

Of all families of birds the Vultures sustain the most lofty flight. Thus

the traveller in the highest ranges of the Andes often sees the Condor, the

largest of Vultures, soaring yet far above him, a mere speck in the heavens.

For this purpose they are well fitted by the lightness of their bones, Avhich

in some species are hollow throughout, even to the toes. The common Turkey

buzzard {Cathartes aura) has a skeleton so light as to weigh little over four

ounces.

Except in the capacity of scavengers the Vultures are of little economi-

cal importance. Nothing but the most direct and pressing necessity would

cause their rank flesh to be eaten, and their feathers are not useful. They

occur in all torrid and temperate regions, very abundant in the former and

frequently met with in the latter, rarely passing beyond the limits of the tem-

perate zone.

Sub-fa?7i. 1. VuUurmcB, or true Vultures. Bill strong and somewhat

elongated, more or less compressed, the basal half covered with a cere
;

upper mandible abruptly hooked ; nostrils generally placed transversely in

the cere and exposed ; wings long ; tarsi covered with small scales. Head

naked, with the skin generally Avrinkled and with scattering hairs ; neck

partially naked.

The true or typical Vultures are restricted to the old world, and are

found in great numbers (though of fcAV species) in the warmer parts of

Asia and in Africa, while in Europe one species only occurs sparingly.

Nearly all the species are large birds, and they perform the same ofiices of

scavengers as their relatives, the Turkey buzzards and Carrion crows, do

in America, in which capacity they are of great importance in the densely

populated Asiatic cities, and, in fact, in all tropical countries. This sub-

family presents in the highest degree the general characters of the Vulture

family, the naked head, neck, and tarsi, by which they are better enabled

to partake of their putrescent food than if those parts were clothed with
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feathers. Truthful to the instinct of cleanliness, however, which appears to

prevail amongst all animals, vultures are said frequently to wash themselves

thoroughly.

Vultur monachus, Linn., is the European species
;

in addition to which

there are of this sub-family two African and one Asiatic species {Vultur

ponticei-imius, Lath.), well known as one of the Indian vultures. Little or

nothing is reported concerning them other than the general habits of the

family.

^uh-fam. 2. Gypinm or f^rrffin Vultures. Bill lengthened, compressed,

hooked, and very sharp. Wings long and powerful ; tarsi moderate, very

strong ; tail rather long, rounded. Head more or less covered with hairs, more

so than in the preceding. Size large ; colors mostly fulvous.

This sub-family is composed of species which appear to be analogous to the

more savage types of rapacious animals.

One species, Gyps fulvus, Linn. {pi. 104, Jig. 9), inhabits Europe and is

supposed to be common to Asia and Africa : it is popularly called the Tawny
Vulture or Griffin, and by the latter name appears to have been known to the

ancients. There are about four other species inhabiting Asia and Africa, the

most remarkable of which are the Bengal Vulture and the Indian Vulture,

which are in many places common features of Indian scenery and remarkable

for their numbers and voracity.

Suh-fam. 3. GypaetincB or bearded J^ultures. Head and neck completely

clothed. Bill strong, long, elevated towards the end, which is hooked. A well

defined beard, or bunch of stiff hair-like bristles directed forwards from be-

neath the lower mandible, is the peculiar character of this sub-family amongst

rapacious birds. Legs short, middle toe long. Wings and tail long, the

former pointed and very powerful.

The bearded Vultures, with most of the characters of their family, have also

the swiftness of flight of the Falcons, to which they have been attached by

some ornithologists. This sub-family is composed of a single genus. Gypae-

tos, of which the principal species is the Gypaetos harhatus (Linn.), the

Bearded Vulture or Ldinmergeyer of the Alps. It derives its English name
from the stiff beard-like tuft which characterizes the genus, and is much
dreaded in some mountainous districts of Europe on account of its preying

upon lambs and other young and feeble animals, added to which it has the tra-

ditionary reputation of being disposed to carry off young children when left

unprotected within range of its keen sight. The latter, however, is not well

established, and the form of its talons, which are weak as in all the Vultures,

tends to throw further doubt on the subject ; though, if very hungry, we would

not trust him.

The same species is supposed to inhabit all the high mountain ranges of the

old continent, but the birds inhabiting those of both Asia and Africa are repre-

sented by competent naturalists as different species, which is probably the

case. If so, there are three species of the bearded vultures.

Suh-fam. 4. NeophrincB or slender-hilled Vultures. Bill much leiigthened

and slender. Nostrils longitudinal, nearly medial ; cere extended ; face and

part of the neck only naked. Size smaller than the preceding.
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This sub-family consists of two genera of small vultures inhabiting southern

Asia and Africa, one of which, the Neophron percnopterus, Linn,, occasionally

visits Europe, and has been found in Great Britain. It has been represented

as exceedingly disgusting in its habits, preying only upon decaying animal

matter, and very familiar in the streets and neighborhood of cities. It

is this species which is most frequently alluded to by travellers in countries

(and especially the cities) of Southern Asia and Northern Africa, and is

usually called the Egyptian Vulture. Another species has been discovered

in Abyssinia : and a distinct genus, comprising only one species, is found in

Western Africa. It is the Gypohierax angolensis, Gm., or the Angola

Vulture.

These are all timid and weak birds, and devour all forms of animal filth

with unexampled greediness.

Sah-fam. 5. ^arcoramplunoi or American Vulhires. Head and neck

more or less naked, and with the skin either carunculated or corrugated.

Bill lengthened and rather slender, but strong at the tip, which is curved and

acute ;
nostrils placed in the cere, with the opening large, exposed, and longi-

tudinal. Wings long and pointed ; tarsi long ; middle toe long. Size

various, comprehending the largest and the smallest of the vultures. Color

black.

The species of this sub-family are peculiar to America and constitute two

well defined genera, Sarcoramphus^ or the Condors, and Cathartes, which

includes the Turkey Buzzard and Carrion Crows. The Condor (pZ. 104, jig.

11) is the largest of all rapacious birds. It inhabits Central and South

America, generally frequenting the vicinity of the high mountain ranges, in

•yvhich it rears its young at an elevation of ten to sixteen thousand feet above

the level of the sea, above which it is represented by travellers as soaring

to a vastly greater height. The eggs are laid upon the bare rock,, two in

number, white, and about four inches in length. The condor feeds princi-

pally upon young animals, but several in company are said to attack the llama

and other large quadrupeds, and readily overpower them. Very extravagant

stories were carried to Europe by the eaidier voyagers respecting the size and

prowess of the condor, some of wdiich gained considerable currency, and in

fact the bird and its habits were little known until observed in South

America by the celebrated Humboldt. It appears, notwithstanding its large

size and great strength, to partake in a considerable measure of the dis-

position to familiarity and susceptibility of semi-domestication which prevail

amongst the carrion crows and other of the American vultures. Dr. Gambel,

in an account of this bird published in the Journal of the Academy of Nat.

Sci. of Phila., vol. i. p. 25 (quarto), has the following remarkable and

interesting paragraph :
•' A condor Avhich I saw at Valparaiso in 1845

lived at large in the city, and appeared to be an universal favorite. It would

follow after or Avalk alongside of a person like a dog, and oifered no re-

sistance to being handled or having its feathers smoothed down : so good-

natured was it that it would receive the caresses of children, and permit

them to beat it Avith switches or even attempt to get upon its back. In

fact, I have never met with any bird which exhibited more tame-
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ncss or greater confidence in man than this large and powerful condor." He
adds, that this individual possessed its full powers of flight, and would occa-

sionally soar to a great height, and, upon returning to the city, Avould alight

upon a steeple or other elevated object. He continues :
" It (the condor) ap-

pears to be frequently caught by the Peruvians and Chilians, and thus tamed.

1 have several times seen birds nearly full grown oifered for sale on the mole

or market-place at Callao, being confined only by strong strings passed through

their open nostrils."

Bonaparte's specimen figured in his American Ornithology, vol. iv. pi. 22

(continuation of Wilson's Orn.), fully sustained the character given above, as

the following extract (vol. iv. p. 21) will show :
" The individual represented

in our plate was, remarkable for playfulness and a kind of stupid good-nature.

During Mr. Lawson's almost daily visits, for the purpose of measuring and

examining accurately every part for his engraving, it became so familiar and

well acquainted that it would pull the paper out of his hands, or take the

spectacles from his nose, so that Mr. Lawson" (the famous engraver of birds),

'" seduced by these blandishments, and forgetting its character in other re-

spects, did not hesitate to declare the condor the gentlest bird he ever

had to deal with." The best history of the condor extant is that in Bona-

parte's volume above cited ; it may be of interest to add that he introduces

it as a bird of North America, from the fact that a bill and a quill feather

were brought home by the celebrated travellers Lewis and Clark, and

were supposed to have belonged to an individual killed in the Rocky
jMountains. No later travellers have observed it, however, though it

is quite probable it will be found to inhabit that lofty range. The male

condor is said to be the larger, which, if a fact, is an isolated ex-

ception to the entire family of rapacious birds. (Proc. Acad. Philada., iv.

p. 159.)

The King Vulture, Sarcoramphus papa, Linn. (pi. 104, fig. 10), is a spe-

cies which has beauty of colors remarkable in a bird of this family. It is

much inferior to the condor in size, and is very common in the lower countries

and the neighborhood of some of the cities of South America. It is indolent

and inactive in its habits. Barti-am, the celebrated botanist, saw large num-

bers of -a bird which he represents to be the king vulture, during his travels

in Florida. Singularly enough, he has not been confirmed by any subsequent

observer, and the fiict of this bird ever having been seen in any of that part

of North America on the Atlantic Ocean yet rests entirely upon his authority.

It is, however, known to inhabit Yucatan and other countries of Central

America.

The genus Cathartes is composed of several species, some of which in-

habit North and others South America. The most remarkable is the Cali-

fornian Vulture (C Californiantis, Shaw), which appears to be peculiar

to the Pacific coast of North America. It is a large species, with the plu-

mage entirely black, and is the bird alluded to as the " large black vulture"

by travellers in those countries. It feeds upon carrion and dead fish,

the latter of which it procures abundantly on the shores of the Columbia

and other rivers. The nest is said to be built in the immense
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pine trees of that region ; and the eggs, two in number, are as large as those

of the goose.

The Avell known Turkej^ Buzzard and the Carrion Crow belong to this genus.

Both are abundant in the southern states of North America, where they are

found to be so useful in the removal of dead animals as to be protected by law.

The former species {C. airra, Linn.) inhabits the north, though sparingly, as

far as about latitude 41°. It makes its nest in the hollow stump of a tree ; its

eggs are about the size of those of a turkey, of a yellowish white color, with

dark brown and blackish spots. The young are covered w"ith down of a white

color, which gives them a very singular appearance, and contrasts strongly

with the black plumage of their parents.

There is a small species (C burroviatnis, Cassin) which inhabits Mexico,

somewhat similar to the conunon species (C- otratiis, Bertram), but is much
smaller. It is, in fact, the least of known vultures. America, therefore, pro-

duces the largest and smallest of the vultures of the world, which are the

condor and the bird here alluded to. Those birds of this genus found in great

numbers in South America were long supposed to be strictly identical with

those of the northern continent, but have recently been represented to be dif-

ferent
;
they appear, however, to be strictly similar in their general characters

and habits, which are the same as those of all other vultures.

Fam. 2. Falconid.e. Size greatly varied, but generally moderate and

formed for rapid flight. Head and neck generally fully clothed ; bill

strongly curved and generally conspicuously toothed or festooned, very

acute. Claws generally very strong and exceedingly sharp, especially those

of the inner and hinder toes. Wings generally long ; tail moderately

broad.

The Falcoiiida, which include the Hawks, Eagles, Kites, and other genera

of similar general form and habits, exhibit the perfection of the rapacious

characters. They differ essentially from the vultures ; their forms are

more graceful and their courage much greater. Endowed with great swift-

ness and generally much boldness and cunning, and Avith beaks and claws

expressly adapted to such purpose, they prey almost exclusively upon animals

killed by themselves. The larger species feed upon quadrupeds, birds, and

reptiles ; a few upon fishes, and many of the smaller live exclusively upon

insects. The plumage varies greatly with sex and age, and maturity of

plumage is usually only attained in several years. The female is usually

fully one third larger than the male, and is frequently more vigorous

and rapacious. The young have generally elongated spots on the breast

and belly, where the adult has transverse bands or lines, or is un-

spotted.

The Falconid(B vary in size greatly, the largest species, the Great Sea

Eagle of northern Asia and America {Halioetus pelag-icus), being nearly the

size of the condor, and one of the largest of birds ;
while the smallest, which is

the little Java Hawk {Hiera.v coendesceiis), is scarcely superior in size to our

common bluebird.

The geographic range of this family includes the whole world : it is in

tropical countries, Avhere life teems most profusely, that the species are
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most numerous. They are everywhere, however, alike in habits, and the

unrelenting destroyers of everything that has life.

Notwithstanding the nobility of character usually attributed to this famil}",

there is little that is noble or magnanimous about them, except whatever

of such may be attributed to their usually graceful forms, instinctive cunning,

and soaring flight ; on the contrary, they are in habits the veriest robbers

and most pitiful thieves of the feathered tribes, and the writer begs leave to

add, that there is more decent respectability and true nobility in one honest

gander, plebeian though he may be, than in all the noble falcons and imperial

eagles that ever lived. We are sorry to differ so materially from the

generality of naturalists, but this is our opinion, in which we only ac-

quiesce in the conclusion of the great Dr. Franklin, who thought the bald

eagle had scarcely a sufficiently good character to entitle him to the distinc-

tion of representing the American republic, and hinted that the turkey would

have done better. We will not, however, at present venture quite so far as to

insist upon the latter.

Suh-fam. 1. FalconincB or true Falcons. Bill short, very strong and

sharp ; upper mandible with a well defined tooth, sometimes two, and also

more or less festooned ; under mandible truncated or emarginated at the

end. Feet strong, middle toe lono;. claws strong and acute. Wings

usually lengthened and formed for rapid flight. Size moderate or small

;

never large.

In this sub-family we find the most complete development of characters

indicating and in accordance Avith habits of rapine and violence. The

boldest and most daring of birds of prey, their whole structure fits them for

carrying on a life of warfare ; their great muscular development, their long

wings and powerful claws, enable them to pursue their prey with incredible

swiftness and seize it with unerring and deadly grasp. The restricted

genus Falco contains the species most noted in these respects, among which

are some of the fastest flyers of all birds. Several of these were formerly

highly valued when trained for falconry, especially the Falco peregrinns,

Linn., or wandering falcon {j)l. 104, Jig. 5), which is an European species,

but also found sparingly along the sea-coasts of the United States. It is

known in New Jersey by the name of the duck hawk, and also as the

bullet hawk, and preys almost exclusively upon ducks, which it overtakes

and strikes upon the wing. The latter name (bullet hawk) appears to have

been given from a supposition Avhich is prevalent, that it actually strikes the

duck with its breast and knocks it down by mere momentum. An inspection

of its ferocious-looking beak and claAvs Avill, however, justify quite a different

conclusion.

Another of the larger falcons is the Jer Falcon {F. islandicus\ Avhich is a

native of the northern regions of both the Old and Ncav Worlds, though most

abundant in the north of Europe, bimving the coldest climates, and, in fact,

rarely making its appearance in temperate latitudes. It is of a. beautiful

white color striped Avith black, Avhich Avith its courage seems to have made it

a great favorite Avith falconers, and its use appears to have been almost

monopolized by persons of noble blood.
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There are several small species of this genus, all of which appear to have

been trained for falconry, such as the merlin {F. oesalo?i), the hobby {F.

subbutes, pL 105, Jig. 7), and others. Of North American species there are

several, such as the pigeon hawk {F. cnhinibanns\ which is frequently met

with throughout the United States, and the beautiful little sparrow hawk

{F. spo7-verius)^ a familiar and remarkable bird inhabiting the whole conti-

nent. It may be seen in tlie Middle States throughout the year, especially,

however, in summer, and excites attention by its capricious movements.

Seated upon a fence or isolated tree, it suddenly darts to some point in the

field, hovering in a peculiar manner over a single spot, and frequently

returning unsuccessful to begin a fresh look-out. Spying a straggling grass-

hopper or beetle, it makes sure of him. and solaces its appetite leisurely. It

rarely feeds upon anything else than insects, generally grasshoppers, an

abundance of which is usually found in localities which it frequents. It builds

its nest in the hole of a tree, sometimes in one deserted by a woodpecker,

and lays four or five yellowish spotted eggs. The young are readily caught

and easily tamed. It is a species very remarkable on account of its quiet and

more bird-like habits than any other of our falcons, and has been ranked as

generically distinct.

The Kestril, F. alaudarius {pi. 105, fg. 8), appears to resemble in many
respects the sparrow-hawk, and is also clothed in gay plumage.

The foreign species of this sub-family are numerous. There is a South

American genus {Harpagus, Vigors) and another of Africa {Aviceda,

Swainson), which have two strong teeth in the upper mandible instead of

one, which is usual. An Indian species {Falco lophntes) is probably the most

beautiful of rapacious birds. In this sub-family we also find the very small

hawks constituting the genus Hiera.v, Vigors, which are the smallest of tha

family. This distinction belongs to H. coernlescens, or the little Java hawk

of the books.

iSiib-fam. 2. ButeonincE, or Buzzards. Bill short, broad at the base,

much curved, festooned on the margins of the upper mandible. Head usually

broad and rather flattened. Wings long, though scarcely formed for rapid

flight, tarsi rather lengthened, feet moderate, toes rather short. Size moder-

ate, sometimes large, never very small.

The buzzards compose a sub-family of strong and massive formed birds

with broad wings and soaring flight, but of inactive and rather sedentary

habits. They feed on all descriptions of the smaller and weaker quad-

rupeds, birds or reptiles, nor do they reject the flesh of dead animals.

Some species live almost exclusively upon frogs and snakes, others upon

insects.

They are widely disseminated. Of the American species the red-

tailed hawk {Buteo borealis, Linn.), and the winter falcon {B. Ihieatus),

are the most common and universally known, and have received vari-

ous names from the farmers and housewives amongst whose poultry,

especially the junior part of it, in the spring, they make considerable

havoc. They generally, however, go by the common denomination of hen

hawks, or occasionally chicken hawks. These birds build their nests in
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high trees, and it is Avhen rearing their young that they are most destructive,

They are destroyed without mercy by our agricultural population, and are be-

coming rare, as resident birds, in the more densely populated districts ; but

when the rigors of Avinter urge them to more excursive habits they are fre-

quently met Avith. A smaller species is also occasionally seen in all the

Northern States ;
it is the broad-winged hawk of Wilson {B. pennsyloaiiicns).

It is a handsome plumaged and rather graceful bird, and comparatively harm-

less in its habits.

Of the European species the common buzzard, B. vulgaris {pi. l^^.jig. 8),

is the best known. In disposition and general history it is much like the

common species of America. It is frequently met with in England and Scot-

land, and is disseminated over the whole continent ; it has been obserA^ed to

prey upon almost CA-ery description of small animals.

The genus Archihuteo comprises several fine species Avhieh have the legs

completely feathered to the toes, and Avhich are restricted to Europe and North

America. Here is classed the black haAvk of AVilson {A. sancti-jo/uoniis, Gm.,

A. tiiger, Wils.), a common species, though rarely seen in mature plumage,

Avhich is perfectly black
; also another Avestern species {A.ferntgrneiis, Licht.)

which has recently become knoAvn.

Closely allied to the American black haAvk, and resembling it in a remark-

able degree Avhen in young plumage, is the rough-legged buzzard of Europe

{A. lag-op7is), a Avell knoAvn species disseminated over the entire continent, but

appearing only occasionally in the south of England. Its history is little

known.

ScA'eral of the South American species of this sub-family are remarkable

for a beautiful Avhite and black plumage, such as Buteo mclanops and B.

pacilo7iotus ; and one Mexican species is almost perfectly pure Avhite, though

the name is not so attractive, being Buteo ghieshreghtU.

The African and Asiatic species are not numerous. Of the former may be

mentioned several first made knoAvn by the celebrated Le Vaillant, such as

Circcctns thoracicus and Buteo bacha ; and of the latter, Buteo phtmipes

and others.

iSub-fam. 3. Aquilincp, or the Eagles. Bill moderate, rather lengthened

and large, compressed, margins more or less festooned ; nostrils large
;
Avings

long and generally pointed ; tail long, ample, and usually rounded at the tip

;

tarsi and feet very strong, the former more or less feathered, the latter and

generally part of the former covered Avith very distinct scales ; claAvs very

strong, much curved and acute, that of the inner toe strongest. Size large,

flight generally very rapid and vigorous.

The eagles are distributed over the entire surface of the globe, and the

typical species, the golden eagle, Aquila chrysaetos, Linn. {pi. 105, Jig. 1), is

common to the northern parts of both continents
;
Avhich is also the case Avith

the typical fishing eagle, better knoAvn in the United States as the bald

eagle, Haliaetus leucoceplialus, though it is rarely met Avith in the old

world.

The eagles have been celebrated since the earliest times for their

extraordinary vigor of flight, their large and graceful figure, and, Ave may
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add, for some imaginary qualities which modern science has failed to demon-

strate, but of which we will omit further notice, having, as the great Wilson

observes of himself respecting the subject, "no ambition to excite surprise

and astonishment at the expense of truth, or to attempt to elevate and em-

bellish the subject beyond the plain realities of nature." Whoever wishes to

find the subject treated in a very beautiful, but quite imaginative manner,

can do so by referring to Buffon or Goldsmith's account of the golden

eagle.

The habits of the golden eagle appear to be precisely those of the other

large birds of prey ; it generally captures living animals, but does not reject

dead or even putrid bodies, though the reverse is distinctly asserted by the

older writers. It builds in the recesses of mountains, laying two or three

eggs. In America it is frequently met with, though most common on the

western side of the continent. Its feathers are in much request among the

Indian tribes as decorations, especially of the pipe of peace and other objects

of their respect.

Of the typical eagles, which are characterized by densely feathered tarsi,

there are several other species. The great black African eagle {Aquila ver-

reaiixii) deserves especial mention ; he is larger than the golden eagle, and

clothed in perfectly black plumage, except a space upon his back which is

pure white. He would make a fine figure upon the coat of arms of an African

republic. His habits have not been recorded.

The wedge-tailed eagle {A. fucosa, Cuv.) is another large species, in-

habiting Australia, and remarkable for a peculiar shaped tail, the central

feathers being longest. There are also other species found principally in

Europe and the adjacent continents, such as the spotted eagle {A. ticevia), the

imperial eagle {A. impei'ialis), the little eagle {A. pennata), and several

others.

The fishing eagles, genus Haliaetus, consist of several species which are

found in various parts of the world. In this genus is the great sea eagle of

the north of Asia and America, H. pelagiais, Avhich is the largest of its tribe.

Little is known of its habits. Here too is classed the bald, or American eagle,

which has had the good fortune to be immortalized as the emblem of our

country. He lives principally in the neighborhood of rivers and upon the

sea-coast, feeding mainly upon fish, which he does not hesitate to take by vio-

lence from more expert fishers, such as the osprey. This handsome bird does

not attain his perfect plumage for several years, being in early stages entirely

deep brown, Avithout a vestige of the beautiful white head and tail which adorn

the adult.

A large species has been described by Audubon as the Washington eagle

{H. wasliingtoni), which, however, appears to be exceedingly rare, and much
resembles the young of the common species.

The European sea eagle {H. alhicilla) is a well known species, much resem-

bling in general characters its American relative. It breeds in ledges of the

elevated rocks upon the sea-coast, and is frequently a fine feature in the wild

landscape of those localities.

There are several African species of the fishers, the most remarkable of
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which is the vocifer of Lc Vaillant {H. vocifer), the plumage of which, especially

the -white head, gives it someAvhat the appearance of the American species.

Several Indian species also occur, constituting the genera Ichthi/iaetus, Lafres.,

Limiiaetifs, Vig., and Spiloniis, Gray, all the species of -which seem to par-

take of general characters and habits.

In this sub-family we find the ospreys, genus Pandion, one species of

which is a common and familiar bird up£)n the North American sea-coast,

known as the fish-hawk, and much respected as one of the harbingers of the

fishing season. It builds a large and conspicuous nest, composed of a great

quantity of sticks and leaves, in which it is universally allowed by the people

upon the coast to rear its young without molestation, though quite the

reverse is practised towards all others of this family of birds. The Euro-

pean species. P. ossifragns {pi. 105, Ji»-. 3), is distinct from that of the

American coast, though very similar, as are others inhabiting various parts

of the world.

The harpy eagles, genus Harpijia, Cuv., also belong here. The principal

species is the great harpy {Harpyia destructor), Avhich, in addition to a full

share of other rapacious characters, possesses the most formidable claws of

all known birds. It subsists on sloths, monkeys, and other quadrupeds.

Other smaller species belong to this genus which are found in South Ameri-

ca. Related to these are the very handsome crested eagles of the genus Spi-

zaiitus, Vieill, Avhich inhabit the same country ; the S. nniatns is especially

beautiful.

The African short-tailed eagle {Helotarsiis ecaudatns) may be especially

designated, if for no other purpose than merely to mention that although he is

a bird nearly as large as the bald eagle, his tail is so short as to be scarcely

discernible without examination.

The little Pondicherry eagle, or Brahman kite, as it is sometimes called

{Haliastiir pondicerianus), belongs here. It is a small species, with white

and chestnut colored plumage, and is one of the most common of the Indian

birds of prey. Many other species are found in various parts of the world.

They are the largest of the birds of prey of this family, and are only equalled

in size in the class of rapacious birds by the vultures.

Sub-fam. 4. Poli/borincp, or Caracara Eagles. Bill rather weak, and

but slightly hooked at the tip, lateral margins of the upper mandible festooned

or sinuated ; wings long, tail long, rounded. Tarsi slender, naked, and covered

with scales ; feet moderate, rather weak ; claws moderate, acute. Face and

region about the eyes naked. Size small.

The Polyhorhue compose a small group of veiy peculiar birds confined

exclusively to the Avarmer parts of America, one species only, Polyhnrus

braziliensis, occurring as far north as Mexico, Texas, and occasionally

Florida. It is rather remarkable for its beauty of plumage, and is said to

combine the destructive qualities of the haAvks Avith the indiscriminating

voraciousness of the vultures. In fact these characters are attributed to

all the species of this group, and are sanctioned by their appearance.

Their naked faces and comparatively weak bills give them nmch the

appearance of the vultures with which they have sometimes been classed

;
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while in general characters, structure, and in mode of flight, they are essen-

tially members of the great fiiuiily of the falcons.

The few species of this sub-family constitute the genera Ihycter, Vieill, of

which I. aqu'dimis is the principal species
;
Daptrius, Vieill, of which D.

ater is the only species : and Milvago, Spix, of which there are several, such

as M. ochroceplLcda. and others
;
and the genus Poli/boriis, above alluded to.

All the species are common in Si^uth America, but nothing is mentioned of

their habits diGTcrent from those of other birds of prey.

tSiib-fa/n. 5. Milvincc, or Kites. Bill rather short and weak, tip hooked

and acute, hiteral margins sinuated, nostrils oval, wings long and pointed.

Tarsi short and slender. Tail long, ample, frequently forked or graduated.

Size moderate.

The sub-family of kites is characterized by the remarkably graceful flight ot

all the species, many of which have also considerable beauty of plumage. The
principal genus {Milvns) contnins several fine species

; one of them, the com-

mon kite of Europe, M. rcij^aUs {pi. 104, Jig. 7), is one of the most familiarly

known birds of its family inhabiting that continent. Other nearly allied

species are found in Asia and Africa, none in America.

The honey buzzard {Pends apivonis) of the South of Europe belongs here.

It is a handsome species, and although as large as the winter falcon, feeds

upon bees and other insects, the nests of which it is said to attack and destroy

for the sake of the young. It preys also upon reptiles.

There are two North American genera, Nauderus and Ictinia^ which

belong to this sub-family, each composed of a single species. The Ncm-

cleriis fnrcatiis, or swallow-tailed hawk of the Southern States, is the most

beautiful species. Its long and deeply-forked tail, white head, and glossy

black body, added to its swift and graceful flight, make it conspicuous

wherever it occurs. Abundant in the South, it occasionally strays as far

north as Pennsylvania, and upon the Mississippi it has been seen as far

north as the Falls of St. Anthony. It feeds almost exclusively upon reptiles

and insects ; and it is said that numerous individuals may often be seen

upon the edge of the fires which sometimes occur upon the western

prairies in the United States, darting like swallows amongst the smoke in

pursuit of retreating grasshoppers and other insects. The swallow-tailed

hawk is abundant in Florida during the winter season, but appears to

breed further northwards. It has the remarkable habit of feeding upon the

wing, holding its recently acquired plunder in its claws somewhat like a

parrot.

The Tctinia plmnhea^ or Mississippi kite, is another common Southern

species. It feeds chiefly upon insects, with an occasional relish of reptiles

or small birds.

Species of two other genera, Elaniis and Roslramus, have been found in

the extreme south of the United States. The Elanus lencunis, or white-

tailed hawk, and the Rostramus haniatus, or little hookbilled kite, have been

observed in Florida. Of either of these species little is known, though both

appear to be common in South America- The latter is remarkable for its very

slender and hooked bill.
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This sub-family is represented by several African and Asiatic species, of

which may be mentioned those composing the genera Avicida and Baza,

while in South America y^Q find the genus CpniiidiSj of which there arc

several common species. The C. cayanensis is one of the most numerous
;

another remarkable for its disproportionately large bill {Cymindis icilsonii)

inhabits the Island of Cuba.

Siib-fam. 6. Accipltrina;, or Sparrow Hawks. Bill short, much curve 1

from the base to the tip, which is very sharp, margins conspicuously fcstooneil

:

head small ; wings moderate ; tail ample. Tarsi lengthened, middle toe niucli

the longest, anterior cla-\vs very unequal, the inmost being much the strongest.

Size generally small, never decidedly large.

The numerous birds of this large sub-family are distributed throughout

the worhl, though each continent has peculiar species. They are generally

characterized by their slender elongated bodies, rounded wings, and long

tail, and are amongst the fiercest and most destructive of all the ha^wks.

While the true falcons, eagles, and buzzards, are in great measure

restricted to such prey as ma}^ be accidentally exposed, the sparrow-

ha^wks push boldly into the densest thickets and deepest recesses of the

f)rest in pursuit of birds and small quadrupeds which habitually resort to

such localities.

The most remarkable species of this sub-family are the goshawks, the

European species of which is the Astur pahiinbarins {pi. 105, Jig-. 5). It

is a beautiful bird, with lead-colored and Avhite plumage, and was formerly

held in high estimation for the purposes of falconry. This species is more fre-

quently represented in pictures having falconry for their subject than any

other. The American species, A. atricapilliis, is very similar to its European

brother ; it is frequently met with along the northern frontier of the United

States, and occasionally ventures as far south as Philadelphia. Little is known

of its history.

A second American species, Cooper's hawk {A. cooperi), is much more fre-

quent. It is about one third less than the goshawk, and of the same active

and destructive habits ; it is very extensively diffused over the continent, hav-

ing been observed from the sea-coast of New Jersey to the Rocky Mountains

and Mexico.

The genus Accipiter, which belongs to this sub-family, contains the

smallest hawks of Europe and America. Of the former continent the

common sparrow-hawk, A. nisus {pi. 105, Jig. G), is the smallest. It is

widely distributed, and is a very bold and successful little hunter after

small mammalia, birds, and insects. The smallest American species is the

sharp-shinned hawk of Wilson, A. fiiscus, which is remarkable for pos-

sessing almost exactly the plumage of the much larger Cooper's hawk, and

resembles to a considerable degree also the sparrow-hawk of Europe.

Incapable, of course, on account of its diminutive size, of seizing any other

than the smallest animals, it is yet conspicuous for the ferocity of its

attacks upon small birds or young chickens. It is the " chicken hawk" of

the farmer, and has well earned its appellation. Rather less than the

sparrow-hawk, it may at once be distinguished by its more slender form,
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longer tail, and more active and shy habits ; its breeding phicc is not well

ascertained, notwithstanding that it is a common species.

One genus only, Micrastur^ Gray, is exclusively confined to tropical Ame-
rica, t'Ao species of Avhich, M. hrachyptenis and gucr'Ula, are found as far

north as Mexico. They differ from the other AcclpitrincB in having stouter

a.nd much stronger bills, and are otherwise more robust. The latter species,

M. guerilla, was discovered in Mexico by a young naturalist, who was at-

tached to the American army, under General Scott, during the late war.

There is also one African genus, Microtdsus, Gray, of whicli the M. gobar

is the best known species, resembling, however, in most respects its Eui-opean

and American relatives.

Sub-fam. 7. Circiufc, or Harriers. Bill weak, high at base, compressed,

greatly curved to the tip, margins slightly festooned in the middle, cere large,

gape wide, ears large, and surrounded by a ruff of thickly curved feathers,

similar to those of the owls. Wings long and pointed ; tail long, broad, and

generally rounded. Tarsi long, slender, smooth ; toes short ; claws moderate,

very acute. Size greatly varied.

In this, the last of the seven sub-families which constitute the great fimily

of the Falconidcc, we find characters begin to show themselves indicating a

relationship to another famil}^, the Strigidoi, or owls, which we are approach-

ing, but still retaining the essential and unmistakable characters of their OAvn

family.

The typical genus Circus, well represented by the hen harrier of Europe

(C cyaeni(s), has a dccidedl}'' owl-like ruff of small recurved feathers around

the face, and the eyes of all the species have a less lateral aspect than

those of any other falcons. The species just mentioned is common
throughout Europe ; its plumage varies very greatly during its progress to

maturity, a circumstance which has caused it to be mistaken by the earlier

naturalists, and the same bird to be described as several different species.

The fully ailult bird is light sky blue with the under parts white, and is a

handsome and showy bird. It is very shy and harmless in its habits, living

almost entirely upon reptiles. There arc several other European species,

of which the moor buzzard (C. aruginosus), is, perhaps, the most remark-

able. Its geographical range extends into Africa ; it is said to frequent

the vicinity of swamps and rivers, and to feed upon small aquatic birds

and the eggs of larger species, and upon snakes, frogs, and other small

animals.

One species only of this sub-family inhabits North America, which is the

marsh hawk (C idiginosus), one of the most common species. It is an

exceedingly graceful bird when flying, and may often be seen about

marshes and meadows, constantly on the wing near the surface of the

earth, in search of small quadrupeds and reptiles. The young bird has its

plumage of dark reddish colors, Avith a very conspicuous snow-white rump
;

while the adult, which is more rarely seen, is of nearly the same light blue

color as its European representative. It appears to be particularly fond of

frogs, upon finding one of which it generally secures him with its exceed-

ingly short claws without difficulty, and if undisturbed devours him on the
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spot. It builds its nest usually on the ground, and breeds throughout the

United States.

Several South American species are known, though their history has

never been investigated ; they are C. paliistris, C. histrionicus, which is a

bird remarkable for its gaily striped plumage, and others.

The only hawk which possesses a musical voice, the singing hawk of the

old authors (Melierax musicus), belongs to this sub-family. It is -a

common bird in Southern Africa, and is described by Le Vaillant as

capable of performing quite respectably a considerable variety of notes. It

appears to be a timid species, living upon reptiles, and partaking of the

general habits of its family.

Here also has been classed a curious African genus, Polyhoroides, the

species of which, have entirely bare faces, and necks also bare to some

extent. They appear, however, to be more nearly related to the Poly-

horince, or to the*vultures. Little is known about them beyond the mere

fact of their existence in Western and Southern Africa, and future investi-

gations must decide their claims to classification.

The extraordinary and apparently anomalous genus Serpentarius has

also been assigned by late ornithologists to this sub-family. The only

species is the secretary, or great serpent-eater, of the plains of Southern

Africa, which, with a decidedly aquiline head and beak, has the long legs

of a crane, and lengthened crest and tail. It lives almost exclusively upon

the larger snakes, the most poisonous species of which it is said to seize

with much dexterity and despatch with great quickness, regardless of their

bites upon its long and well shielded tarsi. Spending its time in search of

serpents, this powerful bird constantly walks upon the ground, presenting

more the appearance of a crane, or large heron, than a bird of prey. It is

a shy and very cautious bird, and is regarded by the colonists as very

useful in destroying serpents, which it pursues on foot. The stomach of a

specimen examined by the celebrated Le Vaillant contained no less than

three snakes, eleven lizai'ds, and portions of others.

With this sub-family we conclude the Falconidae, and now proceed to

the last family of rapacious birds.

Fam. III. Strigid^, or Owls. Head usually very large ; eyes large,

directed forwards, and surrounded by a circle more or less complete of

slender hair-like feathers, forming a facial disk. Bill short, generally

strong, and partially concealed by projecting bristles, curved and much
hooked. Wings usually strong. Tarsi short, and usually thickly clothed

with short feathers, but sometimes naked or partially covered ; claws long

and acute. Plumage soft, habits almost exclusively nocturnal.

This family embraces the nocturnal birds of prey, all of which are

familiarly known under the general cognomen of owls. They differ in

many respects from the birds of the two preceding families, but yield to

them in nothing of the ferocity or destructiveness characteristic of this

class. The most striking and peculiar external character of the owls is

the position of their large and staring eyes, which enables them to look

directly forwards, and is not the case in any other birds. Their soft and
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loose ])lumage is also quite characteristic, but is not peculiar, being occa-

sionally met with in the CaprimulgidcB (night-hawks).

The brain is more voluminous than in other rapacious birds, and is

piotected by a remarkably thick, cellular cranium, which contributes to the

great size of the head, as apparent in the living bird. The organ of

hearing is very large and possesses much quickness and delicacy, and a

peculiar formation of the eye gives the owls a power of sight of the most

exquisite character. It is so constructed that the small amount of light at

twilight, or even in the night, is sufficient to produce perfect vision, though

the full daylight is too strong and dazzling for most of the species.

The flight of the owls is less graceful and less capable of being long

continued than that of the preceding families. It is produced by repeated

flappings and has the advantage of being entirely without noise, owing to

the peculiar general struciure of the wings, and a fine hair-like web on

the outer edge of the first quill. They are thus enabled to steal upon

their prey unawares and under cover of the darkness of night.

Their plumage is almost invariably of dull and uniform colors, and is in

a great measure free from the diversity characteristic of age and sex in the

FalconidcB. Being nocturnal strictly, or active only in the twilight of the

evening or the morning, is generally ciiaracteristic of this class ; a few species,

however, are diurnal, and pursue their prey or attend to the wants of their

young in the full glare of daylight. Of these the great snowy owl {Nyctea

rdvea) and the hawk owl (Surnia uliila), both found in the northern parts

of America, are examples. These are exceptions only, much the greater

number of species being of the former character.

The owls rarely devour any animals which have not recently suffered

death, though they are not always contented with being themselves the

instruments of destruction ; some species instinctively follow the hunter in

the northern countries, and pick up with eagerness grouse and other birds

recently killed by his gun. Their period of activity being in the night,

their repose is necessarily during the day, and if then disturbed most of the

species make gestures of a very ludicrous character, which seem chiefly

intended, however, to enable them to get a fair view of the intruder.

Some species fly off immediately upon perceiving that they are discovered.

Some owls tear their food like the falcons, but the greater number

swallow small quadrupeds, birds, and insects entire, subsequently ejecting

from the mouth the hair, bones, and other indigestible matter rolled into

pellets by a peculiar action of the stomach. Their food is entirely animal,

and embraces every living thing which can be conquered by force or

stealth.

The nesting-places of the owls are usually in hollow trees, fissures, or

caverns in rocks, dilapidated buildings, or similar places. They also

frequent such localities habitually during the day, or sometimes the

protection of a pine tree serves them when belated in the jnorning. This

peculiar family has been regarded with feelings nearly akin to superstition

from the earliest ages. The grotesque and oddly-shaped forms of most of

the species, their preference for the darkness of night or the gloomiest
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recesses of the caverns or the forest, their shrill hooting voices, and above

all their staring goggle-like eyes, have combined to form for them attributes

of mystery, and occasionally of veneration or of terror. Elevated by the

refined Greeks to be the symbol of wisdom, by several modern European

nations the owl is known by no other name than " night hag," and its

character regarded equally contemptuously. No other bird has flourished

so largely amongst the poets. Virgil introduces it in various passages

;

Shakspeare gives great effect at its expense to the exclamation of Lady

Macbeth in the murder scene :

"Hark! Peace!

It was the owl that shrieked, the fatal bellman

Which gives the stern'st good night—he is about it."

More pleasantly, and without such a repulsive part to play, Coleridge

makes him sing in a chorus in " Christabel
:"

" 'Tis the middle of the night by the castle clock

And the owls have awakened the crowing cock.

Tu-whit !—tu-whoo !

And hark again !—the crowing cock

How drowsily he crew." •

Sub-fam. 1. Strigince, or Barn Owls. Head large with the facial disk

complete or nearly so. Ears very large and with an operculum. Wings
usually long ; tarsi moderate ; legs long and rather slender. Size much
varied.

To this sub-family belong several of the most common American and

European owls. The American barn owl (Strix pratincola) is a species

which, though not abundant, is generally known. It is, notwithstanding its

curious and rather comical physiognomy, a graceful and handsome bird.

The common Strix jlammea of Europe {pi. 104, fig. 1) very nearly

resembles the American species, and was long considered the same bird
;

this remark applies, in fact, to several other species found in various parts

of the world. The European species is the bird usually alluded to by

authors, in English literature, as " The Owl." It is he who " mopes in the

ivy mantled tower" and "chaunts high mass at midnight" in many an

abbey where no one else does nowadays.

Two other common American species are the long-eared and the short-

eared owls {Otits wilsonianus, and hrachyotus), both of which inhabit the

whole of North America. The latter, represented in pi. 104, fig. 2, is

common also in Europe. It is partial to meadows and marshes, and is not

afraid to venture from its hiding-place by daylight as are the majority of

owls. The former is found exclusively in the deep pine or other forests,

and is a very shy and retired species. The long-eared owl of Europe {pi.

lOi, fig. 3) much resembles that of North America.

The barred owl {Syrnhan nebulosum) is the most familiar and abundant
of all the large North American species. It may frequently be met with
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in the pine or cedar lands, and may immediately be recognised by its

entirely black eyes and head without horns or ear tufts. It usually preys

upon small mammalia and birds, but it is said to resort occasionally to

fishes and reptiles. It breeds in the forests of all the Northern States,

making a nest in the forks of a large tree, and like some other owls lays

eggs which are perfectly spherical.

Another species, the great grey owl {S. cinereum), is a rare visitor in the

United States, though common in the north. It is one of the largest of

owls, with plumage of an almost uniform deep grey. The screech owl of

Europe (>S\ aluco) belongs here. It is a common species, and appears to be

similar in its habits and history to our barred owl. Many other species

are found in all parts of the world.

Sub-fam. 2. BubonincB, or Horned Owls. Head large, broad, and furnished

with two conspicuous tufts of feathers capable of being erected (usually

called ears). Facial disk not perfect; ears moderate; bill short, strong,

and curved ; legs and feet robust, with the claws very strong and sharp.

Size various, frequently large. Tarsi densely feathered.

The Great Horned Owl {Bubo virginianus), which is the largest species

common in the United States, is a good illustration of this sub-family.

Though still quite common in Western America, it has become almost

extinct in the more densely populated districts of the States upon the

Atlantic seaboard. It is, however, sufficiently well known for its depreda-

tions upon the poultry of the housewife, and for its peculiar and sonorous

notes in almost all parts of North America. Wilson most admirabl}'

describes this bird in the first volume of his incomparable Ornithology.

" This noted and formidable owl," he says, ' is found in almost every

quarter of the United States. His favorite residence, however, is in the

dark solitudes of deep swamps, covered with a growth of gigantic timber,

and here, as soon as evening draws on and mankind retire to rest, he sends

forth such sounds as seem scarcely to belong to this world, startling the

solitary pilgrim as he slumbers by his forest fire,

'Making night hideous.'

Along the mountainous shores of the Ohio, and amidst the deep forests

of Indiana, alone, and reposing in the woods, this ghostly watchman has

frequently warned me of the approach of morning, and amused me with his

singular exclamations, sometimes sweeping down and around my fire,

uttering a loud and sudden ' Waugh, O ! Waugh, O !' sufficient to have

alarmed a whole garrison. He has other nocturnal solos no less melodious,

one of which very strikingly resembles the half-suppressed screams of a

person suffocating or throttled, and cannot fail of being exceedingly

entertaining to a lonely benighted traveller, in the midst of an Indian

wilderness.

" The great horned owl is not migratory, but remains with us the whole

year. During the day he slumbers in the thick evergreens of deep swamps.

or seeks shelter in large hollow trees. He is rarely seen abroad by day,
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and never but when disturbed. In the month of May they usually begin

to build. The nest is generally placed in the fork of a tall tree, and is

constructed of sticks piled in considerable quantities, lined with dry leaves

and a few feathers. Sometimes they choose a hollow tree, and in that case

carry in but few materials. The female lays four eggs, nearly as large as

those of a hen, almost globular, and of a pure white. It is conjectured that

they hatch but once in the season."

Sevei'al large species are found in Europe, one of which, Btibo maximns

{pi. 104, fg. 4), the Grand Duke, as it is called upon the continent, is the

largest of all the owls. It is common in the forests of the North of Europe,

and is more or less met with throughout the continent, thouf^h rare in the

British Islands.

Other species of the great horned owls inhabit various countries of the

world, all of which are of large size, and many of them possess considerable

beauty of plumage. In South America are found the B. magellanicus, and

crassirostus, both much resembling the northern species. India has several

fine species, B. hengalensis, orientahs, and coromandus. In Africa, also,

several species are found, one of which, B. lacteus, is very large, with the

under parts of the body of a pure white color.

In India is found a remarkable genus (Ketupa), which differs only from

the great horned owls in having long and entirely bare legs.

The common small or screech owls, as they are usually called in the

United States [Ephialtes navia, and asio), belong to this sub-family. The
two here mentioned are usually considered to be the adult and young of

the same bird, and are the most familiar and best known of the North

American species. Both are common in the Northern and Middle States,

and come in the dusk of the evening boldly about the houses and out-build-

ings of the farmers, and even may occasionally be seen in the cities. The
notes of the screech owls are peculiarly melancholy, and are no favorites

with the juvenile population ; and, in fact, not at all pleasant to us of a

larger growth. The nests of the screech owls are made in hollow trees,

of a little grass or leaves, in which three to five eggs are laid, perfectly

white and nearly globular.

Some twelve other species of these small horned owls inhabit all parts

of the world except Australia.

Sub-fam. 3. Athenince, or Bird Owls. Facial disk imperfect ; bill mode-

rate and usually exposed ; wings and tail moderate, rounded. Tarsi and

feet moderate, sometimes long, but partially feathered. Size usually small.

Head smooth, without egrets.

The principal genus of this sub-family is Athene, which comprises

numerous species of small owls distributed throughout the globe. A species

inhabiting the island of Cuba, the A. siju, is the smallest of all the owls,

and several others found in South America and Mexico are but little

larger.

Three species have been observed in North America, no one of which

has yet been found upon the Atlantic seaboard. In California the Athene

passerinoides, one of the smallest species, has been observed. It is about
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the size of the common bluebird, and preys almost entirely uponfinsects.

The most remarkable species of North America, and one of the most

curious birds of this family, is the Burrowing Owl (A. hypugea), inhabiting

western Amei'ica, which lives in a hole in the ground, instead of taking up

its abode in a hollow tree like the others of these birds. It is said to make

an excavation occasionally for itself, but more commonly takes possession

of one already finished by the prairie dog (^Arctomys ludoviciana), in which

it makes its nest and rears its young. One of the most singular features in

the history of this bird is that it inhabits a hole frequently in the midst of

a large village or settlement of these animals, with which it appears to live

in perfect harmony. This remark applies, however, also to various kinds

of rattlesnakes, which have a partiality for the villages and comfortable

quarters of the prairie dog, and both have been suspected of a liking for

the young of their ent^tainers. Travellers disagree, however, upon this

point, so that it remains unsettled whether the owls and rattlesnakes most

relish the good fare or the pleasant society of their hosts. The burrowing

owl is strictly diurnal, and devours grasshoppers and other insects, and

small quadrupeds ; according to the Indians, it retires to the depths of its

burrow in autumn, and spends the winter in a state bordering on torpidity.

Australia produces several species of this genus which are remarkable

for their large size, though in all other respects they are very similar to the

minute owls above alluded to.

Two large species, constituting the genus Ciccaha, are classed in this

sub-family, one of which, C. personata, in young plumage has a black space

around each eye, presenting the appearance of a pair of spectacles, on

account of which it has acquired the name of the spectacled owl.

Suh-fam. 4. SiirnincB, or Hawk Owls. Head comparatively small, with

the facial disk imperfect ; eyes small, deeply sunk in the head. Wings
long ; tarsi short and densely feathered ; claws strong. Diurnal.

Two species only are included in this sub-family, both of which are

almost restricted to the Arctic regions, visiting only the northern parts of

the temperate zone, in both continents, during the winter. They are the

great snow owl {Nyctea nivea) and the hawk owl {Surnia ulida).

The former is a large species, distinguished for its plumage of beautiful

snowy whiteness. Its tarsi and feet are so thickly clothed with plumes

that they often entirely conceal the toes, and when the bird is sitting at

rest frequently nothing but the black tips of its claws is visible. The
eyes, which are very large, are of a beautiful gamboge yellow, which con-

trasts advantageously with its white plumage. This magnificent bird is

abundant in the extreme northern regions yet attained to by voyagers, and

frequently visits in winter the northern countries of both continents, but

appears to be the more plentiful in North America. It is often shot in the

neighborhood of Philadelphia during some winters, and those, too, are

frequently such winters as are remarkable for their mildness ; however,

more or less numerous specimens find their way to city markets every

winter, and it probably wanders occasionally to the southern limits of

the United States.
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The Snow Owl is often seen in Norway and Sweden, but is of rare

occurrence in France or tiie British Islands. In Ireland it appears to be

of more frequent occurrence than in Great Britain.

Audubon mentions that a specimen in captivity fed upon small fishes or

pieces of fish placed in water, and Wilson also mentions having seen this

bird engaged in fishing. Its usual food is said, however, to be the northern

hares, grouse, ducks, mice, and even carrion, which it feeds upon by day-

light as well as in the twilight of the evening. It breeds in the far north,

and is said to make its nest upon the ground, and to lay three or four

white eggs.

The Hawk Owl is another northern species, though not inhabiting

regions so far north as the preceding, nor does it proceed so far south in

its winter migrations, being very rarely found in the latitude of Phila-

delphia. Wilson's description of this curious bird is, as usual, much to the

purpose :
" This is an inhabitant of both continents, a kind of equivocal

species, or rather a connecting link betv^een the hawk and owl tribes,

resembling the latter in the feet and in the radiating feathers around the

eye and bill, but approaching nearer to the former in the smallness of its

head, narrowness of its face, and in its length of tail. In short, it seems

just such a figure as one would expect to see generated between a hawk

and an owl of the same size, were it possible for them to produce, and yet

is as distinct, independent, and original a species as any other. It has also

another strong trait of the hawk tribe, in flying and preying by day, con-

trary to the general habit of owls. It is characterized as a bold and active

species, following the fowler and carrying off his game as soon as it is shot.

It is said to prey on partridges and other birds, and is very common at

Hudson's Bay. We are also informed that this same species inhabits

Denmark and Sweden, is frequent in all Siberia, and on the west side

of the Uralian chain as far as the Volga. This species is very rare in

Pennsylvania and the more southern parts of the United States. Its

favorite range seems to be along the borders of the Arctic regions, making

occasional excursions southwardly, when compelled by severity of weather

and consequent scarcity' of food. I some time ago received a drawing of

this bird from Maine ; that and another specimen which was shot in the

neighborhood of Philadelphia are the only two that have come under my
notice. Of their nest or manner of breeding we have no account."

With this sub-family we conclude the Rapacious Birds.

Order II. Passeres.

This order contains more birds than all the other orders together. It

comprises all the birds which have feet especially formed for perching and

a general organization enabling them to live amongst trees, in which a

large majority of the species habitually pass their lives.

The claws are weak and not retractile as in the Accipitres, and the

hind toe is not only upon the same plane, but is as much capable of grasp-
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i'lig as are the others, b}' which character the birds of this order may at

once be distinguished from any of the others, except the Scansores, in

which, however, the arrangement of the toes in pairs is so pecuhar that no

chance of confusion exists.

The food of the Passeres consists principally of fruits or seeds and

insects, the greater part of the species being omnivorous, or eating indis-

criminately almost any description of these two classes of food which can

be most readily obtained. There are many genera, however, the food of

which is exclusively insects, and many others which never or rarely eat

anything else than seeds ; and others, again, which subsist almost entirely

upon the pulp of fruits. All these, however, admit of classification, and

will be regarded by us as constituting sub-orders or tribes.

The larynx, or organ of voice, is generally of complex structure in the

birds of this order, which contains all that are commonly known as singing

birds. There are few species which do not either sing or utter notes more

or less musical, especially during the season of courtship ; and even of those

whose voices are harsh, some are frequently capable of being taught to

imitate other sounds.

In this order the female is very generally smaller and less brilliant in her

plumage than the male. They usually live in pairs, build mostly in trees,

and frequently disi)lay great art in the construction of their nests.

We shall divide this extensive order into four sub-orders or tribes,

viz. : FissiRosTREs, or split-billed birds, Tenuirostres, or slender-billed,

Dentirostres, or birds with toothed bills, and Conirostres, or conic-billed

birds,

Sub-Order 1. Fissirostres.

This is comparatively a small group when compared with the extensiv^e

sub-orders of Dentirostres and Conirostres. It comprises all the birds com-

monly known by the names of Swallows, Night-hawks, Kingfishers, Tro-

gons, Bee-eaters, and some others of similar general characters.

The Fissirostres are generally distinguished by having the powers of

flight developed to the highest degree. The beak is usually short, broad,

and very deeply cleft, "so that the opening of the mouth is very wide, or,

as some of the old writers express it, they are very big in the swallow.

Possessing this kind of bill they are adapted to capturing insects on the

wing, receiving them into their mouths while in full flight. There are,

however, some genera in which the characters of this group are not so

strongly marked, and in which the bill is longer and stronger and the flight

not so rapid nor long continued, but they all have the characteristic wide

mouth.

These birds subsist almost entirely upon winged insects.

Fam. 1. HiRUNDiNiD^E, OR SwALLows, Bill Small, much depressed, some-

what triangular ; wings mostly very long, curved ; tail various, frequently

long and forked, sometimes short and truncate. Plumage compact, glossy

;

size small.

No birds are more universally or more favorably known than the

swallows. Distributed through the entire globe, and usually conspicuous
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on account of their numbers and rapidity of flight, they have found a place

in the Hterature of all civilized people, ancient and modern.

These birds exhibit the social instinct to an extent rarely observable.

Individuals of the same and sometimes of different species build their nests

close together, and the birds themselves are almost constantly seen in

flocks. They are very fond of frequenting the vicinity of the water, over

the surface of which they may be seen skimming for hours. In fair weather

they occasionally ascend to a great height in the atmosphere, but are

usually occupied in the lower strata.

Although the species are small birds, the swallows are sought after as

articles of food in some countries, to the neglect of those laws of common
sense which would protect birds so useful in the destruction of hosts of

diurnal insects, which are their only food. They are, however, generally

protected by public sentiment and by special enactment in some of the

states of North America. In Europe, also, they are generally much
regarded ; but in one country, Tuscany, they are placed directly beyond

protection, being classed amongst those vermin which it is always lawful

to destroy.

The swallows are eminently migratory, and show great regularity in then-

periods of departure and return. In the course of several yeai-s, some

species will hardly vary more than a day or two in ai'riving at their nesting

places from the south. Thus the Chimney bird {Acanthylis pela$giu)

arrives in Pennsylvania from the 17th to the 20th of April ; the Martin

{Frogne jnirpurea) from the 28th of March to the 5th of April ; the Barn

Swallow (Hirundo rufa) from the 9th to the 13th of .April. These dates

are" of course subject to some variation from the different states of the

weather, as, for instance, in case of a few days of severe cold or of a snow

storm ; but the mean results of the observations of several seasons show
surprising uniformity.

Sub-fam. 1. HirundinincB, or House Swallows. Head rather broad and

depressed ; bill short and more or less ffattened and triangular, with the

sides rather abruptly compressed towards the point, gape very wide. Wings
long and pointed, first quill longest ; tail usually forked ; tarsi short ; toes

rather long and slender. Size small.

The true swallows are more beautiful in their plumage and more graceful

in their movements than any other birds of this family. Several species

occur in North America, the largest and most conspicuous of which is the

Purple Martin, or House Martin, as it is frequently called from its sociable

and familiar disposition {Prognepuiyurea) . It is spread abundantly through-

out the United States in the summer, spending the winter in South America.

It is an universal favorite with the American population, and comes con-

fidently to take possession of the little boxes or other habitations every-

where provided for its accommodation, as a sort of compensation for which
it drives away all the hawks disposed to visit the establishment, destroys

numerous insects injurious to vegetation, and, it may be added, if its box

is near the house of its protector, is as good as an alarm clock to awaken
um precisely at daybreak, by its incessant though not unpleasant chattering.
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As the bluebird is the first to make its appearance in the spring and has

the same partiahty for a ready made domicil, the martin frequently fmds

himself anticipated and his right of possession stoutly resisted ; he is, how-

ever, generally successful, though often not without a stubborn contest.

When forced to seek a habitation for himself, the martin selects a hollow

tree, in which he constructs his nest, which, as is the case with most of the

swallows, is formed principally of mud gathered from the neighboring ponds.

The eggs are pure white.

The other species of American swallows may all be included in the

genus Hirundo, although otherwise arranged by some naturalists.

The Cliff or Republican Swallow (77. lunifrons) is one of the most

remarkable. A curious feature in the history of this bird is the fact that

it has spread over the Atlantic States only at a late period. It has been

long known in the valley of the Mississippi, but has only extended itself

eastward within fifteen or twenty years. It was not until about 1840 that

it was known in Pennsylvania except as a rare straggler, but it has since

then become cotnmon, and in some districts abundant, hundreds being

sometimes found nesting along the eaves of a single barn, which is a

favorite locality. The nest is built entirely of mud, and is universajjy

noticed on account of its singular shape, which is similar to that of a gourd,

with the entrance at the smaller end and curved downwards. A lining

of grass completes it, and three to five eggs are the usual contents.

The Barn Swallow {H. rufa) is the most common and best known

species. The birds of this species build their nests in nearly all barns, or

other large outhouses, in the Northern States, to which they can gain

admittance, and it very rarely happens during the summer months that

they are not observable in almost any landscape. This species is a great

favorite.

The Swallow of Europe, H. rustica {pi. 103, jig. 7), is very similar to

the common American species.

Another common species is the white bellied swallow {H. hicolor),

though not so well known and constantly observed as the last.

The violet green swallow {H. thalassina), a species inhabiting the

western slope of the Rocky Mountains, is the most beautiful of the Ameri-

can species. The bank swallow {H. riparia) derives its name from its

predilection for streams of water, in the banks of which it excavates a hole

and constructs its nest. The rough winged swallow {H. serripennis) has

much the same habits, though it sometimes makes its nest in other places^

such as the crevices in large walls, abutments of bridges, or the like.

Suh-fam. 2. CijpselincB, or Swifts. Bill less flattened than the preceding,

longer, and with the margins inflexed and somewhat gaping. Wings very

lono-, curved ; tarsi short ; feet small and weak. Tarsi generally feathered ;

tail various, sometimes forked, often truncate. Size small.

A sub-family composed of numerous species of birds found in all parts

of the world, and usually known as Swifts on account of their extraordinary

rapidity of flight. The Chimney Sw^allow, or Swift of the United States

{Cypselus pelasgius), is a good example of the birds of this group. It
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arrives in the United States early in May, and is distributed throughout

the entire Union. The birds of this species build their nests exclusively

in unoccupied chimneys, for which they have, of course, abandoned the

locations used by them prior to the introduction of chimneys into this

newly settled countr3% previous to which memorable event they appear to

have been quite content with such accommodations as were afforded by

hollow trees. It is very remarkable, however, that these birds have, with-

out any exception whatever, uniformly adopted the chimneys as fast as

the settlement of the country has proceeded ; and that, at this time, in the

thickly populated Northern States, though this species is abundant, not a

single pair have been observed to resort to the woods in many years. It

is an exceedingly active little bird and a very fast flyer, and is known
to the whole population of North America.

In Europe, two large species are found. They are about the size of the

American purple martin, which is a namesake of the European species.

The black martin of Europe {Cypselus apus) is very common, and, though

so much larger, resembles the chimney swallow, though it builds its nest

much like the swallows in old buildings or the crevices of rocks. The other

species, the alpine martin, C. melha (pi. 103,^^'-. 8), is not so common, being

restricted to the mountainous districts of the continent, where it makes its

nest and rears its young.

The little birds which construct eatable nests are arranged here. They
compose the genus Collocalia, and are among the smallest of the swallow

family. The nests of several species are cooked in a great variety of

styles by the Chinese and Japanese, and are highly esteemed.

Several species found in India (genus Macroptei-yx) are remarkable for

beauty of plumage and gracefulness of form.

Fam. 2. CAPRiMULGiDiE, OR GoATsucKERs. Bill vcry Small and generally

weak
;
gape very wide and extending beneath the eye. Tarsi and feet

very short ; toes long and sometimes strong. Plumage soft and loosely

imbricated.

This extensive family of birds is well represented by the common Whip-
poor-will and Night Hawk. It is composed exclusively of birds which like

them prefer the twilight of the evening, or even the darkness of night, in

which to pursue their prey or attend to the business of courtship and rear-

ing their young.

The birds of this family are found in all parts of the world.

Sub-fam. 1. Caprimulgin(s, or Night Hawks. Bill short and broad at

base, with the gape extending under the eye, and furnished with a series of

bristles on each side. Wings long and pointed ; tail rather lengthened,

mostly rounded, or sometimes deeply forked. Tarsi short and usually

clothed with velvet-like feathers ; toes long, the middle one of which is

always armed with a serrated claw. Size small.

The species of this sub-family, which comprises the true CapriynulgidcB,

are scattered over the entire globe, and, although not numbering many
species, are yet sufficiently numerous in point of individuals to be univer- '

sally known. They feed on moths and beetles, which they catch with
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great dexterity on the wing in the dusk of the evening. They usually

spend the day like the owls in the darkest recesses of the forest. Incuba-

tion is generally performed upon the ground ; no nest is constructed, but

a dry, sheltered spot only selected, wherein two eggs only are deposited.

There is but one well established European species, which is the Capri-

rmilgus europceus, and even it is not very common. It partakes exclusively

of the general habits of its sub-family.

The species best known in North America is the Whip-poor-will, so

called from its very remarkable note. "These notes," says Wilson, "seem

pretty plainly to articulate the words which have been generally applied

to them, lohip -poor-will, the first and last syllables being uttered with great

emphasis, and the whole in about a second to each repetition ; but when two

or more males meet, their whip-poor-will altercations become much more

rapid and incessant, as if each were striving to overpower or silence the

other. When near, you often hear an introductory click between the notes.

Towards midnight they generally become silent, unless in clear moonlight,

when they are heard with little intermission till morning." A much larger

species, the Chuck-wills-widow, so called also from its note, inhabits the

southern part of the United States.

IMany species of this sub-family are found in all parts of the world.

The common European species, C europceus [pi. 103, Jig. 6), resembles,

to some extent, in general appearance and habits, the whip-poor-will, though

it is almost without voice.

Sub-fam. 2. PodargincB, or Large Night Hawks. Bill short, curved at

the point, very strong, gape enormous ; base of the bill with projecting

plumes, but without bristles. Tarsi and feet short, and comparatively

weak ; tail rather long. Wings moderate. Size large.

These extraordinary birds are the largest of this family, many of the

species being as large as the common crow. On account of the unusual

broadness of their heads, and consequent wideness of their mouths and

throats, they present a very grotesque and singular appearance.

The genus Podargus, which embraces the greater number of the species,

is confined to Australia and some other of the most southerly islands of the

Pacific ocean. In Australia the largest species {P. cinereus) lives in thick

woods, venturing out on the wing only in the evening. It lives upon

wdnged insects, and has been named by the colonists, in imitation of its

note, " More pork." Another genus {Batrachostomus) is found in the

interior of India.

In America the singular genus Steatornis is found. It contains one

species only, which was discovered in caverns in South America by the

celebrated Humboldt, and is remarkable for possessing a strongly hooked

bill and other rapacious characters, showing a close affinity to the owls.

It is said, however, to subsist upon fruits, and that it is eaten by the

natives. Another American genus is Nyctihius, which contains several

large species inhabiting South America, of which may be mentioned the

N. grandis, a species as large as a hen.

Sub-fam. 3. Podagerince. Bill much depressed, with the culmen curved
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and compressed on the sides to the tip, gape furnished usually with bristles

or hairs. Wings long and pointed. Tail ample, sometimes long ; tarsi

short, partly covered, sometimes bare. Size small.

In this sub-family we arrange the American night hawks {Chordeiks),

of which one species only inhabits the United States, although several

others are found in Mexico and South America.

The long-shafted night jar of Africa {Macrodipterix longipennis), which

belongs to this sub-family, is remarkable for having a plume, which is

sometimes five times the length of its body, growing out of each wing.

This gives the bird, especially when flying, a very curious appearance, and

its use is entirely unknown. Several species of another genus (Podager)

are found in South America.

Fam. 3. CoRAciAD^, OR RoLLERs. Bill morc or less lengthened and

broad at base, compressed, with the tip hooked ; wings long and powerful ;

tail rather short, but with the two external feathers frequently much
lengthened ; tarsi and feet short.

A family composed of a few birds strictly confined to the Old World.

They are all remarkable for beauty of plumage and elegance of form.

Sub-fam. 1. CoraciancB, or Rollers. Bill moderate, straight, upper man-

dible slightly longer; nostrils basal, oblique-, linear. Wings moderate,

pointed ; tail long, wide, with the lateral feathers frequently lengthened
;

tarsi short
;
gape wide. Size moderate. All the species with gay colored

plumage.
*

This is a small sub-family of beautiful birds which are found in Africa,

Asia, and the larger Pacific islands. Their plumage is almost invariably

of brilliant colors, and usually contains more or less green or blue of the

richest hue. One species occasionally visits Europe, Coracias garrula

{pi. 99, fig. 3), where it is much sought after by collectors as one of the

few bright plumaged European species. The most common species in

collections is the Bengal roller (C bengalensis), skins of which are brought

abundantly from India, where it is common. The food of the rollers

consists of both fruits and insects, the latter of which they catch after the

manner of the flycatchers.

Sub-fam. 2. Todince, or Todies. Bill lengthened, much flattened, slightly

compressed towards the tip, which is rounded ; nostrils lateral with the

opening exposed. Wings short and rounded ; tail moderate, emarginated.

Tarsi long, slender ; toes moderate. Size small.

A sub-family consisting of a few small birds found in tropical America.

They are represented as being dull and stupid little birds, living upon

grasshoppers and other insects, and partaking much of the habits of some

of the flycatchers. The most common species is the Todiis viridis, which

is a beautiful .green bird with a scarlet throat. It is said to construct a

curious bag-shaped nest, composed of wool and with a narrow entrance.

Sub-fam. 3. EurylaimincB, or Boatbills. Bill large and extremely broad

at base, curved and gradually compressed to the tip ; nostrils lateral,

exposed ; wings moderate ; tail moderate ; tarsi short. Size small.

India is the country of this sub-family. It contains a few sjiecies only
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of handsome birds, with remarkably wide and strong bills which are said to

be used in the capture of coleopterous insects, upon which these birds

subsist. No one of the species is very common in collections, though the

Eurylaimus nasutus is frequent. It lives in the retired and shaded

-jungles, where it constructs a pendent nest, usually in the neighborhood of

the water.

Sub-fam. 4. Momotince, or Motmots. Bill long, elevated, and broad at

the base, with the sides compressed, and the margins serrated. Wings

short, rounded ; tail long, graduated, with the two middle feathers usually

much the longest, and generally with their shafts bare for a considerable

distance ; tarsi and feet moderate. Size moderate, much larger than

either of the two last sub-families ; colors brilliant.

This is a sub-family consisting of some twelve or thirteen species of

beautiful birds, which are restricted to the warmer parts of America.

They prefer the shades of the forest, but seem occasionally to frequent

des-erted or dilapidated buildings. They feed indiscriminately upon fruits,

snakes, lizards, and insects, which are taken with the point of the bill and

tossed upwards to be caught in the extended mouth. It is said that they

also rob the nests of other birds. The Brazilian motmot (Momotus

hrasiliensis) is the most common species, being very abundant in Brazil

and other countries of South America. Several species have been found

in Mexico and the West Indies.

Fam. 4. Trogonid^, or Trogons. Geiieral form stout, but rather

graceful. Bill short, strong, broad at the base, with the tip hooked

;

nostrils basal generally, and concealed by the projecting feathers. Plumage

very beautiful.

This family is composed of a few genera of handsome birds, most

numerous in tropical America and Asia, one species alone having been

found in Africa.

Sub-fam. 1. Trogoninoi, or true Trogons, of America. Bill short, strong,

with the base very broad and nostrils concealed ; wings short ; tail ample,

sometimes long ; tarsi short and feathered ;
plumage of the head frequently

elongated and crest-like. Colors brilliant metallic green and red.

These splendid birds are peculiar to tropical America. They are

represented by travellers as solitary and quiet birds, remaining within the

dense foliage of the tropical forests, and feeding upon both fruits and

insects. Beetles are their favorite food, upon which as well as berries they

dart in the manner of swallows. Incubation is performed in hollow trees,

in which no nests are built, but the eggs are laid upon the bare wood.

About thirty species of the Trogons are known to inhabit South

,

America and Mexico, all of which possess much beauty of plumage ; but

thei'e is a small genus (Calurus) remarkable for the great length of the

upper tail-coverts, which are amongst the most splendid of birds. The C
resplendens is a species found in Yucatan, and is the bird alluded to by

Stephens as having been considered sacred by the ancient inhabitants of

that country. It has the tail-coverts developed to several times th length

of its body, and the whole plumage of the most beautiful metallic green
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imaginable. Another species, C. auriceps, is common in the north of

Brazil, and in addition to the beautiful green of the plumage of its body, it

has the head of splendid golden, almost appearing to be gilded artificially.

The genus Trogon, T. viridis (pi. 97, fig. 7), and the Curuc-ui, T. curucui

(pi. 97, fig. 6) are common in collections.

Suh-fam. 2. Harpactince, or Asiatic Trogons. Bill stronger than in the

preceding, both mandibles notched at their tips ; nostrils partially covered ;

tarsi slightly feathered, short; anterior toes united. Colors gay, usually

brown or reddish, fulvous, and scarlet.

India and the Malay Archipelago are the countries of the birds of this

sub-family. They are showy, but not so splendid as their American

relatives, though they appear to be very similar in all other respects.

They are usually noticed sitting quietly . on a dead tree, occasionally

darting after an insect and» returning to the same position, or wandering

about from tree to tree. Harpactes malabariciis, rutilus, and diardii, are

amongst the most common species ; while one large species, H. gigas, well

established as having been known* to the older ornithologists, is unknown
in modern collections.

One species only, which constitutes a genus of its own, has been found

in South Africa ; it is the Apaloderma narina, and it appears to differ in

no respect from the general characters of the Trogons.

Fam. 5. Alcedinid^. General form, short, thick, and strong. Bill long,

and mostly adapted to striking as well as seizing their prey. Wings
generally moderately strong ; tail generally short ; tarsi short ; toes long.

A very extensive family, composed of the kingfishers, puff-birds, and

jacamars, distributed amongst a large number of genera. They inhabit all

parts of the world, and far the gi'eater part show a disposition to frequent

the vicinity of water.

Suh-fam. 1. Bucconincs, or Puff-hirds. Bill rather long, elevated, and

broad at the base, with the tip curved and frequently emarginated or

fissured. Wings mostly rather short ; tail moderate ; tarsi short, covered

with scales. Size various, never large
;
plumage plain.

The birds of this sub-family derive their name from the habit of raising

or puffing up their profuse plumage, which, it appears, is more or less the

«ase in all the species. Southern America is their native country, and

their habits appear to be very similar to those of the birds of the last

sub-families. They live upon coleopterous and other insects, which they

capture upon the wing.

Bucco viacrorhynchus {pi. 97, fig. 8) is the best known species. Monasa
tranquilla and leucops are, however, common in collections of South

American birds.

Suh-fam. 2. Halcyonince, or Broad-hilled Kingfishers. Bill broad, long,

and nearly quadrangular, with the lateral margins straight, or curved

slightly upwards. Wings broad, short, and rounded ; tail moderate ; tarsi

very short, robust. Size various
;
plumage generally containing more or

less blue and gi'een colors.

This sub-family may be said to comprise the kingfishers which frequent
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salt water. All parts of the world, except America, are inhabited by these

birds. Australia produces a genus (Dacelo) which contains the largest

species of this sub-family. They feed upon small quadrupeds, reptiles,

insects, and other animals, and are remarkable for a peculiar gurgling

lauo-h, from which the colonists have named the commonest species " the

laughing jackass."

The genus Halcyon comprises about fifty species, which are mostly

found in Africa and India, and the islands of the Indian and Pacific oceans.

These birds live exclusively in the immediate vicinity of the water, from

the animals inhabiting which they derive their subsistence.

The black-capped kingfisher of India, H. atricapilla (pi. 103, fig. 3), is

one of the most common species, though many others are common in

collections. The birds of this group are said to nestle in hollow trees.

Sub-fa7n. 3. Alcedinince, or Narrow-hilled Kingfishers. Bill very

straight, compressed, and sometimes slendef, points of both mandibles

acute, commissure straight. • Wings and tail short ; tarsi very short, but

robust ; toes very unequal, the two anterior of which are united. Size

small ; colors of plumage more or less blue and green.

The birds of this sub-family, though not constituting so many species as

are contained in the preceding, are more generally diffused over the entire

surface of the temperate and torrid zones. They may be considered as the

fresh-water kingfishers in distinction from the Halcyonidce, as they are

found only in the vicinity of rivers or small streams, upon the fishes

inhabiting which they live. In the banks of those streams these birds

excavate holes, frequently of considerable depth, in which they construct

their nests and rear their young.

The common European kingfisher, Alcido ispida {pi. 103, fig. 5), belongs

here. It is a very pretty little species, found sparingly throughout the

continent, inhabiting the banks of small streams, and usually seen perched

upon a small bough overhanging the stream, whence it darts upon such

fishes as expose themselves to its keen vision. About twenty other

species, more or less related generically to the common European species,

are found in Asia and Africa. Some species of the latter country are

quite diminutive, being not larger than the North American wren.

All the American kingfishers belong to the genus Ceryle, which contains,

however, species from other parts of the world. There are about ten

American species, the only one of which found in the United States is the

common belted kingfisher {C. alcyon). This bird is distributed throughout

the United States, and being the only species of its kind found in the north is

universally known. It is constantly to be seen along the courses of brooks

or creeks, ready to seize upon the small fishes which are its favorite food.

The nest is constructed in a hole in the bank of the stream, and this

species is said to breed for several successive years in the same nest.

Several species have been found as far north as Mexico, though they are

all common in South America. The C. amazona is one of the most

common, and has very handsome silky green plumage ; others have,

however, much the same. The giant kingfisher of authors {C. torquata) is
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one of the largest of this family, and appears to be common in Brazil ; while

the little American kingfisher (G. americana) is one of the smallest. It

also is found abundantly in South America, and has recently been

discovered in Texas. Several species are known to inhabit Mexico, and

some large species inhabit India and Africa. The great Java kingfisher,

C. javanicus (pi. 103, Jig. 4), is one of the most common.

Suh-fam. 4. GalhulincB, or Jacamars. Bill very long, straight, and

pointed, greatly compressed, culmen sharp ; wings short ; tail more or less

lengthened, and usually graduated. Tarsi short, feathered ; feet weak
;

toes usually two before and two behind. Size small
;
plumage usually

brilliant metallic green.

A sub-family, composed of about a dozen species of brilliantly colored

and peculiar looking little birds, exclusively confined to South America

and the West Indies. They inhabit damp places in the forests, and are

said to subsist entirely upon insects, which they devour after having

divested them of their wings and other hard parts. These birds breed in

holes in trees or in the banks of streams in the manner of kingfishers.

Several species are common in collections : they are the green jacamar

(Galhula viridis), the white-bellied jacamar {G. albirostris), and others.

One of the most beautiful is the largest species known ; it is called the

grand jacamar, and is found in the interior of South America, though

nothing respecting its history or habits has been reported by travellers.

A recently discovered species of this sub-family, a very modest and

unpresuming bird apparently, is remarkable for having had given to it one

of the longest of ornithological names, Jacamaralcyonides leucotis.

Fam. 6. Meropid.e, or Bee-eaters. A family composed of birds exclu-

sively inhabiting the warm regions of the Old World, and universally

known by the name of " bee-eaters." They form one sub-family only, as

below.

Suh-fam. Meropince. Bill long, cmyed, slender and pointed, compressed,

and with the tip very acute ; vvings long, pointed, secondary quills

emarginated ; tail long, broad, usually with the two middle tail feathers

longest. Tarsi short, strong ; toes long ; claws moderate. Size small

;

plumage generally green.

This sub-family contains about forty species of birds found almost

exclusively in Asia and Africa. They are migratory in their habits, and
one species occasionally visits northern and central Europe ; it is the

common bee-eater {Merops apiaster). All the species are said to subsist

entirely upon insects, which they catch upon the wing with great dexterity,

and in pursuit of which they skim over the surface of the ground like

swallows. Nearly all the species are handsome little birds with green and
yellow plumage, and several are very commonly brought from India and
Western Africa. The Indian species usually met with are the green

bee-eater {Merops viindis) and the Java bee-eater {M. javanicus) ; from
Africa we frequently have the swallow bee-eater {M. hirundinaceus) , the

red-throated bee-eater {M. ruficollis), and many others. One species has

been discovered in Australia, M. ornatus.
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Sub-Order 2. Tenuirostres, or Slender-billed Birds.

Bill always slender, generally long ami curved ; tongue usually with a

fascicle of slender hair-like filaments at the point. Size generally small.

This tribe contains the smallest of all birds.

The length and slenderness of the bill are the peculiar characters of this

group, which is composed of birds found in all parts of the world. Nearly

all the species are supposed to derive their subsistence, in a measure, from

the nectar of flowers, though it is quite certain that very many of them

capture small winged insects also. There is scarcely a species in this

group which does not possess elegance of form and beauty of plumage.

Fam. 1. UpupiDiE, or Hoopoes. Bill lengthened, slender, generally

curved, compressed ; wings long, rounded ; tail generally long and ample
;

tarsi generally strong and short ; feet strong. Size rather large.

A family containing some of the most magnificent of birds. They are

restricted to the old world,. and are said to feed upon succulent fruits and

the juices of flowers.

Sub I'am. 1. Upupince, nr Hoopoes. Bill lengthened, slender, and greatly

compressed. Wings and tail more or less long and rounded ; tarsi strong

and usually short ; toes long, strong, claws strong and curved. Size rather

large, generally crested.

The species of this sub-family are restricted to the old world. The

Hoopoe of Europe {Upupa epops) is its representative in that continent.

It derives its name from its note, and is very common in the south during

the summer.

There are several other species of Hoopoes inhabiting Africa and India.

In Africa is also found the genus Irrisor, which belongs here, composed

of a considerable number of very handsome dark plumaged birds, generally

of elegant form and with long graceful tails. They are found throughout

the entire continent of Africa and live in trees, creeping among the

branches in search of insects, which with fruits compose their food. They

roost and breed also in the holes ortrees. Irrisor erythrorhynchus and

vielanorhynchus are the most common species. Several species are found

in Liberia and other countries of Western Africa.

Sub-fam. 2. EpbyiachincB, or Plumed Birds. Bill long, rather strong,

curved margins obtuse and tip acute ; wings moderate, rather rounded
;

tail various, generally even or graduated. Tarsi more or less strong, long,

and usuallv covered with scales ; toes long and strong, hind toe armed vi^ith

a strong claw\ Size rather large. Colors dark in the males and very

beautiful.

Nearly all these beautiful birds are found in the island of New
Guinea, one species only in New Zealand, and one in Australia. Though

long known to naturalists, and known also extensively on account of the

trade in their skins, which the natives of New Guinea have maintained tor

centuries, their habits and history are entirely unknown. The Epimachus

superbus is common in collections, and is frequently met with in ornamental

cases of stuffed birds. ^ It has very fine, black, velvet-like plumage, with

a curious breast-plate, or rather apron, of detached feathers, which are
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of splendid metallic green. Amongst traders these are usually confounded

with the Paradise birds. Epimachus magnifcus and resplendens are other

very beautiful species.

Suh-fcan. 3. Paradiseince, or Paradise Birds. Bill strong, slightly curved

only, compressed, tip notched ; wings moderate, rounded ; tail various ;

tarsi and feet strong, sometimes short ; toes long ; strong claws, curved and

acute. Sides of the body, breast, tail, and sometimes the head, generally

with long and very ornamental plumes. Size rather large.

The Paradise birds are, perhaps, the most beautiful of birds. They are

peculiar to the large island of New Guinea, in the forests of which they

live on the tops of the highest trees, and subsist upon fruits and insects. It

is said that they have loud and unpleasant notes, somewhat like those of

the crow family ; but little is known, however, of their history.

The greater and lesser Birds of Paradise, Paradisea major and minor

{pi. 99, fg. 4), are the species most common in collections, though the king

paradise bird, P. regia {pi. 99, fig. 5), is frequent. The other known species

are, the red-plumed {P. rubra), the magnificent (P. magnifica), the superb,

P. superha [pi. 99, fig. 6), the six-shafted, P. sexsetacea {pi. 99, fig. 7), so

called from the curious appendages of that number growing from the sides

of its head, the republican {P. respuhlica), and Wilson's paradise bird

(P. icilsonii). From the two first species (the greater and lesser paradise

birds) the plumes worn in ladies' head-dresses are obtained, and their skins

have been articles of merchandise for centuries.

Fam. 2. Nectarinead^, or Sun Birds. Bill more or less lengthened,

slender, and curved ; wings generally short and incapable of long-continued

flight ; tail usually moderate, generally short and truncate, sometimes long

and graduated. Tarsi and feet moderate, generally rather weak.

A very numerous family of birds, nearly all of which are of very small

size and distinguished for brilliancy of plumage, in which they are only

excelled by their immediate relatives, the humming birds. The species are

most abundant in Asia and Africa.

Sub-fam. 1. Nectarininoi, or Sun Birds. Bill slender, curved, compressed,

and with the tip entire, acute ; nostrils basal, with the opening closed hy a

membrane. Wings moderate, rounded ; tail generally lengthened, but

frequently truncate. Tarsi usually moderate or weak. Size small ; colors

of plumage usually metallic and very showy.

This sub-family consists of about one hundred and fifty species of beau-

tiful little birds, which are restricted to the tropical countries of Asia and

Africa, and are known by the universal name of sun birds, though the

American colonists of Western Africa call them humming birds. They
are usually seen in pairs or in small flocks, and fly with a tremulous or

humming noise like the humming birds, which in most respects they appear

to resemble. They feed principally upon minute insects, and are said to be

fond of spiders, for which they search in the crevices of the bark of trees.

Many species are found in Liberia, some of which are exceedingly beautiful,

such as the Senegal sun bird {Nectai'inia senegalensis), the red-backed sun

bird {N. cuprea), and many others.
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A variety of species inhabit India, of which the most common appear to

be the N. zeylonica, mahrattensis, and others.

Sub-fam. 2. CcerehincB, or American Creepers. Bill generally rather

short, wide at the base, curved or sometimes nearly straight, sides com-

pressed. Wings long and pointed ; tail short, usually even ; tarsi short

;

feet moderate. Size small. Colors usually blue or green and showy.

A sub-family of beautiful little birds peculiar to South America, said to

feed upon the minute insects which frequent expanded flowers, about which

they are observed to fly in the manner of humming birds. Their nests are

suspended from the branches of trees, pear-shaped, composed of grass and

woody fibres woven together, and with a tubular entrance from below.

This mode of construction warrants security from monkeys, serpents, or

other depredators.

There are about twenty species of these birds, the most common of

which are the Cccreba cyanea [pi. 102, Jig. 9) and ccerulea, the Dacnis

spiza, a beautiful green bird with a black head, and the Certhiola Jlaveola.

Fam. 3. Trochilid^, or Humming Birds. Bill generally long, very

slender, usually curved but sometimes straight, with the lateral margins

of the upper mandible dilated. Wings generally long and flattened in a

peculiar manner ; tail usually ample, truncated or cuneated ; tarsi and feet

usually very small and weak. Size very small.

The most diminutive birds in existence, and among the most beautiful.

Swainson gives the following description in Lardner's Cyclopaedia, Birds II.

page 146, in his usual forcible and pleasant manner. " In speaking of these

charming birds, the naturalist is almost tempted to abandon that didactic

style best suited to his subject, and to clothe his information in the language

of poetry
;
ye^.both must fail in conveying to the mind an adequate idea

of their surpassing beauty. The rainbow colors of the most resplendent

gems are here superadded to a living form which in itself is exquisitely

graceful and animated in all its movements. The flight of these pigmy

birds is so rapid as to elude the eye ; for a few moments they may be seen

hovering over a flower, but as soon as they have supped its sweetness they

vanish in an instant ; they may, in truth, be said to ' come like shadows, so

depart.'

"

This celebrated family of birds is exclusively American and very nume-

rous, there not being less than three hundred species now known, to which

almost every traveller in South America yet makes additions.

Sub-fam. 1. Grypince, or Wedge-tailed Humming Birds. Bill long,

slender, and curved throughout its length ; culmen of the upper mandible

distinctly keeled, tip acute, lateral margins dilated and overlapping the under

mandible ; wings long and pointed ; tail long, broad, and generally cuneated ;

tarsi short and very slender. Colors generally plain, not metallic.

About thirty birds compose this sub- family. They are very distinct from

the other sub-families of Humming Birds, and are nearly all remarkable for

their plain plumage and long tails. They inhabit all parts of South America,

but one genus {Oreotrocliilus, Gould) contains species which are found

only in the Andes, immediately below the line of perpetual snow.
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Suh-fam. 2. Trochilince, or true Hununing Birds. Bill usually long,

straight, or slightly curved, and very slender ; wings long, pointed ; tail

various, generally truncate, sometimes rounded ; tarsi and feet very short

and weak ; toes long and slender. Size small ; plumage more or less

metallic and very beautiful.

This sub-family contains about one hundred species of humming birds,

amongst which are some of the most beautiful little birds in existence.

The mango {Trochilus mango), the swallow-tailed (T. macrourus), the

emerald {T. glaucopis), the long-tailed Jamaica humming bird (T. polytmus),

a magnificent species, the topaz (T. pella), the evening humming bird

(T. vesper), and many other splendid species belong here.

They are exclusively restricted to South America and the West Indies,

except the Mango, which has been found in Mexico and may be classed

as a North American bird.

The ruby topaz, T. moschitus [pi. 99, fig. 8), a splendid and common
species, the magnificent T. ornatus (pi. 99, fig. 9 a), De Lalande's hum-

ming bird, T. delalandii (pi. 09, fig. 10), and some others, are common in

collections. The crested humming bird, T. cristatus (pi. 99, fig. 12), and

the smallest humming bird, T. minimus (pi. 99, fig. 11), are more rare.

The latter is the smallest of all known species.

Suh-fam. 3. AlellisugincB, or straight-hilled Hmjiming Birds. Bill usually

lengthened, slender, and straight ; wings long, pointed ; tail various, mostly

truncate, sometimes with the two middle feathers or the two external

feathers long; tarsi and feet short and weak. Colors usually very brilliant.

The species of this sub-family are diffused over the entire tropical and

temperate regions of America, though the much larger portion of them

exclusively inhabit the southern countries of this continent.

The common humming bird, T. coluhris (pi. 99, fig. 9 *), belongs here, and

is the only species the history of which is well known. It appears in the

northern part of the United States from the beginning to the middle of

May, and was observed by Dr. Richardson in the fur countries of the

north, bordering upon the Arctic circle. The nest is built upon the project-

ing branch of a tree, and is very artfully constructed and covered with

moss or with lichens, giving it much the appearance of a knot upon the

branch where it is located. Within are laid copious quantities of the poppu^

or down of plants, forming a soft and very suitable bed for the reception of

the diminutive eggs. These are generally two only, and are hatched in

the short space of ten days.

One of the most remarkable qualities of this little bird is its great

pugnacity : the male does not hesitate to attack other birds much larger

than himself, and has even been known to challenge the king-bird or the

martin, the latter of which he sometimes compels to retreat. To man this

bird shows little aversion, quietly hovering around its favorite flowers when
so nearly approached as almost to be caught in the hand. It frequently

enters at the windows of houses and is caught. Both old and young are

soon reconciled to confinement. In a very short time they will feed freely

vpon diluted honey, or sugar and water, and suffer themselves to be
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approached, or even touched, without showing signs of alarm. The male

only of this humming bird has the brilliant gorget on the throat.

Several other species have been observed as far north as California, of

which we may mention the Anna humming bird (T. anna) and the rufous

humming bird {T. rufus).

The latter is supposed to proceed on the western side of North America

nearly to the region of perpetual ice. It is abundant on the Columbia river,

and was observed by the celebrated naturalist Nuttall, engaged in the

duties of incubation, in the latter part of May. " The female was sitting

upon two eggs of the same shape and color as those of the common species.

The nest was also similar, but somewhat deeper, made of the same downy

substances, and coated with lichens. At my approach the female came

hovering round the nest ; and soon after, when all was still, she contentedly

resumed her place."

There are from one hundred and fifty to two hundred species of humming

birds in this sub-family, nearly all of which, we may say, are confined to

South America. Several very handsome species are, however, known to

inhabit Mexico.

The giant humming bird {T. gigas) is arranged here. It is the largest

species known, being nearly as large as the orchard oriole. The sword-

billed humming bird is worthy of being mentioned on account of its exces-

sively long bill, which considerably exceeds the length of its body. It feeds

upon insects which frequent the flowers of Bignonia (trumpet flowers) and

other plants -which have very large tubular flowers, for which its bill is

admirably adapted. The white-necked hummingbird, T. albicollis {pi. 102,

Jig. 1), is a common species.

The birds of this sub-family seem to prefer the northern parts of South,

and probably will be discovered to be numerous in Central America.

Fam. 4. Meliphagid^, or Honey-suckers. Bill generally long, curved,

and acute, tip sometimes emarginate ; wrings moderate or rounded ; tail

mostly long and broad ; tarsi rather short and strong ; toes long. Tongue

extensile and furnished at the tip with a fascicle of short, slender fibres.

A small family of birds, peculiar to Australia and the adjacent islands.

Sub-fam. 1. Myzomelince, or Honey-creepers. Bill long, slender, and

curved ; wings short ; tail short and emarginate ; tarsi and feet moderate,

rather slender ; claws curved, acute.

These are observed to frequent the flowers of various species of plants

indigenous to the continent of Australia, and are represented as feeding upon

their secretions as well as upon the small insects which abundantly infest

them. Whilst occupied in this pursuit, they may be seen clinging to and

hanging from the flowering branches in a variety of attitudes. Their flight is

rapid, and occasionally at a considerable height in the air. These birds are

not common in collections. Myzoinela sanguinolenla, Glyciphila melanops,

and some others are, however, frequently brought by travellers and collectors.

Sub-fam. 2. MeUphagincB, or Honey-eaters. Bill long, slender, and

usually acute ; wings moderate, rounded ; tarsi short, strong ; toes mode-

rate, sometimes strong ; claws curved, acute.
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This sub-family is composed of nearly one hundred birds, the majority

of which are restricted to Australia, and much resemble the preceding in

general characters and habits. In addition to the food of the birds of

that sub-family, some of the species of the present eat berries and other

fruits.

The Tropidorhynchus corniculatus is one of the best known species of

Australian birds. It has received from the colonists the significant but not

very poetical name of " Leather-head," from the baldness of the part

alluded to.

About a dozen species, constituting the genus Phyllornis, which are

arranged here, inhabit Java and other islands of the Indian Archipelago.

They are mostly clothed in plumage of a beautiful green or blue color, and

appear to be abundant in those localities.

Suh-fam. 3. MelithreptincB. Bill short, somewhat conic, compressed

towards the tip, which is curved ; wings more or less long ; tarsi short and

strong ; toes long ; claws moderate.

A group of about twenty birds, strictly peculiar to Australia. Their

habits and manners appear to be very similar to those of the preceding sub-

families, though they appear to be more insectivorous. For the purpose

of capturing insects they frequent flowering plants, and occasionally are

observed on the ground in the pursuit of beetles and other similar insects.

The Psophodes crepitans, which belongs here, is one of the common birds

brought in collections from Australia.

Fam. 5. CERTHiADiE, OR Creepeks. Bill loug, slcudcr, more or less

curved ; nostrils small ; wings usually short and rounded, sometimes rather

pointed. Tail various, frequently terminated in abrupt points ; tarsi and

feet generally rather strong.

These are the Creepers, Nuthatches, &c., some species of which inhabit

the northern, but the much larger portion the southern regions of the globe.

They are generally of small size, and resemble, in some respects, the scan-

sorial birds (woodpeckers, &c.).

Suh-fain. 1. FurnarincB, or Oven Birds. Bill rather long, curved,

frequently compressed ; wings short, rounded ; tarsi and feet strong ; toes

long. Tail broad, rounded, the feathers of which are frequently terminated

in soft points.

This sub-family consists of about thirty birds, which have obtained the

name of oven birds from their constructing nests somewhat of the shape

indicated by the name, which are generally built in an exposed situation,

as on the dead branch of a tree, or sometimes in the immediate neighbor-

hood of houses or other buildings. When finished, it has the appearance

of an oven several inches in diameter, with the entrance in the side. There

are, however, several species of this sub-family which construct nests of

the ordinary description, and some which live almost exclusively upon the

ground, and make their nests in holes.

The birds here classed are exclusively found in South America and the

West Indies. Furnarius rufus, Lochmias squamatula, and some others,

are common species.
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Sub-fam. 2. St/nallaxincs, or Sharp-tailed Creepers. Bill rather short and

strong ; frontal feathers rather rigid. Wings very short and rounded ; tail

broad, more or less lengthened, and usually graduated or cuneated, with

the tips of the feathers lanceolate. Tarsi and feet large and strong ; claws

acute.

Another sub-family of birds peculiar to South America and Mexico, and

which partake of the general characters of the last mentioned. They are

generally plain colored little birds, somewhat resembling wrens in general

appearance.

Suh-fam. 8. DendrocolaplincB, or Long-hilled Creepers. Bill usually long

and curved, compressed ; wings moderate, generally rounded ; tail long,

broad, and graduated, with the feathers ending in hard points. Tarsi and

feet strong ; claws lai-ge and acute.

This sub-family is also essentially South American. About forty species

are classed in it, which much resemble those of the two preceding sub-

families, but differ from them in being larger and having longer bills. The

greater part of the species inhabit the vast forests of South America,

and appear to have somewhat the habits of woodpeckers. In one genus

(Xiphorhi/nchus, or sword-bills) the bill is exceedingly long. The Cayenne

creeper (^Dendrocolaptes cayennensis) and the white-throated creeper {D.

albicoUis) are commonly met with.

Sub-fam. 4. Certhiance, or Creepers. Bill rather long, slender, curved
;

wing rather long ; tail lengthened, graduated, the feathers of which are

slightly rigid. Tarsi and feet slender ; claws moderate. Size small.

Although not comprising more than a dozen species, the birds of this

sub-family are found in all parts of the world. They are very active and

shy little birds, subsisting upon minute insects, which nearly all the species

search for in the crevices of the bark of trees, after the manner of wood-

peckers.

The CertJna f(i7niliaris, or the brown creeper (/»/. 102, jig. 2), is fre-

quently met with in the forests of Europe and North America. It much

resembles, in general character, the small woodpeckers and nuthatches with

which it constantly associates in the forest, though it is much smaller,

being, next to the golden-crested wren, the smallest of European birds. In

the United States it is not so common as in Europe.

The rock creeper {C. muraria) of Europe also belongs here. It is

found exclusively in the mountains of Europe and Asia, and is usually

observed flitting from one projecting rock to another, in search of spiders

and other insects, of which its food consists.

One genus {Climacteris) of this sub-family is peculiar to Australia, the

birds of which inhabit the woods and partake of the general characters of

the others with which they are classified.

Sub-fam. 5. Sittince, or Nuthatches. Bill rather short, very straight,

more or less cylindrical ; wings long and pointed ; tail very short ; tarsi

and feet rather long and slender. Size small.

The nuthatches, though numbering scarcely more than twenty species,

are scattered over the w^hole w^orld. Several species inhabit North America,
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and are usually known by the name of " Sapsuckers," and one species is

common in Europe (Sitta europcea).

The most common species of the United States is the white-breasted

nuthatch (<S. carolinensis), which is a very familiar and favorite little bird,

living throughout the year in the same district, and, in fact, is supposed to

ramble but little from the woods in which it was born. Its habits are very

similar to those of the small woodpeckers, being seen constantly creeping

on the surface of limbs and trunks of trees. So secure is its foothold, that

it creeps equally well with its head upwards or downwards upon the tree,

and is said to roost with the same indifference to position. It frequently

in the winter approaches the precincts of dwellings or out-houses, and picks

up whatever of insect or other suitable food it can discover.

Two smaller species are occasionally met with in the United States, the

red-bellied and the brown-headed nuthatches (S. canadensis and pusilla).

They entirely resemble in habits the common species. Another and still

smaller species {S. pygmea) is found in California.

Some six or eight species of these little birds are peculiar to Australia

and New Zealand.

Sub-fam. 6. TroglodytiiKS, or JVrens. Bill more or less long and

slender, usually slightly curved and somewhat compressed ; wings short

and rounded ; tail various, generally rounded ; tarsi long and slender ; toes

long, rather slender. Size various, generally small. Colors plain.

There are about fifty species of the true wrens, which inhabit all parts

of the world except Africa. In America, they are more numerous than

elsewhere, and are well represented by that universal favorite the house-

wren of the United States (Troglodytes cedon), the history of which by the

incomparable Wilson we beg leave to extract :
" This well known and

familiar bird arrives in Pennsylvania about the middle of April, and about

the 8th or 10th of May begins to build his nest, sometimes in the wooden
cornicing under the eaves or in a hollow tree, but most commonly in small

boxes fixed on the top of a pole, in or near the garden, to which he is

extremely partial, for the great number of caterpillars and other larvae which

it constantly supplies him. If all these conveniences are wanting, he will

even put up with an old hat, nailed on the weatherboards, with a small

hole for entrance ; and if even this be denied him he will find some hole,

corner, or crevice about the house, barn, or stable, rather than abandon the

dwellings of man. In the month of June a mower hung up his coat, under

a shed near the barn, and two- or three days elapsed before he had occasion

to put it on again ; thrusting his arm up the sleeve, he found it completely

filled with some rubbish, as he expressed it, and on extracting the whole

mass found it to be the nest of a wren completely finished and lined with a

large quantity of feathers. In his retreat he was followed by the little

forlorn proprietors, who scolded him with great vehemence for thus ruining

the whole economy of their household affairs. The twigs with which the

outward parts of the nest are constructed are short and crooked, that they

may the better hook in with one another ; and the hole or entrance is so

much shut up, to prevent the intrusion of snakes or cats, that it appears
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almost impossible the body of the bird could be admitted ; within this, is a

layer of fine dried stalks of grass, and lastly feathers. The eggs are six or

seven, and sometimes nine, of a red purplish flesh color, innumerable fine

grains of that tint being thickly sprinkled over the whole egg. They
generally raise two broods in a season, the first about the beginning of

June, the second in July.

" This little bird has a strong antipathy to cats ; for having frequent

occasion to glean among the currant bushes and other shrubbery in the

garden, those lurking enemies of the feathered race often prove fatal to

him. A box fixed up in the window of the room where I slept, was taken

possession of by a pair of wrens. Already the nest was built and two eggs

laid, when one day the windows being open, as well as the room door, the

female wren venturing too far into the room to reconnoitre, was sprung

upon by grimalkin, who had planted herself there for the purpose, and

before relief could be given was destroyed. Curious to see how the

survivor would demean himself, I watched him carefully for several days.

At first he sang with great vivacity for an hour or so, but becoming

uneasy, went off for half an hour; on his return he chanted again as before,

went to the top of the house, stable, and weeping-willow, that she might

hear him, but seeing no appearance of her, he returned once more, visited

the nest, ventured cautiously into the window, gazed about with suspicious

looks, his voice sinking to a low melancholy note, as he stretched his little

neck about in every direction. Returning to the box, he seemed for some

minutes at a loss what to do, and soon after went off, as I thoudjpit,

altogether, for I saw him no more that day. Towards the afternoon of

the second day, he again made his appearance accompanied by a new
female, who seemed exceedingly timorous and shy, and who, after great

hesitation, entered the box. At this moment the little widower, or bride-

groom, seemed as if he would warble out his very life with ecstasy of joy.

After remaining in about half a miriute, they both flew off, but returned in

a few minutes, and instantly began to carry out the eggs, feathers, and

some of the sticks, supplying the place of the two latter with materials of

the same sort, and ultimately succeeded in raising a brood of seven young,

all of which escaped in safety."

Several other species of wrens inhabit America, most of which live in

the woods and do not partake of the sociable character of the house-wren.

The European wren is of the same description in some measure as the

latter, though it builds its nest in low bushes' near the ground. It does not

appear to be so great a favorite as the American house-wren.

In this sub-family the lyre bird of Australia, Mennra superba (pi. 102,

Jig. 14), is classed. It is remarkable for the singular beauty of its long

tail. Australia is its peculiar country, in which it appears to prefer the

woods upon the sea-coast, though it has been met with in those of the

interior, living habitually upon the ground, and constructing its nest upon

a projecting rock, or the stump of a tree. Its food consists of insects

which are obtained by scratching amongst the fallen leaves.

Several genera, comprising about forty species, of the birds of this
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sub-family, are peculiar to South America. They all resemble to a

greater or less extent the wrens with which we are familiar, though

some species live almost exclusively upon the ground. There is one genus

{Hylactes) the species of which are remarkable for very robust legs and

feet. H. rufus is the best known species.

Sub-Order 3. Dentirostres, or toothed-billed Birds.

This group embraces an immense number of birds, all of which in a

greater or less degree subsist on insects. For this purpose the bill is

always more or less toothed near the tip, which is frequently strongly

hooked. The shrikes, thrushes, and robins, are familiar examples of the

birds of this group.

Fam. 1. Sylviad^, or Warblers. Bill subulate, generally slender, tip

of upper mandible emarginated ; wings more or less lengthened, generally

rounded, sometimes pointed ; tail various, frequently rounded. Tarsi long,

slender ; toes mostly long, claws curved and acute. Size small.

This extensive family is composed of a large number of birds, many of

which are noted for their powers of song. They are found in all parts of

the world.

Sub-fam. 1. Malarince, or soft-tailed Warblers. Bill moderate, generally

slender and straight, tip of upper mandible curved ; wings short, rounded
;

tail more or less lengthened and rounded ; tarsi generally long and slender •

toes long, claws strong, acute.

About one hundred and twenty species of birds are classed here, which

are restricted to the old world and Australia. They have derived the

name of soft-tailed warblers from having generally fan-like tails, the

feathers of which frequently have webs of remarkable softness to the touch.

Many of the species have very loud notes, sometimes agreeable, but fre-

quently unpleasant.

Australia produces about a dozen little birds of this sub-family which are

very beautiful. The superb \\^xh\er^{Malurus superbus) is one of the

most common, and is clothed in plumage of splendid sky blue and black,

presenting a singular contrast of colors. Others of this genus are equally

handsome, though the species of this sub-family are generally of plain

plumage.

Sub-fam. 2. SyhiancB, or true Warblers. Bill rather long, slender,

nearly straight, compressed, curved at the tip ; wings moderate, rounded

;

tail rather long, rounded ; tarsi lengthened, slender ; toes long, slender

;

claws long, curved, and sharp. Size small.

This sub-fam.ily comprises about one hundred birds, including the

warblers of Europe, the nightingales, golden crested wrens, and some other

genera of birds not so well known, species of which inhabit the entire

surface of the globe. The former, composing the old genus Sylvia, are

common European birds. The nightingales, of which there are two

species, have been celebrated for their transcendent powers of song from

the earliest period of recorded history.

The smaller species (Philomela luscinia, pi. 103, j^^. 13) is the best

smger, and is the bird usually alluded to as the nightingale. It is a small
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bird of very plain plumage, light brownish grey above and white on the

lower parts of the body, native of the whole of Europe as far north as

Sweden, all Asia as far as Siberia, and northern Africa, everywhere

choosing its residence in shady woods, thickets, or even hedges in the

fields. It is also partial to thickly set orchards and gardens, and is

supposed to have a great preference for the neighborhood of its birth.

The nightingale is migratory, and appears in northern Europe about the

middle of April ; and it is during the season of selecting his mate and

attending to the duties of rearing his young, that the male pours out that

incomparable song which has established him as the greatest of feathered

vocalists, beyond comparison.

" The nightingale," says Dr. Bechstein (Nat. Hist, of Cage Birds),

"expresses his different emotions by suitable and particular tones. The

most unmeaning cry when he is alone appears to be a simple whistle, 'fitt;'

but if the syllable ' err is added, it is then the call of the male to the female.

The sign of displeasure or fear is 'Jitt,' repeated rapidly and loudly before

adding the terminating ' err ;' whilst that of satisfaction and pleasure, such

for example as conjugal endearments, or on the occasion of finding a

delicate morsel, is a deep ' tack,' which may be imitated by smacking the

tongue.

" In anger, jealousy, rivalry, or any extraordinary event, he utters hoarse

and disagreeable sounds somewhat like a jay or a cat. Lastly, in the

season of pairing, when the male and female entice and pursue each other

from the top of a tree to its base, and thence again to the top, a gentle

subdued warbling is all that is heard.

" Nature has granted these tones to both sexes ; but the male is par-

ticularly endowed with such very striking musical talents, that in this

respect he surpasses all birds, and has acquired the name of the king of

songsters. The strength of his vocal organ is indeed wonderful, and it has

been found that the muscles of hisflarynx are much more powerful than

those of any other bird. But it is less the strength than the compass,

flexibility, prodigious variety, and harmony of his voice which make it so

admired by all lovers of the beautiful. Sometimes dwelling for minutes on

a strain composed of only two or three melancholy tones, he begins in an

under voice, and swelling it gradually by the most superb crescendos to the

highest point of strength, he ends it by a dying cadence ; or it consists of a

rapid succession of more brilliant sounds, terminated, like many other

strains of his song, by some detached ascending notes. Twenty-four

different strains or couplets may be reckoned in the song of a fine night-

ingale, without including its delicate variations ; for among these, as among

other musicians, there are some great performers and many middling ones.

" It is true that the nightingales of all countries, the south as well as the

north, appear to sing in the same manner ; there is, however, as has beeh

already observed, so jrreat a difference in the degree of perfection that we
cannot help acknowledging that one has a great superiority over another.

On points of beauty, however, when the senses are the judges, each has his

peculiar taste. If one nightingale has the talent of dwelling agreeably on
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his notes, another utters his with peculiar brilliancy, a third le. gthens his

strain in a peculiar manner, and a fourth excels in the silveriness of his

voice. All four may excel in their style, and each will find his admirer
;

and truly it is very difficult to decide which merits the palm of victory."

The larger species of nightingale {Philomela major) is abundant in some

parts of the continent of Europe, especially Austria, Hungary, and Poland.

It is said to sing more generally at night than the former, but does not

appear to approach it in general vocal ability. It pronounces notes similar

to the names David and Jacob with great distinctness, and with the latter

it generally begins its song.

The black cap warbler, Curruca atricapilla (pi. 103, Jig. 15), is

abundant throughout Europe as far north as Sweden. The garden

warbler, O. hortensis {pi. 103, fig. 14), is not so common, and is of more

retired habits. The willow wren, Sylvia hippolais {pi. 100, fig. 7), is

another European species.

This sub-family includes also the redstarts of Europe {Phaenicura), the

most abundant species of which is the common redstart, P. ruticilla

{pi. 103, fig. 16). It is a very pretty little bird, with the tail entirely of a

deep orange-red color, and inhabits the whole of Europe and probably

Asia. Another species is the blue-throated or Swedish redstart, P. suecica

{pi. 102, fig. 12), one of the prettiest of European birds.

The crested wrens also belong here {Regulus), of which ther'j are

numerous species. They are amongst the smallest of birds, and are

remarkable for their active habits, and the hardihood with which they

brave the northern winters. They are restricted to North America,

Northern Europe, and Asia ; the golden-crested wren, R. auricapillus

{pi. 103, fig. 12), is the most numerous species of Europe.

Suh-fam. 3. ErythacincB, or Robins of the Old World. Bill moderate,

more or less slender, rather depressed at base, compressed towards the tip
;

wings generally rather short and rounded, sometimes long ; tail usually

short and broad, generally even and rather rounded at the end. Tarsi

long, slender ; toes moderate, claws curved and acute. Size small.

This sub-family contains the robins, stonechats, and several other genera

of the old world, and the familiar blue-birds of America ; in all about one

hundred species.

The stonechats and wheatears of Europe are classed in the genus

Soxicola. They are birds common throughout the continent. The wheat-

ear, S. cenanthe {pi. 103, fig. 18), in Great Britain lives in the moors and
open fields, where it makes its nest under large stones or in the crevices of
walls. It is a bird of handsome form, but very shy and timid ; though vast

numbers are caught in traps for the table, being esteemed a great delicacy.

The robin or redbreast of Europe is a famous and long established

favorite. It is a small bird, not larger than the blue-bird, to which it bears

considerable resemblance in habits and general history. Ei^ythaea

ruhecula {pi. 102, fig. 13).

" The common robin," says Sir William Jardine, " has been frequently

described, and has been the subject of many anecdotes from the time of the
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publication of the ' Babes in the Wood' to the present day. A marked

peculiarity in the manners of this bird is its familiarity. A constant

attendant on the works of man, it follows him during his out of door

avocations, and enters his dwellings, as if conscious of the general feeling

.with which it is beheld, and unsuspicious of the possibility of being

entrapped by the closing of the doors or windows. This may be accounted

for both by a disposition to sociality with mankind and cultivation,

undoubtedly innate to many tribes of creatures, and particularly to the

Ruminantia and Rasores, which this bird in its own circle will partly

represent ; and it may also be attracted by the prospect of food, which

instinct teaches will be found in its vicinity. When the weather becomes

severe many are drawn towards our houses, entering for warmth and to

collect food. At first they are wary and watchful, but if unmolested and

allowed a free egress, they will take up their abode in a room or a lobby

for a month at a time, selecting a roosting-place on the cornice or on some

curtain top, warbling their song when the day is clear or the fire burns

brightly, and in every way seeming at ease and in confidence with the

inmates."

The robin is distributed over the whole of Europe and the adjoining

parts of Asia and Africa.

The pretty and familiar blue-bird (Sialia wilsoni) of the United States

belongs here.

"The pleasing manners and sociable disposition," says Wilson, "of this

little bird entitle him to particular notice. As one of the first messengers

of spring, bringing the charming tidings to our very doors, he bears his

own recommendation always along with him, and meets with a hearty

•^velcome from everybody.

" Though generally accounted a bird of passage, yet so early as the

middle of February (in Pennsylvania), if the weather be open, he usually

makes his appearance about the old haunts, the barn, orchard, and fence

posts. Storms and deep snows sometimes succeeding, he disappears for a

time ; but about the middle of March is again seen accompanied by his

mate, visiting the box in the garden, or the hole in the old apple tree, the

cradle of some generations of his ancestors. The preliminaries being

settled and the spot fixed on, they begin to clean out the old nest and the

rubbish of the former year, and to prepare for their future offspring. Soon

after this another sociable little pilgrim, the house wren, also arrives from

the south ; and finding such a snug berth pre-occupied shows his spite by

watching a convenient opportunity, and in the absence of the owner

popping in and pulling out sticks, but takes special care to make off" as fast

as possible.

" The usual spring and summer song of the blue-bird is a soft, agreeable

and oft-repeated warble, uttered with open, quivering wings, and is

extremely pleasing.

" In his motions and general character he has great resemblance to the

robin redbreast of Britain, and had he the brown olive of that bird, instead

of his own blue, could scarcely be distinguished from him. Like him he is
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known to almost every child, and shows as much confidence in man by

associating with him in summer, as the other by his familiarity in winter.

He is also of a mild and peaceful disposition, seldom fighting or quarrelling

with other birds.

" Towards fall, that is in the month of October, his song changes to a

single plaintive note as he passes over the yellow many-colored woods, and

its melancholy air recalls to our minds the approaching decay of the face

of nature. Even after the trees are stripped of their leaves, he still lingers

over his native fields as if loth to leave them.

" Indeed he appears scarcely ever totally to forsake us, but to follow fair

weather through all its journeyings till the return of spring."

There are two other species of blue birds, one of which is found in

California and other countries of Western America, and the other in the

countries of North-western America. They both bear a general resem-

blance to Sialia wilsoni.

About one hundred birds belong to this sub-family, which inhabit all

parts of the world, and are generally pretty and cheerful little birds, more

or less similar to the American blue-bird and the European robin.

Sub-fam. 4. AccentorincE, or Hedge Warblers. Bill short, straight,

sometimes conical, sides compressed towards the tip ; wings more or less

long, pointed, sometimes rounded ; tail moderate ; tarsi and feet rather

long, claws strong.

The most familiar of these birds are the hedge sparrow {Accentor

modidaris) and the Alpine warbler {A. alpinus), both common European

birds.

Other birds of this sub-family are found in all parts of the world, but are

most numerous in Australia. The species of this continent constitute the

genus Acanthiza, and are represented as usually observed in the lower

branches of trees, in the bushes, and on the ground, and possessing

generally the characters and general history of insect-eating birds.

Sub-fam. 5. Parince, or Tits. Bills rather' short, strong, sometimes

conical and straight; wings moderate or short; tail generally long,

rounded ; tarsi and feet rather long. Size small.

A sub-family of birds universally known as tits or titmice, and found all

over the world.

The most common American species is the crested tit {Parus bicolor),

which is a constant resident in all parts of the United States, and distin-

guished for the promptness with which he pipes out his few but musical

notes on the very first days of fine weather in spring. Notwithstanding

his plain plumage he is an exceedingly graceful and in fact elegant little

bird, and very quick and rather eccentric in his actions.

Several other species of crested tits have been discovered within the

limits of the United States. The plain tit (P. inornatus) was discovered

by Dr. Gambel in the Rocky Mountains ; two others, the black-crested tit

(P. atricristatus) and the Texan tit (P. annexus), were discovered by Mr.

John Audubon (son of the celebrated ornithologist) in Texas.

The black-capped tits (not crested) seem to form a distinct genus. The
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two most common in the United States are the common tit and the

Carolina tit (P. atricapilbis and carolinensis)

.

There are several European species, of which the common titmouse,

Parus major {pi. 102, fig. 4), and the European crested tit, P. crislatus

{pi. 102, Jig. 3), are well known.

About fifty species of these pleasant little birds are distributed over the

various countries of the globe, and are generally very similar in habits to

those more particularly enumerated.

Sub-fam. 6. Sylvicolince, or American Warblers. Bill straight, more or

less conical, sides compressed ; nostrils basal, with the opening rather large

and exposed ; wings rather long, generally pointed ; tail moderate ; tarsi

and feet rather long and stout. Size small ; colors generally gay and

agreeable.

This sub-family embraces all the American warblers, of which there are

about one hundred species described, and several genera of similar birds

which are natives of India and Africa.

The species of the United States are amongst the most beautiful and

lively of our birds, though, on account of their living almost exclusively in

the woods, they are little observed. A few species reside exclusively in

the South, but the greater number breed in all the Northern States and

British territories adjacent.

One of the most common species is the summer yellow-bird (Sylvicola

cestiva), a beautiful little bird with bright yellow plumage, striped on the

breast and belly with a deeper orange yellow\ It is a very lively and by

no means shy little bird, often seen in the garden or among the blossoms

of trees in the spring, and makes its nests in bushes or shrubbery.

The magnolia warbler {S. maculosa) is a beautiful species, though never

venturing far from the woods. It is black above and bright yellow below,

with black stripes. It breeds in the far north, migrating only through the

middle states in the spring and autumn.

The yellow-crowned warbler, or yellow rump, as it is mostly called

(8. coronata), is a very common species in the spring. It is dark-colored

above and white below, with a bright golden yellow crown, and with the

rump yellow.

The golden-winged warbler (-S'. chrysoptera), the black-throated green

warbler (<S. virens), the blackburnian {S. blackburnicB), the yellow-throated

{S. pensilis), the bay-breasted (S. castanea), the chestnut-sided {S. icteroce-

phala), the Maryland yellow-throat {S. marylandica), and some others, are

more or less frequently met with every spring ; sometimes very common,
at other times very rare.

The Connecticut warbler ('S. agilis), the Cape May warbler (S. ?nari-

tima), and the mourning warbler {S. pkiladelphia), have hitherto appeared

but rarely in any part of the United States or elsewhere.

The genus Zostercps comprises about twenty birds of India and Africa.

They appear to bear considerable resemblance to our warblers, being

mostly observed in the trees or bushes actively engaged in searching for

insects, which constitute their only food.
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Sub-fam. 7. MotacilUncB, or Wagtails. Bill rather long, slender, and

straight, sides much compressed ; nostrils lateral ; wings long, pointed ; tail

generally long ; tarsi long, slender ; feet rather strong. Size small.

About seventy-five birds are classed here. They inhabit all parts of the

world, and habitually frequent the ground, and very often are partial to the

vicinity of streams of water.

One of the best known species is the grey wagtail of Europe, M. hoarula

(pi. 103, Jig. 17). It inhabits all Europe and contiguous parts of Asia and

Africa, but does not appear to be very common. It lives in the vicinity

of streams, and frequently nestles in the immediate neighborhood of mills

or other buildings.

The birds of this sub-family all bear more or less resemblance to the

wagtails of Europe.

Fam. 2..Turdid^, or Thrushes. Bill various, but always more or less

strong and curved, generally compressed ; wings generally more or less

long, frequently pointed, sometimes rounded ; tail generally moderate ; tarsi

and feet generally strong. Size moderate, but larger than the last family.

The thrushes constitute a very extensive and completely cosmopolitan

family of birds, generally distinguished by considerable powers of song, and

frequently familiar and sociable in their habits.

There are not less than six hundred species of thrushes.

Sub-fam. 1. Formicarin cb, or Ant-thrushes. Bill long, straight, curved

at the tip, which is frequently hooked ; wings generally short, rounded
;

tail short ; tarsi long ; toes generally long and stout. Size moderate.

A sub-family, nearly all the species of which subsist upon insects

captured upon the ground. They are almost invariably long-legged and

short-tailed birds, with long stout bills, and are frequently of gay plumage,

though of odd, and, in fact, rather droll general appearance.

The ant-thrushes are natives of all parts of the world, though most

numerous in India and South America. The species which inhabit the

former and some other countries and islands of Asia, form the genus Pitta

of naturalists, and are for the most part very beautiful. They live almost

entirely upon the ground, and, if disturbed, like almost all other birds of

this group, seek safety in running rather than by flight. The short-tailed

Indian ant-thrush {P. brachyura) and the blue-tailed ant-thrush {P. cyanura)

are frequently met with.

The American ant-thrushes are numerous, and, though inferior in size

and beauty of plumage to their Indian relatives, are represented as precisely

the same in general characters and habits. About seventy-five species

inhabit tropical America, some of the best known of which are the Cay-

enne ant-thrush {Formicaria colma), the king ant-thrush (Grallaria rex),

the rufous crowned {G. ruficapilla) , and others.

Sub-fam. 2. Turdinoi, or true Thrushes. Bill long, generally strong, and

more or less curved and compressed ; wings moderate ; tail long, broad,

and generally graduated ; tarsi and feet moderately long and strong.

Contains all the birds commonly known in Europe and America as

thrushes, of which there ar& about one hundred and fifty species. They
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are found in all parts of the world, and are conspicuous for variety and

sweetness of song. The European species are represented as birds of

rather shy disposition, most usually frequenting the skirts of the forests,

and the thickets and bushes of extensive pastures, while some prefer the

wilds of mountains or desejts. They are all in a greater or less degree

migratory, residing in the south during the winter.

The fieldfare, Merula pilaris, the missel thrush, M. viscivorus (pi. 100,

fg. 12), the song thrush, AT. musica {pi. 100, fig. 14), the European black-

bird, M. vulgaris (pi. 100, fig. 9), the ring ouzel, M. torqiiata, the redwing,

M. iliaca (pi. 100, fig. 13), and the rock thrush, M. saxatilis (pi. 100,

fiig. 10), are the more common European species.

The common migratory thrush or American robin, Merula migratoria,

belongs here. It is found in all parts of North America, and in the United

States is known to everybody. It is migratory, but may almost be con-

sidered resident in all parts of the United States south of Baltimore. It

lives almost entirely in the orchards and cultivated grounds of farmers,

making its nest generally in a tree of the former, substantially plastering

it inside with mud.

In autumn, robins are favorite game with our juvenile and other amateur

sporting population, with whom they have the reputation of being good at

sitting still to be shot at. Vast numbers are destroyed every autumn,

especially in the vicinity of cities.

In this division is classed also the family of American mocking birds,

of which there are about twelve or fourteen species.

The mocking bird of the United States, Mimus polyglottus, is our most

famous singer, which high position his accomplishments fully entitle him to.

" His own native notes," as Wilson observes, " are easily distinguishable

by such as are well acquainted with those of our various song birds. They
consist of short expressions of two, three, or at most of five or six syllables,

generally interspersed with imitations, and all of them uttered with great

emphasis and rapidity. He many times deceives the sportsman, and sends

him in search of birds that perhaps are not within miles of him, but whose

notes he exactly imitates ; even birds themselves are frequently imposed

on by this admirable mimic, and are decoyed by the fancied calls of their

mates, or dive with precipitation into the depth of the thicket, at the

scream of what they suppose to be the sparrow-hawk.

" This excessive fondness for variety, however, in the opinion of some,

injures his song. His elevated imitations of the brown thrush are fre-

quently interrupted by the crowing of cocks ; and the warblings of the

bluebird, which he exquisitely manages, are mingled with the screaming

of swallows or the cackling of hens ; amidst the simple melody of the robin,

we are suddenly surprised by the shrill reiterations of the whip-poor-will

;

while the notes of the killdeer, blue jay, martin, Baltimore oriole, and

twenty others, succeed with such imposing reality, that we look round for

the originals, and discover with astonishment that the sole performer in

this singular concert is the admirable bird now before us."

The mocking bird is found throughout the United States.
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The other species of mockmg birds inhabit South America, but are not

represented as possessing vocal powers at all comparable to the species

of the north.

The rufous thrush or thrasher, Mimus rufus. is classed here. He is

usually rated as the next best songster of ail birds, appearing in Pennsyl-

vania about the first of May, and thence extending northwards to Canada.

The cat bird, M. carolinensis, is also a member of this extensive group

of birds. No bird is better known in the United States, and, notwith-

standing his usually unpleasant notes, he can, upon sufficient inducement,

raise a very respectable song.

Sub-fam. 3. Timalmce, or Babblers. Bill moderate, rather long, com-

pressed ; wings short, rounded ; tail generally rather long and graduated

;

tarsi long, robust ; toes long, strong ; claws long, acute. Size moderate,

A remarkable group of long-tailed thrush-like birds inhabiting all parts

of the world except Europe, and remarkable for their fantastic movements

and singular voices. The note uttered by one of these birds is compared

by a distinguished naturalist (Mr. Jerdon), who long resided in India, to

a sort of cracked Punqh-and-Judy laugh, which is no sooner begun by one,

than the others of the flock follow in chorus.

The Indian babblers (genus Timalia) are abundant in the cultivated

grounds around the villages of India, generally frequenting the ground in

search of insects and seeds. They utter continually a low chattering noise,,

which is occasionally changed to a loud guttural cry, though some of the

species are capable of singing quite agreeably.

The only representative of this sub-family in t!ie United States is the

yellow-breasted chat, Icteria viridis, which is rather frequently heard in

marshy and bushy places, but, being very shy, is less frequently seen. It is

a very handsome bird, olive green above, and fine yellow on the lower

parts of its body. Like the other birds of this sub-family, it is remarkable

for its curious voice. " First is heard," says Wilson, " a repetition of short

notes resembling the whistling of the wings of a duck or teal, beginning

loud and rapid, and falling lower and slower till they end in detached notes

;

then a succession of others, something like the barking of young puppies,

followed by a variety of hollow guttural sounds, each eight or ten times

repeated, more like those proceeding from the throat of a quadruped than

that of a bird, which are succeeded by others not unlike the mewing of a

cat, but considerably hoarser."

This bird inhabits the whole of the United States ; another species, very

similar, has been discovered in California.

Sub-fam. 4. Oriolince, or Orioles. Bill rather long, broad at base, stout,

and compressed ; wings long, rather rounded ; tail moderate, rather wide ;

tarsi and feet short and strong. Colors mostly yellow.

These birds are confined to the old world, being most abundant in India.

One species, O. galbula {pi. 100, fig. 8), occasionally visits Europe. It is

a very handsome bird, of pure lemon yellow plumage, somewhat resembling

the Baltimore oriole, though much lai^er. The birds of the present sub-

family must not, however, be confounded with the American orioles, which
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do not belong here. The black-headed oriole, 0. melanocephalus, is one

of the most common Indian species. Its plumage is fine yellow, with the

head black.

One of the most beautiful of this group is the golden-headed oriole, Seri-

culus chrysoceplialus, of Australia. Its plumage is of the most splendid

golden yellow and black. It is frequently met with in collections of birds,

and sold by dealers as a species of paradise bird. It appears to be a com-

mon bird in Australia.

Sub-fa??i. 5. PycnonotincB, or Bulbuls. Bill short, curved, compressed ;

wings moderate, rather short, rounded ; tail long, broad, rather rounded
;

tarsi long ; feet moderate, rather short and weak. Size small ; head fre-

quently crested.

A small group, composed of about seventy-five species of birds, which

exclusively inhabit Asia and Africa. They appear to have the general

characters of the other groups of thrushes, live mostly in small parties, and

feed indiscriminately upon fruits and insects. The Asiatic species are

frequently remarkable for eminent vocal powers ; and one of them, Pycno-

notus jocosus, is the Eastern nightingale, or bulbul, of oriental poets. It is

a bird scarcely as large as the cat bird of the United States, of plain brown

on the back, and white below, with a black head and crest. Its song is

said to be very melodious.

There are a number of birds belonging to this sub-family, and nearly

related to the bulbuls, which are found in Africa.

Faim. 3. MuscicAPiD.E, OR Flycatchers. Bill of various lengths, gene-

rally broad and depressed at the base, with the sides compressed at the tip

;

gape usually furnished with long and strong bristles ; wings and tail gene-

rally long ; tarsi and feet generally short and weak. Size various, never

very large, frequently quite small.

A large family of birds, generally of small size and plain plumage, which

are found in every country of the world. They most abound, however,

within the tropics.

There are about five hundred and fifty species of flycatchers.

Sub-fam. 1. Querulincs, or Mourning Flycatchers. Bill rather long,

depressed, broad at base ;
gape furnished' with strong bristles ; wings more

or less lengthened ; tail long and broad ; tarsi and feet short and strong.

Size rather large.

Containing only eight or ten birds, found in South America. They

inhabit the forests, and are mostly observed in small parties, feeding on

insects or fruits in the loftiest trees, and are said to have very plaintive

notes.

The red-necked flycatcher, Querula riibricollis, is the best known species.

Its plumage is fine black, with a scarlet throat. The military flycatcher,

Q. militaris, is another very showy species, though more rare. Its plumage

is of fine scarlet.

Sub-fam. 2. AlectrurincB, or Walking Flycatchers. Bill more or less

lengthened, broad at base, and rather depressed ; wings more or less long

;

tail generally lengthened ; tarsi long and slender. Size small.
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About twenty-five birds are arranged here, which are restricted to the

warm regions of South America. They generally live in low bushes,

among the lower branches of trees, or on the ground, and their food is said

to consist principally of coleopterous insects (beetles, &c.).

Fluvicola cursoria is a common species.

Sub-fam. 3. Tyrannince, or Tyrant Flycatchers. Bill more or less long,

broad, and depressed at base, sides compressed to the tip, which is hooked
;

wings generally lengthened and pointed ; tail moderate, generally broad
;

tarsi and feet short and generally weak. Size mostly small.

Another exclusively American group, containing a large number of birds,

king birds, pewees, tyrants, &c., of which the greater part are found only

in South America.

There are several North American species, however, of which the

common king bird of the United States, Tyrannus intrepidus, is a good

example.

He is abundant from Florida to Canada, and is quite sociable and familiar

in his habits and disposition, almost invariably building his nest in the

immediate vicinity of dwelling-houses. He is very pugnacious, and makes

a very respectable show of fight with almost any other bird that dares to

intrude upon his privileges, although it may be much larger and stronger

than himself.

The king bird has no song, and but little voice of any kind.

The great crested flycatcher, T. crinitus, is another species, though

much less frequently seen than the king bird.

The greater part, however, of the North American flycatchers belong to

the genus Tyrannula, or little tyrants, of which the species are numerous

in both North and South America.

One of the best known species is the common pewee, or pe^vit, T. nun-

ciola, which is a universal favorite with our population.

Though possessing very limited vocal abilities, the notes of this little bird

are pleasing, because they are almost the first heard at the return of spring,

and he forthwith begins the construction of his nest, about the barn, in

a shed, or some such place, little annoyed by the family of his landlord or

by domestic animals.

This common and favorite bird spends the winter in the south. " I have

found," says Audubon, " this species abundant in Florida in winter, in full

song, and as lively as ever ; also in Louisiana and the Carolinas, particu-

larly in the cotton fields. They leave Louisiana in February and return

in October."

The wood pewee, T. virens, is very common in the woods

Several other species are found in North America, such as Say's fly-

catcher, T. saya, Cooper's flycatcher, T. cooperii, the green crested,

T. acadica, the yellow-bellied, T. Jiaviventris, and some others.

A large number of species, composing several genera, inhabit South

America, such as Milvulus forficatus (pi. 103, Jig. 10) and Tyrannus

severus (pi. 10'S,fig. 9).

Sxib-fatn. 4. Tityrince, or Becaixis. Bill rather short, broad at base,
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depressed ; wings long, pointed ; tail short, rounded ; tarsi and feet short

and strong. Size moderate ; colors plain.

About fifty species of peculiar-looking birds constitute this sub-fanaily.

They are strictly confined to South America and the West Indies, migrat-

ing according to the seasons, and living exclusively on insects.

The Cayenne flycatcher, Tityra cayanus, is a well known species. Its

plumage is almost entirely dusky white, with a black head.

Sub-fam. 5. Muscicapince, or true Flycatchers. Bill moderate, broad at

base, gradually compressed to the tip
;
gape furnished with strong bristles

;

wings long and generally pointed ; tarsi and feet short and slender. Size

generally small.

An extensive sub-family, containing not less than two hundred and fifty

species of birds, inhabiting all parts of the world.

The North American species belong to the genus Setophaga, one of the

most common species of which is the American redstart, S. ruticiUa. It is

abundant in the woods during summer, and is a very livel^and pretty little

bird.

" This," says Audubon, " is one of the most lively as well as one of the

handsomest of our flycatchers, and ornaments our woods during spring and

summer, when it cannot fail to attract the attention of any person who may
visit the interior of the shady forests. It is to be met with over the whole

of the United States, where it arrives, according to the different localities,

between the first of March and the first of May. It takes its departure, on

its way southward, late in September and in the beginning of October."

The hooded flycatcher, S. mitrata, is a very handsome species belonging

to this sub-family. Its plumage is of bright yellow and green, with a black

hood covering the greater part of the head.

The Canada flycatcher, S. canadensis, is another beautiful little bird,

which is frequently met with in all parts of the United States.

The most abundant European species are the grey flycatcher, Muscicapa

grisola. {pi. 101, fig. 17), and the white-necked flycatcher, M. albicollis

"(fig.
18).

Nearly all the many remaining species of these birds are natives of the

tropical regions of Asia, Africa, and America.

A very beautiful species of South America is the great-crested, or king

of the flycatchers, M. regia [pi. 10\, fig. 19), remarkable for its large crest

of purple and crimson feathers. It is frequently brought in collections.

Sub-fam. 6. Vireoiiince, or Greenlets. Bill moderate, straight, com-

pressed, tip curved ; gape with short bristles ; wings rather long ; tail

moderate ; tarsi and feet rather long, and moderately strong. Size small

;

colors generally olive green and white.

About a dozen birds of peculiar form and habits are arranged here.

They are almost exclusively North American, two or three species only

having been found in the southern parts of this continent.

The red-eye, Vireo olivaceus, the warbling flycatcher, V. gihms, the

solitary, V. solitarius, the white-eye, V. noveboracensis, and the yellow-

breasted, V. fiavifrons, are the commonest species.
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The first (the red-eye) is one of the most abundant birds in the woods

of the northern states. In the spring months, he is one of the most

conspicuous of our singers, and, though his notes are short, they are very

musical and lively. He builds a very pretty hanging nest, frequently on

a low bush, in which he raises two broods in the season.

The white-eyed flycatcher is remarkable for his exceedingly loud voice,

and great disposition to use it upon all occasions. He frequents bushes

and places overgrown with briers, especially the green brier (Smilax),

where he makes himself heard at all hours of the day.

The other species mentioned above are less frequently met with.

Fam. 4. Ampelid^, or Chatterers. Bill moderately strong, generally

broad at base, and depressed, compressed to the tip ; wings long ; tail

moderate ; tarsi and feet usually short.

This family, though not so numerous in species as the preceding, is

distributed throughout the world ; most abundant, however, in tropical

regions.

The species are for the greater part showy birds, but many of the

smallest species especially are I'emarkable for the richness of their colors.

Sub-fani. 1. Pachycep/ialince, or Broad-headed Chatterers. Bill mode-

rate, broad at base, compressed to the tip, gape with a few slender bristles

;

wings moderate, more or less rounded ; tarsi and feet rather lengthened

and slender.

A group of about fifty little birds peculiar to India and Australia. The
Australian species are most numerous, and are pretty little birds found in

loca^ties of very various characters, sometimes in the forest and occa

sionally in the vicinity of dwellings. Pardalotus puctatus is one of the

common species.

Suh-fom. 2. PiprincB, or Manakins. Bill short, broad at base, depressed,

rather arched, compressed to the tip ; wings short ; tail short, truncate
;

tarsi and feet rather long and slender. Size small, plumage frequently

handsome. Found in South America, except one species which inhabits

India. They are represented as being very lively and active in their

habits, and are said to have very discordant voices, the note of one species

having been compared by a traveller to the sound produced by cracking

a nut.

The long-tailed manakin {Pipra caudata), the black-headed (P. melano-

cephala), the blue manakin {P. pareola), and the red-headed (P. erythro-

cephala), are common species.

The cock of the rock, Rupicola aurantia (pi. 101, Jig. 16), is arranged

here. It is a beautiful bird, entirely clothed in bright orange-red plumage,

with a crest laterally compressed, giving it a very peculiar appearance. It

inhabits the warmer parts of South America, and frequents the vicinity of

retired, rocky places, in the interior of the forests.

The green cock of the rock {Calyptomina viridis) is the Indian species

which is placed in this group. It is found in the forests, and appears to be

quite similar in habits to the South American bird.

Suh-fam. 3. AmpelincB, or True Chatterers. Bill rather long, very
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wide at base, depressed ; wings moderate ; tail generally short and trun-

cate ; tarsi short, toes long. Colors gay ; size various.

The majority of these birds inhabit South America, and are remarkable

for the richness of the colors of their plumage. They feed on fruits and

insects, and migrate according to the season. The blue chatterer (Ampelis

c(£7-ulea), the banded chatterer, A. cortinga {pi. 101, fig. 21), and the

purple chatterer {A. pompadora), are frequently met with, as is also

a beautiful scarlet-crested species, A. carnifix (fig. 20).

The Bohemian chatterer of Europe {Bomhycilla garrula), and the cedar

bird of America {B. cedrornm), belong to this sub-family. The former

species is found in the forests of Northern Europe and also in the northern

parts of America. The latter, which is the cedar bird of the United

States, frequents cedar woods and such localities throughout this country.

This and the other species of the same genus have very fine silky plumage

of deep ashy color, and are remarkable for the curious appendages to the

tips of their wing feathers, which have much th^ appearance of small drops

of red sealing-wax.

Suh-fam. 4. CampephagincB, or Caterpillar-catchers. Bill short, de-

pressed, gape furnished with short bristles ; wings moderate ; tail rather

long ; tarsi and feet short.

About sixty birds compose this group, which are distributed over the

tropical regions of the old and new worlds. Many of the Indian species

are very showy birds, with bright scarlet plumage, living in the recesses of

the forests, and disposed to hide themselves when approached. At least

thirty of the species are restricted to the Indian islands and lo Australia.

Others have plain grey or ashy plumage, such as Campephaga nigra and

nielanops, which are frequently seen in collections.

Sub-fam. 5. DicrurincB, or Drongo Shrikes. Bill rather lengthened,

broad at base, curved, gape with strong bristles ; wings long ; tarsi and

feet short and strong ; tail frequently long and forked. Size larger than

the preceding. Colors frequently black.

This sub-family is composed of about forty birds, strictly confined to

Asia and Africa.

The location of this sub-family here is of very doubtful accuracy, as the

affinities of the birds composing it are evidently more to the family imme-

diately succeeding.

A genus (Artamus) composed of ten or twelve species is arranged here.

They are called swallow shrikes on account of their having long, swallow-

like wings. They principally inhabit India, and are commonly observed in

pursuit of insects on the wing.

The drongo shrikes {Dicrxirus) are mostly rather large birds of perfectly

black plumage, with the tail long and deeply forked. They exclusively

inhabit India and Africa. The Malabar shrike (D. malaharicus), and the

forked-tailed drongo, D. forficatus {pi. 102, fig. 15), are frequent species.

The hooked-bill shrike, Vauga cui'virostris {pi. 102, fig. 17), belongs

here.

Fam. 5. Laniid^, or Shrikes. Bill rather long, very strong and
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straight, generally toothed and hooked, gape generally with bristles ; wings

generally moderate ; tail more or less lengthened ; tarsi and feet strong ;

claws curved and sharp.

A family consisting of about one hundred and fifty birds, which represent

the strongest rapacious characters of the Dentirostres. No others have

the bill so strongly toothed as those of the genus Lanius, which fact

induced Linnaeus to arrange them as rapacious birds.

These birds are distributed throughout the world.

Suh-fam. 1. Laniince, Butcher Birds, or Shrikes. Bill strong, rather

short, curved, much compressed, hooked, and generally strongly toothed ;

wings generally long and rounded ; tail moderate ; tarsi and feet rather

short and robust ; claws curved and acute.

This sub-family is distributed over the whole surface of the globe. All

the species are of remarkably predaceous habits, preying upon insects,

reptiles, and even other birds, which, it is said, they destroy by strangling.

Some of the species impale insects on thorns for the purpose of securing

them while feeding. The butcher bird of Europe, Lanius exubitor {pi. 102,

fig. 20), is well known, being a very common bird in France, and

generally distributed throughout the continent. The red-backed shrike,

L. collurio {pi. 102, jig. 19), is another European species of frequent

occurrence.

The North American species best known are the northern butcher bird

(L. septentrionalis) and the Louisiana butcher bird (L. ludovicianus).

The former inhabits the whole territory of the United States, and is almost

as rapacious as the small hawks. He is rather a handsome bird, with fine

grey and white plumage, and is known in some districts by the name of

the winter mockinsr-bird, havins; some resemblance to the bird indicated.

The Louisiana species is similar in general appearance and habits, and is

almost restricted to the Southern Slates.

Several other species are natives of Asia and South America.

Suh-fam. 2. Thamnophilinoi, or Bush Shrikes. Bill lengthened, straight,

compressed, hooked at the tip, gape more or less bristled ; wings moderate,

rounded ; tail long, rounded ; tarsi and feet moderate. Size various.

Africa and South America are the countries inhabited by the bush

shrikes, though one genus found in New Guinea is arranged here.

The South American species inhabit the vast forests of that portion of

this continent, and are said to live almost exclusively on beetles and other

hard-shelled insects. The striped shrike {Thaitinophilus doliatus) and the

spotted shrike {T. ncBvius) are common species.

The African birds of this sub-family (genus Laniarius) generally have

considerable beauty of plumage, the prevailing colors being fine black and

scarlet; the Barbary shrike, L. harharus {pi. 102, Jig. 18), and the olive-

colored shrike {L. oUvaceus), are frequently met with. The species

from New Guinea belong to the genus Cracticus ; they are similar in

general habits and history to the others of this sub-family. One of the

most common species is the black and white shrike, C. varius {pi. 102

fig- 16).
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Si.'B-OrDER 4. CoNIROSTRES, OR CoNE-BILLED BiRDS.

Another very large assemblage of birds, comprising the crows, starlings,

sparrows, finches, grosbeaks, tanagers, and many other birds distributed

throughout the world. They have the bill always strong, and more or less

conical, and are in all respects fitted for subsisting on fruits or seeds, which

are the exclusive food of many groups, though others are omnivorous, and

eat indiscriminately vegetable or animal substances; the latter, however,

more by necessity than choice.

Fam. 1. CoRvin.E, OR Crows. Bill rather lengthened and strong, some-

what curved, and frequently with bristle-like plumes at its base. Wings
generally long and pointed ; tail rather long ; tarsi and feet strong.

This family comprises all the birds known as crows, jays, magpies, and

several other groups of birds more or less nearly related to them.

Sub-fam. 1. PhonygamincB, or Piping Crows. Bill lengthened, broad at

base, extended upon the forehead ; wings long, pointed ; tail rather long
;

tarsi and feet strong. Size rather large.

About ten species only of very peculiar birds are arranged in this group.

They are found only in Australia and the Island of New Guinea. The
Australian species have rather handsome plumage of white and black

colors, and although they appear to possess habits bearing a general resem-

blance to those of the crows, some of the species have voices which are

rather agreeable ; others, however, have such clamorous and discordant

notes that they have acquired the generic name of Strepera. /S. graculina

is a common species.

Sub-fam. 2. GarrulincB, nr Jays. Bill moderate, rather strong, com-

pressed, curved ; wings moderate, rounded ; tail various, usually length-

ened and rounded ; tarsi and feet moderate ; toes long. Size smallest of

this family, colors more or less blue and white.

This sub-family contains the jays of Europe and Asia, and of America,

of which there are about forty species.

Tl;e common jay of Europe, Garrulus glandariiis {pi. 99, jig. 1),

inhabits the entire continent, and is one of the most handsome of European

birds. His general plumage is of pale reddish purple, contrasting with the

deep black of his wings and tail, and the brilliant blue of a few feathers of

his wing. To these may be added his quick movements and lively habits,

which altogether make him quite an ornament to the woods. He builds on

high old trees, and when taken young is easily tamed.

There are about twenty-five species of American jays, of which the

crested jay or jay bird of the United States is a familiar example {G.

cristatus). This elegant bird is peculiar to North America, and is distin-

guished by the brilliancy, or perhaps gaudiness, of his plumage, which is

very agreeably variegated with blue, black, and white. He is very loqua-

cious and capricious in his manners, and so remarkable for his odd gestures

that he may appropriately enough be called the fop of the American

forest.

Steller's jay (G. stelleri) and several other species inhabit western North
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America, but the majority of the species are natives of South America and

Mexico.

Suh-fam. 3. CallceatirKe, or Tree Crows. Bill short, much curved, com-

pressed ; wings short, rounded ; tail lengthened ; tarsi and toes rather long,

scaled.

A small group of fifteen or twenty birds found in Asia and Africa.

They are represented as partaking in some measure of both crow and

jay-like characters, frequenting open places or skirts of the forest or on the

ground, and feeding on fruits or small animals. They are birds of very

plain plumage, and unattractive general characters and appearance. Tetii-

nurus leucopterus and rufus are frequently seen in collections from India.

Sub-fatn. 4. Corvince, or Crows. Bill long, large, broad at base, curved,

with projecting plumes at base; wings long, rounded; tail rather long;

tarsi and feet strong. Size various, frequently large, color generally black.

Contains the ravens, crows, magpies, and nutcrackers. Of the ravens

about ten species are known, which inhabit all parts of the world except

South America. The raven of Europe, Corvus corax (pi. 98, Jig. 12),

has been observed since the earliest period of history. He is found in all

parts of the old world, and inhabits all climates, braving the cold of polar

regions or the heat of the tropics. In the eating line nothing comes amiss

to him, for he can accommodate himself to fruits or insects if he cannot

obtain his favorite grain or recently dead animal matter.

The raven is said to be the most long-lived of birds, havino; been known

to live nearly a hundred years. His voice is peculiarly harsh and start-

ling, and with his black plumage has induced various superstitious notions

respecting him. His sudden appearance near a human dwelling has been

regarded as especially portentous, as expressed in Othello •

" It comes o'er my memory
As doth the raven o'er the infected house.

Boding to all."

The American raven is very similar in all respects to that of Europe.

He is met with in all mountainous districts of North America, and in the

winter frequently resorts to the shores of both the Atlantic and Pacific

oceans. He is much more abundant, however, on the Pacific side of

North America. There appear to be no superstitious ideas amongst the

Indians attached to this bird.

Several other Ravens are known, one of which, a large species of

Southern Africa (C. albicollis), though the greater portion of his plumage

is perfectly black, has the back pure white.

The common crow of Europe (C corone) is a species which inhabits the

entire continent, and is next in size to the raven amongst the European
birds of this genus. The hooded crow, C. comix (pi. 98, fg. 13), is

another common European species. His plumage is unlike the greater

number of crows, being ashy grey, having the head and tail only black.

The jackdaw, C. monedula {pi. 98, fg. 11), is, however, the best known of
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all the European crows on account of his forward and familiar habits.

The rook {C . frugilegus) is another common species.

No American bird is more universally known than the crow of the

United States (C. americanus), though nowhere favorably regarded. He
is constantly to be observed at all seasons, but much more abundant in the

Atlantic States during winter. It would be difficult to find a winter land-

scape without the crow as a conspicuous feature.

The fish crow (C. ossifragiis) is the only other species inhabiting the

United States. He is a small species, being little larger than the jackdaw

of Curope, and is never seen far from the sea side, where he subsists prin-

cipally on fishes washed up by the waves.

Of the magpies there are eight or ten species. The magpie of Europe,

Pica caudata {pi. 98, fig. 10), is a good example. It is rather a favorite

throughout Europe, and a constant attendant on cultivation. In captivity

this bird is very remarkable for a propensity to steal, which even extends

to the purloining of silver plate and other articles of no possible service to

its wants.

There are two American species intimately resembling the European

species, the American magpie (P. hudsonica) and the yellow-billed magpie

[P. nuttallii), both of which are natives of the western side of North

America. They will probably adopt the familiar and acquisitive habits

of the European bird when their native country shall have become

more fully settled; but are yet represented as rather shy and unobtrusive

birds, though resembling in form and color of plumage the common magpie

to such an extent as to be scarcely distinguishable.

Of the nutcrackers there are three species, one of which is common in

Europe, Nucifraga caryocatactes [pi. 99, jig. 2), though rare in Great

Britain. It frequents wooded regions, feeding on the kernels of nuts and

on insects. It breeds in a hole of a decayed tree, and in climbing some-

times assumes the attitude and appearance of a woodpecker.

Two other nutcrackers have been discovered in India. The only

American bird which appears to be very nearly related to them is Corvus

columhianus, or Clark's crow, which is found in the Rocky Mountains and

western North America. It was discovered by the exploring party of

Lewis and Clark, but little is yet known of its history.

Many other species of crows are known which are scattered over the

entire surface of the globe.

Suh-fam. 5. Gymnoderinoi, or Fruit Crows. Bill strong, straight, rather

depressed ; wings long, pointed ; tail moderate, rounded ; tarsi and feet

long. Size smaller.

Six birds only constitute this sub-family. They are natives of South

America, and are represented as found exclusively in the vast forests of

that continent, feeding on berries and other fruits. The red-breasted crow

{Pyroderus scutatus) is as large as the common crow, and has the plumage

perfectly black, with a wide belt on the breast which is deep red, giving

this bird a very remarkable appearance.

The umbrella chatterer (Cephalopterus ornatus) also belongs here. Its
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plumage is shiny black, and it has a very peculiar and elegant crest

rising from the top of the head and spreading somewhat like an umbrella.

The other species of this group are the bald-headed crows, which have

the part indicated by the name entirely naked. Their habits appear to be

much like those of the common American or European species.

Siib-fam. 6. PyrrJwcoracincB, or Choughs. Bill long, slender, and

curved : wings lengthened, pointed ; tail long ; tarsi and feet rather short

and strong. Size moderate ; color black.

This sub-family contains four species only, of which the chough of

Europe (Pyrrhocorax alpinus) is found in the mountains of that continent,

where in the summer it lives in the regions approaching the greatest

altitude, but in the winter descends to the lower countries. Its food con-

sists of insects, worms, and seeds. It is said to breed in the remote

recesses of the mountains, and to construct its nest in the fissure of a rock.

The red-legged chough (Coracia gracula) is another European species

very similar to the last.

There is no representative of these birds yet discovered in America ; the

two other birds of this sub-family are natives of Africa and Australia.

Fam. 2. Sturnid^, or Starlings. Bill more or less long, compressed,

often with an angle near the base of both mandibles ; wings generally long

and pointed ; tail generally long ; tarsi and feet more or less robust ; claws

frequently well developed. Size small.

An extensive family, containing all the birds known as grakles, starlings,

hanging birds, troopials, and many others. Very many of the species are

exceedingly gregarious and appear in vast flocks, of which those of North

America, known as blackbirds, are familiar illustrations.

Sub-fam. 1. Ptilonorhynchince, or Glossy Starlings. Bill moderate,

strong, compressed ; wings moderate, pointed ; tail various, frequently

long ; tarsi strong, with scales ; toes rather long and robust. Size moderate.

The splendid starlings or shining thrushes, as they were formerly called,

of Africa are arranged here. Twenty-five species are known, nearly all of

which are remarkable for the brilliant metallic tints of their plumage,

which is frequently dark. Ptilonorhynchus nitens and P. chrysotis are

common in collections brought from Liberia and Sierra Leone. These

birds inhabit the entire continent of Africa, and partake of the general

characters of the American blackbirds, by which name they are known to

the colonists.

Several similar Australian and Indian genera are classed here.

Sub-fam. 2. Graculince, or Grakles. Bill long, strong, broad at base,

compressed to the tip ; wings long ; tail short, sometimes moderate ; tarsi

rather short, robust ; toes rather long, strongly scaled. Size small.

This sub-family does not comprise the birds known in the United States

as grakles, but is restricted to some five or six species of Asia and its

islands.

The mino bird {Gracula religiosa) is best known. It is a native of

India, and possesses considerable powers of song. It is a heavy-formed

bird, of black plumage, with very singular appendages on the sides of its
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head, capable of being erected. It is frequently brought from India living,

and can be taught to articulate words with great exactness.

The African beef-eater, Buphaga africana {pi. 99, jig. 14), is arranged

here. It is a plain-plumaged little bird, only remarkable for the fact that

it follows herds of buffaloes and other animals for the purpose of preying

upon the larvae of insects which infest them, for which purpose it alights

upon their backs.

Suh-fam. 3. SturnincB, or Stai'lings. Bill rather long, frequently straight,

sometimes curved; wings moderate, sometimes rather long; tail short;

tarsi and feet long, robust. Size various, frequently small.

An assemblage of about fifty species of birds which are distributed

throughout the surface of the globe. The common starling of Europe,

Sturnus vulgaris {pi. 100, fig. 1), lives in the fields, having apparently a

partiality for marshy or wet places. It walks on the ground in search of

its food, which consists of seeds, worms, and insects. There are several

birds of this sub-family, which are abundant in Asia and Africa, one of

which visits the South of Europe. It is the rose-colored starling. Pastor

roseus {pi. 100, fig. 11), one of the most beautiful of this family, having the

entire plumage of a delicate rose red, except the head and crest, which are

shining black.

The American larks belong here. The well known species, Sturnella

ludoticiana {pi. 99, fig. 15), frequents every pasture field and meadow
to a greater or less extent throughout the United States. It lives almost

entirely on the ground, and constructs a very ingenious oven-shaped

nest.

There are two other species very nearly related to the common bird,

one of which {S. neglecta) is found in the Rocky Mountains and the

"Country westward, the other {S. hippocrepis) inhabits Mexico. A beau-

tiful species {S. militaris) is found in South America, which considerably

resembles the common lark, except that instead of the yellow under surface

of the body it has those parts very handsome of a reddish pink color.

Suh-fam. 4. Quiscalitice, or American Grakles. Bill lengthened, curved
;

wings moderate, pointed ; tail lengthened, graduated, with the sides fre-

quently curved upwards ; tarsi and feet long and robust. Size various

;

color black.

This sub-family contains about twenty birds, which are strictly confined

to America. They are generally seen in immense flocks migrating north-

wards or southwards according to the season. The purple grakle {Quis-

calus versicolor), or crow blackbird, is the largest of the species found as

far north as Pennsylvania. The rusty grakle {Q. ferrugineus) is equally

abundant.

There are about a dozen species of Mexico and South America which

more or less resemble the last named bird.

Suh-fam. 5. IcterincB, or American Orioles. Bill rather long, straight

;

wings long, pointed ; tail generally rather long ; tarsi and feet moderate, or

sometimes long. Size various ; colors gay, frequently orange or other

yellow, and black.
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These birds have been called Hang Nests, on account of their con-

structing pensile or hanging nests like that of the Baltimore oriole or

hanging bird of the United States, Icterus haltimore {pi. 99, fig. 16). This

bird, which is a good representation of the family, is one of the hand-

somest and most sociable of the birds of the United States, making his

nest almost at the very doors of all farmhouses throughout the country.

In addition to his elegant form and brilliant orange and black plumage he

has a very agreeable voice, and is a universal favorite.

About fifty other species are found in other parts of the continent of

America and the West Indies. They are amongst the most beautiful and

graceful of American birds.

Sub-fa?7i. 6. Agelaince, or Troopials. Bill moderate, or rather short,

conical, with the culmen flattened, and more or less broad ; wings mode-

rate ; tarsi and feet rather lengthened and slender ; claws strong and

sharp. Size small ; colors frequently black.

Another sub-family of American birds, all the species of which bear

more or less intimate relationship to the red-winged blackbird of the

United States (Agelaius phceniceus), a bird known to everybody. After

passing the winter in the Southern States of the Union it arrives in the

North in April, and frequents the vicinity of swampy meadows, or similar

situations, where it constructs its nest, and continues to make itself very

conspicuous by its oft-repeated and rather agreeable notes, and handsome

black plumage and red shoulders. During September, however, the birds

of this species assemble in flocks and proceed south.

The cow bird (Molothrus pecoris) belongs here. It is a plain little bird

with entirely black plumage, remarkable for its partiality for cattle, which

it walks after in their pastures, and for the curious habit of depositing its

eggs, like the cuckoo of Europe, in the nests of other birds. It is common
throughout North America.

Fam. 3. FRiNGiLLiDiE, OR SpARRows AND FiNCHEs. Bill short, thick,

strong, generally conic and angular at the base ; wings and tail generally

moderate ; tarsi and feet usually slender.

An immense family of little birds known as sparrows, finches, tanagers,

weaver birds, and by many other names. They inhabit the entire globe,

and are more or less numerous in all countries.

Not less than six hundred birds belong to this family.

Sub-fam. 1. Ploceince, or Weaver Birds. Bill strong, conic, extending

slightly on the head ; wnngs somewhat rounded ; tarsi and feet robust.

Size small.

This sub-family is restricted to Asia and Africa, and comprises numerous
species of little birds remarkable for constructing curious bag-shaped nests,

for which purpose they use cotton and the fibres of plants. Some of the

species are clothed in very brilliant scarlet plumage, as the grenadier

grosbeaks (Ploceus oryx and ignicolor), which inhabit Africa.

The widow birds as they are called, but properly Whidali birds, from the

name of a place from which they are brought in Western Africa, belong

here. The species usually seen in collections are the common widow bird
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(Vidua paradisea), the king widow bird, V. regia {pi. 101, jig. 7), and the

red-billed, V. erythrorhynchus {pi. 101, Jig. 8). They appear to be very

similar in habits to the little sparrows of the United States.

Sub-fam. 2. Coccothraustince, or Grosbeaks. Bill large, very strong,

broad at the base, conic ; wings lengthened, more or less pointed ; tail

generally short ; tarsi and feet rather short and robust.

Contains about forty species of birds, which have the largest and

strongest bills of all the birds of this family. They inhabit various parts

of the world, subsisting almost exclusively on seeds, for the purpose of

obtaining which some of the species employ their strong bills in breaking

such fruits as almonds, cherry-stones, &.c. Many birds of this sub-family

are very showy. The rose-breasted grosbeak of the United States belongs

here (Guiraca ludomciano) . It is one of the most handsome of American

birds, having the entire superior parts shining black, and the lower parts of

the body white, with the breast very delicate rose red.

The cardinal grosbeak (Cardinalis virginianus) also belongs here. The
entire plumage is fine scarlet, except a small space around the bill, which is

black ; and its high pointed crest gives it a graceful and elegant appearance.

The males have loud and musical notes resembling those of a fife, which are

constantly heard during the spring. The bird inhabits all North America.

The hawfinch, Coccothraustes vulgaris {pi. 100, jig. 3), is the best

known European species. It is a bird of plain plumage inhabiting the

entire continent. The green finch, C. Moris {pi. 101, fg. 4), is another

common European species.

Other birds of this group are distributed throughout the entire surface of

the globe.

Sub-fatJi. 3. TanagriiKB, or Tanagers. Bill various, generally rather

short, somewhat triangular at base, and slightly curved ; wings moderate,

sometimes pointed ; tarsi and feet generally short and rather slender.

Size various ; colors frequently gay.

A sub-family of American birds, containing some of the most beautiful

species which inhabit this continent.

There are about two hundred and fifty species of tanagers, of which two

only visit the Northern States in the summer. The best known is the

scarlet tanager, or black-winged red-bird {Pyranga rubra), a beautiful bird

with very brilliant scarlet plumage except the wings, which are deep black.

It appears in Pennsylvania about the first of May, and lives during the

summer almost exclusively in the woods, rarely approaching the habitations

of man, though not very shy or timid.

The other northern species is the summer red-bird {P. estiva), which is

entirely purplish red, though not so showy as the former bird.

Vastly the larger number of these birds inhabit South America, where

they live in all descriptions of localities, generally perhaps preferring low

trees and bushes in the vicinity of water. They feed indiscriminately on

insects, fruits, and seeds. The bishop tanager {Tanagra episcopus) :> a

common and singularly colored species ; it is of a light blue, with a shading

of greyish white.
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Several of the handsome crested tanagers are common in collections,

especially the scarlet crested species {Tachyphonus cristatus), which is a

bird about the size of the orchard oriole, with the plumage entirely black

except a brilliant erect scarlet crest. The most richly colored bii'ds of this

large sub-family are, however, the paradise tanagers. Of these, perhaps,

the most beautiful is a species sometimes called the seven-colored tanager,

Calliste tatao (p/. 101, jig. 11), which has the plumage of that number of

distinct colors. Another is the tricolored tanager (C tricolor), which

has three colors, blue, green, and orange. Many other species have very

gay and agreeably colored plumage, though said to possess little or no

song.

The Towhe buntings or chewinks are arranged here, of which one

species {Pipilo erijthrophthalma) is very common in the United States.

Sub-fam. 4. Friiigillince, Sparrows and Finches. Bill short, conic, com-

pressed to the tip ; wings generally lengthened and pointed ; tail various,

usually rather lengthened and rounded ; tarsi and feet generally long and

slender. Size small.

An extensive group, comprising about two hundred and fifty little birds,

found in all countries. They are well known everywhere for their familiar

and harmless habits, and general disposition to frequent the vicinity of

cultivated places or the abodes of man. They feed on seeds and fruits,

and many species live habitually on the ground.

There are several European species, among the most common of which

are the house-sparrow, Fringilla domestica {pi. 100, Jig. 6 a) ; the mountain

sparrow (F. montana) ; the chaffinch, F. ccelebs {pi. 101, Jig. 12) ; the

brambling (F. montifringella), and some others.

The North American species are the white-throated sparrow {Zono-

tricJda alhicollis), the song sparrow (Z. melodia), the white-crowned

sparrow (Z. leucophrys), the grass sparrow (Z. graminea), the rush spar-

row (Z. juncorum), the chipping sparrow (Z. socialis), the fox sparrow

(Z. iliaca), and a number of others less common.

The song sparrow, and the chipping sparrow or chippy, as it is usually

called, are perhaps the most abundant birds in the United States. The
former may be met with almost every day in the year in all hedges or in

the neighborhood of small water-courses ; and the latter, in all the gardens

and orchards, fields and meadows, of the whole country. Both are plain-

plumaged, but very agreeable little birds, possessing very pleasant voices,

and are great favorites with our rural population.
'

The goldfinches belong here. The best known European species is the

common goldfinch, Carduelis elegans (pi. 101, Jig. 10) ; another is the

siskin, C. spinus {pi. lOl, Jig. 9). The American species are the thistle

bird {C. ti'istis), the western goldfinch {C. psaltria), the Mexican gold-

finch {C. mexicana), Lawrence's goldfinch {C lawrencei), and several

others.

Many other little birds of all countries are arranged in this group. The
amaduvat, Fringilla amaduva {pi. 101, Jig. 6), is an Indian species; the

little. Senegal finch, F. senegala {pi. 101, Jig. 5), inhabits Africa.
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Suh-fain. 5. Emberizince, or Buntings. Bill conic, acute, lateral margins

sinuated, interior of upper mandible furnished with a knob-like projection

from the palate ; wings moderate, rather pointed ; tarsi and feet rather long

and slender. Size small, but generally larger than the preceding.

This sub-family contains about sixty species of birds, considerably resem-

bling those of the preceding in general characters and appearance. They

are natives of all countries of the globe, but principally the northern and

temperate regions.

The black-throated bunting (^Emheriza americana) inhabits the whole of

the United States. It is a very pretty bird, with plumage striped brown

above and pale yellow beneath the body, with the throat black. It lives

almost exclusively in meadows where the grass is most abundant, in which

it constructs its nest. It is remarkable for being one of the very first birds

that leaves for the south towards the end of summer, and before there is

any decrease of temperature or appearance of autumn. This bird leaves

in August. The European species are the yellowhammer, E. citrinella

{pi. 101, fig. 15), the corn bunting {E. miliaria), the cirl bunting (E.

cirlus), the ortolan, E. Iiortulana {pi. 101, fig. 13), the reed bunting, E.

schasniculus {pi. 101, fig. 14), and some others.

Several birds belonging to this group inhabit the high northern latitudes,

but occasionally visit the temperate parts of Europe and North America in

winter. The snow bunting {Plectrophanes nivalis), the Lapland long-spur

{P. lapponicus), the painted bunting (P. pictus), and another species {P.

ornatus), are the species alluded to.

Sub-fam. 6. Alaudince, or Larks. Bill usually lengthened and slender,

but sometimes short ; wings long, with the tertials as long as the primaries

;

tarsi and feet long, and rather robust; claws long. Size small.

A small sub-family containing the larks of the old continent, and a few

American birds known as shore or horned larks.

One European species is very celebrated ; it is the skylark, Alauda

arvensis {pi. 102, fig. 7), which sings while rising in the air to an immense

height, and especially in the early morning. Several other species are

also admired songsters, such as the crested lark, A. cristata {pi. 102,

fig. 6), and the field lark, A. calandria {pi. 102, fig. 5).

The shore lark or horned lark of the Atlantic portion of the United

States {A. alpestris) is a bird which is native of the north, and migrates

towards the Southern States in the winter, at which time this bird is

abundant along the roadsides and other exposed places.

Several species inhabit India and Africa, and appear to be very common
in similar situations during their migrations.

These birds must not be confounded with the birds usually called larks

in the United States, which do not belong here.

Through the taste and perseverance of some gentlemen of the city of

New York the European skylark has been naturalized to a considerable

extent in Long Island, and is likely to become a permanent and very

agreeable addition to the singing birds of the United States.

Sub-fam. 7. PyrrhulincB, or Bullfinches. Bill very short, strong, arched,
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and convex ; wings moderate, somewhat rounded ; tail moderate ; tarsi

and feet rather short and robust. Size small.

Rather less than one hundred birds are arranged here, nearly all of

which inhabit northern and temperate regions.

The European bullfinch, Pyrrhula ewropea {pi. I0l,fg. 2), is one of the

prettiest little birds of that continent. He is much esteemed as a cage

bird, and large numbers are exported from Germany to all paits of the

world.

The purple finch {Carpodacus purjnireus), a common and very hand-

some American bird, belongs here. The male is of a uniform purple color,

though seldom observed, on account of almost exclusively frequenting the

forest.

There are several western species, of which the crimson-fronted bullfinch

{C.f7'ontalis) appears to be most common.

Some ten or twelve little birds of this sub-family, forming the genus

Crithagra, are peculiar to the continent of Africa. There are a large

number of South American species (genus Spermophila), of which the

thick-billed finch, S. crassirosti-is (pi. 101, Jig. 3), is a good example.

Siih-fam. 8. Loxiance, or Crossbills. Bill rather long, both mandibles

compressed towards the tips, which are curved and cross each other

;

wings lengthened, pointed ; tail moderate, emarginated ; tarsi and feet

short and strong. Size small ; color generally purple.

These birds inhabit the forests of pine, fir, or other trees of similar cha-

racter, in the northern regions of America, Europe, and Asia. The seeds

of those trees are readily extracted by their curiously formed bills, and

appear to be their principal food.

The parrot crossbill {Loxiapityopsittacus), the common crossbill (L. curvi-

rostra {pi. 100, fig. 2), and the white-winged crossbill {L. leucoptera), are

the European species. The two latter are common in the northern United

States.

Several others have been observed in India and other countries of Asia.

Sub-fam. 9. Pliytoto7nince, or Plantcutters. Bill short, strong, broad at

base, lateral edges finely serrated ; wings moderate ; tail rather short, trun-

cate ; tarsi strong ; toes long and slender.

Three birds of South America constitute this sub-family. They are

found in the forests, and occasionally visit gardens and plantations, in which
they are said to commit much injury, by a peculiar manner of cutting off

buds and fruits. Their notes are represented as very unpleasant, and

somewhat similar to the sounds produced by sharpening a saw. The com-
mon plantcutter (Phytotoma silens), the narrow-billed {P. augustirosfris),

and the rusty plantcutter (P. rutila), are the known species.

Sub-fam. 10. ColincB, or Colies. Bill small, elevated at base ; wings

short ; tail very long, graduated ; tarsi short and robust ; toes lengthened

and all directed forwards. Head crested.

This group comprises eight or ten birds, which are natives of Africa.

They have a peculiar formation of their feet, by which all the toes (includ-

ing the hind toe of other birds) are directed forwards, though its use has
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not been observed. They feed on fruits and green buds, and build their

nests in society, closely together on the same tree. The great-tailed coly

{CoUus macrourus) and the striped coly (C striaLus) are frequently seen.

Fam. 4. MusoPHAGiD^E. A Small family, composed of about fifteen species

of birds, which inhabit the torrid zone. They have no representatives in

northern or temperate regions.

Suh-fam. 1. MusophagincB, or Plantain Eateys. Bill broad and elevated

at base, frequently advancing upon the forehead, compressed towards the

tip, and mostly with the lateral margins serrated ; wings short and rounded
;

tail long ; tarsi and feet strong. Size larger
; plumage usually gay.

All the birds of this group inhabit Africa, except one, which is found

in South America. Many of the species are remarkable for their beauty.

They are represented as being timid birds, inhabiting the densest parts

of the forest, and perching upon branches of trees longitudinally, like

the goatsuckers. They are birds of but limited powers of flight, and have

discordant and disagreeable notes. The violet plantain eater (Musophaga

violacea) and several species with green plumage appear to be common.

The South American bird is the crested hoazin of some travellers (Opis-

thocom.us cristatus). It is abundant on the banks of the Amazon, living

in small flocks, and eating fruits and buds, particularly of some species

of Aru7n.

Fam. 5. BucEROTiD^, or Hornbills. A family of large birds, very

remarkable for the extraordinary size and shape of their bills. They are

strictly confined to Asia and Africa.

About forty species are well established.

Suh-fam. 1. Bucerotince, or HornhiUs. Bill generally very large and

lengthened, curved, with the upper mandible furnished with appendages

of very various shapes and sizes, sometimes flat and cap-shaped, sometimes

curved upwards, crescent-shaped ; wings moderate, rather short ; tail

usually long ; tarsi and feet short, strong. Size various, frequently large

;

colors generally white and black.

These extraordinary birds are found in the continents and islands of

Africa and Asia. The use, if any, of the singular appendages to their bills,

has never been discovered, nor even conjectured with any plausibility. It

is stated that these birds feed principally on fruits, though occasionally

feeding upon dead quadrupeds* and sometimes reptiles. Their flight is

said to be heavy and noisy, though frequently at considerable height. The
nest is formed in the hollow of a tree.

The rhinoceros hornbill, Buceros rhinoceros {pi. 103, fig. 2), is a common
Indian species, which has a very large bill and appendage. The red-billed

hornbill, B. erythrorhtjnchus {pi. 103, fig. 1), is a small species, with the

bill almost simple.

One large bird of this sub-family, the Abyssinian hornbill (B. abyssinicus),

which inhabits various countries of eastern and southern Africa, habitually

frequents the ground, subsisting in a great measure on large beetles and

other insects. It builds, however, in trees, and is said to construct a very

large and curious nest, completely covered, having a lateral entrance.
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Order III. Scansores

Embraces the Toucans, Parrots, Woodpeckers, and some other families

of birds, which are grouped together under the common denomination of

cHmbing birds.

They can be recognised immediately by the peculiar disposition of their

toes, which are placed in pairs, two before and two behind. This arrange-

ment, which is characteristic of the order, gives them great facility in

climbing on the trunks and about the branches of trees.

The species of this order are not numerous, and principally inhabit

warm countries.

Fam. 1. Ramphastid^, or Toucans. A group of about fifty birds of

South and Central America and Mexico. They are all singular and rather

grotesque in their appearance, on account of their disproportionately large

bills. They are known by the names of Toucans and Aracaris.

Sub-fam. 1. Rmnphastince. Bill very large, long, smooth, broad at the

base, curved, compressed to the point, lateral margins finely serrated

;

wings short, rounded ; tail various, sometimes lengthened, frequently short

and truncated. Tarsi and feet rather short and strong. Size rather large

;

colors gay.

The only sub-family contains two genera, Ramphastos, or Toucans, and

Pteroglossus, or Aracaris, the species of which are very similar in habits

and history.

These singular birds ai"e represented as being common in the vast forests

of South America, though shy and cautious. They feed on various tropical

fruits, but are also said to devour reptiles, young birds, and other small

animals. They breed in hollow trees, building little or no nest. Several

species of these birds have been discovered in Mexico. Nearly all the

species possess more or less beauty of plumage, being mostly fine black

with red and yellow.

The red-billed toucan {Ramphastos erythrorhynchus), the large-billed,

R. tucanus {pi. 97, fig. 13), and the long-tailed aracari, Pteroglossus

aracari {pi. 97, fig. 12), are the most common species.

Fam. 2. Psittacid^, or Parrots. This large family of birds, some of

which are universally known, is distributed throughout the warmer regions

of the world. They are easily recognised by their peculiar general form

and plumage, familiar disposition, and the capability of many of the species

of being taught to imitate the human voice.

There are about three hundred species of parrots.

Sub-Jam. 1. Pezoporince, or Ground Parrots. Bill moderate, abruptly

arched from the base to the tip ; wings short ; tail long, broad ; tarsi and

feet short and robust. Size small ; colors gay.

These birds inhabit southern Asia and Australia, generally living on the

ground or in thickets, or in low woods. Many of them are very richly

colored. The ring-necked parrot {Palceornis torquatus) of India and the

beautiful ground parrot of Australia {Pezoporus formosus) are suitable
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examples. The red-headed parrot of India, Palceo7'nis alexandri {pi. 97,

fig. 4), and the Malacca parrot, P. malaccensis {pi. 97, fig. 3), are also

included in this group.

Sub-fam. 2. Araince, or Maccaws. Bill large, arched from the base to

the tip, which is prolonged and sharp ; wings moderate ; tail long, gradu-

ated, tip of each feather pointed. Size large ; colors gaudy.

A sub-family of about seventy birds, comprising nearly all the American

parrots. The maccaws are large parrots, with very showy plumage, found

in the forests of South America, living principally on the fruits which

abound in such localities. Their notes, or rather screams, are represented

as being very harsh and disagreeable. The common blue and yellow

maccaw, Ara ararauna {pi. 98, fig. 2), the military maccaw, A. militaris

{pi. 98, fig. 3), and the great blue maccaw {A. hyacinthina), are frequently

to be seen living in menageries, and appear to be the most common species

of this sub-family.

Many other parrots of South America, composing the genus Conurus,

belong here, some of which have very beautiful red and green plumage.

One species only visits the Atlantic States, which is the Carolina parrot

{C. carolinensis) . This bird is frequent in Louisiana and others of the

Southern States, and has occasionally been seen as far north as Illinois.

It is a very handsome species, with green and yellow plumage, and is gene-

rally observed in flocks, on the appearance of which in unusual localities

great curiosity is excited amongst the inhabitants. In some sections of the

country this parrot is eaten, and considered a great delicacy.

Suh-fam. 3. Loinnce, or Lories. Bill large, slender, arched from the

base to the tip, which is prolonged and acute ; wings moderate, sometimes

long, pointed ; tail long; tarsi and feet short, strong. Size small.

A small group of beautiful little parrots found only in India and the

islands of the Pacific ocean Little is known of them except that they live

in the banana and palm trees, in which they rear their young. Lorius

domicella {pi. 98, fig. 4) and L. tricolor are frequently seen in collections.

An Australian group belongs here, of which the beautiful green parrot,

Platycercus viridis {pi. 98, fig. 1), is a good example.

Sub-fam. 4. Psittacince, or typical Parrots. Bill generally large, broad

at base, compressed, arched, lateral margins dentated or festooned ; wings

long, pointed ; tail generally short ; tarsi and feet short and strong. Size

various ; colors usually gay.

These parrots are found in all the warmer regions of the globe. They
mostly inhabit the forests, where they live in pairs or small flocks, climbing

among the upper branches of the trees on the fruits of which they live.

Some species, it is said, sleep suspended from the branch of a tree with

their heads downwards. Nearly all parrots are migratory, and move from

place to place in flocks at immense heights in the air. They feed their

young by disgorgement like the pigeons.

Nearly all the talking parrots belong here, of which one of the best is

the grey African parrot {Psittacus erythacus), a plain but very intelligent

species, common in Liberia and other countries of Western Africa. The
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black -headed parrot, P. melanocephalus {pi. 97, jig. 5), is a very fine

Indian species. There are many other birds belonging to this group.

Sub-Jam. 5. Cacatuince, or Cockatoos. Bill large, but generally short

and very strong; wings generally long; tail long, broad, usually truncate;

tarsi short and strong. Size mostly large ; colors plain.

This group contains about thirty species, which are restricted to Aus-

tralia and some of the Indian islands. Many of these birds are large

species with pure white plumage and handsome crests, which they can

erect at pleasure. These crests are sometimes very finely colored, as in

the yellow-crested cockatoo, Cacatua sulphurea [pi. 97, fig. 1), and the

citron-crested (C citrino-cristata) and others.

There is another genus of this sub- family which have nearly black

plumage, with their tails frequently variegated with red and yellow, such

as Banks's cockatoo {Calyptorhynchus hanksii), and Cook's parrot (O.

cookii), and others. These are large birds, represented by travellers as

being very common and noisy in the forests of Australia.

Fam. 3. PiciDiE, OR Woodpeckers. A family of about two hundred and

fifty birds, which are scattered over the surface of the whole world. They
are readily recognised by their straight bills and erect position when
perched.

Suh-fam. 1. CapitonincB, or Barhets. Bill large, broad at base, which is

usually furnished with bristles ; wrings moderate, rather short ; tail generally

short ; tarsi and feet short, strong.

The birds of this sub-family are abundant in all tropical countries. They
feed on fruits and insects, and make nests in hollow trees or in holes like

the woodpeckers. The grooved-bill barbet, Pogonias sulciroslris (pi. 97,

fig. 11), is an African species ; the green and orange barbet, Capito viri-

diaurantius {pi. 97, fig. 10), is a native of India.

Sub-fam. 2. PicincB, or typical Woodpeckers. Bill rather long, straight,

broad at base, upper mandible with a lateral ridge ; wings generally short

;

tail lengthened, with the feathers pointed ; tarsi short, strong ; toes long.

Size generally small ; colors mostly black and white.

The most numerous of all groups of woodpeckers, and comprises birds of

all countries. The American species of this sub-family are commonly
known by the name of sapsuckers ; the red-headed woodpecker, which

belongs to another sub-family, being the only species called by the name of

woodpecker in the United States.

The hairy woodpecker {Picus villosus), the downy woodpecker {P.

pubescens), and the yellow-bellied woodpecker {P. varius), are the most

common species, though there are several others. They are very active

and harmless little birds, always seen in pursuit of insects on the trunks and

branches of trees.

There are three common European species, known as Picus major

{pi. 98, fig. 8), P. medius, and P. minor. Many others are natives of

Asia and Africa, all of which par-take of the same general habits and

appearance as those of America. The Cayenne woodpecker, P. cayen-

nensis {pi. 98, fig. 6), is a common South American species.
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Sub-fam. 4. GecincB, or Green Woodpeckers. Bill more or less long,

straight, base broad, sides with a lateral ridge ; wings long, pointed ; tail

long ; tarsi and feet short and strong. Size larger, color generally green

or yellow.

The greater number of the birds of this sub-family are confined to the

old world, many of which are large and handsome species, with plumage of

various shades of green, and with the top of the head usually bright scarlet.

They live entirely in the forests. The green woodpecker of Europe,

Gecinus viridis {pi. 98, jig. 7), is a common bird of that continent, every-

where to be seen climbing amongst trees of small growth, and sometimes in

hedges and on the ground. There are several Indian species of beautiful

plumage ; and a few are found in South America which have the plumage

of dark brown or cinnamon color, with long crests of pale yellow, such as

the citron-colored woodpecker (Celeus citrinus) and others.

Suh-fam. 5. MelanerpincB, or Black Woodpeckers. Bill rather long, com-

pressed, with a lateral ridge ; wings long and pointed ; tail rather long
;

tarsi and feet short. Size various, color mostly black, or striped black and

white.

A sub-family of exclusively American birds inhabiting the entire conti-

nent.

The red-headed woodpecker {Melanerpes erythrocephulus) is the best

known species. " There is, perhaps," says Wilson, " no bird in North

America more universally known than this. His tricolored plumage, red,

white, and black, glossed with steel blue, is so striking and characteristic,

and his predatory habits in the orchards and cornfields, added to his

numbers and fondness for hovering along the fences, so very notorious, that

almost every child is acquainted with the red-headed woodpecker.

" Wherever you travel in the interior in the summer you hear them

screaming from the adjoining woods, rattling on the dead limbs of trees, or

on the fences, where they are perpetually seen flitting from stake to stake

on the roadside before you. Wherever there is a tree or trees of the wild

cherry, covered with ripe fruit, there you see them busy among the.

branches ; he is fond of the ripe berries of the sour gum, and pays pretty

regular visits to the cherry trees when loaded with fruit. Towards fall, he

often approaches the barn or farmhouse, and raps on the shingles and

weatherboards ; he is of a gay and frolicsome disposition, and half-a-dozen

of the fraternity are frequently seen diving and vociferating around the

high dead limbs of some large tree, pursuing and playing with each other,

and amusing the passenger with their gambols." He inhabits the whole of

North America, passing the winter in the extreme south.

There are two species found in western North America, which are

related to the red-headed woodpecker, Lewis's woodpecker {M. torquatus)

and the red woodpecker (M. rube?-).

The other birds of this group are peculiar to Mexico and South America.

Sub-fam. 6. ColaptincB, or Ground Woodpeckers. Bill long, curved,

broad at base, compressed ; wings long ; tail rather long ; tarsi short ; toes

long. Size rather large ; colors green and yellow.
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A group composed of about a dozen American woodpeckers and a few

which are natives of India.

The golden-winged woodpecker or flicker of the United States (Cnloptus

auratus) is the best known. He is a very elegant bird, with plumage of

dark umber, transversely marked with black on the upper parts of his

body, below of very delicate fawn-color, with a broad crescent of deep

black He is well known to our country people and to all amateur sports-

men, who are attracted by his size and handsome appearance, though not

very readily shot on account of his easily excited suspicions and quick

movements.

Several species intimately resembling the yellow-winged woodpecker

have been discovered in California and Mexico.

The Indian species are smaller birds of similar general habits.

Sub-fam. 7. Yuncince, or Wrynecks. Bill short, straight, acute ; wings

moderate and pointed ; tail moderate, rounded, composed of soft leathers
;

tarsi and feet short. Size small, colors plain.

Three birds only are contained in this sub-family ; the only one of which

the history is well known is the wryneck of Europe, Yunx torquilla (pi. 98,

Jig. 9), so called from its having a peculiar twisting motion of the head and

neck. Its principal food is ants, which it obtains by pecking away the

earth from about their nests, and then allowing the insects to adhere to its

glutinous tongue. It is found throughout Europe.

Fam. 4. CucuLiD^, OR Cuckoos. A family of birds very different in

form and manner from the preceding climbers, and much more resembling

the pei'fching birds. They have, however, the peculiar form of foot which

characterizes the other climbers, and by which they may be recognised.

There are about one hundred and fifty species of cuckoos, which are

found in all the countries of the world.

Suh-fam. 1. IndicatorincB, or Honey Guides. Bill short, broad at base,

curved, compressed ; wings long, pointed ; tail moderate, emarginated
;

tarsi and feet short. Size small, colors plain.

Contains about ten little birds of Africa and India, which have obtained

the names of honey guides from the fact that they are usually obsei'ved in

the vicinity of nests of wild bees. The honey from those is said to be

their chief food, in the obtaining of which they are frequently attacked by

the bees and stung to death. The best known are the greater and smaller

honey guides of Africa {Indicator major and minor), which inhabit Liberia

and other countries of Western Africa.

Sub-fam. 2. SaurotherincB, or Ground Cuckoos. Bill long, straight,

hooked at the tip, compressed ; wings moderate, rounded ; tail lengthened ;

tapsi and feet long and robust. Size rather large.

A sub-family of about six birds only, which are exclusively American.

Several species which are found in Mexico and California habitually

frequent the ground, on which they run with great swiftness. They are

partial to dry, bushy places, and are very shy and difficult to approach.

Their food consists of reptiles, insects, and other small animals.

Sub-fam. 3. Coccyzince, or Curved-bill Cuckoos. Bill arched, com-
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pressed, rather long ; wings moderate, rounded ; tail long ; tarsi and feet

long. Size small, colors plain.

This group is composed of rather an anomalous collection of Cuckoos,

natives of all parts of the world except Europe. Africa and South

America produce much the larger number of species.

The two North American cuckoos {Coccyzus americanus and C
erythrophthabnns) belong here. The former, or yellow-billed cuckoo, is quite

frequently seen and oftener heard, as it is most generally perched in a tree

of thick foliage, and has a loud note. It is a plain-coloi'ed though rather

elegant-looking bird, with glossy drab plumage above and pure white

below, arriving early in May in the northern States. Unlike the cuckoo

of Europe this bird has sufficient regard for its reputation to have a home

of its own, which is generally constructed in the orchard or an isolated fruit

tree. Its note is something similar to the syllables kow-e, rapidly repeated,

from which it has acquired the name of "cow-bird" in some districts.

The red-eyed or black-billed cuckoo is not so numerous, but very similar

in habits and appearance.

Siib-fam. 4. Crotophagince, or Anis. Bill rather long, arched, and much
compressed ; wings short, i"ounded ; tail long, broad ; tarsi and feet long.

Size various ; colors generally dull, sometimes black.

This assemblage of birds is confined to tropical regions, and is composed

of about twenty species of very dissimilar general appearance.

The American species, or anis, as they are usualh' called, are black birds

with singularly compressed and elevated upper mandibles, in fact having

the appearance of a prominent appendage in front. They inhabit the

West Indies and South America, being partial to cultivated grounds, pas-

tures, and meadows, through the thickest grass of which they readily make

their way by means of their ploughshare-like bills, in pursuit of grasshoppers

and other insects on which they subsist. The common ani {Crotophaga

ani), the greater ani (C. major), and the grooved-bill ani (C suIcirosf-*'is)

are common species. The latter has been observed in Mexico.

Sub-fam. 5. CuculincB, or Cuckoos. Bill broad, curved, compressed

;

wings long, pointed ; tail long, graduated ; tarsi short, feet strong. Size

rather large ; colors various.

A large sub-family, entirely confined to the old world. Nearly all the

species are found in the warmer regions of Asia and Africa, two only being

regarded as properly European birds. They are the crested cuckoo {Oxy-

lophus glandarius) and the common cuckoo (Ciiculus canorus).

The latter is one of the birds of Europe which has attracted attention

from the earliest period, and has found a place in the literature of all Euro-

pean nations. He is a plain-plumaged bird, of deep bluish grey above, and

white with blackish bars beneath the body.

" There are few birds," as Sir William Jardine observes, " which have

excited so much interest as the common cuckoo. Its note in spring herald-

ing the return of sunny skies and bursting vegetation, carries with it dear

associations in every country where it is known ; while the singular provi-

sion of its making use of the nests of other birds in which to deposit its
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eggs has created an interest and curiosity to ascertain its history. It has

been ascertained without doubt that the European cuckoo and several

foreign species deposit their eggs in the manner we have alluded to, not

attending afterwards to the fate of the egg nor to the after-rearing of the

young. In choosing the nest for the reception of its eggs, it has been

remarked that those of insect-eating birds (like itself) chiefly are selected.

The young bird is endowed with a remarkable feeling to get rid of its

companions in the nest, which is continued, it is said, for twelve days ; after

which time, if it has been unsuccessful in its efforts, it remains quiet and

at peace with its neighbors. It is attended to for a certain time by its

foster parents, and afterwards left to itself The young remain in the sum-

mer longer than the old birds, as we have frequently seen them late in

August, at which time they utter a note or whistle very dissimilar to the

cuck-oo of the love season."

The cuckoo is spread over the whole of Europe, decreasing in numbers

in the north. It subsists entirely on insects.

Several other species have been discovered in Asia and Africa, very

similar in appearance to the common bird, and they are supposed to be

also similar in habits and history.

Several small African species, sometimes called golden cuckoos (Chalcites

auratus, and others), have very splendid golden-green plumage, and are the

most beautiful of this family. One of these is worthy of special notice

from the fact that it was named by the celebrated naturalist and traveller

Le Vaillant in honor of a faithful Hottentot servant who accompanied him

during one of his expeditions, and continues to be known by his name, as

" Klaas' cuckoo" (C klaasii).

Order IV. Columb^, Pigeons and Doves.

Contains an assemblage of birds of elegant forms, and much isolated in

appearance and general characters from all other birds. They are said to

live almost invariably in pairs, and one of their chief characters is that

they feed their young by disgorging the food previously swallowed by the

parent.

All the species are known by the names of pigeons and doves, and they

inhabit all the countries of the world.

Fam. 1. C0LUMBID.E (only family).

Sub-fam. 1. Treronince, or Tree Pigeons. Bill short, ends of both man-

dibles knobbed or thickened; wings moderate, strong; tail broad, truncate
;

tarsi very short, generally feathered, feet robust. Size rather large ; colors

gay-

The birds of this sub-family are restricted to India and the Asiatic

islands. Many of them are large and showy, living entirely in trees and

mostly found in the depths of the forests, on the fruits obtained in which

they subsist.

The aromatic pigeon {Treroji aromatica), an Indian species, is remark-
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able on account of its plumage having a spice-like flavor. One genus of

this group (Ftilonopus) contains several species found in the islands of the

Pacific, which have very fine green and red plumage, and are amongst the

most handsome of the pigeons.

Sub-fam. 2. ColumhincB, or Pigeons. Bill moderate, slender, base covered

with a tumid skin ; wings moderate, pointed ; tail various, generally ample

and truncate : tarsi short, feet robust. Size various.

This assemblage contains all the familiar birds of Europe and North

America usually known by the names of pigeons and doves, as well as

many others only known to inhabit the wilds of Asia and Africa. The

European species are the best known, one of which is the original of the

domestic pigeon. It is the rock pigeon, Columha livia {pi. 96, Jig. 12), a

bird common in many parts of Europe, living and rearing its young in the

holes or fissures of rocks. It is abundant in many places on the coasts of

England and Scotland. Its manners are represented as very similar to

those of the domesticated pigeon; when in search of food it walks with

facility, and has the same manners and gestures during courtship as may
be observed in the common bird of the city. The rock dove has the entire

plumage plain, dark-lead color, with a white space on its back. All the

pigeons known as tumblers, croppers, carriers, fantails, and many others,

are considered as being derived from this one species.

The blue-backed dove, C. aenas (pi. 9G, Jig. 13), is a species nearly allied

to the preceding. The ringdove (C pahimhus) is the largest of the

European species. It has never been domesticated.

One of the most elegant as well as favorite European species is the

turtle-dove, C. furtur (pi. 96, fg. 15). It is a plain little bird with gi'eyish-

blue plumage, spending the summer in central and southern Europe, and

migrating southwards in the autumn. It lives in the woods, and its notes in

the spring are peculiarly sweet and plaintive. •

Several North American pigeons belong here, the largest of which are

several species found in the Rocky Mountains and the western territory of

the United States. But there is no species so universally known, nor

which appears in such numbers, as the passenger pigeon or wild pigeon

(Ectopistes migratorius), a bird which is distributed throughout the United

States. It is a very graceful and handsome plumaged bird, with dark lead-

colored plumage above and reddish beneath the body.

"The multitudes of wild pigeons," says Audubon, "in our woods are

astonishing. In the autumn of 1813 I left my house at Henderson, on the

banks of the Ohio, on my way to Louisville. A few miles beyond Har-

densburgh I observed the pigeons flying in greater numbers than I though''

I had ever seen them before, and feeling an inclination to count the flocks

that might pass within the reach of my vision, I dismounted, and found

that 163 flocks passed in twenty-one minutes. I travelled on, and still met

more the further I proceeded. The air was literally filled with pigeons, the

light of noonday was obscured as by an eclipse, and the continued buzz of

wings had a tendency to lull my senses to repose."

Another and great favorite is the Carolina or turtle-dove (E. caroli-
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nensis), a plain, but very pretty bird, frequently to be seen in the woods

and fields, and like the turtle of Europe it is one of the first to announce

the advent of spring by its harmonious but rather melancholy cooings.

Many other birds belong here, of the greater part of which little is

known.

Sub-fam. 3. Gourince, or Ground Pigeons. Bill moderate, rather slender,

straight, apex strong ; wings moderate, pointed ; tail moderate, rounded ;

tarsi and feet rather long, robust. Size very various.

Contains a large number of pigeons which live habitually on the ground.

They are most numerous in tropical countries, though a few species have

been discovered to inhabiilfthe extreme southern limits of the United States

in summer. Of these the Zenaida dove {Zenaida amabilis) is one of the

most remarkable. It occasionally visits Florida, and is said to be very

gentle in its manners, and to possess a voice of remarkable softness.

The little bird-like dove (Chamcepelia passerina) is another, which has

been observed in Florida, and more abundant than the preceding. It is a

very small species, and is often tamed.

The two largest birds of the family of pigeons belong to this assemblage.

They are the crowned pigeon and the queen's pigeon {Goura coronata and

G. victoria), both of which are considerably larger than common fowls.

They are much alike in general appearance, having fine ashy blue plumage

and beautiful erect crests, and inhabit the large islands of the Indian

archipelago.

Numerous other beautiful pigeons and doves belong here, which are

found in all warm countries. Goura cruenta {pi. 96, fig. 14) is an Indian

species.

Sub-fam. 4. Didince, or Dodos. Bill longer than the head, much curved

towards the tip, which is hooked and acute ; tarsi short, robust ; feet

strong ; wings and tail unknown. Size large.

This sub-family has been founded on one bird only, which is called " the

dodo"' by some early voyagers to the island of Mauritius, which it formerly

inhabited. It is now supposed to be extinct, and no perfect specimen is

known to exist, though several fragments are preserved in European

museums. It is represented as having been a large bird, somewhat resem-

bling a turkey, and to have lived on the ground in the forests of palm trees,

on the fruits of which it subsisted.

Order V. Galling.

This order consists of the common fowls, pheasants, grouse, turkeys, and

other birds of similar manners and character. They are invariably formed

essentially for living upon dry ground. Their food, with few exceptions, is

entirely vegetable, and their chief support is derired from the seeds and

grains of plants. Many of them eat also the green or leafy portions, and

are in this respect nearly peculiar among birds. Almost all of them have

large crops or craws, and extremely muscular and powerful gizzards.
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The Gallinae are for the greater part very sociable birds, and many-

species are readily domesticated. They are more practically useful to man
than all other birds together.

Fam. 1. Cracid^, or Curassows. a family of birds principally found in

Mexico and Central America, and known by the names of curassow birds,

penelopes, guans, Mexican turkeys, and others.

There are about thirty-five species.

Suh-fam. \. Penelopince, or Guans. Bill moderate, slender; nostrils

large ; wings short, rounded ; tail long ; legs and feet long and robust

;

sides of the head and throat more or less naked. Size large.

These birds inhabit South America, mostly'^siding in the forests and

subsisting on fruits and insects, which they are represented as pursuing in

the morning and evening. They construct their nests in trees, and are

habitually wary and difficult to approach. The crested penelope {Penelope

cristata) appears to be common.

Suh-fam. 2. Cracince, or Curassows. Bill generally long, curved, com-

pressed ; wings short, rounded ; tail long ; tarsi and feet very strong and

lengthened; head crested. Size large.

The curassow birds are found mostly in Mexico and Central America,

in the countries of which they are domesticated to some extent, and

ihence are sometimes called Mexican turkeys. They are large birds, gene-

fxaliy of plain black plumage, with erect handsome crests. The red

•curassow, Crax rubra [pi. 96, fg. ]0), is one of the species frequently met

with.

Fam. 2, Megapodid^. A small family of about twelve or fifteen species

of birds inhabiting Australia and the Pacific islands. They are large birds,

having very thick and strong legs, and short curved bills, said to live

imostly on berries.

Sub-fa7n 1. TallegallincB. Bill moderate, rather robust, curved towards

the tip.; wings moderate, rounded; tail long; tarsi very thick and length-

ened; feet robust. Size large.

Contains three birds only, which are natives of Australia and New
Guinea, where they have acquired the name of bush turkeys. They are

mostly observed in small flocks on the ground, and when apprised of danger

seek safety by running into the deepest thickets, or into the recesses of the

forest. The bush turkey of Australia (Ta//e^«Z/Ms/a^Aam/) is the only com-

mon species in collections.

Suh-fam. 2. MegapodincB, or Mound Birds. Bill moderate, rather weak ;

wings short, rounded ; tail rather short ; tarsi and feet very robust. Size

smaller.

The birds of this sub-family are found only in the Asiatic islands and

Australia. Some of the species, particularly one which inhabits Australia

(Megapodius tumulus), build very curious mounds of a large size for the

purpose of depositing their eggs therein. These mounds have been observed

upwards of twenty feet in circumference and ten feet high, and are com-

posed of sand and vegetable matter.

Fam. 3. Phasianid^, Pheasants, Peacocks, and Fowls. All the birds
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of this family are restricted to the old world. They are the most beautiful

of the gallinaceous birds, and have no superiors in the whole feathered

cieation.

Few of these birds have been domesticated, and they are generally not

highly prized for other qualities than their beauty of plumage.

Sub-fam. 1. Pavonince, or Peacocks. Bill moderate, compressed, curved
;

wings short, rounded ; tail long, with the upper tail coverts very much
lengthened and extending beyond the tail ; tarsi long, robust ; feet strong.

Size various, generally large ; colors generally very beautiful.

This sub-family is composed of some of the most magnificent of birds.

The peacocks, of which there are two species, belong here ; both inhabit

India and its islands, and they present plumage certainly not surpassed by

that of any other known birds.

We find the splendor of the common peacock, Pavo cristatus [pi. 96,

Jig. 5), mentioned at a very early period. It attracted the notice of the

mariners of Solomon, in the time of whom it appears to have been well

known. It was afterwards discovered by the army of Alexander, by

whom it was so much admired that he imposed a penalty on its destruc-

tion. Hence it became known to Greece, Rome, and to Europe gene-

rally.

Peacock shooting is a favorite amusement in India, where in some dis-

tricts they are abundant. " About the passes in the Jungletery district,"

says Colonel Williamson, " I have seen such numbers of pea fowls as have

absolutely surprised me. Whole woods were covered with their beautiful

plumage, to which a rising sun imparted additional brilliancy. The small

patches of plain among the long grass, most of them cultivated, and w'ith

mustard then in bloom, which induced the birds to feed, increased the

beauty of the scene ; and I speak within bounds when I assert, that

there could not have been less than twelve or fifteen hundred pea fowls

of various sizes, within sight of the spot where I stood for near an

hour.

"When they are in numbers scattered in a jungle it is easy to get a shot,

but I have always found much difficulty when the birds flock together, as

they frequently do, to the amount of forty or fifty. At such times it is not

easy to raise them. When on the wing, they fly heavy and strong, gene-

rally within an easy shot ; but if only winged, they speedily recover, and if

not very closely pursued will nine times out of ten disappear."

It is worthy of notice that domestication has not changed the appear-

ance of the peacock in the slightest degree, though nearly all other birds

and quadrupeds have been more or less subject to variety from this

source.

The other known species is the Java peacock (P. muticus), of which
little is known, though it is now frequently seen in museums. It has the

neck brilliant green instead of blue as in the common species, and differs

in other respects, though presenting a similar general appearance. It is

not domesticated.

Another superb bird of this group, scarcely inferior in beauty to the pea-
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cocks, is the Argus pheasant, Ai^gus giganteus [pi. 96, Jig. 8). It is a

native of Sumatra, and is supposed also to inhabit continental Asia as far

north as China. In size the Argus is not much superior to the common
fowl, but the great length of the wing and tail feathers makes it appear

much larger. It is almost impossible to convey by description only any

idea of the blending of colors in this magnificent bird. The throat and

cheeks are naked. The lower part of the body is reddish-brown, every

feather regularly spotted with yellow and black ; the upper parts are

covered with large black spots separated by lines of ochre-yellow ; the

upper tail coverts are clear yellow and the tail deep chestnut. The wing

feathers are spotted with green and shades of brown in the most beautiful

manner. The Arsius has not been domesticated.

The diamond pheasant {Polyplectron chinguis) and several other birds

of splendid plumage are arranged here, nearly all of which are natives of

India.

Sub-fam. 2. Phasianince, or Pheasants. Bill moderate, strong, straight,

and slightly arched at the tip ; wings short, rounded ; tail greatly length-

ened ; tarsi and feet very strong. Size vaiuous ; colors generally very

beautiful.

Another group of splendid birds exclusively belonging to the old world.

The pheasant of Europe, Phasianus colchicus (pi. 96, fig. 6), now
distributed over the entire continent, is well ascertained to have been

introduced from Asia by the ancient Greeks. Its plumage is of the most

beautiful glossy chestnut color, with black crescent-shaped marks. Its

favorite haunts are thick or tangled woods near streams, where it passes

the night, but betaking itself to the open fields during the day in search of

food. It walks and runs much in the same manner as the common fowl,

which it greatly resembles in its manners.

The most beautiful of pheasants and one of the most splendid of birds is

the golden pheasant, P. pictus (pi. 90, Jig. 7), which is a native of China.

Its plumage is almost entirely of golden yellow, barred with red and black.

It is called in China " kinki," or golden-flower fowl, and is kept extensively

in domestication.

The silver pheasant {P. nycthemerus) is another fine species. Its entire

plumage is beautiful silvery white with black lines, and the head adorned

with a long crest of glossy purple feathers.

The fire-backed pheasant (Eitplocomus ignitus) and several other species

of the same genus belong here, as do also the curious and very handsome

horned pheasants, of which the most common species is the golden-

breasted, Tragopan hastingsii {pi. 96, Jig. 9). They have fine red and

white plumage, and are peculiar for possessing fleshy protuberances about

the head i-esembling horns. They are also Asiatic birds, but are little

known.

Sub-fam. 3. GallincB, or Fowls. Bill moderate, curved towards the tip :

wings moderate, rounded; tail lengthened, frequently compressed and

arched ; tarsi and feet robust and rather long. Size smaller than pre-

ceding ; colors gay.
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This group is composed of species of wild cocks from several of which

the domestic poultry is probably derived. They are all natives of India

and the adjacent islands, frequenting the forests. They are remarkable for

their pugnacity, especially when questions regarding their females have to

be settled, and all the species crow in a manner more or less resembling

the cock of the farmyard.

It is difficult to determine which of the wild species have been domesti-

cated, as varieties of the latter occur which resemble several, though natu-

ralists are apparently quite justified in pointing out at least two species,

which are the Malay cock {Gallus giganteus) and the jungle cock {G.

hankiva). The former is a large and rather clumsy bird, long domes-

ticated in the islands of Java and Sumatra, and is very probably the

original stock of all the large and more peaceable birds of the common fowl

{pi. 95, Jigs. 10, 11).

The jungle cock is the forefather of the gamecock, and joint progenitor

of many and various colored crossbreeds between it and the offspring of

the Malay cock, and possibly of others. He inhabits continental India,

and is clothed in fine red and golden orange plumage, much resembling

that of the well known game birds, though he is considerably smaller.

This species is yet abundant in the forests and jungles of India, in which

country he has been domesticated from time immemorial. There are,

however, no traces of the manner or period in which he was introduced

into Europe, though known familiarly at the earliest date of recorded his-

tory, both as a delicacy for the table and for his pugnacious character.

Cockfighting was carried to a great extent by the Hindoos long prior to

the invasion of Alexander, but seems originally to have partaken somewhat

of the character of a religious rite, as did many games. This amusement

was practised by the ancient Greeks and Romans, and by them transmitted

to modern times.

The bronzed cock (G. ceneus), the fork-tailed cock (G. furcatus), and

Sonnerat's cock {G. sonneratii), are other species which also inh^it India.

Sub-fam. 4. Meleagrince, or Turkeys. Head and neck bare, and gene-

rally hairy and carunculated ; bill moderate, strong ; wings short ; tail

moderate ; tarsi and feet very robust. Size various, frequently large

;

colors dark.

This sub-family comprises the turkeys, of which there are two species,

and the Guinea fowls, of which there are five.

The common turkey, Meleagris gallopavo (pi. 95, fg. 12), is a native

of the forests of North America, and was formerly distributed throughout

the entire country. It has now, however, become extinct or nearly so in

the States on the Atlantic seaboard, but is still abundant in the west and

south. The turkey is strictly gregarious, and flocks of several hundreds

are generally seen together ; their movements from place to place are

entirely performed on foot, and when apprehensive of danger they usually

trust to their legs rather than resort to flight. It is said, however, that they

are capable of flying a short distance with great swiftness, and that when

their progress is impeded by a river, after a considerable delay and exami
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nation, they ascend to the tops of the neighboruig trees, and at the cluck of

their leader launch into the air for the opposite shore. Their favorite

food consists of acorns and other nuts found in the forest, but they also

devour with avidity Indian corn, berries, insects, lizards, and in fact almost

anything capable of sustaining life. Since the discovery of America the

turkey has been extensively domesticated in all civilized countries.

Another and very beautiful species of turkey has been discovered within

a few years in Honduras. Its habits and manners are little known, but

represented as very similar to the common species. It is domesticated

among the inhabitants of Central America, and is probably extensively

diffused over the country in a wild state.

The Guinea fowls are natives of Africa, where they frequent the forests

principally in the neighborhood of rivers. They associate in flocks of

many hundreds, and are said to commit great depredations on the crops of

the colonists and natives. Their food consists of grain, rice, grasshoppers,

and various insects. Several species of wild Guinea fowl are found in

Liberia and other countries of Western Africa.

The common species, Numida meleagris {pi. 95, fig. 13), is abundant in

ihe country from which it has taken its name. There are several other

and larger species, none of which have been domesticated.

Sub-fam, 5. Lophophorince, or Shining Pheasants. Bill moderate, broad

at base, upper mandibles projecting ; wings moderate ; tail large and broad
;

tarsi and feet rather short, but very robus-t. Size rather large ; colors

metallic and very handsome.

A few beautiful birds of the Himalayah Mountains compose this group,

the most splendid of which is the fire pheasant {Lophophorus refulgens).

Its plumage has a deep black for its ground color, but with metallic tints

of every hue. It is said to be abundant in the ranges of the Himalayah

Mountains and to take wing readily, uttering a loud whistle, and that its

food consists principally of bulbous roots and insects.

Fam. 4|'Tetraonid^, or Grouse and Partridges. Is composed of the

birds familiarly known by the names of grouse, partridges, quails, and

others, all of which are frequently alluded to as game birds. They are

generally birds of plump form and with plumage of dull colors. Their

flesh is highly esteemed as an article of food.

Sub-fam. 1. PerdicincB, or Partj'idges of the Old World. Bill short,

curved ; wings moderate, rounded ; tail short ; tarsi and feet moderate, but

strong. Size generally small ; colors plain.

Contains all the partridges of the old world, of which there are nearly

seventy species. These are most abundant in India and other countries

of Asia, two only being found in Europe. Of these the red partridge, Per-

dix rubra {pi. 96, fig. 4), is the larger, and one of the handsomest birds of

the genus. It is found plentifully in the South of Europe, where it inhabits

cultivated grounds, and is hunted like the other species.

The grey partridge, P. cinerea {pi. 96, fig. 3), is the smaller of the

European species, but is abundant throughout the continent. It is a plain-

colored but elegant bird, living in fields or other cultivated places, and is
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one of the few birds which do not appedB|o diminish in numbers on

account of the proximity of man. All the ^mr species seem to be quite

similar in their general habits to the two birds here mentioned.

Suh-fam. 2. TurnicincB, or Quails. Bill moderate, straight, compressed ;

wings short, rounded ; tail short, almost concealed by the long feathers of

the back ; tarsi moderate, strong. Size quite small ; colors plain.

These birds are found in the South of Europe, India, Africa, and Aus-

tralia. They have much the same habits as the partridges, which they

resemble in appearance, though they are much smaller. They live entirely

on the ground, running with great swiftness, and seeking their food

amongst the grass and other herbage. The common quail of Europe, Tur'-

nix dactylisonans (pi. 95, Jig. 15), is distributed throughout the continent

and Asia.

Suh-fam. 3. Odontoj)horina:, or American Partridges. Bill short, curved

to the tip, upper mandible slightly prolonged ; wings moderate, rounded ;

tail rather long ; tarsi and feet moderate. Size various ; colors various,

frequently gay.

This sub-family embraces the partridges of America, of which there are

about thirty-five species, mostly natives of Mexico and Central America.

One of the most beautiful of these is the California partridge, Lophortyx

californicus [pi. 96, Jig. 11), which is a common bird in that country.

This and other species of these elegant birds seem to prefer the sandy

plains or open woods, generally living in bands of several hundred indivi-

duals, and seeking their food on the ground. There are numerous species

of these birds found in California and Mexico, some of which are amongst

the most beautiful of the birds of North America.

The common partridge of the United States {Odontophorus virginianus)

is spread over the whole of North America. It rarely frequents the forest,

but is most partial to the cultivated plantations where there is plenty of

grain. When not too much persecuted by gunners this pleasant bird

becomes almost half domesticated, in winter approaching the barn and out-

houses, and feeding amongst the poultry of the farmyard. Buckwheat is a

particular favorite, in the fields of which the partridge may almost inva-

riably be detected. His note in the spring is somewhat similar to the

words " Bob White," which has been given to him for a name, and by

which he is extensively known.

Sub-Jam. 4. Tetraonince, or Grouse. Bill short, rather broad, curved ;

nostrils covered ; wings moderate, rounded ; tail wide, sometimes rounded

or forked ; tarsi rather short, feathered ; feet strong ; size various, frequently

large ; colors generally plain.

These birds are residents of the northern parts of both continents ;

inhabiting all descriptions of localities, but rather preferring barren or

bushy plains. They are in much request as articles of food, and are much
sought after by hunters and sportsmen.

The largest species is the cock of the woods, or capercailz^ Tetrao

urogallus {pi. 96, Jig. 1), a European species, formerly abundant but now
more rare, and entirely extinct in Great Britain. It is not much inferior to
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the turkey in size, and has^^Be black plumage. It is yet frequently met

with in the forests of the nortn of Europe.

The moor cock, T. tetrix {pi. 96, Jig. 2), is another fine European species,

formerly ver}' abundant, and yet frequent in the Highlands of Scotland.

It is entirely black with a forked tail, and is represented as living principally

on twigs and buds of the heath and on blades of grass.

Several species of these birds inhabit the United States, of which the

largest is the cock of the plains (T. urophasianus). The others are, the

sharp-tailed grouse (T. phasienellus) , the Canada grouse (T. canadensis),

the dusky grouse {T. ohscurus), and the prairie hen (T. cupido). The latter

was formerly abundant throughout the United States, but is now almost

extinct in the Atlantic states. The most common species is, however, the

ruffed grouse or pheasant, T. umbelhis, which is frequent throughout the

country.

The most curious birds of this group are the ptarmigans, which live in the

extreme north of both continents. They are usually seen on the barren

grounds, or among thickets of willows and birches, on the banks of marshes

or lakes. The plumage varies with the season ; in the winter they are

pure white, but as the spring advances they assume a dark chestnut color,

which gradually extends over the whole body. The white ptarmigan

[Lagopus albus) is a frequent species in the north of Europe, and the rock

ptarmigan (L. mutus) in northern America. In the winter season, when

alarmed, they are said to plunge into the snow, under which they proceed

to considerable distances.

Sub-fam. 5. PterocUnce, or Sand Grouse. Bill short, curved, compressed ;

wings and tail long and pointed ; tarsi and feet robust and feathered ; size

small ; colors plain.

These singular birds inhabit the sandy deserts of Africa and Asia, and

nearly all the species have their plumage of dull brown, much resembling

the color of dry sand. Their food consists of hard seeds, grass, and insects.

The banded sand grouse {Pterodes bicinctus) is frequently brought from

Africa ; the desert grouse, P. alchata {pi. 95. Jig. 14), is another species.

Sub-fam. 6. TinatJiince, or Tinamous. Bill rather long and slender

;

wings short, rounded ; tail very short, rounded ; tarsi and feet moderate

and strong. Size various ; colors plain.

About twenty-five species of these birds are known, all of which are

found in South America. Their general appearance is much that of a

partridge with a long bill, and their habits and manners are said to be very

similar. The larger tinamou {Tinamus major) and others are common.

Order VI. Struthiones.

This order embraces the ostrich, the cassowary, the bustards, and a few

other birds, mostly of large size.

Fam. 1. STRUTHiONiDiE, OR OsTRicHEs. The ouly family of the order,

the species of which are easily distinguished by their large size and exclu-
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sive organization for walking. About thirty birds are included in tiiis

family.

Sub-fam. 1. StruthionincB, or Ostriches. Bill broad, flattened, somewhat

rounded ; wings and tail very short ; tarsi very long and robust ; toes two

or three in number, and all directed forwards. Size large.

The ostrich, Struthio camelus [pi. 94, Jig. 1), which is the largest of all

birds now known to be living, is arranged here. It inhabits the open plains

of Africa, where it is sometimes observed in large flocks, especially v/hen

the herbage is abundant, as that forms its chief food. When alarmed, it

runs with great rapidity, with the assistance of its wings. The nest is a

slight hollow scratched in the sand, and, it is said, is generally occupied by

two females, both of which lay their eggs, and with the males attend

mutually to the young.

The South American ostriches, of which there are two species, Rheo

aynericana and darwinii, are frequent on the plains of Patagonia and the

other more southerly countries of South America. They are much smaller

than the ostrich of Africa, but bear considerable resemblance in general

appearance and manners.

The emu of Australia (Dromaius novce hollandice) and the cassowary of

New Guinea, Casuarius galeatus [pi. 95, Jig. 1), complete the birds of this

group. They are both large birds, almost destitute of wings, but are said

to run with great rapidity. They feed exclusively on vegetables.

Sub-fam. 2. Apterygince, or Kivis. Bill long and slender ; wings and

tail very short, almost obsolete ; tarsi and feet short and robust ; entire

plumage hair-like.

Two very curious birds found in New Zealand belong here. They

frequent the extensive and dense beds of ferns which occur in that country,

and feed on snails and insects. The plumage of these birds is very singular

and peculiar, being composed of long feathers more resembling the hair

of some quadrupeds than the covering of birds. The common kivi, Apteryx

australis, and Owen's apteryx, A. owenii, are the known species.

Sub-fam. 3. Otince, or Bustards. Bill rather long, straight ; wings and

tail moderate ; tarsi long, robust ; toes short. Size various, rather large.

The bustards are found in the sandy or grassy plains and the open culti-

vated lands of various countries of the old continent. They are shy and

watchful, and when alarmed, fly with considerable swiftness for a short

distance, then running oflT. They feed on seeds and other parts of vege-

tables, and are said to be very destructive to crops of wheat and other

grain in some parts of Asia and Africa. The great bustard, Otis tarda

(pi. 94, Jig. 2), was formerly frequently seen throughout Europe, but has

now become rare. It is the largest known species, and was a favorite bird

with sportsmen, as are many species of other countries. The smaller bustard,

O. tetrax {pi. 94, fig. 3), is found occasionally in the south of Europe, but

principally in northern Africa. There are about twenty species of these

birds, nearly all of which inhabit northern Africa and Asia.
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Order VII. Grall^, or Waders.

With this order we enter upon the birds which habitually reside in the

neighborhood of water, and are usually denominated water birds, in contra-

distinction to those which live habitually on the dry land.

This rather extensive order is composed of birds recognised immediately

by their long legs and long necks, and by their constantly being observed

in search of fishes and other aquatic animals, which they mostly pursue by

wading into shallow waters. A few species, however, content themselves

with such animals as are to be found on the shores or on dry land.

The herons, storks, snipes, woodcooks, curlews, and other birds of such

appearance and habits, belong here.

Fam. 1. Charadriad^. Comprises all the plovers, turnstones, oyster-

catchers, &c. They are generally small and timid birds, living on the

banks of inland streams, in the neighborhood of ponds or lakes, or the

shores of the ocean.

Sub-fam. 1. (Edicnemince, or Runners. Bill rather long, somewhat

curved to the tip ; wings long, pointed ; tarsi long ; toes three only, directed

forwards, and rather small ; tail short. Size rather small ; color plain.

A small group of birds, which reside in the warmer regions of both conti-

nents. One species, the thick-leg {CEdicnejnus crepitans), visits the south of

Europe, frequenting open fields, and feeding in the evening or at night,

't is said to remain squatted behind a stone, or any other object admitting

of concealment, during the day. Other birds of this sub-family are found in

the plains and deserts of Africa and Asia, such as the Cursorius senegalensis,

and others.

Sub-fam. 2. GlareoUncp, or Pratincoles. Bill short, broad at base, com-

pressed ; wings very long ; tarsi and feet moderate ; tail short. Size small.

About seven species of very peculiar birds compose this sub-family.

They inhabit the temperate and warmer parts of the Old World, subsisting

on flies and other insects, which they take on the wing, like swallows, and

on the ground. The European pratincole, Glareola torquata {j)l. Qb,fig. 5),

is the only well described species.

Sub-fam. 3. Charadriance, or Plovers. Bill long, slender, depressed

;

wings long, pointed ; tail moderate, frequently broad ; tarsi long, slender

;

feet rather small. Size various, generally small.

Rather an extensive assemblage of about one hundred species of birds,

embracing all the lapwings and plovers which inhabit the whole surface of

the globe. The European lapwing, Vanellus cristatus {pi. 93, jig. 2), is

spread over the entire continent, and is remarkable for its graceful form

and rapid flight, which is at times performed with numerous singular evolu-

tions in the air, and accompanied by a series erf oft-repeated notes. The

golden plover of the United States (Charadius pluvialis) belongs here, as does

also the kill-deer plover (C. vociferus), Wilson's plover (C wilsonius), and

some others. The plover of Europe, C. auratus [pi. Q3,fg. 1), is a common

and handsome species.
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Sub-fainA. Hamalopince, or Oyster-calchei^s. Bill long, strong, and much
compressed; wings long, pointed; tarsi and feet very robust; tail short;

size larger ; colors mostly black and white.

The species of this sub-family are distributed in most parts of the world.

They live on the sea-shores, subsisting on the animals of sea-shells, which

they obtain by inserting their compressed wedge-like bills between the

valves. They build on the bare sands, or in such scanty herbage as may
be found growing near the reach of high water. The best known species

are the European oyster-catcher [Hcematopus ostralegus), and the American

oyster-catcher {H. palliatus). The latter is frequently met with on the

shores of the Atlantic.

Sub-fa?n. 5. Cinclince, or Turnstones. Bill short, straight, and rather

acute; wings long ; tail short ; tarsi rather short; toes long. Size small;

colors mostly red, and black and white.

Four or five curious little birds are arranged here. They frequent the

sea-shores of all parts of the world, feeding entirely on such shell-fish and

other small animals as are thrown up by the waves, and are said to turn

over small stones in quest of insects with much dexterity. The common
turnstone, Cinclus interpras {pi. 95, Jig. 7), is abundant in Europe, while the

American species (C melanocephalus) is quite as abundant in America.

Fam. 2. Ardeid/E. Another large family, containing the cranes, herons,

storks, and ibises. They inhabit every country of the world, and may
generally be readily distinguished by their long necks and legs, and attenu-

ated general appearance. They are mostly birds of large size.

Sub-fam. 1. Psophince, or Trumpeters. Bill moderate, rather short ; wings

and tail short ; tarsi long ; feet moderate. Size large ; color dark.

The trumpeters, so called from their loud notes, inhabit South America,

where they are found in damp or marshy places in the forests. They seem

to partake somewhat of the character of gallinaceous birds, and some species

have very handsome plumage. The common trumpeter {Psophia crepitans)

is frequently seen in collections.

Sub-fam. 2. Gruince, or Cranes. Bill long, straight, strong ; wings rather

long, with the tertial quills lengthened and pendent ; tail short, pendent

;

tarsi very long, slender. Size large ; colors plain.

The cranes are large birds, usually partial to marshes or swamps, though

frequently seen on dry plains. They regularly migrate to the warmer

regions during autumn and winter, and in summer return to the north.

Their flights are performed during the night in large flocks, under the

direction of a leader, and at such a great elevation that they are invisible to

the naked eye, though their loud cries may be distinctly heard. Their nests

are usually made amongst the herbage of marshy places, and are raised above

the surface of the ground, sometimes to the height of the body when stand-

ing. The crane of Europe, Grus cinerea (pi. 93, Jig. 3), and the American

hooping crane (G. americana), are examples of these birds.

The crowned crane, Balearica pavonina {pi. 94, Jig. 4), is an African

species.

Sub-fam. 4. Ardeince, or Herons. Bill long, acute, much compressed

;
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wings long ; tail short, truacate ; tarsi long, slender. Size large ; colors

plain.

A sub-family containing about one hundred birds, distributed throughout

the world. They are usually seen walking over the surface of marshy

grounds in quest of small quadrupeds or reptiles, or standing in shallow

pools, quietly waiting the approach of fishes, which they capture by suddenly

darting upon them with their powerful bills. They build their nests in trees.

The purple heron, Ardea purpurea {pi. 93, jig. 5), is one of the European

species, as is also the pigmy heron, A. ralloides {pi. 93, fig. 12). The most

common American species is the great heron {A. hei'odias), which is one

of the largest wading birds of the United States.

The egrets form a distinct genus, distinguished readily by their beautiful

snowy white plumage, of which the snowy heron of the United States,

Egretta candidisshna {pi. 93, fig. 6), is an example.

The bitterns, which belorg here, are noted for their loud and peculiar

cries. Tiie best known are the European bittern, Botaurus stellaris {pi. 94,

fig. 5), and the American species, B. ?/iinor.

The spoonbills are also arranged here. They are large birds, with

beautiful rose colored and white plumage; and their name has been derived

'lY.im the singular form of the bill, which is expanded and flattened at the

en<l, somewhat resembling a spoon. The roseate spoonbill, Platalea leu-

corrhodia {pi. 93, fig. ^), is a native of Southern Europe and Africa.

Suh-fam. 4. Ciconince, or Storks. Bill long, straight, rather thick, and

somewhat conical ; wings long and ample ; tail moderate, broad ; tarsi

Knigthened ; feet moderate. Size large.

A small group of about twenty birds which, with one exception,

reside only in the old world. In tropical countries, some of the storks

frequent the vicinity of towns and villages, feeding on the offal cast into

thi streets. They are, however, usually observed stalking about plains or

marshy districts in quest of reptiles or other small animals. The Bengal

;'.;ljutant {Ciconia argala) is protected by law in some of the cities of India,

in consideration of his services as a scavenger.

The white stork of Europe, Ciconia alba {pi. 93, fig. 7), is a bird of

sociable and mild disposition, held in much popular respect on account of

its utility in destroying snakes and other animals usually considered noxious,

and is easily tamed. In Turkey and other eastern countries, it is con-

sidered a sacred bird, and its destruction is strictly prohibited. The stork

is known to have the singular habit of sleeping while standing on one leg,

holding the other drawn up amongst the feathers of the abdomen, which is

also the habit of the American sand-hill crane. The great Audubon made

the curious discovery that the latter invariably rested on the same one, or,

as he pleasantly expresses it, " has a favorite leg for resting upon."

The black stork {C. nigra) is another European species.

The only American species allied to the stork is the Mycteria americana^

found in South America.

Suh-fam. 5. Tantalince, or Ibises. Bill lengthened, slender, curved, com-

pressed ; wings rather long ; tail moderate ; tarsi usually rather long,
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robust ; toes long ; size mostly rather large ; colors usually gay, sometimes

with metallic lustre.

About twenty-five species of handsome birds form this sub-family, which

inhabit all countries, and resemble in general characters the herons and

storks. The North American species are the wood ibis {Tantalus Incu-

lator) ; the scarlet ibis {Ibis rubra), which is clothed in beautiful scarlet

plumage ; the white ibis (/. alba) ; and the Mexican ibis (/. falcinellus).

There are, however, several South American species. The crested ibis,

/. crislatus [pi. 95, fig. 3), i'S an Asiatic species.

The most distinguished species of all these birds is the Egyptian ibis

(/. religiosa), which was held sacred by the ancient Egyptians, and is

found embalmed in immense numbers. It is yet found inhabiting the

banks of the Nile. The large white ibis (/. alba) is another African

species.

Fam. 3. ScoLOPAciDiE. Embraccs the snipes, godwits, avocets, sand-

pipers, and other birds, which frequent the shores of both salt and fresh waters.

They are easily recognised by their small size, long, slender bills, and long

legs, and are shy and harmless in their dispositions. Several species are

esteemed as delicate articles of food.

Sub-fam. 1. LimosincB, or Godwits. Bill long, slender, curved ; wings

long and pointed; tail short; tarsi long, slender ; toes long. Size larger

than usual in this family; colors plain.

About twenty-five species of these birds, known by the names of godwits

and curlews, inhabit the various countries of the world. Those resident

in the United States are the great marbled godwit (Limosa fedoa) ; ihe

smaller godwit (L. hudsonica) ; the long-billed curlew {Numenius longi-

rostris) ; and the northern c\xr\e\\ {N. borealis). The rufous godwit, L.

rufa {pi. 93, jig. 9), and the curlew, N. arcuatus {pi. 94, jig. 7), are

European species.

Sub-fam. 2. Recurvirostrince, or Avocets. Bill long, slender, compressed,

sometimes curved upwards ; wings long, pointed ; tail short ; tarsi verv

long. Size various, never large ; colors varied.

The avocets and stilts, which are the birds constituting this group, are

distributed throughout the globe. The former have the bill curved upwards

very decidedly ; the latter but slightly, and are remarkable as being the

longest legged birds, in proportion to the size of their bodies, of any of the

waders ; hence they have derived their name. The European avocet,

Recurvirostra avocetta {pi. 93, jig. 10) ; the American avocet {R. ameri-

cana) ; the European stilt, Himantopus albicollis {pi. 95, jig. 6) ; and the

American black necked stilt {H. nigricollis), are common species.

Sub-fam. 3. Tringince, or Sandpipers. Bill long, slender, compressed ;

wings long, pointed ; tail moderate, truncate ; tarsi generally long and

slender, sometimes rather short ; toes long. Size- mostly small.

An assemblage of about fifty little birds which inhabit the sea shores as

well as the borders of lakes, rivers, and small inland streams of all countries.

It is on the sea shoi-e, however, that they are most abundant, and may
constantly be seen running into the advancing waves, or during the recess
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of the tide, ever busy in quest of minute shell-fish and other small marine

animals upon which they subsist.

Several species are found on the Atlantic coast of the United States, of

which the rufous sandpiper, Tringa riifescens {pi. 95, fig. 4), and the

pigmy sandpiper (T*. minula), are good examples. Others inhabit the small

lakes and the borders of small streams, such as Bartram's sandpiper

{Totanus bartramius), and the spotted sandpiper [T. macularius). There are

several European species, ofwhich the common sandpiper, T. calidris {pi. 94»

fg. 8), and the green sandpiper, T. ochropus {pi. 94, jig. 13), are examples.

Suh-fam. 4. Scolopacince, or Snipes. Bill long, straight, rather slender;

wings moderate, pointed ; tail short, rounded ; tarsi long ; toes long,

slender. Size larger.

These birds frequent swampy woods and forests, or open marshes and

borders of rivers. The snipe of Europe, Gallinago major {pi. 93, jig. 8),

and the grey snipe of the United States {G. wilsoni), are good examples of

this group.

The woodcocks belong here. There are two species only, one of which,

Scolopax rusticola, is diffused throughout the old world, while its relative,

the American woodcock {S.minoj-), is restricted to North America. Both are

in much request by sportsmen, and in high esteem as delicacies for the table.

Suh-fam. 5. PhalaropincB, or Phalaropes. Bill rather long, straight, and

slender ; wings long, pointed ; tail short ; tarsi short ; toes moderate, and

semi-webbed or lobed. Size small : colors handsome.

The few birds composing this group inhabit the north of both conti-

nents. They are usually observed in small parties swimming on the

borders of the sea, or of lakes or ponds, which they are enabled to do with

great facility, by means of their curiously lobed feet. The northern phala-

rope {Phalaropus hyperhoreus), and Wilson's phalarope {P. wilsoni), are

often met with.

Fam. 4. Palamedeid^. A limited family, comprising a few tropical birds

remarkable for their very large tarsi and feet, and otherwise singular foiwis.

Subfam. 1. Palamedeince, or Screamers. Bill short, curved, wings

lengthened, with the shoulders furnished with spurs ; tail moderate, tarsi

long, very robust ; toes lengthened. Size large.

The birds of this group are peculiar to South and Central America,

frequenting marshes and the borders of lakes and rivers. They are said to

have very discordant voices. The horned screamer, Palamedea cornuta

{pi. 95, fig. 2), a common species, has a singular projecting, horn-like

protuberance from its forehead, and its wings armed with curved, acute

spurs, which it is said to use defensively with great readiness.

Subfam. 2. Pari'irKe, or Jacanas. Bill long, slender, straight ; wings

long, pointed ; tail short ; tarsi long, slender ; toes very long, slender

;

shoulders armed with spurs. Size small.

These singularly footed birds are found in the warmer parts of the world.

The extraordinary length of their toes and claws enables them to walk over

the plants that float on the surface of the water while seeking their food,

which consists principally of aquatic insects. The chestnut-colored jacana
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{Parra jacana), and the Indian jacana, P. indica [pi. 94, Jig. 9), are suitable

examples and common species.

Fam. 5. Rallid.e. This family contains a large number of birds, which

are more aquatic in their habits than any of the preceding, and live almost

exclusively in marshes. The American and European species are known
by the names of rails, crakes, coots, mud-hens, and gallinules.

Sub-fani. 1. Rallince, or Rails. Bill various, frequently short, straight,

sometimes long, curved ; wings short, rounded ; tail short ; tarsi and feet

long, slender. Size mostly small ; colors plain.

The rails and crakes inhabit all parts of the world, taking refuge in

marshes and the thick vegetation of the margins of rivers, through which

the peculiarly compressed form of their bodies enables them to pass very

readily. They also swim and dive with much ease. There are several

European species, such as the dusky rail, Rallus aquaticus {pi. 95, Jig. 8),

and the corn crake, R. crex {pi. 9b, Jig. 9). The American species are the

Carolina rail {Ortygometra Carolina), the little black rail {O. jamaicensis),

the New York rail (O. novehoracensis), the clapper rail {Rallus crepitans),

and the river mud-hen {R. elegans).

Sub-Jam. 2. GalUnulin(E, or Gallinules. Bill short, upper mandible

advancing on the forehead, compressed ; wings short, rounded ; tail short

;

tarsi and toes long and slender. Size larger ; colors generally gay.

These are amongst the most richly colored birds in this order. They are

natives of the warmer and temperate regions^ and are represented as being

less aquatic than many of the preceding tribes. The genus Porphyria,

which is classed here, contains numerous species, nearly all of which have

their plumage of deep blue color, such as the hyacinth gallinule, Porphyria

hyacinthinus {pi. 94, Jig. 11).

The coots also belong to this group. They are remarkable for their

curiously lobed feet, which seem to give them an intermediate character

between the wading and swimming birds. The black coot {Fulica atra) is

the European species ; the only species found in the United States is the

American coot {F. americana).

Order VIII. Anseres, or Swimming Birds.

This order contains all the birds which have the feet webbed and are

otherwise prepared to inhabit the water, upon the surface of which the

majority of species pass the greater part of their lives. They usually have

the tarsi placed more posteriorly than is the case with those which com-

pose the other orders, so much so that some species can walk only with

difficulty. The toes in all the birds of this division are connected by a

membrane, which thus forms the instrument by which swimming is

accomplished, in addition to which many species have their bodies and

plumage admirably constructed for living in their favorite element.

Fam. 1. Anatid^. This family comprises the flamingoes, geese, swans,

and ducks.
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Sub-fam. 1. Phcenicopterince, or Flamingoes. Bill large, compressed,

suddenly bent downwards in the middle ; tarsi very long, slender ; toes

short and webbed. Size large ; colors usually scarlet and white.

These singular birds are natives of the warmer parts of the world. They

are usually observed on the sea shore or in the salt marshes, in flocks of

many individuals, one of which, it is said, acts as sentinel while the others

are feeding or resting. They are very shy birds, and have very handsome

scarlet and white plumage. The unusual form of the bill enables these

birds to search for small shell-fish and other animals in the sands or marshes

by a process resembling Aoeiw^. The scarlet flamingo, P/icBnicopterus Tuher

{pi. Q3,fg. 11), is an American species, common on the banks and at the

mouths of the great rivers of South America, and which occasionally visits

Florida. There are four other species.

Sub-fam. 2. AnserincB, or Geese. Bill about as long as the head, sloping

to the tip, which has a large, broad nail, compressed, and with the marginal

laminae apparent; wings long; tarsi short; toes short and strongly webbed.

Size large ; colors plain.

There are about forty species of geese, which are natives of all parts of

the world. On the land they walk with facility, and are very buoyant and

graceful on the surface of the water. They possess great power and rapidity

of flight, and in their migrations mostly move in two lines meeting in a

point anteriorly, which is supposed to be always occupied by an experi-

enced leader.

The domestic goose is principally derived from the grey goose [Anser

ferus), an European species, which appears formerly to have been abundant

throughout that continent, but is now much more rare. The white-fronted

goose {A. albifrons) is also probably the ancestor of some of the varieties

of the domesticated bird. It is an inhabitant of both Europe and America,

and breeds in the north of both continents. These two species resemble,

to a greater or less extent, in appearance and habits the geese of the

farm-yard ; but many other species have been tamed in different countries,

and in fact nearly all the geese appear to be capable of domestication.

The other European species are, the bean goose, A. segetum {pi. 92, fg. 7),

the pink-footed goose {A. brachyrhynchus), the barnacle goose {A. leucopsis),

so called from the ridiculous idea which formerly prevailed, that it was

hatched from a shell called the barnacle, the red-breasted goose {A. ruji-

collis), the Egyptian goose {A. cegyptiaca), and some others.

The most common wild goose of the United States is the Canada goose

{Anser canadensis), which migrates northwards in the spring and returns in

autumn, during both of which journeys it attracts great attention on

account of its peculiarly formed flocks when flying, and its loud cries.

"The flight of the wild goose," says Wilson, "is heavy and laborious,

generally in a straight line or in two lines approximating to a point (like

the letter V) ; in both cases the van is led by an old gander, who every now
and then pipes his well known honk, as if to ask how they come on, and

the honk of ' all's well' is generally returned by some of the party. Their

course is in a straight line, with the exception of the undulations of their
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flight. When bewildered in foggy weather they appear sometimes to be in

great distress, flying about in an irregular manner and for a considerable

length of time over the same quarter, making a great clamor. On these

occasions, should they approach the earth and alight, which they some-

times do to rest and recollect themselves, the only hospitality they meet

with is death and destruction from a whole neighborhood already in arms

for their reception. Wounded geese have in numerous instances been

completely domesticated, and readily pair with the tame grey goose. The

offspring is said to be larger than either, but the characteristic marks of the

wild goose still predominate."

Another large American species is the snow goose, A. hyperhoreus,

which is entirely white. It is not so frequently seen as the Canada goose,

but occasionally is shot on the Atlantic coast and in the rivers. The other

American geese are the brant {A. hernicla) and some others which are also

European species. Other geese ai^e inhabitants of Asia and Africa.

Sub-fam. 3. Cygj^ince, or Swans. Bill about the length of the head,

covered at base with a soft cere ; wings moderate ; tail short ; tarsi mode-

rate ; feet large ; neck very long. Size large, color mostly white.

There are about ten species of swans inhabiting various countries of the

globe, but principally distributed in the northern latitudes. They live on

the lakes and rivers generally in small parties, subsisting on various aquatic

plants. There are several European species, one of which,^ the mute or

tame swan, Cygnus olor {pi. 91, fig. 7), is well known as being almost

domesticated. " This species," observes Sir William Jardine, " is chiefly

known as an ornament on our rivers and artificial waters, and at a very

earl}^ period of our history so much importance was attached to having

these birds that laws were enacted, and it required a certain qualification

and sometimes royal consent for persons to keep them on their domain."

At the enumeration of these birds in 1843 the number owned by Queen

Victoria in the various lakes and waters of the grounds attached to her

palaces was 232, a fact which shows the high estimation in which it is yet

held as an ornamental bird. The other European species are the hooper

swan, C. ferus {pi. 91, fig. 8), Bewick's swan (6\ bewickii), and the

Polish swan (C. immutabilis)

.

There are two American species, the trumpeter swan {C. buccinator)

and the western swan (C americanus). The former is frequently met

with in the waters throughout the whole country, the latter is more western

and southern in its range. They much resemble in history the European

swans. In California and Oregon a large species is found which has a

black neck and back {C. nigricollis). An entirely black swan inhabits

Australia, C. atrata.

Sub-fam. 4. Anatincs, or Fresh Water Ducks. Bill rather long, broad,

depressed, lateral margins lamellated ; tarsi short, compressed ; feet large.

Size smaller than the preceding, colors various.

This sub-family contains about seventy-five species of ducks, all of

which habitually live in fresh waters though occasionally seen on the sea-

shores, and reside in all countries.
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The origin of the common domestic duck is the mallard, Anas boschas

{pi. 92, fig. 8), a species which inhabits both Europe and America. It is

very abundant in some districts of the United States in the winter, and is

shot and otherwise captured in large numbers. It has been domesticated

.for many centuries, and is now in the western United States frequently

taken young and reared in the farmyard. The other species of North

America are the dusky duck {A. ohscura), the gadwall {A. streperd), the

widgeon {A. americana), the pintail duck {A. acuta), the shoveller {A. cly-

peata), the green-winged teal [A. carolinensis), the blue-winged teal {A.

discnrs), and the summer or wood duck [A. sponsa). The latter is the

most beautiful of the American ducks, and has no superior in its class

except the mandarin duck of China, A. galericulata (pi. 92, fig. 9). The
summer duck inhabits the whole of North America, and unlike any other

species makes its nest in a hollow tree, sometimes at considerable eleva-

tion. Nearly all the American species are found in Europe, though a few

are peculiar to the latter continent, as the European t^l, A. crecca (pi 91,

fig- 10).

The musk duck or Muscovy duck, as it is mostly called (A. moschata),

belongs here. It is a native of South America, and is extensively domes-

ticated-.

Sub-fam. 5. FuUgulincB, or Sea Ducks. Bill rather lengthened, some-

times short, elevated at base ; wings moderate, pointed ; tail generally

short ; tarsi short ; toes long and fully webbed. Size various, colors often

•gay.

About forty species are arranged here, which live almost exclusively in

salt water, subsisting on shell fish, Crustacea, fishes, and marine plants.

The most celebrated species is the canvas-back duck (FuUgula valis-

neria), which is esteemed as a great delicacy for the table. It inhabits the

whole of North America. There are several other North American spe-

cies, such as the pochard or red-headed duck (F. ferina) ; the scaup or

black-headed duck {F. marila) ; the ring-necked duck {F. rufitorques) ; the

ruddy duck {F. rubida) ; the velvet duck [Oidemla velvetina), which has its

entire plumage of fine black resembling velvet ; the surf duck (O. perspi-

cellata) ; the scoter, O. americana (pi. 91, fig. 9) ; the king duck (O. spec-

tabilis) ; a large species, the eider duck (O. molissima), remarkable for the

softness of its feathers ; the golden eye (Clangula americana) ; the western

duck (C dispar) ; the buffel-headed duck {C. albeola) ; a very handsome

and common small species, the harlequin (C. histrionica) ; the long-tailed

duck or south southerly (Harelda glacialis), and some others.

Nearly all the species here mentioned are also found in Europe.

Sub-fam. 6. MergincB, or Mergansers. Bill straight, slender, elevated

at base and covered towards the tip, lateral margins serrated ; wings mode-

rate, pointed ; tail short ; tarsi short ; toes moderate. Size various ; colors

generally rather gay and agreeable.

About ten species only constitute this group. They are birds of very

singular appearance, being apparently ducks in all respects except their nar-

row and lengthened bills. They inhabit the northern portions of both
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hemispheres, where they remain until the lakes and rivers are entirely

covered with ice, when they return to more temperate regions. They sub-

sist almost entirely on fishes and other aquatic animals which they catch

by diving. The merganser or large sheldrake (Mergus merganser), the

red-breasted merganser {M. serrator), and the hooded mei'ganser, M.
cucullatus (pi. Q2,fg. 10), are the species common to the shores of North

America and Europe. Another, which is occasionally observed, is the

white merganser (M. albellus).

Fam. 11. CoLYMBiD^. A small group containing the divers and grebes,

birds which live almost entirely in the water, rarely venturing on the land.

They have the legs inserted more posteriorly than any other swimmers,

which enables them to move on the water with great velocity.

Sub-fa?n.. 1. ColymhincB, or Divers. Bill long, straight, compressed,

very acute ; wings long, pointed ; tail short ; tarsi short, compressed ; toes

long, fully webbed before. Size large.

Three birds only belong here. They breed within the arctic circle, but

migrate to more temperate climates during winter, and are usually observed

on the rivers and lakes swimming in search of aquatic animals which con-

stitute their food. They swim and dive with great facility and swiftness,

and are able to remain a long time under water, exposing only the bill or

part of the head when they return to the surface. The great northern

diver or loon, Colymhtis glaciaUs {pi. 91, jig. 3), the black-throated diver

(C. arcticiis), and the red-throated diver {C. septentrionalis), are the

known species.

Sub-fam. 2. Podicepince, or Grebes. Bill rather long, straight, com-

pressed, tip acute; wings short; tail veiy short or rudimental ; tarsi short,

compressed ; toes long and broadly lobed. Size smaller.

There are about twenty-five species of grebes, which are scattered over

the world, and usually observed near the sea-coast. They are excellent

swimmers and divers, and are said to pursue fishes to a considerable depth

in the water. The crested grebe, Podiceps cristatus {pi. 91, fig. 1), the

horned grebe {P. cornutus), the little grebe, P. minor {pi. 91, fig. 2), and

several other species are found in both Europe and America. A very

curious bird of this group is the sun bird or sun grebe of South America,

Heliornis surinamensis {pi. 94, fig. 12). It is chiefly seen on the banks of

rivers and creeks, and possesses considerable beauty of plumage.

Fam. 3. Alcid^. Contains the auks, guillemots, penguins, and some

other similar birds, the greater part of which inhabit the polar circles.

Sub-fam. 1. AlcincB, or Auks. Bill rather short, much compressed, tip

of upper mandible hooked and acute ; wings long and perfectly formed ;

tail short ; tarsi short, compressed ; toes webbed. Size various.

These birds are very abundant in northern latitudes, but appear only

occasionally in more temperate regions. They live chiefly in the water,

but are capable of flying (which is not the case with some birds of this

family). The great or king auk {Alca impennis) is the largest species, the

razor-billed auk, A. torda {pi. 91, fig. 15), and the puffin, Fratercula arc-

tica {pi. 91, fig. 14), are other well known species.
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The little auks of the genus Phaleris are arranged here. They inhabit

exclusively the northern regions, and partake of the general characters of

the other birds of this group.

Sub-fam. 2. Spheniscince, or Penguins. Bill rather long, straight, com-

pressed ; wings very short or rudimental, and covered with scale-like

feathers; tail short, stiff; tarsi very short; toes moderate. Size generally

rather large.

The penguins, of which about twenty species are known, are found in the

Southern Ocean, having been observed in the highest southern latitudes yet

visited by voyagers, though some species inhabit the islands of the extreme

south of both continents. They are mostly seen in small parties in the open

sea, or standing upright on the floating fields of ice ; but, as the breeding

season advances, they approach the islands in immense flocks. Their power

of swimming is extraordinary; and, assisted by their fin-like wings, they dart

with great swiftness through the most stormy sea. These birds have been

observed swimming in the ocean at a distance of three hundred miles from

land. The crested penguin, Eudytes cristatus {pi. 92, fig. 2), the Patagonian

penguin, Aptenodytes patagonica {pi. 91, fig. 13), and other species, are fre-

quently seen in collections.

Sub-fam. 3. Urince, or Guillemots. Bill rather long, slender, and strong

;

wings and tail short ; tarsi short and compressed ; toes moderate. Size

small.

A group of birds almost entirely confined to the northern regions, whence

they occasionally migrate into more temperate latitudes. The little guille-

mot {Mergulus alle), the black-throated guillemot {Uria antiqua), the foolish

guillemot {U. troile), the black guillemot {U. grylle), and about ten other

species are known.

Fam. 4. Procellarid.^. Embraces the albatrosses and petrels, birds of

crreat power of flight, inhabiting the sea-shores of the whole world, but most

abundant in southern latitudes.

Sub-fam. I. Diomedeince, or Albatrosses. Bill long, robust, curved at the

tip ; wings very long, narrow ; tail short, rounded ; tarsi short, robust ; feet

large. Size large.

These, which are the largest of sea-birds, inhabit both hemispheres, but

are most abundant in the Southern Ocean. They are sometimes seen at

great distances from the land, and are capable of long-continued and vigor-

ous flight. The great white albatross, Diomedia exulans {pi. 91, fig. 12),

the green-billed albatross (D. chlororhyncha), the sooty albatross {D. fuli-

ginosa), are the principal known species.

Sub-fam. 2. Procellarince, or Petrels. Bill rather short, slender, com-

pressed, tip hooked ; wings long, pointed ; tail moderate, sometimes forked

;

tarsi generally long, slender; feet moderate, fully webbed. Size small.

A group of about sixty birds, mostly of small size, known to seamen by

the names of sea-pigeons, petrels, Mother Carey's chickens, &c., inhabiting

the seas of the whole world. During heavy gales, some of the species are

most active, and appear to walk, with their wings expanded, on the tops of

the waves. They feed on small marine animals and sea-weeds, and will
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follow ships for immense distances, for the purpose of picking up such arti-

cles suitable for their food as may be thrown overboard. The cape pigeon,

Procellaria capensis [pi. 91, Jig. 11), and the stormy petrel {Thalassidroma

pelagica), are common species.

Fam. 5. Larid^e. This extensive family embraces all the common and

generally handsome sea-birds known by the names of gulls and terns. They

are natives of the sea-shores of all countries.

Suh-fam. 1. Larince, or Gulls. Bill rather long, straight, curved at the

tip, which is acute; wings long, pointed ; tail moderate; tarsi short, strong;

feet moderate, fully webbed. Size various ; colors mostly white, and light

cinereous.

Nearly fifty species of these birds are scattered over the marine portions

of the world, sometimes, during winter, being found in the marshes or on

the borders of rivers, but returnino- to the sea coast during summer. Thev
are generally gracefully formed birds, with pure white or cinereous plumage.

The black-headed gull (Larus atricilla), the kittiwake {L. rissa), the ivory

gull, L. ehurneus {pi. 91, fig. 5), a beautiful pure white species, the burgo-

master {L, glaucus), the black-backed gull or saddle-back (L. marinus), and

the herring gull, L. argentatus {pi. 92, fg. 11), are the principal species of

the American sea-coasts, and are also found on those of Europe.

Suh-fam. 2. SternincB, or Terns. Bill rather long, slender, straight, sharp ;

wings very long, pointed ; tail long, generally forked ; tarsi and feet short

;

Size various ; color mostly white.

These handsome birds, known on the Atlantic coasts of the United States

by the name of sea-swallows, frequent all the sea-coasts of the world. They
are continually on the wing, and their flight is frequently elevated, but at

other times near the surface, and of long continuance. When seeking their

food, which consists of small marine animals, they generally perform large

circles, and, upon discerning a suitable object, suddenly dart upon it. At

other times they sweep over the surface of the water in the manner of

swallows, seizing with their bills any floating objects. The great sea swal-

low, Sterna hirundo [pi. 92, fig. 12), the little tern {S. ?ninuta), and the sooty

tern, S. nigra (pi. 91, fig. 4), are common species.

There are nearly one hundred species of terns.

Fam. 6. PELECANiOiE. Contains the pelicans, cormorants, tropic birds,

and some others. They are generally large and powerful birds, and inhabit

principally the southern hemisphere.

Subfam. 1. PhcBtonince, or Tropic Birds. Bill rather long, broad at base;

wings long, pointed ; tail moderate, two middle feathers lengthened ; tarsi

and feet short. Size rather small ; color white.

Four or five species of these birds inhabit the southern seas, and are

usually observed at a considerable distance from land, skimming over the

surface of the water, seizing such fishes and other marine animals as

approach the surface. They are the especial enemies of the flying fish,

and are said to rear their young in hollow trees or in the fissures of rocks.

The white tropic bird, Phceton cethereus (pi. 92, fig. 4), is a good example

of these birds.
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Sub-fam. 2. Plotince, or Darters. Bill long, slender, acute ; wings long;

tail rather long ; tarsi short, very strong ; feet large, fully webbed ; neck

long and slender. Size rather large ; color black.

The darters, of which only four species are known, inhabit the southern

regions of both continents. In the southern states of the North American

confederacy, a species is frequent, and is known by the name of " snake

bird," on account of its long, slender neck, and its habit of swimming with

its body submerged, the neck and head only being visible, and presenting

much the appearance of a serpent. It is a constant resident in Florida,

and is the Plotus anhinga (pi. 92, Jig. 5). The other species inhabit Africa

and Australia.

Suh-fam. 3. Pelecanincc, Pelicans and Gannets. Bill long, rather

slender, tip hooked ; lower mandible and throat furnished with a pouch,

capable of more or less distension ; wings long, pointed ; tail moderate
;

tarsi short; toes moderate, rather long, all four of which are united by the

web. Size generally large; color mostly white in adults.

The pelicans, which are at once recognised by their large pouches

attached to the under mandible, are scattered throughout the world, living

indiflerently on rivers, lakes, or the sea coast. The principal American

species is the large white pelican (Pelccanus amerncamis), of which we beg

the liberty of extracting the following account from Audubon.
" As this species is often seen along the sea shores, as well as on fresh

water, I will give you a description of its manners there. While on the

island of Barataria, in April, 1837, I one afternoon observed a number of

white pelicans swimming against the wind and current, with their wings

partially extended, and the neck stretched out, the upper mandible alone

appearing above the surface, while the lower must have been used as a

scoop net, as I saw it raised from time to time, and brought to meet the

upper, when the whole bill immediately fell into a perpendicular position,

the water was allowed to run out, and being again raised upwards, the fish

was swallowed. After thus swimming for about a hundred yards in an

extended line, and parallel to each other, they would rise on wing, wheel

about, and re-alight at the place where their fishing had commenced, when

they would repeat the same actions. I continued watching them more

than an hour, concealed among a large quantity of drifted logs, until their

fishing was finished, when they all flew off to the lee of another island, no

doubt to spend the night there, for these birds are altogether diurnal.

When gorged, they retire to the shores, to small islands in bays or rivers,

or sit on logs floating in shallow waters at a good distance from the beach,

in all which situations they are prone to lie down or stand closely

together."

This bird is a constant resident in the southern parts of the United

States, as is also the brown pelican {P. fuscus), a smaller species, but very

similar in general history.

The great pelican {P. onocrotalus), and the hairy pelican, P. crispus

(pi. 91, fg. 6), which are the largest of all species, inhabit the seas of

Europe and Asia. Six or eight other species are known.
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The frigate pelican, or man-of-war bird, Tachypetes aquilus (pL 92, Jig.

3), is common to both the old and new worlds.

The gannets are also arranged here. These are not so large as the

pelicans, though similar in many respects, and are found in immense num-

bers on desert and rocky islands in various parts of the world. The booby,

Sula hassana {pi. 92, jig. 6), and the brown gannet {S. fusca), are good

examples of these birds, of which there are about a dozen species.

Suh-fam. 4. Carbonince, or Cormorants. Bill straight, slender, hooked at

the tip ; wings moderate, pointed ; tail moderate, rounded ; tarsi short,

compressed ; toes long, all four united by the web of the feet. Size rather

large ; color mostly black.

The cormorants have been proverbial for their voracity from time imme-

morial, and may be termed the vultures of the sea. They are found in

small parties on all sea coasts, and are very successful fishers, being capable

of diving and swimming under the water with great velocity. In this

manner they capture their prey, which consists principally of fishes, and

which, it is said, are caught carefully by the head, so that the scales and

fins may not impede their being swallowed.

There are about thirty species of cormorants, of which the common
cormorant, Carbo cormoranus (pi. 92, Jig. 1), the crested cormorant (C.

dilophus), the violet cormorant {C. violaceus), are the most common
American species ; the first of which is also common on the sea shores of

Europe.

With this sub-family we complete the Class of Birds.
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VERTEBRATA.

Class IV. Mammalia (Mammals).

The class of Mammalia, it is well known, stands at the head of the verte-

brated animals ; the decided superiority of its organization, the multiplicity

of its aptitudes, sensations, and motions, which other classes do not possess,

entitle us to consider it a step in the ascending scale of beings, and indeed

the last of the animal creation.

The mammals are vertebrates whose body is covered with hairs, or

modified hairs, by opposition to the feathers of birds and scales of reptiles

and fishes
; possessing, like birds, warm and red blood ; a heart with two

ventricles and two auricles, and breathing by lungs. Mammals, instead of

laying eggs like other vertebrates, bring forth living young, which are

nourished by mammae situated on the inferior surface of the female, some-

times on the breast and sometimes on the abdomen.

The skin of the mammals is more or less thick, sometimes transformed

into a cuirass, as in the tatous, or else the upper part of the body is covered

by imbricated scales, as in the pangolins. Generally its exterior surface is

covered with hairs, which sometimes appear under the form of spines, bristles,

or wool. The ordinary hairs are smooth, in most cases directed backwards.

When the hairs on the nape and neck are very long, they form a mane ; on

the lips and cheeks, or on the chin, they constitute a beard ; above, on the

top of the head, a tuft, or wig ; and on the extremity of the tail, a tuft

again.

Sometimes, as in the horse, the tail is furnished with long depending

hairs hanging down from its very base ; at other times, long hairs hang

down from each side of the tail. In several mammals, as, for example,

squirrels, the long hairs on the head are directed towards both sides, right

and left. Some, again, as the lynx and squirrel, have a long bush of hairs

at the end of each ear. There are also mammals whose whole body is

covered with long hairs. The hairs are called wool when they are fine,

soft, and curled or crisped. In some, as the sheep, the body is only covered

with wool, but in many mammals the wool is found between the smooth

hairs, and covered by the latter, which extend beyond it. This is the

under-wool analogous to the down in birds. Bristles are the stiff, stout

hairs ; in the hog, for instance, the whole body is covered with them ; in

other animals they are limited to the angle of the mouth, or behind it, where

they are very long, and are then called moustaches or whiskers. When
the hairs are very thick, acute at the extremities, and horny, they are called

spines, as in the urchin or hedgehog, and porcupine. In some mammals
we find the posterior part of the body, or a part of the breast, the knees and

the sole of the feet, deprived of hair. Usually in such cases the skin is

harder in those parts than where it is covered with hairs. These bald
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places are called callosities. The end of the snout and the under surface

of the toes want the hair in most of the mammals. The Cetacea have no

hairs at all, and the Sirenidcs only at the margin of the snout and eyelids.

Often the color changes according to the age, the climate, the locality,

and the season of the year. In domesticated animals the color of the hair

undergoes quite as many variations, and becomes also often longer or

shorter, or it crisps like wool, although the hair may have been straight in

the original stock of their race. Many mammals are provided with append-

ages on their foi'ehead, which may be presented under three types : horns,

as in sheep and oxen ; antlers, as in deer ; and agglutinated hairs, as in the

giraffe and rhinoceros. Horns proper are so placed as to cover a horn

core, a projection of the frontal bone. They increase in size every year,

without being ever shed, and usually occur in both sexes. They are found

in oxen, sheep, goats, antelopes, chamois, &c.

Tlie horns of deer are more properly termed antlers, in French called

bois, or w^ood. These are entirely solid, and are shed every year, to give

place to a larger pair. The female rarely possesses them ; an exception

is, however, found in the reindeer. The annual shedding and growth of

the horns is very curious and interesting. We take the example of the

deer, according to Bell's History of British Quadrupeds. " Let it be stated

first that the horn is placed upon a protuberance on each side of the frontal

bone : the part which rests upon the bone, forming the base of the horn, is

surrounded by a rough protuberant ring called the burr. Now the principal

stem of the horn has the name of the beam ; the irregular divisions near its

extremity are termed branches, and are distinguished from the true antlers,

which are the essential branches belonging to the species, and stand gene-

rally forwards, of which the first is called the brow-antler, the next the bez-

antler, and the third the royal ; the crown is termed the surroyal. By the

number of these antlers, and other marks in the development of the horns,

the age of the animal may be nearly ascertained. The growth of the horns

is an astonishing instance of the rapidity of the production of bone under

particular circumstances, and is certainly unparalleled in its extent in so

short a period of time. A full grown stag's horn probably weighs twenty-

four pounds, and the whole of this immense mass of true bone is produced

in about ten weeks. During its growth, the branches of the external caro-

tid arteries, which perform the office of secreting this new bone, are con-

siderably enlarged, for the purpose of conveying so large a supply of blood

as is necessary for this rapid formation. These vessels extend over the

whole surface of the horn as it grows, and the horn itself is at first soft and

extremely vascular, so that a slight injury, and even merely pricking it,

produces a flood of blood from the wound. It is also protected at this time

with a soft hairy or downy coat, which is termed the velvet; and hence

the horns are said to be in the velvet during their growth. When com-

pleted, the substance of the horns becomes dense, the arteries become obli-

terated, and the velvet dries and falls off" in shreds, a process which is

hastened by the animal rubbing his horns against the branches of a tree.

The horns remain solid and hard, constituting the most effectual weapons
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of defence ; and they are often used during the pairing season in violent

and sometimes fatal combats between the males. After this season is over,

absorption takes place at the point where the horn joins the boss or frontal

process, and at length falls off, to be renewed again in due time. Such

is this remarkable process in deer generally ; the period at which it takes

place varies according to the species."

Several mammals have on their faces membranous appendages, or else

prominent folds of the skin, as, for example, on the nose of some bats. The

lips in mammals are generally fleshy, the upper one sometimes fissured, and

in a few cases even entirely wanting. The tongue, fleshy and movable, is

connected with a bone called the hyoid, which is composed of several pieces,

and suspended to the cranium by ligaments. The upper surface of the tongue

possesses small warts or papillae, wjiich are generally blunt and soft, but in

some genera are acute and more or less hardened. The nerves of taste extend

to these papillae, whence the name of nervous papillae given to the latter. In

some mammals the tongue is vermiform, long, and protractile ; in the leaf-

nosed ha.i{Vampyrus phyllostomd) it is tubular, folded together, and also pro-

vided at its extremity with projecting papillse. The giraffe can protrude the

tongue considerably, and by this means take hold of surrounding objects.

In some mammals the nose grows into a proboscis ; in others, on the

contrary, it is very little or not at all apparent. Many kinds which live in

water can shut the nostrils, or openings of the nose, when diving. The

nostrils in the whale are on the top of the head, and in some of them they

open exteriorly by a single opening. The sense of smell is more or less

developed in mammals.

The eyes, invariably lodged in an orbit, are protected by two or three

lids. They are of different sizes ; in some very small, even hidden under

the epidermis, as, for instance, the blind mouse {Spalax typhlus). The

pupil is generally circular ; but in some animals, as in cats, foxes, &c., it is

elongated vertically, while in others the elongation is horizontal. The eyes

are furnished with eye-lashes. Many ruminants have a lachrymal opening

at the inner angle of the eye ; at least, there exists a cavity which secretes

a fatty and black (often hardened) substance.

The size of the ear-opening, as well as that of the concha itself, is very

variable; the latter sometimes is entirely wanting; where it exists, it is

either erect, or hangs partially or completely down ; the animal can also

direct it more or less towards the place whence a sound comes. Most of

the bats have before the ear an erect membrane, which is called ear-cover

(antitragus), serving in a measure to this purpose. The seals have a similar

adaptation, although less conspicuous. The ears of many other mammals

can also be shut. The bats appear to possess a very delicate sensibility in

the membrane of the ear, which is furnished with an abundance of nerves,

as well as in the membrane of the wings.

In most of the mammals the snout and toes perform the functions of pre-

hensory organs ; in the proboscidians, it is the proboscis. The snout, .in

some cases, is provided with peculiar papillae-like projections : this is seen

in the mole ; the finger-like, elongated appendages of the proboscis of the
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elephant ; and of the upper, prehensile lip of the rhinoceros. The upper jaw
is always immovable, and united to the skull, whilst the lower moves

vertically against it, the latter always possessing two simple articulations

placed at right angles in the higher groups.

The teeth, which are wanting in some i'ew, vary very much in their

number and their shape, and when they exist they are confined to the jaws

upon which they rest, implanted into alveolae. They are of four kinds,

incisors, canines, molars, and premolars, which sometimes exist together,

whilst sometimes only two kinds, or even only one is met with. Their

relative position is invariable and well known, and their form very charac-

teristic. The incisors are generally chisel shaped, sharp, and straight,

seldom curved, and always prominent among the others, occurring in vari-

able number, and inserted above in the premaxillary, and below on the

symphyses of the lower jaw ; in some genera, completely wanting.

The canines, still oftener absent, are acute, with a conical crown and a

single root, more or less curved, one in each half of the jaw, behind the

incisors ; they are often much larger than the other teeth ; sometimes, how-

*^ver, shorter, as for example in the shrews. The molars and premolars

% ary greatly, according to the nature of the food. In the Carnivora proper

they have a compressed and cutting crown ; they are compressed, again,

but tuberculous, in the beasts of prey feeding also upon vegetable matter

;

finally, they are sometimes flat, but usually furnished with enamelled ridges

in all those mammals which feed chiefly upon plants or vegetable sub-

stances. They are generally provided with several roots. In the whales,

the teeth in the upper jaw are replaced by the whalebones, which are

elongated, falcate, elastic, and flexible plates, their points directed down-

wards, provided at their inner extremities with innumerable elongated and

loose threads of the same substance as the whalebone itself. Ornithorhynchus

instead of teeth has a pair of horny tubercles, ^nA Echidna is provided on

the palate with several rows of spines directed backwards.

Every bone composing the skull is united to its neighbor by intimate

suture, and sooner or later is soldered to it, so as to form a continuous

cavity for the brain. The skull articulates to the vertebral column, by

means of two condyles, with the atlas or first vertebra of the neck. The
articulation takes place below the great posterior opening through which

the brain passes into the spinal canal. The lateral motion of the head

does not take place upon the first vertebra, being performed by the first ver-

tebra upon the second. The neck, whatever be its length, consists of seven

vertebrae. In the supposed exception, the sloth, which appears to have nine,

we find, on careful examination, that the two last are really the two anterior

dorsal vertebrae, as shown by the presence of floating ribs. They are distin-

guished by the small development of the lateral apophysis. The vertebrae

of the back, to which ribs are always attached, vary greatly in number, but

are always more numerous than the abdominal ones ; their body is stouter

than that of the neck vertebrae, and they diminish in size backwards. The
abdominal vertebrae, on the contrary, increase in size backwards ; they are

easily distinguished from the vertebrae of the back by the absence of articu-
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lating surfaces, there being no ribs connecting with them. The vertebrae

which follow the abdominal ones are soldered together, and constitute the

quadrangular ossa sacra, or sacrum, concave below and convex above.

Their number is generally very restricted, and varies within narrow limits.

The vertebral column terminates by the vertebrae of the tail, which in their

form and number differ greatly from the others. The first ones still possess

the canal for the spinal marrow, but it vanishes gradually ; and the last of

the series consists of a cylindrical or prismatical body, more or less elongated,

with rudimentary apophyses, or completely deprived of them.

The ribs correspond in number to the dorsal vertebrae ; they are elongated

and curved cylindrical, prismatical, or compressed bones, without lateral

processes, and never immediately connected with the breast bone below.

The breast bone itself is composed of numerous cylindrical or compressed

pieces, situated behind each other, with which the true ribs are united by

means of cartilages. The others, or false ribs, are situated behind the

breast bone ; are always shorter, and are connected together by cartilagi-

nous pieces.

Most of the mammals are provided with four legs ; the hind pair consist-

ing of a thigh, a shank, a tarsus, and a foot ; the fore pair, of an arm, a fore

arm, a wrist, and a hand. The fore legs are generally shorter than the hind

ones, and usually bent a little inwards ; but, again, in some they are so

short, and the hind so long, that when the animal attempts to walk on four

legs, the anterior part of the body is much lower than the posterior part,

even though the hind legs be considerably bent. Hence, it results that

these animals, as kangaroos, &c., prefer jumping or running on the hind

legs alone. The opposite development of the legs, or the presence of

fore legs longer than the hinder, is observed in the Asiatic orang outang, in

the long-armed monkey, the sloth, &c. In the bat, also, the fore legs, or

rather the fingers, are very long, and between them and the hind legs the

skin of the body is extended, so that by this means these animals can

keep on the wing. In others the skin is less expanded, and serves only as a

parachute, and not for the real act of flying. Mammals walk either on the

toes alone, or else, as in the bear, on the entire sole of the foot. In the first

case, the foot is generally long, and forms, with the lower end of the leg,

the backward directed knee.

The feet are usually directed forwards ; only in the w^alrus and seal, and

slightly in the bat, the hind feet are directed backwards. Some are pro-

vided with short and broad fore feet, fitted for digging or scratching in the

sand.

The normal number of toes is five, viz. the thumb, the innermost toe
;

next to this, the indicator-finger ; then the middle finger ; next to the latter,

the ring-finger; and finally the outermost, the little finger. But in several

genera there is one finger wanting to the hind feet ; or two are wanting ; or

we find four toes to the fore feet, and five behind ; or four everywhere ; or

four to the fore, and three to the hind feet ; or two before, and four behind;

or two before, and three behind. These toes, however, are not always

developed ; as, for instance, in the case of a single hoof, or of two hoofs,
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Jn others, again, they assume diverse degrees of development, more or less

elongated, as, for instance, in those which are used for clasping or seizing.

They are longer and thinner when destined only to walk or to dig. In

some mammals, the thumb is opposed to the other fingers or toes, so that it

works with the latter as a pincer. In this case, the feet are called hands.

The use of the thumb is sometimes also very much reduced.

Generally, the extremities of the toes terminate by horny bodies, which

are called hoofs, when they surround all the toes at once ; nails, when they

present themselves as mere plates on the upper surface and extremity of the

toes ; and finally claws, when they are compressed, pointed, curved, seldom

straight, and inserted above at the extremity of the toes. When the claws

approach nearer to the nature of the hoof, they are then called hoof-nails.

Sloths and ant-eaters, when at rest, can bend backwards their long claws

under the sole of the foot, whilst most of the cats and carnivora retract

them into a fold of the skin. The two-hoofed mammals, and the hogs and

the allied genera, besides the developed toes which are surrounded by the

hoof, have usually two small rudimentary ones, provided with hoofs, which

are called posterior hoofs, placed above and posterior to the true hoofs.

The males of Ornithorhynchiis and of Echidna possess, on the heels of the

hind feet, a horny spur. The horny envelope sometimes is wanting to

many toes, and this is especially the case for the thumb of a few genera.

Sometimes, also, the toes are partly or entirely soldered together, or they

are united into a membrane fitted for swimming. This membrane some-

times extends beyond the tips of the toes, and sometimes reaches only half

their length (semi-palmated feet). The fore feet of Cetacea are in a very

rudimentary state, and the hind feet are completely wanting.

For their protection and their defence, the mammals are provided with^

teeth, claws, or hoofs, and with antlers or horns. The elephant defends

itself not only by means of the tusks, but also with its proboscis ; the skunk

discharges at its enemy a fetid fluid, secreted by special anal glands

;

others attempt to escape by flight, or by feigned death ; still others have

spines, scales, or bony cuirasses, as means of defence. The quadrumana,

or monkeys, make use of surrounding objects, as stones and sticks, to keep

off their enemies.

The male lives either with one female alone or with several. The female

brings forth young either once only or several times a year ; and in the

colder regions, this takes place during the warmest season. The female of

most genera prepares for its young a soft bed ; those only whose young can

see and walk, or swim, immediately after birth, as is the case with the hoofed

mammals, the seals and cetacea, &c., do ttot provide such a litter, nor do

those which carry about their young. Tfie young of other mammals are

very weak when just born, and are often unable to see before nine or four-

teen days. The number of young at a birth varies ; usually less as the

animal is greater. The hog, however, constitutes an exception. Dogs,

foxes, and cats bring forth three to six at a birth. The young are first

suckled by the mother, and as long as she feeds them she displays towards

them the warmest affection, exposing herself to every danger in protecting
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them. In the case of mammals living in pairs, as in Carnivora, the male

usually takes his part in this safeguard.

All mammals have a voice, which is very diversified, although not so

much so as in birds.

Among all classes of animals, that of mammals is undoubtedly the one

which is the most profitable to man, especially the domesticated kinds.

Their flesh serves as food, as also the milk. The skin, fur, hair, and wool

have a thousand applications. Several animal substances are used as

medicines, and others as perfumery, still others as fuel (as for instance, the

excrements of the camel) ; teeth, bones, hairs, horns, antlers, entrails, skin,

muscle, tendons, as also blood and fat, are worked up and made use of in

various ways. Finally, many serve us as guides in hunting, as beasts of

burden, or as vigilant guards of life and property.

The class of mammalia exhibits the greatest variety of habits among its

members. Created to inhabit chiefly dry land, it is met with in every

situation and locality, from the edge of the water to the top of the moun-

tains, from the surface of the ground and under it to the top of the trees, in

forests, open land, dry and wet, everywhere, exposed to the bright sun of

the equator and to the frozen regions of the poles. Some frequent watery

places, the banks of rivers, lakes, the beaches and sea shores Still others,

entirely pelagic, are never seen near the land, except when thrown ashore

by storms or other accidental causes. Again, in relation with all these

circumstances of habitation, there are habits and instincts by which each

species secures its food, escapes the dangers of its enemies or attacks a

defenceless prey, and provides for the perpetuity of its race.

Classification. -^

Of the numerous systems of classification of mammals hitherto proposed,

no one appears satisfactory to us. From the time that whales and dolphins

(Cetacea) were acknowledged to be mammals, they have been considered

as the lowest of all, on account of their inhabiting the water, and the

analogy of their form with that of fishes. In all systems of classification

they are placed lowest. This position is assigned them in the Systema

Naturae of the great Linnaeus. In Cuvier's Animal Kingdom, the Cetacea,

as usual, are placed at the bottom of the class, the Ruminantia come next,

then Pachydermata, then Edentata, then Rodentia, then Marsupialia, then

Carnivora, Insectivora, Cheiroptera, and, finally, Qiiadrujnana. Others

make Pachydermata follow the Cetacea and precede Ruminantia, which

appears to us much more correct. But the place assigned to Edentata and

Marsupialia, we believe, is arbitrary, for, as they stand, they rather obscure

than enlighten the affinities of the neighboring orders.

During the last ten years, a modification has been introduced into our

systems, which consists of dividing the class into two sub-classes, namely,

the Monodelphes, including the generality of mammals whose young, when

just born, require no other care from their iJarent except to suckle them ;
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and the Didelphes, much less numerous, whose young come into the world

at an epoch when they are not yet fully developed, and for that reason

require more special and extraordinary care from the female, who is fur-

nished with an abdominal pouch, where the young are sheltered, and at

first permanently attached to the teat. The Didelphes have besides, two

additional bones to their skeleton, called the marsupial bones.

This was a decided improvement, but the Edentata still remain isolated

or scattered, without permanent place.

This fundamental division into two parallel groups corresponds exactly

to another, based upon the presence or absence of a placenta, that part of

the foetal envelopes which unites the young more intimately with the mother,

and by means of which they are supplied with blood. The Monodelphes

are called Placentalia, whilst the Didelphes are AplacentaUa, or deprived of

this organic connexion. Such a division may appear natural at first sight,

as it seems to express some embryonic law. But embryology has not yet

done all that we may expect from it with regard to our classification. It

will furnish us one day with data by which the natural affinities and

mutual relationships of the fundamental, and also minor groups, shall be

unfolded. The embryology of mammals is still in its infancy, especially in

that part of the genesis which relates to the earliest phenomena which take

place immediately after the fecundation of the eggs.

The disposition of the minor groups in the systems just alluded to varies

among the various authors, showing how far this class is from being

understood. Thus the following arrangement was published in France in

1845. i^#
Sub-Class I. Placentalia,

Order I. Primates : Families, Simiadae, Lemuridee, Tarsidas, Chiro-

myidse.

Order II. Tardigrada : Fam., Bradipodidae.

Order III. Cheiroptera : Fnm., Galeopithecidas, Pteropodidae, Ves-

pertilionidae, Noctilionidae, Vampyridae, Desmodidae.

Order IV. Carnivora : A. Carnivora proper ; /'^a/n., Cercoleptidae,

Viverridae. B. Ampkihia ; Fam., Phocidae, Triche-

chidae. C. Insectivora ; Fam., Eupleridae, Tupaiadae,

Gymnuridae, Macroscelidee, Soricidae, Talpidae, Erina-

ceidae.

Order V". Rodentia : Fam., Sciuridae, Muridae, Pseudostomidae,

Spalacidae, Hystricidae, Leporidae, Cavidae.

Order VI. Pachydermata : Fam., Hyracidae, Elephantidae, Tapiridae,

Rhinocerotidae, Hippopotamidae, Suidae, Equidae.

Order VII. Ruminantia : Fam., Camelidae, Antilopidae.

Order VIII. Edentata : Fam., Dasypodidae, Myrmecophagidae,

Manidae.

Order IX. Sirenidfa : Fam., Manatidae, Halicoridae, Rytinidae.

Order X. Cetacea : Fam., Delphinidae, Physeteridae, Balaenidae.
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Sub-Class II. Aplacentalia.

Order I. Marsupialia carnaria : Fam., Dasyuridas, Didelphidae,

Peramelidae, Myrmecobidae, Tarsipedidas.

Order II. Marsupialia frugivora : Fam., Phalangidae, Phascolarc-

tidae, Macropodidee, Phascolomydee.

Order III. Monotremata : Fam., Ornithorhynchidae, Echidnidaj.

In 1846, Ch. L. Bonaparte gave to the scientific world the following

svstem.

Sub-Class I. Placentalia.

Series. Section. Ordel

\. Primates.

I. Unguiculata.

I. Educabilia. < II. Pinnata.

11. Ineducabilia. -<

1^2, Ferae.

4. Cete.

5. Sirenidia

6. Belluae.

^ III. Ungulata. <

Family.

' Hominidae, Simidae, Ce-

( bidae, Lemuridae, Gale-

[ opithecidae, Chiromidae.

I^Cercoleptidae, Canidae,

I Viverridae, Felidae,

Mustelidse, Procyonidae,

Ursidae.

^. . ,. \ Phocidae, Trichechidae,
3. Pinnipedia. ^ u . i -j^

I
Hydrarchidae.

Delphinidae, Physeteri-

dse, Balaenidse.

Manatidae, Dinotheri-

dae.

rElephantidae, Rhinoce-

I
rotidae, Hyracidae, Sui-

dae, Hippopotamidae,

Anoplotheridae,Equidae.

( Camelidae, Cervidae,

< Camelopardalidae, Bo-

( vidae.

rManidae, Myrmecopha-

J gidae, Orycteropodidae,

I
Dasypodidas, Mega-

^theridae, Bradipodidae.

Pteropodidae, Vesper-

tilionidae, Vampyridee.

Talpidae, Soricidae,

Erinaceidae.

Sciuridae, Muridae, Cas-

toridae, Bathyergidae,

Hystricidae, Echimy-

idae, Dasyproctidae, Oc-

todontidae, Lagostomy-

^idae, Cavidae, Leporidae.

L7. Pecora.

8. Bruta.

9.Cheiroptera.

10. Bestiae.

11. Glires. {
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Sub-Class II. Ovovivipara.

Order 12. Marsupialia : Families ; Thylacinidee, Dasyuridae, Didelphidse,

Peramelidae, Phalangistidse, Halmaturidse, Phascolomyidae.

Order 13. Monotremata : Fam., Echidnidse, Ornithorhynchidse.

The above systematic arrangement does not appear satisfactory to us,

and we therefore substitute the one which follows, although well aware

that it is far from being perfect. It will no doubt undergo some changes

in the relative position of the minor groups ; but so far as our great groups

follow each other, we are confident that they express more exactly the

development of the mammalian structure.

Class Mammalia.

I. Quadrumana.

Simiadae, Cebidae, Lemuridae, Galeopithecidse, Chiromyidae.

II. Carnivora.

a. Vnguiculata.

1. Digitigrada.

Felidae, Hyaenidae, Canidae, Viverridae, Mustelidae.

2. Plantigrada.

Cercoleptidae, Procyonidae, Ursidae.

h. Pinnipedia.

Phocidae.

III. Cheiroptera.

a. Frugivora.

Pteropodidae.

h. Carnivora.

Vespertilionidae, Vampyridae.

IV. Insectivora.

Erinaceidae, Soricidae, Talpidse.

V. Herbivora.

a. Rodentia.

Sciuridae, Castoridae, Muridae (including Myoxina, Dipodina,

Ctenodactylina, Murina, Spaiacina, Arvicolina, Bathyergina,

Saccomyina), Hystricidae (including Hystricina, Dasyproctina,.

Echimyina, Octodontina, Chinchillina, Caviina), and Lepo-

ridae.

b. Ruminantia.

Bovidae, Antilopidae, Cervidae, Moschidae, Camelopardalidae,

Camelidae.

c. Pachydermata.

Equidae, Suidae, Hyracidae, Elephantidae, Palseotheridae, Rhino-

carotid ae, Hippopotamidae, Anoplotheridae.
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d. TrichechidcB.

e. Sirenidia.

Rytinidae, Halichoridae, Manatidae, Dinotheridas.

VI. Cetacea.

,

Heterodontidae, Delphinidse, Physeteridae, BalsenidaB.

VII. Marsupialia.

a. Carnivora.

Thylacinidae, Didelphidse, Dasyuridae.

h. Insectivora.

Peramelidse.

c. Herhivora.

Phalangistidae, Phascoloipiyid8e,Macropodidae (Halmaturidee).

VIII. Edentata.

a. Tardigi'ada.

Bradipodidae, Megatheridae.

h. Edentata proper.

Manidae, Myrmecophagidae, Orycteropodidae, Dasypodidae.

c. Monotremata.

Echidnidae, Ornithorhynchidae.

A glance at the actual and terrestrial mammalian fauna of North

America shows a scarcity of the types which we have placed at the bottom

of the class : the two great groups of Edentata and Marsupiaj^ia have

each but one species, both confined to the warmer part of the continent.

The Pachydermata are represented by a single species also, not taking into

consideration the introduced species, the horse, the ass, and hog. The
Ruminantia are distributed into eight genera, seven of which comprise but

one species, the introduced not included. The Rodentia are the most

numerous : they form twenty-one or twenty-two genera, and count from

eighty to ninety species ; the rodents, it must be observed, are among the

smallest mammals, and therefore strike the attention less than either the

ruminants or pachyderms. Insectivora, twenty to twenty-five in number,

are arranged into six genera. The Carnivora, the number of which is a

little above thirty, are distributed into fourteen genera, several of which

have only one species. The viverrine carnivora are almost completely

absent. If future investigations shall increase the number of North Ame-
rican mammals, it cannot be but in favor of the rodents mostly : that

group, therefore, may be considered as the most numerous in North Ame-
rica ; next the carnivora proper ; next the insectivora, then ruminants.

The reasons for such proportions must be sought for in the physical condi-

tion of the continent : the small number of grass feeders is a very remark-

able fact, and doubtless in direct relation with the proportion of carnivora.

Thus America, although the continent of vegetation, has not received a

proportional number of herbivora, showing that the equilibrium between the

different orders of animals is more important than that of the vegetable and

animal kingdom.
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In our narrative of the history of each group we shall start from below

and ascend the series which we have just presented, commencing accord-

ingly with Edentata. In a natural method the extinct groups should

always precede the living ones ; but as they are generally less known, they

will be found sometimes to follow the latter, and more specially so when
doubts are entertained with regard to the family and genera to which they

may belong.

Order I. Edentata.

The order of Edentata is composed of comparatively few animals, differ-

ing widely from each other, but agreeing in the common characters of

absence of front teeth or incisors, and the presence of feet that are ungui-

culated, that is to say, terminated by large claws or nails. The Edentata

existed in larger proportion during the tertiary epoch than in our days, and

from considerations derived from palaeontological evidences to be discussed

hereafter, we suppose that they have lived during the deposition of the

secondary beds, although no remains have yet been found in those deposits.

It is also a fact of great importance that during the tertiary period the

animals of this order attained to a bulk far surpassing that of any living

representatives.

The Edentata may be divided into three groups, according to certain

modifications in their organization, the Monotremata, the Edentata proper,

and the Tardi^rada.

Group 1. Monotremata.

The group of Monotremata has received its name from the peculiarity

of having only one external opening for the seminal fluid, urine, and excre-

ment, as in birds. They possess the marsupial bones, but have no external

pouch in which the young pass one part of their embryonic life, as in Mar-
supialia. The mammae themselves have been long a matter of doubt, as

well as their mode of generation. According to some travellers these

animals lay eggs. But if the mammae do not exhibit a projecting nipple,

still the mammary glands have been shown to exist on the abdomen in the

form of numerous elongated, sub-cylindrical lobes, converging and opening

into a small oval areola. The ear has no external concha. The struc-

ture of the skeleton presents many peculiarities by which this family is

distinguished from any other. The sternum and shoulder bones join and

encircle the fore part of the trunk. Their brain wants the corpus

callosum, and the mass called corpora quadrigemina is imperfectly

divided.

This group contains but two families, Ornitliorhynchidce and Echidnidce,

both of them belonging to Australia.

Fam. 1. Ornithorhynchid^, includes but one genus, Ornithorhynchus,
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with its bird-liive snout, a broad and depressed bill, covered by naked skin.

The jaws are furnished on each side and towards the front with a long

narrow, horny appendage, and towards the hinder part with a broad, nearly

ovate crushing tooth, of the same material. The tongue is short, and pro-

vided in part with horny papilla?. The eye is small. The l)ody depressed,

nearly oval, and clothed with a dense fur. The legs are short, and the feet

organized for swimming. Each foot is provided with five well developed

toes, between which a membrane extends considerably beyond the toes in

the forefoot, the claws of which are large, solid, and depressed, and fitted

for burrowing. The tail is rather short, broad, and depressed. The male

is provided with a spur to the hind foot. The name of Ornithorhynchus

has reference to the peculiar structure of the bill. A single species is well

determined, namely, O. anatinus (pi. 112, fig. 1), of about eighteen inches

in length, the general color dusky brown, on the upper part of the body

rather dark, on the under paler. It inhabits New South Wales and Van
Diemen's Land, where it is called water mole by the colonists, on account

of its aquatic habits and some slight resemblance which it bears to the

common mole of Europe. It is very difficult to watch them in their native

element, as they remain but a short time on the surface of the water,

diving with an extraordinary rapidity at the approach of the slightest

danger. The other species described in systematic works are established

upon insufficient data, some of them being undoubtedly immature indi-

viduals.

Fam. 2. EciiijDNiD/E, containing likewise but one genus, Echidna, or

porcupine ant-eater, is known by its naked, elongated, slender, and attenu-

ated snout, and the small opening of the mouth. The tongue is protractile,

slender, cylindrical, and very long ; the palate is furnished with horny

papillae ; the teeth are completely wanting. The body is furnished above

with spines and hairs intermixed. The legs are short and powerful ; the

fore and hind feet each with five well developed toes, having large nails

;

fore feet fitted for burrowing ; the hind feet in the male furnished with a

spur of a horny substance. The tail is very short. The animals of this

genus are found in Australia exclusively. Two species only are enume-

rated, and one will perhaps prove to be a local variety. At a cursory

glance they resemble the hedgehog, were it not for their long and slender

snout. E. aculeata (pi. 112, Jig. 2) is a small animal, about one foot in

length, of a brownish black color. It was originally found at New South

Wales, and more recently on the west coast, in Swan river district. E.

setosa is from Van Diemen's Land, from fourteen to seventeen inches in

length.

Both species of Echidna are terrestrial and fossoi'ial ; they feed almost

exclusively on ants, and play in their zoological district the same part in

the economy of nature which is assigned to the pangolins in Asia and

Africa, and to the ant-eaters of South America.
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Group 2. Edentata proper.

This group is characterized by a pointed snout, some of the species still

possessing cheek teeth. It may be conveniently divided into four fami-

lies, the Manidcc, the Mi/rmecophagidcB, the Ori/cteropodidce, ^nd the

DasypodidcB.

Fam. I. Manid^. a small family very nearly allied to Myrmecophagidae,

differing only from it in having the body covered with scales instead of

hairs. The habits are the same ; they are ant-eaters, and therefore myrme-
cophagous. This family is confined to the eastern continent, Asia and

Africa, and to it must be referred the only remains of Edentata found in

Europe, a fact of no small interest, as respects the geographical distribution

of animals.

The genus Manis, or pangolins, has an elongated head, a slender snout,

with a small mouth, and a long, filiform, protractile tongue ; five compressed

and slightly curved claws on each foot. The tail is more or less elongated,

and protected, as well as the body and head, by tile shaped scales. These

animals live in the tropical regions of Africa and southern Asia, where

they feed like ant-eaters. In some the tail is longer, and in others shorter

than the body ; the fore feet are covered exteriorly with scales ; the internal

nail is nearly equal to the external. Other species have a tail much longer

than the body itself, the fore feet hairy, and only covered with scales at

their base and exteriorly, but the nails all compressed. Manis pentadactyla,

three or four feet in length, from East India {pi. 112, Jig. 3), is very abun-

dant at Madras, Pondichery, and Bengal. Tho long-tailed pangolin {M.

tetradactyla), of the same size as the preceding, is from Senegal, Guinea,

&c. The tail is double the length of the body.

The genus Macrotlip.rium lived towards the end of the tertiary epoch, in

the centre of the old continent, in France and Germany. The nails are

like those of the pangolins, but the teeth most resemble those of the sloths.

A single species is known, the M. giganteum, the gigantic pangolin.

Fam. 2. Myrmecophagid.e, is characterized by the absence of teeth of

any description ; the body covered with hairs. This family is restrictea

to one single genus, comprehending several species, confined to South

America. None have hitherto been found in a fossil state, but we may look

for some yet unknown genera to fill up the present gaps in the series.

The genus Myrmecophaga, or ant-eater, is characterized by a long, thin,

and slender muzzle, at the termination of which is a small mouth, provided

with a long, filiform, protractile tongue. This they insinuate into ant hills,

and the nests of the termites, whence these insects are withdrawn by being

entangled in the viscid saliva that covers it. The claws or nails of the

fore feet are strong, curved, and compressed, varying according to the

species ; the body covered with hair ; the tail elongated, and prehensile in

two of the species. The fore limbs are a little shorter than the hinder, the

humerus short and very stout ; hind feet smaller and more slender than the
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fore. When at rest, as well as during motion, the anterior claws of the

large Myrmecophaga are bent against the naked sole, on the outer edge of

which the animal walks. All ant-eaters live in the warmest part of South

America, west of the Cordilleras, from the Gulf of Mexico to the Rio de la

Plata. The great ant-eater, M.jubata (pi. 112, fig. 5), from seven to eight

feet long, the tail included, is an inhabitant of the forests, and conceals

itself in a hole under the ground, which it leaves during night in search of

its food, which consists, as we know, of ants, the small and large termites so

abundant in South America. The female brings forth only one young,

which is carried about for a time on the mother's back. Another species,

M. didactyla {pi. 112, fg. 4), has only two nails to the fore feet, whence

its specific appellation. The tail is prehensile. Inhabits the northern part

of tropical South America, living chiefly on trees, where it procures its

insect food.

Fam. 3. Orycteropodid^, contains as yet but two genera, one now
existing, and another extinct.

The genus Orycteropus, comprising only one living species (O. capensis,

the Cape ground hog), inhabits the Cape of Good Hope. The head is

similar to that of the ant-eater, and the tongue somewhat extensile, but

distinguished from the latter by being furnished with grinders, and by

havinij flat nails, formed for digsriniif, not trenchant. The structure of their

teeth diflfers from that of all other quadrupeds ; they are solid cylinders,

traversed like reeds, in a longitudinal direction, by numerous little tubes.

The body is covered with short hairs of a brownish grey color. The tail

is shorter than the body, and covered with equally short hairs. There are

four toes to the fore feet and five behind. It inhabits burrows, which it

excavates with great facility. There is a fossil species of this order from

the Pampas of Brazil, Gloswtherium, which was established upon a small

fragment of bone from the posterior part of the cranium. The size of the

holes through which the nerves and blood-vessels for the tongue pass, has

induced the supposition that the tongue was very much developed, and that

the animal could very likely use it like the ant-eaters. On the other hand,

the extent of the temporal muscle and the strength of the zygomatic arch,

seemed to show that the animal could grind, and necessarily had molar teeth.

For these reasons it has been located in the vicinity of the Orycteropus of

the present fauna; but more recent investigations have led to the discovery

that these remains belonged to Megatheriiuji.

Fam. 4. DASYPODiDyE, is distinguished among Edentata by the scaly and

hard shell, formed of divisions resembling little paving stones, which covers

the head and body, and frequently the tail. This substance forms one

shield over the forehead, a second, very large and convex, over the shoul-

ders, a third on the neck, very similar to the second, and between the two

latter, several parallel and movable bands, which allow the body to bend.

The tail, is sometimes furnished with successive rings, and at others, like

ihe legs, merely with tubercles.

In the genus Dasypus, or armadilloes, the ears are very large. There are

four, sometimes five, great nails to the" fore feet; always five behind. The
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molars are cylindrical, seven or eight in number throughout, separated from

each other, and without enamel on the inside. The tongue is smooth, and

but slightly extensible. Between their scales, or on those parts of the body

not covered by the shell, there are few scattered hairs. They dig burrows,

and live partly on vegetables and partly on insects and dead bodies. They

all belong to the hot, or at least to the temperate parts of Arnica.
Dasypus peba is found in the southern United States. They may be

divided into sub-genera, from considerations drawn from the structure of

their fore feet, and the number of their teeth. Cachicamus has four toes to

the anterior feet, the two middle ones of which are the longest ; only seven

teeth on each side, and in each jaw. The tail is long, and encircled with

bony rings. Dasypus novemcinctus {j)l. 112, jig. 8) is the type of this

section. Apara has the same toes as in Cachicamus, and nine or ten teeth

throughout (D. tricinctus). Encouhei'tus has five toes to the fore feet, the

three middle of which are the longest. The greater part of the tail is

covered with scales, arranged in quincunx. There are nine or ten teeth

throughout, as in Apara. D. sexcinctus [pi. 112, Jig. 1) belongs to this

type. Cabassous has five toes to the fore feet, but directed obliquely,

so that the thumb and index are slender, and the latter the longest ; the

middle one has an enormous sharp nail : the following one has also a nail,

but a shorter one, and the last toe is the shortest of all. This form of the

foot enables these animals to divide the earth, and burrow into it with

rapidity, or at any rate to cling with such tenacity that it is extremely

difficult to tear them from it. They have but eight or nine teeth on each

side, and in each jaw. D. unicinclus is an example. Priodon has the toes

more unequal, and the nails larger than in the preceding sub-genera.

There are twenty-two to twenty-four small teeth throughout, or ninety-two

to ninety-six in all. D. gigas, the largest species of the tatous, belongs to

this section. It is sometimes more than three feet in length, the tail

included.

Several species of the genus Dasypus are known in a fossil state, which

seem to indicate a wider geographical range, inasmuch as two of them are

said to occur in North America, D. maximus and D. antiquus.

The genus Chlamydopkorus has the upper part of the body covered with

a cuirass composed of rhomboidal plates, truncated behind, only connected

to the body along the spine. The rest of the body is hairy. Above and

below it is provided with eight cutting teeth. The fingers of the fore feel

are inclosed within a membrane, and provided with five strong, shovel-like

nails. A single species is known, Chi. truncatus [pi. 112, fig. 6), from the

interior of Chili, where it passes the most of its time under the ground.

The extinct genera of this family, among which are some gigantic forms,

are not without affinities with Bradipodidee, which they connect more inti-

mately with Dasypodidae, so distant from each other when the living types

alone are taken into consideration. The genus Glyptodon has the charac-

teristic descending zygomatic apophysis of the Megatheridae ; but the feet

are bulky, and the phalanges, to which nails articulate, are short and

depressed. The molars, eight above and eight below, come nearer those
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of the tatous by their structure ; but the two deep grooves which are seen

on their interior surface seem also to indicate a sort of passage to the

pachyderms through the genus Toxodpn. The cuirass is composed of

apparently hexagonal plates, united together by serrated sutures, A single

species is known, G. clavipes, which reached a very large size ; it inhabited

the|pampas of Buenos Ayres during the pliocene period.

The genus Hoplophorus has also the descending apophysis of the zygo-

matic arch and the heavy forms of Megatheridee. But the feet are shortened

as in Glyptodon, and the molars recall to mind those of some rodents. It

was secured with a cuirass composed of hexagonal plates. Several species

are found in the Brazilian caverns, two of which, H. euphractus and H. sel-

loioii, reached the bulk of an ox.

The genus Pachytheriinn is known only by a few bones of the extremities,

which indicate still heavier forms. A single species is known, P. magnum,

from the caverns of Brazil.

The genus Chlamidotherium comes very near the tatous. It has the

osteology and the cuirass of the encouberts, and the fore feet of the cachi-

cames. There are small incisors analogous to those of the encouberts,

and molars which call to mind by their forms those of the sloths and Mega-

theridee. Two species were discovered in the caverns of Brazil, Ch. hian-

bohltii, of the size of the tapir, and Ch. gigas, equalling the largest rhino-

ceros.

The genus Euryodon is characterized by the molars transversely com-

pressed. As yet only a single species, of the size of a small hog, is known.

From Brazil.

In the genus Heterodon the teeth are more unequal in form as well as in

size. The first and the last ones are like thin cylinders. The anterior is

oval in transverse section, while in the posterior it is cordiform. The only

species known was of the size of a rabbit. From Brazil.

Group 3. Tai^digrada.

The group of Tardigrada, characterized by a short face, is composed of

two families, one of them hitherto known only in a fossil state, the Mega-

theridce, the other only as recent, the Tardigrada proper, or Bradipodidas,

or Gravigrada.

Fam. 1. Megatherid^, whose history belongs to the ancient world,

resemble Tardigrada proper in having teeth in the shape of hollow cylinders,

composed only of ivory and cement, without enamel. The ivory forms a

tube filled by a more porous substance. The shape of the head is also very

similar; it is short, as if truncated, and the zygomatic bone forms a great

descending apophysis, a character found nowhere else in the class of mam-
malia. The skeletons are very much alike, particularly in the structure of

the shoulder, where the acromion and coracoid bones are soldered together.

But in the other peculiarities of their structure they come nearer the other

families of Edentata. Their general form was bulky, theii body heavy,
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their feet nearly equal, the anterior possessing four or five fingers, and the

posterior three or four ; the external fingers were dei)rived of nails. The
tail was very long and powerful.

The genus Megatherium is characterized by its teeth, which are tetra-

gonal, and have their crowns transversely furrowed. There are five above

and four below on each side. The fibula is soldered to the tibia by both

of its extremities. The fore feet have four fingers, the hind feet only three,

the two external without nail. Only one species is well known, M. nivieri,

from South America. In size this exceeded the rhinoceros. Some frag-

ments of Megatherium have also been found in North America, particularly

on the coast of Georgia. The Megatherium is supposed to have fed upon

the leaves of trees, previously uprooted by the animal.

The genus Megalonyx is distinguished by its molars, five above and four

below on each side, sub-elliptical in form, the crown of which is hollowed

in the middle, whilst the edge remains prominent. The anterior limbs are

a little longer than the posterior ones, a character which brings them nearer

the Tardigrada proper than Megatherium. The tibia and fibula are not

soldered together ; the hind foot is obliquely articulated. The tail is stout

and robust. The body of Megalonyx was not so heavy as that of the

Megatherium, but the habits were very likely the same. The first species

known is M. jeffersonii, of the size of an ox. It was found in a cavern in

Virginia. A few other species of the same genus have been discovered

in South America.

The genus Mylodon had the heavy form of Megatherium, but with a

quite different dentition. The molars, five above and four below, are worn

off in plane surfaces. In the upper jaw, the first tooth is sub-elliptical, the

second elliptical, and the others triangular with the internal surface furrowed.

In the lower jaw, the first is elliptical, the last but one tetragonal, and the

last large and bilobated. The form of the head resembles that of Mes:a-

therium. The feet are equal, the anterior with five fingers and the posterior

with four ; the two external fingers are deprived of nails, the others provided

with large phalanges, terminated with semi-conical and unequal nails.

Species of this genus are found in South America, as far as the pampas of

Brazil {M. darwinii), and also in North America, in a cave in Kentucky

{M. harlani).

The genus Scelidotheruun is nearly allied to Mylodon. The molar teeth

are five above and four below. The upper ones are all triangular. In the

lower jaw, the first is triangular too, the second and third a little com-

pressed, and the fourth large and bilobated. The body heavy and bulky.

The complete skeleton is not yet known. Four species have already been

discovered in South America. The largest, S. leptocephalon, was an

inhabitant of the southern extremity of the continent. The others belong

to Brazil.

The genus Platyonyx, with its skull and teeth similar to Bradypus,

recalls to mind the armadillo, but resembles Megalonyx by its skeleton.

The character by which it is distinguished from all its congeners consists

in the high development of its feet. The fore feet, having five depressed
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(instead of compressed) claws or nails, could not be used in burrowing, for

the articulating surfaces between the tarsus and the first phalanx are flat

instead of being rounded, thus excluding at once a vertical motion. They
were furnished with longitudinal carinae, which did not allow of any lateral

movement. The habits of Platyonyx were like those of the sloth, probably

moving on the earth with more difficulty. Several species are described

by Mr. Lund, the size of which varies from that of the ox (P. cuvieri) to

that of the hog (P. miniUus).

The genus Ccplodon had only four molars above and four below, shortened

and unequal fingers, compressed nails, oblique feet, and a tail like that of

the Megalonyx. One single species is known, C. maquinense, of the size

of the tapir, from the caverns of Brazil.

The genus Sphenodon had also four molars above and four below,

originally conical and becoming cylindrical in being worn off. A single

species of the size of the hog was found in the caverns of Brazil.

Fam. 2. Bradypodid/E is represented by a single living genus, Bradypus,

or sloths. The dentition consists of four cylindrical molars above and

three below of the same shape, and with sharp canines longer than the

molars themselves. The fingers are united by a membrane, and only marked

externally by enormous crooked nails, which, when at rest, are always bent

towards the palm of the hand or the sole of the foot. The hind feet are

obliquely articulated on the leg, and rest only upon their outer edge ; the

phalanges of the toes are articulated by a close ginglymus, and the first at

a certain age become soldered to the bone of the metacarpus or metatarsus,

which also in time present the same feature. To this inconvenience of the

organization of the extremities another not less great is added, that is, their

proportions. The arm and forearm are much longer than the thigh and

leg, so that when these animals walk they are compelled to drag themselves

along on their elbows. Their large pelvis and the inclination of their thighs

to the sides prevent the approximation of their knees. Their gait is the

necessary effect of such a disproportioned structure. They live in trees,

and never remove from the one they are on until they have stripped it

of every leaf, so painful to them is the requisite exertion to reach another.

It is even asserted that, to avoid the trouble of a regular descent, they let

themselves fall from the branches. The female produces but a single young

at a birth. There are two mammae on the breast. The sloths possess

great muscular power in their fore limbs, which, combined with the stout

nails, constitutes an excellent means of defence. This is well known to

hunters, who keep their dogs at a certain distance, in fear that they should

be killed by them, which is often the case. The species that have three

nails on the fore feet and a very short tail have received the sub-generic

name of Achceus. The ai', of the size of a cat, Br. tridactylus {pi. 112,

jig. 10), is an example of this section. Those species which have only

two nails to the tore feet and possess no tail at all have been designated

by the name of C/iolcepus, or Bradypus proper, of which the unau, B. didac-

tylus [pi. 112, fig. 9), is the type. It is about one half larger than the ai.

The sloths inhabit the warmer portions of South America.
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Order 2. Marsupialia.

The order of Marsupialia, like that of Edentata, includes animals differing

very much from each other, although much more numerous in genera and

species. A character common to all Marsupialia consists in the presence

of two bones, called 7narsupial hones, attached to the anterior margin of the

pelvis. The same bones also exist in the Monotremata of the order Eden-

tata. Another character is that of a pouch situated on the lower pai't of

the abdomen of the female, into which are received the prematurely born

young. This generative pouch is not possessed by the Monotremata,

although implacental like the Marsupialia. Upon the signification and

relative importance of both the marsupial bones and the pouch, we shall

have a few words more to say hereafter. The bones of the cranium in

Marsupialia do not anchylose, but remain permanently separated. The
palatine part of the skull is imperfect, and presents large openings.

The angle of the lower jaw is bent inwards, with one single exception,

the Tarsipes. The structure of the brain presents also many peculiarities

proper to the animals of this order, such as the absence of the corpus callo-

sum and the imperfect division of the corpora quadrige?nina.

To a great diversity in their structure and organization correspond.^ a

no less difference in their habits ; some being carnivorous, some insecti

vorous, and others frugivorous and herbivorous, in different degrees. The
kangaroos are more especially grass and herb feeders ; the burrowing

wombats, root feeders ; the phalangers eat the leaves, buds, and fruits of

trees.

Among Halmaturidae, the true kangaroos, we find some species fitted

for one region of country, and some for another ; some prefer the

swamps, and others the high table land. The Dendrolagus and Phalangis-

tidee inhabit trees, the wombats are subterranean, and the Chironectes

aquatic. Of course, we find in several families nocturnal and diurnal

genera.

Brazil seems to be the country chiefly adapted by nature to the develop-

ment of Didelphidffi. From this region they spread north as far as the

United States, and south to the great river Plata, diminishing in number as

they become more remote from this centre. Peru, Guiana, and Paraguay,

the nearest provinces to Brazil, have about half a dozen species.

Five zoological provinces may be established in Australia ; an eastern,

a western, a northern, and a southern ; Van Diernen's Land forms the fifth.

The northern province has the greatest number of species peculiar to it,

since, out of ten, eight are not found elsewhere. In the eastern province,

the species are, for the most part, distinct from those of the opposite side of

the continent ; out of sixty species, eight are found in both provinces.

South Australia, on the contrary, possesses a large proportion of species

identical with those of other districts, four species only being peculiar to it.

Sixteen species occur in common with western Australia, and fifteen with

eastern Australia. The western province has two peculiar genera (Tarsipes
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and Macrolis). About half of the species found in Van Diemen's Land

are peculiar to it, the other half are found on the eastern part of the main

land.

The species of Marsupialia of the continent of Australia, which arc

very nearly allied and have very nearly similar habits, are not associated

together in the same limited district.

Fossil remains of Marsupialia have been found chiefly in Australia and

South America; that is to say, in the same localities inhabited by these

animals in our days. Most of them are referable to the same genera. In

Europe a species of the genus Didelphis, and the new genus Pterodon, are

from the tertiary beds, and the extinct genera AmpJtitherium and Phasco-

lotheriuin, from the oolite of Stonesfield, the oldest representatives hitherto

known of the class of Mammalia.

Group 1. Herhivora.

Fam. 1. Macropodid/E. The true herbivorous group of Marsupialia is

characterized by six incisors in the upper jaw, and two in the lower; by

the absence of canines in most cases (there is sometimes a small one in the

up])er jaw); by one premolar and four molars, making twenty-eight or thirty

teeth. The fore limbs are smaller than the hind, usually much inferior in

proportions ; the hands naked beneath, and having five well developed

finirers ; each fin^-er armed with a strona; curved claw. The hind lee's are

large and strong ; the foot long, and the toes four in number. The tail is

long, and usually very powerful. There are four mammee. The kangaroos

are vegetable feeding animals, browsing upon herbage like the ruminants.

Some are of a great size, whilst others are as small as a hare.

This family constitutes the main bulk of the marsupial population of

Australia, the only place where remains of extinct species of kangaroos

proper have been hitherto found.

Kangaroos use their fore feet less for walking than for gathering theii

food, which they take sitting erect on the hind legs and tail, in the fashion

of the hare and squirrel. They live in small troops, conducted by an old

individual, and pass from place to place in the forests and mountains to

procure food. If frightened or hunted, they jump and run with great

agility and swiftness, sometimes making leaps of from twenty to thirty feet,

over ravines, precipices, and bushes. In this their powerful tail is used as

well for preserving their equilibrium as for a means of propulsion. The
kangaroos defend themselves with courage and skill against their enemies.

Many species weigh two hundred pounds when full grown, whilst others

only reach a weight of fifty to sixty pounds. All afl^ord a wholesome and

agreeable food. There are species of all colors, grey, black, red, &c. The
female produces only one young, which is carried about in the pouch, and

is the object of constant care until fully grown. Kangaroos, when taken

young, are said to have been tamed to such a degree as to make no effort

at escape when allowed to run free.
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The genus Macropus contains upwards of thirty species, and has been

subdivided into several divisions, into the details of which we cannot here

enter. The great kangaroo (3/. giganteus) is the type of the genus. It

inhabits New South Wales, Southern and Western Australia, and Van
Diemen's Land, preferring low grassy hills, and plains, and open parts of

the country. In ]\Iacropus proper the disproportion between the fore and

hind legs is much greater, and the tail more powerful, than in the othe/

section of the genus. The snout is hairy.

The section to which the name of Onychogalea has been given, comprises

some of the most graceful species of the kangaroo tribe. The size is mode-

rate ; the snout is clothed with hair ; the fur short.

In the sub-generic section of Lagorchesfis the snout is clothed with

velvet-like hairs ; the fore legs are small, and the hand provided with small

sharp-pointed nails. They inhabit open plains, and have a general resem-

blance to the common hare.

In Halmaturus, the snout or muzzle is naked in front. This section con-

tains the most numerous species, which are found in districts that are well

clothed with shrubs. Two species are represented in our plates, H. laniger

{pi. 112, Jig. 11, a b), and H. dorsalts {pi. 112, fig. 12, a b).

Heteropus are kangaroos with a naked snout ; the hind foot short and

stout, and densely clothed with coarse hairs ; nails small ; tail cylindrical,

and provided with long hairs, especially on the tip. They inhabit rocky

situations. Several species of Macropus have been found in a fossil state,

all of them confined to Australia. Some had attained a very large size.

The genus Dendrolagus includes kangaroos with anterior extremities

large and powerful, being but little inferior in size to the posterior ones.

The claws of the fore feet are very large, curved, and pointed ; the muzzle

is clothed with small hairs as far forwards as the anterior angle of the

nostrils ; the tail is long, cylindrical, and somewhat bushy. Two species

of this genus are known, both of which inhabit New Guinea, and are said

to ascend the trees, for which habit their strong fore legs, added to the

curved and powerful claws, are adapted.

The genus Hypsiprymnus has a distinct canine tooth in the upper jaw,

and the anterior pair of incisors descends considerably below the level of

the two remaining pairs. The rat- kangaroo, or Potoroo, as the animals of

this genus are called, is of small size, being about equal in bulk to the

conunon rabbit. The form of the body is compact, and the fore parts but

little elongated. The small and rounded ears give them a different aspect

from the rabbit ; the toes of the fore foot are more unevenly developed in

the rat-kangaroo ; the nails are much compressed, solid, and broadest above.

Tiie rat-k;ingaroos feed upon the roots of plants, which they scratch up

with their fore feet. In some species the snout is almost entirely clothed

with hairs {Hypsipiy?n7nis proper), whilst in others (Bettongia) it is naked;

and in others again (Potorous) the head is elongated, the tarsi short, the

tail sparingly clothed with short stiff hairs, and exhibiting a scaly skin ; the

snout is naked. Hypsiprymnus inhabits Australia and Van Diemen's Land.

The- two extincf genera which follow partake to a certain extent of the
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character of the kangaroo group which precedes, and of the wombat which

follows. For a graphic representation of their affinities they should, there-

fore, be placed at the bottom of these two families, since they have preceded

both in the biological history of our planet.

The genus Diprotodon, w^hich contains but one species (D. australis),

we are told must have attained a bulk superior to that of the rhinoceros.

The lower jaw was provided with one incisor tooth and five molars, in each

ramus. The size of this incisor was very great ; it is very long, deeply

implanted in the jaw, and nearly approaches a horizontal position, the

extremity alone being slightly curved upwards. From La Condamine

river.

The genus Nniotherium reached the same size and bulk as the preceding,

that is to say, to something like that of the rhinoceros. Two species are

known, both of them from the deposits near La Condamine river. There

are no lower incisor tuslis, and apparently four molar rooted teeth.

Fam. 2. Ph.'Vscolomyid.e, differs from the following by having root-

less teeth, and also by the reduced number of incisors in the upper jaw.

The whole number of teeth is twenty-four, sixteen molars, four pre-molars,

and four incisors, two above and two below. The toes of the fore feet

have short, broad, and solid nails, fitted for burrowing.

The sole genus, PJidscoloynys, has a stout body, a large head flattened

above, the muzzle obtuse ; contains but two recent species, P. wombat

and P. laiifrons, inhabiting Australia, Van Diemen's Land, and some of

the islands of Bass's Straits ; naked, the eyes small, the ears small and

pointed, the limbs equal, short, and stout. A third species, but fossil, from

the caves of Wellington Valley, approaches very much to the living species.

The wombat is a burrowing animal which remains concealed under the

ground during the day, quitting its hole at night to feed. Its food consists

chiefly of roots and grasses.

Fam. 3. Piialangistid.e, derives its name from the peculiarity of having

the second and third toes of the hinder foot united in a common integu-

ment. They are expert climbers and live upon trees, feeding upon their

leaves, buds, and fruits. Nocturnal in their habits, the phalangers remain

concealed during the day on the branches or in the hollows of trees. If

we except the section of Petaurus they may be described as not very active

in their movements. The upper jaw is furnished with six incisors and the

lower with two, nearly horizontal or directed obliquely upwards ; a canine

on either side of the upper jaw. The molars may vary somewhat in the

same species ; one pre-niolar and four molars generally. This family

includes three genera : Phascolarctos, Phalangista, and Pelaurus.

The genus Phascolarctos, which comes nearest the wombats, is charac-

terized by the absence of a tail, a stout body, a moderate head, and by the

two inner toes of the fore feet being slightly opposable to the remaining

three. It contains but one species, which inhabits New South Wales, the

koala (P. cinereus), called frequently by the colonists "native bear." It is

usually about two feet in length, and when on all fours stands ten or eleven

inches in height. Its limbs are of moderate size and of great strength.
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The genus Phalangist^has a prehensile tail, and for the sake of conve-

nience may be divided into four sections. In the first, discus, the basal

portion of the tail only is covered with hair ; the ears are short, almost hid-

den by the fur of the head, and the eyes with vertical or nearly vertical

pupils. The species of this section are of moderate size, and have a dense

fur more or less woolly in its texture. They are confined to the islands of

Celebes, Amboyna, Banda, Waigiu, Timor, New Guinea, and New Ireland.

In Trichosurus the tail is densely clothed with fur, with the exception of a

part of the under surface commencing at the point, and more or less

extended towards the root of the tail ; ears distinct, usually long ; eyes

with the pupil round. Fore feet normal. The species of this section

inhabit Australia. The section Pseudochirus includes the species with

the two inner toes of the fore-foot separated from, and partially opposed to,

the other three ; the tail clothed, excepting at the apex beneath, with short

adpressed hairs ; the ears short and rounded ; and with six molar teeth,

forming a continuous series, on either side of the upper jaw. Inhabits

Australia. In Dromicia the ears are moderate, nearly naked, and folded
;

toes with the nails small ; tail covered with small adpressed hairs, except-

ing at the base where it is covered with fur like that of the body, naked

beneath at the extremity. Small species, inhabiting Australia and Van
Diemen's Land.

A fossil species of Phalangista, agreeing in its general features with P.

vulpiiia, has been discovered in the caverns of Wellington Valley.

The genus Petaurus, or fiying phalangers, is composed of those Phalan-

gistidae provided with a membrane extending from the fore to the hind

legs, and filhng the interspace of these legs ; the tail is well clothed with

hair throughout, and generally very long. In the section 'Petaurista the

ears are broad, rather short, rounded, and densely clothed with long fur on

the outer surface ; the toes of the fore feet nearly equal in length ; the

flank membrane extending only to the elbow joint ; with seven well

developed molar teeth in the upper jaw and six in the lower. The true

molar, provided with pyramidal cups. The petauri are nocturnal in their

habits, and hide during the day in the hollows of trees. In BeUdeus the

ears are long and nearly naked ; the tail bushy ; the lateral membrane
extending to the outer finger ; the two outer fingers of the hand are long

and equal to each other, or very nearly so ; the second and third fingers

distinctly shorter than these ; the second the shortest of the two latter, and

the inner, or first finger, very short. The Acrohata have a tail moderately

long, clothed above and beneath with short adpressed hairs, and fringed on

either side with long hairs ; the ears are moderate, well clothed externally

with fine hairs; the feet provided with small claws, the thumb of the hind

foot is large, the flank membrane scarcely extending to the wrist. The

type of this section is the pigmy flying opossum [A. jiygmcBus).

The genus Tarsipes includes a very remarkable species {T. rostratus)

from the western coast of Australia, resembling the phalangista in dentition,

only with the difference that the teeth are in rather a rudimentary condi-

tion. The head is elongated, the snout pointed as in some PeramelidaB.
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It has, however, a long and slender tongue suite* for the purpose of col-

lecting honey. The lower incisors are sharp, horizontal, and supposed to

assist in piercing and opening a passage for the tongue into the inner parts

of the flowers where the honey is lodged. The tail is long, slender, rather

sparingly clothed with small stitf hairs, and having the skin scaly; a small

space at the apex beneath is naked. The limbs are all nearly of equal

length, the hind legs slightly longer.

Group 2. Insectivoi a.

Fam. Peramei.id^, is composed of animals of small size, the largest

species known being scarcely equal in bulk to the common rabbit. The
head is elongated, the facial part narrow and pointed ; the muzzle is naked.

The incisors are ten in number in the upper jaw, and six in the lower.

There are three pre-molars and four true ones ; one canine ; making forty-

eight in all. The limbs are unequal,, the posterior being considerably

longer than the anterior. Outer toes of the fore feet, and inner toes of the

hind feet, rudimentary or wanting. The tail is usually short, and clothed

Avith small hairs; sometimes long, and clothed, in parts at least, with very

long hairs. Peramelidse have been found in Van Diemen's Land, on the

continent of Australia, and New Guinea. They are insect feeders, although

they will likewise eat vegetable substances.

Fossil remains of this family have been found in the caverns of Wellington

Valley.

The genus Perameles may be divided into several sections. In Macrotis,

the ears are veiy large, the auditory bullae in the form of a double bulb

;

the tail long, and clothed with long hairs ; tarsus long, the metatarsus

clothed with hair beneath; the innermost toe of the hind foot wanting;

the lower half of the fibula firmly jointed to the tibia, and the point with its

opening directed towards the head of the animal. M. lagotis inhabits

Swan River district. In Perameles proper, the feet, tail, and ears are pro-

portionally short ; the hind foot with a rudimentary inner toe, naked

beneath, in front, and at the heel. The fur is distinctly composed of hairs

of two kinds, the one forming a soft under fur, the other hairs coarse,

flattened, and longitudinally grooved. The tail is clothed with very short

adpressed hairs onl3\ The opening of the pouch is turned backwards.

The second section contains most of the species.

The genus Chceropus, or pig-footed Perameles, has very slender limbs
;

the fore feet provided with two toes only, and these small, equal, and fur-

nished with short, compressed nails ; the hind feet with but one developed

toe, the joined toes being very small, and far removed from the extremity of

the foot, and the outer toe being represented by a mere tubercle, placed

about midway between the extremities of the foot. All the toes of the

hind foot are provided with nails. The muzzle is very narrow, and the

ears unusually large. The limbs are very long, too, and remarkable for

their slenderness. The hind ones are longer than the anterior. The tail
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is short and slender. The pouch opens backwards. C. castanotis, from

South Australia, is the only species known.

Group 2. Carnivora,

Fam. 1. Dasyurid^, includes Marsupialia, whose habits are either carni-

vorous or insectivorous. The second and third toes of the hind foot disunited

and well developed ; the thumb, or first toe, is small or absent. The tail is

hairy, and not prehensile. There are eight incisors in the upper jaw, and

six in the lower ; the canine teeth are well developed ; the molar teeth

either with trenchant crowns, or with the masticating surface presenting

numerous prickly points. Several fossil species of this family have been

found in Australia, to which continent the recent species are also confined,

with one exception only, the Phascogale melas, which is a native of New
Guinea.

The genus Myrmecohins contains but one species from western and

southern Australia {M. fasciatus), remarkable for the number of its teeth,

four incisors in the upper jaw and three below, two canines above and two
below, and eight molars above and nine below, fifty-two in number, the

molar teeth provided with prickly points. The head is somewhat depressed

above ; the muzzle elongated ; the snout naked ; the nostrils lateral ; the

ears of moderate size, and pointed ; tongue very long and slender. The
legs are rather short and strong ; five toes to the fore and four toes to

the hind feet. The tail is long and bushy. The female is destitute of

pouch, and has apparently eight mammae, arranged in a circle.

The genus Phascogale embraces quite a number of species, having four

incisors above and four below, canines as usual, three pre-molars and four

molars on each side, making in all fifty teeth. The feet are provided with

five toes ; the inner toe of the hind feet is in the form of a small, nailless,

prehensile thumb. The tail is either clothed with short hair throughout, or

with short hairs only on the bastd portion, the apical having long and bushy

hair. The female is sometimes destitute of the pouch ; the mammae are

eight, arranged in a circle, in the first section, that of Phascogale proper,

of which P. penicillata is the type, the terminal half of the tail is clothed

with very long and bushy hair. In the second section, the Antechinus, the

tail is clothed throughout with very short hairs. The P. Jlavipes and
leucogaster are examples of this section.

The genus Dasyurus is characterized by having the incisor teeth equal,

eight above and six below. There are two pre-molars and four molars on
each side, which, with the usual aumber of canines, makes forty-two teeth.

The tail is long, and well clothed with long or moderately long hairs.

Some species have no inner toe to the hind feet. The Dasyuri inhabit the

continent of Australia and Van Diemen's Land. They are all of moderate
size, and nearly all have the fur spotted. B. hallucatus, from North
Australia, is the smallest species ; the D. maculatus has the tail spotted, as

well as the body, and is confined to Van Diemen's Land.
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The genus or sub-genus Sarcophilus is intended for those species the

body of which is stout ; the head short, and very broad ; the tail shorter

than the body ; the pre-molar teeth with the antero-posterior and transverse

diameter equal., or nearly so. The S. ursinus, from Van Diemen's Land,

is the only species known of this section.

It may be compared to a bear in the general proportions of its body and

limbs, as well as in the texture of its fur. A fossil species, D. laniarius,

has been found in the caves of Wellington Valley, and seems to come

nearer S, ursinus ; thus, Sarcophilus would not be exclusively limited to

Van Diemen's Land, if it has to contain the fossil species.

Fam. 2. DiDELPHiD^, or opossums, composed of numerous species, gene-

rally of small size, all of them confined to the American continent. Their

food consists chiefly of insects ; the largest species may occasionally attack

reptiles, birds and their eggs. There are ten incisors in the upper jaw

and eight in the lower, arranged nearly in a semicircle. In the upper

jaw the two foremost incisors are rather longer than the rest, and are

generally separated from them by a narrow space. The canines of the

upper jaw are the largest. We find three pre-molars and four molars in

each jaw. The feet are five-toed, and plantigrade. The general form of

most of these animals resembles that of the common rat, but they have

the muzzle more elongated, and terminated in a distinct, naked snout.

The prehensile tail is almost always very long, nearly destitute of hair,

excepting at the root, and covered by a scaly skin. Some Didelphidae

hav'e no pouch, or else one in a very rudimentary state. At first the

young remain very firmly attached to the nipple, and subsequently are

carried upon the back of the parent, where they retain their position by

entwining their tails round that of the mother. The mamma3 vary in num-

ber from nine to thirteen. The species live in the hollows of trees, or

amongst their foliage, where they remain concealed during the daytime,

becoming active in the night only to procure their food. One species lives

in water, to which habit the webbed feet correspond.

The genus Didelpliys contains animals without cheek pouches, and in

which the toes of the feet are free. It may be divided into two sections,

the first including these opossums in which the marsupial pouch is well

developed, and the second those in which the pouch is rudimentary or

entirely wanting.

To the first section belongs the Virginia opossum [D. virginiana), pecu-

liar to North America, together with the Californian opossum and some

Brazilian species ; the second chiefly includes species from South America.

A fossil Didelphys {D. cuvieri) was discovered in the eocene of Paris. A
few fragments have been found in European other localities. But the

caverns of Brazil have already yielded six or more, which resemble very

much those now living in the same country. There is, however, an excep-

tion : some fragments seem to indicate a new genus, according to the

researches of Mr. Lund, a Danish naturalist. This, however, has not yet

been named.

The genus Chironectes contains but one species, the water opossum
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(C. variegatus), characterized by large hind feet, the toes of which are

united by a web ; the fore feet moderate, and with an unusual elongation

of the pisiform bone. Females are provided with a perfect pouch. The

ears are large and naked ; the tail is longer than the head and body taken

together ; the fur is dense, short, and somewhat woolly. Its habits are

aquatic. It is found in Guinea and Brazil.

The oldest representatives of the order Marsupialia, found in the oolite

of Stonesfield (England), belong to the family of Didelphidas.

The genus A?nphitherium, or Thylacotherium, as both names are used,

differs from Didelphis by its molars, which are more numerous and smaller

;

and from Myrmecobius in having proportionally larger teeth. We know
only the lower jaw, which has six incisors, one moderate canine, six premo-

lars, and six tricuspid molars. Two species are already described. The

genera Amphigonus and Heterotheinum are other denominations by which

the same remains have been designated.

The genus Phascolotherium resembles Didelphis still more closely, since

it has but three premolars and four molars. The form of the teeth them-

selves has something of that of Myrmecobius. One single species is

known.

The genus Pterodon we mention here, although, according to Blainville,

it comes nearer Dasyurus. It is known by a fragment of a lower jaw, from

the gypsum of Montmartre, in Paris ; its true affinities are still a matter of

doubt.

Fam. 3. Thylacinid^. Includes but one genus, Thylacinus, with a sin-

gle living species, T. cynocephalus, or dog-faced opossum, about equal in

size to the wolf The form of the head is like that of a dog ; the tail about

half the length of the body ; the fur is short, and closel}^ applied to the skin.

Inhabits Van Diemen's Land.

The premolars are more numerous in Thylacinus than in Dasyurus, there

being three of these teeth on either side of each jaw. The canine teeth are

of large size, of a simple, elongated, conical form, and slightly recurved at

the apex. The marsupial bones are wanting. The female is provided with

a distinct pouch and four mammae.

The caves of Wellington Valley have yielded remains of one species of

this family, T. spelceics.

Order 3. Cetacea.

The order ofCetacea is one whose history is still very incomplete. Although

comprising the lai'gest of all mammalia, it belongs to an element in which

science is often powerless, and thus naturally escapes our investigation.

Cetacea are by no means scarce, but their large size prevents them from

being preserved complete in our collections, so that we have no materials

for comparison. Occasionally a skull, a jaw, a rib, or a vertebra, are the

only data on which we can base our researches. This order, restricted

within the limits we as-sign to it, is characterized by a naked and smooth
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skin, under which is found a layer of fat, varying in thickness according to

the genera and species. The general structure of the skin is the same as in

other mammals, but in addition we find an apparatus of inhalation, com-

posed of vessels of an extreme tenuity, which anastomose together, and are

in direct communication with the arteries and veins. They are absorbing

vessels common to all animals which live permanently in water. Tliis

apparatus is very conspicuous in some fishes.

There is one pair of short limbs, the anterior, constructed for swimming.

The toes, beinrj surrounded bv a continuous membrane, give to them the

shape of a fin, and are used as such, these animals having been created to

live in water. The toes themselves possess a greater number of phalanges

than in any of the other mammals. The collar bone and hind limbs are

always wanting. The posterior extremity of the body terminates in a

broad, but horizontal, fibro-cartilaginous, fish-like tail, composed of two

lobes or paddles, a right and a left, difl^erently shaped according to the

genera and species. On the back, a fin-like organ is often but not always

observed ; it contains no bones, and consists merely of a fold of the skin.

The vertebrae of the neck are very short, and often soldered together. The
neck itself cannot be said properly to exist, the head being continuous with

the body, as is generally the case in fishes, and only indicated in some of

them by a slight contraction in this region of the body. The head pos-

sesses so little of motion that it cannot change its situation without the

whole body changing it at the same time. The eyes are exceedingly small;

the nostrils simple, with one or two openings, through which water is

ejected ; the external ear never exists ; the teeth vary very much in num-

ber, and in some genera instead of teeth we find beards, or the so-called

whalebones. Their food consists of fishes, Crustacea, and mollusca, but

never of plants ; their pelagic habits preclude a vegetable diet. The only

mode of progression among Cetacea is swimming, for which they are espe-

cially constituted.

This order may be divided into four families : the whales {BalcenidcB)

;

the sperm whales (PhyseteridfE) ; the dolphins (Deljjhinidce) ; and the hete-

rodonts (Heterodontidce)

.

Faim. 1. Bal.^jnid^, includes those gigantic marine mammals whose jaws

are edentate or toothless. Instead of teeth, there are on the upper jaw
horny laminse, situated transversely and parallel to each other upon two
rows. These are the whalebones, provided along their inner margin with

numerous filaments of the same horny nature, by means of which the very

small animals on which the whales feed are retained in the mouth. One
whale yields from 700 to 1000 such bones, of which the largest is often ten

to thirteen feet long, and ten to twelve inches wide at the base. Two
genera compose this family.

The genus Balcenoptera is characterized by an elongated iiead, which

has sometimes been compared to the head of the pike ; by the presence of

that expansion of the skin called dorsal fin on the posterior part of the back ;

and by folds or ridges -on the anterior and inferior part of the body. It has

always been a matter «f great difficulty to ascei'tain the number of species
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of whales, and there is a great difference of opinion upon this subject

among naturalists. This is very natural, as these great cetaceans are

seldom met with by practical observers, and come ashore at periods of long-

intervals only. Moreover, they cannot be compared directly with one

another
; and their remains cannot be easily preserved, nor their forms

easily reproduced correctly in drawing.

Of the genus Balceno2:)tera, three species seem to be well characterized

;

B. jubartes, the rorqual, from the northern Atlantic, and from seventy to

eighty feet in length; B. onusculus, from the Mediterranean, and B. ant-

arctica, from the Cape of Good Hope. Some other species are cited as

belonging to the northern seas, but are not satisfactorily described, such as

B. gibbar, seen between Cherie Island and Nova Zembla, B. acuto-rostrata,

or sharp nosed whale, inhabiting chiefly the Norwegian seas.

The genus Baltena differs from the preceding by its great, thick, and

obtuse head, in being deprived of the fin-like expansion of the back, and

in having the inferior part of the body smooth, that is to say, deprived of

the longitudinal folds, more or less deep, as seen in Baltenoptera. A single

species of this genus is adopted by some authors, B. mysiicetiis, or black

common Greenland whale (j^l. 106, Jig. 1), the one constituting the chief

object of the whale fishery. The head forms one third of the total length.

The broad jaw extends along the whole length of the head to behind the

s^ll eyes. The oesophagus is narrow, for which reason the whale can

swallow small marine animals alone. The color is velvet black, marbled

with grey and white ; the belly is entirely white. It would be highly

interesting to know whether the same species of whale be found in all the

fishing grounds, a question which we may be authorized to doubt, as we
have some accounts and some facts which indicate a second species around

the Cape of Good Hope, B. antarctica differing from B. mysticetus in some

peculiarities in the structure of the bony head. We are told also, that the

ice-whale, or B, islandica, differs from B. mysticetus in having a more

lengthened body, and a proportionally smaller head. The two spiracles or

air holes represent two small semicircles, which are a little separated from

each other, the convexities of which are opposed. The eye is very small,

and its shortest diameter is placed obliquely. The general color of B.

islandica is grey, more or less distinct in its shades. The lower part of

the head often appears like a great oval of very shining white, at the centre

and circumference of which are seen grey or black spots, irregular and

confused.

Several fossil species of Baltena and Bafenoptera have been found in

the tertiary deposits of Europe. The genus Cetotherium is extinct ; its

remains have been found in the upper tertiary of Eussia, and assimilated

at first to other cetaceans, when the present genus was established and

placed in the vicinity of Baltenoptera, from which it differs by the broad-

ness and flatness of the posterior part of the skull, the elevated and thick

arch, and the deep temporal grooves. C. raihhei is the only species known
and found in several localities in the Eussian empire.

Balccna mysticetus, Greenland or right whale, is most frequently found
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in the Greenland seas, Davis's Straits west of Spitzbergen, Iceland, and

Norway, on the coast of Labrador, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and round

Newfoundland, by the bays of Baffin and Hudson, and in the sea north

of Behring's Straits. It is also found among the Philippine Islands, near

Socotora (coast of Arabia Felix), and on the coast of Ceylon. It likewise

frequents the Chinese seas. Formerly the whales were abundant about

Spitzbergen and the Island of Jan Mayen. But since so many whaling

vessels have appeared in those places, these animals have left their shores

and have retired to the open ocean, where their catching is more expensive,

difficult,, and dangerous, and less productive. It is by no means improbable,

however, that several species will hereafter be found to have been con-

founded within the above limits. Thus there is pretty good evidence for

supposing that the right whale of the Arctic Ocean of America west of

Point Barrow, is different from that of Hudson's Bay.

It appears from the testimony of ancient naturalists, that the whales

advanced more southwards in the ocean than at present, the numerous

vessels traversing the ocean having caused them to retire to more northern

regions, where they enjoy a more tranquil life, and are less exposed to

destruction, Man, however, has found out their flivorite haunts, and yearly

spends a season on those fishing grounds, and exposes himself to numerous

dangers for the purpose of capturing them. Dewhurst, in his natural history

of the cetaceans, states that the black whale comes from the south pojttt

seas in May to bring forth its offspring; remains in the bays of New
Holland, Africa, and South America, till August, and on the coasts till

November, when it returns in a southwesterly direction.

According to ancient records, the whales captured at the earlier periods

of the fishery were larger than those known at the present day. The
Greenland whale is, however, said still to reach sixty to seventy feet in

length. The greatest circumference measures thirty to forty feet ; the

length of the tail five to six feet ; the width eighteen to twenty-six feet

;

and the weight of the whole animal about 200,000 pounds. The layer of

fat under the skin is ten to twenty inches thick. The lips are almost

entirely composed of fat, and yield alone one or two tuns of oil. Generally

a large whale gives one hundred and twenty tons of lard, from which thirty

tuns of oil are obtained.

When a whaling vessel arrives on one of the above mentioned fishing

grounds, the first thing is to set up the so-called crow's nest or watch-house.

This crow's nest consists of an old barrel, open above, and which is

fastened vertically to the top-gallant mast. One man of the crew, relieved

at intervals, stands in it, and keeps watch for the appearance of whales in

the vicinity of the vessel. It is often a verj^ dangerous post for the one

who takes it ; for, besides the intense cold which reigns in those regions,

the winds are sometimes so powerful, that the sailor in the crow's nest runs

the risk of being thrown out of it.

The appearance of a whale in the neighborhood is indicated by the

columns of water ascending from its nostrils into the air, when the animal

comes near the surface of the ocean to breathe, and which are visible from
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a certain distance. Immediately a large boat, witli six or eight seamen and
one harpooner, is despatclied as noiselessly as possible. When at a conve-

nient distance, the harpooner, seizing a favorable occasion, hurls the har-

poon into the side or back of the animal, where it remains fastened by the

barb. The whale becomes furious, and takes to flight with rapidity. A
long rope, connected with the harpoon, is immediately thrown overboard,

in order that the boat may not be drawn under water by the wounded
animal. After a certain time (half an hour or an hour generally), the loss

of blood has reduced the strength of the whale, which comes again to the

surface to breathe, when it receives a new harpoon that makes it disappear

again ; and this is repeated until the animal is dead. The lives of the

whalers are constantly exposed to dangers, of which we have many
accounts. A single stroke with the tail of a whale upsets a boat or throws

it hio;h in the air.

When dead, the whale lies on the surface of the water, where its fat is

carved into large strips, which are hoisted aboard the ship. After the fat of

one side is removed, the whalebones are taken, and the body is turned on the

opposite side, which undergoes the same operation. The carcase and fleshy

remains of the giant are left to sharks, skates, birds of prey, and other car-

nivorous animals.

The whaling business Avas formerly more productive than it is now. One

hundred and twenty-four individuals are recorded as having been killed by

one crew in eight voyages ; but now, five to eight whales are considered a

rich prize for one voyage.

Fam. 2. PhyseteriDuE, or spermaceti whales, is distinguished from the

family of whales proper by being provided with teeth on the lower jaw.

They are the lai'gest animals among all Getacea. The size of the head is

remarkably large, equalling the half or the third of the whole animal. The

upper jaw is excessively broad and deep, and has usually a few indistinct

teeth, almost covered with the gum ; the lower jaw is long and narrow, and

enters into a fissure of the upper jaw, and is furnished on each side with a

row of thick conical teeth, more 'or less obtuse. The dorsal fin exists in a

rudimentary condition, or presents itself as a callous protuberance. There

is one external opening to the spiracles near the anterior part of the snout.

Physeteridce are more or less social in their habits.

The genus Pliyseter is the only one of the family, to which it gives its

name. The same uncertainty is met with here as in Bala^na, with regard

, to the number of species. As many as seven species, if not more, have

been described, and still are not generally adopted, the characters upon

which they are founded being too vague and contradictory. The latest

writers on the subject admit but one, P. macrocephalus {pi. 106, fig. 2), the

great-headed cachalot, or great spermaceti whale
; fig. 3 represents another

form, that described by Lacepede under the name of P. ci/Undncus, and

given by others as the true P. macrocepludus. If the differences which the

drawings exhibit are copied from nature, and prove not to be sexual, they

are obvious enough for specific differences. However, from their gigantic

mass, which is rarely presented at once in all its parts to the eye, unless the
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spectator be placed at quite a considerable distance, many mistakes might

readily have been introduced into drawings, which are, with a few excep-

tions, the only data in our iDOSsession. Thus, the small spermaceti (P. cato-

don), the blunt-headed cachalot {P. trumpo)^ the round spermaceti whale

(P. ci/lindricus), the small-eyed cachalot (P. microps), the great-finned

cachalot (P. midar)^ and the bunched cachalot (P. gibbosiis), are still doubt-

ful species ; the two-toothed cachalot of Sowerby (P. hidens sowerhyi) belongs

to the family of Ileterodonts, but is not sufficiently known to decide upon

its real place. It constitutes a genus by itself, nearly allied to Delphinus

proper, with a peculiar organic structure, uniting Physeteridoe to Delphinidce

more intimately than any other group.

The fishing grounds for the spermaceti whale are from the Seychelles

Isles to Timor, and all the coast of New Holland as far as Shark's Bay, the

Japanese seas as far as the Philippine Isles, and to the eastward as far as

California.

The fossil remains of Physeter, which have already been discovered,

have not been made the subject of a careful examination. Fragments were

obtained in France and England, and, we are told, also in North America

;

but the specimens alluded to here, and upon which the genus Nephrosteon

has been established, are said to belong to a recent and still living species.

The generic name Arionius has, however, been given to a skull disco-

vered in the meiocene of Germany. The upper part of its posterior surface

is concave, and along the middle a vertical ridge is seen, vanishing as it

goes downwards ; the forehead is flat, horizontal, and remarkably broad,

decreasing gradually in the elongated snout ; the sides, formed by the tem-

porals and frontals, are very concave from above downwards; the nasal

canal widens in its way along the snout; the jaws are armed with numerous

teeth ; those on the lower jaw are longer and more acute, with almost

rounded roots, and the crown pointed, conical, scarcely bent, provided in

front and behind with a sharp edge, whilst on the sides a slight, not quite

regular farrow is to be seen. A single species {A. servatus) is described.

This genus may perhaps prove hereafter to belong to the next family, or

even an intermediate between both the latter and this.

The genus Balcenodon is knoAvn by a single fragment of a tooth, whose

structure differs from the same parts in Physeter in having the dentine layer

thicker. The species is designated under the name of B. pihysaloides.

Fam. 3. Delphinid^, constitutes a very natural group among Cetacea.

It is composed of the smallest species of the order, although some of them •

attain a considerable size, as between twenty-five and thirty-six feet in

length. The dolphins have a fusiform body, which seems completely

deprived of a neck, the anterior region of which terminates by a snout

more or less elongated, whilst the posterior region, the tail, is terminated

by the horizontal fin common to all Cetacea. The size of the head is not

disproportionate when compared to the body. The jaws are nearly of

equal length, and both are furnished with a row of more or less conical or

compressed teeth, varjdng in number in the particular species. They are

developed on the margin of the maxillaries, and in some species inserted in
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a gi'oove of tlie socket rather than in a proper socket for each tooth.

From this disposition they have but little adhesion, which a slight effort

may displace. The number of teeth varies among individuals of the same

species as well as ninong the species themselves, as if these organs hold but

a secondary importance in the existence of the dol|3hins. The s]3iracles or

blow-holes, after traversing the upper jaw, unite without in a single orifice,

which is in the form of a crescent, and is situated at the top of the head.

Their organs of sense seem to be in equal number with those of the other

mammals, although most of them are less developed. The eye is very

small, and furnished with narrow eyelids deprived of eyelashes ; the puj)il is

cordiform. The external orifice of the ear is scarcely perceptible. The
tongue is thick, short, smooth, susceptible of but very little motion, and

sometimes fringed on its margins. The sense of touch is rendered very

obtuse by the fact of their having a smooth skin deprived of hairs, and the

presence of a layer of fat underneath. The seat of the sense of smell is

not yet known. Besides the tail and its fin, the dolphins have, as organs of

motion, two pectoral fins, and often on the middle of the back a fold of the

skin which has the appearance of a fin.

The genus Delphinorhyncus is characterized by a vaulted head and an

elongated and narrow snout, with or without conical and crooked teeth.

An osteological character is found in the bony structure of the head. The
D. micropterus is distinguished by its small dorsal fin and the want of

teeth
;

it was found only once at the mouth of the Seine. Its geographical

rahge is unknown. The second species of the genus, D. coronatus, is the

largest of the famih\ Its lower jaw is a little longer than the upper oi»;

both are beset with small, conical, very acute teeth, more numerous on the

lower than on the upper jaw. The dorsal fin is semi-crescent-shaped ; the

caudal forms a complete crescent. The head is rather small in proportion.

There are two concentric yellow circles on the forehead, whence the

specific name is derived. This species is very common in the Arctic seas

around the island of Spitzbergen. A third species, very imperfectly known
as yet, is D. frontatus, quite distinct from the two preceding. The jaws

are very much elongated, narrow, and thin, provided with twenty-four to

twenty-five teeth on each side of both jaws. The forehead is much
vaulted ; the dorsal fin reduced to a mere fold of the skin. The pectorals

are scythe-shaped, and the caudals concave. The blow-hole is immedi-

ately above the eye ; its convexity being turned towards the snout. The
haunts of this species are not accurately known.

The genus Delphmus is distinguished by the form of the snout being less

elongated and broader than in the preceding. The species are numerous,

and found in every ocean ; none of them are of a considerable size. A dor-

sal fin generally exists, a single species only wanting this appendage. The
most common one, D. delphis {pi. 106, fig. 4), congregates in numbers of

individuals, and is met with in the Mediterranean as well as in the Atlantic

and northern seas and near the equator. Its history, however, is little

known, although spoken of by the ancients. It never reaches a length of

more than six or eight feet. Its large jaws are covered with thin lips sus-
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ceptible of but little expansion. There are from thirty-two to forty-seven

teeth on each side according to the age of the individuals. These conical,

acute, and a little crooked teeth are slightly dilated on their middle. They

are lar2;er on the middle of the maxillaries than at their extremities, but are as

simple in their roots as in their crown. When the jaws close, the teeth of

one jaw lodge themselves in the intervals left between those of the other. The

use of such teeth is to retain prey rather than to masticate it, for they swallow

their food entire. The nesarnak or iiisarnak of the Greenlanders (Z>. tiirsio)

is another species of this genus, known also under the name of bottle-nosed

whale. It is quite rare, being seldom seen near the shores. It differs from

the common dolphin by a shorter snout and a smaller number of teeth, the

form of which is obtuse. The body is short, the snout flattened above, the

color entirely black with the exception of a small portion of the abdomen,

which is whitish. Nearly forty species of Delphinus are described or men-

tioned in Cuvier's "Histoire Naturelle des Cetaces," many of which are

still very doubtful, as they were never examined, but only seen in open sea

from vessels. We would only mention one species more, D. peronii^ from

the south of Van Diemen's Land, as it is deprived of a dorsal fin, the only

one of the genus as it would seem. The lower part of the body and the

snout are completely white, a peculiarity which caused Peron to bestow

upon it the name of D. leucorhamphus. Several extinct species of Del-

phinus are described as peculiar to the old world. Lately another species

has been detected in the State of Vermont, which differs from all others.

The genus Inia resembles closely the dolphins proper by the general

appearance of its external form and proportions. The snout is, however,

more elongated, the pectoral fins broader, and the dorsal fin represented by

a mere elevation of the skin. But the most prominent character is derived

from the teeth, which are nipple-shaped. Only one species is known of this

genus, inhabiting the rivers of the province of Moxos, South America.

This is the /. holiviensis^ which is said to attain a length of twelve feet.

The angle of the mouth extends as far back as the eyes. The mouth itself

is linear and only a little arched posteriorly. The skull is depressed, the

snout thin, nearly cylindrical, and obtuse at its extremity. The number of

teeth ranges from one hundred and thirty to one hundred and thirty-four;

sixty-six or sixty-eight in the upper jaw, and sixty-four or sixty-six in the

lower. Their surfoce is rough with deep interrupted grooves. On the

front of the jaws the teeth are conical and crooked, whilst the others are

thicker.

The genus Platanista comprehends one single species from the river

Ganges, representing with the genus Inia the family of dolphins in the

fresh waters. The chief character of the genus consists in the narrowness

of the jaws, with thin and prominent crests projecting forwards from the

maxillaries on each side of the blow-hole. The PI. gangetica reaches

seven feet and more in length. The head is short and rounded ; the beak

long, thin, narrow, without lips, dilated upon its extremity. There is a

rudimentaiy dorsal fin; the pectorals are very large, and the caudal nearly

even.
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The gen as Phoccena^ Porpoises, is easily recognisable by tlie sbortnesa

of the snout, which can scarcely be distinguished from the forehead. The
jaws, however, are elongated, and very distinct from the skull when the

soft parts are removed, which in the living condition give to the head and
snout that roundness which distinguishes this genus. The porpoises live

associated in large numbers, and sometimes ascend rivers far from the sea.

Their food consists of lishes and molluscs, which they consume in large

quantities. P. communis is the most common species met with in the

European seas, and is often caught by fishermen. A species very much
• related to it, and with which it has been confounded until very lately, is

peculiar to the American shore of the Atlantic {P. americana). It differs

from the former in having the teeth grooved on the broad faces near the

summit, so as nearly to divide them into three lobes, whilst in P. communis

they are smooth. The dorsal fin is serrated and tuberculous. The largest

species of this genus, the comrnon grampus, P. area (with some authors

Orca coriiviunis)^ measures from twenty to twenty-four feet in length, with

a body of proportional bulk. The snout is very short, the dorsal fin very

high, the teeth large and in small number, eleven in each side of both jaws,

conical and a little bent backwards. Those near the extremity of the lower

jaw are worn off first. The upper part of the body is black, the lower white,

and a white oblong spot above the eyes. Found in the Mediterranean and the

Atlantic. The P. gladiator^ or sword grampus, is remarkable for its dorsal

fin, which is higher than the body itself under it. The skull is vaulted, the

snout depressed, very obtuse, and the lower jaw a little longer than the

upper one. This species lives in Davis's Straits, on the coasts of America

and Spitzbergen, in troops of from six to eight. The P.glohiceps^ also large

and bulky, has a snout still shorter and more rounded, and a large triangular

dorsal. The number of teeth varies very much ; in adult specimens each

jaw has from eighteen to twenty-six of them. Their form is conical,

slightly curved inwards at their tip. This species keeps the open seas, but

was once seen at the mouth of Charles River, between Boston and Charles-

town (Mass.). A similar species, P. rissoana^ is found in the Mediterranean,

and has a snout still shorter, a character which has led some naturalists to

place it in a special genus, Globicejjhalm, which included those porpoises

with a round and more or less spheroidal head. Some other species of

Phociena are described in systematic works.

The genus Delpldnapterus includes only one species as far as known, the

beluga or white whale, whose characters consist in the absence of a dorsal

fin, instead of which it has only a kind of longitudinal projection on the

back. The head is proportionally small, spheroidal, and the snout truncated,

or rather rounded off. Both jaws are equal, and furnished with nine or ten

small teeth, blunt at the top, but unequal and distinct from each other.

The D. beluga is a native of the northern seas, the Arctic, and es}>ecially

of Hudson's Bay and Davis's Straits.

The genus Oxypierus is known only from vague information. Rafinesque

established it for a species from the seas of Sicily, calling it 0. mongitori.

According to Quoi and Gaimard (Voyage de I'Uranie, Zool., p. 86, pi. ii.,
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fig. 1) the genus would rest upon the presence of two dorsal prominences,

one situated near the tin and the other near the head. The form of the

snout is unknown, so that we are in doubt as to whether it is elongated as in

the dolj^hin, or truncated as in porpoises. The naturalists of the "Uranie"

met a second species in 1819, between the Sandwich Islands and New South

Wales, in 0^ 28' north latitude. This is known also under the name of

0. rliinoceros.

Fam. 4. Heterodoxtid.e, is difficult to characterize on account of the

dissimilarity between the few genera and species of wdiich it is composed,

and the little knowledge possessed of them. The teeth are of different sorts,

alwaj's few in number, and sometimes even wanting in the adult state.

The extinct genus Zipldus^ which we place here for the sake of conveni-

ence, is intermediate between Hyperoodon and Physeter, and seems to have

preceded and foreshadowed in the tertiary epoch these two genera of our

days. Three European species are described, but none of them are fully

known.

The genus Hyperoodon is based upon a singular structure of the head,

which consists of a large and elevated apophysis rising from the middle of

each upper maxillary, giving to the posterior part of the head that peculiar

shape which characterizes it. Their teeth, two in number, small, acute,

near the extremity of the jaw, sometimes hidden under the gum or wanting,

whence the name of Delplunus edentidus, and the generic appellation of

Aodon. The absence of teeth has led some others to place this animal

among whales proper, but as it has no whalebones others have been

induced to bring it nearer the dolphins. Only one species is described as

belonging to this genus, the H. haussardii from the northern European

seas. It has a dorsal fm and small pectorals. The beak is detached from

the forehead, which is rounded and abrupt. The eyes are quite distant

from the angles of the mouth, a peculiarity which distinguishes it from

the dolphins proper. The body is fusiform, and tapers rapidly away from

the dorsal fin to the tail.

The genus Htlerodon must provisionally include the two-toothed cachalot

of Sowerby {Physeter hidens sowerhyi^ Dewh.), which we shall designate by
the name of H. soiverhyi. Its characters consist of a narrow and elongated

snout, the upper jaw longer than the lower, which receives it ; one single

tooth below on each side, compressed, and obliquely directed backw^ards,

placed in the middle of the margin of the jaw. A blow-hole, crescent-

shaped, Avith the concavi^ forwards. This species was observed on the

coast of England. The two-toothed dolphin {Delphinus hidens) resembles

the Hyperoodon by the form of its head. Its place is, at any rate, in this

family ; but Avhether it belongs to the genus Hetei'odon^ or to any other,

we cannot decide at present.

We place here the genus Arnanacus of Lacepdde, created for one species

of cetacean, called by the Greenlanders Arnanal\ from the supposed purga-

tive qualities of its flesh and fat. It has also been referred to the genus

Monodon, and is the M. spurius of the "Encyclopedic M^thodique." The
Arnanicus grcenlandicus has one or two small obtuse, conic, and crooked
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teetli at tlie extremity of the upper jaw, none in the lower, and a dorsal fin
;

thus, much nearer Hyperoodon and Ileterodon than to Monodon. It is one

of the rarest species of Cetacea, inhabiting the main ocean, seldom approach-

ing th(^ shores, and feeding chiefly upon pelagic molluscs.

The genus Monodon^ or narwhales, resembles the porpoises in the sphe-

roidal head, but is deprived of a dorsal fin like Delphinapterus. The struc-

ture of its skull brings it nearer the dolphins proper. The character by
which it is distinguished from either one of them is the presence of tusks

instead of teeth, originating from an alveolus common to both of the upper

maxillaries and premaxillaries, which tusks are directed horizontally for-

wards, and reach a length of eight or ten feet. They are more or less

twisted. Generally only oaie tusk is developed, the other remaining rudi-

mentary. The mouth is small ; the dorsal fin rudimentary. The narwhales

are chiefly found in the j3olar seas, where they live in troops more or less

numerous.

Monodon monoceros {unicornis and hicornis) inhabits the seas of Green-

land and Spitzbergen, Another species is mentioned by Dewhurst, under

the name of If. microcephalus, seen near Spitzbergen.

Fossil remains of Monodon have been found in the upper tertiary beds

of England and Eussia, but have not yet been fully examined, so that the

species are not determined and not compared with the living ones.

Order 4. Herbivora.

Groiq^ 1. Sirenidia.

The section of Sirenidia is composed of some aquatic mammals formerly

placed among Cetacea, although by their herbivorous habits they have

'always constituted a natural group. Ancient writers have transmitted to

us many fables respecting these animals ; but modern investigation has

removed the thick veil of ignorance which has enveloped this subject,

especially with regard to the mermaids, those fabulous human-like beings,

Avith the posterior parts of the body covered with scales, and terminated by
a fin. It is perhaps unnecessary to state that no such things as mermaids

exist in nature. The seals, too, share with the Sirenidia the honor of giving

rise to the mermaids and sirtos of ancient and modern times. The pre-

tended specimens usually exhibited in peripatetic or stationary museums,

are generally fabricated from skins of monkeys artistically combined with

those of fishes.

The general form of the body of the animals comprised in this group is

sub-cylindrical, tapering posteriorly, where it terminates by a horizontal fin

similar to that of the whale. The head is somewhat detached from the

trunk by a neck more or less apparent, and rises above the horizontal line

of the bod}'. The lower jaw is generally shorter than the upper one
;
both

are furnished with teetli with a flat crown, more or less irregular, and

adapted for the grinding purposes suited to their herbivorous habits. Ing»ad
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of the b'owing-lioles of Cetacea, we find here nostrils constrncted like those

of other mammals. There exists no external ear
;
the eyes, proportionally

small, are provided with a nictitating membrane, which is wanting in Ceta-

cea ; the ii]iper lip and snout are beset Avith thick beard-like bristles ; the

skin itself is generally smooth, and deprived of hair. Of the locomotive

organs, the anterior ones alone are present, as in Cetacea, and similarly

constructed for swimming; for this its adaptation is very great. The pos-

terior limbs are completel}^ wanting. Sirenidia live in society, not far from

the shores, and at the mouths of rivers. They often go ashore to feed upon

marine or aquatic plants, and may occasionally drag themselves on dry land,

which Cetacea never do.

Several fossil genera of this group have already been described, and we

may expect some more to be discovered hereafter. The living genera are

only three, Manatus^ Halicore, and Rytina^ comprising a very small number

of species. We shall first introduce the extinct members, as the oldest data

of the history which we endeavor here to relate.

Fam. 1. DiXOTHERlD^. The genus Dinotherium is founded upon a gigan-

tic fossil from the tertiary beds of Germany, which created a great sensation

at the time of its discovery. Different opinions have been entertained with

regard to its true zoological affinities. First placed near the tapir and mas-

todon, it is now generally associated to the Manati and other Sirenidia. At

any rate, the Dinotheria are pachyderms, and were never mistaken as such.

And when brought in the same group with Manati, this fact ought to have

revealed to us the affinities of the so-called herbivorous Cetacea with pachy-

derms, of which they form the lower grade, and among the latter the Dino-

theria are the lowest. Their lower jaw is terminated by two tusks, curved

downwards and backwards. The existence of great sub-orbital holes, and the

form of the nasal bones, have induced the belief that Dinotherium was pro-

vided with a proboscis similar to that of the tapir and elephant. The molar

teeth, five above and five below, remind us of those of the tapir and manatee.

Several species have been described from the tertiary beds of Europe.

D. gigantemn is the largest and best known. Its habits are thought to have

been similar to those of the Manati ; it frequented the mouths of rivers,

feeding upon aquatic plants; the tusks were occasionally used to force

them out of the ground. A species of Dinotherium has been announced

from the eocene of South Carolina.

The genus Mttaxytherium possesses all tile osteological characters of the

Dugong, as also its tusks, but the grinding teeth resemble those of the

Manati. Although several species are known to have existed in Europe

during the tertiary epoch, they are imperfectly characterized. Some of

their remains have previously been referred to the genera Hippopotamus and

Manatus, until Christol created the genus which we here record.

The genera Halitherium and Pygmeodon come near the Manati and

Dugong, but are too imperfectly known to allow us to give a more detailed

account of their history.

The genus Clieirotherium, with a skull and skeleton constructed like the

skfcll and skeleton of the Dugong and Manati, is provided with teeth,
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reminding us of tliose of the Hippopotamus. Tlie remains of but one

species, G. suhopenninum^ of this genus have been found in the tertiary

deposits of Italy.

A fossil genus Chirotherium has been established from some foot-prints,

at first referred to the opossum family, and afterwards believed to be a

gigantic batrachian animal. Although differently sjDclt, its etymology is the

same as that of Oheirotherium, making two homonymous genera in the

nomenclature, one in the class of Mammalia, another, still doubtful, in the

class of reptiles. The latter is probably identical with Labyrinthodon.

The genus Gymathotherium is placed among Sirenidia, perhaps with no

propriet}^ The only part which we possess of that animal is a fragment of

the lower jaw. This jaw seems to bear but one single developed tooth, a

little elevated above the margin of the bone. The crown of the tooth itself

is compressed, and its base dilated ; the root is long, exteriorly curved ; its

surface is furrowed, and the inner side exhibits a deep groove. G. antiquum

is from the diluvial deposits of Germany. Its size, we are told, reached that

of the Dugong.

The genus Toxodon bears a great resemblance to pachyderms, and will

undoubtedly prove to be a synthetic type of the latter and Sirenidia. Its

real affinities, however, are not understood, inasmuch as great diversity of

opinion exists among naturalists on their account. It is compared alter-

nately with Eodentia, Cetacea, Edentata, and Pachydermata. By some it

is brought near the seals ; by others near the pachyderms, which it

resembles most in the structure of its teeth. Now, if Toxodon approxi-

mates to pachyderms, and was constructed to lead an aquatic life, it

must enter the group of Sirenidia. Toxodon had no canines ; trenchant

incisors. The molars recall to the mind those of Edentata ; they are seven

in number on each side, and implanted in the jaws with the convexity out-

wards.

The only well ascertained species of this genus was found at Bahia

Blanca, on the banks of the Rio Negro (South America). Another, but

doubtful species, is established upon a humeral bone found in Colombia

(South America).

Fam. 2. Manatid.E. In the genus Ilanatus, the grinding teeth are more
numerous than in the others of the same family, being eight in number.

The crown of these is square and flat, marked with transverse ridges, and
provided with a root distinct from the crown. The incisors are in a

rudimentary state in the young ; the canines constantly wanting. The
pectoral fins exhibit on their edge the tips of four nails. The caudal fin is

rounded. The species hitherto known in a recent state are few in number,

and seem to differ but little from each other. II. americamis or australis

is found on the Atlantic coast of South America, from which it ascends

into the rivers, especially the Amazon and tributaries. J/, senegalensis is

another, from the western coast of Africa. This species is smaller than

that of America, being seldom more than about eight feet long. Its color is

blackish ash. A third but doubtful species, M. latirostri's, is said to be pecu-

liar to East Florida, the Gulf of Mexico, ^nd perhaps the West Indian seas.
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The latter might be identical with the species of South America. Fossil

remains of the genus Manatus have been found in tlie tertiary deposits of

North America. We possess but vague information respecting the fossil

Manati of Europe. No one has been as yet satisfactorily determined.

Fam. 3. Halicorid^. The genus Halicore is distinguished from

Manatus by the teeth, which are destitute of a root properly so called, by

their plane upper surface, and by joowerful, tusk-like incisors at the upper

jaw, and covered by the lips. The anterior limbs are uniform, and

destitute of nails. The caudal is crescent-shaped, as in Cetacea. The

nostrils are placed near the upper surface of the snout, and quite distant

from its extremity. The inter-maxillaries and lower jaw are bent down-

wards, another striking difference between this genus and Manatus, in

"which both jaws are nearly straight. //. tndicus, the only species known,

inhabits the East Indian archipelago.

Fam. 4. Kytinidje. The genus Rytina is remarkable for the structure

of the outer layer of the skin, which possesses below the thin and deciduous

ej^idermis, a crust composed of fibres or tubes, placed vertically on the

skin. This crust is so hard that steel can scarcely penetrate it, and when

cut it resembles ebony by its compact tissue and its color. The entire

surface is unequal, rough, cracked, and destitute of hairs. The lips are

double, an internal and an external one. The jaws are provided on each

side with a plate or compound tooth, destitute of a root, and resting on the

jaws. There are no tusks. The caudal fin is crescent-shaped; the

pectoral fins, or anterior limbs, have no nails externally visible. One
single species is known, R. borealis, inhabiting Behring's island. It reaches

twenty-four to twenty-five feet in length, and is therefore the largest of

the living representatives of the family, and was only exceeded by the

gigantic Dinotherium.

Group 2. Trichechidoe.

The Walruses constitute quite a peculiar group, hitherto placed near

the seals on account of a general resemblance in the form of their body and

in the similar structure of the limbs, which are four, the normal number in

Vertebrata. In the head and teeth, however, they differ widely. There

are neither incisors nor canines in the lower jaw, which is compressed

anteriorly in order to pass between two enormous tusks, sometimes two
feet in length, Avhich project downwards from the upper jaw. The molars

are all short, obliquely truncated cylinders; there are four of them on each

side, above and below, but at a given age two of the upper ones fall off.

The upper jaw possesses two deciduous incisors, which in form and struc-

ture are similar to the molars. The walrus differs chiefly from Sirenidia,

by the presence of hind limbs, and short hairs covering the body, to which

characters we may convenientl}^ add the tusks. They have received the

vulgar appellations of onorse, horse-whale, sea horse, sea elephant, and also

sea cow, now more restricted to Manati.
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In removing the walruses from tlie seals, to bring tliem near the pachy-

derms, we agree with the views brought forth a year ago by a most skilful

American anatomist (Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History,

III. 1850, p. 242).

Sirenidia and Walrus together undoubtedly belong to that great group

called Pachydermata, but do not constitute a single series. The pachy-

derms need to be revised carefully, and the numerous extinct genera once

more compared with both the aquatic and terrestrial living types.

Fam. Trichechid^e is the only one of the group, and contains but one

single genus, the genus Trichechus^ composed only of one well ascertained

species, T. rosmarus {pi 114, Jig. 3), of the history of which the following

is an exti'act from Bell's History of the British Quadrupeds :

—

" The form of this animal is extremely unwieldy ; its bulk, in comparison

with its length, being greater than in any other form of Phocidce. This,

with the relative small size of the head, the full, thick muzzle, and the long

tusks, directed downwards, gives it a most strange appearance. Like the

seals, it frequents principally the northern regions, where multitudes of

them associate in herds on the rocks or ice fields, throwing themselves off

on the first approach of danger into the sea, where they are as active and

as much at home as the seals* themselves. The walrus, however,, from the

form and structure of its teeth, cannot live upon fish to the exclusion of

vegetable food. The small number of grinding teeth, and more especially

their extreme shortness and rounded form, are calculated rather to bruise

the half pulpy mass of marine vegetables, than tO' hold and pferce the

slippery hardness of the fish's scaly cuirass. One of the most remarkable

peculiarities is the form and size of the superior canine teeth, which are

directed downwards, and are extremely long and powerful, constituting a

pair of defences of immense strength.

" The walrus is found only in the colder regions ; it comes often on

shores or on the ice, and remains there sometimes in herds of forty, eighty,

a hundred or more, for days together, until they are driven to the sea either

by alarm or hunger. They are often killed on land at Spitzbergen and

other northern coasts, by means of a lance or spear, for the sake of their

oil, and the ivory of their tusks, which is much more valuable than that of

the elephant, on account of its superior whiteness and density. Of late

years, the pursuit of these animals has greatly diminished their numbers, or

at least taught them more caution, and rendered them extremely fearful of

their arch-enemy. In the water, the chase of the walrus is exceedingly

difficult. The extreme thickness and hardness of their skin render it

impervious even to the stroke of the harpoon, unless well directed and sent

with great force.

" Before the persecution above alluded to had taught them to be- appre-

hensive of the approach of mankind, they were often found at a considerable-

distance from the sea \ and as the hunters placed themselves between them

and the water, numbers were intercepted in their retreat, and readily

destroyed. Of the carcases of the first that fell the hunters made a^ sort of

barrier to oppose the remainder ; and in this way, on some occasions, three
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or four hundred have been killed. When wounded they become furious,

striking from side to side with their long tusks, seizing and breaking asunder

the weapon with which thej are attacked, and at length, placing the head

downwards between the fore paws, roll themselves like an immense ball

into the sea."

The walrus was formerly met with along the Atlantic coast of New
England, and about the year 1650 extensive fisheries were carried on

along the coast of New Bruiiswick. Fossil species of the same genus are

found within the limits of the United States, one of which is described

under the name of TTiclieclius virginkmns. Others, as it seems, have left

their remains in the old world.

In size the walrus surpasses the largest ox, and attains twenty feet in

length. The body is covered with short yellowish hair.

Group 3. Pachydermata.

The group of Pachydermata is a very natural one amongst the Herbivora

of our days. It includes those hoofed mammals which are not ruminants.

Among terrestrial animals they are the largest. They are characterized

by the thickness of their skin, to which their name has reference ; most of

them are bulky and heavily built, even in the species of middling size.

The clavicle or collar bone is absent : the pachyderms have limbs destined

to supffort the body, and not for seizing any object. Tbey are terrestrial

or semi-aquatic, and constitute the natural ascending transition from the

Cetacea and Sirenidia.

Fam. 1. AXOPLOTHEEID.E. This family combines the characters of the

ruminants and those of the multungulate or many-hoofed pachyderms.

The skeleton stili presents much of the slender and light forms of the two-

hoofed ruminants. The genera composing this family are all extinct,

having only existed during the tertiary epoch. The typical forms lived in

the eocene period, and towards the end of the meiocene they became less

numerous, disappearing completely during the pleiocene period.

The genus Anoplotherium is considered as having some affinities with

the rhinoceros, the hosse, the hippopotamus, the hog, and the camel ; and

indeed this is not at all surprising, for Anoplotherium has preceded all these

genera in the history of life upon the surface of our globe. They are the

prototypical or synthetical creation, combining, during the eocene, the

forms which were to appear distinct at a later date. Anoplotherium has

forty-four teeth disposed in a continuous and uninterrupted series, a charac-

ter found nowhere else except in man. Complete skeletons of Anoplotherium

.^re preserved in collections ; the feet are provided with only two developed

toes, as in ruminants ; in some species, however, there are small accessory

toes. The Anoplotheria were bulky and stout animals possessing a large

and thick tail, calling to mind that of the otters, whence the opinion that

these animals were divers and had habits similar to those of the hippopota-

mus. Eemainsof two anoplotheria have beea found in Paris; the -4. cow-
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mune also existed on the Isle of Wight. Another species is mentioned as

peculiar to the Sivalik Mountains in Asia.

The genus Xipliodon is composed of one species of Anoplotherium, the

light and slender form of which seems to indicate great agility, comparable

only to that of the gazelle and the roe. The tail is short and slender.

The genus Dicliohime, with the same essential characters, is of the size

of the , hare, with the same proportion between the anterior and posterior

limbs, which according to all probability gave to them a similar walk.

Three species occur in the tertiary basin of Paris, and a fourth is peculiar

to England.

The genus Oplotherium exhibits great affinities with Anoplotherium, and

more especially with Dichobune, but differs by an essential character ; the

canines, which in the preceding genera are scarcely to be distinguished

from the incisors, are prominent and curved like those of the tapirs and

Palseotherium. Species of this genus have been found in France and

Germany. The genus Microtherium was established upon one of them.

The genus Macrauchenia combines in a remarkable manner the forms

of the camel and Palieotherium. The head and teeth are yet unknown

;

but the vertebrce of the neck indicate that this region of the body was

elongated, as in the lama. The legs or limbs resemble those in ruminants,

but the feet are constructed as in pachyderms. The only species know'n

w^ found in Patagonia, south of St. Julian harbor. Its size was nearly

equal to that of the rhinoceros and hippopotamus of our days.

The genus Ghalicotherium is known only by its dentition, which indicates

an affinity with Anoplotherium. Two species have been found in the

meiocene deposits of Germany, whose bulk, it is supposed, reached that of

the rhinoceros.

The genus Cainotherium we merely mention here. It is but little known.

In the opinion of some it is the same as Ghalicotherium, and in that of

others tlie same as Oplotherium. Two species, we are told, have been

found in the eocene deposits of France.

Fam. 2. liiPPOPOTAMiD^, or Pachydermata proper, in the actual fauna,

generally comprehends clumsy and colossal beings the limbs of which are

very short, the hind feet with three and the fore feet with three or four

hoofed toes. The hoofs themselves are of irregular forms, as in the follow-

ing family, and all of them rest on the bottom. For this reason there are

no posterior rudimentary toes. The dentition exhibits both analogies and

affinities with the other families of the order. The incisors are either want-

ing or vary in number from two to six. Canines seldom exist, and Avhere

they happen to be present their length is not disproportioned. The molars

are generally seven in each jaw, sometimes only six in the lower, exhibiting

various forms. The few living genera, with equally few species, inhabit the

warmer parts of both the old and new worlds. Fossil remains of species

belonging to the recent genera, together with others belonging to genera

entirely extinct, have been found in the tertiary beds of America, Europe,

and Asia.

The genus Hi'ppopotamics is characterized by a very massive and naked
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bodv, very sTiort legs, the belly reaching nearl}^ to the ground ; by an enor-

mous head terminated by a broad muzzle. The tail is short ; the ears and
eyes small. There ai'e to each foot four nearly equal toes terminated by
little hoofs. These animals frequent rivers, and f^ed upon roots and other

vegetables. They are stupid and ferocious. The H. aviphihius from

southern Africa is represented on pi. Ill, fig. 8. Hippopotami were

formerly found throughout Egypt, very abundantly in the Nile, but are con-

ilned now to Nubia and to the rivers of central and southern Africa, in

Senegal, Zaira, and Gambia. During daytime they keep in the rivers,

hidden among marshy grasses. They are good swimmers, and can remain

immersed a very long time. When swimming they snort heavily, and
exhibit only the snout above the water. They are often met with in flocks

of fifty individuals or more. They sleep and lie exposed to the sun in

shallow water. The female produces only one young at a time. Hippopo-

tami are not dangerous to man, unless attacked by him and wounded.
They are killed either by the musket or the harpoon. The Africans make
use of the fat and tongue as food, the skin for whips, and the canines (some-

times two feet in length) are worked in the same way as the tusk of the

elephant, and seem to be a finer article. A small species, H. Uberiensis,

is found in the rivers of Liberia, where it is rather common. Fossil species

of Hippopotamus are quite numerous in Asia, less so in Europe. Their

discovery in America is quite recent. Where they possess onlynfour

incisors they form the genus Tetraprotodon^ and when six incisors exist in

both jaws we have the genus Hexaprotodon. The species with six incisors

in both jaws are more numerous than the others.

The genus Potamohippus is extinct and little known. It has been esta-

blished upon some teeth from the tertiary beds of Germany, resembling

much the upper canines of the Hippopotamus, or the lower milk internal

incisor of the same animals, but with the difference of being deprived of a

farrow at their inner surface.

The genus Siderotherium was created fi'om a fragment of an upper

grinding tooth from the tertiary of Wirtemberg, whose surface is some-

what like that of Hippopotamus.

The genus Elasmotherium was established upon a fragment of the lower

jaw, and said to have come from Siberia. Since then one tooth was dis-

covered near the Caspian Sea, and a posterior part of a head found on the

Ehine has also been referred to it. The molar teeth remind us of those of

the rhinoceros ; but the enamelled plate of the interior is more undulated,

and presents nearly the same complication as in the teeth of the horse, and

perhaps still more that in Hippotherium, or horses of the tertiary era,

which sometimes undulate. Their elongated and prismatic form constitutes

another analogy with the teeth of the horse. The form of the jaw itself,

its size and thickness, indicate a stout animal resembling probably the

rhinoceros in its general outlines, and reaching the bulk of the largest

species of this genus. Its habits were probably also similar to those of the

rhinoceros.

Fam. 3. Ehinoceeotid^, The genus Rhinoceros is easily distinguished
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by the horn-like processes which it exhibits on the nose, and to which its

name refers. The horn or horns (there being one or two present) consist

of a fibrous and hornj substance, resembhng agglutinated hairs, and adhering

to the skin. Each foot is divided into three toes. There are four incisors

above and four below, two being very small or completely wanting, and

seven molars on each side. No canines. The rhinoceros of India {R,

indicus) is represented on pi. IIS, Jig. 1, and will give an idea of its clumsy

appearance. The African species is provided with two horns on the snout.

Rhinoceroses have been much more numerous during the tertiary epoch than

in our days, and have inhabited countries from which they are now com-

pletel}'' excluded. Their fossil remains have been found from the north of

Europe to the south, in France, Italy, England, and especially in Germany.

Ten to eleven extinct species are already on record. Some of them are

relatively small sized. Several species are known from the eocene of the

Upper Missouri. It is perhaps worth mentioning here that the genera

Cododonta and Aceratherium have been established on immature speci-

mens of true rhinoceros.

Fam. 4. Pal^otherid^e. The genus Palceotherium is without living

representatives, but its outlines have been restored from the study of com-

plete skeletons. The nasal bones resemble somewhat those of the tapir,

indicating clearly that Palasotherium had similar forms and a small flexible

proboscis. The fore and hind limbs have three hoofed toes. Upwards of

twelve species are described as having been found in the old world. The
western tertiary deposits of America have also yielded jaws and other frag-

ments belon2;ino; to the same g-enus.

The genus Lophiodon comes nearer Tapirus, from which it differs in the

structure of the molars, the relative number and proportion of the folds of

enamel. A dozen species of this genus have already been made known
by fragments more or less numerous. These remains were found chiefly

in France and Germany, where the animals referred to lived mostly during

the meiocene period.

The genus Tapirotherium was founded upon one species of Lophiodon.

The genus Listriodon is distinguished from Lophiodon by the structure of

the teeth.
_
The genus Coryphodon., in the actual state of our knowledge, is

not certainly distinct from Lophiodon. The affinities of the genus Tapiro-

porcus are still to be investigated, as they might prove, perhaps, relation-

ship with the Suiline family instead of the present one.

The genus Platygonus is American, as far at least as our knowledge of

irs history goes. Its remains, all belonging to one species, were found in

the lead region of Illinois. It presents a peculiarity whijh is only observed

in Hippopotamus, although to a much less degree, consisting in the dilata-

tion of the angle of the lower jaw into a large and broad expansion,

concave outwards. The superior canines are compressed, acute, and

slightly curved, directed forwards and downwards so as to be entirely con-

cealed by the lips as in Tapirus and Lophiodon. We have, therefore, here

a type which combines the characters of several quite distinct genera,

although not yet fully understood.
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The genus ArdhracotJterinm is very remarkable, as it forms a link of

relationship between the Anoplotheridie and Suidae. By the upper molars

they are allied to Anoplotherium, whilst those of the lower jaw resemble

those of the hog, and more particularly of the extinct genus Chferopotamus.

The remains of several species have been found in the meiocene deposits

of central Europe.

The genus Tapirus possesses twenty-scA^en molars, which present two

transverse and rectilinear prominences when not worn off". Each jaw has

six incisors and two canines, separated from the molars by an empty space.

The nose resembles a small fleshy proboscis ; there are four toes to the fore

feet, and three to the hind ones. For a long time only a single sj^ecies was

known of this genus, the American tapir {T. americanus\ quite common in

Paragua}^, of the size of a small ass. It frequents wet places along the

rivers of South America. The skin is nearly naked, the tail moderate, the

neck fleshy, forming a sort of crest on the nape. Another species is now
known to inhabit the Andes. A third, T. indicus {pi. Ill, fig. 1), occurs

on the eastern continent. Many" fossil species, some of them of gigantic

size, are on record, three from central Europe, and one from Brazil.

Fam. 5. Elephantid^e, or Proboscidia, is characterized by having an

elongated, flexible, and powerful proboscis, an organ of touch as well as of

smell, together with very large projecting tusks. There are no canines or

incisors, properly so called
; in place of them we find the tusks. The toes

are five in number on each foot, very complete in the skeleton, but so

incrusted by the callous skin which surrounds the foot that their only

external appearance is in the nails attached to the edge of this kind of hoof.

The representatives of this family are not very numerous in genera and

species, as if their enormous size had forbidden a greater profusion. Two
genera, one extinct {Mastodon), and the other living {Elephas), constitute

the whole of it ; most of the species are extinct.

The genus Mastodon is very nearly allied to the elephants. It had, like

the latter, a large proboscis, by means of which it could gather on the sur-

I'ace of the earth the plants and roots upon which it fed. The head and neck

are short, and could not easily reach to the feet without some such provi-

sion. It differs from elephants in the structure of the molar teeth, the

crown of which, instead of being flattened above, exhibits small cones

arranged in a certain number of transverse rows. In size mastodonts were

generally superior to elephants. Many sjDCcies are described, but some of

them are still doubtful. They all lived during the tertiary epoch, and in

larger number towards the end of it. They were very common in Ame-
rica, and the discoi^ery of the remains of some of them has from time to

time produced a very great sensation. Various names have been applied

to these remains. The following belong to the Mastodon giganteum, the

largest and first species known : Mammuth ohioticum, Mastotherium^ Har-

pagmothcrium canadense, Elephas carnivorus (the tuberculous crown of

whose teeth, when first discovered, led some to imagine carnivorous

habits), T^.tracaulodon mastodontoideum, Missouriwn theristo-caulodon, and

many other specific denominations. Species of this genus have left
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their remains nearlj- all over the world. When young, mastodonts are

provided with two small, short, and straight tusks at the lower jaw, a

character upon which was founded the genus Tetracaulodon, alluding to

the presence of four tusks.

The genus Elephas comprehends the largest of the terrestrial mammals

now living. They tire provided with molar teeth or grinders, the bodies

of which are composed of a variable number of vertical laminie, bony in

their structure, but enveloped with enamel and cemented together by a

third substance called cortical or cement. These grinders succeed each

other from behind forwards and not vertically, as in most species of

Mammalia. As fast as one tooth is worn, it is pushed forwards by that

which comes after it ; hence it happens that the elephant has sometimes

one, sometimes two grinders on each side, or four or eight in all, according

to circumstances. The first of these teeth is always composed of fewer

laminas than those which replace them. We are told that elephants thus

shed, their teeth eight times ; their tusks, however, are changed but once.

The elephants of our daj^s are clothed with a rough skin nearly destitute

of hair, and are only found in the torrid zone of the eastern continent, Avhere

hitherto only two species have been ascertained. The Indian elephant {E.

indicus) is represented on pi. Ill, fig. 9. The other species belong to

Africa. Fossil remains of elephants have been found throughout the whole

continent of Europe, in Spain, Italy, Switzerland, Belgium, France, Eng-

land, Germany, and Eussia. But they appear nowhere so abundant as in

Siberia, where the tusks have become an active branch of trade. The
inhabitants of Siberia explain the presence of those large deposits of tusks

and bones by the following fiction : They believe that the soil of their

country is excavated by animals of a gigantic stature, which they call

mainmoiUhs or subterraneous moles, imagining that these animals are

destined to live constantly in the dark, and that they are killed by the light

when they dare to approach the surface of the earth. Similar ideas are

spread all over the Asiatic continent, for accumulations of such bones have

been discovered near the boundaries of China. Elephants also inha-

bited North America during the tertiary period ; fossil tusks, teeth, and

bones have been found from the north to the south. The Elephas p)vimi-

genius, or Siberian mammoth, is more commonly found near the Arctic

polar ice, and buried in it, as if it had lived there at a given period

and been suddenly surrounded by snow and ice in which it is pre-

served, skin, hair, flesh, and all. We have authentic reports that dogs

have been fed upon their flesh. The white bears have probably devoured

many of these colossi. Like mastodonts, the elephants were formerly

spread all over the surface of our globe.

Fam. 6. Hyracid.e. The genus Hyrax, or damans, is constituted by the

smallest living pachyderms, which are not larger than an ordinary rabbit,

and on that account referred by some to Eodentia. Their molars are similar

to those of the rhinoceros, and their upper jaw is furnished with two strong

incisors, curved doAvnwards; and at a very early age they are provided with

two very small canines. There are four toes to the fore feet and three to the
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liind ones, all of tliem terminated by a very small, thin, and rounded hoof,

except the internal posterior, which is armed with a hooked and oblique

nail ; the upper lip is cleft ; the snout and ears are short ; the body densely

covered with hair ; and the tail reduced to a mere tubercle. One species

inhabits the Cape of Good Hope; another, //. syriacus {pi. Ill, fig. 2), is

peculiar to Asia.

Fam. 7. SuiD^E. In the actual fauna, this family is characterized by a

fluctuation in the proportional numbers of the teeth, and by four toes to

each foot, by which it differs at once from Anoplotheridte, with which it

would seem to bear some affinity. The number of the molars varies from

three to seven ; the canines are always distinctly developed ; and the

incisors may either be absent, or six and less may exist, situated more- or

less horizontally in the jaw. The two central toes alone touch the bottom

with their three-sided pyramidal hoof; the other toes are much developed,

as posterior claws provided with hoofs. The nasal bones elongate forward,

and terminate by a proboscis-like nose, fitted for digging. The structure of

the skeleton is more clumsy than in Anoplotherium, from which.the Suid^

are always distinguished by a shorter stature. The living genera of this

family contain but four species, and are distributed all over the surface of

the globe, within the temperate and torrid zones.

The genus Adapis, from the oldest tertiary beds, is considered by some

as belonging to Anoplotheridaj, by others to Suidce. There are four sharp

and oblique incisors above, and four below ;
behind these, and on each side,

a stout and prominent canine, straight in the upper jaw, oblique and curved

forwards in the lower ; the upper molars, seven in number, are variable in

form, as also the lower ones, the number of which could not be ascertained,

from want of complete jaws. We know but one single species of this genus

{A. parisiensis).! from the eocene of Montmartre.

The genus Hi/otherium is not yet sufficiently characterized. Its remains

were found in Central Europe, and indicate an animal of the suiline family,

resembling very much the babiroussa now living in the Indian Archipelago.

The number of the incisors is not known ; the molars, it is supposed, were

six on each side of each jaw. Five species are already described, one of

which had first been referred to the following genus.

The genus Charopotamus, therefore, must have some close affinities with

Hyotherium, from which it differs in the structure of the molars. There

are on each side seven above, and six below, of these teeth, intermediate

between those of the peccaries and hippopotamus. Several species have been

distinguished ; one from Paris, another from Switzerland, and a third from

Spain. Undescribed fragments are known from the south of France and

Turkey.

The genus Protochwms appears to be an American form, as the only

species known Avas found in Illinois. The canines resemble those of

Choeropotamus, but differ from it in having no accessory tubercles on the

molars.

The genus ffyracotJierium, from the London clay (eocene), is very nearly

allied to Choeropotamus, by its dentition. The four anterior molars are
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proportionally greater and more complicated ; the canines resemble most

those of the peccaries ; toc skull, by its form, is intermediate between the

damans and the hogs. It exhibits very large orbits, a character chiefly

prominent among the timid rodents. Its size is supposed to have been

about the same as that of the daman, which is among the smallest of the

pachyderms. The only two species known belong to the eocene period,

and to the British isles.

The genus Microchoerus shows a general resemblance with Hyracothe-

rium in the structure of its teeth, but differs from it by the form of the

posterior molars, and by the absence of a free space between the incisors

and the two first molars. The genus is not yet sufficiently characterized.

The only species known attained to the size of the European hedgehog.

The genus Hyojjs is another American form, discovered in the same

locality with Platygonus ; that is, in the lead region of Illinois. It has been

rather announced to the scientific world than described. It bears very

close affinities with the peccaries, and is on that account interesting, as pec-

caries of our days are confined on the same continent to more southern

localities.

The genus Dicotyle (the peccaries) is characterized by the upper canines

directed straight upwards, and projecting ver}'- little out of the mouth. The

hind feet are deprived of external toes ; the tail is absent, and on the

back a glandular opening is observed, from which a fetid secretion is

exuded. The metatarsal and metacarpal bones of their two greater toes are

soldered together like those of the ruminants, to which they seem also

related in possessing a stomach divided into several sacs. This genus is

peculiar to the American continent, fron* Arkansas to Brazil, more abun

dant as we proceed from the north of that limit towards the south. D. tor-

quatiis (the patira) or Mexican hog is the one met with in North America,

as far north as Red River (Arkansas). Another {D. alhirostris or lahiatus),

from Guiana, is represented on jj?. Ill, fig. 3. The peccaries seem to have

been more abundant in South America during the tertiary epoch than in

our days, as five species are said to have left their remains in the caverns

of Brazil.

The genus Sics (the hogs) has twenty-four or twenty-eight molars or

grinding teeth, of which the posterior are oblong with tuberculous crowns,

and the anterior more or less compressed, and six incisors in each jaw.

Each foot of the hog consists of two large middle toes armed with strong

hoofs, and two much shorter lateral ones that hardly reach the ground.

The incisors vary in number; the canines project from the mouth and

curve upwards ; the snout terminates by a sort of truncated button fitted

for turning up the earth. The wild hog, iSus scropha {j^l. Ill, fig. 6), is

the parent stock of our domestic hog, Sus domesticus {pi. Ill, fig. 5), and

its varieties. The color is generally black ; the ears are straight. It is

found all over the surface of the globe ; its flesh is eaten by all except hy

Jews and Mahomedans. The eight following varieties are the most pro-

minent ones. 1. The Hungarian race (Wallachia, Bosnia, and Moldavia),

with very large ears and woolly bristles, greyish black, or yellowish red.
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2. The Cham'parjne race^ verj large too, body elongated, legs high, head and

ears long, the latter pendent; hams proportionally TOiall. 3. The Bavarian

race, Avith delicate structure of the limbs and fine bristles, generally reddish

brown spotted. 4. The Poland race, very large, yellowish, with a brown

stripe along the back. 5. The Westjohalian race, of a considerable size

and very prolific. 6. The ordinary German race, not very large, white,

gre}^, black, or spotted. 7. The African race, with a compressed body,

straight ears, and remarkably thick and round hams. 8. The Chinese hog,

\\dhch has been introduced into England and Germany : it is small, the

dorsal line very much elongated, short limbs, a thick belly nearly reaching

the ground, a short tail, and an almost naked body.

Fossil remains of hogs are found in America. Europe, and Asia ; those

of Europe belong to the genus Sus proper, those of Asia and America con-

stitute the genera Ghmvtherium and Harlanus. Of the genus Sus seven

species are described, whilst others are still doubtful.

The genus Harlanus contains but one species, first described by Dr. Har-

lan under the name of Sus americanus, found in Georgia associated with

bones of mastodonts, elephants, and megatherium. Eemains of the same

species have since been discovered in the lead region of Illinois. They
resemble more Porciis hcdjyrussa than any species of Sus.

The genus Phacoclicerus, or wart-hogs, comprehends hogs of the actual

fauna, having molars composed of cylinders cemented together by a kind

of cortical substance, very similar to the transverse laminiB of those of the

elephant, and also succeeding each other from behind. The head is very

large ; the tusks, like canines, are inclined laterally upwards, and of a

remarkable magnitude. On each o^ their cheeks hangs down a thick fleshy

lobe, rendering them very hideous. The species of this genus are mostly

African ; that from the Cape of Good Hope (P. cethiopicus) is represented

on pi. Ill,
fi'j. 7.

The genus Porcus includes Asiatic living hogs known as hahiroussa or

habyriissa (|;. Ill, fiy. 4), as the name has been latinized. They are

slender and more elegantly constructed animals than the other members

of the family. The canines are conical, and directed upwards and back-

wards, almost crescent-shaped. There are five molars above and five

below on each side ; four incisors to the upper jaw and six below. Fossil

remains of this genus have been discovered in the Sivalic Mountains

(Himalaya), showing once more that genera which have existed during the

tertiary epoch and are perpetuated in ours, inhabit nearly the same spot as

that upon which they were at first placed.

The genus Choirotherium contains one extinct species of hog, from the

upper tertiary of the Sivalic Mountains. It is a genus peculiar to that part

of the world, and ceased to exist before the establishment of the present

creation. It much resembled the hogs.

The genus Gcdydonius, from the tertiary beds of Switzerland, resembles

somewhat Sus and Phacochoerus ; the canines are provided with a rough

and striated vertical band of enamel. Only two species are known.

Fam. 8. Equid.e. With this family we close the series of pachyderms.
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Nothing is more striking tlian the cliaracters by which it is distinguished

from all others, namely, a single hoof with an apparently single toe to each

foot ; but on the skeleton, on each side of the metatarsus and metacarpus,

there are spurs representing two lateral toes. Only one genus of the pre-

sent family is found in the actual fauna and with but comparatively few

species, whilst in the tertiary deposits we find at least as many extinct

species together with extinct genera.

The genus Equus is characterized by six incisors in each jaw, the crowns

of which, at an early age, are marked with a fossula, and six molars through-

out, with a square crown, marked by laminse of enamel which dip into

them, with four crescents, and in the upper ones, with a small disk on the

inner edge. The male has also two small additional canines in the upper

jaw, sometimes in both, which are almost always wanting in the female.

Between these canines and the first molar is a free space corresponding to

the angle of the lips where the bit is placed, and by which, as Cuvier

remarks, man alone has been enabled to subdue and tame this powerful

animal.

The common horse, Equus caballus (j)!. 110, Jig. 4), is the most import-

ant of all the animals that man has subdued. His associate in the chase,

in war, and in ihe operations of agriculture, of arts and commerce, or raised

for luxury, the horse has received by that perpetual contact a noble port

and proud carriage. The horse, however, does not exist in a wild state at

the present time, except in those places where horses were formerly domes-

ticated and set at liberty, as in Tartary and America. They live in troops,

each of which is conducted and defended by an old male. The young-

males are forcibly expelled as soon as they have reached the age of puberty,

and follow the troop at a distance until they are joined by some of the

younger mares. They propagate at four years ; the period of gestation is

eleven months. The age of horses is known by the incisors. The milk teeth

begin to grow about fifteen days after the colt is foaled ; at two years and

a half the middle ones are replaced
;
at three and a half the two succeeding

ones ; at four and a half the outermost, or the corners. All these teeth,

with an originally indented crown, gradually lose that mark by detrition.

When seven or eight years old they are entirely effaced, and the horse is

no longer marked. The life of the horse seldom extends bej^ond thirty

years. This animal varies very much in size and color. The principal

races exhibit sensible differences in the form of the head, in their propor-

tions, and in their fitness for the various uses to which they are applied.

1. The most beautiful and swift is the Arab (of which jjI. 110, Jiff. 6,

represents the mare Avith her colt, and Jig. 7 the stallion), which has been

instrumental in mproving the Spanish race^ and in connexion with the

latter has contributed to form the English race; the Barbary, Persian,

Circassian, and Turkish horses descend from the Arab. The Arab horse

inhabits western Asia and northern Africa, where it is found of medium
size.

2. The northern horse, rather small than large, light, docile, swift, hard-

working, enduring, and satisfied with little and common food. The Tartar^
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Russian, Polisli, Litliuaniaii, and Swedish horses descend from the same

stock, to which also belongs the Siberian horse {pi. 109, fig. 11), which

daring winter is covered with ver}^ thick and long hair.

3. The West European horse is large, less enduring, however, than either

of the preceding ones ;
here belongs also the Spanish horse, the Sicilian,

the French, English, Hungarian, Transjlvanian, German, and Italian.

PI. 110, fi{}. 5, represents the Norman team horse, supposed to be of Danish

breed. It is raised in lower Normandy.

The ass, Equus aslnus {pi. 110, fig. 2), is another species of the same

genus, originally from the great desert of central Asia, and still to be found

there in a wild state, in innumerable troops, ranging from north to south,

according to the season. The ass has been domestitated like the horse,

and renders very great service to man, whom it has followed through

almost all his migrations. A cross breed between the ass and the mare is

called a mule, well known to the ancients, who called it Ifulus, or the

mule proper (jjZ. 110, fig. 3), produced by the male ass and female horse;

whilst they termed Hinnus the mule arising from the union of the male

horse with the female ass. Mules are very valuable animals, and capable

of being employed v.diere the horse and ass would be useless. The mule

stock cannot perpetuate itself, for it soon degenerates when it is not sterile.

At any rate, sterilit}^ declares itself after the second or third generation.

To keep the stock perfect, the parent of both species, the horse and the ass,

must alwaj^s breed together.

The zebra, Eqnus zebra {p)l. 110, fig. 1), originally from the south of

Africa, has never been domesticated, and seldom tamed by man. It is

nearly of the same form as the ass, but regularly marked with black and

white transverse stripes. A female zebra has successively produced an

offspring with the horse and the ass.

The dzigguetai {Epius hemionus), intermediate by its proportions between

the horse and the ass, lives in troops in the sandy deserts of central Asia.

It is of an isabella or light bay color, with a black mane and a dorsal line

of the same color. Supposed to be the wild mule of the ancients.

The couagga and the onagga or dawn are two other wild species of

horses.

If the American continent has no indigenous horse in the present fauna,

the remains of several species are found in the tertiary deposits of North

and another in South America. A few fossil species have been discovered

in Europe and in the Sivalic Mountains in Asia. Two extmct genera of

this family are already known.

The genus Hipp)otherium differs from Equus by the structure of the

mohirs, the lamin;© of which are much more complicated, forming nume-

rous zigzag folds. It forms also a transition towards the pachyderms

proper, inasmuch as the anterior feet possess the rudiments of a fourth

finger or toe. Several species have been described as belonging to Europe,

but more recent observations seem to reduce their number to one, which

lived in numerous individuals in the centre and south of Europe during

the meiocene period up to the diluvium.
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The genus Hipparion closely resembles tlie horses, but was of a much

smaller stature. Its remains were found in the south of France.

We have thus' sketched out at some extent the histor}^ of the great group

of pachyderms. The reasons for enumerating so many genera whose

existence is confined to a past order of things, will appear when recapitu-

lating the succession of the mammalia upon the surface of the earth. AVe

have done this also with regard to Edentata, Marsupialia, and Cetacea.

These groups are generally less known, and nevertheless of much greater

importance, because they are the lowest of the class, and give us the key

for its full understandinar.

Group 4. Ruminarttta.

We now proceed to the group Buminant/a, through which we may pass

more rapidly, as the families of which it is composed are generally better

known, most of them having representatives in the fauna of the present

day. Several genera are found in North America, some of them of quite

imposing stature, and inhabiting the sparsely populated portions of the

country. Some belong to the prairies, some to the forests, and others tc

the mountains. The characters of the group consist essentially in the

singular foculty of masticating their food a second time by bringing it back

to the mouth after a first deglutition. This power depends upon the struc-

ture of their stomachs, of which they alwaj's have four, the three first being

so disposed that the food may enter into either of them, the oesophagus

terminating at the point of communication. The first, which is also the

largest, is called the paunchy into which vegetable matters, coarsely bruised

by a first mastication, are introduced. From the paunch they pass into

the second, called the honeycomb or bonnet^ from its peculiar structure, the

walls being laminated like a honeycomb. This second stomach is com-

paratively very small, globular in form, and seizes the food, moistens, and

compresses it into little pellets, which afterwards successively ascend to the

mouth to be re-chewed. The animal remains at rest during this opera-

tion, which lasts until all the food first taken into the paunch has been

submitted to it. The aliment thus re-masticated descends directly into the

third stomach called the leaflet, on account of its walls being longitudinally

laminated, or resembling the leaves of a book
;
and thence to the fourth or

the caillette^ the sides of which are wrinkled, and which is the true organ

of digestion, analogous to the simple stomach of other animals. In the

young, as long as they subsist on the milk of the mother, the caillette is

the largest of the four stomachs. The paunch is only developed by the

reception of larger and larger quantities of grass, Avhich finally give it an

enormous expansion.

The feet in ruminants are terminated by two toes, each cased in a hoof,

which face each other by a flat surface, presenting the appearance of a

single hoof which has been cleft ; hence the name of cloven-footed, bifur-

cated, &c., applied to these animals. Behind the hoof are sometimes found
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two small spurs, the vestiges of lateral toes. The two bones of the meta-

tarsus and metacarpus are united into one called the cannon, but in certain

species there are also vestiges of lateral metatarsal and metacarpal bones.

The incisors are totally absent in the upper jaw, being only found in the

lower one, and almost always eight in number. A callous pad is substituted

for them above. Between the incisors and molars is a vacant space, where,

in some genera only, are found one or two canines. The molars, almost

always six throughout, have their crowns marked with two double crescents,

the convexity of which is turned inwards in the upper and outwards in the

lower ones.

Of all mammals, the ruminants are the most useful to man. They
furnish him with food ; some serve him as beasts of burden ; others with

their milk, their leather, horns, tallow, &c. The tallow is produced by the

fat, Avhich in cooling down becomes brittle, a peculiarity that the fat of no

other animal possesses.

The group of Euminantia divides naturally into four families, the camels,

giraffes, deer and antelopes, and oxen.

Fam. 1. Camelid.e. The few members composing this family deviate

a little from the ordinary ruminants, and show some slight affinity to the

pachyderms. The number of molar teeth is smaller than usual ; the first

of these teeth is separated from the others by a large free space, and

placed near the canine, which it resembles by its form, but generally falls

off at an early age. In advance of the canine and in the upper jaw are

found on each side an incisor, also resembling in its form that of the true

canine, giving to the jaw the appearance of possessing three canines. In

the lower jaw, the height of which reminds us of that of the horse, are only

six incisors. Horns or other frontal processes are always wanting, as well

as posterior claws or rudimentary toes. The hoofs are very small, situated

near the extremity of the toe, and unable to support the body of the animal,

which rests much more on a callous sole behind it. Of the two living

genera composing this family, one is peculiar to the old, the other to the

new world, both inhabiting the warm zone. The remains of an extinct

genus have been found in Siberia.

The genus Camelus is characterized by the presence of canines in both

jaws, and six molars above and five below on each side. The jaws them-

selves are slender, elongated, the nasal bones small ; the posterior part of

the skull is provided with very prominent crests and ridges ; the temporal

grooves are very deep. The lip is turned and cleft, the orbits prominent,

the neck very long, the legs and feet disproportioned, giving to the camels

a somewhat deformed appearance. The ease with which they are fed,

and the faculty they possess of passing several days without drinking,

make them of the highest importance for crossing the deserts. The inner

wall of the paunch or first stomach is covered with large masses of cells,

which retain for some time a certain quantity of water. Nothing of the

kind is seen in other ruminants, although some pachyderms possess a

similar provision. The camels have two toes united below nearly to the

extremity by a common sole, and their back is furnished with lumps of fat,
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They are large animals of the eastern continent, of which two species

are known, both completely reduced to a domestic state in the hot

regions of Africa and Asia. Wild camels are said to be found in central

Asia.

The two humped camel, C. bactrianus {pi. 108, fig. 1), is originally from

central Asia, and descends much less to the south than the dromedary or

one humped camel, C. dromedarius {Jig. 2), which has spread from Arabia

into all the north of Africa, a great part of Syria, Persia, &c.

The remains of two fossil species of camels have been detected in Asia

about the Sivalic Mountains. Others, but still doubtful, are from France,

from the shores of the Eed Sea, and South America, if the latter do not

belong to the following genus.

The genus Auchenia differs from the preceding in being destitute of

humps on the back. The legs are shorter than in the camel. The neck is

long, more vertical. The ears and hoofs are long. The two toes are sepa-

rated, or not united as in the camels by a callous sole. Five molars above

and four below, on each side. The actual species of this genus belong to

the western continent exclusively, where they represent the camels of the

eastern. They are confined to the mountainous regions of South America.

The lama, A. lama {pi. 109, Jig. 6), the most common of the species, is as

large as a stag, and was already known at the time of the conquest of

Peru by Pizarro in 1534, and indeed was the only domesticated animal,

being for the inhabitants of that country what the reindeer is to the Lap-

landers. The paco. A. aljKica {pi. 109, Jig. 5), is a variety with long woolly

hair. Another species, the vicunna, A. vicunna {pi 109, Jig. 7), is of the

size of a sheep, covered Avith fawn-colored wool, extremely soft and fine, of

Avhich valuable stuffs are manufactured.

Two fossil species, one of the size of a horse, the other smaller, have been

discovered in the caverns of South America.

The genus Merycotherium was established upon some molar teeth of the

upper jaw, which, according to Cuvier, scarcely differs from the above

genera. Only one species is known. Its remains were found in a fossil

state in Siberia.

Fam. 2. Camelopardalid.e. Another eccentric type among ruminants,

although not related so much to pachyderms as the camels are. This

flmiily contains but one single living genus, Camelopardalis, in which both,

sexes have conical horns, always covered with a hairy skin, and which are

never shed. The lachrymal holes are wanting, as also the posterior hoofs

and the canine teeth. It is one of the most remarkable forms in existence,

from the length of its neck, the shortness of its body, and the dispropor-

tionate height of its fore legs. The back is much inclined. The only

living species known is the girafffe, C. girafa {pi. 108, Jig. 3), which is con-

fined to the deserts of Africa. Its hairs are short and grey, sprinkled with

fawn-colored angular spots, and a small fawn-colored mane. It is the tallest

of all animals, its head being frequently elevated eighteen feet from the

ground. Its disposition is gentle, and it feeds upon leaves.

Fossil remains of several species of this singular genus have been found
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in the tertiary deposits of both .Europe and Asia, showing a wider geogra-

phical range at an epoch previous to" ours.

The genus Sivathermm is extinct, and belongs very likely to this family,

although presenting some affinities with pachyderms. The upper molars

are six in number. The only species known exhibits characters found

only in ruminants. The heavier forms, shorter neck, and especially the

probable existence of a proboscis, seemingly indicated by the form of the

nasal bones, would refer it to pachyderms. It is one of the most remark-

able and extraordinary fossils hitherto discovered in the Sivalic Mountains.

The size of the head approaches that of the elephant, and hence we
.conclude that the species to wdiich it belongs was nearly of the bulk of that

proboscidian.

Another extinct genus is indicated, but not yet sufficiently known, which

seems to be intermediate between Sivatherium and Camelopardalis proper,

or the giraffe. A skull of this was found in the island of Perim in the

Gulf of Cambay.

Fam. 3. MoscHiD^. A very small family, represented in the actual

fauna by a single genus, differing from the ordinary ruminants by the

complete absence of horns in both sexes. The incisors as in the following

are wanting above, and are eight in number below.

The genus Moschus is provided in the upper jaw with a long canine,

directed downwards and backwards. The lachrymal holes are wanting, as

in the giraffe ; but there are posterior claws very much developed. The
species inhabit the highest mountains from the Altai to Java. They are

remarkably light and elegant animals. The most common species, the

musk, M. moscluferus {pi. 108, fig. 4), celebrated for a well known, strong

perfume, which it carries in a membranous pouch under the tail, and whose

medicinal qualities are much esteemed, is of the size of a goat, has scarcely

any tail, and is covered with hairs so coarse and brittle that they might be

termed spines. Its habits are solitary and nocturnal ; it is of an extreme

timidity. The other species have no musk pouch, and are the smallest and

most elegant of all the ruminants.

Fossil remains of several species were discovered in the middle and

upper tertiary beds of Euroj^e and Asia, but the European are not well

determined.

The genus Dremotlierium is known only in a fossil state, the fragments of

which were found in the fresh water tertiary strata of Auvergne (France),

differing from Moschus in the absence of the canine teeth. Among these

numerous remains there seem to be several species, two of which have

already been described.

In the following ruminants, in the male at least, there are two horns

;

that is to say, prominences of the frontal bones, which are not found in any

other family of mammals.

In some, these prominences are covered Avith an elastic sheath, composed

as it were of agglutinated hairs, which increase by layers during life. The

substance of this sheath is the horn, properly so called, and the sheath itself
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a hollow liorn {ccwicornia). The bony prominence which it envelopes, and

which grows with it, never falls, and remains permanently through life.

Such are the horns of oxen, sheep, goats, and antelopes.

In others, the bony prominences are covered for a time with a hairy skin,

similar to that of the rest of the head, but have at their base a ring of bony

tubercles, which, as they enlarge, obliterate the vessels which carry the

fluid to that skin. The latter becomes dry, and is cast off, the bony promi-

nences being left bare, and after a certain period separate from the cranium

to .which they were attached ; they fall off, and the animal remains for a

time defenceless. They are reproduced, and generally larger than before,

and again destined to undergo the same fate. Such horns, purely osseous,

and subject to periodical changes, are styled antlers. Stags, deer, &;c.,

bear antlers. We have referred to this subject in the introduction to the

present article (p. 393).

Fam. 4. Cervid^. Very num.erous in species, and containing ruminants

with a slender stature, a short tail, and an elegant body, possessing eight

incisors in the lower jaw, and none at all in the upper one ; the feet are

bisulcated, but the posterior toes are not always developed, and in that case

the antlers are also absent. The antlers consist of a solid bony mass,

branching off several times, and differently, according to the genera. Often

it is the male alone which is provided with these appendages; but in a few

species they are developed in both sexes. These animals are exceedingly

fleet, live commonly in the forests, and feed on leaves, buds, grasses, &c.

The genera contain generally numerous species, distributed over the whole

world. Fossil remains of this family are found in profusion in the meio-

cene deposits.

The genus Cervus (the deer) exhibits constantly horns in the male,

branched, subpalma,ted, or simple, rounded at their root. The ears are large
;

there are no canine teeth at all ; the tail is short and bushy. The American

species of this genus are the following :

1. The common or American deer (C. virginianm) is reddish or bluish-

grey, accordin^|o the season. The young are spotted with white. The
horns are moderate, curving forwards, with the concave part turned in

front, provided with from one to six points, occasionally palmated.

2. The black-tailed deer (C. maavtis) is greyish, with a black-tipped tail,

large ears, and horns with three branches ; the forehead is dark-brown. This

species is larger than the common deer {0. virginianus), and inhabits the

plains of Missouri.

3. The long-tailed deer ((2 leuciirus) is reddish-brown in summer, light-

grey in winter. The tail is long, white beneath and at the tip. It is

smaller than the common deer, and inhabits the Eocky Mountains. It

resembles most the roebuck of Europe {G. capreolu-s), represented on jyl.

107, Jig. 4, which lives in couples and inhabits the high mountains of

the temperate part of Europe. The flesh is held in much better esteem

than that of the common deer.

Cervus richardsonii is a species nearly like the black-tailed deer, and

inhabiting the plains of the Columbia.
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Fossil remains of deer have been found in botli Europe and Asia, in such

proportions as to induce the supposition that species were more numerous

during the tertiary epoch than in our days. More than forty species are

already named, and others not yet determined. Two species have been

signalized in the caverns of South America. There can be no doubt that

some of them belong to the other genera of the family, and some others will

constitute new ones, when they shall be better known ; for of a good many
we as yet possess but a fragment of the horns or of the teeth. The genus

Dicrocera has already been proposed for the oldest species of the meiocene

of France ; and the genus Megaceros for the gigantic fossil Irish deer, the

whole skeleton of which is known.

The genus Dorcatlieriuni differs from the deer in having seven molars

above and seven below, whilst the usual number is six in each side of both

jaws. Two species are described, one from Germany, the other from

France, both from the upper tertiary beds.

The genus Palmomeryx is characterized by a different folding of the

enamelled plate of the teeth. Five extinct species have already been

referred to it.

The genus Ahes (the moose) is characterized by having the points of

the horns united into one blade or palm, more or less indented. The tail

very short. The moose {A. lohatus) belongs to this genus, the largest of

all the species of the cervine family. It is of the size of a horse, of a

blackish-grey, the adult male provided with broad flattened horns. The
.snout is long and prehensile ; the neck provided with a mane. Inhabits the

American continent. The European elk or eland, Gervus alces [pi. 109,

fig^ 10), was formerly thought not to differ from it. A closer comparison

has shown that they are distinct.

The genus Elaphiis (the stags) is provided with horns in the male only,

which are round, very large, and rarely palmated. Canine teeth exist in

the upper jaw of the male ; the snout terminates by a distinct muzzle.

The American stag or elk {E. canadensis) is one fourth larger than the

European stag or red deer [pi. 107, figs. 1 and 2), and nArly of the same

color. The antlers are equally rounded, but more developed, and mostly

without a palm. Inhabits the temperate part of North America. The
remains of a fossil stag have been found in the United States, and a

similar one in Europe, for which the genus Strongyloceros has been pro-

posed.

The genus Tarandus (reindeer) is characterized by the presence of horns

and canine teeth in both sexes. The horns themselves are smooth and

palmated ; the muzzle is small .; the tail short ; the ears moderate. The
reindeer or cariboo of North America {T. hastalis) is a different species

from the European, T. furctfer (j>Z. 109, figs. 8 and 9). The latter, it is

well known, inhabits Lapland, where it is domesticated by the Laplanders,

who hav« numerous herds of them, which, during the summer, they lead to

the mountains, and in winter bring back to the plains. They are their only

beasts of burden and draught ; their flesh and milk serve them for food, their

skin for clothing, &c.
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The American cariboo is found abundantly in North America, its south-

ern limit falling in the State of Maine.

The European fallow deer, Gervus dama, is represented on pi. 107, Jig. 3.

Yaisis. 5 AND 6. Cavicornia, or Antilopid^ and B0VID.E. These fami-

lies are characterized by hollow horns, having always developed posterior

toes and seldom canine teeth. The dentition is very similar to that of the

preceding family. The members of this family are distributed over the

whole surface of the globe, and some of them are the most excellent domestic

animals.

The genus Antilope is the most numerous in species of the whole group

of ruminants. In the general form of their body the antelopes resemble the

deer and elk ; they are slender and swift, inhabiting rather the warm than

the cold zone. They have been greatly subdivided into sections, subgenera,

or genera, according to the various authors. 1. The llbrns may be annu-

lated, with a double curvature directed forwards, inwards, or upwards, and

then we have the type of the gazelle, A. dorcas (jyl 108, fij. 5), which

inhabits North Africa, and lives in large herds, which form a circle when

attacked, j^resenting their horns at all points. The soft expression of its

eyes furnished numerous images to the Arabian poets. 2. Sometimes the

horns are annulated, and curved three times, such as in the antelope of

India and Nubia. 3. The horns may be annulated and curved only twice,

but winding in an opposite direction to those of the preceding ones, the

points directed backwards ; the genus Damalis, of some writers. 4. The

horns are small, straight, or but slightly curved, shorter than the head, and

in the greater number found only on the male. The A. jyygmceics belongs

to this section. 5. The horns may be annulated, with a simple curve, the

point directed forwards, as in the section of Beduncce; A. redunca, from

Senegal (pZ. 108, Jig. 6). fi. The horns may be straight, or but slightly

curve(*, and longer than the head, as in Oiyx. 7. The horns may be annu-

lated, with a simple curve, the points directed backwards, as is the case in the

blue and the equine antelope from Senegal. 8. The horns may be encircled

with a spiral ridge, as in the elk of the Cape of Good Hope, which is as

large as the largest horse, living in troops in the mountains north of the cape.

The A. scripta or maculata {pi. 109, Jig. 4) belongs to this section. 9. The

horns may be bifurcate, as in the genus Ayitilocapra, of all the forms of

hollow horns the most singular. In the male the horns are forked, com-

pressed, their extremities turned backwards ; the female has no horns.

The lachrymal holes are absent. The tail is very short. The best

known species is A. amer-icana, which inhabits the vast prairies of the

middle and western part^B" North America, where it roams in large herds.

The tine of the horns is about the middle of the height. 10. There may

be four horns, as in the genus Tetracera^ inhabiting the forests of Hin-

dostan. 11. There may be two smooth horns in the male only, short and

bent forwards, as in a species from India, A. picta.

The fossil species of Antilope are far from being as numerous as in the

actual fauna, and their number, although small, might be reduced by a more

complete study of the remains, as some of them show a great resemblance
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to those of the goats and sheep. These remains are found in the middle

tertiary beds in Europe and Asia, and what is still more remarkable is to

find them in the caverns of Brazil, where the genus does not exist in our

days.

The genus Leptotherium is completely extinct, and lived in Brazil during

the epoch of the diluvium. Two species are known already
;
the structure

of their skeleton is slender and. graceful like that of the deer to which they

come nearest, and from which they, however, differ as well as from all

other ruminants.

The genus Rupicapra has the form of the common goat ; both sexes

are provided with horns, straight, suddenly bent backwards like a hook.

The limbs are strong. Behind the horns are two glandular openings. The

hairs are long ; of the under-wool there is but a little. R. tragus, the chamois

{pi. 109, fig. 3), inl^bits the highest mountains of Europe. The swiftness

of its course among rocks and precipices is wonderful ; it is seen in small

herds in the middle region. The number of individuals, however, is

decreasing every year, for, although they are difficult to hunt, the inha-

bitants expose themselves to the greatest dangers for the sake of kilhng

some of them.

The genus Catoblepas contains but one species, the gnou or gnu, a very

singular being, which, at first glance, seems to be a monster composed of parts

of different animals. It has the body and croup of a small horse, covered

with brown hairs ; the tail is furnished with long white hairs, like that of

the horse, and on the neck a straight mane, the hairs of which are white at

the base and black at the tip. The horns are approximated and enlarged

at the base like those of the Cape buffalo ; they descend outwardly, and

turn up at the point ; its snout is large, flat, and surrounded by a circle of

projecting hairs ; under the throat and dewlap is another black mane ; the

feet have all the lightness of the stag's. Horns exist in both sexe^ This

animal inhabits the mountains north of the Cape of Good Hope, where it is

rather rare. The ancients appear to have had some knowledge of it.

The genus Capra (the goats) is provided in both sexes with horns

directed upwards and backwards ; the chin generally furnished with a long

beard. The wild goat {C. cegagrus) appears to be the stock of all our

domesticated varieties of goats. It lives in herds in the mountains of

Persia, and perhaps in those of other countries, even in the Swiss Alps.

The oriental bezoar is a concretion found in its intestines. The domesti-

cated species of goat which has been introduced into America, C. hircus or

cegagrus (j)!. 107, fig. 10), varies infinitely in size, color, and in the length

and fineness of the hairs ; in the size of th^porns, and even in their

number. The Angora goats have the longest and most silky hair. Those

of Thibet are renowned for the admirable fine wool which grows among

their hair, and out of which the celebrated Cashmere shawls are manufac-

tured. All these animals are stout, capricious, and fond of wandering.

Sensible of their mountain origin, they prefer dry and wild places, feeding

on coarse grass and shoots of young trees. They do much injury to the

forests. The kid only is eaten, but their milk is useful and applied medi-
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cinally in several diseases. The period of gestation of the female is five

months, and she generally has two kids at a birth.

The genus Ovis (the sheep) differs very slightly from the preceding

except by the external covering, which in the sheep is generally wool

throughout. The horns are directed backwards, and then inclined spirally

more or less forwards. There is no beard under the chin. The goats and

sheep produce together a prolific offspring, showing a very intimate rela-

tionship between these two animals. As in the goats, there are several

wild races or species very nearly allied. The argali of Siberia {0. amnion)

and the moufflon of Sardinia {0. musimon) appear to differ from each^

other only in size. Both are supposed to be the original stocks from which

are descended the innumerable races of our woolly animals which vary so

greatly. Ovis aries or domesticus {pi. 107. fig. 9). The wool may be

coarse or fine, the animal itself large or small, provided with horns of vari-

ous size, Avhich are either wanting in the female or present in both sexes.

The most interesting sheep are those of Spain, which have a fine curled

fleece, with large spiral horns on the male ; it is now more diffused through

Europe than formerly. The English variety has a long and fine wool.

The most common variety in the south of Eussia has a very long tail.

Those of India and Guinea, which also have a long tail, are distinguished

by their long legs, very convex foreheads, pendent ears, no horns, and

short hair. Those of Syria and Barbary have a long tail loaded with an

immense mass of fatty substance. In the race of Tartary and China the

tail is transformed into a double globe of fat. The ears are pendent, the

horns of the male large, those of the females moderate, and the wool mixed

with hair. Sheep are valuable for their flesh, suet, milk, skin, and wool

;

when well managed, flocks of them are everywhere the source of wealth.

The period of gestation lasts five months. Usually two lambs are produced

at a birth.

The Rocky Mountain sheep {0. montana) is a species nearly allied to

the argali, and inhabiting the mountain range west of the Mississippi. It

is strikingly characterized by the immense size of the horns.

Fossil species of goats and sheep have been discovered in the caverns of

the greatest part of Europe, and referred either to the genus Capita or

Ovis, the generic difference being so slight as not to allow of much discri-

mination in fragmentary skeletons.

The genus Bos (the oxen) is characterized by the lateral direction of the

horns, existing generally on both sexes, then inclined upwards or forwards,

constituting a crescent. The oxen are large animals, with a broad snout,

short and thick body, and stout legs. The different species of oxen in their

wild state are distributed as follows :—In the temperate part of North

America, the buffalo. Bos, or Bison americanus {pi. 109, fig. I). The

horns are black, and very thick near the head, whence they curve upwards

and outwards, rapidly tapering towards their point. The physiognomy of

the bison is menacing and ferocious. Its hairs are more shaggy in winter

than in summer. It lives in herds of innumerable individuals in the country

west of the Missouri.
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Formerly its range was mucli more extensive, overspreading most of the

United States. It is, however, probable that the bison did not occur east

of Hudson Eiver and Lake Champlain, and perhaps in no point on the

immediate Atlantic coast.

The common ox. Bos taurus (^j?. 107, figs. 7 and 8), is supposed to be

derived from a stock now extinct, and which formerly inhabited Europe,

and only found now in a fossil state. How far this is the case it is impos-

sible to say. In the numberless varieties the horns have very different

directions, and are of very difi'erent sizes, sometimes even totally wanting.

The common races of the torrid zone have all a lump of fat U|)ou their

shoulders, and some of them are not larger than the hog.

The ure-ox {Bos urus\ which formerly inhabited all the temperate

parts of Europe, but has now taken refuge in the great marshy forests

of Lithuania and the Caucasus, where it is become so exceedingly rare,

that in order to prevent its complete destruction and disappearance from

among living animals, the penalty of death is threatened to all who may
kill one of them. It has been generally considered, and perhaps very

erroneously, as the wild stock of our domestic horned cattle.

Another species is Bos huhoJus {pi. 109, fig. 2), originally confined to

India, and brought into Egypt and Greece during the middle ages. This

animal is subdued with great difficulty, being extremely powerful; it prefers

marshy grounds, and feeds upon coarse plants which the common ox would

refuse. Its flesh is not esteemed. In the mountainous districts of the

northwest of India there is a domestic race, which very likely is descended

from this species.

A third species is the yak {B. grunniens), originally from the mountains

of Thibet, and now very widely spread in Turkey. It is a small species,

the tail of which is completely covered with long hairs like that of the

horse, and provided with a long mane on the back.

A very large species, of an excessively ferocious disposition, inhabits the

woods of Caffraria, the Cape buffalo {B. caffer\ provided with very large

horns directed outwards and downwards, ascending from the point, flat-

tened, and so wide at their base that they nearly cover the forehead, leaving

merely a triangular space between them.

The oxen made their first appearance in Europe towards the end of the

tertiary epoch, and seem to have been quite numerous, for their remains

are found in almost all the caverns and sandy deposits. Two species are

described as peculiar to the State of Kentucky {B. homhifrons and B.

latifrons). A fragment of the head of an ox was found near one of the

tributaries of the Orange river (Africa) ; several species are indicated in

the Sivalic Mountains and other parts of the Asiatic continent, showing a

disti'ibution similar in both the tertiary and modern eras.

The genus Ovibos contains but one species, the musk ox of North

America {0. moschatus). The horns are approximated and similarl}^

directed, but meet on the forehead in a straight line ; those of the female

are smaller and more widely separated ; the end of the snout is furnished

with hairs. It stands low, and is covered with tufted hair that reaches to
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the ground. The body is covered with a coat of long, dense hairs. The

tail is extremely short. Musk oxen are found in the greatest numbers

within the Arctic circle ; considerable herds are occasionally seen near the

coast of Hudson's Bay. The horns of the musk ox are employed for

various purposes by the Indians and Esquimaux, especially for making cups

and spoons. From the long hairs growing on the neck and chest, the

Esquimaux make a kind of wig drooping down to the shoulders, to defend

their faces from troublesome insects.

A fossil species {B. jmUo.su), which seems to be related to the musk ox,

has been discovered in the States of Kentucky and Missouri, and we are

told also, in Siberit. Whether these remains are perfectly identical is still

to be ascertained.

Group 5. Bodentia.

The group of Rodentia includes those herbivorous mammals whose jaws

are provided in front with long, curved, and cylindrical or neai'ly cylin-

drical teeth, the exposed ends of which are bevelled off" on the inner surface,

so that they terminate in a sharp, cutting edge. These teeth, two in

number in each jaw, and sometimes four in the upper, are separated by a

wide empty space from the molars, and thus cannot seize a living prey, nor

tear any flesh
; they cannot even cut the food, but serve to file, and by

continued action they reduce it into separate molecules ; in a word, they

gnaw: hence the term Rodentia or gnaiuers. The molars have a flat

crown, whose enamelled eminences are always transverse, and studded

Y/ith blunt and but little elevated tubercles. When these eminences are

simple lines, and the crown is very flat, the genera are more exclusively

frugivorous ; when the eminences are divided into blunt tubercles, they

are omnivorous. The condyle of the lower jaw is longitudinal or rounded,

and inclosed in the glenoid cavity in such a manner as to permit very little

lateral motion to the jaw, which, however, moves freely in the longitudinal

direction. This group, one of the most clearly defined, has representatives

in till parts of the world, the species of which are very numerous, feeding

upon vegetable substances,«and generally of small size, a few exceeding the

common rabbit in bulk. The form of the body is generally such that the

hinder parts of it exceed those of the front, so that they rather leap than

walk. In some of them this disproportion is even as excessive as it is in

the kangaroo.

Fam. 1. Leporid.b. The hare family is less numerous in species than

other families of rodents, and offers many exceptions to the general or nor-

mal characters of the order. The large size of the openings in the skull,

combined with the very imperfect condition of the palate ; the perforations

in the nasal process of the superior maxillary bone ; large orbits meeting in

the mesial line of the cranium ; the small temporal fossae ; and the increased

number of incisors and molar teeth, are among the more striking characters

presented by the skull. The extra pair of incisors in the upper jaw is
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small, and placed behind the principal pair, and these latter are grooved in

front. The upper incisors are double ; both the upper and under ones are

shorter, that is, less deeply implanted in the jaw than in other rodents, and

they are always white. The molar teeth are always rootless, five above

and five below, or six above and five below, on both sides of the jaws.

Only two living genera compose this family ; a third is extinct.

The genus Lagomys has no visible tail, short and rounded ears, short

hind legs, and the molars twenty in number, five above and five below on

each side. The species are generally of small size. One is American

{L. princeps)^ and inhabits the Eocky Mountains. Other species occur in

Siberia and Central Asia, as L. alp)inus {p)l. 112>^jig. 2f6).
The pikas, as

the Lagomys are commonly called, although found in considerable number,

are not, strictly speaking, gregarious ; they occur only in alpine or sub-

alpine districts, where they form burrows in the ground, or sometimes take

shelter amongst the loose stones. Occasionally, when the weather is cloudy,

they will quit these retreats in quest of food during the day, but the night

is their ordinary time of feeding. Their food consists of various kinds of

grass, and as in the high and cold regions which they inhabit the herbage

is covered with snow during the winter months, their instincts lead them

to lay up a stock for this season. Large quantities of dried grass and other

vegetable matters are collected by the pikas for their winter's consumption
;

these they pile up in the autumn, like small haystacks, which gradually

disappear as the spring approaches, unless, as not unfrequently happens,

these stores are robbed by the sable hunters to feed their horses. The

species of this genus seem to have been more numerous during the tertiary

epoch than in our days, and inhabited the southern part of Europe. Some
of the species have been made the tyi)e of the genus Anoema of some Ger-

man palasontologists.

The genus Titanomys is extinct, of which several fragments of jaws "with

prismatical teeth have been found in Germany. The upper molars are

provided only at the inner side with a very superficial furrow, and the

under ones, especially the posterior, exhibit characters wanting in Lagomys.

Only one species is known.

The genus Lepus (the hares and rabbits) is characterized by the presence

of six molars above and only five below. The ^rs ar'e large and elongated,

sometimes longer than the head itself; the tail short and very bushy
;
the

hind legs powerful and much longer than the fore legs. Under this genus

come both the hares and rabbits, for no structural difference as yet has

been discovered between them ; the rabbits burrow, whilst the hares make

a kind of nest, called a /or??^, on the surface of the ground, on Avhich they

lie. The young of the rabbits, at least such is the case in the common
kind, are blind and naked when born

;
those of the hares are clothed with

hair and have the eyes open. By far the greater number of the species of

this genus agree with the hare in the habits noticed, and that animal may
therefore be regarded as the type of the genus. Destitute of means of

defence, the hares are timid, have remarkable power of flight, and to warn

them of danger, their senses of hearing, seeing, and smelling are usually
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liiglily developed. The eyes are very large and prominent, and being

placed laterally, enable tlie animal to see in all directions, or nearly so, at

the same time. The common hare of Europe {L. timidus) is figured in

•pi. 107, fig. 5, whilst fig. 6 represents the rabbit or cony {L. cuniculus).

North America has many species : the polar hare {L. ghciah's), inhabiting

the northernmost part of the continent, its southern limit being 62^^ north

latitude. The American hare {L. americanus), found about Hudson's Bay,

Canada, Newfoundland, all the New England States, and in the northern

portions of New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio ; confined to the eastern

portion of the continent. The swamp hare {L. aquatim-s), from Alabama,

Mississippi, lower part of Louisiana, and even Texas. The wood hare

{L. sylvaticus\ or common grey rabbit, is found almost throughout the

United States. The marsh hare {L. palustris) inhabits the southern and

western parts of the United States. The Nuttall's hare {L. nuttolli) is

originally from the west side of the Rocky Mountains, in the neighborhood

of the Columbia and Shoshonee rivers. The Bachman's hare {L. ha.chmani)

inhabits the south-west portion of North America. The wormwood hare

{L. artemisice) is from the Eocky Mountains. The prairie hare {L. ioivn-

sendi) is found on both sides of the Eocky Mountains in the region of

the Columbia Eiver, and ranges eastwards on the Missouri, beyond the

Yellowstone Eiver. The Californian hare {L. californicus) inhabits Cali-

fornia, in the open hilly country which surrounds the harbor of San Diego.

The Texan hare {L. texianus). The Mexican hare {L. nigri-caudatus) in

Mexico and adjoining parts of California.

In South America there is but one species of hare hitherto noticed.

The remains of a fossil species were discovered in the caverns of Brazil,

which resemble very closely the species now living in the same_cpuntry.

The hares were numerous in Europe during the epoch of the diluvium,

and resemble also very closely the actual species inhabiting the ancient

continent.

Fam. 2. Hystricidje. The hystricine "rodents have four molar teeth

above and four below, rooted or rootless, and the terminal portion of

the snout clothed with short hairs. This family may be divided into

six sub-families. • • •

Suh-fam. 1. Caviina have rootless molar teeth divided by folds of enamel,

so as to form lobes having acute angles ; the series of molars on opposite

sides of the upper jaw converging, and nearly meeting in front. The
incisor teeth are comparatively short, those of the lower jaw not being

extended backwards as far as the springing of the angular portion, or

descending ramus. There are four toes to the fore feet and three to the

hind. The tail is wanting, or rudimentary ; the upper lip entire. The
clavicles are wantin 2^.

The genus Dolichotis comprehends the cavies provided with long limbs
;

ears fully half as long as the head, pointed, broad at the^base, and deeply

smarginated behind
; the tail is very short, and recurved. The Patagonian

cavy is the only species contained in this genus.

The genus Cavia (cavies) is composed of species provided with short
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limbs, and with ears likewise short. The feet are naked beneath
; the molar

teeth nearly of equal size, each molar with two principal lobes. To this

genus belongs the domesticated Guinea pig, Cavia cobaya {pi. llo, Jig. 2 a);

it inhabits the banks of the Eio de la Plata, and extends northwards into

Parnguay, Bolivia, and Brazil.

Fossil species of this genus were found in the caverns of Brazil ; it is

interesting to know that another species existed in Europe during the

tertiary epoch.

Some s})ecies of cavies are grouped under the sub-generic name of

Cerodon or Kerodon^ to which three South American species are referred,

from the diluvial period.

The genus Hydroclioerus includes cavies with the upper incisor teeth

having a broad and shallow groove in front ; the molars unequal in size
;

the feet short and broad, and semi-palmated, the toes terminating in broad

and depressed nails ; the ears small. The capybara {H. cai^yharo) is the

only living species known; a second, but fossil and extinct, has been disco-

vered in the caverns of Brazil.

Sah-fam. 2. CliinclnlUna {Lagostomidce of some authors, both names

being indifferently used) are those hystricines with rootless molar teeth,

having parallel, or nearly parallel transverse plates of enamel ; the series of

molars on either side of each jaw converging in front ; the tail is long or of

moderate length, recurved and bushy ; clavicles perfect and slender. They

inhabit the mountains of Peru and Chili, and one species occurs in the

plains of La Plata.

The genus Lagostomus is composed of but one species (the viscacha),

that which inhabits the plains of La Plata. It is burrowing in its habits,

easily distinguished from the other Chinchillina by the reduced number of

the toes, three in number, to its hind feet, and the comparatively long, com-

pressed, and sharply pointed nails, with which they are provided. The fore

feet have four toes, armed with rather short, arched, and jjointed nails.

The upper lip has a vertical groove ; the snout is broad and expanded.

A fossil species of this genus occurs in the Brazilian caverns.

The genus Lagidium is characterized by long ears, a tail long and bushy,

the tarsi entirely naked beneath, with four toes to the fore feet, the nails of

the toes short. Two species belong to this section.

The genus Chinchilla differs from the preceding only in being provided

with large and rounded ears, five toes to the fore feet and four behind. The
name of Eriomys is sometimes given to this genus ; Eriomys laniger^ or

Chinchilla lanigera {pi. IIS, fig. 1). As belonging to this group, and more

particularly related to Lagostomus, we must insert here the genus Megamys^

one of the largest known, although extinct, rodents. It contains but one

species, from Patagonia.

Suh-fitm. 3. Octodontina are hystricines with rootless molar teeth, having

but a single indenting fold of enamel on either side, or rarely with an extra

fold on the inner side of the molars of the lower jaw ; zygomatic arch with

an angular process on the lower edge ; the hind feet provided with five

toes ; the fore feet likewise with five toes, or sometimes with four. The
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species of this section inhabit the middle and southern parts of South

America, on both sides of the Andes.

In the genus Hahrocoma the fore feet possess four toes ; the ears are

very large. The species, two in number, inhabit Chili.

The genus Ododon has moderately large ears ; a tail as long as the body,

slightly bushy at the extremity ; five toes to the fore and hind feet ; the

claws small. Tlie species inhabit Chili.

The genus Schizodon, again, has moderate sized ears, a tail shorter than

the bod}' , clothed throughout with small adpressed hairs ; the fore feet

strong
; the claws about equal to the toes in length ; five toes throughout

;

incisor teeth stout. The species inhabit the eastern side of the Southern

Andes.

The genus Spalacoims is characterized by having rudimentary ears,

almost entirely hidden by the fur of the head ; the tail is short, and clothed

with short hairs
; the nails of the toes of the fore feet rather shorter than

the toes ; the incisor teeth are moderately broad, those of the upper jaw

distinctly directed forwards as well as downwards. Inhabit Chili, and live

almost entirely under ground.

In the genus Gtenomys the ears are also rudimentary, but the eyes are

small, the tail short, the fore feet large and powerful, and armed with nails

which exceed the toes in length; the incisor teeth are very broad, the

upper pair distinctly convex in front, the lower pair flat at the same part

;

molars with two unequal lobes. Extends from westwards of Brazil into

Bolivia, and southwards to the Straits of Magellan. The species, four

in number, live under ground. Two fossil species of this genus have

been discovered in South America, at Bahia Bianca and Monte Her-

moso.

Suh-fam. 4. Echimyina^ have complicated molar teeth, and generally

rooted ; the hind and fore feet provided with five toes.

The genus Capromys still possess rootless molar teeth ; each upper molar

has a single deep fold of enamel on the inner side, and two deep folds on

the outer ; the upper lip is slightly cleft ; the ears are moderate ; the taitt of

moderate length, and somewhat sparingly clothed with hairs, which do not

hide the scaly skin ; the feet are naked beneath, and covered with small

tubercles ; the nails of the toes are large, and much curved ; the pupil of

the eye is vertical. There are two species of this genus known, and they

both inhabit the island of Cuba. One of them, C. jnlorides, is the type of

the genus Isodon of Say ;
this species is seen in the forests, climbing the

trees with great activity, both for safety when danger threatens, and to seek

its food, which not only consists of fruits and the leaves and bark of trees,

but likewise of the flesh of animals, especially of the lizard of the genus

Anolius, which it hunts with great preseverance. It is readily tamed.

The genus Archceomys had a species in Europe during the upper tertiary

period, very nearly approximated to Capromys, and representing evidently

at that time, on the Old Continent, that latter genus now confined to the

West Indies. The name Gergoviamys is applied to the same genus.

The genera Plagiodontia^ Myopotamus^ CercomySj Petromys, Badyhmys,
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Loncheres, Isotkrix, Mesomys,^ Echimys, Nelomys^ and Aidacodon, belong to

this section of hystricines.

Several fossil remains of this sub-family have been found in the caverns

of Brazil, and wliich were described as species of Aulacodon, Nelomys, and

Echimys ; but the characters by which these genera are distinguished being

so difficult to trace out upon fragmentary remains, the genus Caiterodon

has been proposed, to unite them all. Besides, there is another species

referred to the genus Loncheres, and still another to the genus Phyllomys,

and a third, Lonchoj^horiis, has been established. Its aflfinities place it

between Echimys and Loncheres, and it existed only during the period of

the diluvium.

/Sub-fam. 5. Dasyproctina, are characterized among the other hystricines

by semi-rooted molar teeth, arranged in parallel series. The feet are

constructed for running, with five toes, or three only to the hind feet,

terminated by sub-solid nails, which are but little arched. The tail is

rudimentary; the bod};- clothed with hair only, there being no admixture

of spines. This sub-family includes two living genera.

The genus Ccelogenys contains but one well established species, the

Paca. The zygomatic arch is very well developed and of great depth, the

incisors slender, and five toes to the fore and hind feet. The Osteopera

'platycephala, of Harlan, is referred to this species. Fossil remains of one

or more species of the present genus have been discovered in the Brazilian

caverns.

The genus JJasyprocta (aguti) has but three toes to the hind feet ; the

limbs are long and slender ; the crown of the molar teeth rounded with a

single fold of enamel, and four or five isolated grooves surrounded by

enamel. The hinder parts of the back are covered with very long and

coarse hairs. Several species of this genus are known in the actual fauna;

the fossil remains of others are found in the Brazilian caverns.

Suh-fam. 6. Hystricina proper, or porcupines, are provided with rooted

or semi-rooted molar teeth ; the feet are short, the number of toes variable,

andithe body more or less armed with spines.

The porcupines are divided into two sections. One is composed of

species living upon the ground and seeking shelter in burrows which they

themselves form. They have five toes both to the fore and hind feet ; the

soles of the feet naked and smooth ; the molar teeth semi-rooted and

arranged in parallel series. The species of this section (Philogcece) are

confined to the old world. Those of the other section {Philodendne) are

peculiar to the new world. They have climbing habits, and live almost

entirely in trees. Their feet are usually provided with but four toes, and

these are nearly equal in length, armed with long, compressed, and curved

claws; sometimes, however, the hind feet have five toes. The soles of the

feet are thickly studded with minute, depressed warts.

The porcupines of the new world, the Philodendrce, are divided into

three genera, Chcetomys, Cercolahes, and JErethizon. The first contains

but one species, from Brazil ; the second is more numerous, and is more

widely spread. One of the species, C. villosus {pi. 113, fig. 3 a), inhabits
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Brazil. Finally, the tliird genus, cbaracterized by a tliick, short, and

depressed tail, covered above at the base with hairs and spines ; at the

apex, and on the under surface, with stiff bristles. The feet short and

broad ; four toes to the fore and five to the hind feet, armed with long and

curved claws. To this genus belongs the Canada porcupine {Erethizon

dorsatus\ which inhabits North America. That from the western coast

(California, Unalaschka, Sitka) has been described as a distinct species, but

there are still doubts entertained whether it is really distinct or not. Two
fossil species of this section are found in Brazil.

The porcupines of the old world form two genera. The genus Hystrix

includes the common porcupine of Europe, H. cristatus {jjI. 113, fig. 4),

together with other species from different regions of Asia. The genus

Atherura, with its tail nearly as long as the body, contains two species, one

from Africa, the other from southern Asia.

Remains of the porcupine have been found in the centre of Europe, and

about the Sivalic Mountains in Asia, but not yet characterized.

The fresh water tertiary deposits of France have yielded other remains

which seem more intimately related to the new world porcupine than to

those of the old, and for which the genus TJierldomys was proposed to

include temporarily one species.

Fam. 3. MuRiD^. This is the largest family of the rodents, and is com-

posed of animals of moderate size ; indeed, some of the smallest of the class

belong to it. The cutting teeth, two in each jaw, are awl-shaped in the

lower ; the molars are simple or compound, the upper shelving backwards,

the lower forwards ; the limbs are proportionate ; the tail scaly ; fur, with

scattered long hairs. The family may conveniently be subdivided into

eight sub-families.

Suh-fam. 1. Saccomyina, is a somewhat doubtful or excentrical group, as

far as known at present, its affinities with the other sub-families having not

yet been made out fnlly. The animals which compose it, known as sand

and mole rats, are provided with cheek pouches which open externally,

four molar teeth, sometimes rootless and sometimes rooted. The tail, short

in some, is long in others.

Here are referred the following genera :

—

Dipodomys^ Ilacrocolus,

Jleteromys, Saccornys, Perogyiathus, and Geomys.

The genus Oeomys comprehends the largest number of species which

constitute the sub-family, and chiefly North American. The Columbia

sand rat {G. douglasii) is one of them. Its body is shaped like that of the

mole, and covered with soft, dense, velvety fur, of a uniform brown color.

It has large cheek pouches hanging down the sides of the head, the latter

being large and depressed, the nose obtuse, particularly when viewed in

profile. The tail is more than half the length of the body, round, tapering,

and obtuse, covered with hairs, particularly near its base. The legs are

short and thick. The claws are very sharp pointed, compressed, curved,

and about as long as their respective toes. The palm is naked, and its

posterior part is filled by a large, rounded, callous eminence. The hind

feet are a little more slender than the fore ones, and they are armed with
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smaller claws, shaped like those of the Sperrnopliiles. The hind soles are

entirely naked, without any conspicuous tubercles ; the heel is naked and
narrow.

" These little sand rats," says Dr. Richardson, " are numerous in the

neighborhood of Fort Vancouver, where they inhabit the declivities of low

hills, and burrow in the sandy soil. They feed on acorns, nuts {Corylibs

rodrata)^ and grass, and commit great havoc in the potato fields adjoining

the fort, not only by eating the potatoes on the spot, but by carrying off

large quantities of them in their pouches."

The genus Saccomys is founded upon a North ximerican Geomys.

The genus Perognathus was created for a new species inhabiting the

upper Missouri. The genus Heteromys contains two species ; one inhabits

Central America, the other Colombia and Guiana. The genera Macroco'

las and Dipodomys are Mexican, and include each only one species.

Dipodomys phillipsii is the well known jumping or kangaroo rat of

California.

jSuh-fuDi. 2. Bathyergina, composed only of the genera BatJiyergus and

Georyclius, the first with one, the second with two species, all three from

southern Africa. The Bathyergus capensis burrows in the sand flats of

the Cape of Good Hope in very great numbers. In every part of these flats

mole-hills are observed, and when walking on the surface the foot often

sinks into their galleries, thus making it very dangerous to ride on horse-

back in those localities, owing to the danger of being thrown by the unex-

pected sinking of the horse's feet into these holes.

Sub-fam. 3. Arvicolina^ have, like the rats {Murind)^ three molars above

and below on each side, but rootless, each one being composed of triangular

prisms, placed on two alternate lines.

The genus Arvicola includes the common field-rats, which have a hairy

cylindrical tail, shorter than the body, and the ears clothed with hair. The

fore feet have four toes and a rudimentary thumb; the hind feet are five-

toed, furnished with weak nails. They burrow in the earth and feed on

grain, bulbous roots, and grasses ; some are omnivorous, they do not climb,

are not dormant in winter, but seek their food during cold weather, eating

roots, grasses, and the bark of trees.

The species of this genus are found all over the Avorld ; nine of them

belong to North America. The meadow mouse or campagnol {A. piennsyl-

vanica) is very abundant in the northern and eastern United States, and

extends northwards as far as Hudson's Bay, and westwards to the banks

of the Ohio. It swims and dives well. A dozen more species are found in

North America; some inhabit the Eastern States, others belong to the

western territories, Texas, Oregon, California, &c.

The genus Leinrmis (the lemmings) includes those Arvicolina which

have very short ears and tails, and the toes of the fore feet adapted for

digging. There are five distinct nails to the fore feet. The species of

this genus are peculiar to the northern hemisphere. One of them, of the

size of a large rat, is celebrated for its occasional migrations in innumerable

bodies. At these periods they are said to march 'in a straight line, regard-
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less of rivers or mountains ; and while no obstacle can impede tlieir

progress, they devastate the country through which they pass. Their usual

residence appears to be the shores of the Arctic Ocean. Two species of

this genus are found in North America.

The lemming of Hudson's Bay has become the type of the genus Mijodes^

which difters slightly from the genus Lemmus. Its specific name is M. hud-

sonius. The two middle toes of the fore feet seem to have double claws,

which is owing to the skin at the end of the toe being callous and projecting

from under the nail. Of the size of the rat, and lives under the ground.

The genus Fiber contains but one species, peculiar to North America,

the musk-rat {F. zihethicus). The lower incisors (two in number as above)

are sharp-pointed and convex in front ; the molars, three on each side,

above and below, have a flat crown furnished with scaly transverse zigzag

laminae. The fore feet have four toes with the rudiment of a thumb, and

the hind feet five, the edge furnished with stiff hairs, which assist the

animal in swimming, the hind toes semi-palmated. The tail is long, com-

pressed, granular, nearly naked, having a few scattered hairs. A gland

near the origin of the tail secretes a white, musky, and somewhat offensive

fluid. The musk-rats are nocturnal in their habits, consequently their

manners and customs are difficult to observe. In winter they construct a

hut on the ice, in which several of them reside together. "A pond," say

Audubon and Bachman, "supplied chiefly, if not entirely, by springs, and

surrounded by low and marshy ground, is preferred by the musk-rats ; they

§eem to be aware that the spring-water it contains probably will not be

solidly frozen, and there they prepare to pass the winter. Such a place, as

you may well imagine, cannot, without great difficulty, be approached until

its boggy and treacherous foundation has been congealed b}^ the hard frost,

and the water is frozen over ; before this time the musk-rats collect coarse

grasses and mud, with which, together with sticks, twigs, leaves, and any-

thing in the vicinity that will serve their purpose, they raise their little

houses from two to four feet above the water, the entrance being always

from below. We have frequently opened these nests, and found in the

centre a dry, comfortable bed of grass, sufficiently large to accommodate

several of them. When the ponds are frozen over, and a slight fall of snow

covers the ground, these edifices resemble small haycocks. There is another

peculiarity that, it appears to us, indicates a greater degree of intelligence

in the musk-rat than we are usually disposed to award to it. The animal

seems to know that the ice will cover the pond in wunter, and that if it has

no places to which it can resort to breathe, it will be suffocated. Hence

you here and there see what are called breathing-places. These are covered

over with mud on the sides, with some loose grass in the centre, to preserve

them from being too easily frozen over. We have occasionally seen these

winter huts of the musk-rat, in the vicinity of their snug summer retreats

in some neighboring river's bank, and have sometimes been half inclined

to suppose that, for some cause or other, they gave a preference to this

kind of residence. We are not, however, aware that these nests are made

use of by the musk-rat in spring, for the purpose of rearing its young. We
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believe these animals always for that purpose resort to holes in the sides of

ponds, sluggish streams, or dykes."

The arvicoline Muridoe were present in the tertiary fliuna. Several

species of Arvicola or Ilypucl.nis are mentioned and described from conti-

nental Europe.

The genus Stcnofiher^ referred to the arvicolines by some and to beavers

by others, has been established upon a skull found in the middle tertiary

beds of Auvergne. Its forms are intermediate between the beaver and the

musk-rat. •

Suh-fam. 4. SiMlacina, of which there are no representatives in North

America, is a small group composed of but thirteen species, distributed into

seven genera, as follows: JRhizoniys, six species, Asiatic and African;

Tachyorydes and Heterocephalus^ each one species, both African ; Ellohius^

two species, European and Asiatic ; Ommatostergus and Spalax, each one

species, both in France ; and Siphneus^ one species, in Siberia.

The genus Spalax (the rat-moles) has very short legs, each foot provided

with five toes and as many flat and slender nails. The tail is very short

or completely wanting, and the same observation applies to the external

ear. They live under ground like the moles, raising up the earth like them,

although provided with much inferior means for dividing it ; but they subsist

on roots only. The blind rat-mole {S. typhius) is a very singular animal,

which, from its large head, angular on the sides, its short legs, and total

absence of a tail and of any appendage externally, has the most shapeless

physiognomy. In the opinion of some writers, this should be the animaj

alluded to by the ancients, when they spoke of the mole as being perfectly

blind.

Suh-fam. 5. Ilurina, has a greater number of representatives in the old

than in the new world. The genera into which they are distributed amount

to not less than twenty-eight to thirty, and the species to more than two

hundred. There are comparatively very few in North America, where the

genera 3fu^, with eight species ; Neotoma, with two ; and Sigiaodon and

Hespei-omys^i with only one, in all twelve species, represent Murina.

The Asiatic and African mice and rats are distributed into the genera

Isomijs, Akomys, Golunda, Vandeleuria, Nesokia, Dendromys, Pithecheir,

Oncetomys, Phloeomys, Psammomys, Malacothrix, Euryotis, Mystromys. The

genera Hapalotis and Hydromys are Australian. In South America we find

forty-five species of Hesperomys^ the genera Oxymyderus, Calomys, Akodon,

Drymomys, and Beilhrodo7i, with a few only. The European species belong

to the genera SmintJius, Gerhillus^ and Cricetus, which have also representa-

tives in Asia and northern Africa.

The genus Mus (rats and mice) is distributed throughout the whole sur-

face of the globe. It is characterized by three molars on each side above

and below, the anterior of which is the largest ; its crown is divided into

blunt tubercles, which, by being worn, give it the shape of a disk, sloped in

various directions ; the tail is long and scaly. The ears oblong or round,

nearly naked. The common mouse, Mas musculus {pi. 113, fig. 8),

originally from the East, has been introduced into America with the white
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race, as well as the black rat, M. vattus {pi. 113, fig. 7), which lias the

same origin. The latter is now replaced by the Norway or brown rat {M.

decumanus), which did not appear in Europe until the eighteenth century,

and has now become more abundant than the black rat. It has also

reached America in the same manner as the two preceding species.

Besides these three introduced species America possesses several others

(five are well ascertained) which are peculiar to her. The field mouse of

France, Af. sylcaticus {pi. 113, fig. 6), is never found to reside in the

houses.

The genus Gerhillus (the gerbils) has three molars that differ very little

from those of rats. Their superior incisors are furrowed with a groove.

Their hind feet are somewhat longer in proportion than those of rats in

general. The tail is long and hairy.

In the genus Criadus (hamsters) the teeth also differ very slightly from

those of rats, but the tail is short and hairy, and on each side of their mouth
internally are sacs or cheek pouches in which they transport the grains they

collect to their subterranean abodes, accumulating large heaps. Most of

the species of this genus inhabit the northern parts of Europe. PL 113, fig.

9, represents the common hamster {C. vulgaris).

The genus Sigmodon has three molars above and below on each side,

provided with small roots, and very profound, alternate folds towards the

summit. The tail is hairy, the feet simple, the fore feet four-toed with

the rudiment of a fifth ; the hind feet five-toed. Two species of this

genus exist in North America ; one is S. hispidum or the cotton rat from

Florida, very numerous in the deserted plantations lying on the Eiver

St. John, particularly in the gardens. Its burrows are seen in every

direction.

The genus Neotoma embraces two North American species. The grind-

ing surfaces of the molar teeth differ somewhat in this genus from what

they are in Arvicola, and their large roots constitute a very essential char-

acter. The fore feet are provided with four toes and the rudiment of a

fifth ; the hind ones are five-toed. The tail is hairy.

The Florida rats (iY floridana) in Florida burrow under stones and the

ruins of dilapidated buildings. In Georgia and South Carolina they prefer

remaining in the woods. In some swampy situations, in the vicinity of

sluggish streams, amid tangled vines interspersed with leaves and long

moss, they gather a heap of dry sticks, which they pile up into a conical

shape, and which, with grasses, mud, and dead leaves, mixed in by the

wind and rain, form, as they proceed, a structure impervious to rain, and
inaccessible to the wild cat, racoon, or fox. At . other times their nest,

composed of somewhat lighter materials, is placed in the fork of a tree.

Another species {N. drummondii) has been discovered in the Eocky
Mountains.

A third species has recently been detected in Eockland county. New
York, by John G. Bell, Esq., but not characterized. Numerous remains of

an extinct species, the largest of the genus,, are found in the bone caves of

Pennsylvania.
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The Murina were represented in the fauna of the tertiary epoch by

species belonging to the genera Mus (rats) and Criceius (hamsters), and

were very abundant during the diluvial period, at least in Europe.

Sub-fam. 6. Ctenodadylina, is the smallest section among Muridoe, there

being only one species known, and therefore constituting one genus, the

genus Ctenodactylus (tlie hairy-footed jerboa), belonging to Barbary, in

northern Africa. The head is more compressed than in any of its

cono-eners. There are only three toes to the hind feet, as in the jerboa

(Dipus), but they are more hairy.

Sub-fam. 7. Di/jodina, are those murines in which the hind legs are

much longer than the fore ones, the consequence of which is that they

jump instead of run on the ground. In general appearance they have

some resemblance to the kangaroos. The species are distributed into four

p-enera, three of which belong to the old hemisphere and one to North

America. The latter is the genus Mej-iones, with but one species, M.

americanus (the jumping mouse). The upper incisors are grooved, and a

very small tooth is observed in advance of the upper molars. The tail is

very long and nearly naked. A very active animal, that shuts itself up in

its burrow and passes the winter in a state of lethargy.

In the genus Dipus (jerboas) the tail is long and tufted at its extremity

;

the head is large ; the eyes also are large and prominent. The ancients

called these animals the biped rats, from the enormous disproportion of

their posterior limbs. They seldom move otherwise than by great leaps

on their hind feet. There are five toes to each of the fore feet, and in

icertaiQ species, besides the three great toes to the hind feet, there are small

lateral ones. They live in burrows, and become torpid during the winter.

Six species are contained in this genus, all of them inhabiting the old

hemisphere.

The genus Alactaga contains eight species also inhabiting the old hemi-

sphere. They are distinguished from the jerboas (Dipus) by much longer

ears. The}'' also possess two small lateral toes.

The genus Pedetes has a large and flattish head, a thick snout, and long

ears. The anterior limbs have five toes armed with very long claws ; the

posterior legs, very long, have but four toes. The tail is long and bushy.

The molars are simple, four above and four below on each side. A single

•species, P. capensis or Hdamys caffer {pi. IIS, Jig. 5), is known from the

Cape of Good Hope.

A fossil species of Dipodina {Dipus dipoides) has been discovered in cen-

tral Europe.

Sub-fam. 8. Ifyoxina, are excluded from the new world. The genus

MyooiMs or dormice, characterized by the presence of four molars above

and below on each side ; a very long tail, sometimes well clothed with hair

and round, sometimes depressed, and sometimes tufted at the extremity

only. The fur is very soft and fine. There are five toes behind, four and

the vestiges of a fifth in front. Dormice are pretty little animals with

lively eyes, living on trees like squirreils, and feed on fruits. They become

torpid in winter. This genus is composed of ten species, seventeen of
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•which are European, two Asiatic, and five African. PI. 113, fig. 10,

represents Myoxus glis^ or fat dormouse of Europe.

The genus Graphiurm is entirely African, and contains only two species

from the south and interior of that continent. The molars are remarkable

for their small size ; the tail is short, very fleshy. All the toes are armed

with pointed, compressed, arched, and strong claws. The limbs themselves

short, delicate, and not differing much from each other in length.

Two or three fossil species referred to the genus Myoxus have left their

remains in the tertiary beds of Europe.

Fam, 4, Castorid^, is composed of only one living genus {Castor)^

beavers.

The genus Castor (the beaver) has very strong incisors, those of the

lower jaw a little smaller. In the upper jaw the molars, four in number,

differ slightly from each other in size, and have one internal and three

external grooves ; whilst in the lower one, where four also is the number,

there are three grooves on the inner side, and one on the external. The

eyes are small; the ears short and round. Each foot possesses five toes;

those of the fore feet are short and close, whilst on the hind feet they are

long and palmated. The tail is large, horizontally flat, and scaly. Near

the base of the tail exists a pouch which secretes an unctuous matter.

Only two species are known to belong to this genus, one in Europe and

an-^ther in America, C. filer americanus {pi. 114, fig. 1), which, however,

resemble each other so closely that they have been pronounced identical

by many naturalists.

The beavers are larger than the.badger, and of all quadrupeds the most

industrious in constructing a common dwelling. They choose water of such

a depth as is not likely to be frozen to the bottom, and as far as possible a

running stream, in order that the wood which they cut above may be carried

downwards by the current to the spot where it is to be used. They keep

the water at an equal height, by dams composed of branches of trees, mixed

with clay and stone, the strength of which is annually increased, and

which finally, by the progress of vegetation, becomes converted into a

hedge. Each hut serves for two or three families, and consists of two

stories : the upper is dry for the residence of the animals, and the lower,

under water, for their stofes of bark. The latter alone is open, and the

entrance is under water, having no communication with the land. The

huts are a kind of rude wickerwork, being made of interwoven branches

and twigs of trees plastered with mud. There are always several burrows

along the bank, in which they seek for shelter when their huts are attacked.

They only reside in these habitations during the winter ; in the summer

they separate, and live solitary. The beavers may be easily tamed, and

accustomed to feed on animal matters.

Several species of the genus Castor proper have been found in a fossil

state in the tertiary deposits of the old hemisphere. Some of them have

been considered as new generic types, and form the genera Chalicomys and

Trogontherium, which are not universally admitted as differing sufficiently

from the genus Castor.
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An animal nearly allied to the beaver existed in North America during

the tertiary epoch, but far surpassing in bulk those of the present time.

Its remains were discovered in the State of Ohio, and described under

the name of Castoroides oliioensis. Its life was probably aquatic, and its

food consisted of vegetable substances, which it gnawed off with its powerful

incisors.

The genus Palceomys has been admitted as an extinct genus of the old

Avorld, and has left the remains of one species (P. castoroides) in the

tertiary deposits of Germany. Its dentition comes near that of the beavers,

but sufficiently different in some peculiarities of structure to permit the

establishment of a new genus.

Fam. 5. SciURiD^. The characters of this family consist in having

simple molars with tuberculous crowns, five above and four below on each

side ;
the lower incisors very much compressed. The toes are long, armed

with sharp claws, four on the anterior and five on the jDosterior feet ; the

anterior thumb is very short. The tail is long and tufted. Some are pro-

vided with cheek pouches. In others the skin of the sides is extended

between the anterior and posterior limbs. We distinguish three kinds of

squirrels : the true squirrels, the ground squirrels, and the flying squirrels.

The genus Pteromys (flying squirrels) is easily distinguished from any

other of the same family by the expansion of tlie skin between the hind and

fore legs, by means of which they are enabled to support themselves for a

moment in the air, and to make very great leaps. The American flying

squirrel, Pteromys volucella {pi. 113, figs. 12 and 13). An analogous species

is found in Poland, Eussia, and Siberia. Besides, there are three more

species in North America inhabiting the north and west. There is one

found in the Indian Archipelago that is nearly of the size of a cat.

The genus Pseudostoma possesses four prismatic molars above and below

and on each side, the first of which is double, the others simple. The upper

incisors are furrowed with a double groove in front. There are five toes

to each foot. They have very short legs and very deep pouches which

open externally, enlarging the sides of the head and neck. Four species

are known to exist in North America. One is the Canada hamster or

pouched rat (P. hursarius), which inhabits deep burrows. Another is

from Hudson's Bay, and receives the common appellation of mole-shaped

sand rat (P. tcdpoidea). A third species is found in the northern regions,

and the fourth in Florida.

The genus Aplodontia is destitute of cheek pouches. Its body is thick

and short, clothed with fur like that of the musk-rat, but neither so long nor

so fine. The head is flat and broad ; the nose a little arched, thick, and

obtuse. There are five molars above and four below on each side. The

limbs are robust and short, the feet moderately strong, with naked soles, all

provided with five toes, father short, but well separated. The thumb of

the fore feet, however, is much shorter than the other toes. The claws,

particularly the anterior ones, are very long, strong, much compressed, and

but little curved. The tail is very short, and concealed by the fur of the

hips. These animals form small societies, live in burrows, and feed, as
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usual, on vegetable substances. One species only is described, and belongs

to the northwest portion of North America, the sewellel of Lewis and Clark

{A. leporina)." A second species is indicated, if the characters alluded

to bv the author are not differences occurring in the young.

The genus Arctomys (the marmots) has, like the squirrels, five molars

above and four below, all of them bristled with points ; accordingly some

species are inclined to eat flesh and feed upon insects as well as grass. As
to their general form, the marmots are the very reverse of the squirrels,

being heavy, provided with short legs, a middle-sized or short hair}^ tail,

and a large, flat head, passing the winter in a state of torpor and shut up in

deep holes, the entrance of which they close Avith a heap of grass. They

live in societies, and are easily tamed. The alpine marmot, A. mannotta or

alpinus {pi. 113, fig. 11), is about the size of the hare. Four species are

described from North America, among which is the common Maryland mar-

mot, or ground-hog (^4. monax) of the northern, eastern, and middle states.

The genus Sjjermojyhilus possesses cheek pouches, two incisors above

and below, and five molars above and four below, exactly as in the ground

squirrels ; but whilst the external appearance of the latter is more like

that of squirrel proper {Sciuru-s), the general appearance of Spermophilus

is more that of the marmots, from which it is distinguished by the dentition.

The molars are more narrow transversely than longitudinally. The ears

are generally short. The feet are of moderate length, adapted for walking

on the ground ; the nails are inferior in size to those of the marmots, and

less hooked than those of the squirrels. There are four toes to the fore

feet, with the rudiment of a thumb protected by a blunt nail ; the hind feet

have five toes. The tail is always shorter than the body. The form of the

body is rather slender, and possesses a degree of lightness and agility

approaching the activity of the squirrels. Twelve species of this genus

are known to exist in North America, three in Europe, and a few in

Asia and Africa, if some of the latter are not to be referred to the genus

Arctomys.

In North America they are commonly known by the names of marmot

squirrels, prairie marmot or prairie dog, tawny American marmot, leopard

marmot, small grey squirrel (Lewis and Clark), and other similar appella-

tions more or less arbitrary. They chiefly inhabit the northern regions.

The following is an extract from Say, in Long's Expedition to the Eocky
Mountains, on the habits of the prairie dog (.SI liidovicianiis):

" This interesting and sprightly little animal has received the name of

prairie dog, from a fancied resemblance of its warning cry to the hurried

barking of a small dog. The sound may be imitated by the pronunciation

of the syllable ' chek, chek, chek !

' in a sibillated manner, and in rapid

succession, by propelling the breath between the tip of the tongue and the

roof of the mouth. As particular places are in general occupied by the

burrows of these animals, such assemblages of dwellings are denominated

prairie dog villages by the hunters. They vary widely in extent, some

being confined to an area of a few miles, others bounded by a circum-

ference of many miles. Only one of these villages occurred between the
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Missouri and the prairie towns ; thence to the Platte they were much
more numerous. The entrance to the burrow is at the summit of the little

mound of earth brought up by the animal daring the process of the excava-

tion below. These mounds are sometimes inconspicuous, but generally

somewhat elevated above the common surface, though rarely to the height

of eighteen inches. Their form is that of a truncated cone, on a base of

two or three feet, perforated by a comparatively large hole or entrance at

the summit or in the side. The Avhole surface, but more particularly the

summit, is trodden down and compacted, like a well worn pathway. The
hole descends, vertically, to the depth of one or two feet, whence it con-

tinues in an oblique direction downwards. A single burrow may have

many occupants. We have seen seven or eight individuals sitting upon

one mound. The burrows occur usually at intervals of about twenty feet.

They delight to sjDort about the entrance of their burrows in pleasant

weather. At the approach of danger they retreat to their dens, or when its

proximity is not too immediate, they remain, barking and flourishing their

tails, on the edge of their holes, or sitting erect to reconnoitre. When
tired upon in this situation, they never foil to escape, or, if killed, to fall

into their burrows, where they are beyond the reach of the hunter. As
they pass the winter in a lethargic sleep, they lay up no provision of food

for that season, but defend themselves from its rigors by accurately closing

up the entrance of the burrow. The farther arrangements which the

j^rairie dog makes for his comfort and security are well worthy of attention.

He constructs for himself a very neat globular cell with fine dry grass,

having an aperture at the top large enough to admit the finger, and so

compactly formed, that it might almost be rolled over the floor without

injury."

The genus Tamias (the ground squirrels) is very nearly allied to the

squirrels proper (Sciurus), from which it differs by many particulars, among
which is the presence of ample cheek-pouches, a longer head, the ears placed

farther back, a more slender body, and shorter extremities. The ears

themselves are rounded, and withoat any tufts on the edge or behind them.

The tail is shorter than the bod}', rounded, narrow, seldom turned up.

There are four toes to the fore feet, with a minute blant nail in place of a

thumb, and five to the hind ones. The claws are hooked. Two incisors

above and two below, smooth, the lower ones compressed and sharp. The
molars are five above and four below on each side, short, and the crown

tuberculous. The species are all of small size, and longitudinally striped on

the back and sides. They do not mount trees unless driven thither by
necessity, but dig burrows, and spend their nights and the season of winter

under the ground.

Several species of this genus exist in North America ; one is known in

South America, and another in the northern portions of the eastern con-

tinent. The chipping squirrel or hackee (Tamias lysteri) is found from

the northern lakes (Huron and Superior) all along the eastern, northern,

and middle states and range of Alleghany Mountains.

The genus Sciurus is characterized by an elongated body ; a long tail,
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furnished with hair ; a hirge head, with erect ears
;
projecting and brilliant

ejes ; the upper lip divided. There are four toes before, with a tubercle

covered by a blunt nail, and five behind ; four molars on each side, above

and below, variously tuberculated ; a very small additional molar is seen in

front and above, permanent in some species, but drops out in most cases

when the young have attained the age of six to twelve weeks ; the fingers

are long, slender, and deeply cleft ; the nails very acute, and greatly com-

pressed. We quote the following description of the h!ibits of the squirrels

from Audubon and Bachman, Quadrupeds, p. 38

:

"Squirrels are able to leap from branch to branch, and from tree to tree,

clingino- to the smallest twia^, and seldom missins; tlieir hold. When this

happens to be the case, these animals have an instinctive habit of grasping,

in the descent, at the first object which may present itself; or, if about to

fall to the earth, they spread themselves out in the manner of the fl^'ing

squirrels, and thus, by presenting a greater resistance to the air, are enabled

to reach the ground without injury, and, recovering instantaneously, they

ascend the nearest tree.

" All the American species of this genus, as far as we have been able "to

become acquainted with their habits, build their nests either in the fork of

a tree, or on some secure portion of its branches. The nest is hemispherical

in shape, and is composed of sticks, leaves, the bark of trees, and various

kinds of mosses and lichens. In the vicinity of these nests, however, they

have a still more secure retreat in some hollow tree, to which they retire in

cold or in very wet weather, and where their first litter of young is generally

produced.#
" Several species of squirrels collect and hide away food during the abun-

dant season of autumn, to serve as a winter store. This hoard is corapjosed

of various kinds of walnuts and hickory nuts, chestnuts, chinquepins, acorns,

corn, &;c., which may be found in their vicinity. The species, however,

that inhabit the southern portion of the United States, where the ground is

seldom covered with snow, and where they can always derive a precarious

support from the seeds, insects, and worms, which they scratch up among

the leaves, &c., are less provident in this respect ; and of all these species,

the chickaree, or Hudson Bay squirrel {S. hudsonius), is by far the most

iudustrious, and lays up the greatest quantity of food.

" In the spring, the squirrels shed their hair, which is replaced by a thin-

ner and less furry coat ; during summer, their tails are narrower and less

feathery than in autumn, when they either receive an entirely new coat, or

a very great accession of fur ; at this season, also, the outer surfaces of the

ears are more thickly and prominently clothed with fur than in the sj^ring

and summer.

"Squirrels are notorious depredators of Indian corn fields of the firmers,

in some portions of the country consuming great quantities of this grain,

and, by tearing off the husks, exposing an immense number of the unripe

ears to the mouldering influence of the dew and rain."

Twenty species of this genus inhabit North America. The common or

red squirrel {S. hudsonius) has a great geographical range, and extends
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very for north ; is found again in Labrador, ITewfoundland, and Canada ; it

is most common, liOAvever, in the New England States, and even occasion-

ally in the hilly portions of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, The Carolina

grey squirrel, S. cawUnensis {i^l. US, fig. 14), is most abundant in Florida,

Georgia, and South Carolina ; the other species live in different districts of

the country. The common squirrel of Europe {S. vulgaris) is figured on

pi 107, fig. 11.

Among the fossil remains of Sciuridag hitherto discovered in the tertiary

deposits of Europe, species belonging to the genera Sciurus, Arctomys, and

Spermophilus, were recognised. They resembled very much the existing

species.

Ordek 5. Insectivora.

This is a small order, and composed also chiefly of small animals, the

largest having but twice the bulk of the common rat. They all possess

mblar teeth studded with conical points ; their principal food consists of

insects. They lead a nocturnal or subterranean life, and in cold climates

many of them pass the winter in a torpid state. Their feet are short and

their motion feeble ; in walking they all place the whole sole of the foot on

the gound.

Insectivora may be divided into three families : Talpidce, or moles

;

Soricidce, or shrews ; and Erinaceidoe^ or hedgehogs. The latter has no

representatives in North America. '
Among the fossil remains of Insectivora hitherto known there is a frag-

ment of a lower jaw from the fresh water strata of Wordwell, England,

whose affinities with either one of the families constituting this order have

not yet been ascertained. The genus Spalacodon has been proposed for it.

Fam. 1. Talpid^. The body, rather thick and plump, is covered with

hair throughout ; the limbs are short, the anterior ones terminating by a

rounded hand provided with five toes as well as the hind feet. The eyes

are so minute as to escape notice, whence the assertion that moles are blind.

The fact is that the eyes are in a very rudimentary or undeveloped condi-

tion. The animals of this family are subterranean, and appear but very

seldom on the surface.

The genus Chrysochloris (or golden mole) has, like the Mygale, two

incisors above and four below. The molars are long, distinct, and almost

all shaped in triangular prisms. The snout is short, broad, and recurved.

There are only three nails to the fore feet ; the external one, very large,

curved and pointed, serves as a powerful instrument for excavating and

piercing the earth.

The genus Tcdpia (mole proper) has very feeble jaws, the food consisting

of worms and insects. There are six incisors above and eight below.

The canines have two roots, partaking of the nature of the false molar

;

the false molars themselves are four in number above and three below,

backwards of which are three bristled or true molars. The common mole
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of Europe, Talpa europcen {pi. 113, fig. 17), is a very troublesome animal in

orchards, gardens, and cultivated lands generally. It was once supposed to

exist in North America, but this is now known not to be the case. Three

well ascertained species of moles have been discovered in a fossil state in

the tertiary beds of Europe. The moles are replaced in North America by

the two following genera.

The genus Scalops is strictly North American, and has a long head ter-

minated by an extended, cartilaginous, flexible, and pointed snout; the

eyes and ears are concealed by the hair, and very minute. The hind feet

are short and slender, with five toes, and delicate hooked nails ; the fore

feet or hands are broad, their claws long and flat, fitted, as in the mole, for

excavating the earth. The common American shrewmole {S. ciquaticus) is

an example of this genus. It is spread over a wide area of the United

States from Canada to Florida, and westwards as far as Kentucky. Three

or four species more are known.

The genus Condylura^ also North American, is characterized by certain

cutaneous filaments which surround the nostrils and give to the nose a star-

like appearance, whence the name of star-nosed mole. The only species of

the genus hitherto known is C. cristata. In their feet and their general

appearance they resemble the mole, but their tail is longer.

This family existed in North America during the tertiary epoch, and it is

highly probable that species belonging to the above genera will some day be

discovered.

The genus Anomodon rests upon a canine tooth which possesses a general

resemblance to those of Scalops, but indicates an animal of a much larger

size. The looth itself is much more compressed than in any of the genera

of the same family. The remains of the only species were found in the lead

region of Illinois together with some pachyderms, of which we have already

spoken.

In Europe is found the genus Dimylus, with one %pecies from the tertiary

beds of Wirtemberg, known by a lower jaw in which only two molars are

left, possessing a double row of tubercles ; whilst in the genus Talpa, to

which it comes nearer, these tubercles form three rows.

Fam. 2. SoEiciD^. This family is composed generally of very small

animals, whose body is covered with hair, with the general appearance of

the mice, from which they greatly differ in their dentition. The tail is more

or less elongated, the body itself disproportionately slender; the limbs short;

the snout more or less pointed. They live under the ground, come seldom

to the light, and are provided with very minute eyes. Some possess glands

emitting peculiar odors.

The genus Sorex (the shrews) is distinguished from the others of the

family by having under the skin, and upon each flank, a small band of stiff

thickly set setae, between which, in the rutting season particularly, peculiar

glands secrete an odorous fluid. The two upper middle incisors are hooked,

and dentated at their base, the lower ones slanted and elongated ; on each

side, five above cind two below, are small false molars, and three bristled or

true molars throughout. The sh.rews live in holes, which they excavate in
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tlie earth, and which they seldom leave till evening ; they feed on worms

and insects. Of this genus North America j)ossesses many species, inhabit-

ing different districts.

The shrews are found also in Asia, Europe, and Africa, and are more

numerous towards the tropical parts ; the countries where they most abound

are tropical Africa, central and tropical Asia. They constitute particular

genera in Asia, such as Hylogale^ Hylomys, &c.

The extinct genus Oxygomphius had a great resemblance to Hylogale

javanica^ and differs from it in the tubercular structure of the molar teeth.

Two species were found in the tertiary deposits of AVirtemberg.

Several s|)ecies of Sorex have left their remains on the continent of

Europe.

The genus Mygale (the desmans) is peculiar to Europe ; it differs from

that of the shrews in having two very small teeth placed between the two

great lower incisors, and the two upper incisors flattened and triangular.

There are six or seven false molars, and four bristled ones ; the snout is pro-

longed into a flexible proboscis ; the external ear is short and not conspicuous

;

the tail long, scaly, and laterally compressed ; there are five unguiculated

toes to each foot, united by a membrane ; the eyes are very small. A
species is very common in Southern Russia, along the rivers and lakes,

where it feeds on worms, larvae of insects, and particularly on leeches. Its

burrows, which are constructed in the bank, commence under water, and

ascend to such a height as to be above its level in the greatest flood.

Another, but smaller, inhabits the Pyrenees. Of this genus, remains of two

fossil species have been discovered in France.

The genus Pakeosjxdax is extinct, and known only by a fragment of the

lower jaw, with six teeth in their natural position, which in their structure

are intermediate between Mygale and Talpa. A single species was disco-

vered on the coast of Norfolk (England).

The genus Macroscelicks is characterized by a narrow snout, ending ante-

riorly in a long and sub-cylindrical proboscis, having the nostrils at its apex

;

the eyes are moderate
; the ears large and round ; the body furry ; the tail

elongcited and seal}', annulated, and furnished scantily with hairs ; the feet

are five-toed ; there are two incisors above and two below, and five true

molars ; between these and the incisors are, above and below, four teeth,

which have been called canines, three of v/hich are probably false molars.

The five known species of this genus belong to tropical Africa ; the M.
typicus inhabits the open country in the interior of South Africa, and is

occasionally seen during the day about the roots of bushes or among brush-

wood, whence, upon being discovered, it instantly retreats to its natural and

subterraneous habitation.

Fam. 3. ErinaceiDuE. The bod}' is generally covered with spines instead

of hairs, sometimes with spines and setae intermingled. This family includes

the largest species of the order ; they live in woods and hedges, sometimes

in burrows. Although chiefly nocturnal in their habits, they often come to

the light. The eyes are perfectly developed. Some present the remarkable

phenomenon of a lethargic sleep under the tropical zone.
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This family, as far as our knowledge extends, existed during the tertiary

epoch, under the same generic form as in our days. Several species of tlie

genus Erinaceus^ and one of the genus Centetes, have been found in Europe;

none yet in America, where the living types are also absent.

The genus Erinacevs (hedgehog) has its body covered with spines instead

of hairs, showing thus a resemblance to the porcupine. The skin of the

back is furnished with powerful muscles, by wliich, when the bead and the

feet are brought towards the abdomen, the animal can shut itself up, pre-

senting to its enemies spines all around. The tail is very short, and there

are five toes to eacli foot ; there are six incisors in eacli jaw, the middle

ones being the longest ; on each side three false molars, three true molars

bristled with points, and a small one studded with tubercles.

The common hedgehog, E. europceus {pi. 113, fig. 18), is common in the

woods and hedges, and also in bouses. It passes the winter in its burrow.

Its skin, it is said, was formerly used to dress hemp.

The genus Centetes (tenrecs) is composed of four species, inhabiting

tropical Africa and the Island of Madagascar. Their body is covered with

spines, like the hedgehog, but much shorter ; and the animals do not

possess the faculty of rolling themselves so completely into a ball. The tail

is absent ; the snout is sometimes elongated, always much pointed ; there

are four or six incisors, and two great canines in each jaw ; there are one or

two false molars, and four true ones, triangular and bristled ; each foot has

five distinct toes, armed with crooked spines. They are nocturnal animals,

passing three months in the year in a state of lethargy, although inhabiting

the torrid zone. We are even told that it is during the greatest heat that

they grow torpid.

The Oriental or Asiatic hedgehog constitutes the genus Gymnura.

Oedee 6. Cheieopteea.

This order is composed of the animals commonly known as bats, and

easily distinguished from all other mammals by a membranous expansion

which extends from the sides of the neck between the fore limbs and toes

down to the tip of the tail, and which enables them not only to sustain

themselves in the air, but also to move through it in any direction thej

may desire. They thus possess the power of true flight as in birds, with

which indeed they are frequently confounded. The bones of which the

anterior extremities are composed are very much elongated, especially

those of the fingers, and constitute an umbrella-like framework, over which

is spread a thin, naked membrane continued from the membranous expan-

sion of the body. The whole locomotive power of these animals seems

concentrated, upon this organ of flight. It can only move along a solid

surface by folding its wings and using the hooked thumbs to lay hold of any

irregularity, and thus draw itself forwards. Hence its motions are awkward

and shuffling ; and on a polished surface, like that of a table, it is greatly

embarrassed. But in the hollows of trees, the crevices of masonry, and the
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chinks or fissures of a rock, it can climb and crawl about with great facility

The air, however, is its home, and through this it moves with considerable

swiftness, and with great apjoarent ease, wheeling in every direction, and

performing the most abrupt evolutions in search of its insect prey. In

these movements it is very much assisted by the tail, which serves as a

rudder; and we shall find that this organ is most developed in bats which

pursue insects on tlie wing, whilst it is small, or entirely wanting, in those

which live on fruits. In their mode of flight, bats bear a very strong

resemblance to swallows, which like them pursue insects on the wing ; but

whilst the latter seek their food during the day, the former come forth only

at twilight. During the day the bats sleep in their recesses, suspended by

their hind feet, their heads consequently hanging downwards ; and they

assume the same position during the whole winter, which in the temperate

zone is passed by them in a state of torpidity.

The bats may be divided into two sections : the carnivorous or insectivo-

rous, and the frugivorous.

Group 1. Carnivora or Insectivora.

The insectivorous or insect eating bats are by far the most numerous of

the order ; they possess a dentition and a digestive system in accordance

with their particular kind of food. The molars are beset with pointed

tubercles, adapted to crush the hard envelopes of insects ; the canines are

sometimes of a laroe size. The intestinal canal is much shorter than in the

frugivorous tribe.

The insectivorous bats are subdivided into several families, the number

of which is variable according to the views of systematic writers. Some
adopt five or six ; we only two : the Yampyrkke and Vesp)ertih'o7iidce.

The bats existed during the tertiary epoch, and have left some of their

remains in the deposits of past ages. As flir as hitherto known, they belong

to the family of Vespertilionidai. The frugivorous bats are not yet known
to have existed prior to our days. We must, • however, expect many
discoveries to be made in the extinct fauna of this singular order of

animals.

Fam. 1. Vampyrid^. The genus Dysopes or Molossm (bull-dog bats)

belongs both to the old and new world. The snout is simjDle ; the ears

are broad and short, arising near the angle of the lips, and uniting with

each other on the snout. The tail occupies the whole length of their

inter-femoral membrane, and most generally even extends beyond it. Two
species of this genus are found in the southern United States. The fossil

remains of one species have been discovered in the Brazilian caverns.

The genera Dinops, Nyctinomiis^ and Cheiromeles, are mere subdivisions of

this genus.

The genus Didurus (fox-tailed bats), nearly related to the preceding,

contains but one species, from tropical America.

The genus Noctilio (hare-lij)j)ed bats) is distinguished by a short snout,
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whicli l|pnflated and split into a double hare-lip, covered with old lool^ing

warts and seams. The ears are separated. There are four incisors a|i|ve

and two below. The tail is short, and free above the inter-femoral ^rem-

brane. There are two species of this genus in tropical America.

The genus Phyllostoma (javelin bats) possess four incisors in each jaw,

some of which fall off bj the growth of the canines. The genus is more-

over distinguished by a membrane resembling a double leaf that is placed

crosswise on the end of the nose. The tongue is very extensible, terminated

in papilhe, which appear to be so arranged as to form an organ of suction.

Symmetrically arranged tubercles are also observed on the lips. Upwards
of twelve ^cies of this genus are known to inhabit tropical America, to

which country the genus is completely limited, and where a fossil species

has also been discovered in the caverns.

In the genus Vampyrus the tail is absent ; in other respects it resembles

the preceding. One species only belongs to it, V. spectrum {pi. Ill, fig. 8),

and this is peculiar to the new world, and more especially to tropical

America. Its wings measure two or three feet across when expanded.

The genus Glossophaga (long-tongued bats, differs from Phyllostoma by
a narrow tongue, susceptible of elongation, and furnished with hair-like

papillte. Four species are known, and all of them belong to tropical

America.

The genus Megaderma (the broad-winged bats) has the leaf-like mem-
brane of the nose more complicated than that of Phyllostoma. The ears

are very large, and united on the top of the head. The tongue and lips

are smooth; the inter-femoral membrane is entire, and the tail absent.

There are four incisors below, but none above. The genus belongs entirely

to the old continent ; species are found in Africa and in the Indian Archi-

pelago. From the latter locality is M. lyra {pi. 117, fig. 7).

The genus Plecotus (long-eared bats) has ears larger than the head, and

"united on the cranium as is the case in Megaderma. P. timoriensis

{pi. 117, fig. 2) belongs here. Two species of this genus inhabit North

America, one in the southern States {P. lecontii), and the other in Oregon

{P. ioiunsendi).

In. the genus Rhinolophus (the horse shoe bats), the nose is furnished

with very complex crests and membranes laid upon the chanfrain, pre-

senting the figure of a horse-shoe; the tail is long, and placed in the

inter-femoral membrane. This genus is very numerous in species, all of

which belong to the old continent; example, R. ferrum equinum {pi. 117j

fig. 6). A fossil species very nearly allied to it is found in the tertiary

deposits of Germany.

In the genus Xycteris (cheek-pouched bats) the forehead is furrowed by
a longitudinal groove, which is even marked upon the cranium, and bor-

dered by a fold of the skin which partly covers it. The nostrils are simple;

there are four incisors above and six below ; the ears are large and sepa-

rated, and the tail involved in the inter-femoral membrane. The species

are African and Asiatic.

The genus Nyctophilus includes only one species, which inhabits the
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islands of tlie Soutli Seas. There are two incisors above, elon^jpd, coni •

cJj^nd indented ; and six below, equal and trifid, with rounded lobes ; the

taffprojects a little beyond the inter-femoral membrane.

The genus D&smodus (eurved-tooth bats) inhabits tropical America, where

three species are known ; the character of the genus resides in the peculiar

formation of the teeth.

In the genus Rhinopoma (lid-nosed bats) the groove on the forehead is

less distinctly marked than in Nycteris; the nostrils are placed at the end

of the snout, above which is a little leaf; the ears are united; the tail

extends far beyond the membrane. One species only is known, principally

found in the pyramids of Egypt. S
The genus Taphozus (wing-pouched bats) is distinguished by a little

prolongation of the membrane of the wings, which forms a sort of sac near

the carpus. The head is pyramidal ; no recurved leaf is attached to the

nostrils ; there is a small rounded pit on the nose. Nine species of this

genus are known, some of which belong to the Old, and some to the New
World. One particular species was discovered in the catacombs of Egypt.

The genus Mormoops contains but one species, proper to the tropical

region of the New World, distinguished in having on each side of the nose

a triangular leaf, which extends to the ears. There are four incisors in

each jaw, the superior tolerably large, the inferior trilobate ; the cranium is

raised like' a pyramid above the snout. One species only, which inhabits

tropical America.

Fam. 2. Vespertilionid^. The genus Vespertilio (bats proper) has a

snout deprived of leaf, or any other peculiar appendage; the ears are sepa-

rated, and independent from each other; the tail is contained in the mem-

brane between the hind limbs. This genus is the most numerous in species,

and is found in both the Old and New Worlds. Seven are described from

North America, from the Atlantic to the Eocky Mountains, known as hoary

bat {V. pruinosus)^ little brown bat (F. suhulatus)^ silver-haired bat (F.

noctivagans^) in the Northern, Middle, and Western States; others are

found in the Carolinas and Virginia.

Of European bats we mention the common bat of Europe, F. murinus

{pi. 117, Jig, 5); F. noctula {pL 117, Jig. 8); and the serotine bat, F. seroti-

nus (2)1. 117, Jig. 4).

The genera Emhallonura (long-nosed bats) and Nycticejus (roquet dog-

bats) include numbers of species allied to Vespertilio, and peculiar to the

tropical regions of both the Old and New Worlds.

The genus Furia (fury bats) is composed of one species from tropical

America, which differs generically from all others.

Of the genus Vespertilio proper, several fossil species have been described

from the tertiary strata of the Old World, one of Avhich is very nearly allied

to the common bat of the same hemisphere.
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Group 2. Fnigivora.

The frugivorous tribe of bats has no representatives in the New World

;

the few genera of which it is composed belong chiefly to tropicjgil Asia.

They have molar teeth, with rounded eminences for bruising and grinding

their food ; their intestinal canal is very long, in some instances seven times

as long as the body itself, indicating that these animals were destined to

subsist, in part at least, upon vegetable diet. Like many of the monkeys,

however, they are probably omnivorous in some degree, feeding chiefly upon

fruits, but pursuing small birds, or large soft-bodied insects, which may be

obtained without much difficulty. This tribe contains but one family.

Fam. Pteropodid^e. Is characterized by the entire absence of the nose-

leaf, the simplicity of the ears, the shortness of the tail. The flesh of many

of the frugivorous bats is eaten as a dainty by the inhabitants of the coun-

tries in which they are found, having a flavor which has been compared to

that of the hare and partridge. Possibly some of the largest kinds were

known to the ancients, and gave rise to the fabulous account of the harpy.

The genus Pteropus (roussette bats) belongs exclusively to the Old

^orld, and comprehends numerous species. There are trenchant incisors

in each jaw, and the molars have flat crowns ; the food consists chiefly of

fruits, of which these animals destroy large quantities; they pursue biids

and small quadrupeds %-ith much success. This genus includes the largest

species known of bats ; their flesh is eaten ; they inhabit the East Indies.

The tail is absent, or nearly so ;
the membranous expansion is deeply

notched between the legs ; the snout is simple, somewhat elongated, and

the nostrils widely separated ; the ears are of a middling size. The species

belong to Asia and the Indian Archipelago.

The common roussette (P. vulgaris) is represented on pi. 117, fig. 9.

These animals generally preserve a perfect silence during the day ; but if

disturbed, they will emit sharp piercing shrieks.

The genus Harpyia (tube-nosed roussette) comprehends a single species,

which inhabits Timor. It is a singular looking bat, having nostrils project-

ing in a kind of cylinder, and a claw on the fore-finger.

The genus Cephahtes contains also a single species, from tropical Asia.

The membranes of their wings, instead of meeting at their flanks, are joined

to each other on the middle of the back, to which they adhere by a vertical

and longitudinal partition.

The genus Mocroglossa (great-tongued roussette) is very closely allied to

Pteropus. It is characterized b}^ the extreme length of the head, the

absence of false molars, the great development of the posterior molar, and

the extensile tongue. One species, from tropical Asia.

The genus Pachysoma (stout-bodied roussette) is composed of at least

six species, which resemble Pteropus, and are found inhabiting tropical

Asia.
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Oeder 7. Carnivora.

Oroup 1. Pin7i{pedia.

The ibals, wliich constitute this group, were for a long time not distin-

guished from the herbivorous Cetacea, the name of sea-cow, now restricted

to Manati, being indifferently applied to them, witli those of sea-calf, sea-

dog, sea-bear, sea-lion, &c. Seals, as already remarked, are also among

those curious animals which have given rise to the stories of the mermaids

of our forefathers, their head generally bearing some resemblance to that of

a dog, whose intelligence (we are told) and soft expressive look they also

possess. Some species have very inconspicuous ears, and others have

merely an auditory aperture ; their jaws are furnished with strong teeth,

consisting of incisors, canines, and molars, all well adapted for seizing, hold-

ing, and crushing the scaly and slippery i^rey upon which they feed. The

tongue is smooth, and slightly notched at the end ; the feet are formed for

swimming ; the front pair is enveloped in the skin of tlie body as far as the

tarsus, and the hinder pair, which is flattened and directed backwards, is

enveloped almost to the heel. All the feet have five toes, the anterior onijp

regularly decreasing in length from the thumb to the little toe ; while in the

hinder feet the thumb and the last toe are the longest, and the intermediate

ones the shortest. The tail is short, and when thq. animal is out of the

water, is generally concealed by the hind legs pressing close to it. When
they dive, they close their nostrils by a kind of valve ; and the large venous

sinus in the liver must assist them in diving, by rendering respiration less

necessary to the circulation of the blood, which in them is very abundant

and very dark colored.

These animals pass the greater portion of their time in the water, never

landing except for the purpose of basking in the sun and suckling their

young. They are excellent swimmers, having an elongated body ; a very

movable dorsal spine provided with muscles that strongly flex it ; a narrow

pelvis ; short hairs that adhere closely to the skin.

The Pinnipedia form but one family, that of Phocida?, since we have

removed the walruses from this group.

Fam. PnociDiE, or the seals, have six or four incisors above, four or

two below, pointed canines, and grinders from twenty to twenty-four, all

trenchant- or conical, and without any tuberculous part whatever
; five toes

to all the feet.

The genus Phoca includes the species deprived of external ears, provided

with pointed incisors ; all their toes enjoy a certain degree of motion,

and are terminated by pointed nails, planted at the edge of the membrane

which unites them. When the number of incisors is six above and four

below, we have then the sub-genus Calocephala, of which the common seal,

Phoca vitulina {jjI 114:, Jig. 2), is an example. It is from three to five feet

in length ; found on the coast of Europe in great herds. When the incisors

are four above and four below, and the molars deeply notched into three
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points, as in the PJioca lejjfonix, from the Australian seas, we have the sub-

genus jStenorhi/nchus. The sub-genus Pelagus has four incisors above and

four below associated to grinders with obtuse cones, with a slightly marked

heel before and behind, as in Phoca monacha (the monk), from the Mediter-

ranean. When there are four incisors above and only two below, the

molars or grinders compressed, slightly trilobate, and supported by thick

roots, the species belong to the sub-genus Stemmatopus. The hooded seal

{Ph. cristata), which is an example of the last sub-genus and an inhabitant

of the Arctic Ocean, has been noticed on the shores of New England. It

is seven or eight feet long; possesses a piece of loose skin on the head,

which can be inflated at the pleasure of the animal, and is drawn over the

eye when it is menaced, at which time the nostrils also are inflated like

bladders. Lastly, when the incisors are four above and two below, but the

molars obtuse and conical, and the snout resembling a short movable pro-

boscis, the sub-genus is called 3Iacrorhmu.s, to which the largest known
seal {Phoca leonina) must be referred. TKis is the sea-lion, or sea-wolf,

or sea elephant of the various writers. It is from twenty to twenty-five

feet in length. Common in the northern latitudes of the Pacific Ocean.

It constitutes an important object of the fisheries, on account of the oil

which it yields abundantly.

The genus Otaria is composed of seals \\\X\\ external ears, and besides

the four superior middle incisors have a double cutting edge, a circumstance

hitherto unknown in any animal
;
the external ones are simple and smaller,

and the four inferior, bifurcated. The molars are simply conical, and the

toes of the fore feet almost immovable
; the membrane of the hind feet

lengthened out into a slip behind each toe ; all the nails are flat and slender.

The sea-bear {0. iirsina), eight feet long, is from the North Pacific Ocean.

Another species {0. juhata) is from fifteen to twenty feet in length ; found

in all the Pacific Ocean.

Fossil remains of seals proper (Phoca) have been discovered in the

tertiary beds of Europe, and referred to three different species, with others

not yet determined.

There is also a form found in Germany which differs more widely from

the seals proper, and for which the genus Pachyodon has been proposed,

the full characteristic of which has not as 3'et been made known.

The genus Phocodon is another extinct genu.s, peculiar to North America
and Europe, which, when first discovered among us, was described as a

gigantic reptile, and received the name of Basilosaurus. Subsequently it

was found, by the structure of its teeth and the manner in which the latte-r

were implanted in the jaw, to belong to the class of Mammalia, and to come
near the aquatic tribe. By some, however, it is erroneously placed among
herbivorous cetaceans. The general character of the teeth reminds us- of those

of the seals (Phoca), whence the name of Phocodon. They have also the

external appearance of the teeth of some sharks, and the name o^ Squalodon

was suggested for them by a French naturalist, who had found some of

them in the tertiary deposits of Bordeaux. Zeuglodon is another appella-

tion for these remains, alluding to the structure of the teeth. One species
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is from the tertiary deposits of Alabama, which must have reacbed a vevy

large size. Another, smaller, is from South Carolina.

The TncheckidcH, or walruses, which we have already described among

Herbivora, were formerly placed near the seals among Pinnipedia.

The family of Hydrarchidce was established'for an extinct genus {Hydrar-

chos), which at first was supposed to have been the most gigantic creature

ever called into existence. Indeed it was one of the largest at the time

when it lived, but its remains have been found to belong to the genus

Basilosiurus, or Phocodon.

Group 2. Unguiculata.

This group is composed of those mammals whose food consists chiefly

of flesh, generally of a living prey, which they devour with more or less

avidity. Some of them, however, the bears for example, have almost a

frugivorous diet, eating flesh only by necessity. To these habits corre-

spond a set of teeth fitted for the wants of the animals. The incisors and

canines are adapted to seize a prey to the best advantage, and the molars

to tear it into pieces. The limbs are sometimes short, and sometimes

moderately long, never out of proportion ; always strong built, either for

the purpose of running after prey or of leaping upon it. The Unguiculata

may be divided into two tribes.

'

Tribe 1. Plantigrada.

The animals of this tribe, when walking, place the whole sole of the foot

on the ground, a circumstance Avhich enables them to stand vertically

upon their hind feet. They partake of the slowness and nocturnal life

of the Insectivora. They are all provided with five toes to each foot.

Most of those that inhabit cold countries pass the winter in a state of

torpor. •*

Fam. 1. Ursidji:, contains but one genus, Ursus (or bears), characterized

by a large head, a body and limbs large and powerful, the body itseli

.covered with long and shaggy hairs. The tail is very short. There is no

glandular pouch. The number of the molars is variable, the four last a,re

large and tuberculous. Several species of bears are found in North

America. In common with tlie old continent there is the polar white

bear, U. maritunus {pi, 114, fig. 11), which inhabits the Arctic seas.

The black bear, U. americanus {pi. 116, fi^. 10), inhabits the east and

north of the United States, whilst in the western regions we have the

grisly bear {U. ferox). The brown bear of Europe {U. ardos) is repre-

sented in pi. 116, fig. 9. Several other black bears are found in the East

Indies.

The species of this genus were very numerous during the tertiary epoch,

and their remains are found in nearly all bone caverns, especially in

Europe. They have also existed in Brazil and the East Indies.
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The genus Amphiardos is nearly allied to the bears, from which it differs

l)y the structure of the jaws, in which there is one tooth less. Only one

species is known from the Sivalic Mountains.

Fam. 2. Procyonid.e. United by some with the preceding, this family

is composed of animals generally smaller than the bears. They have the

general appearance of the latter in miniature, but are provided with a long

tail, which bears have not.

The genus Procyon (racoon) has a short and triangular head, which gives

to it a fox-like appearance. The snout is tapering, and projects consider-

ably beyond the mouth. The ears are small. The tail long and bushy,

not prehensile. The feet are five-toed, armed with large and strong nails,

There is a glandular pouch on each side of the vent. The habits are noc-

turnal. In eastern North America but one species of this genus is found,

the racoon (P. lotor)^ more common in the middle and southern States than

in the northern. It is a restless, mischiev^s animal, feeding on wdld and

domesticated fowls, frogs, lizards, fish, and IRects
;
it is very fond of oysters.

Most usually found in low wooded swamps. A second species is found in

California.

The remains of an extinct species of racoon were found in Illinois.

The genus Ailurus (panda) includes a racDon-like species from tropical

Asia.

The genus Ictkles or Arctitis (benturong) is also composed of East Indian

species related to the racoon by their teeth. Their body is covered with

long hair, and there is a tuft to each ear. The tail is long, hairy, and has a

propensity to curl, as if prehensile.

The genus Nasua (coati) belongs to the tropical zone of America. It con-

tains six species, remarkable for their long and flexible snout, by which they

are at once distinguished from the racoons. The feet are semipal mated,

notwithstanding which they climb trees. Their long claws are used for

digging. The brown coati {K rufa) is represented in pi. 11% fyj. 15. A
fossil species of this genus occurs in the caverns of Brazil. Another is found

in the south of Europe.

The genus Meles (badger) is provided with rather large and strong canines.

Two of the upper molars are deciduous and fall off" when the animal is still

very young, so that four only are left in the adult. The nose is somewhat

elongated and obtuse at the point ; the ears are short and round ; the eyes

small ; the legs short. There are transverse glandular follicles between the

anus and the base of the tail which discharge a fetid odor.

The American badger {M. lahradorica) belongs to this genus. The Euro-

pean badger {M. vulgaris) is figured on p}l. 116, fig. 2.

Three fossil species of this genus are on record as having been found in

the old continent.

The extinct genus Trochichis is intermediate between 3Mes and Gulo. It

is composed of a single species which inhabited Switzerland during the

tertiary epoch.

The genus Gulo (glutton) has a head of moderate length, an elongated

body supporting short legs, a bushy tail, feet wdth five deeply divided toe^
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terminated by long curved nails. Some species, instead of a glandular

pouch, have a simple fold beneath the tail. The habits are nocturnal.

Four species of this genus are known : the wolverine or glutton {Gulo Ivscus)

existing in the arctic regions of both hemispheres, another in Africa, and

two in tropical America.
" This animal," says BufFon, who kept one alive for several months, " is

23retty wild ; he avoids water, and dreads horses, and men dressed in black.

He moves by a kind of leap, and eats pretty voraciously. After taking a

full meal, he covers himself in the cage with straw. When drinking he

laps like a dog. He utters no cry. After drinking he throws the remainder

of the water on his belly with his paws. He is almost perpetually in motion.

If allowed he would devour more than four pounds of llesh in a day ; he

eats no bread, and devours his food so voraciously, and almost without

chewing, that he is apt to choke himself."

The French name of Gloutonis an allusion to its avidity in swallowing

its food.
™

There is one fossil species of the genus Gulo from central Europe, and

another fi^om the Brazilian caverns, if it belongs not to another genus.

The genus Taxotherium is extinct, and contains but one species from the

tertiary basin of Paris. It belongs undoubtedly to this family, and comes

perhaps nearer to Procyon than to any other genus.

The genus Ratelus (the ratel) approaches the cats by its teeth, while its

whole exterior is that of the grison or badger. The legs are short, five toes

to each, and the nails very strong. One species, of the size of the badger,

inhabits the Cape of Good Hope, where it digs up the earth with its long

claws in search of the honeycomb of the wild bees.

Fam. 3. CERCOLEPTID.E. Composed only of one species, known by the

name of potto in tropical America and the West Indies. It constitutes the

genus Cercoleptes^ which gave its name to the family. It has, according to

Cuvier, a plantigrade walk, and possesses a prehensile tail. It climbs, like a

lemur, with agility, is nocturnal in its habits, and feeds also on some vege-

table substances, and we are told by Humboldt that it is fond of the honey

of wild bees. It has puzzled all the systematic writers.

Fossil remains found in France, described under the name of Palcec.yon,

seem to belong to this family, or rather the Procyonidre, if the present one

is a mere deviation from the latter. The only species known had been pre-

viously named Arctocyon primcevus.

Again, in the Brazilian caverns, there are remains found which bear the

same relation to this tribe as the preceding genus. The genus Amphicyon

has been proposed for them. It contains several species.

Tribe 2. Digitigrada.

The animals of this group, instead of placing the whole of the foot on the

ground, walk on the ends of their toes. None of them pass the winter in a

torpid state.

Fam. 1. MuSTELiDJi;. The body is long and vermiform, with short
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feet. The neck is elongated. The ears are short and rounded. The

tail is long, but rarely bushy
;
generally diffusing a strong odor, wliicli

in some genera becomes a defensive weapon. Five genera of this family

are found in North America : Putorius, Mephitis, Mustela, Liitra, and

Enliydra.

The genus Mustela (the weasel proper) is characterized by a small and

oval head ; a snout rather large
; ears short and round ; a long and vermi-

form body ; a tail usually long and cylindrical ; the legs short, each foot

provided with five toes, armed with sharp, crooked, and slightly retractile

claws. There is no anal pouch, but a small gland which secretes a thickish

offensive fluid. The fur is very fine. There are four carnivorous teeth on

each side of the upper jaw, and the last carnivorous tooth on the lower jaw
has a round lobe on the inner side. Several species of this genus are found

in North America, but the largest number belong to the old world. The
weasel, fisher, or pekan {M. cano.densis), as all these names are indif-

ferently applied, formerly very common in every part of the northern and

middle States, has greatly diminished and is still diminishing in number
with the increased population of the country. It frequents the water

edges.

The common marten, M. martes {pi. 116, Jig. 3), inhabits the woods.

It is extensively hunted in the Adirondack region of northern New York,

where it is called sable. The beech marten of Europe, M. foina {pi. 116,

Jig. 4). The sable {If. zibellina), which inhabits Siberia, is highly valued

for its rich fur.

Of this genus several fossil species have been described, the remains of

which are found in the Old World.

The genus Pakeogale comes nearest to Mustela, from which it is gene-,

rically distinct in the structure of the teeth. Two extinct species are

found in Wirtemberg.

The genus Putorius is composed of species generally small in size, which

seldom climb trees like the martens. They emit a fetid odor, and have

nocturnal habits. They differ from the martens in having one tooth less

on each side of the upper jaw; their snout, short and blunt, is also shorter

and thicker than that of the marten. Their head is small and oval ; their

ears short and round ; their body long and vermiform ; their neck elon-

gated ;
their legs short. There are five toes on each foot, armed with

sharp crooked claws ; the tail is long and cylindrical. Five species of this

genus inhabit North America, and twice that number are found on the

eastern continent. - The mink {P. vison) is spread nearly all over North

America, inhabiting water courses, and exceedingly destructive to poultr}'.

The ermine, P. erminea {pi. 116, Jig. 8), which becomes white in winter,

except the tip of the tail, which is always black, inhabits the northern por-

tions of both continents. The American one has been described as a

distinct species.

The common polecat of Europe, Mustela putorius {pi. 116, Jig. 5) ; the

European weasel, P. vulgaris {pi. 116, fg. 7) ;
and the ferret, P. furo

{pi. 116, Jig. 6), belong to this genus.
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The genus Putorius Lad representatives during tlie last period of tlie

tertiary epoch only ; a few only are known.

The genus Mephitis (skunk) is composed of species emitting a very strong

odor from a liquid secreted by anal glands. They burrow in the ground, or

dwell in fissures of rocks, living on poultry, birds' eggs, small quadrupeds,

and insects. Large families are occasionally found in the same hole. The

head in this genus is short, the nose somewhat projecting, and the snout

generally blunt. The body is usually covered with long hair, very long on

the tail. There are five toes to each foot ; the toes of the fore feet armed

with long and curved nails, indicating the habit of burrowing in the earth.

In walking the heel is very little raised ; they are semi-plantigrade. The

species of this genus are quite numerous, most of them are South American

or Mexican ; three are found in North America. The common American

skunk {M. cliinga) is one of them. The two others are also found in

Mexico. Of the genus Mephitis, the only fossil remains which are known
indicate one species in the caverns of Brazil.

The genus Mydaus includes a species from Java {M. meliceps), differing

from the skunk by a truncated snout resembling that of the hog.

The genus Palceomepllitis resembles very much Mephitis, but differs

from it by a broader and more depressed skull. A single species is known,

from the fresh water strata of VVirtemberg.

The genus Lutra (the otters) is distinguished from all the preceding

genera of the same family by palmated feet, and a horizontally flattened

tail. The head is broad and rounded, terminated by a blunt snout. The

ears are very short, as well as the legs. The body itself is robust. They
have aquatic habits,- live along the banks of streams, and feed upon fishes.

The common otter of Europe {L. vuljaris) is represented on pi. 113,

fig. 16. We have one species in North America, L. canadensis ipl. 114,

fig. 10), very nearly allied to it. Other species of this genus occur in

Brazil and in the East Indies.

The genus Lutra had several species in the tertiary fauna of Europe, one

of which is the type of Geoffroy's genus Potamoihenum.

The genus Enhydra^ which embraces the sea otter, is characterized by

six incisors above, as is usually the case, but only four beneath. The body

is very long, otherwise resembling the preceding genus.

Enhydra tnarina is found in North America along the Pacific coast. At
one time the fur of this animal was the most valuable known.

Fam. 2. VlVEKRiDJE. This family is composed of small but purely carni-

vorous animals, chiefly distinguished from the Mustelidse or weasels in

their external characters. They have an anal pouch more or less developed,

which serves to secrete an unctuous matter, in some species highly

odoriferous. Their tongue is rough, with sharp papilke. This family is

nearly absent in North America ; a single species is found in its warmer
portions.

In the genus Viverra (the civets), the anal pouch is deep, and divided

into two sacs ; the abundant pomade, which is secreted by the glands of

the pouch, has a strong musky odor, and is an article of commerce, used
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by tlie perfumers. It is less employed since musk lias become known. The

pupil is round during the daytime: the claws are semi -retractile. The

species of this genus and the following are chiefly Asiatic and African ; a

few are met with in the south of Europe.

In the genus Genetta (the genets), the pouch is reduced to a slight

depression, scarcely perceptible, although secreting and emitting an odor.

In the daytime the pupil forms a vertical fissure ; the nails are completely

retractile, as in the cat.

The genus ^radoxurus, with a general resemblance to the genets, has

the limbs stouter, and the feet semi-palmated. But what distinguishes it

W more particularly is the tail ; when it is straight, as it is ever carried, it

is nevertheless twisted from right to left towards its extremity. Only one

species is known, and this inhabits the East Indies.

The genus Herpestes contains an animal, the Ichneumon^ well known by

the ancients, and celebrated in Egypt, where it was considered as sacred,

and many fables attached to its history. It hunts chiefly for the eggs of

the crocodile, and thus destroys a great many of these reptiles. It feeds

also on all sorts of small animals. Other species are found near the Cape

of Good Hope, and others in Asia.

The genus Ryzcena (suricate) is composed of two species from tropical

Africa, resembling the ichneumon, but having only four toes to each foot.

The genus Bassaris includes only one species {B. astuta), from Central

Anrierica, Mexico, and Texas. In the latter country it is called civet cat.

The head is short and pointed ; the ears long and oblong ; the tail as long

as the body. The sole of the feet is hairy.

The family of Viverridte was represented in the tertiary fauna by several

species belonging to the genera Viverra and Genetta, and one to the genus

Herpestes, 4P of which have inhabited Europe. Other fragments yet unde-

scribed seem to indicate that this family has existed in the East Indies and

New Holland. No living species exist in our days in Australia.

Fam. 3. Canid^. The snout is elongated and naked. The ears are

moderately large, and the tail mostly bushy. The fore feet with five, the

hind feet with four retractile claws. They frequently feed on carrion.

The dogs, wolves, and foxes belong to this family, of which several species

are found in North America.

The fossil Canidse are numerous, especially those species belonging to the

great genus Canis, of which about twenty species have been described.

Some of them- were undoubtedly wolves and foxes as well as dogs, and

inhabited not only the European continent, but also Asia and Brazil.

Several extinct genera have been noticed, as follows.

The genus Speothos is nearly related to the dogs ; the teeth are nearer

each other, and the snout less elongated. A single species is known, from

the Brazilian caverns.

The genus Palceocyon, from the same locality, seems to bear greater

affinities with the C.jubatus, still living in Brazil, than with any other of

the same group. Two species were discovered.

The genus Hycenodon, with a certain resemblance to Hy£ena, is, how-
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ever, more intimately related to Canidce by the whole of its dentition.

This genus contains two species, both from the tertiary beds of France

;

therefore, as far as hitherto known, a European type.

The genus Abathmodon, from Brazil, will perhaps go to the group of

ViverridfE, after a more complete study of its remains, or indicate a synthe-

tical type of both Viverrini and Cauini. A single species was found in the

caverns.

The genera Galeotherium, Harpogodon^ Agnotheriiim^ aj^d Machairodus,

from the tertiary deposits of the Old World, have not yet^ fixed place in

the system. They will prove to be either viverrines or canines.
|

"VYe come now to the living fauna of the family.

The genus Cants would include all the species of the family, so uniform

are they in general form and structure. Nevertheless, for systematic con-

venience they are subdivided, the name of Cayiis being applied more parti-

cularly to the dogs, that of Lupus to the wolves, and that of Vidpes to the

foxes. The dogs and wolves resembling each other more than the foxes,

we shall leave them in the same genus, and mention first the domestic dog,

C. familiaris {pi. IIQ^ fig. 12), and quote Cuvier on this subject. "He is

distinguished by his recurved tail, otherwise varying infinitely as to the

size, form, color, and quality of the hair. He is the most complete, singular,

and useful conquest ever made by man. The whole species has become

his property; each individual is devoted to his particular master, assumes

his manners, knows and defends his possessions, and remains his true -and

faithful friend till death ; and all this, neither from constraint nor want, but

solely from the purest gratitude and the truest friendship. The swiftness,

strength, and scent of the dog have rendered him man's powerful ally

against all other animals, and were even perhaps necessary to the estab-

lishment of society. Of all animals, he is the only one which nas followed

man through every region of the globe.

" Some naturalists think the dog is a domesticated jackal, and yet those

dogs which have become wild again in desert islands resemble neither the

one nor the other. The wild dogs, and those that belong to savages, such

as the inhabitants of New Holland, have straight ears, which has occasioned

a belief that the European races which approach the most to the original

type are the shepherd's dog, G. familiaris pastoreus {pi. 114, fig. 9), and

the wolf dog
;
but the comparison of the crania indicates a closer affinity in

the mastiff and Danish dog, subsequently to which come the hound, the

pointer, and the terrier, differing amongst themselves only in size and in

the proportion of the limbs. The greyhound, C.fam. leporarius {pi. 116,

fig. 14), is longer and more lank, its frontal sinuses are smaller, and its

scent \veaker. The shepherd's dog and wolf dog resume the straight ears

of the wild ones, with a greater cerebral development, Avhicli continues to

increase together with the intelligence in the barbet and the spaniel. The

bull-dog, C.fam. molossus {p)l. 116, fig. 13), on the other hand, is remarkable

for the shortness and strength of his jaws. The small pet dogs, the pugs,

spaniels, shocks, &c., are the most degenerate productions, and exhibit the

most striking marks of that power to which man subjects all nature."
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There are upwards of thirty varieties of dogs enumerated by systematic

writers; several of them are represented on our plates. Some we have

already quoted in the above paragraph; the remaining ones are the Siberian

variety, Canis familiaris sihericus {pi. 116, Jig. 11), the badger dog, Cfam.
vertagus {pi. 116, fig. 16), and the thin-snouted chase dog, Cfam. normanus

{pi. lU, fig. lb).

The varieties introduced in North America are thus enifhierated in the

Fauna of the State of New York

:

Variety horealis (Esquimaux dog). Fur long, thick, and woolly beneath

;

top of the head and back black ; nose, cheek, belly, and legs white ; ears

short and erect.

Var. lagopus. White, with patches of blackish grey ; ears pointed and

erect ; foot broad and hairy ; tail bushy.

Yar. terrce novce (Newfoundland dog). Head broad ; nose blunt ; ears

long, soft, and pendulous.

Yar. canadensis. Black and grey, mixed with white ; ears erect, long,

shaggy.

Yar. novce caledonice. Spotted ; body long ; legs short, straight ; ears

erect.

The views of the older systematists as to the origin of the dog have been

much modified by more recent investigations. It is now pretty well

established that the different races of dogs in different countries are mostly

descended from the wolves of their respective regions. This, at any rate,

is certainly the case with the different breeds of Indian dogs found in North

America, as the Esquimaux dog, the Californian, the Hare Indian, the Mis-

souri Indian, &c.

The wolves may be generally distinguished from the dogs by their

straight tail. The common wolf of Europe, C. lupus {pi. 114:, fig. 8), the

most mischievous of all Carnivora, is found from Egypt to Lapland. The

North American species amount already to four well established : the giant

wolf {Lupus gigas), from Oregon and the Rocky Mountains ; the common
wolf {L. occidentalis), from the plains of Missouri, and confounded some-

times with the European wolf; the prairie wolf {L. latrans); and finally,

L.frustror, from Fort Gibson and vicinity. The Mexican wolf {L. mexi-

canus) is of the size of the common wolf. In the marshes of South America

exists a red wolf {L. juhatus). The chacal or jackal of the Indies and

Caspian Sea {Canis aureus) is represented on p)l. 114, fig. 7. In Senegal,

again, there is another, which stands higher and is provided with a sharper

snout {C. anthus), allied to the chacal.

The genus Vulpes (the foxes), so nearly allied to Canis, may be charac-

terized by its pointed snout, and its upper incisors, less curved than in the

genus Canis, The pupils of the eyes form a vertical fissure. The tail is

long, bushy, and cylindrical. Foxes diffuse a fetid odor; they dig burrows,

and attack only the weaker quadrupeds and birds. Their habits are

nocturnal. The red fox, V. fulvus {pi. 116, fig. 1), and the cross fox

(F. decussatus), are both found in North America, and considered by some

as mere varieties of the same species. The prairie fox ( F. velox) is smaller
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ill size tlian the preceding. Towards the north, beyond the Arctic Circle,

the blue fox ( V. lagopus) is met with, as well as in Norway and Siberia.

Fam. 4. HyvENID^. Sometimes united with Viverridse by systematic

writers, but differing from them, being generally larger ; their fore limbs

are longer than the hind ones, making the posterior part of the body stand

lower than the anterior, and giving to the back a regular inclination from

the head towaAls the tail. The head is more or less pointed, somewhat

intermediate in form between the Felidoe and Viverridce. They inhabit

caverns, and are the most ferocious of all Carnivora, although not the

largest. They feed on living animals or on carrion, and often dig up dead

bodies from their graves. This family is completely excluded from the

New World.

The Hya^nidie seem to have played an important part, as shown in the

bone caverns of Europe, during the tertiary epoch. Several species of the

genus Hytena are described, and show in their distribution a wider geogra-

phical range than in our days. Two extinct genera {Smilodon and Amyxo-

don) exhibit peculiarities which no species of the actual creation presents.

The genus Smilodon is peculiar to Brazil, in the caverns of which country

the remains were found. It is distinguished from the genus Hyaena by the

canines, which are much compressed, nearly lancet shaped. In size and

osteological structure they come near the h3-ena.

The genus Amyxodon is Asiatic, and was discovered about the Sivalic

Mountains.

The genus Proteles is a South African species, the earth wolf of the

colonists of the Cape of Good Hope. The body resembles that of Hyasna,

the head that of civets, being a little more pointed than usual in Hyaena

j)roper. There are five toes to the fore feet, and .four to the hind ones.

The canines are of considerable size. The animal is very destructive to the

young lambs, and is said to attack the massive fatty protuberance of the

African sheep.

The genus Ilycena has only four toes to each foot. The teeth are enor-

mously strong, and peculiarly adapted for grinding the hardest bones. The

jaws and muscles by which the latter move are also indicative of the great-

est strength. The species of this genus are all natives of the warm latitudes

of the old world, but excluded from Europe. The striped hyena, If. vul-

garis or striata {jil. 11-4, fig. 6), is found from India to Abyssinia and

Senegal. Two other species, the brown and spotted hyena, inhabit the

Cape of Good Hope.

Fam. 5. Felid.e. The head is short proportionally to its length, rounded,

and the snout itself short and obtuse. The limbs moderately long and

equal sized. The claws are retractile ; the habits nocturnal.

We quote the following paragraph from Swainson's Natural History of

Quadrupeds

:

"The Felicias constitute the most formidable race of quadrupeds now
existing on the earth, the most bloodthirsty in their habits, and the most

dreaded by mankind. Their whole structure is evidently formed to effect

destruction of the most fearful description. Enormous muscular strength,
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surprising activity, great cunning, and an insatiable love for blood, are the

prominent characteristics of this race. Among themselves thej are unso-

cial, quarrelsome, and savage ; the parent will devour its own offspring

;

and even the sexes are seldom seen together after the season of courtship.

Yet many even of these animals, when they are in confinement, evince

some kindness to those from whom they receive their daily food."

The representatives of this family during the tertiary epoch belong to

the same generic forms of the existing fauna.

The genus Felis (the cats) is the most completely and powerfully armed

among all Carnivora. Their short and round snout, short jaws, and par-

ticularly their retractile nails, render the largest species the most formi-

dable of animals. The legs and tail are moderately long. The species

of this genus are numerous. To it belong the lion, F. leo {pi. 115^ fig. 1),

of all beasts of prey the strongest and the most courageous, now confined

to Africa and some neighboring parts of Asia. The tiger, F. tigris {pi.

115, fig. 2), is larger, has shorter hair, and generally striped ; the most

cruel of all quadrupeds, and the scourge of the East Indies. The leopard,

F. leopardus {p)l. 115, fig. 3), inhabits Africa. The panther, F. pardus

{pi. 115, fig. 5), found in Africa, Asia, and the Indian Archipelago.

Several species are found in North America ; one is the jaguar, F. onca

{pi. 115, fig. 4), of the size of the panther. The ocelot or panther {F.

pardalis) and the couguar or puma {F. concolor) are two others.

The domestic cat, F. domesticus {pi. 114, fig. 4), is originally from the

forests of Europe. Wild {F. catus) it is of a more uniform color. In a

domesticated state it varies in color, in the length and fineness of the hair

;

less, however, than the dog. One of these varieties, F. domesticus ango-

rensis, the Angora cat, is represented in pi. 114, fig. 5.

Numerous species of this genus existed during the tertiary epoch, and

have left remains of their presence in the deposits of that time. Several

have been discovered in South American caverns.

The genus Lynx scarcely differs from Felis in the arrangement and

structure of the teeth ; the only difference is one tooth less in the upper jaw

on both sides. The head is short, round, and arched ; the ears are short,

erect, and more or less tufted. The fore feet have five toes, the hind ones

only four. The tail is sometimes much shorter than the body, and some-

times nearly as long. The common American wild cat or bay lynx {L.

rufus) is found throughout the United States.

The Canada lynx {L. borealis or canadensis) is another species.

The common European lynx is figured owpl. 116, fig. 6.

Order 8. Quadrumana.

The order of Quadrumana or four-handed mammals embraces the mon-

key tribe. The thumb of the extremities is sometimes opposable to the

other fingers in both anterior and posterior limbs, sometimes only in the

fore ones, giving nevertheless to all of them the power of prehension.
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These extremities are also concerned in locomotion. Quadrumana therefore

have four hand-like feet; the distinction between the anterior and posterior

extremities, so remarkable in man, does not strike us here, except to a very

slight degree. These animals climb trees with facility, or may walk on

their four limbs, in which case the foot rests only on its outer edge.

Sometimes they may stand upright, but this they always accomplish with

difficulty.

Quadrumana may be conveniently divided into two groups : the monkeys
{Siinm) and the lemurs or makis (Prosimite), the latter being preceded or

followed by two genera whose strange combination of characters has thrown

a certain obscurity upon their true affinities.

Fam. 1. Chiromyid^e. The genus Chiromys or a3'e-aye of ]\[adagascar

is the only one which composes this family, and is placed by some among
Kodentia. This animal is rare even in its native countr}'. In its general

conformation it is strictly lemurine, though having much of the aspect of a

squirrel. The extremities have five fingers
; the first is separated from the

rest, and shorter, so as clearly to represent the thumb, although the latter

is not opposable. The first toe is armed with a straight, pointed claw, as in

the lemur. Its habits are those of the lemurs, being concealed most of the

time during the day in some hollow, and sleeping. At night it issues forth

in search of its food, which consists of buds and fruits, with insects and

larvte. The tail is long, and always kept trailing. Each jaw has only two
front teeth, very large, strong, flattened, and their roots extend backwards

along almost the whole length of the jaw ; between these and the molars

there is a wide interval, as in the rodents. The molars, however, are sim-

ple in their structure. There are two mammre situated near the groin, as

in Eodentia, but again, in the tarsiers, we find two pairs of them, one

pair on the chest, the other in the groin. Only one species is known {0.

psylodactylus)^ the aye-aye.

FAi[. 2. Galeopitiiecid.e. This fiimil}^, like the preceding, is composed

of a single genus, the genus Galeojnthecus, or flying lemur, a native of the

Moluccas, Philijipines, and other islands of the Indian Archipelago. Its

chief peculiarity consists in the extension of its skin between the anterior

and posterior limbs on each side, and also between the two posterior limbs,

including the tail, so as to form a parachute of considerable extent, which,

though it does not enable the animal to fly, gives it support in the air

sufficient to enable it^o take long sweeping leaps from tree to tree with the

utmost facility. The extraordinary combination of characters exhibited by
this animal has puzzled the naturalists as to the place which it should occupy

in the series of beings. The general aspect of the head is lemurine
; the

extremities are all furnished with five fingers, but the first or the thumb is

separated from the rest, and does not antagonize with them, being short,

whilst the remaining ones are nearly equal, and armed with large, deep,

hooked, sharp-edged, r(Hractile claws, resembling those of the cat tribe.

There are four incisors in each jaw ; the canines are absent in the lower;

the molars are six on either side in each jaw, and are raised up into

pointed tubercles. During the day, these animals remain in the depth of
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the forests, suspended like bats from the branches, -with the head downwards,
and chnging bj their hind cUiws. Thej are active at night, and traverse

the trees in all directions, sweeping from one to another with great address

in search of their food, which consists of fruit, eggs, birds, &c. The flying

lemur {G. m/us or volans) is represented on pi. ill, fig. 1.

Fam. 3. Lemurid^e (Prosimice or viakis). The animals Avhich compose

this family have, like the monkeys, opposable thumbs on both pairs of

extremities. The number and form of the teeth are very variable. The
general form of the body is slender and elongated ; the head pointed and
somewhat fox-like. The nostrils terminate at the end of the snout, which

is sharp, naked, and somewhat pointed. The ej^es are large, as in all

nocturnal animals. The lirst and sometimes the two first fingers of the

hind feet are terminated by a long curved claw, a character which at once

distinguishes the lemurs from the other Quadrumana. The tail varies in

length ; sometimes it is large, and sometimes nearly absent ; never prehen-

sile. The teeth are more adapted to an animal diet than in the typical

Quadrumana ; and they show great address in seizing their food, as well as

courage in defending themselves when attacked. The hind limbs greatly

exceed the anterior ones in length, and make of these animals agile leapers.

The greatest number, however, are active onl}^ during night, spendii^g the

whole day in sleep, and always secluding themselves from the light, which

seems painful to them.

Animals belonging to this family are not known in a fossil state.

The genus Lemur (makis) includes those species which have been called

fox-nosed monkej's, on account of their pointed head. The ears are very

small. Their food consists of fruit. The species are numerous and only

met with in Madagascar, where they replace the monkeys, none of which

are found there. One of them (Z. macaco) is represented in pi. 117, fig. 12.

Another, L. pusillus {fig. 11), is the type of the genus Microcebus of some

authors.

The genus Lichanotus (indris) resembles Lemur, but instead of six

molars in the lower jaw, it has only four of them. A species {L. indri)

deprived of a tail, and three feet high, is tamed by the inhabitants of

Madagascar.

The genus Stenops (loris), the species of which are called the lazy mon-

keys, have teeth like the lemur, except the molars, the points of which are

more acute. The snout is short, the body slender, the tail absent, the eyes

large, and the tongue rough. They feed on insects, and occasionally on

small birds and quadrupeds. Their gait is excessively slow ; their habits

are nocturnal. The species inhabit the East Indies.

The genus Otolicnus (galago) has the teeth and insectivorous habits of

the preceding genus. The tarsi are elongated, and produce a di.sproportion

in the dimensions of the hind feet. The tail is long and tufted : the ears

large and membranous; the eyes very great. The species are African,

one of which (0. senegalensis) is represented on pi. Ill, fig. 10.

The genus Tarsius has an elongated tarsus, and all other details of form

belonging to the preceding genus ; but the space between the molars and
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incisors is ocoupied by several shorter teeth. The snout is ver}^ short, and

the eyes still larger than in the galagos. The species are from the Moluccas

and feed upon insects.

The Monkeys (Simite) are divided into two groups or families, one ex-

clusively peculiar to the Old, the other to the New World.

Fam. 4. Cp:biiDuE (Simile platyrkhixi), comprises the monkeys of the

New World. They have the nostrils directed laterally and outwards, placed

at the side, and wide asunder, and are provided with three false molars on

each side of both jaws. The thumb of the fore hands is not opposable to

the fingers, and is wanting very frequently. The cheek pouches and callo-

sities are absent. The tail is long and always present, often prehensile,

especially in those species that are destitute of thumbs. The molars are

six above and six beneath, on each side, a single case excepted, that is one

more than the monkeys of the Old World. Cebiidte are confined to the

warmer portions of the New World, from the Caribbean Sea to about the

twenty-fifth degree of south latitude, and are especially numerous in those

vast forests extending over the plains between the 'rivers Oronoco and

Amazon, All of them are arboreal in their mode of life.

The genus Ilapale (ouistitis), like the majority of American monkeys,

has i% rounded head, a flat face, the buttocks hairy. They have only twenty

molars, like the monkeys of the Old World. They have compressed and

pointed nails, except to the hind thumbs ; the thumbs of the anterior

extremities are but slightly separated from the fingers. They are pretty

little creatures, with agreeable forms, which is seldom the case in monkeys,

and are easily tamed. The name of lacchus is restricted to those species

whose inferior incisors are pointed and arranged on a curved line equal to

the canines. The tail is annulated and well covered with hairs, the ears

themselves being generally tufted. In those species in which the incisors

are placed on a straight line and less than the canines, the name of Mydaus

(tamarins) is applied. The tail is not annulated and more slender.

The species are quite numerous, and spread all over the area occupied by

the order. Two are known in a fossil state, the remains of which are found

in the diluvial deposits of Brazil.

The genus Nyctipithecus (night monkeys) has a large and round head, a

short snout, very small ears, and large approximating eyes. The tail is

long, and covered with short hairs, not prehensile. The nails are all flat.

A species lives in Guiana and Brazil.

The genus CaUithrix (squirrel monkeys) is distinguished by a tail very

long and slender, but not prehensile. It has a general resemblance to the

squirrels, from which it, however, greatly differs by the shape of the head.

The ears are very large, the snout short, and the nostrils narrow. The

animals of this genus are little and extremely light creatures, active during

daytime and resting during night. Their food seems to consist more of

insects, eggs, and small birds, than of fruits ;
and although habitually gentle

and timid, they become animated even to ferocit}'- at the sight of a living

prey.

A species of CaUithrix has been found in a fossil state in South America.
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The genus Protopithecus is composed of a fossil species found in Brazil

and nearly related to Callitkrix.

In the genus Pithecia the tail is tufted, whence the name of fox-tailed

monkeys, which is commonly given to them. These animals live in small

troops of ten or twelve individuals, usually residing in the outskirts of forests

bordering rivers. They display a morose and savage temper, menacing the

offender with their teeth upon very slight provocation.

The genus Cebus comprehends the monkeys knowi cts sapajous, ssjous,

&c., whose tail is covered with fur to its extrennty. The latter is prehen-

sile, but not so delicate an organ of touch as in the following genera. The

thumb is present on all the extremities. The species are for the most part

of small size, and are very lively and docile in their temper as well as

active in their movements ; somewhat capricious, however, in their dispo-

sition. They live in troops in their native forests, feeding on fruits, grains,

eggs, and insects. They have been termed weepers^ from the plaintive,

piping noise which many of them utter. The capucin ((7. capucinus) is

represented in j)^- 118, figs. 2 and 3. A fossil species of this genus is

described from Brazil.

The genus Lagothrix (silver-haired monkeys) has a round head, resem-

bling Ateles, a thumb to the anterior hands, and the tail rather naked.

The species live in the interior of South America.

The genus Ateles (four-fingered monkeys) is distinguished by the great

length, slenderness, and flexibility of their limbs, whence the appellation of

spider monkeys, and by the prehensile power of their tail. The anterior

thumbs are either totally or nearly hidden under the skin. Their move-

ments on the ground are wanting in firmness, even when they are resting

on all the four extremities. Their general aspect is rather that of crawlers

than of walkers. Thej^ tread on the inner edge of the fore paws and on

the outer edge of the hind paws, and endeavor to assist themselves by

attaching the tail to any object as they proceed. They often assume the

erect attitude, however, and then use the tail as a means of balancing them-

selves. The proper place for these monkeys, however, is among the branches

of the forest, where their movements are very rapid, easy, and uncon-

strained, as they swing from branch to branch by means of their spider-like

limbs and their prehensile tails with the greatest agility. The t^l is an

organ of touch as well as of prehension ; its end is destitute of hair, and

furnished beneath with a sensitive skin. It is capable of seizing small

objects with great address. These animals are said to introduce the

extremity of their tail, as a feeler, into the fissures and hollows of trees, for

the purpose of hooking out the eggs or other substances.

The genus Mycetus (alouattes), or howling monkej'S, is distinguished

from the last by their greater size and the diminished length of their limbs
;

by the presence of a thumb which is, however, not opposable. The head

is pyramidal. The bowlings uttered by the troops of these monkeys are

described by travellers as astounding. They are usually sent forth early

in the morning, at sunset, and during the darkness at night ; but they are

also heard when the overclouded sky threatens an approaching storm. lu
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disposition the howlers are melancholy and morose ; their movemcnta

are tardj and inert ; and, when on the ground, they never attempt to

walk on the hinder limbs alone. They feed principally upon fruits and

leaves.

Fam, 5. SiMiD^ (SiMi^ CATARRHiNi), Contains the monl^ys of the Old

World. They have oblique and very wide-set nostrils, and a human-like

system of teeth. They are known as apes, monkeys, and baboons. They

may be divided into two sections : The tailed monkeys, by far the more

numerous, and the tailless monkeys.

Beginning with those of the first section, we have the genus Cyno-

cephcdus (dog-headed monkeys), characterized by a long snout resembling

that of a dog, and a short tail. These animals are of a large stature and

prodigious in force. They never assume voluntarily the erect attitude, and

dwell among craggy rocks and precipices, which they climb with great

agility. Their diet partly consists of bulbous roots, berries, and grain, and

partly of eggs, insects, and scorpions. They are morose and daring in

their temper. They congregate in troops, and are bold and skilful in their

predatory excursions, maintaining their ground even against large parties

of men. The mandrill, C. maimon {pi. 117, fig. 13), is the largest and

most ferocious of all the baboons. Another species, C. sj^hhix (pi. 118,

fig. 8), constitute the genus Papio of some naturalists. These monkeys

are African.

The genus Inuus (the magots), or Barbary apes, is characterized by a

slightly lengthened snout, the nose being hardly longer than half the length

of the face, and not terminal; the tail is very short. One species (/. ecau-

dati(s) may be seen on pi. 118, fig. 9. This is the only quadrumanous

mammal which is at present a regular inhabitant of Europe, a large

number occurring on the rocks of Gibraltar on both sides of the strait.

When young it may be educated in some degree, but as it advances

towards maturity it becomes morose, sullen, and mischievous in confine-

ment. In its native haunts, however, it is represented as social, active,

and courageous, and is particularly distinguished by its attachment to its

young.

The genus Macacus differs but slightly from the preceding ones ; the

snout is lengthened as in baboons, generally more or less in the different

genera into which they are subdivided. The tail, however, is longer in

this genus ; it is pendent, and takes no part in their motions. There are

distinct cheek-pouches and callosities. The species inhabit India. Exam-

ples : the hare-lipped monkey, M. cynomolgiis {pi. 118, fig. 4), and the

maned macaque, M. silenus {fig. 7). A fossil species of this genus is

found in England.

The genus Golohus is destitute of the thumb ; in some species only a

rudiment of it may be perceived. Several species of this genus exist in

Africa ; they are generally of small size, but nothing is known of their

habits and distinguishing characters.

The genus Cercopithecus (guenons) possesses cheek-pouches, callosities

on the buttocks, well developed thumbs to their hands, and a long tail.
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They are further known by the annulated or ringed character of their fur,

which gives them a speckled appearance. They are slender in their struc-

ture, and light and agile in their movements. Their character displays

vivacity, impetuosity, and restlessness, with occasional caprice, and petu-

lance. They never abandon the forests, and live .chiefly upon wild fruits,

and the seeds and buds of trees, with an occasional intermixture of insects

and birds' eggs. The true Cercopitheci are confined to Africa. The patras,

C. rubra {pi. 118, fig. 5), is from Senegal ; the holoway, C. diana {pi. 117,

fig. 14), is from Guinea
;
and C. gn'seiis {pi. 118, fig. 6) from the north-west

of Africa.

The genus Preshytis (tailed gibbons) is destitute of cheek-pouches and

possesses callosities. The arms reach the knees ; the tail is very long. The
species inhabit India and Sumatra.

The genus Semnopitliecus differs from the long-tailed monkeys generally

by an additional small tubercle on the last of the inferior molars ; their long

limbs and very long tail give them a peculiar appearance. They have,

like gibbons, callosities on the buttocks. The animals included in this

genus are commonly termed slow monkeys, from their gravity of habits,

and the absence of the restlessness usually seen in the tribe. Several

species of this genus inhabit India, Cochin-China, Borneo, and the Malay

Archipelago.

The second section of monkeys, those totally without a tail, are subdivided

into the following genera.

The genus Hylohates (gibbons) has the long arms of the true orangs, and

the low forehead of the chii|(|||)anse, along with the callous buttocks of the

guenons. All the species inhabit the most remote parts of India. Their

hands and feet are adapted for climbing. They sweep from branch to branch

with arrow-like velocity ; their mode is to suspend themselves by their long

arms, and by an energetic muscular movement to launch themselves on-

wards, aiming at distant branches, which they seize with the most wonderful

precision ; and often without any pause, and almost without any perceptible

effort, they swing themselves forwards in a similar manner to another equally

distant branch. The most remarkable known species in this respect is the

agile gibbon, H. agilis {idI. 111^ fig. 15).

The genus Siraia (orang-outang and chimpanse) is principally confined to

the peninsula of Malacca and the great islands of the Indian Ocean, One
species, the chimpanse, Troglodytes nigeror Simia troglodytes {2)1. 118, fig. 10),

inhabits "Western Africa ; and this is the one which presents the nearest

approach to man of the entire group. The conformation of the lower ex-

tremities enables it to walk erect with considerable firmness ; and, in the same

proportion, it is rendered unfit for climbing. All the accounts we possess

represent this animal in its natural state as living on the ground rather than

among trees. In many res}>ects it exhibits a degree of intelligence which is

manifested by no other monkey. The orang-outangs, Pithecus satynis, {pli

118, fig. 11), of which several species are known, are natives of Borneo and*

Sumatra. They are evidently adapted for arboreal rather than terrestrial

habits ; that is, for living among trees rather than for residing on the ground.
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The legs are bowed outwards at the knees, and the soles turned inwards and

opposed to one another. The arms are long enough to reach the ground

when standing, whilst in the chimpanse they only reach to the knees. The

orangs display great unsociability and gloominess of temper. They feed

entirely on fruits, and are never known to eat flesh or even eggs in their

"iiatural state.

Two fossil species of this genus have been described ; one from the ter-

tiary deposits of Prance ; the locality of the other is not positively known.

The latter was considered as an extinct genus and called Ilesojyithecus by a

German naturalist. Other remains have been discovered in the Sub-Hima-

layan Mountains.

Geographical Distribution of Mammalia.

Although we have generally mentioned the native country of the animals

the history of which we have attempted to sketch out, it still remains for us

to throw a rapid glance upon the map of the world, and recapitulate in a

few words the distribution of the Mammals over the surface of the earth.

If it can be said that in general water is the element most prolific in

animal life, where the animal kingdom displays its richest forms and beau-

ties, this is no longer absolutely true when we consider the class of Mammalia
in particular. Although numbers of mammals never leave the water, being

bound to it as the prime necessity of their existence, still the majority of

forms, the great variety of the class, inhabitsj||ry land.

We shall now take up, one after the other, the different orders of the

classes in the order in which we have made them follow each other in the

above pages, beginning with Edentata.

The Edentata we have divided into three orders : Monotremata, Eden-

tata proper, and Tardigrada. * The Monotremata belong exclusively to

New Holland; the Edentata proper belong chiefly to South America, a

few species c£ ant-eaters occurring also in Africa and the adjoining por-

tions of Asia. The Tardigrada are all South American. So that it can

be said that the great body of Edentata reside in the South American con-

tinent,

Marsupialia are mostly confined to Australia, and there the diiferent

families or natural groups are submitted to special laws of distribution in

different localities. Some species extend north into the Asiatic Archipelago,

comprising the islands of Java, Celebes, Timor, Ceram, Amboina, Banda,

and Waigiou. New Guinea and New Zealand possess also Marsupialia.

Van Diemen's Land of course possesses its share of Marsupialia. The
opossum family {Didelphidce) is found exclusively in the new world, and

more particularly South America.; a single species extending to the warmer
portion of North America. We may say of Marsupialia that their head-

quarters is in Australia.

The Cetacea are aquatic, and inhabit chiefly the Arctic and Antarctic

zones, equally abundant all round the poles^ where they acquire a gigantic
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size. We care told that Cetacea attained a greater bulk in earlier times

than in ours, before whaling expeditions had become so frequent. Cetacea,

then, are excluded from the warm regions. Some few of the Delphinidae

are met with in the warm part of the temperate zone. But the Delphinidae

are the smallest of all Cetacea ; the large, massive species are inhabitants

of the frigid zones, so that the native place of Cetacea is the cold waters of

both poles.

The Sirenidia are aquatic, like Cetacea, but less pelagic; they come

near the shores, crawl sometimes on the beaches, and ascend the fresh

waters a good way above the seas. Some species even are fluviatile.

Thus Manati have been foand only in the great rivers of South America

and of Africa (also in Cuba, Florida, &c.), which discharge their waters

into the Atlantic within the tropics, and, as it seems, in the warmer part of

the temperate zone on the American continent. The genus Halicore is

proper to the Indian Archipelago, and the genus Eytina to the arctic zone

;

these three genera being the only representatives of the group.

The Trichechidffi (walruses), sub-aquatic or amphibian, as Sirenidia and

Cetacea, are inhabitants of the northern seas.

The Pachydermata, after Cetacea the largest mammals, are inhabitants

of warm climates. It is a singular fact to be noticed, that animals which

occupy a low position in the class should be -found in the tropical regions,

when we know that Cetacea, which are still lower, belong to the northern

latitudes, according to the natural laws of the distribution of the animal

kingdom, whose lower groups are always found in the coldest climate. But

pachyderms cannot be said to belong to our epoch, and therefore cannot be

subjected to the same law. We must therefore find in the past historj^ of

the class the reasons of its actual distribution. Let us state now that a

single pachyderm is found originating from Europe, the hog, and among
pachyderms a small species. In central Asia, six species, one hog also

and five horses; in southern Asia, four species, a suiline, an elephant, a

rhinoceros, and a horse; and in the Asiatic Archipelago, nine species,

an elephant, two rhinoceroses, and six hogs. In the north of Africa,

three species only occur, a hippopotamus, a daman, and a hog; in

central and southern Africa together, seventeen species, an elephant, a

hippopotamus, four rhinoceroses, three damans, four hogs, a tapir, and

three Equidse. In the new world and south, four species are found, two

peccaries and two tapirs, one species advancing in the warmer parts of

North America. In southern America, three species, two peccaries and

one tapir only.

The elephants, rhinoceroses, hippopotamuses, Hyracidte, suilines, and

Equidas, are exclusively peculiar in the present day to the ancient hemi-

sphere, and, therefore, the majority of the pachyderms. The peccaries are

exclusively inhabitants of the New World, and this is nearly the case for

the tapirs, a species only being found in southern Africa.

The ruminants are distributed all over the world, and seem created for

the temperate region, although some species extend north and south.

Euminants, however, are much more abundant in the old continent in
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those parts inhabited by the largest and most carnivorous of Carnivora. In

JSTortli America, where Carnivora are comparatively scarce, ruminants are

much less numerous.

The genus Camelus is peculiar to the old continent, and the genus

Auchenia to the new; they are two equivalent groups. The aberrant

girafte is exclusively African. The antelopes proper are also absent from

the New World. A single species occurs in North America, the Rocky

]\[ountain antelope {Antilocapra amencana).

The rodents constitute the most numerous order of the class of mammals,

and are at the same time among the smallest.

The family of Leporidoe has representatives both in the Old and New
Worlds, but they are chiefly confined to the northern hemisphere ; some,

like the Lepus glacialis, extend into the polar regions. About 35° south

latitude is the most southern range of the family in either hemisphere.

T^he great continent of South America has yielded but a single species,

and that does not occur south of the Eio de la Plata ; whilst, on the other

hand, it is in North America that the species are proportionally more

numerous. In the Old World, the group in like manner almost disappears

in the tropical portions ; it reappears, however, south of the tropics, there

being several species found at the Cape of Good Hope. But one species

has been discovered in the Indian islands, and in Australia there are no

hares; indeed, all Rodentia found in that continent belong to the family

Murida3.

The hystricine rodents are essentially South American, and under that

head we include Hystricid^e, Dasyproctidse, Echimyidas, Octodontidse, Chin-

chillidfe, and Cavidte. Hystricida? has a wide geographical range, having

representatives in the four quarters of the globe, with the exception of two

species, Aulacodus swinderianus and Pteromys typicus ; the whole of the

species forming the five remaining sub-families are exclusively found in the

New World, being chiefly confined to South America. Two or three spe-

cies in the West India islands, and about the same number in Central

America, form the exceptions. The members of the Hystricidas, Dasy-

proctidoe, and Echimyidiis increase in number towards the tropical portion

of South America ; whilst in the southern part of that continent, the less

highly organized species only are found, these being members of the Octo-

dontidse, Chinchillidaj, and Cavida?. On the western side of the southern

Andes the Octodontidis alone have representatives.

The Saccomyina are exclusively American, from the extreme north to

Colombia and Guiana, the greatest development of the group being in

Central America.

The Bathyergina are African, three species constituting the group,

forming two genera. The Arvicolina are excluded from Africa and Aus-

tralia, but are found in North America, Northern Asia, and Europe. Ine
Spalacina are not found in the New World ; three species are European and

three African
;
the remainder are Asiatic. The Alurina are common to

both hemispheres. The domestic mice and rats have spread all over the

world ; each country also possesses its own kinds. Furthermore, we
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observe in that extensive group other genera hmited to either one of the

continents. Thus seven genera belong exclusively to Asia, six exclusively

to Africa, two to Australia, whilst five others are found in South America

alone, and two again in North America. A few others are common to

Europe and Asia, and still others to Asia and Africa.

The group Ctenodactylina is African with one single species.

The Dipodina is European, North Asiatic, and North African ; one

species only occurring in North America.

The Myoxina is excluded from the new world ; the species of this group

are chiefly European, two are Asiatic, and a few North African.

The Sciuridoe are equally common to North America, Europe, Asia, and

Africa. The genus Pteromys is Asiatic and North American ; the genus

Anomalurus, African ; the last continent possessing besides that genus only

a few species of Sciurus.

The genus Aplodontia is North American.

The Insectivora are completely absent in the Australian provinces.

Among Talpidte, or moles, the genera Cendylura and Scalops are North

American ; the genus Chrysochloris is from tropical Africa, with one

species in tropical America ; and the genus Talpa (mole proper) from

temperate Europe.

The shrews, or Soricidie, are quite as much limited. The shrews proper

(Sorex) are European, African, and Asiatic. The genera Hylogale and

Hylomys are from tropical Asia; the genus Mygale from temperate

Europe ; and the geims Macroscelides from the Cape of Good Hope. The
family of Erinaceidae, or hedgehogs, possesses species of the genus Erina-

ceus in Northern Africa, Asia, and Central Europe. The genus Centetes

belongs to tropical Africa, and the genus Gymnura to tropical Asia.

The Cheiroptera, or bats, we have seen above, are divided into two

groups according to the nature of their food, the Frugivora and Insectivora.

The insectivorous bats constitute the main bulk of the order. They
abound chiefly in the tropical provinces, where they reach their greatest

diversity. Two species occur in Australia, a bat proper (Vespertilio) and

a bull-dog bat (Dysopes) ; species of the last genus being found also in

tropical America, Africa, and Asia, with a single species in Europe. The

genera Dididurus, Noctilio, Vampj^rus, Phyllostoma, Glossophaga, Desmodus,

Mormoops, and Furia all belong to tropical America. In temperate South

America there is only one species of bat proper to be found. In arctic

America only one species of Vespertilionidae. In tropical Africa we have

a single genus which is not found elsewhere ; this is Rhinopoma. Several

genera have species in both tropical Africa and Asia, such as Megaderma,

Nycteris. The other genera have a wider range ; Yespertilio is cosmo-

polite ; of the latter group a species exists in arctic America, seven in

arctic Europe, and six in arctic Asia.

The • frugivorous bats are totally excluded from the New World. One

species of Pteropus is a native of Australia ; the other species of the same

genus belong to the oceanic provinces, tropical Africa, tropical and central

Asia. The genus Pachysomus is exclusively proper to tropical Asia ; the
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genera Macroglossus, Harpyia, and Cephaiotes are at once Asiatic and

Oceanic.

The aquatic Carnivora, the Pinnipedia or seals, are again rather northern

and temperate than southern and tropicah These animals are met, with

the Rytina of the Sirenidia group, generally near and beyond the arctic

circle.

Among terrestrial Carnivora, if we examine first the Plantigrada we find

that they are absent from Australia, the oceanic provinces, and the tem-

perate part of South America. In North America five or six species. In

both tropical America and Asia they abound most ; the genus Ailurus

belongs exclusively to the latter country, whilst Cercoleptes is tropical

American. The genera Nasua and Procyon are peculiar to the New
World; the genus Arctitis is peculiar to Asia. The badgers (Meles) are

chiefly European and North American ; the bears are more widely spread.

The Digitisfrada have a ' wider distribution than the Plantigrada. Aus-CO O

tralia possesses one species of dog ; the oceanic provinces have a dog and

a Paradoxurus ; and temperate South America has several skunks, dogs

(Canis), otters, and cats. The cats, dogs, and martens are distributed over

a wider area than the other genera. The genus Hyrena is African and

Asiatic ; the genus Bassaris is tropical American ; the genera Cynictis, Pro-

teles, and Pyrasna belong to tropical Africa. The ichneumons are chiefly

African and Asiatic. The Lingsang and Potomophilus are limited to tro-

pical Asia. The greatest development of this division is in tropical Africa

and Asia, next in Central Asia, then in tropical America.

The Quadrumana or monkeys, as already remarked, divide into two

groups, one exclusively proper to the Old, the other to the New World.

The first section of the Quadrumana of the Old World is that of Pro-

simia3, Lemuridoe, or makis, which is distributed over western and central

Africa, the island of Madagascar and adjacent islands, the south Asiatic

provinces, and the Indian Archipelago. To the latter districts belongs

exclusively the genus Tarsius. The genera Otolicnus, Lichanotus, and

Lemur are African.

The Simidae are all African and Asiatic. The genus Colobus is peculiar

to Africa, whilst the genera Presbytis, Semnopithecus, and Hylobates belong

exclusively to Asia.

The Cebiidae are from tropical and temperate South America.

The group Chiromyidie is composed of one species which inhabits Mada-

gascar.

That of Galeopithecidse also comprises one species, peculiar to the Indian

Archipelago.

With this sketch of the geographical distribution of mammals we close

the class of Mammalia, which is the last of the animal kingdom if we except

Man, to whose natural history we devote the entire last subdivision of this

volume, under the head of Anthropology.
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Abacura, 112.

Abathmodon, 488.

Abdomen, the, of insects, general
stjucture of. 139, 140.

Abdorainales, 14, 201.

Abranchia, 96; abranchiata, II.

Abraxis grossulariata, 180.

Acalephie, principal animals included
' among the, 9, 27 ; ordeis of. 10 ; de-

rivation of the word, 27 ; Imninous-
ness of the sea chiefly due to the,

29 ; the hydrostatic, 30 ; resemblance
between the, and the zoophyta, 31.

Acalephia, 10.

Acamnrchis, 54.

Acamplosomata, 102.

Acanthia. 18S ; acanthias, 242.

Acanthiza, 339.

Acanthoccphala, 47.

Acanthodes. 237; acanthodii, 236.

Acanthopoda, 154.

Acanthopteri, 204, 220.

Acanthopterygia, 202 ; acanthoptery-
gii, 14, 201,217.

Acanthosoraa, 189.

Acanthurus, 228.

Acanthylis pelasgia, 317.

Acari, 121 ; acaridae, 122; acarus, 121,

122.

Acasta, 102.

Accentorinae, 339 ; accentor alpinus,

ib.

Accipiter nisus, fuscus, &c., 307.

Accipitres, 15, 294, 295 ; accipitrinae,

307.

Accphala, animals included amon;
the, 10 ; orders of, ib. ; a class of the
malacozoa, 52.

Acephalocyste, 44.

Aceratherium, 437.

Acerina, 222.

Acetabulifera, 92.

Acetaliulum raediterraneum, 17.

AchcBus, 410.

Achaliuoptera, 179.

Acherontia atropos, 141, 183.

Acheta, 165 ; achetidae, ib.

Achirus mollis, 220.

Achrochordus javanica, 268.

Achtheres percarum, 106.

Acidalia bruraata and viridata, 180.

Acipenser, 13, 238.

Acontias meleagris, 272.

Acrantus, 276. ||
AcridiidiB, 105 ; acridlum cristatum,

166.

Acris, 259.

Acrobata, 415.

Acrocinus, 161.

Acrodontes, 277, 278.

Acronycta rumicis and psi, 180.

Actinia, 9, 35 ; habits, &c., of the
actinise, 34, 35.

Actinoida, 34 ; actinaria, 35 ; actinidx.
ib.

Aculeata, 170.

Adapis, 440.

Adephaga, 152.

Aepus fulvescens, 142.
jEschna, 168.

.(Etobatis, 243.

Agama, 14, 279.

Agassiz, author of the most recent
mode of determining the relative

stations of animals, 3 ; his arrange-
ment of the radiata, 25 ; discovers
a nervous ring round the mouth of
the discophorj, 28 ; extract from, on
the anatomy of the asterias, 40 : the
culcita of,ib. ; views of, as to the

anatomy of the brachiopoda, 55;|Amphitrite, 11, 101; amphitritida,

nomenclature proposed by, for the 101.

armature of the hinge in the genus Amphiuma, 9-W

Venus, 57 ; great utility of the No-
menclator Zoologicus of, 74 ; curious
analogies pointed out by, among the
classes of articulata, 135; families

of the lepidoptera according to, 179;
classification of fishes according to,

202, 203.

Agathidiidap, 154.

Agelainie, 355; agelaius phoeniceus, ib.

Aglia tau, 181.

Agnesiobranchiata, 14.

Agnotheriura, 488.

Agrlon, 168.

AS, (he, 410.

Ailurus, 483.

Air-bladder, the, of fishes, 198.
Akodon, 464.

.-Xkomys, 464.

Alactaga, 466.

Alasmodonta, 69.

Alauda, 15; A. ai'venis, &c., 358;
alaudinsB, ib.

,'\lau8 oculatus, 158.

Albany beef, 238.

Albatrosses, the, 388.

Albicore, the, 226.

Alburnus lucidus, 214.

Alca impennis, torda, &c., 387;
alcidsB, ib.

AlcedinidiB, 323 ; alcidininae, 324.

Alces, 450.

Alcido ispida, 324.

Alcyonaria, &c., 36 ; A. ficiforme and
palraatum, 37.

Alcyonidium, 54; alcyonidulaR, ib.

Aldrovandi, a voluminous writer on
natural history, 2.

Aleclrurina', 344.

Alligator gar, the, 235.

Alligators, the, 252, 253, 282.

Alopiadini, 242.

Alosa vulgaris and sapidissima, 209

;

A. tyrannus and menhaden, 211.
Alouattes, 495.

Alpaca, the 447.

Alpheinae, 116.

Aluteres, 231.

Alytes, 259 ; A. obstetricans, 255.
Amaduvat, the, 357.

Amblyopsis spelaens, 214.

Amblypterus, 237.

Arablyrhynchus, 278.

Ambystoraa, 250, 254.

Ametabola, 131.

Amia, 234 - amiadae, ib.

Ammocietes, 207.

Ammonites, 95 ; amraonitidse, ib.

Ammophila sabulosa, 173.

Amnicola. 83.

Amoeba, 24.

Ampelidae, 347; ampelis coerulea, cor-

tinga, &c., 348.

Amphacanthus, 228 ; A. corallinus,
229.

Amphiarctos, 483.

Amphibia, 201.

Amphibola avellana, &c., 89, 80 ; am-
phibolidie, 89.

Amphicyon, 484.

Amphidesma, 74.

Amphigonus. 419.

Amphinomidae, 99.

AmphioxidK, 200.

Ampliipoda, 12. 113.

Amphiprion, 228.

Ainphisbiena, 275 ; amphisbaenidae, ib.

Amphitheriura, 412, 419.

.^mpuUacera, 89 ; ampullaria, ib. ; am-
pulLiriidae, ib.

Amyxodon, 490.

Anabas scandens, 225.

Anacanlhini, 204, 218, 243.

Anaconda, the, 269.

Anaides, 256; A. lugubris, 257.

Anaplognathidie, 156.

Anarrhichas lupus, 230.

Anas, 15; A. boschas, strepera, &C.,

386.

Anatidae, 383.

Anatifa, 11, 101.

Anatinae, 385.

Anchovy, the, 208.

Ancininee, 112.

Anculosa, 83.

Ancylomera, 114.

Ancylus, 90.

Andrenida?, 176.

Andrias scheuchzeri, 253.

Anentera, the, a sub-division of infuso-

ria, 23.

Angel-fish, the, 228.
Angler, the, 230.

.Anguilla, 14 ; A. vulgaris, 207.

Anguinaria, 54.

Anguis, 14 ; A. fragilis, 272.

."Animal kiiii,'d(im, the division of, into

vtMtebrata and evertebrata, 8 ; clas-

sitit'ution of Ihe orders of, based on
the system of Cuvier, 9-15.

Animals and plants, important affini-

ties between, 4 ; eases of doubtful
organism, ib. ; organs of breathing
and nutrition in, 4, 5 ; propagation
of, 5; summary of the phenomena
of vegetable life which are also pre-

sent in the animal kingdom, 5, 6 ;

essential differences between, 6;
geographical distribution of, 7 ; in-

fluence of man on the distribution

of animals, 8.

Anis, the, 366.

Anisomera, 193.

Annelida, 11, 96.

Anobium, 158.

Anodonta, 69.

Anoema, 456.

Anolis, 14, 277 ; A. carolinensis, 276,
278.

Anomiidae, 61.

Anomodon, 473.

Anomura, 115.

Anopheles, 193.

Anoplotherid^, 434; anoplotherlum,
ib.

Anoplura, 131, 146.

Anser albifrons. lerus, &c., 384, 385;
anseres, 294, 383 ; anserinae, 384.

Ant, the white, 166 ; the ants, 142,.

174.

Ant-eater, the, 404, 405, 406.

Antechinus, 417.

Antelopes, the, 451.

Antennae, the, of insects, principaf
forms of, and scientific terms refers

ring to, 136.

Anthrenus, 155.

Antilocapra, 451.

Antilope dorcas, pygmaeus, &c., 451
antilopidae, ib.

Antipathacea, 36; A. spiralis, ib..

Anura, 145.

Aodon, 428.

Apaloderma narina, 323.

Apara, 407.
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Apatiira iris, 184.

Apes, the, 4U6.

Aphodiida', 156, 157.

Aphrodite, 11, 99 ; aphroditidie, 99.

Aphrophora, 186.

Apidie, 176 ; apis mellifica, ib.

Aplacentalia, 400.

Aplodontia, 468; A. leporina, 469.

Aplvsia, 80; aplvsiida;, ib.

ApodcsH. eoi/sis.
Apodidtp, 109.

Aporobrancliia. or pycuogonum, 120.

Aporomera, 276.

Apple worm, the, 180.

Aprosteniia, l.i7, 158.

Aptenodytes patagonica, 388.

Apterosyna, 174.

Apterygiute, 377 ; apterjx australis,

ib.

Apus, 109; A. cancriformis, ib.

Aquilinas, 303 ; aquila chrysaUos, ver-

reaiixii, &c., 303, 304.

Ara araraiina, &c., 362 ; araina;, ib.

Aracaris, the. 361.

Araclinida, general characters of the,

12, 118, 119; orders of, 12 ; anatomy,
mode of life, and method of repro-

duction of the, 119; nervous system
of the, 120 ; divisible into three
sections, ib.

Arachnoderraa, derivation of the
word, and animals included under,
27.

Aranea, 12.

Area, 67; arcidfe, ib.

Archibuteo, 303.

Archifiomys, 4.59.

Arctia fuliginosa, matronula, &c., 181

;

arctiida>. ib.

Arctitis, 483.

Arctocyon primneviis, 484.

Arctomys marmotta, tnonax, &c., 469.

Arcys lanceolarius, 129.

Ardea, 15; A. purpurea, ralloides, &c.,
380.

Ardeidoe,379 ; ardeinae, ib.

Areneidae, 128 ; arcneina>, ib.

Arenicola, 100 ; arenicolidae, ib.

Argali,tlie, 453.

Argas, 124.

Arges cyclopum, 217.

Argonaiita, 78, 93.

Argus giganteus, 372.

Argynnis, 183, 184.

Argyroneta, 129.

Ariciidae, 99.

Arilus novenarius, 188.

Arionins, 424.

Aristotle, the zoological system of, 1,

2.

Arius, 217.

Armadilloes, the, 406.

Arnanacus, 428.

Artamus, 348.

Artedi, the first to make a scientific

classification of fishes, 200, 201.

Artherais, 74.

Articulata, the, distinctive features of,

8, 9 ; brief summary of the classes

included under, 11-13
; general cha-

racters and classification of, 95

;

curious analogies among the classes

of, pointed out by Agiissiz, 135.

Arvicola, 462 ; arvicoliiia, ib.

Ascalaphus barbarus, 168.

Ascaridse, 47 ; ascaris lumbricoides,
ib.

Ascidia, 54.

AsellidcB, 112 ; asellus, ib.

AsilidtP, 193; asilus, ib.

Aspergillum, 60.

Aspic, the, or asp of the ancieuts, 267.

Aspidobranchia, 81.

Aspidophorus cataphractus, 223.

Aspidorhynchus, 234.

Ass, the, 444.

Astacida;, &;c., 116; astacus, ib. ; A.
pellucidus, 214.

Asterias, 10, 39, 40; asteridea, 38.

Astrieida', 35.

Astrea astroites, 35.

Astrogonium granulare, 39.

Astrophyton, 39.

Astur palumbarius, atricapillus, &c.,
307.
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Astynomua, 162.

Ateles, 495.

Aleuchus, 157.

Athene siju, passerinoides, &c., 313,

314; athenime, 313.

Alhericera, 194.

Atheriua, 225.

Atherura, 461.

Atlanta, 78 ; atlantidae, ib.

Alracheha, 159.

Atretodera, 253.

Alypinie, 128.

Auchenia lama, alpaca, &c., 447.

Audubon, extract from, on the liightof

wild pigeons. 368 ; account of the
large white pelican by, 390.

Audubon and Bachman, description

of the musk rat by, 463, 464 ; habits
of the squirrels described by, 471.

Auks, the, 387.

Aulacodon, 460.

Aurella, 9; A. aurita, 30, 32.

Auricula, 91 ; auriculidaN ib.

Aves chief characteristics and orders
of, 14, 15, 290-293 ; classification of,

293, 294 ; number of species of, 294.

Avicoda, 302.

Avicida, 307.

Aviculidae, 63.

Avocets, the, 381.

Axolotl, the, of Mexico, 251.

.Aye-aye, the, 492.

Babblers, the, 343.

Babiroussa, or bahyrussa, 442.

Baboons, the, 490.

Baccilariir, 18; B. paradoxa, 18, 19.

Bacteria feraorata, 164.

Badger, the, 483.

Bagrus, 217.

Baird, VV., on the luminousness of the
sea, 29 ; on the discoloration of

water by the daphni;e, 108.

BaUena, 15; B. mysticetus. &c , 421

Bala'nida% 420 ; bahenodon, 424 ; ba-
lipiioptera. 420, 421.

Balanus, 11, 102.

Bak'arica jiavonina, 379.

Balistes, 231; balistinse, ib.

Balloon fish, the, 232.

Band-fish, the. 228.

Barbel, the, 215.

Barbets, the, 363.

Bnrbus vulgaris. 21.5.

Rarn owls, the, 311.

Barracuda pike, the, 222.

Basiliscus. 14, 278.

Basilosaurns, 481.

Bass, the (Dtsego, 212 ; the sea, rock,

red, and black, 221, 224.

Bassaris, 487.

Bat, the, 15; the bats, 47.5-479.

Balhyergina, 462; bathyergus capen-

sis, ib.

Batrachia, 14, 249 ; B. urodela anoura,

&c., 249, 257, 261.

Batrachians, the tailed, 250, 251.

Balrachoseps, 256.

Batrachostomus, 320.

Batrachus, 231.

Baverbancia, 54.

Bayley, Prof. J. W., the chief Ameri-
can authority upon the infusoria,

22.

Baza, 307.

Bddellidffi, 122.

Bear, the, 15 ; the bears, 482.

Beaver, the, 467.

Becards, the, 345.

Beche de mer, 42.

Bechstein, Dr., description of the
nightingale by, 336, 337.

Bee-eaters, the, 325.

Beef-eater, the African, 354.

Bees, the, 176, 177.

Beetles, the, 141 ; the diamond, 160.

BelemnitidiP, 94.

Belideus, 415.

Bell's History of British Quadrupeds,
extract from, on the shedding and
growth of horns, 393, 394; on the
walrus, 433, 434.

Belon, the reviver of natural history in

modern times, 2.

Belone, 217.

Belostoma, 187.

B.Muga, 427.

Benibecidae, 172; bembex, ib.

Benturonir, the, 483.

Bergall, the, 218.

Beroe, 30.

Bettongia, 413.

Bezoar stone, an animal concretion,
452.

Bibio, 193.

Bill-fish, the, 217.

Bimana, 15.

Bipes, 14.

Birds, chief characteristics and orders
of, 14, 15, 2iU)-293 ; classification of,

293, 294 ; number of species of, 294

;

oh ief collections of, 295.

Bison americanus, 453.

Biltacus, 168.

Bitterns, the, 380.

Black bass, the, 221.

Blackbird, the, 342.

Blainville, the arachnoderma of, 27;
the malactinozoaria of, 31 ; the pa-
racephalophora of, 75 ; the cervico-

branchia of, 81.

Blanchard, his division of the neuro-
ptera, 166—of the hymenoptera, 169
—of the chahnoptera and achali

noptera, 179—of the hemiptera, 184.

Blapsida', 160.

Blatta, 163; blattida, ib.

Bleak, Ihe, 214.

Blenniidtf, 229, 230 ; blennius, 230.

Blind fish, the, 214.

Blind worm, the, 272.

Blistering flie.^ 159.

Blue-bird, the, 338.

Blue-fish, the, 227.

Blue-perch, the, 218.

Boa, 14; boa constrictor, 269.
Boannia hortaria, 180.

Boatbills, the, 321.

Bob White, the bird so called, 375.

Boidw, 263, 268.

Bombinator igneiis, 259.

Bomi)ycida!, 181; bombyx mori, ib.

Bombycilla garrula and cedrorum,
318.

Bombyliidae, 193; bombylius, ib.

Bombus, 176.

Bonaparte, Ch. L.. his system of clas-

sification of the mammalia, 400,
401.

Bonito, the, 226.

Booby, the, 391.

Bopyrida>, 112; bopyrus crangorum,
ib.

Bos, 15; B. americanus, taurus, &c.
453-455.

Bosirichida', 158, 159.

Bostrichus, 141.

Bot-flies, 195.

Botaurus stellaris and minor, 380
Bothrimonns sturionis, 45.

Bolhriocephalus, 45.

Botryllus, 10.

Botys verticalis, 180.

BovidcB^JS-
Bow-fin,^e, 235.

Brachelytra, 154, 155.

Brachinus, 140.

Brachiopoda, 55.

Brachymeles, 273.

Brachyrhynchi, 160.

Brachystopus, 272.

Brachyura, 117.

Bradybaies, 256.

Bradypodidfe, 410.

Bradvpus, 15; B. didactylus, &c., 410,

Brahman kilo, the. 305.

Bramblliig, the, 357.

Branchiopoda, 12. 107.

Branchiostegi, 201.

Branch iostoma, 206.

Bronchi pus pisciformis, 109.

Briint, the, 385.

Bream, the, 221
Bi'ill, the, 220.

Brontes prenadilla, 217.

Brosmius, 219.

Brvozoa, form and habils of the, 53.

Bubo virifiiiianus, &c., 312, 313 ; bubo-
min», 312.

Buccinida;, 86; buccinum, ib.

Bucco macrorhynchus, 323; bucco-
uina?, ib.
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Buceros, 15; B. rhinoceros, &c., 360;
bucerofulie, ib.

Bucklund, Dr., on nummulites, 76.

Buffalo, the, 4.53, 45-t.

Bulb americaniis, viridis, &c., 200.

Butonidte, -57, 259.

Bulbuls, the, 344.

Bulimus, 91.

Bull-do^', the, 488.

Bull-hfad, the, 216.

Bulla, 1(1, 8U; bullidae, 80.

Bullet hawk, the, 301.

Biilltiuches, the, 358.

Bullhead, llie, 223.

Bumble bees, the, 176.

Buntings, the, 357, 358.

Bupresiid*. 1.57; buprestls mariana,
&c., 158, 159.

Burbot, the, 219.

liuri^oraaster, the, 389.

Burmeister, orders of insects accord-
ing to, 143, 144 ; his division of the
rhynchota, 185.

Burrowing owl, the, 314.

Bursaria vesiculosa and truncatella,

24.

Busli turkey, the, 370.

Bustards, the, 377.

Butcher birds, the, 349.

Buteo borealis, &c., 302, 303 ; buteo-
nin*, 302.

Butter-tish, the, 230.

Butterflies, the, 177, 183.

Buzzard, the honey, 306; the moor,
308.

Buzzards, the, 302, 303.

Byrrhidas 156.

Cabassous. 407.

Cacatua sulphurea, &c., 363 ; caca-

tuinse, ib.

Cachalot, the, 423, 424.

Cachicamns, 407.

Ciereba cyanea, &c., 328 ; casrebiua^,

ib.

Cainotlierium, 435.

Calappin;e, 117.

Caleptery.x, 168.

CaligidiB, 107 ; caligus, 12, 107.

Callifiatinie, 351.

Callianassa, 116.

Callianidin;e, 116.

Callichthys, 223.

Callimorpha jacobasEe, 181.

Callionynius, 230.

Calliscapha, 71.

Calliste tatao and tricolor, 357.

Calllthrix, 494.

Callorhynchus, 240.

Calocephala, 480.

Calomys, 464.

Calurus resplendens and auriceps, 322,

323.

Calydonius, 442.

Calyptoraina viridis, 347.

Calyptorhynchus banksii and cookii,

363.

Calyptrsea sinensis, 82; calyptraeids,

ib.

CamelidcE, the camels, 15, 446 ; ca-

melius, 15, 446, 447.

Camelopardalida>, 447.

Coinpagnol, the, 462.

CarapanularidsB, 27.

Campephaga nigra, &c., 348 ; campe-
phaginae, ib.

Cainpsodactylus, 273.

Campylosomata, 101.

Cancer, 12, 118; cancerinae, 118; can-
crida>, ib.

Caiiidie, 487 ; canis familiaris, &c., 15,

488, 489.

Cantharis, 159.

Canthon laeve or volvens, 157.

Canvas-back duck, the, 386.
Cape pigeon, the, 389.

Capelin, the, 212.

Capercailz^, the, 375.

Capito viridiaurautius, 363 ; capilo-
ninaj, ib.

Capra jegagrus, hircus, &c., 452.

Caprella, 113; caprellidse, ib.

Caprification, the art of, practised
from a remote period, 142.

CapiimulgidiB, 319 ; caprimulgus eu-
ropaeus, 320.

Caprorays, 459.

Capsa, 74.

Capsidaj, 189; capsus, ib.

Capucin, the, 495.

Capybara, the, 458.

Carabida', 153 ; carabus, 13, 153.

Caracara eagles, 305.

Carbo cormoraniis, diloplius, &c., 391

;

carboninie, ib.

Carchariadini, 241 ; carcharias, ib.

Carcharodon, 243.

Carchesium polypinum, 24.

Cardiacea, 72.

Cardiid;e, 73 ; cardium, ib.

Cardinalis virginianus, 356.

Carditida', 72.

Carduelis elegans, spinus, &c., 357.

Cariboo, the, 450.

Carinaria, 10, 78 ; carinariidse, 78.

Caniivora, 15, 417, 476, 480.

Carp, the, longevity of, 200.

Carpocapsa pomonella, 180.

Carpodacus purpureas and frontalis,

359.

Carriers, 308.

Carterodt)n, 400.

Caryobranchia, 78.

Caryopliyllacea, 36 ; caryophyllida^,

ib.

Cascavella, 260.

Cassidaria, 87.

CassididiC, 162.

Cassowary, the, 377.

Castalia, 71.

Castor, 15; C. fiber americanus, 467;
castoridai, ib ; castoroides ohioen-
sis, 408.

Casuarius galeatus, 377.

Cat, the, 15, 491.

Cat bird, the, 343.

Cat fish, Ihe, 199, 216.

Cataslomi, 216; catastoraus, 214.

Caterpillar-catchers,. the, 348.

Caterpillars, 1.33, 178.

Cutharles, 299, 300; C. aura^96.
Catillus iuoceramus, 63. W
Catoblepas, 452.

Catocala fraxini, pacta, S:c., 181.

Catydid, the, 165.

Cavia cobaya, 458.

Cavicornia, 451.

Cavies, the, 457, 458.

Caviina, 457.

Cavitaria, 10.

Caymans, the, 282.

Cebiida;, 494.

Cebrionid.e, 158.

Cebus, 495.

Cecidomyia, 193.

Cedar bird, the, 348.

Celeus cilrinus, 364.

Cellepora, 54; celleporida^, ib.

Cellularia, .54.

Centetes, 475.

Centipedes, 130.

Centrarchus,^!.
Centriscus, 229.

Centropristis, 221.

Cephalaspides, 239.

Cephalerayia ovU, 195.

Cephalobranchia, 100.

Cephalopoda, 11, 91 ; anatomy and
method of respiration of, 92; classi-

fication of, by D'Orbigny, ib.

Cephaloplerini, 243.

Cephalopterus ornatus, 352.

Cephalotes, 479.

Cepola, 228.

Cerambycida", 141, 161.

Cerastes cornutus, 267.

Cercaria hyalocauda and biliDeala,

46.

Cercolabes, 460.

Cercoleptes, 484 ; cercoleptidae, ib.

Cercomys, 459.

CercopiiliB, 186.

Cercopithecus, 496 ; C. rubra, diana,

&c., 41)7.

Ceriphasia, 84.

Cerilhiidus 84; cerithium, ib.

Cerodon,, 458.

Certhia familiaris, &c., 332; certhia-

da>, &c., 331, 332.

Certhiola flaveola, 328.

Cerura vinula, 181.

Cervicobranchia, the, of Blainville, 81.

Cervidw, 15, 449; cervus ^^rginianu8,
macrolis, &c., 449-451.

Ceryle alvyou, amazona, &c., 324
325.

Cestoidea, 45.

Cestracionini, 242.

Cestum veneris, 30.

Cetacea, 15, 419.

Cetiosaurus. 283.

Cetonia, 157 ; cetoniadae, 156 ; cetonii-

da;, 157.

Cetotlierium rathkei, 421.

Ceylon, the pearl fisheries of, 64.

Chabot, the, 223.

Chacal, the, 489.

Charopotamus, 440.

Chatodons, 228.

Chatomys villosus, 460.

Chatopoda, 96.

Chatopterida, 100 ; chatopterus, ib.

Chaffinch, the, 357.

Chalcides, 14, 275; chalcidida, 172,

274.

Chalcites auratus and klaasii, 3G7.

Chalicomys, 467.

Chalicoterium, 435.

Chalinoptera, 179.

Chamaleo, 14.

Chamaleontida, the chamaleons, 279,

280.

Chamapelia passerina, 369. ^
Chamasauriis, 275.

^Chamida, 72.

Chamois, the, 452.

Characini, 212.

Chai-adins pluvialis, Tociferus, &C.,

378.

Charadriada, 378.

Chasmodes, 230.

Cliat, the yellow breasted, 343.

Challerer, the umbrella, 352 ; the chat-

terers, 347, 348.

Cheiromeles, 476.

Cheiroptera, 475.

Cheirolherium, 430 ; chirotheriutn,
431.

Chelicera, the, or mandible; of the
arachnid a, 118.

Chelifer, 12, 125 ; cheliferida, 125.

Chelmon rostratus, 228.

Chelomeles, 273.

Chelonia, 14, 286, 289 ; chelonida, 14,

288, 289.

Chelonides, 181.

Chelonobia, 1U2.

Chelonura, 288.

Chelys matainata, 238.

Chermes, 186.

Chersis savinii, 129.

Chewinks, the, 357.

Cliicken hawk, the, 307.

Chilina, 91.

Chilodon cucuUatus, 34.

Chilognatha, 130, 131.

Chilonemus cataractus, 215, 218.

Chilopoda, 130, 131.

Chimara, 240.

Chimney bird, the, 317 ; chimnev swal-

low, 318.

Chimpanse, the, 497.

Chinchilla lanigera, 458 ; chinchillina,

ib.

Chippy, the, 357.

^Chirocephalus diaphanus, 109.

Chiromyida, 492 ; chiromys psilodac-

tylus, ib.

Chironectes, 411 ; C. variegatus, 418,

419.

Chironomus. 193.

Chiruptera, 15.

Chi rotes, 14, 275.

Chitine, a peculiar principle in the in-

tegument of insects, 135.

Chiton, 10, 81 ; chitonida, SI.

Chitonellus, 102.

Clilamidotheriuui, 408.

Chlaraydophorus, 407.

Chlorops, 194.

Choerocampa, 182.

Chceropus, 410 ; C. castanotis, 417.

Chcerotheriura, 442.

Chogset, the, 218.

Chot(Bpu8,410.
Chondroptervgii, 200, 202.

Chondrostei, 234, 238.

Chondrostoma nasus, 214.
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Chorvleiles, 321.

Choutfhs, the, 353.

C'hromidse, 217.

ChrysitlidiE, 172 ; chrysis, ib.

Chrysochloris, 4';2.

Chrysomelidae, 1C2.

Chrysopa. 108.

Chrvsotoxuiii, 194.

Chiib, the. 14.

Cicada pruinosa, &c.. 140, 173, 1S6,

187 ; cicadidae, 186.

Ciccaba, 314.

Cicindela, 137, 153. 159; cicindelidiE,

152.

Ciconia alba, nisra, &c., 380 ; ciconina',

ib.

Cidaris, 41.

Cigale, the, of the French, 165.

Cilia, nature of, 9.

Ciliograda. 30.

Cimbex. 171.

Cimex, 13, 188, 189.

Cinclinte, 379; ciiiclus interpraa and
melanooephalus. ib.

Circietus thoracicus. 303.

Circiiiie, 308 ; circus, 308, 309.

Cirolaninie, 112.

t'irrhobranchia, 82.

Cirrhopoda, 11, 101.

Cirriifrada, 30.

I

CisielidEB, 160.
' Cistudo clausa and europa;a, 287,

288.

Civets, the, 466, 487.

Cladocera, 108.

Cluin, the, 58, 75.

Clansfula americana, dlspar, &c, 386.

Ciauailia, 91.

Clavasiella, GO.

Ciavicornia, 1S5.

Cleidolhierus, 72.

Clepsina, 97.

Cleridie, 158.

Ciitr swallow, the, 318.

Cliinacteris, 332.

Climbing perch, the, 225.

Clio, 11; C. borealis, 77 ; clioidae, 77.

Clioiia, 54.
!

Clisiocatnpa castrensis and neustria,

181.

Clitellaria, 193.

Clostera curtula, 181.

Clupea harengus, &.C., 209. 211: clu-

puid*, 208.

Clymene, 99.

Clypeusler, 41.

Clyius. 162; C. pictus, 161.

Cnemidophorus, 276.

Coali, the, 483.

Cobitis lossilis, 216.

Cobra dicapello, 267.

Coccidce, 185.

Coccine, a chemical constituent in the
integument of insects, 135.

Coccinella borealis, 162; coccinellidse,

ib.

Coccothraustes vulgaris, 356 ; cocco-
thraustinae, ib.

Coccus cacti, 185.

Coccyx resinosa, 180.

CoccyzinsB, 365 ; coccyzus americanus,
&c., 366.

Cochineal insect, the, 185.

Cock of the rock, the, 347 ; of thfe
woods, 375.

Cockatoos, the, 363.

Cockroaches, 163.

Cocks, the wild and domestic, 373.

Cod, the, 200, 218.

Codling, the, 219.

Cuecilia, 261 ; cceciliadse, ib.

Cuilodon maquinense, 410.

CuelodoDta, 437.

Coelodontes, 277.

Cijelogeiiys, 460.

Cueuurus, 44.

Colaptina", 364 ; colaptus auratus, 365.

Coldstream, Dr., on the inspiration

and expiration of the cephalopoda,
92.

Coleiiterata, 26.

Coleoptera, 13. 143; general compari-
son between, and hymenoplera, 132,

133; anatomical structure of, 148,

149 ; more studied than any other
order, 149 ; various localities of,
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149, 150 ; wide distribution of, 151 ;

various classiBcations of, ib. ; various

divisions of the section peniamera of

the, 151, 152.

Colias, 183, 184.

Colies, the. 359.

ColineP, 359; colius macrourus and
striatus, 360.

Collocalia. 319.

Colobus, 496.

Colossothelvs atlas, 5289.

Ckjluber, 269, 270 ; colubridae, 263,

269.

Colubrina, 263. 268.

Columba. 15, 368; columbie, 294.

Columbida", 3l)7 ; coIumbiniB, 368.

Colymbidae, 387; colymbus glacialis,

arcticu^, ice, ib.

Conch ifera, 10; general forms of the
shells of the, 55, 56 ; mostly marine,
.57 ; various tribes of, ib.

Concholoay, the science of, merged in

malacolo;^", 49.

Condors, the, 298.

Condylopa, the, of Latreille, 95.

Condylura, 473.

CouidcP, 87.

t'onirostres. 350.

Conops, 194 ; conopsidse, ib.

Conurus carolinensis, 362.

' onua, 87.

Cony, the, 457.

Cooper's hawk, 307.

Coots, the, 383.

Copperheads, the, 266.

Copris Carolina, 157.

Coracia gracula, 353.

Coraciada', 321.

C<jracias garrula and bengalensis, 321.

Coral. 26, 37.

Coralium nobile, 37.

Corallina, 9 ; C. officinalis and rubens,
17.

Coralium, the. of the zoopbvta, 33,

34.

Cordylonprata, 155.

Core-ronus. 211 ; C. otsego, 212.

Coreida-, 189.

Corixa striata, 187.

Cormorants, the, 391.

Cormoslomata, 104.

Corniger, 213.

Cornularidie, 37.

Coroiiella sayi, 270.

Coronula, 102.

Corvida;, 350; corvinae, 351; corvus
corax, &c., 351, 352.

Corvina, 223; C. osciUa and ocellata,

224.

Corydahis, 168.

Corvne, description and engraving of,

33.

Corynetes, 1.58.

Corypha'na hippuris, 227.

Coryphodun, 437.

Corystes, 117; corystiinAi ib.

Coryzus hyoseyami, 189.'

Cossus, the, of the aacients, 142; C.
hguiperda, 181.

Cottus, 222, 223.

Couagga, the, 444. *

Couguar, the, 491.

Cow bird, the, 355, 366.

Crab, the, 103; the crabs, 117, 116.

Crabro, 172; crabronidse, ib.

Cracidie, 370.

Cracticus varius. 349.

Crakes, the, 383.

Cranes, the, 379.

Crangoninae, 116.

Crassatella, 75 ; crassatellidse, ib.

Crassina, 75.

Crawfish or crayfish, 116.

Crax, 15 ; C. ruljra, 370.

Creepers, .-American, 328; the creepers,

331, 332.

Crenatula, 63.

Crepidula, 82.

Cricet jmys, 4')4.

Cricetus, 464, 465.

(rickets, the, 165.

Crinoidea, 38.

Criocerida;, 162.

Crisia, 54 ; crisiadae, ib.

Cristatella, 54.

Crithagra, 359.

Crocallis elin^uaria, 180.

CrocodilidLt, the crocodiles. 282.

Crocodilurus lacertimis, 276.

Crocodilus. 14, 282.

Croppers, 368.

Crossbills, the, 359.

Crotalid*, 263. 265 ; crotalus, 266.

Crolophaga ani, major, &.C., 366; cro-

tophagins, ib.

Crow, the carrion, 300.
Crows, the, 350-353.
Crustacea, characteristics of the, 11,12;

orders of, 12 ; general view of the
appearance and habits of the princi-

pal vju-ieties of the, 102-104.

Crypsibranchia, 80.

Cryptoderes, 287.

Cryptomonas ovata, 24,

Cryptopodes, the, of Latreille, whv so

named, 117.

Cryptops, 132.

Cryptopus, 288.

Ctenobranchia, 82.

Cteuobrauchiata, 10.

Clenodactylina, 466 ; ctenodactylus,

ib.

Clenoids, 203.

Ctenolabrid*, 217.

Ctenolabrus cteruleus, 218.

Ctenomys, 459.

Ctenophora, 30, 193.

Cuckoos, the, 365-367.

Cuculidie, 365; cuculinae, 366; cuculus
canorus, ib.

Cucullia umbratica and verbasci, 181.

Culcita, 40.

Culex, 192, 193; culicids, 193.

Cunner, the, 218.

Curassows, the, 370.

CurculionidiB, the, 141.

Curruca atricapilla and hortensis,

337.

Cursorius senesalensis, 378.

Curucui, the, 323.

Cuscus, 415.

Cusk, the, 219.

Cuttle-bone, 51, 94.

Cuttle fish, derivation of the term, 92.

Cuvier, chief features of the classifi-

cation of, 3 ; classification of the

orders of the animal kingdom based
on the system of, 9-15; his arrange-
ment of the zoophyta, 25 ; the aca-

lephs of, 26, 27; the hydrostatic

aciilepha; of, 30 ; the apodousechino-
dermata of, 38 ; the mollusca of, 50 ;

the lieteropoda of, 77; the tubuli-

branchia of, 85; his division of the
anuelida, 96 ; orders and familios of
fishes according to, 202 ; description

of the dog by, 488.

Cwahog, 75.

Cyamida;, 113; cyaraus, 12, 113, 130
Cyathophyllida;, 36.

Cybium, 2-6.

CycladidcB, 73 ; cyclas, ib.

Cyclica, 162.

Cyclidium glaucoma, 24.

Cyclo-labridfe, 217.

Cyclobranchia, 81.

Cyclobrauchiata, 10.

Cycloids, 203.

Cyclopida;, 107 ; cyclops, 12, 107.

Cyclostoma, 90 ; cycloslomidae, ib.

Cyclostomata, 13.

Cydnus, 189.

Cygninie, 385 ; cygnns olor, ferus, &c.,

ib.

Cymadocea, ri2.

Cj'matotherium, 431.

Cymiudis cayaneasis and wilsonii,

307.

Cymothoidae, 112.

Cynipidae, 171.

Cynocephalus maimon and sphinx,
496.

Cynops, 256.

Cyphocrana aigas, 164.

Cyphonidae, 158.

Cyprwa, 50, 88 ; cyprteidae, 88.

Cyprididie, 108 ; cypris, ib.

Cyprini(la>, 214.

Cyprinodon, 214; cyprinodontidae, ib.

Cypriuus, 14 ; C. auratus, carpio, &.C.,

215.

Cypselinae, 318.
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Cypselns, 15 ; C. pelasgius, anus, &c.,
318, 319.

Cyreiia, 73.

Cystica, 44 ; cysticercus, 45.

Cystignathus, 258.

Cytherea, 74 ; C. dione, 73J

Dab, the, 219.

Dacelo, 324.

Dacne, 102.

Daciiis spica, 328.

Dactelythia, 26n.

Dactylomys, 459.

Dactyloptenis volitans, 222.

Damalis, 451.

Damans, the, 439.

Dana, the families of the hydroida ac-

cording to, 27; his classification of
the zoophytes adopted in the pre-

sent worl{,a^ ; extract from, on coral

masses, 37.

Daphnia, 108 ; daphniidae, ib.

Daptrius, 3()(i.

Darters, the, 390.

Dasypodida?, 406; dasypus, 406, 407.

Dasyproctina, 460.

Dasyurid.e, 417 ; dasyurus hallucatus,

&c., ib. ; D. laniarius, 418.

Dawn, the, 444.

Decacera, 94.

Decapoda, 12, 92, 114
Decticus apterus and verrucivorus,

165.

Deer, the, 449.

Deilephila, 182.

Deirodon, 271.

Delphinapterus, 427.

DelphiniiliB, 420, 424; delphinorhyn-
cus, 425; delphinus delphis, tursio,

&c., 425, 426, 428.

Deltochiliira gibbosura, 157.

IJemas coryli, 181.

Dendrocolaptinae, 332 ; dendrocolaptes
cayennensis, &c., ib.

Dendrolagus, 411, 413.

Dendrolimus pini, 181.

Dendrumys, 464.

Dendronotiis, 79.

Dentaliura, 82.

Dentirostres, 335.

Dermaptera, 143, 163.

Dermestes lardarias, 155 ; dermestidae,

ib.

Dermopteri, 203, 206.

Desmans, the, 474.

Desmodus, 478.

Desmognathus, 255.

Devll-flsh, 243.

Diamond beetles, the, 160.

DiaperidcB, 160.

Dibamus nov<e guinsw, 273.

Dibrancliiata, 92.

Diceras, 72.

Dichobune, 435.

Diclurus, 476.

Dicotyle torquatus, albirostris, &c.,

441.

Dicrocera, 450.

Dicrurinte, 348 ; dicrurus malabaricus,

&c , ib.

Dicynodon, 282.

Didelphidae, 411, 418; didelphys vir-

giniana and cuvieri, ib.

Didelphis. 15.

Didinie, 369.

Digitigrada, 484.

Diraerosomata, 126.

Dimyaria, 66.

Dimylus, 473.

Dinops, 476.

Dinosauria, 285.

Dinotheridaa, 430; dinolherium gigau-

teum, ib.

Dioctria, 193.

Diodon maculo-striatus and punctatus,

232.

Diomedeinae, 388.

Dioraedia exulans, chlororhyncha,
&c., 388.

Diphies, 10.

Diphyida, the, the name systoligrada

proposed for, 26 ; characters of, 31.

Diphyllidia, 80.

Diplopoda, 114.

Dipneumones, 128.

Dipodina, 466 ; dipus, ib.

Dipodomys, 461, 462.

Diprotodon australis, 414.

Diptera, 13, i43, 190; classification of,

by Macquart and VVestwood, 191,

192.

Dipterini homocerci and heterocerci,

236.

Dipterodon, 228.

Discophora, appearance of the, 28;
divided into two groups, ib.

Discopora, 54.

Distoma or fasciola hepaticura, 40.

Ditrupa, 82.

Diurna, 183.

Divers, the. 386.

Dodo, the, 369.

Dog, the, 15; the dogs, 488, 489.

Dog fish, the, 235.

Dolichotis, 457.

Dolphins, the, 227, 420, 424-428.

Donax, 74.

D'Orbigny, the chief authority upon
the polythalamia, 75 ; his views as
to their chissification, 77 ; classifica-

tion of the cephalopoda by, 92.

Dorcatherium. 450.

Doridida?, 79; doris, ib.

Dorippe, 117; dorippiinie, ib.

Dorites apollo, 184.

Dormice, the, 466.

Dorsibranchiata, 11, 99.

Donhesia, 186.

Dory, the, 227.

Doryius, 175.

Doves, the, 368.

Draco, 14, 278 ; D. dandini, 279.

Dragon, the flying, of Java, 279.

Dreniutherium, 448.

Drepanepteryx phalsenoides, 168.

Driver ants, the, 174, 175.

Dromaius nov« hollandia;, 377.

Dromedary, the, 447.

Dromicia, 415.

Droniiina;, 115.

Drongo shrilies, 348.

Drum, the black, 199 ; the common,
224.

Drymomys, 464.

Duck hawk, the, 301.

Ducks, fresh water, 385; the sea, 386.

Dujardin, views of, as to the nature of
sponges, 16.

Duvernoy, classification of the helmin-
th es by, 43, 44.

Dyuastes hercules, acteon, &c., 157.

Dynastidse, 156, 157.

Dysderinie, 128.

Uysopes, 476.

Dylicidie, 153 ; dyticus marginalis, ib.

Dzigguetai, the, 444.

Eagles, the, 303 et seq.

Eburna glabrata, 86.

Echeneis, 230.

Echidna aculeata aud setosa, 404.

Echimyina, 459.

Echimj's, 460.

Echineida", 220 ; echineis, ib.

Echinidea, 40 ; echinus, 41 ; various

forms of, ib.

Echinococcus, 44.

Echinodermala, animals included
under the, 10 ; orders of, ib. ; gene-

ral characters of the, 37, 38.

Echinorhynchus gigas, 47.

Echinus, 10.

Echiuri, 98.

Ectopistes migratorius and carolinen-

sis, 368, 369.

Edentata, 15, 403, 405.

Edwards, Milne, his arrangement of
the radiata, 25—of the isopoda, 111

—of the decapoda, 115.

Eel, the, 14, 207 ; the electric, 207, 208.

Eel pouts, 219.

Egeria exetiosa, 182.

Egg, the, of insects, various forms and
general characters of, 133.

Egrets, the, 380.

Egretta candidissima, 380.

Ehrenbeig, his views respecting vari-

ous infusoria, 18, 19; his theory re-

specting the polygastrica received

with doubt, 20 ; his method of in-

vestigating, ib.

Eider duck, the, 386.

Eland, the, 450.

Elanus leucurus, 300.

Elaphus, 450.

Elaps fulvus and corallinus, 270.

Elasmolherium, 436.
Elaler, 140.

Elateridas, 158.

Elatobranchia, 60.

Elephantidse, 438; elephas indicus,

&.C., the elephant, 15, 439.
Elk, the, 450.

EUobius, 464.

Elmis, 142.

Emarginula, 81.

Emballonura, 478.

Emberiza americana, citriuella, &c.,

358 ; emberizinae, ib.

Empida?, 193.

Empusa gongylodes, 164.

Emu, the, 377.

Emydidifi, 287 ; emys terrapin, &c., 288.

Enaliosaurii, 283.

Encoubertus, 407.

Encrinus radiatus and liliiformis, 38.

EndomichidcB, 162.

EngidiP, 155.

Ensiraulis encrasicholus, 208.

Engystoma, 200.

Enhydra marina, 486.

Ennomos syriftgaria and alniaria, 180.

Enterodela, 24, 47 ; E. cylindrica, ib.

;

E. plicata and tainioida, 49.

Entomology, systems of, by Latreille

and Buruieister, 143, 144 ; directions

to the entomologist concerning the
search for, and preservation aud ar-

rangement of specimens, 149-151.

Entomostraca, 104.

Entozoa, 10, 44.

Entrochites, 38.

Eolididae, 79 ; eolis, ib.

Epedicellata, 10.

Epeira, 128; epeirinae, ib.

Ephemerids, 166, 167.

Ephialtes navia and asio, 313.

Ephippium, a peculiar appendage of
the daphniaj, 108.

Ephipjius, 228.

Ephyra, 33.

Epicriuni, 261.

Epimachinte, 326 ; epimachus super-

bus, &c., 326, 327.

Episema c;eruleo cephala, 181.

Epizoa, 111, 146.

Equidae, 442 ; equus caballus, &c., 15,

443, 444.

Erethizon dorsatus, 461.

Ergasilus, 107.

Erichthiidip, 114.

Erinaceida;, 474.

Erinaceus, 15; E. europaeus, 475.

Eriogaster lanestris, 181.

Eriomys laniger, 458.

Eri[)us heterogaster, 129.

Eristalis, 194.

Ermine, the, 485.

Erotylidai, 155, 162; erotylus, ib.

Eryonina3, 116.

Erythacuia?, 337; erythaca rubecula,

ib.

Eschara, 54 ; escharidae, ib.

Eschscholtz, the ctenophora of, 30.

Esocida;, 213, 222; esox, 213; E. lu-

cius, nobilior, &c., ib.

Etheostoma, 220.

Etheriinse, 71 ; etheria, 71, 72.

Eucera, 176.

Euchroma gigas, 158.

Eudamus tityrus. 184.

Eudyles cristatus, 388.

Euluna, 83.

Euraenidai, 175.

Eunectes murinus, 269.

Eunice, 99 ; eunicida?, ib.

Euplocomus ignitus, 372.

Eupoda, 162.

Euproctus, 256.

Euryale, 39.

Eurylaiminie, 321; eurylaimus nasu«

tus, 322.

Eurynotus, 237.

Euryodon, 408.

Euryotis, 464.

Evania, 171 ; evaniidae, ib.

Evesia, 272.

Exocietus, 222.
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Exoglossum, 214, 21G ; E. Barbatula
210.

Explaiiaria ananas, 31).

Eyes, compound and simple, of insects,

136, 137.

Falconidae, 300; falcouinie, the falcons,

301, 302.

Fall fish, the, 216.
Fantails, 3t)ti.

Farcimia, 54.

Fane, Dr., uis description of the tube
or cell in the vesicularidte, 53.

Favositidie, 36.

Feet, the, of hisects, general structure

of, and scientific terms applied to

tlie several parts of, 138, 139.

Felidai, 490 ; fells leo, tigris, &c., 13,

4<J1.

]'"er de lance, the, 267.

Ferret, the, 15, 48.5.

I'Mher zihetliicus, 463.

Fiddler, the, 118.

Fidonia wavaria, 180.

Fieltlfare, the, 342.

Filaria medinensis, 48; F. papillosa,

phalanijii, and lycoSiB. ib.

FiMciies, the, 3.j5, 357-359.
I'liis, the, of tlshes, 197.

FirefiiL-s, the, 156. •
Fish-hawk, the, 3U5.
I'isher, the, or weasel, or pekan, 485.

Fishes, chief characteristics and di-

visions of. 13 ; structure and func-
tions of, 197-199 ; prolific nature of,

199, 200 ; longevity of, 200 ; classifi-

cation of, according to Artedi, Liu-
n;eus, Cuvier, Agassiz, and Jliiller,

200-205; fossil, 233.

Fishing-frog, the, 230.
Fissirostres, 316.

Fissurella, 10; F. grirca, 81; fissurel-

lidie, ib.

Fistularia, 229; fistularidie, ib.

FUibellaria opuntia, 17.

Flamingoes, the, 384.

Flat-fish, the, 218, 219.
I'leas, the, 143, 147, 148.

Flicker, the. 365.

Flies, the, 191, 192.

Flinders, Capt., extract from, ou fish-

ing lor trepang, 42.

Flounders, the, 219.
Fluke, the, 219.

I'lustra, 54.

Fluvicola cursoria, 345.

Flycatchers, the, 344-347.
Flying fish, the, 222.

Flying squirrel, the, 278.
Flying lemur, the, 493.

Forauiinifera, 75.

Forl)es, remarks of, on the discophora,
28.

Forficula. 13, 163; forficulidie, 163.

Formica saccharivora. 141; F. nierdi-
cola and elata, 174; formicidiB, 11).

Formicaria colma, 341 ; lurniicariuie,

ib.

Foxes, the, 489.

Fowls, the, 372-374.
Fralercula arctica, 387.
Frigate pelican, the, 391.
Fringilla amaduva, senegala, &c., 357.
FriiigillidtB, 3.)5; fringillinte, 357.
I'rog, the, 258; the bull-frog, wood-

trog, tree-frog, &c., 258, 259.
Frost fish, the, 212.

Frugivora, 479.

Fulgoi'a candelaria and laternaria, 186 ;

i'uigoridcB, ib.

Fulica atra and americana, 383.

Fuligula valisneria, ferina, &.C., 386

;

fuligulinic, ib.

Fundulus, 214.

Fungia fungites, 35 ; fuugidae, ib.

]'\iria, 478.

Furnarinai, 331 ; furnarius rufus, ib.

Fusulina, immense numbers of, in a

fossil state, 76.

Fusus, 87; F. fluvialis, 84.

Cadidae, 218.

«;adwall, the, 386.

(iaillonella', 19.

Gulago, 493.

CilatheiDse, 116.
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Galaxida?,213.
Galbula viridis and albirostris, 325.
(ialbulitue, 32.').

Galeichlhys, 217.

Galeini, 241.

Galen, nature of his zoological re-

searches, 2.

Galeocerdo, 243.

Galeodes, 125 ; galeodida', ib.

Galeopithecid;t, 492; galeopithecus
rufus, 493.

Galeotherium. 488.

Galerucidse, 162.

(iaieus, 241.

GalgulidiB, 188; galgulus oculatus,
ib.

Gallerea cereana, 179.

Gallinacea;, 15.

Gallina', 294, 3C9, 372-374; gallus gi-

ganteus, bankiva, &.C., 15, 37.3.

Gallinago major and wilsoui, 382.
Galliusectes, 185.

Gallinulin*. the gallinules, 383.

Garaasidie, 121 ; garaasus, 121, 123.

Gammarid.e, 113.

Gannels, the, 390, 391.

Ganoidei, the ganoids, 203, 205, 2.33,

238.

Gar-flsh, the, or gar-pike, 217, 235.
Garrulina?, 35; garrulus glandarius,

&c., ib.

Garter snake, the, 270.
Garum, the, of ihe ancients, 209.

Gasteracantha, 129.

Gasterophilus equi and nasalis, 195.

Gasterosteus, 223.

Gastrochuena ligula, larvii, and elonga-
ta, 60.

Gastropacha quercifolia, 181.

(Gastropoda, 10, 75.

Gaviahs gangeticus, 283.
(Javials, the, 282.

Gazelle, the, 451.

(iecaicininie, 117; gecarcinus, ib.

Gecinie, 364; gecinus viridis, ib.

Geckotida;, 277, 280.

Gelasimus vocans, 118. • (

Gelatinosa, 9.

GemmiporidiB, 36.

Generations, alternation of, with illus-

trative engraving, 31, 32 ; instance
ot, among the tunicata, 55.

Genetla, the genets, 487.

Genuini, 160.

GBometra papilionaria, 180; geoinetri-

dce, ib.

Geomys, 461.

Geophiiidae, 132.

Geophilus, 130.

(.'eorychus, 462.

Geosaurus, 281,282.
Geotriton, 256.

Geotrupida;, 156.

Gerbillus, the gerbils, 464, 465.

Gergoviamys, 459.

Gerrhonotus, 275.

Gerris, 142, 188.

Gesner, Conrad, author of a history of

animals, 2.

Gibbons, the, 497.

Gills, the, of fishes, 198.

Giraffe, the, 447.

Glaucomya, the, of Gray, 74.

Glaucus, 79.

Glaphyridae, 156.

Glareola torquata, 378; g'areolinaj,

ib.

Glass snake, the, 274.

Glaucothoinu', 116.

Globicephalus, 427.

Glomeridie, 131.

Glossoliga, 256.

Glossophaga, 477.

Glossotherium, 406.

Glow-worms, 1.58.

Glutton, the, 484.

Glycimeris siliqua, 59.

Glyciphila melanops, 330.

Glyphis, 243.

Glyptodermes, 275.

Glyptodon, 407.

Gnesiobranchiata, 14.

Gnou, or gnu, the, 452.

(Voats, the, 452.

Goatsuckers, the, 319.

Goblida;, 229.

Gobio fluviatilis, 215.
Gobius, 229.

Godwits, the, 381.
Gold fish, the, 215.

Golden-flower fowl, the, of China,
372. •

Goldfinches, the, 357.

Golunda, 464.

Gonatoceri, 160.

Gonepleryx rhamni, 184.

Gongylus, 273.

Gonium pectorale, 23.

Gonodactylus, 1 14.

Gonoplacina;, 117.

Goose, Ihe domestic and wild, 384.
Gopher, the. 287.

GordiidcC, 48; gordius aqnaticus, ib.

Gorgoniaflabellum, verrucosa, &c., 37

;

gorgonidcP, ib.

Gorgonocephalus, 39. ttb
Goshawks, the, 307. "
Goura coronata, victoria, &c., 309;

gourin;e, ib.

Gracula religiosa, 353; graculina;, ib.

(ir.ikles. the, 353, 354.
Grallif, 15,294, 378.

Grallaria rex and ruficapilla, 341.

Grallatores, 294.

Grampus, the, 427.

Grand duke, the, a species of owl,
313.

Grai)hiurus, 467.

Grapsin;e, 117.

Gray, G. R. classification of birds ac-
cording to, 294.

Grebes, the, 387.

Greek divers, skill of the, 05.

Greenfinch, the, 356.

Greenlets, the, 346.

Greyhound, the, 488.

Greyling, the. 212.

Grosbeaks, the, 355, 356.

Ground hog, the cape, 406.

Grouse, the, 375, 376.

Gruin*, 379 ; grus cinerea and ameri-
cina, 15, 379.

Gryllida'. 165; gryllus, ib.

Gryllotalpa, 165.

Grypinie, 328.

Grystes, 221.

Guans, the, 370.

Guenons, the, 496.

Guillemots, the, 388.

Guinea fowls, the. 374.

Guinea pig, tlie, 458.

Guinea worm, the, 48.

Guiraca ludoviciana, 356.

Gulls, the, 389.

Gulo, 483 ; G. luscus, 484.

Gunnellus, 230.

Gyranobranchia, 78.

Gyranodaclyla, 281.

Gymnoderiuie, 352.

Gymnudontes, 231.

Gymnoplithalmata, 28.

Gyninotidie, 207,208; gymnotus, ib.

Gyrnnura, 475.

Gypaetins, 297.

Gypinie, 297
; gyps fiUvus, ib.

Gypohier;ix angolensis, 298.

Gyrinida?, 154.

Gyriims, 142.

Gyropus, 147.

Habroeoraa, 459.

Hackee, the, 470.

Haddock, the, 218 ; the Norway, 223.

Ha'niopis vorax, 97.

Hiematopin*, 379 ; haematopus osti'a-

legus, &c., ib.

Hake, the, 219.

Halcyoninai, 323 ; halcyon atricapilla,

324.

Haliaetus pelagicus, 300, 304; H. lea-

cocephalus, 303.

Halias prasinana, 180.

Haliastur pondiceriauus, 305.

Halibut, the, 220.

Halicore, 432; halicorid;e, ib.

Ilaliutis, 85.

Halitherium, 430.

Ilalmaturidie, 411.

Ilalmaturus laniger and dorsalis, 413.

Halobates, 188.

Hamsters, the, 465 ; the Canada ham-
ster, 468.
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Hanfr nests, the, 355.

Il!ip;"ile, 15, 494.

Hapalolis. 404.

Harelda glacialis, 386.

llarengula spraltus, 209.

Hares, the, 455-457.
Harlaniis, 442.

Harlequin, the, 380.

Harpa, 87.

Harpactes raalabaricus, rutilus, &c.,
323.

Harpactinaj, 323.

Harpagmotherium canadense, 438.

Harpagiis, 302.

Harpoffodon, 488.

Harpyia, 305, 479.

Harriers, the, 308.

Harry-long-legs, spider-like animals so
called, 125.

Haiistellata, derivation of the term,
137.

Hawfinch, the, 356.
Hawk owls, the, 314.

Hawks, the, 302, 306, 307-309, 319,
320.

Hawksbill turtle, the, 289.
Head, the, of insects, and its appen-

dages, with scientific terras refer-

ring to the different parts, 135, 136.

Head-fish, the, 232.

Hedgehog, the, 475.
Helarays caffer, 46C.

Heliciniu 90; helicincB, 91 ; helix, ib.

Hcliornis surinamensis, 387.

Heliothis delphinii, 180.

Helminthes, general characters of the,

42, 43 ; classification of the, by Dn-
veruoy, 43, 44 ; manner of life of,

44; helminthophyta, ib.

Helocera, 155.

Heloderma horridum, 281.
Helophilus, 194.

Helophoridie, 154.

HelopidcB, 100.

Helotaisus ecaudatus, 305.

Hemerobiidse, 168.

Hemicardium cardissa, 73.
Hemidactyla, 280.

Hemidactylium, 255.
Heuiipristis, 243.
Hemiplera, 13, 143, 184.
Heplanchus, 242.

lieihivora, 412, 429.
Ilercyna palliotalis, 180.
I'erniella, 101.

Herons, the, 379, 380.
Herpestes, 487.

Herring, the common, 209 ; immense
sho.tls of, 209, 210 ; account of the
herring fishery, 210, 211.

Hersilia caudata, 129.
Hesperia, 184.

Hesperomys, 464.

Hessian fly, the, 193.
Hetferius brunneipennis, 156.

Hetenxiephalus, 404.

Heterocera, 179.

Heterocerci monopteiygii, 237.
Heteroceridis, 154
Heferodon, 408, 428; II. niger. Sec,

470.

HettTodontida?. 420, 428.
Heteromeles, 273.

Heleromeni, 151, 152, 159.

Heteromorpha, 134.

Heteromys, 461, 462.

Heteropoda, 10, 77.

Heteroplera, 184, 185.

Heteropus, 273, 413.
Heterotherium, 419.
Hexaiichus, 242.
Hexaprotodon, 436.
Hioiax coerulescens, 300, 302.
Hiester, Dr., account of the bacteria
femorataby, 104, 165.

Himautopus albicollis and nigricoUis.
381.

Hinnites, 63.

Hinnus. 444.

Hipparchia semele, galatliea, &c.,
184.

Hipparion, 44.5.

Hippinae, 115.

Hippoboscidffi, 196.

Hippocampidae, 232 ; hippocampus, 14,

I

Hippoglossus, 219 ; H. vulgaris, 220.

Hippopotamidaj, 435; hippopotamus,
I

435, 436.

Hippopus, resemblance of, to tridacna,

Hippotherium, 444.

Hippothoa, 54.

Hirudo, 11; H. officinalis, &c., 97.

HirudinidsB, 96.

HirundinidsB, the, 316 ; hirundininse,
317.

Hirundo rufa, lunifrons, rustica, &c.,
317, 318.

Hister, 150 ; histeridae, ib.

Hoazin, the crested, 300.

Hobby, the, 302.

Hogg, views of, as to the nature of
sponges, 16.

Hogs, the, 441, 442; cause of measles
in, 45.

Holocanthus, 228.

Holocentrum longipinne, 222.
Holocephali. 2(15, 240.

Hololepta, 150.

Holoptychii, 239.

Holojius rangii, 38.

Holostei, 234, 237.

Holothuria, 10.

Holothuridea, 41.

Holoway, the, 497.

Homo, 15 ; H. diluvii testis, 253.
Homolina>, 115.

Homoniorpha, 134.

Homoplera, 184, 185.

Homopus, 287.
Honey buzzard, the, 306.

Honey creepers, eaters, and suckers,
330.

Honey guides, the, 30,5.

Hooded snake, the, 207.
Hoodlbug, the, 168.

Hoopoes, the, 326.

Moplophorus, 408.

Horiida^, 159.

Hurnbills, the. 360.

Horned frog, the, 278.
Horned owls, the, 312.

Horned pout, the, 216.
Hornet, the. 175.

Horns, the shedding and growth of,

393, 394.

Horse, the, 443.
Horse mackerel, the, 226.
Horse whale, (he, 432.

Hummina-birds, H-*, 182, 328 et seq.
Hyania, 15, 490 ; hya^nidsB, ib.

Hya'nodon, 487.
Hyahea, 77; hyalteidae, ib.

Hybodus, 243.
Hydra, 9 ; H. grisea, fusca, and viridis,

27.

Hydrachna, 124; hydrachnids, ib.

Hydradephaga, 153.

Hydrarcliidie, 482; hydrarchos, ib.

Hydrargira, 214.

Hydridie, 263, 268 ; hydrus, 208.
Hydrocanthiiri, 1.53.

Hydrochaerus, 458.
Hydroida, new arrangement of the,
25 ; characters of the, 20 ; hydridie
and hydra, ib. ; structme andhabits
of the hydra. 26, 27.

Hydrometi-a, 142, 188 ; hvdrometrida;,
188.

Hydromys, 404.

Hydrophihda;, 154; hydrophilus, ib.

Hydropsyche, 169.

Hydrostatica, 10.

Hyla versicolor, viridis, &c., 259; hy-
lada>, 257, 259.

Hylwosaurus, 285.
Hylactes, 335.

Hvlobates agilis, 497.

Hylogale, 47?
Hvlouiys, 474.

Hymenoptera, 13, 132, 137, 143, 169.
Hynobius, 256.

Hyops, 441.

Hyolherium, 440.

Hypena rostralis, 180.

Hyporinidas, 114.

Hyperoodon, 428.

Hypobranchia, 80.

Hyponomeuta, 179.
'

Hypopus, 123.

Hypsieidaj, 214.

Hypsiprjmnus, 413.
Hypudanis, 464.

Hyracotherium, 440.
Hyracidte, 439 ; hyia.x, 439, 440.
Hysteropus, 273.

Hyslricid.T, 457 ; hyslricina, 460.
Hystrix ciistatus, 401.

lacchus, 494.

Ibis rubra, alba, &;c., 381; the ibises,

380. 381.

Tbycter, 306.

Ichneumon, 171,487; ichneumonidee,
171.

Ichthyia tus, 305.

Ichthyology, early works on, 2 ; vari-

ous classifications of fishes, 200-205.
Ichthyosaurus, 14, 284.

Icteria viridis, 343.

Icterime, 354 ; icterus baltimore, 355.

Ictides, 483.

Ictinia plumbea, 306.

Idoteidie, 112.

Iguana, 14, 278 ; iguanida?, 277.
lg\ianodon, 285.
Imago, the, or perfect insect, 135.
Inclusa, 57.

Indicator major and minor, 365; indi-

catorina', ib.

Indris, 493.

Inferobranchia, 80; inferobi-anchiata,
10.

Infusoria, nature of the, 9; only
known since the invention of the
microscope, 17 ; first discovered by
Leeuwenhoek, 18 ; siz^ and shape
of, ib. ; different forms and organi-
zation of, 19; inhabitants of writer
not of air, 20 ; modes of locomotion
and methods of reproduction of, 21 ;

vital power of, ib. ; extent of geolo-
gical strata made up of the solid
parts of, 21, 22; doubts existing
among naturalists as to the exact
nature of many of the, 22 ; the
class autntera, 23, 24 ; enterodela,
24, 25.

Inia boliviensis, 426.
Ir.secta, 12, 13, 95, 132.

Insectivora, 15, 416, 472, 470.
Insects, chief characteristics of, 12,

132; application of names to the
organs of, 132, 133 ; the egg and lai-

va of. 33 ; metamorphoses of, 134 ;

the pupa, itj. ; the imago or perfect
insect, 135; general observations
upon the component parts of the
head of, with an explanation of the
scientific terms applied to them,
135-138^on the thorax and its ap-
pendages, 138, 139—on the abdomen,
139, 140; nervous system of, 140;
luminosity of, ib. ; methods of de-
fence of, and sounds emitted by,
140, 141 ; ravages of, among vege-
table productions, 141; uses of, 141,

142; essentially terrestrial, 142;
orders of, according to Latreille,

143; Burmeister's arrangement of,

143, 144; directions concerning the
search (or, and pieservation and ai-

rangement of specimens, 149-151.
Insessores, 293.

Intestina, animals included under the,
10 ; orders of, ib.

Fnuus ecaudatus, 490.
Involuta, 88.

lo fluvialis, 84.

Iridina, 71 ; iridininse. ib.

Irrisor ervthrorhvuchus and melano-
rhynchiis, 230.

Isis hippuris, 37.

tsocardia, 73.

Isomy.s, 4()4.

Isopoda, 12; the walking, swimming,
and sedentary. 111; families of, ao"
cording to Latreille, 112.

Fsothrix. 460.

lulidiB, 131 ; inlus, ib.

Ixodes, 123; i.xodidae, ib.
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Jacamaralcyonides leueotis, 325.

Jiicamars, the. 325.
' Jacanas, the, 382.

I

Jackal, the, 489.
' Jackdaw, the, 351.
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Jaguar, the, '101.

Janthina iaiitliina, 85.

Jardine, Sir Wm., his description of

the common robin, 337, 338—of the

cuckoo, 366, 367.

Jays, the, 3,50.

Jelly-nsh, 27.

Jer falcon, the, 301.

Jerboas, the, 4C0.

Jigger, the, 148.

John Dory, the, 2'27.

Johnston, reasons of, for classing

sponges with plants, 16; observa-

tions of, on the actinia, 34, 35 ; on
the habits of some of tlie polypes,

53 ; on the lernsea;, 105.

Jones, Prof. R., his dovibts as to the

correctness of Ehrenbeig's view of

the polygasli-ica, 20 ; confirmed by
Dujardin, ib.

.lugulares, 201.

Kangaroos, the, 412, 413; the kanga-
roo rat, 402.

Karabos, the, of Aristotle, 116.

Kerodon, 4.'J8.

Kestril, the, 302.

Ketupa, 313.

King of the herrings, the, 227.

King birds, the, 345.

Kingfish, the, 224.

Kingfishers, the, 323, 324.

Kin-yu, the, or gold fish, 215.

Kinixys, 287.

Kinki, the, of China, 372.

Kinosternoif pennsylvanicum, 288.

Kirtland, Dr. J. P., his method of dis-

tinguishing the sexes in the miio-

niniB by the shell, 79.

Kites, the, 306.

Kittiwake, the, 389.

Kivis, the, 377.

Kroyer, remarks of, on the lernasEe,

105.

Labrax linentus, lupus, &c., 221.

Labrid*, 217.

Labyrinthibranchia;. 224.

Labyrinthodnnta, 285, 286.

Lacerla, 14, 277 ; lacertidse, 275.

Lachesis perversa, 130.

Lactophrys, 231.

Lady-bugs, 162.

Laemodipoda, 12, 113.

Lagldiura, 458.

Lagomys princeps, alpinus, &c.,

45G.

Lagopus albus and mutus, 376.

I.agorchestis, 413.

LagostomidiP, 458; lagostomus, ib.

Lagothrix, 495.

Lagriidce, 159.

Lake trout, the, 212.

Lama, the, 447.

Lamellibranchia, 56.

Lamellicornia, 156.

Lammergeyer, the, 297.

Lainna, 242, 243 ; laranini, 242.

Lamper-eel, 13.

Lamprey or lamper-eel, 206.

Lampyridae, 158.

Lami)yris, 140.

Languria, 162.

Lauiarius barbarus and olivaceus,
349.

Laniidae, 348 ; laniinae, 349 ; lanius
exubitor, &c., lb.

Lapemis, 268.

Lapland long-spur, the, 358.

Lapwings, the, 378.

Laridte, 389 ; larus atricilla. rissa, &c.,
ib.

Larks, the, 358 ; the American, 354.

LarridcR, 172.

Larva, a name applied to the young
of all insects, 133; various forms
and characters of, 133, 134; terms
employed to denote the different

segmenis of heteromorphic larvie,

134 ; duration of the larva state,

ib.

Lasiocampa quercus and rubi, 181.

Latreille, his division of the decapoda,
115—of the isopoda, 112—of in-

sects, 143—of the lepidoptera, 178,
179.
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liatrodecfus raalmignatus, 129.

Leather-head, the, 331.

Lebias, 214.

Lecanium, 186.

Leech, the, 11, 96, 97; use of, in me-
dicine, 97; particulars as lo the

numbers of leeches annually used,

method of preserving, &c., 98.

Leeuwenhoek, the first observer of
the infusoria, 18.

Lefevre, Dr., account of the Greek
divers by, 65, 66.

Leidy, Dr. Joseph, his observations on
vibrio anguilhila, 23.

Leiostomus obliquus and xanthuius,
224.

Lemmatophila, 179.

Lemmings, the, 462.

Lemmus, 462.

Lemur macaco, pusillus, &c., 15, 492,

493 ; lemurida;, ib.

Leopard, the, 491.

I^epadogaster, 229.

Lepas, lol.

Lepidoptera, 13, 143, 177.

Lepidosiren, 249; L. paradoxa, 239.

Lepidostei, 234, 235.

Lepidosteus, 217.

Lepidotini, 236.

Lepisma, 13, 146 ; lepismidae, 145.

Leporida', 455.

Lepralia, 54.

Leptida", 194; leptis. ib.

Leptophis iestjvus, 270.
Leptopidip, 188.

Leptopodia calcarata, 118.

Leptotherium, 452.

Leptoxis, 83.

Leptura, 162; lepturida?, ib.

Leptus, 125.

Lepus, 15 ; L. timidus, cuniculus, &c.,
456, 457.

Lepus marinus, the, of the ancients,

80.

Lernaeidas, 104 ; lernaea, 105 ; difficul-

ty of determining the affinities of,

ib.
;
particulars relating to the mode

of i-eproduction of, 105, 106 ; en-

graving of two species of lernseo-

cera, 106.

Lethrus ceph.alotes, 157.

l.euciferin;e, 116.

LeucosiadcP, 117; leucosiina;, ib.

Leucospis, 172.

Leuz, Dr., advice of, as to the treat-

ment of the bites of serpents, 264,

265.

Libellula, 13, 168; libellulida;, 1C6,

167.

Libinia comaliculata, 118.

Lice, the, 131, 143, 146, 147
Lichanotus, 493.

Ligula, 10. 45.

Limacidae, 91, ; Umax, ib.

Limnadia, 109.

Limnaelus, 305.

Limnea, 10, 90.

Lininiades, 54.

Limnophilus, 169.

Limosa fedoa, hudsonica, &c., 381

;

limosinie, ib.

Limulus, 103, 111.

Ling, the, 219.

Linguatulida;, 49.

Lingula, 55.

Linnasus, brief outline of Ihe system
of classification of, 3 ; the insecta

of, 95 ; orders and genera of fishes

according to, 201 ; his classification

of mammalia, 398.
Lion, the, 491.

Liparis, 229, 230; L. chrysorhoea and
dispar, 181. f

Listriodon, 437.

Lilhobiida', 132.

Lithodomup, 66.

Lithosia, 141.

Litholrya, 1(I2.

Litlorina, 83.

Lizards, the, 271, 274 et seq.

Lizia octopunctata, engraving of the,

31.

Lobster, the, 103, 116.

Lochraias .squamatula, 331.

Locust, the, 165 ; the seventeen year,

187.

Locusta, the, of Suetonius and Eeloii,

116; L. migratoria, &c., 141, 165;
locustida.\ 165.

Loligida», 94 ; loligo, ib.

Loligopsidae, 94 ; loligopsis, ib.

Lcncheres, 460.

Lonchophorus, 460.

Loncosilla, a genus instituted by Rafi-

nesque, 70.

Long-shafted nightjar, the, 321.

Longicornia, 16(), 161.

Loon, the, 387.

Lophiida", 230 ; lophius piscatorius and
americanus. ib.

Lophiodon, 437.

Lophobranchii, 14, 202, 205, 232.

Lophophoriuie, 374 ; lophophorus re-

fulgens, ib.

T<ophortyx californicus, 375.

Lophyrus, 171, 278.

Lories, the, 362.

Lorinw, 362 ; lorius domicella, &:c.,

ib.

Loris, 493.

Lota, 219.

Loxia pityopsittacus, &c., 359 ; loxi-

an;p, ib.

Lncanidaj, 156; lucanus, 149, 156.

Lucernaria, 35.

Lucinidaj, 74.

Lucioperca americana, 221.

Lumbricidae, 98; lumbricus, 11, 98.

Luminosity of insects, 140.

Lump-fish, the, 229.

Lump-sucker, the, 229.

Lurapus, 229.

Lupa, 118.

Lulra vulgaris and canadensis, 486.

Lutraria lineata and plicatella, 58.

Lyciena hippothoe, 184; lycienidae,
"185.

Lycosa, 129; L. scutulata, 48.

Lycosinte, 128.

Lygaeidae, 189.

Lygosoma, 273.

LymexylonidtB, 158.

Lynx, the, 491.

i>ytta, 159.

Macacus cynomolgus and silenus,

496.

Macaque, the maned, 490.

Maccaws, the, 362.

Maciiairodus, 488.

Machilus, 146.

iVIatkerel, the, 225.

Mackinaw trout, the, 212.

Macquart, classification of the aipiera

according to, 191.

Macrauchenia, 435.

Macrocolus, 461, 462.

Macrodactyla, 154.

Macrodipteryx longipennis, 321.

Macroglossa, 183, 479.

Macropodidie, 412 ; macropus gigan-

teus, 413.

Macropteryx, 319
Macrorhinus, 481.

Macroscelides, 474.

Macrospondylus, 383.

Macrosternia, 157.

Macrotherium, 405.

Macrotis, 416.

Macrotoma, 145.

Macrourus, 219.

Macrura, 115,

Mactra, 58 ; mactridae, ib.

Madrepora prolilera, 36 ; raadreporidae,

&c., ib.

Maggots, 133.

Magilus, 85.

Magnolia warbler, the, 340.

Magots, the, 496.

Magpies, the, 352.

Maiida:", 118.

Makis, the, 493.

Malachius, 458.

Malacobdella, 43.

Malacodermia, 158.

Malacology, or the study of animals
provided with a calcareous shell,

49.

Malacopteri, 203.

Malacopterygii, 200, 201, 202, 217.

Malacostraca, 111.

Malacothrix, 464.

\
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Malacozoa, 49; shell and mantle of

the, 50; divided into three classes,

52.

Malactinozoaria, the, of Blainville,

31.

Malakia, the, of Aristotle, 91.

Malaplerurus or malapterus eleetri-

cus, 208, 217.

Maldanias 93.

Mallard, the, 386.

Malleus, 63.

Mallotus, 211; M. villosus, 212.

Malthea, 231.

Malurinae, 335 ; malurus superbus, lb.

Mamestra pisi, oleracea, and brassic*,

180.

Mammalia, the, characteristics and
orders of, 15 ;

general account of the

organization of, 392-399 ; systems of

classification of, 398-402; geograph-
ical distribution of, 498-502.

Mammoth ohioticus, 438 ; the Sibe-

rian mammoth, 439.

Man of war bird, the, 391.

Manakins, the, 347.

ManatidcP, 431 ; manatus aniericanus,

senegalensis, ib.

JUandibulata, derivation of the terra,

137 ; organs of the mouth in the,

with scientific terms applied to the

several parts, 137, 138.

Mandrill, the, 496.

Manid*, 405 ; manis pentadactyla, &c.,

15, 405.

Mannii, whence derived, 186.

Mantidaj, 163, 164.

Mantis, 114; M. religiosa, 164.

Mantispa, 168; mantispidae, ib.

Margaritana, the, of Schumacher, 69.

Margaritifera, 70.

Marmots, the, 469.

Marsupialia, structure of the, 411.

Marten, the, 485.

Martin, the, 317; the black, 319.

Maskalonge, 213.

Massasauga, 266.

Mastiff, the, 488.

Mastodon, 438.

Mastodonsaurus, 286.

Mastotherium, 438.

Matamata tortoise, the, 288.

Meal bug, the, 160.

Meandriiia labyrinthica, 35.

Mecorhynchi, 160.

MeduscB, 9, 10 ;
general characters and

anatomy of, 27-29 ; stinging proper-
ty not univei'sal in, 29; luminous-
ness of the sea chiefly due to, ib.

;

mode of generation peculiar to, 31,

32.

Megaceros, 450.

Megachile, 176.

Megaderma, 477.

Megadesraa, 73.

Megalobatrachus, 252, 253.

Megalonyx, 409.

Megaiosaurus, 285.

Megamys. 458.

Megapodidse, 370 ; megapodius tumu-
lus, ib.

Megapterna, 256.

Megatheridae, 408.

Megatherium, 409.

^'elandryid8e, 159.

Melanerpes erythrocephalus, &c , 364
;

melanerpinae, ib.

Melania araarula, fcc, 83, 84 ; mela-
niidffi, 82.

Melanopsis, 84.

Melasoma, 159.

Meleagrinae, 373 ; raeleagris gallopavo,
ib.

Meles labradorica and vulgaris, 483.

Meletta, 209.

Melicerta ringens, 25.

Melierax musicus, 309.

Meliphagidae, 330.

Meliihreptinae, 331.

Mellifera, 170.

Mellisugina;, 329.

Meloe, 159; raeloida?, ib.

Melolontha, 141 ; M. vulgaris and fuUo,
157.

Melolonthidae, 156, 157.

Melophagus ovis, 196,

Melyrida;, 158.

Membracidie, 186.

Membranipora, 54.

Menidae, 224.

Menopoma, 252; menopomidcE, ib.

Menura superba, 334.

Mephitis, 486.

Mergansei's, the, 386.

Mergina;, 386 ; mergus merganser, ser-

rator, &c., 387.

Mergulus alle, 388.

Meridion, 19.

Meriones, 466.

Merlangus, 14 ; M. vulgaris, &c., 219.

Merlin, the, 302.

Merlucius, 219.

Meropida?, 325.

Merops, 15; M. apiaster, &c., 325.

Merula pilaris, viscivorus, &c., 342.

Merycatherium, 447.

Mesomys, 460.

Mesopithecus, 498.

Metaxytheriuni, 430.

Mice, the, 464.

Micralymma, 142.

Micrasterias, 19.

Micrastur brachypterus and guerilla,

308.

Microcebus, 493.

Microchcerus, 441.

Micronisus, 308.

Microtherium, 435.

Midas, 194 ; midasidap, ib.

Miller's thumb, the, 223.

Millipedes. 130.

Milvago, 306.

Milvin;e, 306.

Milvulus forficatus, 345.

Milvus, 15; M. regalis, 306.

Mimus polyglottus, rufus, &c., 342,

343.

Mink, the, 485.

Miselia oxycanthae, 181.

Missel thrush, the, 342.

Mississippi kite, the, 306.

Missourium theristo-caulodon, 438.

Mitella, 101.

Mites, 12, 118, 119,122.
Mitra, 88.

Mocking bird, the, 342; the winter,

349.

Moles, the, 472.

Mollia, the, of Pliny, 91.

Mollinesia, 214.

MoUusca, leading characters of the,

8 ; brief summary of the chisses in-

cluded under, 10; wide sense in

which the term was used by Lin-

naius, 49, 50; Cuvier the first to use
the term in its modern sense, 50.

Molorchus, 162.

Molossus, 476.

Molothrus pecoris, 355.

Momotinae, 322 ; raomotus brasilien-

sis, ib.

Monacanthus, 231.

Monas, 9 ; M. leno, 23.

Monasa tranquilla and leucops, 323.

Monedula, 172.

Monitor of the Nile, the, 281.

Monk, the, a species of seal, 481.

Monkeys, the, 491-498.

Monocerca, 9.

Monodon monoceros and microcepha-
lus, 429.

Monomerosomata, 121.

Monomyaria, 61.

Monostichii, 236.

Monotreniata, 15, 403.

Moon-fish, the, 228.

Moor buzzai'd, the, 308.

Moor cock, the, 376.

Moose, the, 450.

Mordellidie, 159.

" More pork," a bird so called, 320.

Mormoops, 478.

Mormyridie, 213.

Morrhua, 2U0; M. vulgaris, &c., 218,

219.

Morse, the, 432.

Mosasaurus, 281, 282.

Mosc^Re, 448; moschus moschiferus,

ib.

Mosquitoes, the, 192.

Motacillinae, 341 ; M. boarula, ib.

Motella, 219.

Mother Carey's Chickens, 388.

Mother of pearl, 50, 63.

Moths, 178.

Motmots, the, 322.

Mouffet, the Theatrum Insectorum of,

the earliest English zoologics^l work,
2.

JIoufHon, the, 453.

Mound birds, the, 370.

Mouse, the meadow, 462.

Mouth, the, of insects, structure of;

with the terms applied to the differ-

ent parts of, 137, 138.

Mud-fish, the, 235.

Mud-hens, the, 383.

Mud-wasp, the, 173.

Mugil albula, 225; mugilidae, lb.

Mule, the, 444.

Miiller, classification of fishes accord-

ing to, 203-205.
Mulleria, 72.

Mullet, the, 222, 225.

MuUus, 222.

Mulus, 444.

Murex, 86.

MuriPnidip, 207.

Murida', 461 ; murina, 462, 404.

Mus, 15 ; M. musculus, rattus, fcc,

464, 465.

Musca, 194 ; mnscidae, ib.

Muscicai)a grisole, albicollis, &c., 346.

Muscicapidae, 344 ; muscicapinie, 346.

Muscovy duck, the, 386.

Musk, the, 448.

Musk ox, the, 454.

Musk rat, the, 463.

Musophaga violacoa, 360; Musopha-
gidiP, ib.

Mussel, the common, 66; method of

cooking, and remedy for dangerous
symptoms arising Irom eating, ib.

Mustela, 15, 485; mustelidie, 485.

Mustelini, 241 ; mustelus, ib.

Mutilla, 174 ; mutillidaj, ib.

Mya arenaria, &c., 58.

Mycetophagidae, 155.

Mycetophila, 193.

Mycetopus, 68.

Mycetus, 495.

Mycteria americana, 380.

Mydaus, 486, 494.
Mygale, 128, 474 ; mygalid;e, &c.,

128.

MyidcG, 58.

Myljobaiini, 243; myliobatis, ib.

Mylodon, 409; M. Darwinii and harla-

ni, ib.

Myodes hudsonius, 463.

Myopntamus, 459.

Myoxina, 46(i ; myoxus, 466, 467.

Myriapoda, 13, 130.

Myrmecobius fasciatus, 417.

Myrmecophagidae, 405, 400.

Myrmeleon, 168; myrmeleonidae, ib.

Myrmica domestica and kirbii, 174,

MysisidtP, 116.

Mystromys, 464.

Mytilid;e, 66; mytilus, ib.

Myxine glutinosa, 206.

Myxinoidei, 206.

Myzomelinae, 330.

Nacre, or mother of pearl, 50, 63.

Naia tripudians, 267.
Nais, 98.

Names, carelessness in the applica-
tion of, by the older entomologists,
132.

Narwhales, 429.

Nassa, 86.

Nasua rufa. 483.

Natatores, 294.

Natica, 89.

Nauclerus furcatus, 306.

Naucoris cimicoides, 187.

Naucrates ductor, 227.

Nautilida>, 94.

Nautilus, the, of the ancients, 93 ; N.
pompilius, &c., 94.

Nayades, the, of Lamarck, 67.

Necrobia, 158.

Necrophaga, 154.

Necrophorus, 149, 155.

Nectarineadte, 327 ; nectarinia senega-

lensis, &c., 327, 328.

Necturus lateralis, maculatus, and
punctatus, 252.
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Nelotnys, 460.

Nematubi-anchia, 82.

Neinatus, 171.

Nemerlcs, 10, 49 ; nomertidie, 49.

Neinesia, 129.

Neophiiiia', 297.

Neotoina, 404 ; N. floridana and druin-

mondii, 4(55.

Nephrosteon, 424.

Nepa cliieiea, 187; nepidiE, ib.

NereidiB, 99 ; nereis, ib.

Nei-itina, 8G.

Nerociiina-, 112.

Nesartiak or nisarnak, the, of Green-

land, 421).

Neaokia, 4ti4.

Nessia, 272.

Neuropteria, 13, 143, IGli.

Newinim, names apijlied by, to the

ses;menis of heteruniorphic larvie,

134.

Ni-luliawks, the, 319, 320.

Niu'litiii^'ale, the, 335, 330.

Ninnidii', 147.

Nitididida", 155.

Noctilio, 470.

Noctukhe. 180.

Nomada, 170.

Nomenclator Zoolo','icus, of Agassiz,

great utility of, 74.

Notacanthidie, 225; nolacanlhus na-

sus, ib.

Notainia, 54.

Notaspis, the, of Flermanii, 122.

Notidiini, 212 ; notidanus, 243.

Notoilorita cameiiiia and ziczac, 181.

Notonecta glauca, 187 ; noloneclidte,

ib.

Notophthalmus, 254.

Nototheriuni, 414.

Notoxidie, 159.

IVotunis, 210.

Nucilraga caryocatactes, 352.

Nucleobranchia, 78.

Niicula, 07.

NudibraiR'hia, 78.

Nudibranchiiita, 10.

Namenuis lougirostris, borealis, &.C..

381.

Numida meleagris, 374.

Nummulites, explanation of the term,

. 76.

Nutcrackers, the, 352.

Nuthatches, the. 332.

NyctaloideiP, 183.

Nyctea nivea, 310, 314.

NycteribddiB, 190.

Nycteris, 477.

Nyctibius, 320.

Nycticejus, 478.

Nyctinoinus, 476.

Nyctipithfcus, 494.

Nyclophilus, 477, 478.

Nympliacea, 74.

Nyraphalidie, 184.

Nymphon, 113, 121 ; nymphonidie,
121.

Nyssa timida, 129.

Ocelot, the, 491.

Octocera, 92.

Octodon, 459 ; octodontinas, 458.

Octopoda, 92; octopus, 11, 92.

Oculina virginea and gemmascens,
36.

Ocypoda, 117; O. arenaria, 118; ocypo-
din«, 117.

Odonestis potatoria, 181.

Odontaspidini, 242.

Odontophorinie, 375 ; odontophorus
virginianus, ib.

Oedemeridaj, 159.

CEdicnerainae, 378; uedicnemus crepi-

tans, ib.

O;dipoda caroUna, stridula, &c., 106.

Oedipus, 255.

CEstridas, 195; oestrus bovis, &;c., ib.

Oidemia velvetina, perspicellata, &c.,

386.

Oliva, 50, 88.

Omaliides, 155.

Ommatostergus, 464.

Oucideres cingulatus, 161.

OnisridiB, 113; oniscus, 12, 113.

Onychodactylus, 256.

Onychogalea, 413.
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Onychotenthis, 92, 94.

Opercularia articulata, 24.

Ophidia, 14,202.
Ophididae, 218; ophidium, ib.

Ophiucephahis striatus, 225.

Uphiodes, 272.

Ophiolepis, 39; ophiura, ib.

Ophiology, or a systematic arrange-

ment of the ophidia, 263.

Ophiomorus, 272.

< Iphiophthalrai. 273.

Ophiosaurus, 274.

Uphisaurus, 14.

Opislhocomus cristatus, 360.

Oplothehum, 435.

Opussmn, the pigmy fl_\ ing, 415 ; opos-
sums, the, 418, 419.

"

Oraug outang, the, 497.

Orca communis, 427.

Orchestia, 114.

Greasier turritus, 39.

(Jreotrochilus, 328.

Drgva antiqua and fascilena, 181.

I Jribatidae, 122.

Orioles, the, 343 ; the American, 354.

UriolinaB, 343 ; oriole galbula, &c.,

343, 344.

Orismology, or the application of

names to organs, 132.

Ornithopterus, 183.

Ornithorhynchidai, 404 ; ornithorhyn-
chus, 15.

Orthagoriscus, 14, 232.

Orthuceri, 161.

Orthoptera, 13, 143, 163, 252.

OrloUui, tlie, 358.

Orlygometra Carolina, jamaicensis,

&c., 383.

Orycteropodidoe, 406; orycteropus, ib.

Oryctes nasicornis, 149, 173.

Oryx, 451.

Oscanis, 194.

Osmerus, 21 1 ; O. viridescens, 212.

I )siuodesma, 58.

Oiteopera platycephala, 400.

Ostracionidie, 231.

Ostracoda, 108.

Ujtrea, 10, 01 ; ostreidic, 61.

I 'striches, the, 370, 377.

Otaria ursina and jubata, 481.

Utina;, 377.

Utis, 15 ; O. taida and tetrax, 377.

Otodus, 243.

Otolicnus senegalensis, 493.

Otolith us regalis, 199, 223.

Otsego bass, the, 212.

Oilers, the, 486.

Otus, 15; O. wilsonianus and brachyo-

tus, 311.

Ouagga, the, 444.

Ouistilis, 194.

Ourapteryx sambucaria, 180.

Ouzel, the ring, 342.

t)ven birds, the, 331.

Ovibos raoschatus, 454.

( )via amnion, aries, &.C., 453.

Ovovivipara, 401.

Ovula, 88.

Owls, the, 309-315.

Oxen, the, 453, 454.

Oxygomphius, 474.

Oxyiophus glandarius, 306.

Oxymycterus, 404.

Oxvpterus, 427.

Oxyrhina, 242, 243.

Oxystomes, 117.

Oxytelides, 155.

Oxyuris vermicularis, 47.

Oyster, the, 61 ; art of breeding, 62.

Oyster-catchers, the, 379.

Pachycephalinae, 347.

Pachydermata, 15, 434.

Pachyodon, 481.

Pachysoma, 478.

Pachylherium, 408.

P.IC0, the, 447.

Piccilopoda, 104.

Pagrus argyrops, 224.

Paguridae, 115; pagurus, ib.

PalcBcyon, 484. 1^
Palannon, 116; paUemonidie, &c., ib.

Pala;ocyon, 487.

Palieogale, 485.

Palajomephitis, 486.

Palieomeryx, 450.

Palaeomys, 408.

PalEeoniscus, 237.

Palaiornis torquatus, 361 ; P. alexan-
dri, &c., 362.

Palieosaurus, 282.

PaUeospalax, 474.

Palseotheridffi, 437 ; palasotherium, ib

Palamedea cornuta, 382 ; palame'
deidiP, ib.

Palimniuie, 116; pallnurus, ib.

ralliobraiichiata, 55.

Palmipedes, 15.

Palmyra, 99.

Palpicornia, 154.

Paludina, 83.

Panda, 483.

Pandion, 305.

Pandora, 59 ; pandoridic, ib.

Pangolins, the, 405.

Panopaja arctica, 59.

Panorpa, 168; panorpidas, ib.

Panther, the, 491.

Papilio, 179, 183, 184
;

papilionidae,

183, 184.

Papio, 496.

Paracephalophora, the, of Blainville,

75,

Paradise birds, the, 327.

Piu-adiseinae, 327 ; paradisea major and
minor, Sic., ib.

Paiadoxurus. 487.

Paiamecium coinpressum, 25.

Parasita, 13, 143, 146.

Parencliymata, 10, 45.

Pardalotus puctatus, 347.

Parinie, 339 ;
parus bicolor, &c., 339,

340.

Parisita, confusion in the use of thfi

term, 111.

Parnid;e, 154.

Parra jucana and indicn, 383.

Panina>, 382.

Parrots, the, 301, 362.

I'arthenopiinai, 1 18.

Partridges, the, 374, 375.

Passalus corn ut us, 150.

Passeres, 15, 294, 315.

Pastor roseus, 354.

Patella, 81
;
patellidie, ib.

latira, the, 441.

Pulras, the, 497.

Paussidae, 155.

Pavo cristatus, tc, 371 ;
pavoninse,

ib.

Peacocks, the, 37).

Pearls, whence derived, and various
qualities of, 63; artificial, 64; prin-

cipal fisheries for, ib. ; description

of the manner of fishing for, 64,

05.

Peccaries, the, 441.

Pecten, 49, 62 ; P. plem'onectes, ja-

cobit'us, &c., 63.

Peclinibranchia, 82.

PectiMid.e, 62.

Pectunculus, 67.

Pedetes capensis, 466.

Pedicellaria, 17.

Pedicellata, 10.

Pediculida;, 146; pediculus, 13, 146

Pegasus, 232, 233.

I'ekan, the, 485.

Pelagus, 481.

Pelamis, 21)8. ^
Pelarays, 226.

Pelecanidip, 389 ;
pelecanina-, 390.

Pelecanus, 15 ; P. umsricanus, fuscua,

&c., 390.

Pelecinus, 171.

Pelicans, the, 390.

Pellona, 209.

Pelobates fuscus, 259.

PelopjBUs flavipes, 173.

Penicina;, 116.

Penecillus penecillus, 17.

Penelope cristata, 370 ; penelopinae,
ib.

Penguins, the, 388.

Pennatula granulosa, &c., 36 ; P.

grisea, 37; pennatulida>, 30.

Pentacrinus asteria and europasus, 38.

Pentamera, various divisions of the,

by Wacleay, Westwood. and La-
treille, 151, 152.

Pentaloma, 189.

Perameles, 416 ;
peramelida;, ib.
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Perca fluviiitilis and flavescens, 220;
peicida;, ib.

Perch, the, 220 ; the climbing, an In-

dian species, 225.

Percival, (apt., description of the
peail fisheries of Ceylon by, 64,
05.

PercopsidiP, 213 ; percopsis, 212.

Perdicina>, 374 ; perdix rubra and ci-

nerea, ib.

Peripiitidie, 99.

Peripiitu.^, 99, 100.

Perislomata, 89.

Peria bicaudata, 107 ; perlidw, 1G6,

167.

Perna, 63.

Periiis apivorus, 306.

iPerogiialhiis, 461, 462.

Peromeles, 261.

Petalocera, 156.

Petaurista, 415.

Petaurus. 415.

Petrels, the, 388.
Petromys, 4.59.

Petroniyzon, 13 ; P. fluviatilis and
aniericanus, 207.

Petroiiiyzonlida', 206.
Pewee. the, or pewit, a species of fly-

catcher, 345.

Pezoporinai, 361 ; pezoporus forraosus,
ib.

Phacochiprus, 442.

Pha'nicopteriiiie, 384; phaniicopterus
ruber, 384.

Plia'iiicura ruticilla and suecica, 337.

Pluelun ffithereus, 389; phietoninffi,

ib.

Phahena, 179.

Phalangers, the, 414; the flying, or
petaurus, 415.

Phalangiida;, 125.

Phalangista, 414, 415 ; phalangistida',
414.

Phalantjiura, 125.

Phalaropes, the, 382.

Phalaropina;, 382.

Phalaropus hyperboreus and Wil-
soni, 382.

Phalcris, 388.

Pliaiieroglossa, 257.

Ph;iryngognathi, 204, 217.

I'ha.scogale, 417 ; P. inelas, penicillata,

&c., ib.

Phascolarctos cinereus, 414.

Phascolomyidie, 414 ; phascolomys
wombat, &c., ib.

Phascolotheriiim, 412, 419.

Phasianida", 370; phasianina>, 372;
phasianus colchicus, pictus, and
nyctheraenis, ib.

Phasmidse, 164.

Pheasants, the, 370-372, 374.

Philhydria, 154.

Philliroid;e, 77.

Philodendras, 460.

Philoga-ic, 460.

Philomela luscinia, 335 ; P. major,
337.

Philyra, 117.

Phlteomys, 464.

Phlogophora meticulosa, 181.

Phoca, 15; P. vitnlina, 480; P. lepto-

nix, monocha, &c., 481 ; phocidae,
480.

Phociena communis, amoricana, &c.,
427.

Phocida\ ability of the, to remain
under water a long time, 66.

Phocodon, 481 f

Phoenicopterus, 15.

Pholadidai, 59.

Pholadomya, 59.

Pholas, 59.

Pholis, 230.

Phonygaminae, 350.
PhryganeidiE, 168.

Phrynaglossa, 257, 260.
Phrynidie, 126.

Phivnosoma, 278.

Phrvnus, 126.

Phtiiirius, 147.

Phvcis americanus, 219.

PhyllidiidK, 80.

Phyllidium, 10.

Phylliroe, 77.

Phyllium siccifolium, 164,

Phyllodactyla, 281.

Phyllodoce, 99.

Phyllomys, 460.

Phyllopliora. 107.

Phyllopoda, 109.

Phyllornis, 331.

Phyllosoma, 114.

Phyllostoma, 477.

Phyllurus, 281.

Physa, 90.

Physalia physalis, 30.

Physeter macrocephalus, catodon,

&c., 423, 424 ; P. bidens sowerbyi,
428.

Physidse, 90.

Physograda, 30.

Phytocoris, 189.

Phytophaga, 160, 162.

Phytotoma sileiis, &c., 359 ; phytoto-
mina>, ib.

Pica. 15 ; P. caiidata, hudsonica, fcc,

352.

PicidiB, 363; pictis, 15; P. villosus,

pubescens. &c.. ih.

Pigeons, the, 367-369; immense
flights of wild pigeons, 368; the

cape pigeon, a species of petrel,

389.

Pikas, the, 456.

Pike, the, longevity of, 200.

Pikes, the, 213.

Pilot-flsh, the, curious propensity of,

227
Pimeilida', IfiO.

Pimelodus, 199, 216; P. cyclopum,
217.

Pimia, 66, 67.

Piniiipedia, 480.

Pinnotheres ostreum, 117; pinnothe-
rina', ib.

Piophila casei and pelasionis, 194.

Pipa americana, 260.

Pipe flsh, the, 232.
'

Piper, the, 222.

Pipilo erythrophthalma, 357.

Pipra caudata, nielanocephala, &c.,

347.

PipriniP, 347.

Pisces, their chief characteristics and
orders, 13; divided inio cartila-

ginous or chondropterygeous and os-

seous, 13, 14; their structure and
functions, 197-200 ; their prolific na-

ture, 199, 200 ; their longevity, 200;
their classification according to Ar-
ledi, Linnajus. Cuvier, Agassiz, and
Miiller, 200-205.

Pisidium, 73.

Pitheeheir, 464.

Pithecia, 495.

Pilhecus satyrus, 497.

Pitta brachyura and cyanura, 341.

Placentalia, 399, 4(10.

Plachobranchidw, eO.

Placoids, 202.

Placunida?, 61.

Plagiodoiitia, 4.59.

Plagiostomes, 2.33.

PLagiostomi, 205, 240.

Plagusia, 220.

Planaria cornuta and gracilis, 46;
planariidfe, ib.

Planaxis, 83.

Planidae, 219.

Planorbis, 90 ; P. cornuarietis, GO ; P.

bicarinatus, 89.

Plant lice, 186.

Plantain eaters, the, 360.

Pianlcutters, the, 359.

Plantigradii, 482.

Planularia falcata, 27.

Platalea leucorrhodia, 380.

Platanista gangetica, 426.

Plateosaurus, 285.

Platessa flesus and limanda, 219.

Platurus laticaudatus, 267.

Plalycercus viridis, 362.

Platyilactyla, 280.

Platydactylus muralis and guttatus,

280.

Platygonus, 437.

Platyonyx, 409 ; P. cuvieri and minu-
tus, 410.

Platyphyllum concavura, 165.

Plecotus timoriensis, lecontii, &c.,

477.

Plectognathi, 14, 202, 204, 231.

Plectrophanes nivalis, lajiponicus, fcc,
358.

Pleiodon, 71.

Pleodontes,>276.

Plesiosaurus, 14, 284.

Plestiodon fasciatus, americanus, and
aldrovandii, 273.

Plethodon, 255.

Pleurobranchida;, 80 ; pleurobranchus,
ib.

Pleurodeles, 256, 288.

Pleurodontes, 277.

Pleuronectes, 14.

Pleuronectidas, 218, 219.

Pleurosaurus, 283.

Pleuroroma, 86.

Pliny the elder, his work on natural

history, 2.

Ploceina;, 355
;
ploceus oryx and igni-

color, ib.

Plotina^ 390.

Plotus anhinga, 390.

Plovers, the,'378.

Plumatella, 54.

Plumed birds, the habits and history

of, entirely unknown, 326.

Plumularia angulosa, 27.

Plusia triplasia and g.amma, 181.

Plutella, 179.

Pneumonobranchia, 89.

Poccilocera morbillosa, 165.

Pochard, the, or red-headed duck,
386.

Pocillopora polymorph a, 36.

Podagerina-, 320.

Podargina", 320; podargus cinereus,

ib.

Podicepina", 387.

Podiceps, 15; P. crist.acus, cornutus,

&c., 387.

Podosomata, 120.

Podura, 115.

Poduridce, 145.

PcEcilocampa populi, 181.

Ptecilopoda, 12, 1 1 1.

Pogonias chromis. 199 : P. fasciatus,

224 ; P. sulcirostris, 363.

Polecat, the, 485.

Polia chi, 180.

Polistes, 176.

Pollack, the, 219.

Pollicipes, 101.

PolyboriniE, 305.

Polyboroides, 309.

Polyborus, 306 ; P. braziliensis, 305.

Polydesmidas, 131.

i'olyergus, 175.

Polygastrica, 9 ; doubts as to the cor-

rectness of Ehrenberg's view of the
structure of, 19, 20.

Polymerosoraata, 120.

Polyodon, 238.

Polyommatus, 183, 184.

Polypi, 9; description of the habits of
some of the polypes, 53.

Polypiaria infuudibulati and hippocre-
pia, 54.

Polyplectron chinguis, 372.

Polypterus, 234, 235.

Polypus, th9, of the ancients,

92.

Polythalamia, 75; general structure

and abundance of, 76 ; conspicuous
in a fossil condition, ib. ; classifica-

tion of, 75, 77.

PolyxeniiUe, 131.

PolyzonidiB, 131.

Pomatobranchia, 81.

Pomotis, 221.

Pompilus, 173.

Pontia cardaraines, 184.

Porcellanin*, 115.

Porcellio, 113.

Porcupines, the, 460.

Porcus, 442.

Porgee, the, 224.

Porifera, the, a name applied by Grant
to the sponges, 16.

Porites porites, 36.

Poritida;, 36.

Porphyrio hyacinthinus, 383.

Porpita, 30.

Porpoises, the, 427.

Portuguese man of war, the, 30.

Portuniuae, 118.
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Possum, the, 1.5.

Potainoliippuis, 43G.

Potamotheiiuiii, 486.

Potoroo, the, 413.

Potto, the, 484.

Pouipe, derivation of the Frencn term,

92.

Power-cod, the, 219.

Priedones, 170.

Prairie dog, the, 469, 470.

Prairie hen, the, 376.

Pratincoles, tlie, 378.

Presb) tis, 497.

Priocera, 15fi.

Priodon, 41)7.

Prionid;e, 161.

Prionodon obscurus, 241.

Prionotiis, 222.

Prionus, 162.

Pristidini, 242.

Pristis, 242, 243.

Pristiurus, 241.

Proboscidea, 15.

Proboscidians, the, 438.

Procellaria, 15; P. capensis, 389
;
pro-

cellarida', 388.

Proctotrupidie, 172.

Procyon, 483.

Proeyopidie. 483.

Progne purpnrea, 317.

Prosimi*, 493.

Proteles, 490.

Proteus, a genus of infusoria, descrip-

tion of the, 18; proteus diffluens,

24 ; P. anguinns, 251.

Prolochaerus, 440.

Protopithecus, 495.

Piotopteri, 205.

Protopterus annecten.s. 239.

Protozoa, a name sometimes given to

infusoria, 18.

Psaromoniys, 464.

Psammophis Hagelliformis, 270.

Pselaphida', 162.

Pselaphides, 155.

Pseudocarcinas gigas, 118.

Pseudochirus, 415.

Pseudodon, the, of fionld, 70.

Pseudopus, 274.

Pseudostoma bursarius and talpoidea,

468.

Pseudotriton, 255.

PsittacidiB, 361.

Psittacina', 362.

Psittacus, 15 ; P. eiytliacus, &c., 362,

303.

Psocidae, 166, 167.

Psophia crepitans, 379 ; psophin;e.
ib.

Psophodes crepitans, 331.

Psychoda, 193.

PsyllidsR, 186.

Ptarmigans, the, 376.

Pterocera, 87.

Pterocles bicinctus and alchata, 376;
pterocIincB, ib.

Pterodactyl us, 284.

Plerodon, 419.

Pteroglossus aracari, 361.

Pteromys, 278 ; P. volucella, 468.

Pterophoridae, 179 ; pterophorus peu-
tadactylus, ib.

Pteropoda, 11, 77.

Pteropodidae, 479 ; pteropus, 15 ; P.
vulgaris, ib.

Pterosaiirii, 284.

PterosomidiB, 78.

Pteroiracheidie, 78.

Ptilonopus, 368.

Plilonorhynchinae, 353; ptilonorhyn-
chus nitens, &e., ib.

Ptilota, the, or winged insects, of Aris-

totle, 95. 131.

Ptinid», 158.

Ptychopleures, 274.

Ptyodactyla, 281.

Ptyodactylus, 14.

Puff-birds, the, 323.

Puffin, the, 387.

Pulex, 13; P. irritans and penetrans,
148.

Pulmonaria, 12, 120.

Pnlmonata, 10.

Pulmonisrada, 28, 30.

Puma, the, 491.

Pumpkin-seed, 221.
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Pupa state of insects, general obser-

vations on the, 134, 135 ; exter-

nal appearance of the pupie, 135.

Pupipara, 196.

Pupivora, 170.

Purpura lapillus, 86.

Purpurida, 86.

Putorius, 485.

Pycnodontes, 235.

Pycnogonidie, 121; pycnogonum, 113,

120, 121.

Pycnonolina;, 344.

Pycnonotus jocosus, 344.

Pygaera bucephala, 181.

Pygmeodon, 430.

Pyralidae. 180.

Pyramidella, 80.

PyramidellidcB, 86.

Pyraiiga rubra, &c., 356.

Pyrgoma, 102.

Pyrochroa. 159.

PyrochroidcB. 159.

PyroderuS sciitatus, 352.

Pyrosonia, 55.

Pyrrhocoracinae, 353; pyrrhocorax al-

pinus. ib.

Pyrihocoris apterus, 189.

Pvirhula europea, 359 ; pyrrhulime,
"358.

Python. 269.

Pyxis, 287.

Quadrumana, 1.5,491.

Quails, the, 375.

Querula rubricollis and militaris,

344.

Querulinae, 314.

Qiiiscaliuie, 354
;
quiscalus versicolor,

fcc, ib.

Rabbits, the, 456.

Raceis, a species of snake so called,

269.

Racoons, the, 483.

Radiata, the, why so called, 8 ; brief

summary of the clas^^es included
under, 9, 10; all forms in which
radiated structure is evident in-

cluded under, 25; included by
Cuvier under the zoophyta, ib.

;

divided into three classes—("olente-
rata, Zoophyia, and Echinodermata,
ib.

Ralinesque, the genus loncosilla in-

stituted by, 70.

Raia, 243.

Raiada», 240, 242.

Rails, the. 383.

Rajini, 243.

Rallida?, 383.

Rallus, 15; R. aquaticus, crex, &c.,
383.

Ramphastida;, 361.

Rainphastos erythrorhynchus, &c.,
361.

Rana, 14, 258.

Ranatra linearis, 187.

Ranidie, 2.57.

Raninn, 115.

Riiniiiidie, 115.

liaphidia, 168.

Ra|)hidiida?, 168.

Raptores, 293.

Rasores, 294.

Rat-kangaroo, the, 413.

Ratel, the, 484.

Ratelus, 484.

Rats, the, 461-465, 468.

Rattlesnake, the, 266.

Ravens, the, 351.

Rays, the, 240.

Recurvirostra avocetta, &c., 351 ; re-

curvirostrinae, ib.

Red-birds, the, 356.

Red-nsh, the, 224
Redstarts, the, 337; the American,

346.

Reiluviidae, 188.

Redwing, the, 342.

Regulus auricapillus, 337.

Reindeer, the, 450.

Reithrodon. 464.

Reptiles, chief characteristics and or-

ders of, 14.

Reptilia, chief characteristics and
orders of, 14; circulation of the

I blood in, 244 ; respiration of, ib.

;

effect of temperature on, 245; rudi-

mentary limbs of. ib. ; particulars

respecting the anatomical structure

of, 245-247; hybernation of, 248;
fecundity of, ib. ; distinguishing fea-

tures of the reptilia nuda, 249;
principal differenc-s between the
reptilia nuda and the reptilia squa-
mata, 261, 262.

Republican swallow, the, curious fea-

ture in the history of, 318.

Retepora, 54.

Reticulata, 109.

Rhea americana and darwinii, 377.

Rhinatrema, 261.

Rhincophora, 160.

Rhinobatini, 242.

Rhinoceros, 436; rhinocerotid.e, 436,

437.

Rhinodontini, 242.

Rhinolophus ferrum equinura, 477.

Rhinoporaa, 478.

Rhinopteia, 243.

Rhipiptera, 143, 189.

Rhizudontes, 282.

Rhizomys, 464.

Rhizopoda, 75.

Rhizotrogus, 157.

Rhombus maximus and vulgaris,

220.

Rhopalocera, 179, 183.

Rhvncholites, the fossils so called,
9"5.

Rhynchosaurus, 282.

Rhynchota, 184, 185.

Ringdove, the, 368.

Riparii, 188.

Robin, the American, or common mi-
gratory thrusl), 342.

Robins, the, 337.

Rock-fish, the, 221.

Rodenlia, 15, 455.

Roebuck, the, 449.

Rollers, the, 321.

Rondeletius, author of a work on
ichthyology, 2.

Rook, the, 352.

Rorqual, the, 421.

Rose fish, the, 223.

Rostellaria rectlrostris, 87.

Rostramus hamulus, 306.

Rostrali, 235.

Rot, the, in sheep, cajsed by a species

of trematoda, 46.

Rotatoria, 104.

Rotifer vulgaris, ?j.

Rotifera, 9, 104.

Roiissetles, the, 479.

Ruffe, the, 222.

Ruininantia, 15, 445.

1 Uuiiuers, Ihe, 378.

Rupicapra, 4,52.

Rupicola aurantia, 347.

Rutelid;e, 156.

Rypophaga, 1.54, 155.

Rytina, 432.

Rytinidse, 432.

Ryzaena, 487.

Sabella, 101.

Sable, the, 485.

Saccomyina, 461.

Saccomys, 461, 462.

Saddleback, the, or black-backed gull,

389.

Sagridae, 162.

Sajous, the, or sapajons, 495.

Salamander, the, 250. 252. 263, 256.

Salamandra, 14, 253, 256 ; salaman-
drinae, 261.

Salda, 188.

Salmo, 21 1 ; salmonidae, ib. : salmo salar

and fario, ib. ; S. Ibntinalis, ame-
thystus, confinis, and siskewit,

212.

Salmon, the, 211, 212, 221.

Salpa, 10, 55.

Salpingida;, 159.

Salt water trout, the, or weak fish,

223.

Salticinae, 128; salticus formicarius,

129.

S:ilvator, 276.

Salviani, author of a work on ichthyo-

logy, 2.
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Sandpipers, the, 391, 382.
Saperda, i&2.

fapeiickeis, [he, 333, 3G3.
Sapy^a, 173.

Sarct)pliat;a carnaiia, 194.

Sarcophilus ui^^iiius, 4H.
Sarcoptfs. l^il, 1-2-2; S. scabiei, 122;

the itch supposed to be occasioned
by ditrei'ent species of, ib.

Sarcoiarnphma?, 298; sarcoramphus,
298, 299.

Sardine, the, 203.

Sardinella, 209.

Sargiis ovis, 224.

Sars, tlie researches of, on the aca-

leph:p, 31 ; the scyphistoma and
strobila of, 32.

Saiiria, 14, 271.

Saurians fossil, 282.

Saiiroidei, 235.

Saurophis tetradactyla, 275.

SaurophthahtJdi, 272.

Saurolherina^, 365.

Saurns me.xicaniis, 212.

Sauvegardes, 276.

Savigny, discovery of, respecting the
antlia of the butterfly, 136.

SaxicavidcC, 58.

Saxicola tenanthe, 337.

Say, description of the prairie dog by,
469, 470.

Scaeva pyrastri, 194.

Scalaria clathrus, 83.

Scalaris, 83.

Scalops aqunticus, 473.

Scansores. 15, 294, 361.

ScaphidiidtB, 1.55.

Scaphiopus, 258.

Scaphirlriynchus, 238.

Scarab<eidie, 150.

Scarabajus hercules, 149 ; S. tityus,

157.

Scaup, the, or black-headed duck,
38(i.

Scelidotherium, 409.

Scelotes, 272.

Schizodon, 459.

Schizothorax, 214.

SchuBtiherr, divisions of the rhinco-
phora according to, 100, 101.

Sciaenida;, 223.

Sciaphila literata, 180.

Scincid;e, 271, 272.

Scincus, 14 ; S. officinalis, 273.

SciuridiB, 468.

Sciurus, 15, 470-472.

Sclerogenidfe, 222.

Scolia, 173.

Scoliidip, 173.

Scoliopteryx libatrix, 181.

Scolopacidie, 381 ; scolopacinae, 382.

Scolopax, 15 ; S. rusticola, 382.

Scolopendra, 13, 132.

Scolopendridae, 132.

Scolytidce, 161.

Scomber vernalis, grex, colias, &c.,
225, 226.

Scomberesocidee, 217.

Scombridas the, 225.

ScopelidcB, 212; scopelus, ib.

Scorpicna scropha, 223.

Scorpio, the scorpion, 12, 118, 119 126,
273.

Scorpionidie, 126.

Scoter, the, 386.

Screamers, tlie, 382.

Sculpins, 223.

Scutellera, 189.

Scutelleridaj, 189.

Scutibranchia, 81.

Scutibrunchiata, 10.

Scutigera coleoptrata, 130 ; scutige-
ridcB, 132.

Scjdmfenidce, 158.

Scyllaridse, 116; scyllarinse, ib. ; scyl-
larus, ib.

Scyllini, 241.

Scylliodontini, 241.

Scyllium, 241.

Scyinniui, 242; scymnus, ib.

Scyphistoma, 32.

Sea-bass, the, 221.

Sea-cat, the, or weever, or wolf fish,

222, 230.

Sea cow, 432.

Sea cowcumber, 42.

Sea-eggs, or sea-urchins, 40.

Sea elephant, sea lion, or sea wolf,

432, 481.

Seahorse, the. 232, 432.
Sea jellies, 9, 27.

Sea-netlles, 9, 27.

Sea-piueons, the, 383.
Seiil, the, 15 ; the seals, 480, 481 ;

length of time which they can re-

main under water, 66.

Sebasles norvegius, 223
Secretary, |fae, 309.

Securileia, i70.

Segestria, 129.

^elache, 242.

Selachil, 13, 233, 2.39.

Seinnupitliecus, 497.
Sepia, 94.

Sepiid;e, 94.

Seps chalcides, 273.
Serialaria, 54.

Serica, 157.

Sericulus chrysocephalus, 344,
Serolin;p, 112.

Serpent-eater, the great, 309.
Serpentarius, 309.
Serpents, tlie. general description of

the anatomical peculiarities of, 261,
262 ; organs of motion of,262, 263 ; the
phenomena of reproduction different

in different species. 263 ; few serpents
found in a Ibssil state, ib. ; scienti-

fic exposition of, a matter of consi-
derable difflcidty, ib. ; antidotes to
the bites of, 264, 265 ; only two ve-
nomous species in the middle and
northern states, 267.

Serpula, 100.

SerpiilidiP, 100.

Serricornia, 1.57.

Sertularia abietina, polyzonalis, and
operculata, 27.

Sertularida;, 27.

Sesia, 182; S. fuciformis, 183.

Setophaga ruticilla, mitrata, &c.,
346.

Shad, the, 209.

Shark, the, 13 ; the sharks, 240-
242.

Sheat fish, the, 216.

f^heep, the, 453.

Sheepshead, the, 224 ; the three-tailed,

228.

Sheldrake, the large, or merganser,
387.

Shell lac, obtained from a species of

coccus. 186.

Shells, structure of, 50 ; bivalve, uni-

valve, and spiral, different forms of,

and technical terms applied to, 51,

52, 56, 57, 68 ; the sexes among
the unioninaj distinguishable by
the, 70.

Sheltopusik, the. 275.

Shovel-fish, the, 238.

Shoveller, the, 386.

Shrewmole, the, 473 ; the shrews,
ib.

Shrikes, the, 348, 349.

Sialia wilsoni, 338.

Sialidce, 168.

Siderotherium, 436.
Sigaretidie, 88.

Sigaretus, 88.

Sigmodon, 464, 465.

Silkworms, the, 181.

Silphidie, 1.'55.

Silurida;, 216.

Silurus glanis, 216 ; S. electricus,

217.

Silver fish, the, 215.

Simla, 15; S. troglodytes, 497.
Simiae platyrrhiui, 494; S. catarrhini,

496; simida;, ib.

Siphneus, 464.

Siphouaplera, 143.

Siphonophoridae, 131.

Siphonops, 261.

Siphonostoma, 104, 147.

Sipunculidea, 42.

Sipunculus, 10, 42.

Siredou mexicaniis and maculatus,
251.

iren, 252.

irenidia, 429.

Sirenoidei, 239.

Siskin, the, 3.57.

Siiti, 15 ; S. europsra, 333 ; sittinje,

332.

Siviitherium, 443.

Skip-jack, the, 226, 227.

Skippers, 194.

SUinik, the, 486.

Skylark, the, 338.

Sloths, the, 410.

Slow worm, the, 272; innocuous na-
ture of, ib.

Smell, the, 212.

Smeriiithus, 183.

Smilodon, 490.

Sminthus, 464.

Smynlhurus, 14.5.

Snake bird, the. 390.

Snakes, the, 268 ; the black snake,
269, 270 ; the garter snake, green
snake, &c., 270.

Snapper, the, 223.

Snapping turtle, the, 288, 289.
Snipe fish, the. 229.

Snipes, the, 382.

Solarium, 85.

Solaster, 39.

Soldier bug, 153.

Sole, the, 220.

Sulea vulgaris, 220.

Solemya, 58.

Solerayidee, 58.

Soien, loncosilla supposed to be a
species of, 59.

Solenidie. 59.

Solifugie, 125.

Solipeda, 15.

Solpuga. 125.

Sorex, 473.

Soricida;, 473.

Soridia, 272.

Sounds, various, emitted by insects

140, 141.

Spalacina, 464.

Spalacodon, 472.

Spalacopus, 4.'j9.

Spalax typhlus, 464.

Spanish fly, 153.

Sparida;, 224.

Sparrow, the hedge, 339 ; the spar-

rows, 355, 357.

Sparrow hawks, the, 307.

Spatangus, 41.

Spatha, 71.

Spelerpes, 255.

Speothos, 487.

Spermophila crassirostris, 359.

Spermiiphilus, 469.

Sphieriiiiida', 154.

Sphajriodactyla, 281.

Sphaeroma, 112.

Sphairomidae, 112; sphaerominEB, ib.

Sphargis, 289.

Sphegidae, 173.

Spheniscin*, 388.

Sphenodon, 410.

Sphingidce. 182.

Sphinx, 179, 182; S. pinastri, ligustri,

convolvuli, &c., 183.

Sphyra-na barracuda and spet, 222.

Sphyrna, 243 ; S. zygasna and malleus,
241.

Spiculifera, 170.

Spiders, the, 12, 118, 126; eflects of

the poison of, much exaggerated,

127 ; anatomy and method of spin-

ning of, ib. ; various patterns of the
webs of, ib. ; their care of their

cocoons, 128 ; food of, ib. ; descrip-

tion of various kinds of^ 128, 129.

Spilornis, 305.

Spinax, 242, 243.

Spinicini, 242.

Spio filicornis. 99.

Spiracula composita and solitaria,

201.

Spirula, 94 ; spirulida;, ib.

Spizaetus, 3!5.

Spondylus, 63.

Sponges, imcertainty whetlier they

belong to the animal or vegetable

kingdom, 9; numerous species and
endless forms of, 16, 17 : growth,
contents, and various genera of,

ib.

Spongia officinalis, 16; S. usilatissi-

ma, tubaeformis, fistulai'ia, &c., 17.
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Spongilla Incustris, fluviatilis, and
friabilis, 17.

Spoonbills, the, 380.

Sprat, the, 209.

Spurii, IGl.

Squalid*, 240. 241.

Squalodon, 481.

SquaUis, 13.

Squamipennes, 227.

Squalitiini, 242.

Squilla, 12, 114.

Squillid*, 114.

Squinels, the, 4G8-472 ; the flying

sqiiin-iil, 278.

St. Gulhberl's beads, 38.

Stagsters, the, in oxen, caused by a

species of cystica, 44.

Stags, the, 450.

Stang-fishes, wedusiE, or sea nettles,

Stnphylinides, the, 1.55.

Starling^ the,' 353, 354.

i^teatornib. 320.

Steeiisii'iip, description of the alter-

nation of geiieralions by, 31, 32;

his observations on coryne, 33.

Stesanophthalinata, 28.

Stellio, 14, 279.

Stellonia rubens, 39.

Steinmata, the, or ocelli, of insects,

13(i, 137.

Stcrainatopiis, 481.

Steiielytni, 159.

Stenides, 1.5.5.

Stenodactvlus guttatus, 281.

Slenops, 493.

Stenopiis, 1 If).

St«norliyiichus, 481.

Stentoi rtiylleri, 24.

Slereliniiitha, 10.

Sterna hirundo, minuta, &c., 389

;

slernina', ib.

SternothuMMis, 288.

f-'teriioxi, 1.57.

Stickleback, the, 223.

Stilts, the, 381.

Stiny-rays • or sting-rees, dangerous
character of, 243.

Stinkpot, the, a species of land tor-

toisf, 288.

Stiziis, 172.

Stotnatopoda, 12, 114.

Stonio.xys, 13, 194.

Stone cattish, 216.

Stonechats, the, 337.

Storks, the, 381).

Stratiomvdie, 193.

Stratiomys, 193.

Strepera graculina, 350.

Streporaa. 84.

Strepsiptera, 189.

Streptospondyliis, 233.

Strigida^ 309-315.

Striginie, 311.

Striped bass, the, 221.

Strix pratincola and flamniea, &c.,
311.

Strobila, 32.

Strombid;e. 87.

Strombus, 10, 87.

Stongyloceros, 450.

Strophilus, 70.

Struthio, 15; S. camelus, 377.

Struthiones, *»4. 376.

Strathionidie, 376; struthioninw, 377.

Sturgeon, 13; the sturgeons, 234.

Sturiones, 13.

Sturionida", 238.

Sturnella ludoviciana, neglccta, &c..

354.

Slurnida!, 353.

Sturnina>, 354 ; sternus vulgaris, &c..

ib.

Subbrachiata, 14.

Suckers, the, 210.

Sucking-fish, the, 220.

Sucloria, 13.

Sugar-fish, 146.

Suidaj, 15, 440.

Sula, 15 ; S. bassana and fusca,

391.

SulcicoUes, 162.

Sun bird or grebe, the, 387.

Sun birds, the, 327.

Sunfish, the. 221, 232.

Sun-perch, 221.
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Suricate, the, 487.

Siirnia uliila, 310, 314 ; gurnina-,

314.

Sus, 15 ; S. scrophas domesticus, &c.,

441.

Swainson. classification of birds ac-

cording to, 293 ; description of hum-
ming birds liv, 338; remarks of, on
the lelidifi, 491), 491.

Swallows, the, 316-318; the great sea

swallow, 389.

Swans, the, 385. #
Swifts, the, 318.

Swimming bladder^ the, of fishes,

198.

Sword-bills, the. 332.

Swoidfish, 14, 220,228.
Sylvia hippolais, 337.

Sylviadse, 335; sylvian*, ib.

Sylvicola aistiva, maculosa, coro-

nata, chrysoptera, &.C., 34U; sylvico-

lime, ib.

Symbranchida?, 807.

Synallaxiuffi, 332.

Synanceia, 223.

Syngnathida-, 232.

Syngnathtis, 23!J.

Syrnium nebulosuin, &c., 311, 312.

SyrphidcB, 194

Syrtis, 188.

Systoligrada, a name proposed for

the Diphyida, 20 ; characters of the

31.

Tabanidte, 193.

Tabanus, 193.

Tachinus, 194.

Tachyoryctes, 464.

Tachypetes aquilus, 391.

Tachyphonus cristatus, 357.

Tachyporides, 155.

'I'adpules, 258.

TiBnia solium and cateniformis. 45.

T.<enioides, 228.

Tailor, the, 227.

Talaje, a South American insect of

the familv gamasidie, 124.

Talitrus, 12".

Tallegallime, 370.

Talpa, 472.

TalpidaN 472. 473.

Tamariiis, the, 494.

Tamias, 470.

Tanagers, the, 356.

Tanagra episcopus, 356 ; tanagriiiie,

ib.

Tantalinaj, 380 ; tantalus loculalor,

381.

Taphozous, 478.

Tapiroporcus, 437.

Tapirolherium. 437.

Tapirs, the, 438.

Tapirus americanus and indicus.

438.

Tarandus hastalis .and furcifer, 450.

Tarantula, the, 129, 280.

Tardigrada, 408.

Tarsipes rostratus, 415.

'rarsius, 493.

Tatous, the, 407.

Tautoga americana. the taulog, 218.

Taxicornia, 159.

Taxotherium, 484.

Teal, the green and blue winged,
386.

Tectibranchia, 80 ; tectibranchiata,

10.

Tegenaria, 129.

Tejus, 14.

Telegalliis lathami, 370.

Teleosaurus, 283.

Teleostei, 233.

Telephoridfe, 158.

Telephorus, 159.

Tellina, 73, 74.

Tellinidae, 74.

Temnodon, 227.

Temnurus leucopterus and rufus,

351.

Tenebrio niolitor, 160 ; tenebrionida>,

ib.

Tenrecs, the, 475.

Tentaculifera, 92.

TenthredlnidcB, 169, 170.

Tenthredo, 13.

Tenuirostres, 326.

Terebella, 101,

I'erebra, 88.

Terebrantia, 170.

Teredo navalis, 59.

Terraes, 166.

TermitidsB, 166.

Terns, the, 389.

Terrapin, the common, 288.

Testudinidie, 287.

Testudo, 14 ; T. polyphemus elephan-
toptis, fee, 287.

Tethys, 79.

Tetrabranchiata, 92.

Tetracera, 451.

Telracaulodon tnastodontoideum, 438.

Tetradactylus, 273.

Tetragnatha argyra, 130.

Tetramera, 151, 152, 160.

Tetrao urogalhis, letrix, urophasia-

nus, canadensis, &c.. 375, 376.

Tetraodon, 232 ; T. electricus, 208.

Tetraonidie, 374 ; tetiaoninw, 375.

Tetrapneumones, 128.

Tetraprotodon, 436.

Teuthididff, 94.

Thalamita, 118.

'I'halassema echiurus, 98.

Thalasfidroma pelaaica, 389.

Thainnophilinie, 349; thamnophilus
dolialus, &c., ib.

Thaumantias cymbaloidea, 30.

Thecia quercus, pruni, and bctula;,

184.

Thecodontosaurus, 282.

Theliphoniiiie, 126.

Thelphiisa, 117; thelphusinae, ib.

Thelyphonus. 126.

Theridiou, 129 ; theridioninse, 128.

Theridomys, 461.

TheuthydcB. 228.

Thick-leg, the, 378.

Thistle bird, the, 357.

Thomisinte, 128.

Thuracici, 201, 218.

Thorax, the, of insects, general struc-

ture of, and its appendages, and the

scientific terras applied to the same,
138, 139.

Thorictes dracfena, 276.

Thrasher, the, 343.

Three-tailed sheepshead, the, 228.

Thfipsidae, 166.

Thrushes, the,
34J.

Thuiaria thuia. 27.

Thylacitiid», 419; thylacinus, ib.

Thvlacolherium, 419.

Thymallus, 211, 212; T. vexillifer and
vulgaris, 212.

Thynnus, 226.

Thysanura, 13, 131, 143, 144.

Tick, the, infesting the sheep, 196.

Ticks, 123; troublesome character of,

ib.

Tiger, the, 491.

Tilicua, 14.

Timalia, 343 ; timalinre, ib.

Tinamin<e, 37C.

Tinamous, the, 376.

Tinamus major. 376.

Tinea vulgaris, 215.

Tinea pellionella and granella, 179;
tineida?, ib.

Tingidas, 188: tingis, ib.

Tipulidie, 193.

Titanomys, 456.

Titmouse, the common, 340.

Tits, the, 339.

Tityra cayanus, 346; tityrinae, 345.

Toad, the, 259 ; striking difference

between the frogs and true toad.s,

259, 260.

Toad-fish, the, 231.

Tobacco-pipe fish, the, 229.

Tobacco-worm, the, 182.

Todinae, the toadies, 321 ; todus viridis,

ib.

Tomcod. the, 219.

Tornatella, 86.

Torpedo, 208, 243.

Torpedini, 242. 243.

Tortoise-shell, the, of commerce, pro-

cured from the hawksbill turtle,

248.

Tortoises, the, 286.

Tortricidas. 179.

. TortrLx, 268; T. viridana, 180.
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Totanus bartramius, inacularius, &.C.,

382.

Toiioiins, the, 361.

Towhe buntings, the, 357.
Toxodon, 431.

Toxotes jaculator, 228.

Trachea atriplicis and praecox, 180.

Trachearia. 12, 120.

Trachclia, lo9.

Trachelocerca olor, 24 ; T. viridis,

25.

Tiaciiypterus, 228.

Trachysaurus, 273.

Tragopan haatingsii, 372.

Tieinatoda, 46.

Tremalodera, 251.

Trenibley, the discoverer of the genus
hydra, 2G.

Trepang, method of fishing for and
preserving, 42.

Treron aromatica, 3G7 ; treronina;,

ib.

Triienodontini, 241.

Triakis, 241.

Trichechid*, 432; trichechus rosma-
rus, &c., 433, 434.

Trichiurus, 228 ; T. electricus, 203.

Trichius, 157.

Tricliocephalus dispar, 47.

Trichoilectes, 147.

Trictiodina cometa, 24,

Trichoplera, 1G8.

Trichosuriis, 41.5.

Tndacna, 72; tridacnida;, ib.

Trigla lyra and cuculus, 222 ; triglidae,

ib.

Trigonia pectiuata and thoracica, 67.

Trigonocephalus conlortrix, &.c., 266,
21)7.

Trilobita, 12.

Trilobiles, 1 10 ; known only from fossil

remains, ib.

Trimeia, 151, 1.52, 162.

Trini;a rufescens and minuta, 382.

Tringlnie, 381.

Trionycida-, 288.

Trionyx, 288, 289.

Triphiena pronuba, 181.

Triplax, 162.

Triton, 253, 254 ; T. tceniatum and
cristatum, 2.56.

Trilonia, 79 ; tritoiiiida?, ib.

Tritonium, 10.

Trochiuhis. 483.

Trochidae, 85.

TrochllidoB, 328 et seq.
Trochiliida;, 182 ; irochilium ccrasi,

ib.

Trochilus mango, macrourus, glaw-

copis, polytmus, pella, &c., 329,
33"J.

Trochus, 85.

Troctes i)ulsatorius, 167.

TrogidiE, 156.

Trou'ludytes ffidon, 333; T. niger,

497.

Troglodyiina?, 333

;

TroETon viridis and curucui, 323.

Trogonina;, 322, 323.

Trogonophis, 275.

1'rogons, the, 322, 323.

Trogontherium, 467.

Trombidiidae, 124; trombidium, 121,

124.

Tropic birds, the, 389.

Tropidolepis, 278.

Tropidonotus, 2G9 ; T. sirtalis, sipedon,
&c., 270.

Tropidorhynchus corniciilatus, 331.

Trout, the, improper application of
the name, 221 ; the salmon trout,

salt water trout, or weak fish.

223.

Trout family, the, 211, 212.
Trumpet-fish, the, 229.

Trumpeters, the, 379.
Trunk-fish, tlie, 231.
Trygonini, 243.

Tubicinella, 102.

Tubicola. 11,60, 100.

Tubilex, 98.

Tubipora musica, 37 ; tubiporidie,
ib.

Tubularia indivisa and coronata,
27.

Tubulibranchia, the, of Cuvier, 85.

Tubulibranchiata, 10.

Tubulilera, 170.

Tubulipora, 54 ; tubuliporidw, ib.

Tumblers, the, 308.

Tmiicata, lu, .54.

Tunny, the, 228.

Tupinambis, 276.

Turbo, 85.

Turbot, the, 220.

TurdidiB, 341.

Turkey buzzard, the, 29C, 298, 300.

Turkeys, the, 373, 374,
1 urnianee, 375; turiii.v dactyl isonans,

ib.

Turnstones, the, 379.

Turritella, 83.

Turtle-dove, 368.

Turtles, the, 288, 289.

Typhline cuvierii, 273.

Typhlophthalmi, 273.

Tyranniuie, 345.

Tyranniila, 345.

Tyrannus intrepidus, crinitus, nuncio-
la, &c., 345.

Uloborus walcnierius, 130.

Umbrella, 81 ; umbrellidae, ib.

Umbrina nebulosa and alburims,
224.

Unau, the, 410.

Unguieulata, 482.

Unio, 49, 68.

Unionlcula, 124.

Uniunidie, 67 ; composition of the
shell of, numerous variations and
distribution of some of the species

of, 68, 69 ; unioniiriB, 69 ; no ditficul-

ty in distinguishing the characters

of, 71.

Upupa epops, 326.
I 'pupida», 326.

L'raniidie, lt'3.

Uraptera, 243.

Ure-ux, the, 454.

Uria antiqua, troile, &c., 388.

Urinaj, 388.

Urocentrum turbo, 24.

Uruceridie, 17 1 ; urocerus gigas, ib.

Uroplatus fimbriatus, 281.

Ursid*, 482.

Ursus, 15 ; U. maritimus, americanus,
ferox, and arctos, 482.

Valkeria, 54.

Valvata, 83.

Vampyridie, 47G ; vampyrus spectrum,
477.

Vandeleuria, 464.

Vanellus cristatus, 378.

Vantssa, 13 ; V. c-album, atalanta,

urtica;. antiopa, cardui, &c., 184.

Varanidie, 281 ; vaianus iiiloticus,

ib.

Varicolores, 159, 160.

Vauga curvirostris, 348.

Velella, 10, 30.

Veueridte, 74.

V'enus, 73, 74.

Vermetidae, 85.

Vermelus, 10, 85.

Vertebrata. chief distinction between
the, and the evertebrata, 8; charac-
teristics of, 13 ; brief summary of the
classes included under, 13-15; de-
tailed description of the classes and
orders of, 197 et seq.

Vesicularia, 54.

Vesicularid.e, 53, 54.

Vespa, 175; V. vulgaris and crabro.
176.

Vespertilio, 15; V. pruinosus, noctiva-
gans, &c., 478.

Vespida?, 175.

Vibrillie, definition of the term, 9.

Vibrio anguillula and tritici, 2.3.

Vicunna, the, 447.

Vidua paradisea, regia, and ei'vthro-

rhynchus, 356.

Vipera, 14.

Viperidie, 263, 267 ; viperina, 203,

205.

Vipers, the, 263, 264, 267. 270.

Vireo olivaceus, &c., 346 ; vireoninae,

ib.

Virgularia juncea, 37.

Viscacha, the, 458.

Viverra, 15, 486; viverrida?, 15, 486,

Vociler, the, of Le Vaillant, 305.

Volucella, 194.

Voluta, 88; volulida;, ib.

Volvox globator, 23.

Vulpes fulvus, (iecussatus, velox, and
lagopus, 489, 490.

Vulsella, 63.

Vultiu-ida", the vultures, 295 et seq.

Vullurina^, 296.

Waders, the, 378.

Wagtails, the, 341.

Walking leal, the, 164.

Walruses, the, 432, 433

Wampum, the colored margin of
cytherea used in the manufacture of,

75.

Warblers, the, 335-340.

Wart-hogs, the, 442.

Wasps, the, 175.

Water, discoloration of, by the daph
niie, 108.

Water-flea, 12.

Water-moccasin, the. 266.

\\"ater-pup|)y, the, 252
Weak fish, the, 199,223.
Weasel, the, 15 : the weasels, 485.

Weaver birds, the, 355.

VV'eever, the, 222.

Weevils, the, 141, 160.

Westwood, classification of the co-

leoptera by, 151, 1.52; arrangement
of the hymenoptera according to,

170; divisions of the rhopalocera
and heterocera according to, 179;
division of the homopiera and he-
tcroptera according to, 185; class^ifi-

cation of the diplera according to,

191, 192.

Whale-louse, 12.

Whales, the, 420. 421-424; the bottle-

nosed whale, 426 ; the white whale,
427.

Wheatears, 337.

Whip-poor-will, the, 320.

While fish, the, 212.

W hiting, the, 219, 224.

Wide-gap, the, 230.

Widgeon, the, 38ti.

Widow or Whidah birds, the, 355,
356.

Wilson, description of the horned
owl by, 312, 313—of the hawk owl,
315—of the whip-poor-will, 320

—

of the wren, 333, 334—of the blue-
bird, 338, 339—of the mocking bird,

342—of the yellow-breasted chat,
343—of the red headed woodpecker,
364 ; description of the flight of the
wild goose by, 384, 385.

Wings, the, of insects, general
structure of, 139; of birds, 291.
292.

W olF-'fish, the, 230.

Wolverine, the, 484.

Wolves, the, 488, 489.

Wombats, the, 414.

Woodcocks, the, 382. 4fr

Woodpeckers, the, 363-365.

Worms, general chiiracterislics of, 11;
difllculties attending the classifica-

tion of, 42; intesliii.il, 44; the com-
mon tape-worm, 44 ; the guinea
worm, 45; earth-worms, 98.

Wrens, the, 333, 337.

Wrynecks, the, 365.

Xilina exoleta, 181.

Xiphias, 14,226.
Xiphodon, 435.

Xiphorhynchus, 332.

Xiphosomacaninum, 269.

Xiphosura, 111.

Xylocopa violacea and viclima, 176.

Yak, the, 454.

Yellow-bird, the summer, 340.

Yellowhammer, the, 358.

Yellowjack, the, or yellowtail, 224.

Yellow rump, the, 340.

Yunciiue, 365.

Y'unx torquilla, 365.

Zebra, the, 444.

Zenaida amabilis, 369.
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Zeuglodon, 481.

Zeus faber, 'J27.

Ziphius, 428.

ZoaiUhida?, 36.

Zoarces, 230.

Zonotiichia albicoUis. melodia, leuco

phrys, graminea, &c., 357.

Zoogeography, or ihe geographical

distribution of animals, 7; survey

of the geographical distribution of

mammalia, 498-502.

Zoology, definition of, and intro-

ductory remarks upon, 1 ; brief

outline of the history of the science

and of the principal systems of,

1-3; distinguished as general and
special, 3; various principles pro-

posed for the classification of ani-

mals, 4; important affinities be-

tween plants and animals, 4-6

—and essential differences be-

tween, 6; observations on the geo-

graphical distribution of animals,

7, 8; sketch of the orders of the

animal kingdom based on the eys-

tem of Cuvier, 9-15; descrintive,

16.

Zoophyta, the, why so called, 8;
what animals are included under,

9 ; ordeis of, 9 ; Cuvier's arrange-

ment of, 25 ; resemblance between
the, and the acalephs, 31 ; princi-

pal characters of, 33 ; Dana's classi-

fication of, 34.

Zosterops, 340.

Zyg«na, 182 ; zygaenidae, ib.
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